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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.
The Census

of the Panjab Province

was

out in 1881

carried

by Mr.

Indian Civil Service and his Report
(afterwards Sir Denzil) Ihbetson of tlie
on the Census was published in 1883. The Eeport has always been recognised
as one of the most reraarkalde official publications in India, and a work of
the greatest value both from the a<lministr»tive and from the literary and
It at once attracted widespread attention, more
scientific point of view.

information
especially in view of the copious

which

it

provided regai'ding the

people of the Province, and a separate volume was issued in 188.3, under the
" which contained a
"
title of
reprint of those portions
Panjab Ethnography
of the Report which dealt with the Religions, the Languages, and the Races,
The number of copies published, however,
Castes and Tribes of the people.

both of the Report and of the Etlmography, was comparatively small and they
now difficult to procure outside Indian official circles. There are at the same

are

time indications of a continuing demand for the Report, and more especially for
the ethnological portion of it, and to meet this demand the Piuijab Government
has determined to undertake the issue of the present volume.

This volume reproduces a portion only,

—

I)ut that

is

the

most important

portion,— of the original Report, namely the chapter on the Races, Castes and
The chapters on Religion and Language, which formed
Tribes of the Panjab.

"

published in 1883, though valuable and interestsomething of their original importance owing to the
the last thirty years, Imt the chapter
progress made in scientific enquiry during
on the Races, Castes and Tribes still contains much valuable information that
cannot be obtained elsewhere, and this cliapter must always command attention

part of the ''Ethnography
ing, have neccssaiily

and respect

lost

for its vigorous

and comprehensive treatment of the subject. The
and the territorial boundaries of the Province

out of date
figures are, of com'se,

and

districts

with which the chapter deals are

now

considerably altered.

There

are also, no doubt, points on which later investigation suggests modification of

the facts and opinions originally given, but it has been thought best to reproduce the chapter as it stands, without any attempt to annotate it or bring it up
to date

It

is

believed that in this

way

the wishes of most readers will best be

by this com-se the volume
of the Panjab has in
the
Government
which
object
met, and

it

felt

is

petuation of the

memory

tion

is

will best fulfil the further

view,

namely, the per-

of the original writer.

many still alive to whom Sir Denzil Ibbetson was personally
that anything like a complete description of his career in this introducunnecessary, but it may not be out of place to mention a few of its

There are so

known

that
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He

outstanding features.

was born on August 30th, 1847, and

after

being

educated at St. Peter's College, Adelaide, and St. John's College, Cambridge,
He was early in his service selected
entered the Indian Civil Service in 1870.
for the special posts of Settlement Officer of the KarnSl District and SuperinHe subsequently filled from time
tendent of Census Operations in the Panjdb.
to time the apjiointments of Director of Public Instruction and Financial Com-

missioner in the Panjab, Secretary to the

Government

of India in the

Revenue

and Agricultural Department, Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces, and
Member of the Viceroy's Council. In 1907 he became Lieutenant-Governor
of the Panjab, but held that important post for all too short a time, succumbing
to a fatal malady on the 21st of February 1908.

No

one to

personality

:

his

whom
tall

Sii-

Denzil Ibbetson Avas known can ever forget his

and commanding presence,

his vivacious

conversation, his constant sense of humoui-, his quick indignation

and original

and

his equally

For the thoroughness of his erudition in many directions he
was unsurpassed in India and as an administrator there are not a few who hold
him to have been the greatest Indian Civil Servant of our time. His character
quick sympathy.

and career are admirably summed up in an inscription placed
by the Viceroy
on whose Council he served on the walls of the Simla Church which runs as
follows

:

—

Untiring in Administration,
Fearless in doing right,

a

scholar and a man of affairs,

lotal in co-operation, devoted in friendship

He

gave TO India his love

AND

ms

LIFE.

m

ORIGINAL PREFACE
TO THE REPORT ON THE CENSUS OF

1881.

In vvntmg the
accompanymg report on the Pan jab Census of 1881 I
have steadily kept two main
objects before me.
Firstly, I have attempted' to
produce a work which shall he useful to District officers
as a handbook of
reference on all the
subjects dealt with in the Census
Schedules, and which
shall stand with
regard to such
in a

subjects
position somewhat similar
to that
occupied by the modern Settlement
Report in respect of revenue
matters.
Secondly, I have endeavoured to record in some detail the
experience
gamed at this Census, for gui.lance on the occasion of future
enumerations.
pursuance of each of these objects has
helped to swell the size of the

My

report.

It would have been
easy to wi-ite a short notice of some of the more
obvious conclusions to be drawn from
the Census totals of the
Province as a
whole ; and such a notice would doubtless
have technirallv sufficed as a

Government upon the operations which
have been of small use for future
to

report

had superint^.ded. But it would
reference, and would liave served no
pui-pose
I

beyond that of furnishing the text for a Government
resolution.
A Census
IS not meant
merely for the information of the Secretariat
it is
mtended to be constantly refemd to in
report

mere

results

•

would

ill

every office of the Province
serve th's end in the absence of an
It

The

is

of

interpreter.
but small
advantage to cast voluminous tables of naked
figui-es at the heads of
District officers, without at the same
time explaining what
they represent
which can be done
by no one but him who compiled them, and drawino- from'
them the more miportant conclusions to
which they lead, which few will
draw
but he whose
special business it is to do
so.'

In the ordinary routine of district
work, information is constants needed
regarding some feature or other of the
society which we govern
That information often exists in
print but in India libraries are few and books scarce
while where the latter are
are often too
;

available, they

for the practical
pui-poses of the District officer.

•

detailed or too learned

It has been
my endeavour to
furnish such a sketch of the salient features
of native
society in the Panjab
as will often
supply the immediate need, and at the same time to indicate
'^^^''^' '^ anywhere, further details
Census report is not
may be found.

A

Much

of the length of the
report i, due to the exceptionally large number of the aHminLh,*units tor which the
separate figures had to be discussed.
(See section 929 na»f
^
T « IT!!''*
States took great pains with the Censas
and, apart from the intrU.s"c value of^he reiltJlt
T.
have been
"^''' '^ '^^'-^
ungracious to discuss their tigures leas
than our owt,
fully
.

^S

;
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light reading

and men take

;

it

up, not to read

it

tbrougli, Imt to obtain

from

It is therefore more important that it
information on some definite point.
should lie complete than that it should he brief; and so long as its arrangement directs the student at once to the place where he will find what he wants,

it

without compelling him to wade through irrelevant matter, the fuller the
information which he there finds on Ihc subject, the more valuable will (he
I have therefore omitted nothing relevant that seemed to
report be to him.
to be interesting or useful, simply because it occupied sjwce.

The

difficulty of

me

an Indian Census springs mainly from two sources; the
be dealt w ith, and our own infinite ignor-

infinite diversity of the material to

ance of that material.

The present Census was,

respect of its minuteness

and one of

and accuracy of

as regai'ds the

detail, practically

a

Panjab and

first

in

experiment

;

most valuable results has been to show us where our chief
and how and why we have on this occasion frequently failed to

its

difficulties lie,

overcome them.

If the present Census had been one for all time, nothing more
brief account of the operations as W'ould

would have been needed than such a

have explained to the student of the results how those results had been
obtained.
If, on the other hand, a Census were of annual recuiTcnce, an
"
would have taken the place of
oflSce," with its permanent staff and traditions,
But the
the i-ecord of the experience which I have attempted to frame.
after inteivals of ten years.
It has therefore been
operations will be repeated
my endeavour to record the experience now gained in such detail as may enable

us to avoid past errors on a future occasion, to point out every defect tliat
the test of actual practice disclosed in the scheme, and to put forth everv
suggestion that my experience led me to think could be of use to my successor
in 1891.
Till now nothing of the sort has been attempted in the Panjab.
The
meagre report on the Census of 186S affords no record of the experience of the

suggestions for guidance in the future; while though Settlement
and
similar publications contain a vast mass of invaluable information
reports
regarding the people, it is scattered and fragmentary, and needed to be
past or

collected,
intervals,

compared, and consolidated. A Census reciu-s only after considerable
and it will not be necessary on each subsequent occasion to rewrite

the whole of the present report.

new

Much

will be

added

;

more

will be coiTected

;

examined and compared with the present ones the old
conclusions will be modified, and new ones drawn.
But the main groundwork
the

figures will be

;

of the report will stand unaltered.
I have not absolutely confined myself in the following
pages to facts and
which wall be immediately useful for the actual purposes of administra-

figures
tion.

I have not

hesitated

to

enter

occasionally

into

general

discussions
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value which

attaches to the information that I have recorded renders that in-

formation

worthy

less

ol

record.

In matters such as are discussed in this

the next hest thing to having them put rightly
wrongly, if only the wrongness be an intelligent wrongness
report,

to have

is
;

for "o

them put

we stimu^

and it is only by patient anti
and provoke criticism
-pread
inquiry and incessant and minute criticism, that we can hope to arrive on these
Nothing would be
subjects at accurate information and sound generalisations.
late

so

inquiry

;

welcome to me

of the

as to find the officers

Province setting to woi'k to

and supplement the information given in my report for the more
holes they will pick and the more publicly they will pick them, the faster shall
correct

;

we extend and improve our knowledge
need

I

not

far as they are

apologise for the

of the matters discussed.^

many and

due to the haste with which

palpable defects of the report, so
publications have to be

all official

Pages which have been written against time in the first instance, which
have been sent to press often without even the most cm-sory revision, and which,
prepared.

by the most
must not be judged by any literary standard. But T must,
in justice to myself, 1)0 allowed to make one explanation which will account for
much hiu'ried and slovenly work that is ouly too apparent in the following

when once

in type, the writer has not felt at liberty to improve save

trilling

corrections,

pages.

On

the

Government
end

of the

13th of January 1883, I

to the effect that the report

following

Fel^ruary.

received

must be

When

ordei-s

finislied

from the Pan jab

without

by the
com-

fail

these orders reached me, I had

pleted only Chapters I, II, and IV, and the first two Parts of Chapter III ;
while Part II of Chapter VI which deals with Pathans and Biloches, and the

greater portion of Chapters XI and XII and of the first two Parts
XIII, were written in the rough, though exceedingly incomplete.
six

weeks allowed me within which

to

discuss

to

fill

in the

lacnnit 'n these

and

Chapter
I had

Thus
last

sections,

increase and decrease of population, language, caste with the excep-

tion of Pathans and Biloches, age, sex, and civil condition,
tion,

of

infirmities,

and to summarise the

occupations,

educa-

our Census expeiience.
within these six weeks

results of

The portion of the report which was wholly written
some 260 pages of print. It is hardly

compi'ises

to be wondered that

my

treatment of these subjects is hasty and imperfect.
My own feeling on looking
back, is one of surprise that I accomplished the task after any fashion whatever.
But on the 2Gth of February the MS. of my repoit was completely ready for
and has not been touched since then. The press has been kept fully
press,

1883 and the subsequent delay is
supplied with copy from the end of October
in getting the report printed and
the
due
to
difficulty
experienced
wholly
;

published.
1

I

woiild

suggest the pages of

Panjah Nntes and Queries,

a small periodical juit started

nnder the Kditorship of Captain Temple of Ambala, as a convenient niedinm for discussion,

ORIGINAL PREFACE.
on certain

as religiou
sulijectSj f«ieli

and

v

and to express

caste,

my own

views on

I venture to tliiuk tliat these digressions are not the least interest-

the matter.

and in a report which nmst of necessity consist
ing portions of the volume
for the most pai-t of a dry discussion of figures, any passage of general interest
;

is

welcome,

if

only as a

But

relief.

my

chief object in entering

discussions has been, to

draw the attention

interest of the material

which

Indian

officials, ;ind

lies in su.'h

which would,

of

my

upon these

readers to the extraordinary

abundance ready to the hand of all
and recorded, be of such immense

if collected

Our ignorance of the customs and lieliefs
among whom we dwell is surely in some respects a reproach

value to students of sociology.
of the people
to us

Em-opean science of material

for not only docs that ignorance deprive

;

which

it

greatly needs, but

And

it

also involves a distinct

loss

of administrative

aught that I have ^Vl•itten in this report should
incline any from among my readers to a study of the social and religious
phsenomena by which they are surrounded, I at any i*ate shall be amply repaid

power to

for

ourselves.

if

labour.

my

Moreover, Indian

official literature is

gradually gaining for

students

itself

from beyond the limits of India, and European scholars are tui-ning to it for
In his Village Communities
the facts of which they find themselves in need.
"
(pages 34-5) Sir Henry Maine writes of Indian Settlement reports
They
" constitute a whole literature of
extent
and
and
of the
very great
variety,
" utmost value and instructiveness. I am afraid I must adil that the
Ensrlish
"
reader, whose attention is not called to it by official duty, not unusually finds
"
But the reason I believe to be, that
it very unattractive or even repulsive.
"
the elementary knowledge which is the key to it has for the most part never
" been reduced to
I see no reason why an Indian report
writing at all."
:

of necessity be repulsive or unintelligible
and I have ventured,
here and there, to add at the expense of brevity matter which would perhaps

should

;

addressed exclusively to Indian officials.
learn of the people and their ways^ the more profoundly
become impressed with the vastness of the field and with the immense

be superfluous

if

The more we
must we

which it presents. Not only is our knowledge of the facts as nothing
compared with our ignorance ; but the facts themselves vary so greatly from
one part of the Panjab to another, that it is almost impossible to make any

diversity

general statement whatever concerning them which shall be true for the whole
I have not always stopped to
Province.
say so and I have not
;

made

assertions, as it

were ex cathedra

infallibili.

unfrequently

But I would always be

understood to mean, in wi-iting of the people, that while I have taken
pains to
obtain the best and most tnistworthy information
available, I only present
it

for

what

it

is

worth, and that

to some parts at least of the Panjab.

it

will

almost certainly be
inapplicable

Yet I do not think that the uncertain

ORIGINAL PREFACE.
1 need
hardly say
ideas.
The greater

how

largely I

vn

am

indebted to others for both faets and
part of the inforumtion contained in the
report has been
either taken from scattered
publications and from district Settlement or Census
reports, or furnished me by correspondents.
I owe much to Mr. Wilson^s
Code of Tribal Custom in Sirsa and to Mr.
Barkley's notes on the Jalandhar
district, both of which the writers
placed in my hands in MS., and to Sir
Tupper's work on Panjab Customary Law xvhilc
every chapter of the report
attests
my obligations to Mr. Alex. Anderson for the prompt and
complete
manner in which he answered
my numerous inquiries about the peculiar and
;

interesting

tract

for the

ill-fitted

Indian servi-

even Up

dan-

of

.a

•

..e

of

which he was in charge.

tas^

entrusted

to

me

for

;

In one respect

I

was singularly

speaking my whok
(Karndl), which does not

practically

been confined to a
single district
Thus I have been throughout in

Panjab pnoper.

the

greatest

extending to the Province, as a whole, knowledge
accpiired
in a small and
very special portion of it.
I can
hardly hope that I have
^vl•ongly

altogether escaped

this

pitfall

quently, IS wholly due to the
Alex. Anderson,

;

but

that

invaluable

I

have

assistance

not fallen into
rendered

it

more

fre-

me by Messrs

Coldstream, Douie, O'Brien, Steedman,
Thomson, and Wilson
gentlemen have carefully read the
proofs of the report as they issued
trom the press
and their criticisms have enabled me to
correct many faults
and errors, and to add much that
is valuable.
I cannot
express too stron-ly
my obligation to them for undertaking and
cariying through in their hardlyearned leisure so tedious and
Mv warmest thanks are
uninteresting a task.
also due to Messi-s.
Cunningham, Douie, and Merk fo'r valuable
help unsparingly given on all points
to the frontier
ihese

;

relating
tribes ; to
Major Plowden
or h,s careful examination
of the sections on the Pathans
and their language
to Mr. Christie for his
copious and suggestive annotation of
my discussioiT of
the vagran and criminal classes to
Mr.
;
for much
•

m

Tupper

the earlier

Wherry

valualde help given

stages of the operations ; and to Dr. Dickson an.l the
for the personal attention
they most
bestowed on

kindly

Rev! Mr

the

Census

printing without which I should
scarcely have succeeded in getting the work
done.
Bui these are
only a fe^v among the many who have
I
helped me
applied ior assistance to
many officei-s of many Departments, and to none in
vain ; and it is to the
help thus received by me, that whatever value
my report
may be found to possess is mainly due.
wai-mest
acknowledgments are due to Mr. W. C. Plowden, Commissioner of
Census, for his ever ready help and
counsel, for the patient consideration with which he listened
to my difficulties and
suggestions, and for the
kind anxiety which he evinced from
first to last to do
anything and everythinc
that might make matters
easier for me, so fai- as the
unity of the Imperial
^
scheme permitted.

My
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Till

rinally, I

which

ation

My

ations.

would express

mj

I experienced at the

grateful sense of the

hands of District

courtesy and

officers

position as Superintendent of the Census was one of

me

consider-

tliroughout the oper-

some delicacy

;

and report on the work of officers much
senior to myself.
That my relations with those officers were throughout of tlie
most pleasant and cordial naturCj is due to a good feeling on their part for
for

it

obliged

which I

am

indebted to them.

Simla
7'Ae

to insj)ect, criticise^

:

"^

Y
30th August 1883. J

DENZIL IBBETSON.

1

/

1

~^

III

PANJAB CASTES.
(Being a reprint of the chaptek ox
The Races, Castes and Tribes of
THE People' in the Report on the Panjab Census of
'

1881.)

<'^^« '"»'=i'e«ed figure* in the margin refer to the pages of the original >:"i"on
edition
thoae without
brackets to the pages of this reprint.)
»!.

PART

I.— CASTE IN

and
ana

THE PANJAB.

The popular conception

233.

of caste.— An old
agnostic is said to have
summed up his philosophy in the following- words :— '- The only
thing I know
"
IS that I know^ nothing ; and I am not
quite sure that I know that."
His

'2]

words express very exactly my own feelings
regarding caste in the PanjSb.
experience is that it is almost impossible to make anv statement whatever regarding any one of the castes we have to deal with, absolutely trae as it may be
as regards one part of the Province, which shall not
presently be contradicted
with equal truth as regards the same
Yet I
people in some other district.
shall attempt to set forth
briefly what seem to me the fundamental ideas upon
which caste is based; and in doing so I shall
attempt partly to explain why it
IS that the institution is so exti-aordinarilv
unstable, audits phienomena so
diverse in different localities.
What I propound in the following
paragraphs
IS
simply my working hypothesis as it at present stands ; but I shall not
stop
to say so as I write, though almost
every proposition made must be taken subject to limitations, often sufficiently ob\nons, and not
involved
in
unfrequently
some other proposition made in the very next
views are of
paragraph.
little weight so long as
they are not illustrated and supported by instances drawn
from actually existing fact. Such instances I have in
great abundance, and they
will be found
in
the detailed
part
description of castes which follow this discussion.
But I have leisure neither to record all
my evidence, nor to marshal
what I have recorded ; and I give my conception of caste with a
crudeness of
which
lack
of
time forbids me to modifv, not because I think that
exposition
It is
even
anything
distantly approaching to the whole truth, but because I
believe that it is nearer to that truth than is the
generally received theory of
caste nij T iTi'lrrstand it.'

My

Mv

m

three

The popular and currently
main articles
:

—

received theory of caste 1 take to consist of

is an institution of the Hindu
religion, and wholly
peculiar to that religion alone :
(2) that it consists primarily of a foui-fold classification of
people in
general under the heads of Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaisya, and
Siidra

(1)

t

o
-D

that caste

:

tr-

^

the limitation of the time aUowed me to
complete the report, the whole of this
chapter except Part II was written in less than three weeks. It would have taken me as many
months to have digested and put into shape the whole of
my material.

Owing

to

PANJAB CASTES.
(3)

is perpetual and immutable, and has been transmitted
from generation to generation lhrou£^hout the ages of Hindu
the possibility of change.
history and myth without

that caste

Now I should doubtless be exaggerating in the opposite direction, but I
think that I should still be far nearer to the truth if, in opposition to the
I were to say
popular conception thus defined,

—

(1)

1

a social far more than a religious institution ; that it has
that caste
no necessary connection whatever with the Hindu religion, further than that under that religion certain ideas and customs
common to all primitive nations have been developed and perpetuated in an unusual degree ; and that conversion from;
Hinduism to Islam has not necessarily the slightest efEecD
is

upon
,'

(2)

caste

numerable
(3)

:

that there are Brahmans who are looked upon as outcasts by those
who under the fourfold classification would be classed as Sudras j
that there is no such thing as a Vaisya now existing ; that it is
very doubtful indeed whether there is such a thing as a
Kshatriya, and if there is, no two people are agreed as to where
we shall look for him ; and that Sudra has no present significance
save as a convenient term of abuse to apply to somebody else
whom you consider lower than yourself; while the number of
castes which can be classed under any one or under no one of the
foiu- heads, according as private opinion may vary, is almost in:

that nothing can be more variable and more difficult to define than
caste ; and that the fact that a generation is descended from
ancestors of any given caste creates a presumption, and nothing
more, that that generation also is of the same caste, a presumption liable to be defeated by an infinite variety of circumstances.

—

The

hereditary nature of
occupations. Among all primitive
peoples we find the race split up into a number of tribal communities held
together by the tie of common descent, each tribe being self-contained and
self-sufficing, and bound by strict rules of marriage and inheritance, the common
of the tribe.
object of which is to increase the strength and preserve the
SS*.

unity
There is as yet no diversity of occupation.
Among more advanced societies,
where occupations have become differentiated, the tribes have almost altogether
disappeared ; and we find in their place corporate communities or guilds held
together by the tie of common occupation rather than of common blood, each
guild being self-contained and self-governed, and bound by strict rules, the
common object of which is to strengthen the guild and to confine to it the
secrets of the craft which it practises.
Such were the trades-guilds of the
middle ages as we first meet with them in Em-opean
But all modem
history.
inquiry into their origin and earlier constitution tends to the conclusion— and
modern authorities on the development of primitiA^e institutions are

—

rapidly
accepting that conclusion that the guild in its first form was, no less than the
based upon common descent ; and that the fundamental idea which
lay
at the root of the institution in its
inception was the hereditary nature of
Now here we have two principles,
of blood and comoccupation.

tribe,

munity of occupation.

So long

community

as the hereditary nature of occupation

(

r

was

in-
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true that this is the case in the present day ; though under caste restrictions
now stand the change, in an upward diiection at least; is infinitely
slower and more difficult than then, and is painfully effected by the family
or tribe in the course of generations instead of l^y the individual in the
The following pages will contain numerous instances of the
course of years.
tmth of this assertion, and the whole body of tribal and caste tradition in
I have not always thought it necessary to state their
the Panjab supports it.
traditions in di-cussing- the various castes ; and I have seldom stopped to comment on the facts. But the evidence, imperfect as it is, will be found to
possess no inconsiderable weight ; while the very fact of the general currency of
a set of traditions, groundless as they may be in individual instances, shows
that the theory of society upon which they are based is at least not repugnant
to the ideas and feelings and even^ practice of the people who Ijelieve them.
Indeed, for the purposes of the present enquiry it would almost be allowable to
accept traditional origin ; for though the tradition may not Ije true, it might
have been, or it would never have arisen. Instances of fall in the social scale
are natm'ally more often rnet with than instances of rise, for he who has
sunk recalls with pride his ancestral origin, while he who has risen hastens to
less

as they

forgt^t

it.

—

^ 337.

The political and artificial basis of caste. But before proceeding to
give specific instances of recent change of caste, I must adopt a somewhat
extended definition of occupation, and must take a somewhat wider
basis than that afforded by mere occupation, even so defined, as the foundation
of caste.

^ In India the
occupation of the great mass of what may be called the
Setting aside the priests and traders on
upper or yeoman classes is the same.
the one hand and the artisans and menials on the other, we have left the great
body of agriculturists who constitute by far the larger portion of the
This great body of people subsists by husbandry and cattle-farmpopulation.
But they are also the
iug, and so far their occupation is one and the same.
owners and occupiers of the land, the holders of more or less compact
tribal territories ; they are overlords as well as villains; and hence springs the
cardinal distinction between the occupation of ruling and the occupation of
being ruled. Where the actual calling of every-day life is the same, social

i

standing, which is all that caste means, depends very largely upon political
There is the
importance, whether present or belonging to the recent past.
widest distinction between the dominant and the subject tribes; and a tribe
which has acquired political independence in one part of the countiy, will there
enjoy a position in the ranks of caste which is denied it in tracts where it
occupies a subordinate position.
-*

Again, the features of the caste system which are peculiar to Brahmiuical
Hinduism, and which has already been alluded to, have operated to create a
There are certain rules which
curiously artificial standard of social rank.
must be observed by all at the risk of sinking in the scale. They are, broadly
speaking, that widow marriage shall not be practised ; that niamages shall
be contracted

only with those of equal or nearly equal

standing

;

that

certain occupations shall be abstained from which are arbitrarily declared to be
such as growing or selling vegetables, handicrafts in general, and

impure,

especially working
shall be avoided ;

or

trading in

and that no

leather

and weaving

communion

shall

that impure food
;
be held with outcasts.

"
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such as scavengers, eaters of carrion or vermin, and the

>/

like.

There are

other and similarly artificial considerations which affect social standing, such
as the practice of secluding the women of the family, the custom of giving
than their own, and the like ; but
daughters in marriage only to classes higher
these are of less general application than those first mentioned. INIany of these
It is expensive to keep the wonien
restrictions are exceedingly irksome.
more expensive
secluded, for others have to be paid to do their work ; it is still
to purchase husbands for them from a higher grade of society, and so forth ;
and so there is a constant temptation to disregard these rules, even at the cost
of some loss of social position.
Thus we have, as the extended

basis

of caste,

first

occupation,

and

within a common occupation political prominence and social standing,
the latter being partly regulated by a set of very arbitrary rules which
are peculiar to Indian caste, and which are almost the only part of the
It is neither tautology nor false logic
system which is peculiar to it.
to say that social standing is dependent upon caste and caste upon social
The rise
standing, for the two depend each upon the other in different senses.
in the social scale which accomjDanies increased political importance will presently be followed by a rise in caste ; while the fall in the grades of caste which a
disregard of the arbitrary rules of the institution entails, wiU surely be accompanied by loss of social standing.

—

Instances of the mutability of caste.
The Brahmans are generally
as well as Levites, for their numbers are so great that they are
But
obliged to supplement the income derived from theii' priestly office.
when a Brahman drops his sacerdotal character, ceases to receive food or alms
as offerings acceptable to the gods, and becomes a cultivator pure and simple,
he also ceases to be a Brahman, and has to employ other Brahmans as priests.
Witness the Taga Brahmans of the Dehli division, who are Tagas, not Brah" abandoned '"'
mans, because they have
{(dg dena) their priestly character.
Indeed in the hills the very practice of agricultru-e as a calling or at least the
actual following of the plough is in itself sufficient to deprive a Brahman of all
but the name of his caste; for Mr. Lyall points out that in the following
" should be read for "
" or
"
quotation from Mr. Barnes
ploughing
agriculture
"
husbandry,'' there being very few, even of the highest Brahman famihes, who
abstain from other soils of field work.
338.

husbandmen

" It will afford a tolerable idea of the endless
ramification of caste to follow out the details of
" even the Sarsut tribe as established in these
Tlie reader acquainted with the country will
hills.
"know that Brahmins, though classed under a common appellation, are not all equal. There are
"
two
distinctions
in
primarily
great
every tribe claiming to be of such exalted origin as f ho
"
Brahmins, viz., those who follow and those who abstain from agriculture. This is the great
"touchstone of their creed. Those who have never defiled their hands witli the plough, but have
"restricted themselves to the legitimate pursuits of the
caste, are held to be pure Brahmins ;
"while those who have once descended to the occupation of
hasbandry retain indeed the name,
"but are no longer acknowledged by their brethren, nor held in the same reverence by the people

—

"at

large."

So again if a Brahman takes to handicrafts he
as in the case of the Thilvis of the hills, some of
the last generation.
The Dharukras of Dehli are

is

no longer a Brahman,
were Brahmans in

whom

admittedly Brahmans who
have within the last few generations taken to widow
marriage ; and the
Chamai'wa Sadhs and the whole class of the so-called Brahmans who minister
to the outcast classes, are no
Brahmans
in
longer
any respect beyond the mere
retention of the name.
The Maha Brahman, so impure that in many villages
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he is not allowed to enter the gates, the D^kaut and Gujrati, so unfortunate
that other Brahmans will not accept offerings at their hands, are all Brahmans,
but are practically differentiated as distinct castes by their special occupations.
Turning to the second of Manu's.four, great cJa&£e.S,_we_tiji,d.. the Mahajan a
Mahajan in the hills so long as hfeiaj. iuu\;liantj but j.J\ajrath_as soon as he
becomes a clerk ; while the I)asaBanja,o£,the plains \yho,Jhas. taken to the
practice of widow marriage ^is a Bauya only by uame and occupation, not
being admitted to communion or intermarriage by the more orthodox classes
who bear the same title. The impossibility of fixing any line between Rajputs on the one hand, and Jats, Gujars, and castes of similar standing on the
other, is fully discussed in the subsequent parts of this chapter, in the paraon the Jat in general, on the Rajputs of the eastern hills, and on the
&
graphs
Thakar and Rathi. I there point out that the only possible definition of a
Rajput, in the Panjab at least, is he who, being the descendant of a family
that has enjoyed political importance, has preserved his ancestral status
by
strict observance
of the caste rules enumerated above.
The extract there
quoted from Mr. LyalFs report sums up so admirably the state of caste
distinctions in the hills that I make no apology for repeating it.
He
says

:

—

"Till lately the limits of caste do not seem to have been so immutably fixed in the hills as
" iu the
Tlie Raja was the fountain of honour, aud could do much as ho liked.
I have
plains.
" heard old men
quote iustanccs witliin their memory iu which a Raja promoted a Ciirth to be a
"
Rathi, and a Tliakur to be a Rajput, for service done or money given ; and at the prescut day
" the
power of admitting back into cai^te fellowship pcrona put under a ban for some grave act of
'defilement is a source of income to the Jagirdar Uajas.

" I believe that llr.
Campbell, the pre-ent Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, has asserted that
" there is no such
thing as a distinct Rajput stotk that in former time-;, before caste distinctions
" had become
crystallized, any tribe or family whose amestor or head rose to royal rank became in
••
time Rajput.
" This is
certainly the conclusion to which many facta point with regard to the Rajputs of
" these liills. Two of the old
royal and now cs.-cntially Rajput families of this district, viz.,
" Kotlehr aud
Bangahal, are said to be Brahmin by original stock, llr. Barnes says that in
"
Kangra tlie son of a Rajput by a low-ca-te woman takcj place as a Rathi in Seoraj and other
"
places in the interior of the hills 1 liavo met families calling tbem-elvcs Rajputs, aud growing
"into general acceptance as Rajputs, in their own country at least, whose only claim to the title
" was that their father or
grandfather was the offspring of a Kanetni by a foreign Brahmin. On
" the border line in the
Himalayas, between Thibet and India proper, any one can observe caste
"
hii eyes ; the noblo is changing into a Rajput, the priest into a Ijrahmin,
before
growing
" the
peasant into a Jat ; and so on down to tlie bottom of the scale. The same process was,
" I
believe, more or less in force in Kaiigra^ proper down to a period not very remote from
;

:

"to-day."

And Kangra is of all parts of the Panjab the place in which the proudest
and most ancient Riijput blood is to be found. As Captain Cunningham
"It may be assumed as certain that, had
s&js iii his Ilisforj/ of t/ie SiMs :
" the
conquering ilughals and Pathivns been without a vivid belief and an
"
organised priesthood, they would have adopted Vedism and become enrolled
''
among the Kshatriya or Rtijput races." In SLrsa we have instances of clans
who were a few generations ago accounted Jat being now generally classed as
Rajputs, having meanwhile pi-actised greater exclusivencss in matrimonial
matters, and having abandoned widow marriage ; while the reverse process is
no less common. So the Cliauhaus of Dehli are no longer recognized as
Rajputs since they have begun to marry their widows. I'jnally, we have the
whole traditions of the Panjab tribes of the Jat and Gujai- status to the effect
that they are descended from Rajputs who married below them, ceased to
seclude their women, or began to practise widow marriage j and the fact that

;
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one and the same tribe is often known as Rajput where
it has not risen to political impoi-tance.

it

hasj

and

as Jat

where

But it is possible foi Rajputs and Jats to fall still lower. The
339.
Sahnsars of Hushviii'piu- were admittedly Rajputs till only a few generations
to gi-owing vegetables, and now rank with Ai'iiins.
agO; when they took
Some of the Tarkhans, Lobars, and Nais of Sirsa are known to have been Jats
or Rajputs who within quite recent times have taken to the hereditary
occupations of these castes ; and some of the Chauhans of Karnal, whose
So
fathers were born Rajputs, have taken to wea\nng and become Shekhs.
branch of the Wattu Rajputs of the
too the landowning castes can rise.
a few
Satluj, by an affectation of peculiar sanctity, have in the course of
generations become Bodlas, and now deny their Rajput and claim Qureshi's
clan of Ahirs in
origin ; and already the claim is commonly admitted.
Rewari has begun to seclude their women and abandon widow marriage ; they
no longer intermarry with the otlier Ahirs, and will presently be reckoned a

A

A

is a Kharral family
lately settled in Bahiiwalpm' who
separate caste ; and there
have begun to affect peculiar holiness and to many only with each other, and
The process is going
their next step will certainly be to claim Arab descent.
on daily around us, and it is certain that what is now taking place is only

i

j

/
'

what has always taken place during the long ages of Indian history. The
ease with which Saiyads are manufactured is proverbial, and some of ouihighest Rajput tribes are beginning in the Salt-range to claim Mughal or
Arab origin. On the frontier the dependence upon occupation of what there

most nearly corresponds with

Mdchhi

caste,

as distinct

from

tribe,

notorious.

is

A

a IMachhi so long as he catches fish, and a Jat directly he lays hold
of a plough.
There are no Rajputs because there are no Rajas ; and those
who are notoriously of pure Rajput descent are Jats because they till the land.
is

the artisan and menial tribes the process is still more common,
this section of the community abounds with instances.
One Cham^r takes to weaving instead of leather-working and becomes a
Chamar-Julaha ; presently he will be a Julaha pure and simple another does
the same and becomes a Rangreta or a Biinia a Chtihra refuses to touch
Within the castes the same
night-soil and becomes a Musalli or a Kutana.
The Chandar Chamar will not eat or marry with the
process is observable.
Jatia Chamar because the latter works in the hides of irapvu-e animal 3 ; one
section of the Kumhars will hold no communion with another becai'se the
a third section has taken to agriculture and
latter burn sweepings as fuel
In all these and- a thousand similar instances the seclooks down upon both.
tions are for all practical purposes distinct castes, though the caste nam'.', being
based upon and expressive of the hereditary occupation, is generally I'etained
where the main occupation is not changed.- Indeed I have my doubts ^vhether,
setting aside the absolutely degrading occupations such as scavengering, the
caste does not follow the occupation in the case of even each individual among
these artisan and menial castes much more generally than we suppose,
know next to nothing abou.t their organisation, and I do not pretend to make
anything more than a siiggestion. But it is certain that these lower castes have
retained the organisation of the guild in extraordinary completeness long after
the organisation of the tribe or caste has almost completely died out among
the landowning classes whom ihey serve.
And it may be, especially in towns
and cities, that this organisation is meant to protect the craft in the absence
of (he bond of common descent, and that men belonging by birth to other

Among

and the chapter on

:

:

;

We
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and occupations may on adopting a new occupation be admitted to the
which follows it.
340. The nature and evolution of the institution of caste.— Thus we see
that in India^ as in all eouniries, soeietj is arranged in strata which are based
upon differences of social or political importance, or of occupation. But here
the classification is hereditary rather than individual to the persons included
under it, and an artificial standard is added which is peculiar to caste and
which must be conformed with on pain of loss of position, while the rules
which forbid social intercourse between castes of different rank render, it
So too, the classification being hereinfinitely difficult to rise in the scale.

castes

fraternity

for the individual himself to rise ; it is the
ditary, it is next to impossible
tribe or section of the tribe that alone can improve its position; and this it can

do only after the lapse of several generations, during which time it must abandon a lower for a higher occujiation, conform more strictly with the arbitrary
rules, affect social

some

exclusivencss or special sanctity, or separate itself after
from the body of the caste to which it belongs. The

similar fashion

whole theory of society IS that occupation and caste are hcreditai-y; and the
presumption that caste passes unchanged to the descendants is exceedingly
But he presumption is one which can be defeated, and has already
strong.
been and is now in process of being defeated in numberless instances. As in
all other countries and among all other nations, the graduations of the social
scale are fixed ; but society is not solid but liquid, and portions of it are
continually rising and sinking and changing their position as measured by
that scale ; and the only real difference between Indian society and that of
t

that the liquid is much more viscous, the
infinitelj- greater, and the movement thereThis
fore far slower and more difficult in the former than in the latter.
fi'iction and inertia are largely due to a set of artificial rules which have been

other countries in this respect
friction

and

inertia to

is,

be overcome

grafted on to the social prejudices common to all communities by the peculiar
form which caste has taken in the Brahminical teachings. But there is every
Sikhism did much to weaken
sign that these rales are gradually relaxing
in the centre of the Panjab, while they can now hardly be said to exist
on the pm-ely Mahomedan frontier and I think that we shall see a still
more rapid change under the influences which oui- i-ule has brought to bear
upon the society of the Province. Our disregai'd for inherited distinctions have
akeady done something, and the introduction of railways much more, to
loosen the bonds of caste.
It is extraordinary how incessantly, in reporting
customs, my correspondents note that the custom or restriction is fast dying

them

;

The

liberty enjoyed by the people of the "Western Panjab is extending
neighbours in the east, and especially the old tribal customs are
There cannot be the slighest doubt that in a few
gradually fading away.
generations the materials for a study of ca.ste as an institution will be infinitely less complete than they are even now.
341.
Thus, if my theory be coiTect, we have the following steps in the
(1) the tribal
process liy which caste has been evolved in the Panjab
divisions comnon to all primitive societies ; (2) the guilds based upon hereditary
occupation common to the middle life of all communities ; (3) the exaltation
of the priestly office to a degree unexampled in other countries ; (4) the
exaltation of the Levitical blood by a special insistence upon the necessarily
hereditary nature of occupation ; (5) the preservation and support of this
principle by the elaboration from the theories of the Hindu creed or cosmoout.

to

their

—
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and intermarriage,
gony of a ptirely artificial set of niles, regulating mairiage
and foods to be impui-e and polluting, and
declaring certain occupations
and degree of social intercourse permitted between
prescribing the conditions
the several castes. Add to these the pride of social rank and the pride of
blood which ai-e natural to man, and which alone could reconcile a nation to
restrictions at once irksome from a domestic and bui'densorae from a material
to be wondered at that caste should have
point of view ; and it is hardly
assumed the rigidity which distinguishes it in India.
342. The tribal type of caste. Thus caste in the Panjab is based priand given that the "occupation is that most respectmarily upon occupation,
able of all occupations, the owning and cultivation of land, upon political
But there are other forins which are assumed by caste, or at least
position.
which
by what most nearly corresponds with it in some parts of the Province,
may in general be refen-ed to two main types. The fii-st type is based upon
community of blood ; the second is atrades-guild pure and simple. Both are
to caste proper ; but the existence of both in their present
strictly analogous
forms appears to be due to the example of those Musalmtin nations who have
exerted such immense influence iu the Panjab, and both differ from caste
of those artificial restrictions which are the peculiar
proper in the absence
The j^'ii'est types of the ethnic or national caste aiv
product of Brahminism.
the Pathans and Biloches, both untainted by any admixture of Hindu feeUng
Here the fiction which unites the-caste, race, nation, or whatever
or custom.
you may choose to call it, is that of common descent from a traditional
In the main it is something more than a fiction, for if the common
ancestor.
ancestor be mythical, as he probably is, there is still a very real bond of
common origin, couunon habitat, common customs and modes of thought,
and tribal association continued through several centm-ies, which holds these
But even here the stock is not even professedly pure.
people together.
It will be seen from my description of the two gi-eat frontier races whom
as
I have quoted
types, that each of them includes in its tribal organisa-

—

,

i

affiliated tribes of foreign origin, who sometimes but by no means
always preserve the tradition of their separate descent, but are recognised
to the full as being, and for all practical purposes actually are Biloch
or Pathan as truly as are the tribes who have certainly sprung from the
Still more is this the case with the Mughal, Shekh, and
parent stock.
" Last
Saiyad, who are only strangers in the land.
year I was a weaver, this
"
The process
year 1 am a Shekh ; next year if prices rise I shall be a Saiyad."
of manufacture in these cases is too notorious for it to be necessaiy for me to
insist upon it ; and so long as the social position of the new claimant is
worthy of the descent he claims, the true j\Iughals, Shekhs, and Saiyads, after
waiting for a generation or so till the absm-dity of the story is not too obvious,
accept the fiction and admit the brand new brother into their fraternity.

tion

Throughout the Western Plains, and in a somewhat lower degree throughSalt-range Tract, where Islam has largely superseded
Brahminism and where the prohibition against marriage with another caste is
almost universally neglected, we find the distribution of the landowning classes
based upon tribe rather than upon caste. The necessity for community of present caste as a condition of intermarriage having disappeai'ed, the more comprehensive classification of caste has become a mere tradition of ancestral
status, and the immediate question is, not is a man a Rajput or a Jat, but is
he a Sial or a Chhadhar, a Janjiia or a Manhaa. The restrictions upon interout the cis-Indus
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marriage are in actual practice almost as strict as ever ; bnt they are based
upon present social rank, without reference to the question whether that rank
has ytt received the impress or sanction of admission into the caste with which
would coiTespond. In fact the present tendency even in the case of Rajputs,
and still more in that of lower castes of Indian origin, is markedly to reject
their original Hindu caste, and to claim connection with the Mughal conThus we have
querors of their country or the Arab founders of theu- faith.
it

no broad classification of the people under a few great castes with their
internal division into tribes, such as we find in the Hindu portion of the
Panjab ; or rather this classification is of far less importance, being little more
than a memory of origin, or a token of a social rank which is more precisely

expressed
343.

by the tribal name.
The effect of occupation upon the
.

—

So too, the
tribal form of caste.
which separate Occupatiou.s one from another are relaxed. In the case of
which
render
follow
them
the impure occupations
those who
outcasts, this is
not indeed the case.
The Pathau who should becoiiii.' a scavenger would no
be
a
he
still
claim
the name;
Pathau, though
might
longer
recognised as
indeed, as already pointed out in the Chapter on Religion, the prejudice is
carried into the very mosque, and the outcast who has adopted Islam is not
recognised as a ]Musalmau unless at the same time he abandon his degrading
lines

But the taint is not so markedly hereditary, nor is the prejudice
Occupation.
Pathiin who
against menial occupations or handicrafts generally so strong.
became a weaver would still remain a Pathiin, and would not be thought to be
polluted ; though, as in all countries, he would be held to have fallen in the
social scale, and the better class of Pathan would not give him his daughter to
wife.
In fact the difference between ihe condition of a Pathan who took to
weaving on the frontier and the Rajput who took to weaving in the Dehli
Territory, would be precisely that between caste in India and social standing
in Europe.
The degradation would not in the case of the former be ceremonial or religious, nor would it be hereditary save in the sense that the
children would be horn in a lower condition of life ; but the_ immediate and
individual loss of position would be as real as among the strictest castes of the
Hindus. Thus we find on the frontier men ot" all castes engaging from
poverty or other necessity in all occupations save those of an actually degrading nature. Between these two extremes of the purely Jfahomedan customs
of the Indus and the purely Hindu customs of the Jamna we meet with a
veiy considerable variety of intermediate conditions. Yet the change is far
less gradual than might have been supposed probable, the break from Islam to
Brahminism, from tribal position and freedoui of occupation to the more rigid
restraints of caste, taking place with some suddenness about the meridian of
Lahore, where the great rivers enter the fertile zone and the arid grazing
grounds of the West give place to the arable plains of the East. The
submontaue zone retains its social as well as its physical characteristics
much further west than do the plains which lie below it, and here the
artificial restrictions of caste can
hardly be said to cease till the Salt-range is

A

crossed.

Closely allied with these tribal or ethnic communities based upon identity
of recent descent, is the asso;iation which binds together small colonies of
foreign immigrants under names denoting
are the Purbi, the Kashmiri, the Bangali.
tinctions of caste and tribe in the counti'ies

more than their origin. Such
These people have theii- own diswhence they came. But isolation

little

n
•

from
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their fellows iu a land of strangers binds them tog-ether in closer union.
is a Purl^i to the people of the Panjah, and nothing more ; and in

The Purbi

many cases this looseness of classification spreads to the people themselves, and
they begin to class themselves as Purbi and forget their original divisions.
Examples may be found even nearer home. The Hindu is a small class on
the frontier, and he is geneiically classed as Kirar without regard to his caste.
The men of the B^ar are strangers in the Pan jab, and they are commonly
known as Bagri irrespective of whether they are Jats or Rajputs. Many more
Even community of creed,
instances of similar confusion might be given.
where the uumliers concerned are small, constitutes a bond which cannot be
The resident Sikhs on the Peshawar
distinguished from that of caste.
frontier are a caste for all practical purposes ; while the case of the Bishnois of
Hariana who are chiefly recruited from two very different castes is still more
striking.

'

344. The trades-guild type of caste.— The second type which I have
included togetlier with castes proper and the western tribes in my caste tables,
is almost precisely the trades-guild of Europe in the middle
And it
ages.
again owes its existence very largely to the prevalence of Mahomedan ideas.
It is found chiefly in the larger cities, and is almost ahvavs known by a
Persian or Arabic name. The class of Darzis or tailors is a good example of
what I mean. Here the caste organisation, the regulations of the fraternity,
and the government by common council or jpanclidyat are as complete as
among the true castes. Bitt there is no longer even the fiction of common
origin, and the only bond which unites the members of the guild is that of
common occupation— a bond which is severed when the occupation is abandoned and renewed when it is resumed. I have already said that I am not at
all sure whether this is not the case with the artisan castes in
general in a far
It appears to me that in the ease
greater degree than is commonly supposed.
of the menial and artisan classes the real caste is what 1 have; already
noticed,

and shall presently desL-ribe more parlicidarly, under the name of the section ;
and that the caste name is often merely a generic term used to include all who
follow the same occupation.
If the numerous agricultural tr'l)es of the Indus
who are included under the generic term Jat oliserved caste distinctions and
refused to eat together and intermarry, we should have a state of
things corresponding exactly with what we find throughout the Province among the
industrial classes, where each so-called caste
under
a common
com])rises
occupational term a number of sections of different geographical origin and of
different habits, who refuse to hold communion with one
another, and are for
all practical
But even here the distinction is often
purposes separate castes.
based upon minor differences in the
occupation or in the mode of following it ;
and community of origin in the remote
past is often, though Ijy no means
always, admitted.

And even

if

my

suggestion be well-founded, there

is still

this cardinal distinction, that in the case of the caste or section of the caste the
basis of the
organisation is hereditary, and the stranger is admitted voluntarilv
and deliberately ; whereas in the case of the
to com'guild there is no

munity of blood, and anybody following the

pretence

craft is admitted alma-^t as a
matter of right. To this class
probably belon,;- the Mnllah, the Qassab, the
Sabzi-farosh, the Mashqi when not a Jhinwar, the Nungar, and many of
those quasi-castes of whom I have to
say that I cannot tell whether the name
signifies anything more than the occupation of the people included under it.

Somewhat

similar to these are the followers of divers
occupations

which are

[p. i78
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almost if not altogether confined, in the east of the Province at least, to the
memljers of a single caste, of which the chapter on artisan and menial castes
The Bharbhunja is almost always, I believe, a
furnishes so many examples.
Jhinwar; the Jarrah is almost always a Nai; bnt it would not have been safe
to clasps them as Jhinwar and Nai respectively, and so I have shown them
Yet another form of quasi-caste is afforded by the
separately in my tables.
religious and ascetic orders oi fakirs which, in the absence of all pretence of
and
the
pm-cly voluntary nature of their association, are
commimity of l^lood
somewhat analogous to the tr.ules-guild. These men abandon caste properly
so called on entering the order to which they belong ; but it would have becii
aT)surd to omit them altogether or to show them under ''Miscellaneous," and
I have therefore ranked them in my tables as castes.
Many of them are sub-

some form of authority which is exercised by the order in its coi-porate
capacity ; htit many of them arc absolutely free from restrictions of any kind,
and the word caste is not really applicable 1o these classes.
ject to

—

345. Different types included in the caste-tables.
Thus the figures of
mj' tables of tribes and castes include groups formed upon sevei-al very distinct
There is the true caste in the Brahminical sense of the term, the
types.
Brahman, Rdjput, Banya, and so forth ; the tribe or race based upon common
blood, such as the Pathan, Biloch, Kiithia ; there is the colony of foreigners
like the Purlii and Kashmiri, or of believers in a strange creed like the Bishnoi ;
there is the tnie occupational caste such as the Ndi, the Chamiir, and the
Chuhra; there is the common trades-guild like the Darzi and the Qass^b;
there is the occupation pure and simple ns the Jarrah and Gharami; there is
the ascetic order as the Gosiiin and Nirmala; and besides these there are all
Moreover, the name which is applied to a true
possible intermediate stages.
caste or race in one part of the Panj^b, in another merely signifies an occupation; of which fact A rain and Biloch are two notable examples, the first
meaning nothing more than a market-gardener in the Salt-range Tract, the
latter little more than a camelman in the centre of the Province, and each in
either case including an indefinite number of castes or tribes with nothing but
community of occupation to connect them.

upon caste.— At the beginning of this chapadmittedly as an exaggeration of the truth, that caste has little
necessary connection with the Hindu religion, and that conversion from
Hinduism to Islim has not necessarily the slightest effect upon it. I shall
now consider how far that statement has to be modified. I have attempted to
346.

Effect of conversion

ter I stated,

show in the preceding paragraphs that pride of blood, especially in the upper,
and shame of occupation, especially in the lower classes, are in all societies the
principal factors which regulate social rank; and that when Brahminism
developed caste, all that it did was to bind the two together, or at least to prevent the dissolution of the tie which boimd them and which would have
broken down in the ordinary course of social evolution, and while thus perpetuating the prineiple of the hereditary nature of oceupation and social status,
to hedge it round and strengthen it by a network of artificial rules and restrictions which constitute the only characteristic peculiar to the institution of
caste.
This I take to constitute the only connection between Hinduism and
caste ; and it is obvious, that these restrictions and prejudices once engrafted
on the social system, mere change of creed has no necessary effect whatever
upon their natui-e or their operation. As a fact in the east of the Panjab conversion has absolutely no effect upon the caste of the convert.
The Musalman
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for all social, tribal, political, and administrative purHis
a Rajput, Gujar or Jat as bis Hindu brother.
social customs are unaltered, his tribal restrictions are unrelaxed, his rules of
difEerence is that he
marriage and inheritance unchanged ; and almost the only
shaves his scalplock and the upper edge of his moustache, repeats the Mahomedan creed in a mosque, and adds the Musalman to the Hindu wedding cere-

Rdjput, Gujar, or Jat

poses exactly as

is

much

he even worships
mony. As I have already shown in the chapter on Religion,
the same idols as before, or has only lately ceased to do so.^
v-/ 347.
The fact is that the people are bound by social and tribal custom
Where the whole tone and feeling of
far more than ly any rales of religion.
the c'buntiy-side IS Indian, as it is in the Eastern Panjab, the Musalman is
Where that tone and feeling is that of
the Hindu with a difference.
simply

the country beyond the Indus, as it is on the Panjab frontier, the Hindu even
The difference is national rather than religious.
is almost "as the Musalman.
The laxity allowed by Mahomet in the matter of intermaii-iage has no effect
upon the Musalman Jat of the Dehli division, for he has already refused to
avail himself even of the smnller license allowed by the Hindu priests and
fnr stricter than those of either
scriptures, and bound himself by tribal rales
But the example of the Pathan and the Biloch has had a very great
religion.
effect upon the Jat of the Multan division; and he recognises, not indeed
the prohibitions of Mahomet,— or rather not only them, for they represent the
iireducible minimum,- but the tribal rales of his frontier neighbours, more
strict than those of his religion but less strict than those of his nation.
I believe that the laxity of the rules and restrictions imposed by the customs
of castes and tribes which is observable in the Western Panjab, and among the
Hindus no less than among the Musalmans, is due far more to the example

—

[

p. 179]

The
of the neighbouring frontier tribes than to the mere change of faith.
and tribal customs of the eastern peasant, whether Hindu or Musalman,
are those of India; while in the west the people, whether Hindu or Musalman,
social

have adopted in great measure, though liy no means altogether, the social and
customs of Afghanistan and Bilochistan. In both cases those rules and
customs are tribal or national, rather than religious.At the same time there can be no doubt that both the artificial rales of
Hindu caste, and the tribal customs which bind both Hindu and ]\Iusalinan, have
lately begun to relax, and with far greater rapidity among the Musalmans
than among the Hindus. And this difference is no doubt really due to the
difference in religion.
There has been within the last 30 years a great
Musalman revival in the Panjab education has spread, and with it a more
accurate knowledge of the rules of the faith
and there is now a tendency
which is day by day growing stronger, to subst.tute the law of Islam for tribal
custom in all matters, whether of intermarriage, inheritance, or social
tribal

'

;

•

The movement has

as yet materially affected only the higher
but there can be little doubt that it is slowly
working down through the lower grades of societv. The effect of conversion to
Sikhism has already been noticed in the chapter on Religion, as has the effect
of change of creed upon the menial classes ; and this latter will be dealt with
more at length in that part of the present chapter which treats of those castes.
intercourse.

and more educated

classes

;

-1 Tbis is much less true of the middle classes of the towns and cit'es.
They have no reason to
be particularly proud of their caste ; while the superior education and the more varied constitution
of the urban population weaken the power of tribal custom.
In such tases the convert not unfrequently takes the title of Shekh though even here a change of caste name on conversion is probably the exception.
:

I
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—

But If the
348. Effect of Islam in strengthening tlie bonds of caste.
adoption of Islam does not absolve the individual from the obligations common
to his tribe or caste, still less does its presence as such tend to weaken those
Indeed it seems to me exceedingly probable that where the
obligations.
MusalniAn invasion has not, as in the Western Panjab, been so wholesale or
the countiy of the invaders so near as to change bodily by force of example
the whole tribal customs of the inhabitants^ the Mahomedan conquest of
Northern India has tightened and strengthened rather than relaxed the bonds
of caste ; and that it has done this by depriving the Hindu population of their
natural leaders the Eajputs, and throwing them wholly into the hands of the
BrShmans. The fall discussion of this question would require a far wider
knowledge of Indian comparative sociology than I possess. But I \\ill briefly
indicate some considerations which appear to me to point to the probable truth
I have said that caste appears to have been far more loose
of my suggestion.
and less binding In its earlier form than as it appeared in the later developments of Brahminism ; and we know thnt, at least in the earlier and middle
stages of Hinduism, the contest between the Brahman and the Eajput for the
social leadership of the people was prolonged and severe (see Muir's Sanskrit
The Mahomedan invaders found in the Rdjput Princes
Texts, Vol. I).
to subdue and to divest of
political enemies whom It was their business
authority ; but the power of the Brahmans threatened no danger to their rule,
and tliat they left unimpaired. The Bi-ahmlnlc influence was probably never
so strong in the Pan jab as in many other parts of India ; but it is markedly
strongest in the Debli Territory, or in that portion of the Province in which,
lying under the very shadow' of the Mughal court, Kajput power was most
Moreover, It is curious that we And the institutions and restrictions
Impossible.
of caste as such most lax, and a state of society most nearly approaching that
which existed in the earlier epoch of Hinduism, In two very dissimilar parts
of the Panjab.
One is tlie Indus frontier, where Mahomedani?m reigns
supreme ; the other is the'Kangia hills, the most exclusively Hindu portion of
the Province.
On the Indus we have the Saiyad and the Pir, the class of
Ulama or divines who take the place of the Brahman ; the Pathiin or Biloch
as the case may be, who correspond with the Kshatriya ; the so-called Jat,
'"
"
or Vaisya in the old sense of the word, and
who Is
the

emphatically
people
includes all the great mass of liusbandmen of whatever caste they may be,
the like, who cannot pretend to Kshatriya rank;
and
Awans, Jats, Bajpiits
the Kir^r or trader of whatever caste, Banya, Khatri, or Arora, corresponding
with the later use of Vaisya ; the ai-tisan or Sudra ; and the outcast or
Mlechchha. The two last classes have no generic names ; but the three first
the Vaisya
con-espond almost exactly with the Brahman, the Kshatriya, and
of the middle Hindu scriptui-es, nor are the boundaries of these divisions more
The other portion of
rigorously fixed than we find them in those scriptures.
the Pro\-Ince In which caste restrictions are most loose and caste divisions most
general and indefinite is the Kangra hills ; or precisely the only part of the
Panjab Into which Mahomedani^m has found no entrance, in which

Mahomedan ideas have had no in luence, in which Hinduism has remained
the oldest Rajput
absolutely sheltered fi-om attack from without, and in which
dy nastiesjn India have preserved their supremacy unbroken up to within the
last eighty years.
On the Indus we appear to have caste as It is under the
Mahomedan, on the Jamna as it is under the Brahnian, and In the Himalayas
The state of caste relations in the
of Kangra as It I? under the Rajput.
Kangra hills is fully described under the heads of Jats in general, Rajputs of

'
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the Eastern Hills, Thakars and E^this, Kanets, and Hill Menials.
The whole
matter is summed up in the quotation from Mr. Lyall ^iven on
page 175.
Here the Rajput is the fountain of honour, and the very Brahman is content
to accept rank at his hands.
Mr. Barnes writes of the Kangra Brahmans
" The
hills, ns I have already stated, were the seats of petty independent princes, and in every
"
The Raja was
principality the Brahmans are arranged into classes of differeiit degrees of purity.
"
always considered the fountain of all honour, and his classification, made probably at the counsel
:

—

" of his
In these graduated lists no
religious advisers, was held binding upon the brotherhood.
"account was ever taken of the zamindar Brahmins, as they were
contemptuously styled; tliey
" were left to themselves in
ignoble obscurity.
Thus, in the days of Raja Dharm "Chand, the two
"
'
'
tribes of Kangra Br.'lhmins,— the Nagarlcotias
(from Naga'rkot, the ancient name of
" great
Kiingra) and the
Batehrus,'— were formally sub-divided into clans. Of the Nagarkotias
" Dharm
Chand established 13 diiTerent families, of which, at the risk of being considered tedious,
"I
Subjoin a catalogue."

—

'

scale

So we find the R^ja of Kdngra bribed to elevate a caste in the social
and the Raja of Alwar making- a new caste of a section of the
Minas,
;

and prescribing

limits to their intermarriage with those

who had

till

then been

considered their brothers.

Under Mahomedan rale the Rajput disappeared, and for the Hindu
Brahman took his place. Hence the wide differences between
caste in Kangra and caste in the Dehli
In the Hills, the very
Territory.
stronghold at once of Rajput power and of Hindusim in its most primitive
the
we
have
with
but
a
wide
difference between the Brahman
form,
Brahman,
who prays and the Brahman who ploughs we have the Rajput, a name
strictly
population the

;

confined to the royal families and their immediate
connections, and refused to
such even of those as soil their hands with the
plough ; we have the great
the
Thakars
and
Rathis
class,
of acknowledged and
cultivating
including
immediate Rajput descent who furnish wives even to the
Rajputs themselves,
and the Rawats, Kanets, and Ghii-aths of somewhat lower status we have
;
the Kirar or Mahajan, including not
but
all
the
and the
only traders,

Kayaths

who tnke to these pursuits ; we have the
clerkly class,
respectable artisan class, the carpenter, mason and water-carrier ; and finally we
have the Koli or Dagi, the outcast or Mlechchha of the hills. And from
top to
bottom of this social scale, no single definite line can be drawn which
and even Brahmans

shall

precisely
,

takes

its

members
j

above

mark

any one
wives fi-om and
off

caste or grade fi-om the one
eats with the one

below it.
immediately below

of each can, and they
occasionally do,

rise to

the one

Each one
it, and the
immediately

it.

I

349.
caste the

Tribal

divisions

among

tln)

landowning castes.— Within the
first great division of the
landowning classes is into trilies and the
ti-ibe
appears to me to be far more permanent and indestructible than' the caste.
J
have already shown how in the west of the Panjab the broader
distinctions
of caste have become little more than a tradition or a convenient
symbol for
social standing, while the tribal
groups are the practical units of which the community is composed. There is, I fancy, little doubt that when a familv or
section of a caste rises or sinks in the social
scale, while it changes the name of
;

often retains its tribal
designation ; indeed it is probable that that
caste,_it
designation not imseldom becomes the name of a new caste by which it is to
be known in future.
Thus the widow-mairying Chauhan
of Dehli are
now known as Chauhans, and not as Rajputs while then- Rajputs
Ijrethren of the next
its

;

district, Karnal, who have not infringed the caste nile, are known as
Rajputs
and only secondarily as Chauhan
Rajputs. This theorv is in accordance with
the tradition by which the constant recnnence of tribal
names in different
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The CLauhan GiijarSj for
was a Chauhan Rajput who married
his descendants retained the tribal name, while sink^
his infi-ingeraeiit of caste
ing- to the rank of Giijars owing to
regulations.
Indeed this is simply the process which we see in actual operation Ijefore oni'
As I have already remai'ked, the same tribe is known as Rajput iu
very eyes.
a tract where it has, and as Jat in a tract where it has not risen to
political
importance but the tribal name, indii ating a far stronger and more enduring
bond than that of common caste, still remains to both. Sir Henrv Maine
has pointed out how two considerations gradually tend to be substituted
castes

aocouuted for by the people themselves.

is

instance, will tell
a Gujar woman ;

vou that
and that

their ancestor

;

for

added to the

or

tie

of

common
writes

:

— occupation of land,

common

descent as

the

and common subjection to

basis

of tribal unity,

tribal authority.

He

" From the'' moment when a tribal
community settles down fiuHlIy upon a definite space of
"
Tlie change is exceedland, the land begins to be the basis of society instead of the kinship.
"
it has not even now been
some
and
in
particulars
ingly gradual,
fully accomplished; but it has
" been
going on through the whole course of history. The coustKution of the family through
" actual blood
relationship is of conrse an observable fait ; but for all groups of men larger than
" the
family, the land on which they live tends to become the bond of union between them, at
" the
of
expense
kinship ever more and more vaguely conceived." And again "Kinship as the
" tie
binding commnnities together tends to be regarded as the same thing with subjection to com" mon
authority. The notions of Power and Consanguinity blend, but they in nowise supersede
'•
one another."

—

The institution of Jiamsdi/afi among the Biloches and Pathans, by which
refugees from one tribe who claim the protection of the chief of another
tribe are atfiliated to, and theii* descendants become an integral part of the
latter, is an admirable example of the second of these two processes ; and in
the substitution of land for blood as the basis of tribal unity, we verv probably
find the explanation of that standing- puzzle of Indian tribal tradition, how the
common ancestor managed to conquer the tribal territory single-handed, or
how, if he had followers, it happens that all the living members of the tribe
trace their descent from him, while the lineage of those followers is nowhere
discoverable.

"Within the tribe the same basis of sub-division is often found to
350.
the clans being- apparently territorial, while the smaller septs are proIn fact it is exceedingly difficult to draw
bably founded upon real descent.
the line between tribe and clan, except where the two ai-e connected by the
present occupation of common ten-itory and subjection to a common tribal
When a section of a great tribe siteh as the Punwar
authority.
exist,

Rajputs

from the parent tribe and acquires for itself a new territoi-y as did
the Sials, the section becomes for all jaactical pm-poses a new and independent tribe, and the memory of the old trilie is to the new one what caste is
So when a member of a
to tribes in the west, a mere tradition of origin.
tribe rises to such importance as to become independent of tribal authority,
he practically founds a new tribe, even though he may still occupy the
temtory formerly held as part of the old tribal domain ; as, for instance,
appears to have been the case with the Barar section of the Sidhu Jats.
Perhaps the most striking instance of the degree in which tribal divisions
separates

depend upon

political

and

territorial

independence,

is

afforded

by the Biloch

There is another possible explanation of the tradition, and that is that the caste was inherited
in the female line.
There is no inconsiderable weight of evidence to show that this was the
But ths matter,
custom, at any rate among certain classes, within comparatively recent times.
1

like all other similar matters, needs further examination.
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who were orginally five. Of these two, the Rind and Lashari, rose
As
to prominence and divided the nation into two eoiresponding sections.
time went on the nation broke up into a number of independent tribes, each

tribes,

with a separate ttrritoiy and organisation of its own ; and now, though every
Biloch i-efers himself to either Rind or Lashari stock, the names are liut a
tradition of origin, and in the Panjab at least no Riud or Lashari tribe can
be said to exist as such. The groups of tribes found indifferent parts of the
Province who claim comtnon descent from some one of the great Rajput races,
the Bhatti, Chauhan, Pnnwar, and the like, are instances of the same process.
The local tribes are now independent units, and can hardly be included under
Thus the line of demarthe original tribal name save as a symbol of origin.
cation between tribe and clan is no better defined than is that between caste
and tribe. As soon as a section of a caste abandons the customs of the parent
stock, whether as regards hereditary occupation or social habits, it tends to
become a new caste. As soon as a clan separates itself from the territory and
Whei-e
organisation of the parent tribe, it tends to become a new tribe.
the Indian tribal and easte restrictions upon intermarriage are still oT)served,

would probably be obtained by taking endogamy and
and tribe respectively a caste being
the smallest gi-oup outside which, and a tribe the largest group within which
But in a great part of the Panjab this test does not
marriage is forbidden.
the

best

exogamy

definition

as the differentia3 of the caste

;

apply.
351. Tribal divisions among tlie priestly and mercantile castes.— In the
case of the castes or classes who, not being essentially landowners, possess no
political or temtorial organisation, the basis of tribal division is very different.
Here we have no compact tribes based upon real or fictitious communitv of
blood and occupying tribal territories.
The Brahman has almost invariably
accompanied his clients in their migrations and indeed it will sometimes be
found that the Brahmans of a tribe or of a group of village communities,
being too small in number to lie independent, have kept up the connection with
their place of origin long after it has fallen into neglect or even olilivion
among the landowning communities with whom they dwell. Thus we find
Brahmans of different gotras or clans scattered haphazard over the country
without any sort of tribal localization, and the same is true of the mercantile
classes also.
In both cases the divisions are wholly based upon real or
imaginary common descent. The gotras of the Brahmans, the clans of the
Khatris and Aroras are innumerable
but they are not localised, and are therefore probably more permanent than are the territorial tribes of the landowners.
This al sence of tribal organisation is perhaps one of the reasons why, of all
classes of the community, the Brahmans and traders observe most
strictly the
ai-tificial mles which
How far
preserve the integrity of caste organisation.
the Brahminical fiotra is
really tribal is a distinct question to which I shall
;

;

presently return.
But in the case of both the priestly and the mercantile classes, we find
that their castes are broken up into sections, too
large and too devoid of
cohesion to be called tribes, and approaching much iriore
nearly to separate
castes, both in the actual effect of the divisions upon social intercourse and
These divisions are generallv
interman-iage, and probably also iu their origin.
known by geographical designations, such as the Gaur Brahmans of the
ancient Gaur and the Sarsiif Brahmans of the Saniswati and the
Panjab, the
Uttar^dhi Aroras of the north and the Dakhani Aroras of the south, the
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But the present
of Agroha and the Oswal Banyas of Osia.
between these sections is as a rule based upon difference of social and

Agarwal Banyas
distinction

It is not unnatural that, in the course of ages, the strictness
wfth which the artificial restrictions which regulate social and caste matters
are observed should vary in different parts of the country j and it is no less
natural that, where the two standards come into contact, those whose standard
is the stricter should look down upon those whose practice is more lax.
The
Gam- Brahman sees with hoiTor his Sarsiit brother eat bread from the hands of
other than Brahmans, and do a thousand things which to him would be pollution.
The result is that the Gaur refuses to eat or intermarry with the Sai-sut, and
that for all practical pui-poses the sections are not one but two castes ; far
more so indeed than, for instance, the Jat and the Giijai'. Nor does it seem

religious x;ustoms.

me

impossible that these sections may in sMiie cases represent real diversity
race or" origin ; that the Gaurs may have been the Brahmans of Gamand the Sarsuts the Brahmans of the Panjab, both called Brahmans because
to

o£

j

priests, but having nothing else in common.
Again, among some
Panjab trading castes great sections have been fixed within recent times,
which are based not upon geographical distribution, but upon voluntary divergence of social custom. Such are the great Dhaighar, Charzati and other
sections of the Khatris described under that caste heading.
Thi-oughout all
these great sections, whether geographical or social, the same tribal divisions are
commonly found unchanged. The tribes or clans of the Gaur and Sarsut
Brahmans, of the Uttaradhi aud Dakhani Ai'oras, of the Agai'wal and Oswal
Banya are in great part identical. Now where these divisions are really tribal,
and based upon common descent, this must mean that the tribal divisions
preceded the divergence of custom which resulted in the formation of what
I have here called sections, and that the original stock was one and the same.
But where, as is often the case, they are mere Brahmnical gotras, I do not

were

they

of the

thirdi that this necessarily follows.*

Tribal

352.
artisan

dmsions among

aud menial

castes

upon differences of custom
tion

or,

section of

I

believe

in

and

menial castes.— Among the

find precisely the same great sections, based either
which in turn depend upon geographical distribu-

very

an industrial

artisan

we

many

upon difference of origin, one
from Jats who have sunk in the

cases indeed,

caste being descended

from Ahirs, while a third is the original stock to
which the industry has been hereditary beyond the memory of the tribe. The
Chamar of the middle Satluj will not intermany with the Jatia Chamar of
the Dehll Tenitory because the latter works in the skins of impure animals ;
the Snthiir carpenter from Sindh looks down upon and abstains fi'om marriage
with the Khiiti of the Malwa ; and so forth throughout the list.
Among the
menial castes moreover, as among the priestly and mercantile, we have a double
and by the side of the great sections we find what correspond
classification
with tribal divisions.
But among the menial castes, or at least among those
social scale, another perhaps

I

;

who

occuiDy the position of hereditary village servants, I believe that these
divisions often have their origin rather in allegiance to the tribal master than
in any theory of common descent.
It has often been noticed that the menial
castes denote then- tribal sub-divisions by names famous in political history,

such as Bhatti, Khokhar or Chauhan ; and our present papers furnish abundant
instances.
Now on the frontier a Lobar who is attached to the village of
the JNluhammadzai tribe will call himself Lobar Muhammadzai, while one
'

See further sectiou 353 on the next page.
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who

call himself
lives in the service of the Daiilatkhel will

Lobar Daulatkhel

between the village incuials and
There can be no doubt that the connection
was in old times hereditary and
serve
whom
eoiumunlties
they
the agricultural
in every sense of the word
were
former
the
that
and
not voluntary,
»(1^^>Y\
hnd
we still

In fact, as I shall presently explain
(ikha.
tribal organisation of the ten-itorial

the

in

greater

detail,

owners of a tract perpetuated in

the territorial organisation of

the

village

menials,

wliere

integrity by
It seems to me more
their masters.
all but its memory has died out among
bound more closely to the
than probable that in old davs, when menials were
tribes were used to distinguish the
tribes they served, the names of those
instance Chamars serving Bhattis
several groups of menials ; and that for
Khokhars called
would be called Chamiir tribe Bhatti, and those serving
and a change ot
Cham^r tribe Khokhar. When the bonds grew less rigid
ffi-cat

name would be retained though the reason
and thus we should find Bhatti and Khokhar
In fact the process would be
the Province.

masters became possible, the old
for

it

had ceased to

scattered throughout
another instance of that

Chamars
simply

exist,

common

to a
substitution of the idea of subjection
of tribal division,
authoritv for that of common blood as the l^asis
which I have already quoted Sir H. Maine's language in section
_

regarding
:349.

—

I have said that among the priestly and
353. The Brahminical gotras.
mercantile castes we tind a set of divisions corrcsiionding with the true
tribal divisions of the landowning classes, which runs through the great
or social sections which I have deseribed above.
These divisions
geographical
are, among the Khatris and Aroras, in all probability real tribes denoting

descent, or at any rate special association of some sort, at an earlier
of the caste, of the ancestors of all those who now
stage in the history
bear the same tribal iiauie.
Among the Brahmans and Banyas these divisions
are known as gotras, and it is not so certain that their origin, among the

common

Banyas

at least,

is tribal.

The word

gotra,

more commonly known under

the c©rrupted form of got, means a family or lineage, the descendants from
a common ancestor, and it also means a flock, those who shelter within a
common fold. The Brahmans say that their gotras are named after the
great Hindu Rishis, though it does not clearly appear whether the members
of each gotra claim descent from the Rishi whose name it bears as from a
It is curious
carnal or as from a spiritual father.
hat the names of many
of the founders of these gotras occur among the ancient genealogies of the
prehistoric Rajput dynasties, the Rajas in question being not merely namesakes of, but distinctly stated to be the actual founders of the gotra ; and
it would be strange if inquiry were to show that the
priestly classes, like
the menials just discussed, own their tribal divisions to the great families
to whom their ancestors were attached.'
At any rate, whatever their origin,
the Brahminical gotras have among the Brahmans become absolutely hereditary ; and every Brahman, whether Gaur, Siirsut, Diikaut, or otherwise belongs
to some one or other of these gotras.
Thus, taking these great sections as
tribes, the gotra is wider than the tribe ; and while new tribes and clans can
1

be and are constantly being formed, no new go'ra
»

ruler,

is

possible.^

For a curious instauee of classification of BrahinaiiB into tribes
by the command of a Rajput
see the qnotation from Mr. Bnrne* given on page 179.
[Census Report.]

» Is it
possible that the jo<ra is a relio of descent through the female
sponding phienomenon among the Australian and North American Indians ?

liue, like

the

corre-

[Census Report.]
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But the Biahiniuieal fjotra extends far beyoud the body of Biahmaus ; for
the theory of the Hindu religion is that every Hindu, whatever be his
The (jotra thus defined is used
caste, belongs to some one or other of them.
onlv at marriage, on the occasion of sanknl^ut, and in similar formal cereand the great majority of the Hindu peasantry do not so much
But all the
that they have a gofra at all, much less what it is.
sti'icter Hindu castes, such as the Banyas and Khatris and Ai'oras, know and
Indeed the Banyas have, so far as I know, no tribal
recognize their gotra.
di\4sions within the great sections of Agarwal, Oswal and the like, except these
Brahminical gotras. Thus the question suggests itself whether the univei-sal
cun-encv of the same set of gotras throughout the whole Brahman caste, and
theii- adojition by the Banyas, is not due to a wish to conform with the rale
of Hinduism just enunciated, rather than to any real community of descent
denoted by a common gotra. In any case these gotras are of singularly
little importance.
Except to the priests and merchants and to some of the
stricter and more educated classes tliey mean little or nothing; while although
and merchants they do stand in some degree in the place of
to those
monies

as

;

know

priests

tribal divisions, yet as they are in no way localised their significance is
almost wholly religious, and the divisions which are really important among
It matters little or
these castes are what I have called the great sections.
nothing whether a Brahman, a Banya, or an Arora is of tlie Gautama or
of the Blmradwaj gotra ; what we reull}' want to know is whether he is
The hon-ible
Gaui- or Sarsut, Agarwal or Oswiil, Uttariidhi or Dakhani.
trouble and confusion which resulted in the Census from the fact that the
word got as
peasantry of the eastern Panjiib call their tribes by the same
is commonly used for the Brahminical gotra, will be noticed presently.

—A

curious question arose in the recoi-d
354. Tribal divisions of women.
of tribes in the Census schedules
namely, whether a woman changed her
There i.s no doubt
father's tribal name for that of her husband on marriage.
;

whatever that the Brahminical gotra follows that of the husband ; and the
more educated enumerators, knowing this, often ol>jected to record the got
I asked some
or tribe of the wife as different from that of the husband.
of my friends to make enquiries as to tiie custom in various parts of the
Province, but in many cases the got and gotra have evidently been confused
But on the whole the result seems to
in their investigations and replies.
With Brahmans, Banyas, Khatris, Kayaths, and Aroras
be as follows.
But this is almost certainly
the woman's got follows that of her husband.
In some of the cases it must be so, as the secthe Brahminical gotra.
tions do not intermarry, and there is nothing else lo change.
Among the
Khatris it would be interesting to know whether a Kapur woman raariying
a Mahra man would be considered a Kapur or a JMahra.
Throughout the
Western Plains Hindus change the clan; but here again they almost all
the suli-montane
belong to the castes mentioned altove. In the hills and
tracts the tribe is certainly changed ; for in the lower hills there is a formal
''
the tribal trencher," at which the women of
ceremony called got kundla or
In the
the tribe eat with the bride and thus admit her to the community.
eastern districts the tribe is as certainly not changed at man'iage, nor does a
man and
boy change it on adoption. It is born and dies unaltered with both
In Sirsa it does not change, for a man always speaks of his wife by
woman
and the same custom oljtains among
her tribal and not Ijy her personal name
On the other hand in Firozpur, which adjoins Sirsa, the
the Dehli Gujars.
.

;
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is said to obtain.
Among the MusalmSns of the west
the tribe does not appear to change >y marriage but if the wife is of standing
which is nearly but not quite equal to that of her husband, she is often adThe point is practidressed by courtesy as belonging to the tribe of the latter.
The diversity of custom which prevails, added to
in this way.
cally important
the mterference of the educated enumerator, makes the record of tribal divisions
for women of exceedingly uncertain value ; and it would have been better to
At a future Census
tabulate the males only for the several tribes and clans.
the enumerator should be directed to record the clan or tribe of a married

custom of got Jcundla

I

woman

as stated

;

by her liusband, whether the same as

—

his

own

or different.

the people. An extensive collection of
facts hearing upon the tribal organisation of the people, together with a most
valuable dissertation on the general subject, will be fomid in Vol. II of

355.

'

The

tribal

organisation of

The Panjab affords a pecutreatise on Punjab Cudomarif Laic.
complete series of stages lietween the purely tribal >rganisation of the
Pathan or Biloch of the frontier hills and the village communities of the
Jamna districts. The territorial distribution of the frontier tribes in the
Each clan of each tribe
fastnesses of their native mountains is strictly tribal.
has a tract allotted to it; and within that tract the families or small groups of
nearly related families either lead a ?emi-nomad life, or inhabit nide villages
round which lie the fields which they cultivate and the rough irrigation works
which they have constructed. In these they have property, but beyond them
Where the
there are no boundaries in the common pasture lands of the clan.
tribe or clan has occupied a tract within our liorder in sufficient numbers to undertake its cultivation, the distribution differs little from that obtaining beyond the
TVe have indeed laid down boundaries which mark off areas held by
border.
groups of families ; but these boundaries are often purely artificial, and include
hamlets which are united by no common tie and separated from theii- neighboujs by no line of demarcation save one leased upon administrative conveniWhen however the tribe conquered rather than occupied the tract,
ence.
and its cultivation is still In the hands of the people whom they subjugated,
we find that they did almost exactly what we have done in the case last
described.
They drew arbitrary boundaries which divided out the land into
great blocks or village areas, and each clan or section of a clan took one of
these blocks as its share, left the cultivating population scattered in small
hamlets over the fields, and themselves occupied central villages of some
strength and size. These two types are found more or less prevailing tkroughMr. Tupper's

liarlv

out the Western Plains and Salt-range Tract.
But in the great grazing
grounds we find, perhaps even more commonly than either of these, a third
type which is not based upon any sort of tribal organisation. A miscellaneous
collection of cultivators have broken up the land and so acquu-ed rights in it,
or have been settled by capitalists who acquired grants of land on condition
of bringing it under cultivation.
This form of settlement was especially
when the cardinal piinciple of administration
encoui-aged under Sikh rule
was to crush the gentry, to encom-age cultivation, and to take so much from
;

the actual cultivator as to leave nothing for the landlord.
356.
In the east of the Province we find the village community about
which so much has been written ; and nowhere perhaps in more vigorous perfection than in the south-eastern districts.
But It is a great mistake to
suppose that the village community wholly supersedes tribal organisation.
The tribal maps of the Panjab when published will show how very generally

[P. isl
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even where the village communities are
the case the viUageg of the tribe constitute one or
more thapas, or trilial groups of village commnuities held together by feudal
Under the Mughals the
ties and by the fact or fiction of common ancestry.
revenue adjniuistrat'on used to be based upon these tJuqms, the revenue being
assessed upon the group of villages as a whole, and being distributed among
them by the headmen of the collective villages under the presidency of
So too, till our time the definite boundthe headman of the parent callage.
tribes

hold compact temtoriesj

strongest.

Where

this

is

which now separate each village fi-om its neighbours were very indefimarked even in the cultivated tracts, as is proved by the manner in
which they zig-zag in and out among the fields while in the common

aries

nitely

;

pastures they were probably almost unknown, as to this day the cattle of
ueigh'oouring villages belouging to the same tribe graze in common without
The following description of the thapa organisation
reference to boundaries.
The vigorous organisation
is taken fi'om my settlement report of Karnal.
of the priestly and menial castes, based upon the tribal organisation of their
clients and masters, is especially interesting with reference to the remarks
made in sections 351-5^. It would be interesting to know whether the same

holds good with the mercantile castes.
"
A tribal cominunity baving obtained possession of a tract, in course of time it would be
"
incunvenient lor tbem all to live together, and a part of the community would found a new
"
This provillage, always on tbe edge of a drainage line from wbicb their tanks would be filled.
"
cess would be repeated till the tract became dotted over with villages, all springing originally
" from one
parent village. Tlce people de-cribe tbe facts by saying that of several brothers one

" settled in one
village and one in another ; but this no doubt means that the parts of the commuuity that migiatcd consisted of integral iamilies or groups of families descended in one
"
common branch from the ancestor. In this way were divided the many villages known by the
" same
name, with (be addition of tbe words kiltin and Jchurd (big and little). This by no means
implies that kalau is larger than kliurd, but only that the elder branch settled in kalau.
''

/
)

/
j

" The
group of villages eo bound together by common descent form a thapa, and are connceted by sub-feudal ties which are stUl recognized, the village occupied by the descendants of
" the common ancestur in the elde-t line
being, however ^mall or reduced in circumstances, still
'
acknowledged as the luad. To thi; day when a headman dies the other villages of the thapa
" asbemblo to instal his
t)ie
turban
of the parent village is first tied on his head.
and
When
heir,
"
BraJMnans and the brotherhood arc fed on the occasion of deaths, &c., it is from the thapa
"
that
are
lie
of
are
fed
and
and
Brahmans
the
head
receive
collected;
first,
they
village
villages
'
double fees. So among tbe menial castes, who still retain an internal organization of far greater
"
vitality than the higher ctt-tes now poses, the representative of the head village is always the
" foreman of the caste
,iury which is assembled from the t'lapa villages to bear and decide disputes.
" In old
days the subordinate villages used to pay some small feudal fees to the head village on
"
the day of the great Diwali.
The head village is stiU called the great village,' the turban
'
"
the village of origin,' or the tika village,' tika being the sign of authority formally
village,
"
impressed in old days on the forehead of the heir of a deceased leader in the presence of the
"
assembled thapa. In one case a village told me that it had changed its thapa because there
"
were so many lirahmans in its original thapa that it found it expensive to teed them. I spoke
" to
the original tika village about it, and they said that no village couhl change its thapa, and
"
A son may forget his sonship ; but not a mother her motherhood.' "
quoted the proverb'
'•

1

j
)

t

I

-'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

curious to note how the fiction of common descent is preserved when
The
strangers are admitted into these tribal groups or village communities.
stranger who receives by gift a share of another's land is called a bhumbkdi or
" earth brother " and if a landowner of a tribe other than that of the
;
original owners is asked how he acquired propei-ty in the village, his invariable
"
answer is they settled me as a brother."
It

y

is

357.

—

Marriage and intermarriage between tribes. The restrictions upon
will be given in some detail in Part II of Chapter VII in

intermarriage

'
Mr. Douie notes that the members of
once a year at the Satti of the tika village.

the villages included in the thapa
(See paragraph 220 supra.)

all

make

ofFeringi
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treating of civil coinlltion ; and it is unnecessary to repeat the information
here.
The custom as to intermarriage in the hills will be found described in

the sections on Eajputs of the eastern liills, Rathis and Rawats, and Kolis aud
Dagis ; while the curious rule against taking a bride from a village marching
with one's own has already been discxissed in section 136. The marriage
customs of the people of Karniil will be found minutely described at pages
127 to 134 of my settlement report on that district.
brief notice of some
curious customs will be found in the present chapter under the head of Jats
of the western sub-montane.
The subject is one of great interest and value,
and sadly needs more detailed inquiry. Customs of this sort are of all others
the most persistent, and often throw most valuable light upon the origin and
affinities of the tribes.
The reason why I allude to the subject in this place
is, because I wish to point out how obviously the rules and customs regulating
marriage point to the former existence of marriage by capture and, perhaps
less obviously, of an intermediate
stage when the cajoture had become fictitious, but the fiction was enacted with greater veri-similitudc than now-a-days.
Some of the suggestions I am about to make may very probably be fanciful
but the general tendency of the facts is lieyond the possibility of a doubt.
The sti-ict mle of tribal exogamy which still binds all classes both Hindu and
Musalman throughout the Eastern Plains, excepting however the jiriests and
traders who observe only the prohiliitions of the Sanskrit scriptures ; especially
the rale against marrying iron\ a neighliouring village the formal nature of
the wedding procession, M'hich must be as far as possible mounted on horses,
and in which only males may take jiart ; the preparatory oiling of the bridegroom, the similar treatment of the la-ide being perhaps a later institution ;

A

;

;

all

point to marriage

hand

at both villages.
to the bride's house

by capture. So does the use of the mark of tlie bloody
The marking all the turnings from the village gate

may be a survival of a very common intermediate stage,
where the bridegroom visits the bride by stealth. The nile that the procession must reach the girl's
village after midday, and must not enter the
village, but remain outside in a place allotted to them; the fight between
the girl's and boy's parties at the door of the bride's house ; the nile that the
girl shall wear nothing belonging to herself the hiding of the girl from the
;

boy's people at the wedding ceremony ; all point to marriage by capture.
So do the rule )jy which the boy's party must not accept food at the hands of
the girl's people after the wedding, and must pay them for what
they eat (Tn
the succeeding night, and the fiction by which the girl's father is
compelled
to ignore all payment of
the bridegroom's friends.
The
money

by
bloody
hand stamped on the shoulder of the boy's father by the girl's mother
he departs, and the custom which directs the girl to go ofE bewailing
some one of her male relatives who has lately died, saying " Oh my father is dead," or " Oh
my brother is dead," arc very marked as is the
fight with sticks between the Ijride aud bridegroom.
Finally we have the
rule that after the ceremonial
goings and comings are over, the wife
must never visit her father's house without his special leave and the fact
as

;

:

that—
' '

tbe villiige into wliicli liis daugliter
all near elder relatives.
They

is man-ied is
utterly tabooed for lier fatlier, Ler elder brother,
may not go into it or eren di-ink water from a well in that
shameful to take anything from one's daugliter or her belongings. Hven her
" more distant elder relations
will not eat or drink from the house into which the
girl is man'ied,
"
though they do not taboo the whole village. The boy's father can go to the girl's village by leave
" of her
father, but not without."

" and

"

village, for it

is

i
C^'-^^l
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relations by marriage are commonly
Similarly^ all words denoting male
for instance, susra, sdla, bahnoi, jamdi, or father; as,
husband. Of these the
in-law, wife's brother, sister's husband, and daughter's
first two are considered so offensive, that they are seldom used in their ordi-

used as terms of abuse

nary sense.

'

—

The rales regulating social interSocial intercourse between castes.
course between different castes as they exist in the Janma districts are given
358.

in the following quotation

from the Karnal Settlement Report.

"

"
"

"
"

"
"
"

"
"
''

"
"
"
•'

"
''

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

"
'

"
"
"

or vessels of an inferior
Broadly speaking, no superior trilie will eat or drink from the hands
But the reputed purifying iuflucnce^; of fire especially as exercised upon
one, or smoke its pipes.
of metal over earthen vessels, are the foundation of a
qhi and sugar, and the superior cleanliness
broad distinction. .\11 food is divided into paiki rati, or fried dry with gli, ai.d Icai-lichiroli, or
not so treated. Thus, among the Hindus a Gi'ijrati Brahman will eat pakki, but not Icichchi
rati from a Gaur, a Gaur from a Taga, any Brahman or Taga from a Rajpiit, any Brahman,
Tao-a or Riijput from a Jat, Gujar, or lior.
Excepting lirahmans and Tagas, each caste will
drink water from a metal vessel if previously scoured with earth {mlinjna^, and will smoke from a
out tlie >t<'m and using the hand witli the fingers closed instead,
pipe with a brass bowl, taking
from the same people with wliom tliey will eat pakki bread ; but they will not drink or smoke
from earthen vessels, or use the same pipe-stem, except with those whose kachchi bread they can
without any scruples.
eat.
Jats, Gii.iars, Rors, Rahbiiris and Ahirs eat and drink in common
These ao-ain will eat a goldsmith's pakki bread, but not in his house ; and they used to smoke
Musalmans have lately become much less strict about
Init are ceasing to do so.
with

carpenters,
these rules as governing their intercourse

among themselves, and many of them now eat from
to the above
any respectable Musalmiin's hand, especially in the cities. And, subject sti'ictly
niles any JIusalmau will eat and drink without scruple from a Hindu ; but no Hindu will touch
either pakki or kachchi from any Musalmau, and will often throw it away if only a Musalmau's
shadow falls upon it. partly perli.ips because Musalmans eat from earthen vessels, which no
Hindu can do unless the vessel has never been used before. This affords an easy mode of tolling
whether a deserted site lias been held by Musalmans or Hindu<. If the latter, there will be
numbers of little earthen saucers (n'^ifii's) fouud on the spot. Brahmans and Rajputs will not
eat from any one below a Jat, Gujar, or Ror, ndiile these three ti'ibcs themselves do not as a
rule eat or drink with any of t)ie menial castes ; and the following castes are absolutely impui'e
touch defiles food ; leather-maker, washerowing to their occupation and habits, and tlieir mere
man, barbel', blacksmith, dyer (chhmpi), sweeper, diim, and dh'inak. The potter is also looked
'J'he pipes of a village, being often left about in the common rooms
upon as of doubtful purity.
and fields, are generally distinguished Ijy a piece of something tied round the stem blue rag for
a Musal\n,in, red for a Hindu, leather for a Chamdi; string for a sweeper, and so forth j so that
a friend wishing for a smoke may not defile himself by mistake.

—

" Out- and most sweetmeats can be eaten frum almost
anybody's hand, even from that of a
" leather-worker or
sweeper; but in this case they must be whole, not broken."
is described under the
In the west of the Province, where
all caste restrictions are so lax, nny Musalman will eat from the hands of any
of the same faith, while even Hindus are much less strict
respectable member
than in the east. -So in the Sikh tract also; but here the rale against a
Hindu eating from the hand of a ^Musalmau seems to be even more strict than
In all parts of the Province and among all classes any soi-t of
in the east.
intercourse with the impure castes, whether polluted by their occupation or by

The extraordinary

lieads Hill Menials,

state

of matters in the hills

and Kolis and Dagis.

the nature of their food,

is

scrapulously avoided.

formally used as an outward and visible token of
in which the tribe, clan, or other
includes some sort of formal
agnatic group takes a part as such, generally

Community

community

of food

of blood

;

is

and any ceremony

" There is a
very general rule against speaking of one's wife's father as
The Musalmans of Sirsa call him 'uncle' (tdiia or chaeha) ; the
'
'
'
Lata
Pandit Ji or Misr Ji ; the Kiiyaths, Bai Sahib ; the Banyas,
Gurgdon,
'
'
the Meos, Chaudhri or
Muqaddani or a specially Meo usage dokra
Sahib or Sah Ji
" or 'old man'
woman dokri, she will fly at you
(see Fallon) ; insomuch that if you call a Meo
"
which really
with Do you call me your mother-in-law !'; while if you address her as bwht/i,
"
" means
she will reply Very well, my son
Very well
exactly the same thing,
1

Mr. Wilson writes

:

"'father-in-law' (siJs;-aV
"
'

Brahmans
'

'

of

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

;

'

'

'

!

!
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eating together or confarreatio, more especially wben the object of the cerftmony is to admit a new member into the gronp, as at adoption or marriage.^
359
General distribution of agricultural castes. Abstract No. 64
on the next page* shows the general distribution of castes throughout the
of
Province, the ligures representing the proportion Ijorne by each group
castes to every thousand of total population.
The distribution of each caste will lie discussed more fully when the
It will of course be understood that
caste itself comes under consideration.
Indeed it will be apparent from the
the castes are grouped very roughly.
following pages that any but the roughest classification is impossible, for not
only is the class within which any given caste should fall incapable of exact
Still some sort of
definition, btxt it varies in different parts of the Province.

—

was necessary on which to arrange the chapter, and I have thereand tribes into three great groups. The first
or landowning and agricultural group comprises half of the total population
of the Panjab, and is even more important socially, administratively, and
The first
It is divided into six sections.
politically than it is numerically.
and with
includes he two great frontier races, the Biloches and Pathans
the latter I have taken the Tanaoli, Tajik and Hazara, as closely allied to
them if not really entitled to be ranked with them. Next follows the great
Jat race, and after that the Rajputs, with the Thakars and Rathis whom it is
so impossible to separate from them, and one or two minor castes which are
The next class, the minor
perhaps rather Rajput tribes than separate castes.
dominant tribes, includes all those castes which, while hardly less important
in their particular territories, are less numerous and less widely distributed
than the four great races already specified. Such are the Gakkhars and
Awans of the Salt-range Tract, the Kharrals and Daudpotras of the Western
Plains, the Dogars and Rors of the Eastern Plains, the Meos of Gurgaon,
and the Gujars of the hills. Next follow the minor agricultural tribes, the
Sainis, Ariiin?, Kanets, Ghiraths, Ahirs, Mahtams and tke like, who, while
forming a very important factor in the agricultural community of the Panjab,
occupy a social and political position of far less importance th.iu that of the
dominant tribes. The last class is headed Foreign Races, and includes Shekhs,
Mughals, Tui'ks, and the like, most of whom perhaps have no real title to the
name under which they have returned themselves, while many of them own
no land and are mere artisans, though these cannot be separated from the still
classification

fore divided the various castes

t

greater

;

number who

are landowners.

The

distribution of these classes is very marked.
The Biloches
and Pathans are of course chiefly to be found in the trans-Indus districts ;
but while the latter form the great bulk of the group in the districts where

360.

who have settled in the Province at a far more
recent date, are accompanied by a very large class of inferior cultivating
classes of all castes who are, in accordance with the custoin of the lower
Indus, grouped under the comprehensive name of Jat, a term whose significance is iu these parts occupational as much as ethnic.
Setting these districts
aside, the Jats are to ije found in greatest predominance in the great Sikh
States and districts, and in the south-east of the Province in Rohtak and
Hissar.
In the sub-montane districts, the Salt-range Tract, and Kangra,

they prevail, the former,

'
For instance, the ceremony of gof Jeunila described in section 354.
very commonly takes the form of a distribution of gur or Bweatmeats.

The eating together
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and throughout the cis-Iudus districts of the Western PlainSj excepting
Mnzaffargarh which goes with the trans-Indus group, the Rajput to a great
In the Hill States, with the exception of
extent takes the place of the Jat.
Charaba, Rajputs are few, and are important by their social and political
than
their
numbers. But the figures are of no very certain
by
position rather
the line of demarcation between Thakar and Rathi who
significance, since
with
classed
have been
Rajputs, and Kanets and GIraihs who have been
classed as minor agricultural tribes, is exceedingly difficult to draw, and the
abnormal figures for Chamba are due to this cause. The proportion of minor
dominant tribes naturally varies from district to district, and their distribution
The same may be
is discussed in the section devoted to their consideration.
minor agrlcultui'al castes, the group being too miscellaneous in
said of thi
But it
its comjwsition for its distribution to present very general features.
is noticeable that where the Jat, who prefers to do his own cultivation is
numerous, these castes are found only in small numbers, while they bear
the highest propoi-tion to total population in those tracts where the Hill
Rajput, who looks upon agriculture as degi-ading, is most largely represented.
Taking the landowning and agricultural castes as a whole, they form the
of the population in the trans-Indus districts; and this
largest proportion
is due to the freedom from
occupational restraints which I have already
noticed as prevailing on the frontier, a very large proportion of the industrial

and menial work being done on the fi'ontier by mcmljers of the dominant
and agricultural tribes, and not, as in the rest of the Province, by separate
castes.
They arc least numerous in the sub-montane tract and in the
ilastern Plains, where they are assisted in the culiivation by a numerous
class of village menials, and where, the Hindu religion being most prevalent
and commerce most important, the religious and mercantile elements of
societies are most numerous.

—

The next great group
361. General distribution of professional castes.
consists of the priestly, ascitic, professional, and mercantile castes, and includes
people of very different social positions, from the priestly Brahman to the
wandei'lng pedlar. As a whole they occupy a position superior to that of the
landowning classes if measured by a religious standard, for the great mercantile castes come next after the Brahmans in strictness of religious observance
but indefinitely inferior if the comparison be made from a social or political
The Brahmans are naturally most numerous in the Hindu and
standpoint.
ttie Saiyads in the Musalraan portions of the Province, the former being
extraordinarily numerous in the hills where Hinduism is stronger than in
any other part of the Panjab. The ascetic orders are chiefly to be found
in the eastern and central districts, partly perhaps because they are more
common among Hindus than among Mahomedans, but still more I suspect
,

because

it is

in these districts that the w'calth of the Province is concentrated,
for an idle man who wishes to live at
is most

and in them that there

hope

The minor professional group consists of Nais,
the expense of his fellows.
Mirasis, Jogis, and the like, and its numbers are tolerably constant throughout
the cis-Indus Panjab, while beyond the Indus it is hardly represented.
Taking
the professional group as a whole, and especially the religious element, its
numbers decrease steadily from
who form an integral portion

chiefly because the Brahmans,
from which the Hindu population
has chiefly sprung, are naturally far more numerous than the Saiyads, who are
but foreign immigrants in the Panjab. The mercantile castes are found in

east to

west

of the stock

;
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because commerce

not

;
greatest abundance in the south-western
there peculiarly extensive, but because the Aroras, the principal mercantile
castes of these parts, are_ not mere traders, but largely follow all sorts of
Setting these districts aside
occupations both industrial and agricultural.
the trading-castes are least numerous in the hills, where commerce is very

districts

is

The miscellaneous class is largely
much in the hands of the Brahmans.
on the
composed of Kashmiris, who are chiefly to be found in th? districts
Kashmir border, and in the great Kashmiri colonies of Ami-itsar and
Ludhiana.

—

castes.
The last of the three
362. General distribution of menial
groups comprises all the lower strata of society, the vagrant, criminal, and
I shall show
gipsy tribes, the village menials, and the industrial classes.
when I come to discuss these castes in greater detail, how wholly impossible
Thus
it is to class them by occupation with even approximate accuracy.
the classes into which I have divided them in the abstract have no very
Still certain l>road facts ai*e brought out by the figures.
definite significance.
The vagrant tribes are chiefly to be found in two parts of the Province, on
the Rajputana border and under the central and western hills.
Among' the
village menial castes who perform so large a pai-t of the agricultm-al labour
in the Panjah, namely the leather-workers, scavengers and watermen, the
leather-workers prevail throughout the eastern districts, the hills and the
In the centre of the Panjab, and to a less degree in the
great Sikh states.
Western Plains, their place is taken by the scavengers, and partly by the
watermen. The menial and industrial class as a whole is most numerous in
the hills where they have iiiueh of the cultivation in their hands, and in the submontane and central districts where wealth is greatest and the standard of
It is curiously scanty in the west, and particularly on
cultivation highest.
the Indus frontier ; and this partly because, as I have already pointed out,
the hereditary restrictions upon occupation are more lax, and the poor Pathan
thinks it no shame to earn his Ijread by callings which would involve social
degradation whei'e caste-feeling is stronger ; but also very largely because on
the lower Indus the menial who cultivates becomes a Jat by mere virtue of
the fact, and is classed as such, whereas in the rest of the Panjali he would
have retained his menial caste unaltered. In Sirsa, and to a less degree in
There the menial classes are more
Hissar, the exact opposite is the case.
numerous than in the neighbouring districts because the tract is to a great
extent newly sett.led, and land is so plentiful and the demand for agricultui-al
labour so gi-eat that the lower classes have flocked into these districts, and
though retaining at present their caste unaltered, have risen in the social

scale

by the acquisition of land or at

least

by the substitution

menial callings.

of husbandry for

—

and contents of the caste-chapter. The
rough
adopted in Abstract No. 64 on the opposite page* will serve as a
clue to tl^e arrangement of the detailed description of he various castes.
A
complete index of castes and tribes mil be found at the end of the volume.
I shall close this part of the chapter by discussing the system adoijted for
the record of castes and tribes and their sub-division at the
present Census,
and the natm-e of the results obtained. The matter is one of considei-able
moment, and the system followed has been the subject of adverse criticism
both within and without the Province.
The tribal constitution of the population possesses much more
political and administrative importance in the
368.

Arrangement

classification

'
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Panjab than in most other parts of Northern India, and indeed it may be
said that the statistics which display it arc almost the most valnable results

The remaining parts of the chapter will be devoted to
of a Panjab Census.
an examination of the figures for each caste, and a description of the caste so
The crndeness and imperfar as my knowledge enables me to describe it.

It is
fection of this portion of the work are to me a source of great regret.
not only that our knowledge is as nothing compared with our ignorance of
But
I
have to feel that of the information
the subject ; that is unavoidable.
that I have collected only a portion has been utilised, while even that portion
on
record
without
has been hastily put
any attempt to arrange or digest the
I had intended to make some attempt at classification of the
material.
in
some
measure
based
various castes
upon what appeared to be their ethnic
affinities, and to examine carefully the question of the probable origin of each
with the help of the whole of my material ; and indeed 1 have carried out
this intention to some extent with regard to the Biloch and Pathan tribes,
the sections on which were wiittcn before orders regarding the early comBut as regards the remaining castes and
pletion of the report were received.
tribes the time allowed me was too short to permit of any such treatment
of the subject and I was compelled to arrange the castes roughly in classes,
and to content myself with stating the leading facts regarding each. The
;

chapter has been written backwards, beginning from the end, and I have not
been able even to read over again what I had written before sending it to
As I proceeded with the work faults in the classification became
press.

only

too apparent, new lights were thrown upon what had gone before, and new
There was no time to re-wTite what had once
facts were brought to light.
been written, and all that I could do was to add the new to the old. Thus I
shall often be found to repeat myself, the sequence of ideas will often appear
to be broken and irregulai\ and even conflicting statements may have escaped
my notice. But the present chapter must be taken as only a rough preliminary outline of the subject. Detailed tables of tribes and clans are now in

course of preparation which will embody all the sub-divisions of castes entered
in the schedules of the present Census.
Maps showing the distribution of the
landowning castes and tribes have been prepared for each district and state

-

P. 188]

and though it would have been impossible without great delay and expense to
reproduce them with the present Report, I hope that the material thus
collected will be more fully utilised on some future occasion.
One apparent
omission in my treatment of the subject calls for a word of explanation. I
had prepared tables comparing the caste figures of the present with those of
the last Census.
But I found that the classification followed in 186S had so
evidently varied fi-om district to district that the figures were devoid of any
determinate meaning, and it would have been sheer waste of time to attempt
any such comparison. To take one instance only, I find that in the Census
of 1868, of 205,00(1 Musalman Jats returned for the Multan division,
159,000 are in Muzaffargarh, 29,000 in Montgomery, 17,000 in J hang, and
only 63 in Multan. In Dera Ismail Khan and Shahpur this column is
actually blank.
364.'
Scheme adopted for the record of castes and tribes— Unless I have utterly failed
to express the fact>, a perusal of the foregoing paragraphs will have made it clear that we have
three main units of social and ethnic classification to deal with in the Panjab ; the caste or race, the
trihe proper, and what I have for want of a better word called the section of the caste.
Now these
three units are of very diilerent value in different parts of the Province and among various classes

of the community. In the east caste is of primarv- importance ; among the
landowning communities of the west it is little more than a tradition of ancient origin. Among the agricultural
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the tribe h most iniportftnt, aud in the west it is the one great f«ct to be ascertained ;
the priestly and mercantile classes it is almo-it meaningless, ami what -n-e want is the section
Wliat we did was 1o attempt to record all three facts, where they existed, intending
afterwards to select our figures. If we had a-^ki'd for two only «e should have run the risk of
Of two Khatri brothers one
getting one wc did not want and missing one that we did want.
would have returned himself as Khatri Kapur and the other as Khatri Charziiti ; of two Brahman
brothers one would liavp appeared as Braliman f^arsut and the other as Bralimau Gautama ; of two
Biloih brothers one would have been i-ecorded as Biloch Find and the other as Biloch Laghari ;
therefore divided
tabulation would have given us wholly meaningless and imperfect figures.
"
" "
" and "
clan,
our caste column into three sub-columns beaded
original caste or tribe,
got or
Now the first difficulty we encountered was the translation of these headings. In the east
Bept."
for
caste
in
the
west
for
sdf
for
or
In
and
tribe
clan.
the
zdt
;
caste,
qainn
qaum is used for religion
estst got is the universal word for tribe among the peasantry, insomuch that the Rajputs call their
is
it
used
and
the
like
for
but
Brahmaus,
'the
by
Banyas
gots ; everywhere
royal races not kills
Brahminical gotra ; in the west it is unknott'u save in the latter sense. As for the local term for
smaller tribes or clans they vary almost from district to district and from caste to caste. After
'
' '
«.«/ qaum,
z^t ;/a Jirqah,
got pa
consulting Commissioners we translated our lioadlugs
'
shAkh.' The instructions issued for filling up these columns will be found in general letter C.,
Appendix D., section 5, at section 13 of the entlo-ed instructions to enumerators and at section 25
Their general tenour was that the caste or race such
of the enclosed instructions to supervisors.
as Kajput or Pathan was to be shown in the first, its principal section such as Rind, Gaur,
sub-section
such as Chaubiin. Ghatwal, Bharadwaj in the
its
and
secondary
Agarwal in the second,
that the //o( if there was any was always to go into the third column ; and Ihat
third column
column
was to be loft empty. The staff was warned
the
second
where there was only one division
against the loose use of' the terms Tat and Gujar as names of occupations, and it was explained
'
to
was
intended
that the original caste column
contain, not the caste of traditional origin, luit
To these instructions was
the actual caste to which the people were recognized as now belonging.
of
filled
up liy way
example.
appended a saniple schedule
classes

among

of the caste.

We

'

'

;

,

365.
Errors in the record of castes and tribes.— I should explain that when I drafted
these instructions 1 knew nothing of any portion of the Panjab except the .Tamna districts, and
had no conception how utterly different the divisions of tlie population and the relations betneon
For my sample schedule I procured specimens
tribe and caste were in the west of the Province.
filled up by District and Settlement Officers from all parts of the Province, and consulted many
natives of different castes, yet there were several mistakes in the schedule ; in fact I believe
it would be impossible to frame a set of entries which should not contain errors if judged by the
varying standards current in different parts of the Paujab. More than this, there were errors in
the very examples given in the instructi.ns; for I had not properly apprehended the nature of
what I have called " sections, " and I did not rightly estimate the relation between the Eajpiit
But the worst mistake of all was the use of
tribes of tbt Fanjab and the great Tculs or royal races.
" The addition of aal
" with
"
the word asl or " original
caste, and the use of the word
got.
induced many of the tribes of the western districts and Salt-range Tract to return, not their caste,
or tribe as it now stands, but the Mughal, Kurcshi, or other stock from which they are so fond
of claiming descent ; and it doubtless tempted many undoubted .Tats to record their RAjput origin.
And the use of the word got set people to find out what was the Brahminical gotra of the person
under enumeration. In the eastern districts the word was perfectly understood. But in the hills
and in the Western Plains it is only used in the sense of gotra. It did not matter that I had asked
for got or shnkh.
The latter word is not commonly used in connection with family or tribe ;
the former is ; and every enumerator insisted upon each person having a got.
In Plach
Mr. Anderson found a village all entered as of one ^o<ra, and that an uncommon one.
"
inquiry from the people themselves they said they really did not know what was their got, but
"that some one in the village had consulted the Brahma ns at Nii-mand, who told him he was of
" the Pethinesi
The headman of the village when asked
got, and the whole village followed him.
" of what
got he was, could not even pronounce the word. The better and more intelligent
" classes
know their ^o/s, and others did not wish to be behind them. " Xow all this trouble was
obviously caused by asking for the gotra. Wliat I wanted, and what I said I wanted plainly
enough in the instructions, was the tribe or sub-'livision of the caste ; and that the people could
probably have given readUy enough. What was needed was to substitute the local term, whatever
it might have been, for
got or .^hdkh ; but the people knew what a got was, even if they did not
know what was their got, and hence the confusion. Another great cause of error was the
insistence with which the Census Staff demanded that all three columns should be filled up for each
I had said that I only wanted two entries where there was no second sub-division, as is
person.
the case in a very large number of cases, but that did not mattter ; the columns were there with
separate headings, and one after another the Disti'ict Officers in their reports point out the diffi-

"On

culty of getting entries for all three, the reason being that in many cases there were only facts
enough for two. The result is that many of the Jats entered as the third bending the name of the
And another most fertile cause of error must
Kajpiit tribe from which they claim to have sprung.
have been the eflorts that were made to attain uniformity. In many districts committees were
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I
held and a scheme of entries decided npon and prescribed for the guidance of all euumeratora.
have discnseed the danger of all such attempts in my section on Difficulties and Suggestions in
'
'
Educated natives are
Chapter XIII under the head Discretion to be allowed in enumeration.
almost more apt than we ourselves to go \vrong in such mattersj for we at least are free from
of the Tahsildars and
prejudice and are ready to admit our ignorance ; and a committee composed
Extra Assistants of a district with power to decide upon the entries of castes and tribes, wonld
ensure with absolute certainty the ruin of a caste Census as an independent means of acquiring

information.
difflcultlra of a record of caste.— But even supposing that I had not made
instructions and examples, and supposing that they had been rigidly followed
case are still so enormous that a really
according to then- intention, the difficulties inherent in the
accurate rtcord which should be correct in all its details would have been quite beyond hope of
in
the
to
show
I
have attempted
attainment.
preceding pages that it is almost impossible to
define a caste and difficult to define a tribe, and that it is often impossible to draw a clearly marked
In
fact
the tribe proper is a far more definite and
line between two castes of similar standing.
ilr. Steedman, who has criticised the scheme more severely
unit than the caste,

Inherent

366.

any mistakes

in

my

permanent
and at greater length than any other

officer, sets forth the difficulties so ably and completely that
quote the passage in full
" With the
no difficulty was found in filling
exception of the three columns relating to caste
It will be understood that my remarks regarding these three columns are
the schedules up.
1 have had no experience in the Panjab east of the
solely applicable to the Western Panjab.
Kavi.
Having spent three years in Gujrat, 3J in Jhang, and 2 in Dera Ismail Khan, I think
that my remarks will apply to the Mahomedan population of most districts west of the

I

-.

"
"
"
"
"

—

Chenab.
" These three columns
assume, as Mr. Fiulay very truly «Tote, that the zemindars know far
" more about their
I do not deny that the
ancestry and tribal divisions that they actually do_.
" three columns could be tilled
up correctly for each caste by an inteUigtnt enumerator who
" understood
with the tribes whose members
exactly what was wanted, and who was acquainted
"
he had to enumerate ; but the Census economy prohibited the emploj-ment of men of this stamp.
" There are a considerable number of Mahomedan
Kajpiits in the Western Panjab, known as Syals
" or Chaddhars in
Xbang, Janjiihas, Bhakhrals, Bndhals, Satis, Dhunds, Alpials, Jodras, &c.,' &.c.,
" in the
if asked what his
kaum was,
Rawalpindi Division. Now any member of these tribes
" would
Or he might very probably give the
be.
reply Bhakhnil or Sati, &c., as the case might
" sub-division to which he
belonged. A Syal would be sure to answer thus. You would in nine
" cases out of ten have to
whether he
put some distinctly leading question before you ascertained
'
'
" claimed to be a
Rajput or not. The result is that sometimes Rajput the asl kaum, some'
" times
is
or
entered
in
the
first of the
the
family,
sept
Syal the clan, and sometimes Chachkana
" three sub-divisions of column 7 I noticed
many entries of this' description. In fact most' of
" the
Rajputs of this district would give Rajput as their ^ro*, placing their tribe as the asl
" kaum.' Entries of this
results considerably.
description naturally depreciate the tabulation
'

'

:

'

" Similar errors
crept into the entries of the village artisans.

A man may

ply the trade of a

"
or shoe-maker, by caste.
weaver, oil-presser, or shoe-maker without being a weaver, oil-presser,
" In
Jhang woa\'ing had been taken to as a livelihood by many persons who were not
will
be
doubt
no
Tet many of these I have
"of the weaver tribe.
put down as weavers
"in the 'asl kaum' column. Agam men of these low castes are very fond of claiming
"
of
those
Rajput origin. I save many entries
relationship with the higher tribes, especially
'
''
Now Janjuhas and
zat
such as these —• asl kaum' Mochi
Janjuha, Bhatti, Awan, &c.
'
" Bhattis are
his
asl kaum
is
Rajput,
Rajputs. If the Mochi was a Janjuha originally
" his zat
If he is a Janjuha by fiction then
Janjulia, and shoe-making is his trade.
"
or
converted
men
of
low caste
Hindus,
Janjuha must bo put down as he states. Shekhs, i.e.
" who have risen in the
world, also advance most ungrounded claims in the way of descent
"
c^ise of village artisans, Shekhs, and
Apparently there is no escape from these difficulties in the
" other similar tribes but in the case of
more definite instructions would
;
agriculturists I thiiiU
" have left the tabulation entries much more
trustworthy.
'

'

" I

"
''

The

Panwar.^

3,

to criticise some of the specimen entries attached to the enumerator's inentries opposite the name of M;iliomed Ibrahim are 1, Rajput ; 2, Syal ;
can confidently assert that not one man in a hundred of the Syals is aware that
I wonder if there are ten men who have heard they are descended from

now venture

structions.

' he

I

is a Panwar Rajput.
' this
got of the Rajput tribe.
'
representative Syal zamindar.
•'

''

Question.— \fhat
shdlch)
'

is

your clan

I

(zdt) ?

Answer.— God. only knows.

?

one
the mistakes
—This
Pumcdr— Siil."

ptif

know

is

of

I

exactly
—
What

Answer. —

Question.

He

what answers an enumerator would get from a
your tribe (fcawm)? Answer. Bharwana

—What

is

—

:

Question.
your family i^ot or
Syal.
will inevitably give his sub-division as his a»l Icaum

have already referred

to.

is

The entry should have been " S.dj-
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" and
"
"

"
"

"

he is a ItAjput or a
Lis clan as li'is idt.
Nothing less than a direct question as 'to whether
'
Jat will elicit from him the fact that he is a Bajput. As for got he prohahly has never heard
the word. The ti'uth is that the present Mahomedan tribes of the Western Panjah, though
immigrants from Hindustan, have forgotten theu' 'pots' entirely and very often their' asl
'

'
In some few instances only is the name of the got preserved, and then the tribesmen
kauni.'
are quite unaware that their tribal name is that of their old gd.'
'

'

" The next
I notice that in one of the
question is. What are the asl iaums in each district f
specimen entries Giijar is so entered. There are various theories as to whether the Gnjar is a
Jat tribe. In
or
whether
it is an offshoot of tlie great
tribe
of
or
Hiudu
Tartar
origin,
separate
"
Jhang and Dera Ismail Khan and Shahpur the JIahomcdan agriculturists are usually divided
" into
is
asked
whether
he is a Jat
I mean that if a
and
in
local
Jats
Rajpi'it
Rajputs
parlance.
" he will at once
deny it, while a Jat admits that he is a member of the tribe. I do not mean to
" as=ert
that, excluding Eaipiits and other tril)es who have migrated from the other side of the
"
must be Jats ; hut if they are not I ask who are the numerous
Indus, all other
" tribes who resideagriculturists
in the Chach and Sind Sagar Doabs and along the left hank of the Chanab ?
" What is their a si taKf» ?
Their Hindu origin is undoubted. They arc not Ra.iputs. If they
"
were they would claim theii- relationship. 1 have not room here to go fully into this question. I
"
have noticed it in the Final Report of the Jbang Settlement. Butmy object is I think attained,
" and that is to indicate how verv
necessary it is that instrnctions should be given separately for
"
each district as to what tribes are to be considered Asl kaum.' Take the Khokhars. They are
" an influential tribe in
Jhelam, Shahpur, and Gnjrat. Are they converted Rajputs as many
"
claim, or descendants of the son-in-law of the prophet as the Shahpur Khokhars state, or mere
" Jats as their enemies
In the second case only can they be an asl kaum. If in the
allege.
" tabulatioii of different districts the tribe is sometimes entered as an asl kaum ' and at othei-s
as
" a branch of the
the results are likely to be misleading.
and
Jat
Then again there
tribes,
Rajput
" are tribes who are
admittedly of ancient standing and yet have no ti'aditions. Who are these ?
''
It is not unlikely that they were the original inhabitants before the immigration of the Hindu
"
As far as my limited experience goes I think it would be an easy matter to settle this
settlers.
"
point beforehand for all the main tribes of each district, and also to give a few general instructions
"
as to how doubtful tribes were to be treated. The question
Are you a Rajput or a Jat ? would
"
clear
most cases of doubt wdiere the tribe was originally Hindu, the enumerator being warned
" of theup
custom of calling all agricultui'ists Jats. Then all tribes who came from the other side of
'
' the Indus would also be asl
kaum, the Pathans, Biloches, Mughals, &c. The village Kamins
'•
would also be included in the same list. Here the enumerators would ho warned to ask the
''
individual whether he was a Kamin by trade only or both hy trade and tribe.'
I would
''
arbitrarily cla=8 all agi-iculturists who admitted that they were not Bajpiits and who were of
"
undoubted Hindu origin, as Jats. This classification is perhaps not ethnologically accurate, but
"
I think too for the
every Patwari and most zamindars would understand what is meant.
"
Mahomedan population two columns would have been enough. It seems unnecessary to ascer" tain the numbers of each sub-division. We want to know the total
Syal, Ghakkar, and Awan
"population. I do not think much is gained by working out returns showing the total population
"
of the Bharwana, Chuchkana, Admal, Firozal, and Bugdial families.
There are no restrictions on
"
intermarriage between members of the different families."
"

"

'

'

'

I have already explained the reason why three columns were taken instead of two.
We
wanted two facts only ; but we wanted to make sure of getting them in the many cases where
three facts were available and one was not wanted, by recording all three and
rejecting for
onrsclves the useless one otherwise if we had had two columns only, one of them might have been
wasted on the useless fact. As it was, one if our three c dumns was commonly occupied bv the
name of some wholly unimportant sept or family. And I do not agree with Mr. Steedman in his
;

i

proposal

to

Who

issue

detailed

is to issue them
different districts ?

;

concerning the agricultural tribes of each district.
to be ensured that the same tribe is classed
similarly in two

instructions

and how

is it

367. Reasons why the scheme did not work.— I think that ou the whole the scheme was
the best 'hat could have been adopted ; and if it had been possible to carry it out to the end as
it bad been intended to do when the instructions were framed, I believe that results of
very considerable accuracy would have been obtained.
What was intended was this to record everything, to tabulate all the entries, and ihen to classify them throughout and produce the results
as the final caste table.
Thus, supposing one man had entered himself as Jat Bhatti and
another as Rajput Bhatti, or one man as Qureshi Khattar, another as Awan
Khattar,
and a third as Qutbshahi Khattar, we should have tabulated them all separately, and then classed
them as might he decided upon after consideration and inquiry. It was not expected that the
material would be properly arranged in tie schedules ; but we hoped that it would all be recorded

—

•

Would

not this suggest to the artisan the setting up for himself of a mythical

some aaits of glorious renown

i'

oi-igin

from
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But wheu we came to examiue tlic sebedales we found that
column alone were nnmhered bv thousands, while the subdivisions were numbered by tens of thousands.
I certainly had not, and I do not believe that
any
body else concern&i had, the very faintest conception of how numerous the entries would be. At
any rate it was obviously quite out of the question to tibulate and examine them aU before compilation ; and what was done was to deal with the entries in the first or caste column only, so far
as the Ci epilation of the final Census Table VIII was concerned.
Even those entries I was comthere, to be aiTanged afterwards.
the separate entries in the caste

I.elled, for reasons given in the Chapter on Tabulation, to allow the Divisional Officers to
classify
for themselves where there appeared to he no reasonable doubt as to the classification.
With the
headings for which they rcturne.1 separate figures I dealt as is described in the Chapter on ComThe figures for the sub-divisional entries were tsbulated in detail
but only certain
pilation.
selected entries were taken out to be used in the Census
Report, the principles on which the selection
was made being explained in the Chapter on Compilation.
;

368. Nature and degree of error in the final figures. —Thus the figures as now
given in
the abstracts and appendices of this report are liable td error in several
ways. In the first place
many members of a caste or tribe entered as their caste some race to « hich they arc pleased to refer

For instance, some Gakkhars returned themselves as Gakkhar and
under those headings respectively in the final tables, which therefore do not give the tofcU number of Gakkhars in the Panj.'ib. So some low caste men returned their
'
caste as Rajput or Mughal or Quvesh ' out of joke a< several Deputy Commissioners note.
On the
other hand ?ome men of good ca-f e, ?ucb as Sial, Khokhar, or Mughal, who were
following the
trade of weaver or carpenter, returned their caste a- Paoli or Tarkhan,
the
of that
their origin in remote antiquity.
others as Mughal, and are shown

though
adoption
hereditary occupation liad been in many ease; too recent to ha\ c brought about a change of ca»te.
This la~t error was for the mo-t part confined to the Western Plains.
Again, persons who
belonged to the same tribe and returned that tribe as their caste will have been

differently
claj=ed in different divisional offices, or classed under one heading in one division and returned
Thus the
separately and then classed by myself und'T another heading in another division.
Phaltis will have been cla=--ed as Jats by the Dcrajat and as
office.
Rajputs by the

Rawalpindi

the Langahs were classed as Jats in Mult.in, while the Dcrajat returned them
separately and
them as Pathans. These errors however affect only those cases where the tribe was
returned and not the caste. Where a man returned himself as Jat, Rajput, Pathan and so fc^rth,
he was treated as such although the tribe he gave might raise suspicion as to the correctness of
the returns.
Moreover the errors, if they must be so called, do represent actual facts. The
Bhatti is a Rajput in Rawalpindi because there Rajputs are recognised. In the Derajat he is
a Jat, because there no distinction is drawn between Jat and
Rajput. And it must be remembered
that though the cases in which the errors detailed above occurred are numerous, the total
figures
affected are seldom large.
There were certainly hundreds, I believe there were thousands of
so-called castes returned in the Multaii division which only included ten or fifteen
people in the
whole division. The great ma-s of each caste returned themselves rightly and are shown
correctly
in our tables: the items that are wrongly classed are
wholly insignificant in their total amount as
compared with the items that are rightly cla=sed. But there are exceptions to this statement.
The distinction between Jat and Rajput is so indefinite and so variable that it can hardly be
called a mistake to class a tribe as Jat in one place and
Rajput in another. This however has
been done. But I have picked out the figiires in each case and put them side
by side in the
abstracts contained in the section on these two castes, and I think the error which has not been
corrected may be taken as exceedirgly -mall.
It is now in each man's power to transfer the
The other
figures for any tribe from Jat to Rajput or vice artd, according to iudividnal taste.
chief exceitious are in the case of Mughals and Shekhs.
For Sliekhs I was prepared. I knew
that all sorts of low caste men, recent converts to Islam, would retiu-n themselves as Shekh ;
and I had the figures examined with a view to separate these, and the details will be found in
the te.xt of this chapter.
But I did not know that in some parts of the we-tern Panjab Mughal
was as favour'd:
'I'.ixus origin as Shekh is in other parts of the Province, and 1 have not
.•; ;
had the details worked out so carefully. Still almost all the large numbers have been separated
from these two entries. So with Pathans'. Many people, such as Dilazak, have returned themselves as Pathans who do not really belong to the race ; but their claim to the name is often
admitted,
and they have become in a way affiliated to the nation. Thus the considerable ciTors in the caste
tables, as corrected in this chapter, amount to this ; that there is a confusion between Jat and Eajpiit and between Pathan and certain allied races, which exists in actual fact fully as much as in the
figures ; that some tribes or castes have been wrongly shown as Mughal and Shekh ; and that some
oi the arti-an castes have been shown as
belonging to the higher castes, while some of the higher
Civstes have been included in the artisan castes
merely because they followed their occupation.
Taking the Province as a whole the errors are probably insignificant, and hardly affect the
general distribution of the population by caste.
They are probably greatest in tlji cis-Indus Saltrange tract, where the tendency to claim Mughal origin
strongest.
S.)

I

classed

.'

i

m

369. Error in the figures for tribes and sub-divisiODS.— The figur^ for tribes and
sub-divisions given in this chapter are
The manner
professedly only rough approximatiaibs.

d2
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compiled will he explained in Boot II under the
The whole process was intended to be merely a rough one.
and I hope wi'.hiu the next few years to bring out
But besides inaccuracies that will have
for the whole Panjab.

whlct they were tabulated and the
head? Tabulation and Compilation.

The

detailed tabulation

now

is

final figures

in progress,

detailed tables of tribes and clans
In
are several causes of error inherent in the material.
crept into the work of tabulation, there
the first place the spelling of local names of tribes, as rendered by the enumerating staff, varied
Some were evidently mere variations, as Dhaiiwal, Dhah'wal and Dhaniwal ;
extraordinarily.
some I liuew to represent separate tribes, as Sidhu and Sindhu, Chhiua and Chima ; some I am
In working with a staff not always
still in donbt about, as Euta and Bhiitta, Sara and Sarai.
tribes must often
acquainted with the names of the clans, figures referring to two different
have been joined together, and other tigui'es wTongly omitted because of some variation
was
the
of
error
doubtless
source
Another
in the spelling.
uncertainty regarding tlie
woman's clans discussed in section 334. On a future occa-ion I would tabixlate subof
the
for
males
divisions of castes
people are presented twice over
only.
Again many
Thus the Sial are Punwar Rajputs by origin.
in two columns.
Suppose that 1,000 Sials
as Sial Punwar, another 1,000
another
thousand
themselves
as
Punwar
returned
Sial,
Rajput
All the 4,000 people would be shown in
as Rajput Sial, and a fourth 1,000 as Rajput Punwar.
but in the details of tribes we should have 3,000 Sial and 3,000
Table VIII as Rajput
Punwar or 6,000 in all. This was quite unavoidable so long as only one tribal division was
as
a
fact
the cases in which this happened were few, or at least the numbers
tabulated ; but
I had all cases in which the same people were entered twice over shown in a
affected small.
the tribes table, and wherever the numbers were at all conseparate memorandum attached to
This double entry
siderable I have mentioned the fact of their double inclusion in the text.
with
the
Jat
most
often
tribes, who, in order to fill up their three columns, entered the
occurred
Eajput tribe from which they claimed origin as well as their omi Jat tribe, so that we bad
people returning tlicmselves as Jat Sidhu Bhatti, and such people appear among the Jat tril)es
both as Sidhu and as Bhatti.
;

—

It will
370.
Proposals for next Census. What then is best to he done at next Census ?
be seen that mauy of the difficulties are due to the intrinsic difficulty of the question and to the
scheme will help us.
varying nature of caste in the Panjab. So far as this is tlie case no
In one respect, however, I hope that the task will be made much easier by next Census. I hope
by then to have brought out classified lists of all the tribes and clans returned in the present Census.
The way in which they will facilitate the treatment of the subject is explained in the section on
Tabulation. If I liadhad such a classified list my task on this occasion would have been easy enough
and it is I think one of the most valuable results of the present Census that it has given us
materials for the preparation of such a list. With such a list the three columns of the schedule of
1881 are almost perfect in theory. But 1 do not think they worked as well in practice. I believe
that the three columns which they erroneously thought they were hound to fill up, puzzled
both people and staff, and caused a good many of our difficulties. Thus in future I would have
but two columns, and would head them Quam and Shdich. I would not care whether caste or
tribe was entered in the first column, as the classified list would show the tabulator how to class
the tribe ; and I would hope that the second column at any rate would generally give tribe.
In very many cases it would not. There would be entries like Biloch Rind instead of BUoch
Laghari, Brahman Bashisht instead of Brahman Sarsiit, Banya Kasib instead of Banya Agarwal,
and so forth. But on the whole I think it would be better to accept the fact that the entries
must be incomplete, whatever scheme be adopted and would pi-efer the certainty of error of the
two columns, rather ttan the confusion and perplexity which the tteee columns cause to those
concerned in the enumeration. Above all things I would avoid tlie words asl and got. I would
let the patwaris, who should make the preliminary record, exercise their discretion about entering
high castes for menials or artisans, du-ecting them to show the caste by which the people were
commonly known in the village. I would tabulate both males and females for tribes and clans,
and arrange them in order of numbers ; and 1 would have the Deputy Superintendent personally
examine the tribal tables for all above say 500, before compiling bis final caste tables. Such
an examination would do an immense deal towards increasing the accuracy of tlie caste figures
but it was impossible in the present Census owing to the double sub-division. I would show in
my tribal tables tlie figures for males only, though those for females must be tabulated in the
first instance in order to allow of transfer of entries from one caste heading to another.
;

;

;

—

371. Bibliography. The most detailed and accurate information available in print regarding certain, and those the most important from an administrative point of view, of the Panjab
castes is to be found in the numerous Settlement Reports, and more especially in those of recent
almost exclusively with the landowning and cultivating castes.
years.
Unfortunately they deal
Sir H. EUiott's-vfiaoes of the N. W. P., edited by Mr Beames, is, so far as it goes, a mine of
the
castes
of the eastern districts.
Information re^rding
Sherring's Hindu, Castes contains
much information of a sort, the first volume being really valuable, but the second and third being

whole is rendered much less useful tliau it might be by the absence
j while the
On the ancient form of the institution
of any index save one that maddens the anxious inquirer.

infinitely less so
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Muii-'s SansTcrit Texts ara the
of Caste, Wilson's treatise on Indian Caste, and Vol.
The second volume of General Cunnirgliam's Archceological Meporis has a disauthorities.
sertation on Panjab Ethnology by way of introduction, and there are many small pamphlets
which contain useful information. But on the whole it is wonderful how little has been
published regarding the specially Panjab castes, or indeed regarding any of the menial and outI have not seen ; hut it should be instruccast classes,
iyir Geo. CAm\the\\'s Indian Ethnology
At the head of the section on Pathans and Biloches I have noticed the books which may
tive.
be most usefully consulted. In the case of the other castes I know of no works that deal with
any one particular, or indeed with our Panjab castes in general save those speciiied above.
I of

j

I

panjab castes.
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PART

372.

II.—THE

BILOCH, PATHAN.
RACES.

Introductory and General.

— Of the Panjab

AND ALLIED

castes

and

tribes 1

.^hall

disLUss the Biloeh and Pathan who hold all oui- trans-Indiis frontier, and
with them two or three races found in iht' Province oulv iu small numbers
whichj though not Pathan Ijy origin or indeed iu name, have by long associafirst

tion with the Pathans become so closely assimilated to them that it is best to
The figures will be found in Abstract No. 6.5 below :
take them here.

—

Abstract No, 65, showing Biloches, Pathans, and Allied Races for
Districts

and

States,

[P. 191]i

BILOCH, PATHAN, AND ALLIED RACES.
Abstract No. 65, showing Biloches, Pathans, and Allied Races for
Districts

and Si&ies—couchded.
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These two great races present many features of unusual interest. Among
both the tribal organisation still sui'vivesj in parts at leastj in the most
complete integi-ity, and affords us examples of one extreme of that series
which terminates at the other in the compact village communities of our
jVIoreover the intense tribal feeling of the Biloch and
eastern districts.
Pathan and the care with which they keep up their genealogies, enable us to
which a race
point to both nations for undoubted examples of the process by
affiliates to itself sections
possessed of pride of blood in an extreme degree
of other races, gives them a place in its tribal organisation on condition only
of subjection to the supreme authority, and after a time invents a fiction
of common descent by which to account for their presence. There can
be little doubt that the process which we know has taken place among the
Pathan and Biloch has not been without examples among the other races
of the Panjab, and that aboriginal, Jlongol, and other elements have in a
similar manner been absorbed into the tribal or caste organisation of the Aryan
stock.

373. The Pathans and the Biloches are both foreigners in the Panjdb
within the last few hundred
proper, and have entered its political boundaries
Pathans only re-entered a
years, though it is not impossible that in doing so the
country which their ancestors had left more than a thousand years ago. Yet
restrictions of caste, and
their freedom from the ii-ksome and artificial

the comparative license which their tribal customs permit them in the matter
of intermairiagc, have caused their example to jiroduce a wonderful effect
upon the neighbouring Indian races and it is the proximity of these races,
and the force of that example daily set before them by nations living next
door, to which, far more than to the mere political supremacy of a Mahoraedan
dynasty or adoption of the Mahomedan creed, I attribute the laxity of
caste mles and observances which characterises the people of our Western
Plains.
The point has already been noticed in section 347. Some of the
;

Unand tribal customs of these people are exceedingly curious.
I
fortunately we know but little of them, and what little information
have been able to collect I have not had leisure to record in the following
One is
I may however mention two of theii- most striking customs.
pages.
the prevalence of the vesJi or periodical distribution of land among the compoon
the
some
nent households of a clan, which wc foimd to be
practice
parts of the frontier when we annexed the Panjiib, while it still exists in full
social

Biloches and the Pathans of Independent Territory.
one common to both nations, though not I believe to
all their tribes.
It is the existence of a Levitical clan, often called Mirkhel
among the Pathans, who' have the exclusive privilege of performing certain
priestly functions connected, not with the ]\Iahomedan religion but with tribal
ceremonies, such for instance as the dedication by passing under spears of the

force

among both

The second custom

fighting

men

the

is

also

of the tribe

when about

to

go to war.

rendered it far more important to obtain for administi-ative purposes fairly correct statistics of the Eiloch and Pathan tribes
than of the more settled tribes of the cis-Indus Panjab. Knt when I took up the question I found
the difficulties so great, and my own iguorance of the subject so complete, that I obtained the
sanction of Government to have these figures compiled by the Deputy Commissioners of the
frontier disb'icts.
The difficulties mainly arose from three causes. In the first place the same
word is, especially among the Pathans,' constantly recuiTiug among the various tribes as the
name of clans who are wholly distinct from one another. Secondly, the same clan, especially
among the Biloches, is affiliated to a larger tribe in one district while in another it forms a distinct
often
the tribe and
tribe of itself.
Thirdly, many of the entries did not show full details of
clan,_
only giTiDg the names of the sept or family ; and the only hope of classing such entries rightly
874.

Tabulation of tribal

statistics. —Political considerations

AND ALLIED RACES.

BILOCH, PATHAN,
made on

lay in having the classification

Deputy Commissioner drew up a
separate figures for his

A joint

own

the spot.
of the tribes

list

Of

district.

this list
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The system adopted was as follow?. Each
and clans for which he wished to obtain

he sent copies to

all

the other districts concern-

was then drawn up including all tribci or clans mentioned in any one of
and the figures were tabulated in accordance mth that joint li^t. The Biloch
tribal figures were then compiled on the s^wt in the two Derahs and Muzaffargarh, and those for
Pathaus in the Peshawar Divi-ion, Derah Ismail Khau, and Banna. For other districts and for
ed.

list

these district

lists,

Native States tlie figures were compiled to the best of our ability in
with the joint li:>t already mentioned.

THE BILOCH (CASTE
375.

Pan jab

to

Meaning of Biloch —Bibliography.'
denote the following people
;

—

Panjab

A

(3)

Any Jfusalmau

—The word

Central Office in accordance

18).

Biloch

is

trace> iU origin

used in

th»

from the direction of Makran, and

criminal tribe settled in the great jungles below Tlianesar
cameliiian

variously

•

The Biloch proper, a nation which
(1)
now holds the lower Sulemans ;
(2)

No.

tlie

;

except in the extreme east and the extreme west

of

the

;

(4)

A

small Pathau tribe of Derab Ismail Khan, more properly called Baluch.

The criminal tribe will be described undtr vagrant and gispy tribes. It Is almost certainly of
The Pallian tribe will be noticed under the Pattiaus of Derah Ismail. It also
true Biloch stock.
in
all probability a -.mall body of true Biloches wlio have become affiliated to the Pathans.
is
Our figures tor the must part refer to the true Biloch of tlie lower frontier and to their reprcsen*
But in tlie upper grazing grounds of the
tatives who are scattered throughout the Panjab.
Western Plains the Bilocli settlers have taken to tlie grazing and breeding of camels rather than
to husbandry ; and thus the word Biloch has become a-sociatcd with the care of camels, insomuch
that throughout the Peshawar, Rawalpindi, Lahore, Amritsar, and Jalandhar divisions, the word
Biloch is u-cd for any Musalman camelman whatever be his caste, every Biloch being supposed to

Mahomedan camelman to be a Biloch. In Sirsa we have Punwar
Rajputs from llultan who are known a~ Biloch because they keep camels, and several Deputy
Commissioners recommended that Untwal, Sarbiin, and Biloch should be taken together as one
The headmen of tliese people are called Malik, and I have classed some five hundi'ed
caste.
Musalmans who returned themselves under this name, chietly in the Lahore division, as Biloch.
It is impossible to say how many of the men returned a- Biloch because they keep camels are of true
be a camelman and every

Biloch origin. Settlements of Biloche^ proper are, excluding the Jlultiln and Derajat divisions,
and Shahpur, reported in Dehli, Gm'gaon, Karntil, His-^r, Rohtak, Liidhiaua, Amritsar, Gujranwala, Pi'rozpur, and Rawalpindi but in all the>e districts except the first five tlie word is used for
camelmen aUo, and the figures cannot be separated.
;

—
Bibliography. The following

books will be found to contain information regarding the
Biloch nation
Hughes' Bilochistdn, a useful compilation of perhaps somewhat doubtful authority ;
Brace's Memorandioit on the Derah Ohdzi District (Panjiib Selections, IX, 1S71) chiefly
statistical, and by uo means free from error; Douie's Bilochi iVfimaJ translated ; and Dames'
Biloch Vocabulary (•/. A. H. B., 1S80), both including collections of Bilochi folklore; Pottinger's
Traeels ill Bilochistdn and Sindh aud'il&ssoxis' TvA\els i\i the same countries. Fryers' Settlement Report of Derah Ghdz! Kfidn and ^aegregor'a Qazetteer of the N. W. Frontier give
most valuable accounts of tlie Ciloch tribes ; while the Settlement Reports of those other districts
in which Biloches are found in any numbers contain much useful information.
;

—

The Biloch presents iu many respects
376.
Description of tlie BilocIl.
The political organia very strong contrast with his neighbour the Pathau.
sation of each is tribal ; but while the one yields a very large measare of
obedience to a chief who is a sort of limited monarch, the other recognises no
Both have most of the virtues and
authority save that of a coancil of the tribe.
many of the vices peculiar to a wild and semi-civilised life. To both hospitality
'

I had,
Biloch than
many of my
rewrite it as

complete

it.

with the valuable assistance of Mr. Douie, written a far more complete account of the
But after Mr. Douie had left India and
that given in the following pages.
notes had been destroyed, a gi-eat part of the MS. was lost in the office ; and I had to
be~t I could with very incomplete materials, and a very short time in which to
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inviolable
both look upon the
is a saured tluty aud the safety of the gutsl
"
as the first duty of man
both follow strictly
exaction of "blood for blood
a code of honoui- of theii- own, though one very different from that of
modern Europe ; both believe in one God whose name is Allah, and whose
But the one attacks his enemy from in front, the
prophet is Mahomet.
other from behind ; the one is bound by his promises,^ the other by his
interests; in short, the Biloch is less turbulent, less treacherous, less bloodthan the Pathan he has less of God in his creed
thirsty, aud less fanatical
and less of the devil in his natm-e.
His frame is shorter and more spare and wiry than that of his neighbour
to the north
though generations of independence have given to him too a
Frank aud open iu his manners aud without
bold aud manly bearing.
truthful when not corrupted by om- Courts, faithful to his
servility, fairly
word, temperate and enduring, and looking upon courage as the highest
virtue, the tme Biloch of the Derajat frontier is one of the pleasantest men
wc have to deal with in the Panjab. As a revenue payer he is not so satisfacof industry, and the pride which looks upon manual labour
tory, his want
He is an expert rider,
as degrading, making him but a poor husbandman.
hoi'se-racing is his national amusement, and the Biloch breed of horses is
;

;

:

;

Till quite lately he killed his colts
celebrated throughout Northern India.
as soon as they were born ; and his preference for mares is expressed in the
"
man with his saddle on a mare has his saddle on a horse ; a
proverb

—

"

man

A

his saddle on a horse has his saddle on his head.''^
If he cannot
whole mare be will own as many legs of one as he can manage j and,
the Biloch mare having four legs^ will keep her a quarter of each year- for
each leg of which he is master, after which she passes on to the owner of the
"
God
remaining legs. He is a thief by tradition and descent, for he says,
" will not favour a Biloch who does not steal and rob " and " the
Biloch who
" steals f ecures heaven to seven
But he has
generations of his ancestors.'"'
become much more honest under the civilising influences of our i-ule.

with

afford a

His face is long and oval, his features finely cut, and his nose aquiline ;
he wears his haii- long and usually in oily carls and lets his beard and whiskers
grow, and he is very filthy in person, considering cleanliness as a mark of
He usually carries a sword, knife and shield ; he wears a smock
effeminacy.
frock reaching to his heels and pleated about tlie waist, loose drawers and a
long cotton scarf ; and all these must be white or as near it as dirt will allow
of, insomuch that he will not enter our army because he would there be
His wife wears a sheet over her head,
obliged to wear a coloured uniform.
a long sort of nightgown reaching to her ankles, and wide drawers ; her
clothes may be red or white ; and she plaits her hair in a long queue.
377.

women

;

As the
but he

is nomad in his habits he does not seclude his
extremely jealous of female honour. In cases of detected

trae Biloch
is

Even
adultery the man is killed, and the woman hangs herself by order.
when on the war-trail, the women aud children of his enemy are safe from
The Biloch of the hills lives- iu huts or temporary camps, and wanders
him.
In the plains he has settled in small
with^ his herds from place to place.
When a male
villages ; but the houses are of the poorest possible description.
child IS born to him, ass's dung in water, symbolical of pertinacity, is dropped
A
into hts mouth from the point of a sword before he is given the breast.
" stone or cairu of
'
TheriJ 18, in tie hills above Hamucl, a
cursing," erected »? a perp«tu«l
memorial orthe treachery of one who betrayed his fellow.
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due is kept between the various tribes or families ; but when
the account grows complicated it can be settled by betrothals, or even by
do not follow the Islamic law,
payment of cattle. The i-ules of inheritance
but tend to keep ]n'operty in the family by confining succession to agnates ;
thouo-h some of the leading' and more educated men are said to be trying to
tally of lives

'

introduce the shara into their tribes.
The Biloches are nominally Musalmans, bnt singularly ignorant of their
of its rites and observances ; and though they once called
religion and neglectful
" friends of
hXi," and thoug-h, if
themselves and were called by old historians
their account of their ejection from Arabia be true, they must have originally

been Shiah, they now belong almost without exception to the Sunni sect.
Like many other Musalman races of the frontier tliey claim to be Qureshi
Arabs by origin, while some hold them to be of Turkoman stock ; their customs
are said to support the latter theory their features certainly favour the former.
The question is discussed at pages l^ffoi Mr. Fryer's Settlement Report of
Derah Ghazi. Their language is a Ijranch of the old Persian, and apparently
contains many archaic forms which throw light upon other modern developments from the same soui-ce. It is described in the Chapter on Languages.
It is now hardly spoken, so far as the Panjab is concerned, beyond the tribal
Biloches ; and even among them it is
organisation of the Derah Ghazi
or Jatki, the language of the plains,
being gradually superseded by Multani
and a Biloch Chief has been known to learn the language in order to talk
it to English officials.
They have no written character, and no literature ;
:

but they are passionately fond of poetry, chiefly consisting of ballads describthe events

in<)'
,

P. 194]

of

national

or

tribal

history,

and of love-songs

;

and

local

poets are still common among
Then- account of their origin is that
378.
Early history of the Biloch.
Arab and an uncle of the
they are descended from Mir Hanizah, a Qureshi
with Huseu, they
Prophet, and were settled at Halab or Aleppo, till, siding
were expelled Ijy Yaziz, the second of the IJmeyid Caliphs. This would be
about 680 A. D. They fled to the hill country of Kirman in Persia, where

them.

—

and so increased in numbers that the King
they lived quietly for some time,
became desirous of binding them to himself by ties of marriage. He accordbolaks or tribes into which
inglv demanded a wife from each of the forty-four
then been divided, though all traces of them have
thej' are said to have
long since been lost. But their fathers had never given their daughters in
wedlock to a stranger, and they therefore sent forty-four boys dressed up in
fled before the deception could be discovered.
They moved
girls^ clothes, and
south-eastwards into Kech Makran or the tract Ijetween Afghanistan and the
coast of the Arabian Sea, then but partially inhabited, and there finally
settled in the eountiy which is now known as Bilochistan.^

From Jalal Khan, the Chief under whose leadership they made their last
and Korai, and a daughter
migration, sprang foirr sons, Rind, Hot, Lashari
Five of their tribes still bear these names, but the Rind and Lashari
Jato.
or at least that portion of
ippear to have been pre-eminent ; and the Biloches,
;he nation which later on moved northwards to our border, were divided into
two great sections under those names, and I believe that all Biloch tribes
Thus
still consider themselves as belonging to one or other of these sections.
1

Mr, Fryer quotes

ttutliorities for

the occupation of the Makran Mountain^ by -Biloches at
fifth century ; (2) the middle of the seventh century.

beginning of the
'Derah Ghazi Settlement Report, p. 19.)

least as early as (1) the
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the Mazai'i and Drisliak, who trace their descent from Hot, claim to belong
Some five hundred years after their settlement in Kech
to the Rind section.
Makran, tlie Rind, Lashilri, and Jatoi moved "northwards into the country
the Rind settling- in Shoriin,
about Kelat, to the west of tiie lower Sulem^ns,
" the Lashilri in
Gandava, and the Jatoi in Sevi and Dhadon, while the Khosa
_

"remained in Kech and the Hot in Makran."' They are said to have disruled over by a
possessed and driven into Slndh a Jat people,
Hindu^ prince
with the Sindhi title of J^m and the name of Nindiiva, whose capital was
After a time the charms of a woman led to jealousy between the
at Kelat.
of the Rind
nephews o f Mir Chfikar and Mir G-wahr<1m Khan, the Chiefs
and Lashari sections. Their claims were to be deeided by a horse-race held
in Rind Territory, in which the hosts loosened the girth of their rival's saddle.
A fight resulted, and the Rind, who were at first worsted, called to their aid
Sultan Hiisen," King of Khor^sfin, and drove the Lashdrl o\;t into HaidarSbad
From
and Tatta in Sindh, where they no longer exist as an individual
tribe._

event the

this

Biloches

now no

and

date the growth of their present tribal organisation ;
name of Rind, and as alrnost

localised tribe bearing the
of our frontier claim to

as there is
be of Rind extraction, it is
the great tribes
hill country of Kelat
(for
probable that the Rind, left sole possessors of the
the Jatoi also consider themselves as belonging to the Rind section of the
find on the Derah
now
we
which
into
the
tribes
nation), gradually split up
Ghazi border. Several of these tribes have talcen their names from the localinow hold, which shows that their names are not older than
ties which

all

they

their occupation of their present territories.''

Advance of the Biloches into tlie Panjab.— The Biloches had thus
379.
as the Boliln ; Init apparently they had not yet encroached
spread as far north
of them, and which was held
upon the Sulemiin range which lay to the cast
bv Pathans, while a Jat population occupied the valley of the Indus and the
But about the middle of the
country between the Suleinfins and the river.
15th century, the Turks or ^Nlughals under their Arghun leader invaded
Kachhi and' Sindh, and twice took Sibi, in 1179 and in 1511 A.J). About
the same time the Brahoi, a tribe believed to be of Dravidian origin,* and
who appear to have followed in their tracks, drove the the Biloeh out of the
fertile valley of Kelat and established a supremacy over their northern tribes.
the Kelat tribes moved eastYielding to the pressure thus put upon them,
wards into the lower Sulem^ns^ driving the Pathans before them along the
Shordn is probably auotlier reading of Sara wan, tl>e country between Quetta and KeUt ;
are
is on the northern frontier of t-iudli, sontli-east of Sarawan; Sevi and Dhadon
doubtless other forms of Sibi and Uadar, north of Gaudava and south-cast of Quetta.
2 This name should fix the date of the contest; but
1
have been nnable to identify the
Mi'r Chakar
also described as Sultan Shah Huseu, King of Persia.
sovereign in question, who is
lived in the time of Humayun, about the middle of the 16th centviry ; but it is probable that these
in
renowned
and
are
Mi'r
Chakar
Mi'v
Gwahram
centuries
earlier.
two
at
least
events took place
Biloch story as the national heroes, and it is not unnatural that any great event should be referred
'

Gaudava

to them.

When the name applies to a tract, the
name belougs to a mountain, rivei;

3

the

probable.
" It is
thought probable

tract may have been called after the tribe; but where
or other natural feature, the converse seems more

by some that the Brahoi language will be found, when we learn more
be Iranian and not Dravidian.
of the lower Sulemans by Biloches to the expedition
with Humayun to be mentioned presently. It is true that about the time of Humayiin's conquest
frontier were at their weakest, as wUl be explained
the
Derah
Ismail
of
of India the Pathans
when those tribes come under discussion. But it is also true that there is a tendency to refer all
such
as the march to Dehli with Humayun.
of
famous
incident,
any
past events to the time
about
5

it,

to

One account postpones the occupation
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to spread up the Indus.
Many
range, while the Biloches fi'om Sindh began
of these latter took service with the Langah rulers of ^Multan and were granted
and
about
A.
D.
Ismail
and
1180
Khan
Fatah
lands along the river ;
Khan,

two sons of Malik Sohrab Khan, and Ghazi Khan, son of Haji KhSn,
Dodai Biloches and of Rind extraction, founded the three Derahs which
still bear their names, overcame the Lodis of Sitpui', and established themselves
as independent rulers of the lower Derajat and JIuzaffargarh, which position
thev and their descendants maintained for nearly 300 years.^ Thus the
Southern Biloches gradually spread up the valleys of the Indus, Chanab, and
while the Derah Ghazi tril>es came down from their hills into the
Satluj
jmehhdcl or sub-montane tract, displacing a Jat population and driving them
down to the river, where they still form an important element of the populaIn 1555 a large body of Biloches
tion even in tracts owned by Biloches.
accompanied Huraayun, whom they had previously harassed in his retreat, in
his victorious re-entry into India, under the leadership of Mir Chakar, the
They are said to have consisted chiefly of
great Rind hero of Biloch story.
Mir Chakar eventually settled in
Laghari, Drishak, Gopiiug, and Jatoi.
Montgomery, where a consideraljle tract, still partly held by Biloches, was
granted to him by the grateful sovereign, and died and was buried at Satgarh
the

all

;

in that

district.

It

probable that

is

of the Biloch settlements in the

many

eastern districts of the Province sprang fi-om

Humayun''s attendants.
The tribal organisation of the Biloches now covers the whole of our
southern frontier as far north as the boundary between the two Derahs,
being confined for the most part to the hiUs and the land immediately
under them, but stretching east to the Indus in the neighbourhood of
Rajanpur. There is also a large Biloch element throughout the river lands
and
of the Indus in both the Derahs, more especially in the southern
northern portion of Derah Ghazi and just above the Derah Ismail border
while in Bahdwalpur and Muzaffargarh they form a large proportion of
the whole population, and they hold considerable areas on the Satlu] in
jMultan, to the north of the Ravi in Montgomery, on the right bank
of the Chanab and along the Jahlam in Jhang, and on the latter river in
Shahpur. But outside the Derah Ghazi Khan district, and indeed along the
greater part of the river border of that district, the Biloch settlers own no
;

195"]

allegiance to any tribal Chief, are altogether external to the political organisation of the nation, and do not hold that dominant position among their
neighboiu's which is enjoyed by the organised tribes of Derah Ghazi.
Many
of them have been settled in their present holdings within comparatively
recent times or, to use the words of Mr. Tucker, have acquired them "a«
cultivating proprietors, rather than as a military caste which ruled the country
but left the occupation of the land to the Jats." Figures showing the dis3g.9 tribution

of the Biloches will be found in Abstract No. 65, page 191.*

Tribal organisation ol the Biloches.— Sohrab Khan, the chief of
the Dumki, a Rind tribe, is the nominal head of the Biloches, or at any rate
of those on our fi'ontier
while all the northern tribes beyond our border
acknowledge the supremacy of the Brahoi Khan of Kelat, a supremacy the
reality of which has always varied with the personal character of the Khan,
and which it is probable that our own frontier policy has lately saved from
total extinction.
But for all practical pm-poses the frontier tribes are

380,

;

'

The subsequent history of these

tribes

is

related in section 385.
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independent both of foreigners and of one another, and are held together by
a common nationality against outsiders only. The tribe, at least in its
present form, is a political and not an ethnic unit, and consists of a conglomeration of clans bound together by allegiance to a common Chief.
Proliably every tribe contains a nucleus of two, three, or more clans descended
from a single ancestor. But round these have collected a number of affiliated
sections ; for the cohesion between the various parts of a tribe or clan is not
always of the strongest, and it is not very uncommon for a clan or a portion
of a clan to quarrel with its brethren, and leaving its tribe to claim the
protection of a neighbouring Chief.
They then become his hawsdi/ahs
or dwel](}rs beneath the same shade, and he is l)0Und to protect them and
they
to obey him.
In this manner a small section formerly belonging to the
and
still
its
has
attached
itself
lo
tlie
Qasrani
name,
Laghan tribe,
Iieariug
while there is a Jiskani section in both the Drishak and the Gurchani tribes.
Thus too, Rind tribes are sometimes found to include Lasharl clans. So
when Nasir Khan, the great Khan of Kelat who assisted Ahmad Sh^h in
his invasion of Dehli, reduced the Hasanni tribe and drove them from their
territory, they took refuge with the Khetran, of which tribe they now form
a clan. Even strangers are often affiliated in this manner. Thus the
Lagh^ri tribe includes a section of Nahar Pathans (the family from whieli
spmng the Lodi dynasty of Dehli), who are not Biloeh liut who ;ire Khetran.
And the Gurchani tribe includes sections which, though Ijearing a Eiloch
name and talking the Bilochi language, are not allowed to be of Biloeh race
and are almost certainly Jat.
;

The tribe {ivmnn}) under its chief or tumanddr is sub-divided into a
small number of clans [para) with their it-.vqaddanis or headmen, and each
clan into more numerous septs [phalH)
Below the phalli come the families,
of which it will sometimes contain as few as a dozen.
The clans are I ased
.

upon common descent

and identity of elan name, even in two different
;
almost certainly indicates a common ancestor.
The sept is of course
only an extended family. The tribal names are often patronymics ending
in the Bilochi termination dni, such as Gurchani, Balachani ; or in some few
cases in the Pashto zai.
An individual is commonly known by the name of
his clan, the sept being comj)aratively unimportant.
Marriage within the
The Biloches
sept is forbidden,* and this appears to be the only restriction.
Jat
the
first wife of a Chief will
women, though
freely marry
always be a
Bilochni.
They say that they never give their daughters to Jats ; but this
assertion, though probably true on" the frontier, is most certainly not so
the
tribal limits.
beyond
tribes,

The

tract occupied by each division of a Biloeh tribe is sufficiently well
but within this area the people are either wholly nomad or, as is the
case within oui- frontier, live in small hamlets, each inhabited by only a few

defined

;

having property in their cultivated lauds and irrigation works, but
without any actual demarcation of the i-urrounding pasture lauds.
Thus the
large and compact village community of the Eastern Panjab is uuknown,
and our village or mauznh is in these parts merely a collection of hamlets
included within a common boundary for administrative purposes.
families,

.

1

A

Persian

(?

Turkomau) word meaning 10,000

;

a body

tribe furnisliing a body of 10,000 t^oopa.
'

But Mr. fryer says that cousins commonly intermarry.

of 10,000 troops

;

a district or
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—Abstract No. 66 ou the next page* shows the figures

381. Tribal statistics.
for the inaiii Blloch tribes. Abstract No. 67t gives those for minor tribes
for certain districts only, while Abstract No. 68i shows the principal clans.
The percentage of the Blloch population not included in these details
is small in the districts where the Eiloch element has any
importance,
being only 9 per cent, in Derah Ghazi Khau, 13 per cent, in Derah
Ismail Khan, 15 per cent, in Muzaffargarh, and 19 per cent, in Multan.

In other

districts it

is

much

As has already been explained, seclarger.
in different tribes; while a clan of one

the same name occur
tribe will bear the tribal name
for sub-divisions of caste have
errors in tabulation are almost
clan figures were tabulated in the
tions

of

of another tribe.
Thus, where the columns
not been filled up with sufficient care,
unavoidable.
For this reason the triljal and
district oflices.

Unfortunately, the Deputy

Commissioner of Derah Ghazi, from whom I had hoped for great assistance,
was so busy that he was unable to pay any attention to the matter; and one
or two of the results which the Derah Ghazi figtu'es give are patently absurd.
It is to he regretted that the opportunity wljich a Census affords only at longintervals of obtaining an accurate detail of the Ghazi tribes, should not have
been made the most of, The points in which the figures ai"e untrustworthy
are indicated below.

382. Tlie organised Biloch tribes of tlie Derajat.^It is only in Derah
Ghazi Khan and on its frontier that we have to do with Biloch tribes having
Elsewhere in the Panjab the
a distinct tribal and political organisation.
tribal tie is merely that of common descent, and tJie tribe possesses no
The Derah Ghazi tribes are in the main of Rind origin.
corporate coherence.
They are, beginning from the south, Mazaii, Bugti, ilan-i, Drishalc, Gurchani,
Tibbi Luud, Laghai-i, Khetran. Khosa, Sori Ijund, Bozdai', Qasrani, and
Nutkani and of these the ^laii'i, Bugti and Khetran are wholly, and the
Gurchani and the Leghari partly independent, whOe the Nutkani has recently
The figm-es for both the Lunds are certainly,
lost its inUviduality as a tribe.
and those for the Gurchani possibly wrong, as is noted under the respective
;

tribes.

The Mazari (No. 11) are practically found only iu Derab Ghizi Kban. of wbicli they occupy
tbe sontberumoit portion, tbeir western boundary being the bills and their eastern the rirer. Their
country extends over tbe Sindb f rontii r into JacobabAd, and stretches northwards as far a* Umrkot
and the Pitok pass. Eojhan is their headquarters. They say that abont the middle of the 17tb
century they quarrelled with the Chandia of Sindb, and moved into the Siahaf valley and Marao
to the west now occupied by tbe Bugti ; but obtaining grants of land in
plain, and tbe bill country
the. lowlands gradually shifted eastwards towards the river, ilr. Fryer puts their fighting strength
at 4,000, but our retuiTis show only 9,000 souls in the Province and there are very few beyond our
The tribe traces its descent from Hot, son of
border, the Sharabani territory lying just behind it.
.Talal, and is divided into four clan^, Rustaraani, Masidaui, Balachani, and Sargani ; of which the
is
more
the
chief
a
Balachani.
first two are the
numerous, though
Th3 Marri, and the Bugti or Zarkanni (No. 38) bold

the country beyond our southern border;
Khan of Kelat, not being found
who hold a large area bounded by
the Khetran on the east, the Bugti on the south, Kacbhi of Kelat ou the west, and Afghanistan ou
the north, are the mo-t powerful and conseqiiently the most troublesome of all the Biloch tiibes.
They have four clans, the Ghazani, Loharani, ilazaraiji and Bijaraui, of which the Jlazarani live
beyond Sibi and the Bolan and are almost independent of the tribe. The tribe is wholly nomad and
Tbe Bugti, who occupy the angle between the frontiers of the Pan.iab and Upper
prtedatory.
Sindb, are also called Zarkanni' and their clans are the Babeja, Xuthani, Musiiri, Kalpiir, Phong,
and Shambani or Kiazai. The last, which is an almost independent section, separates the main tribe
from our border; while the Marri lie still fui'ther west. Both these tribes are pure Rind.

and

are wholly independent, or ra'her nominally snbject to the
within the Panjab. They are both of Rind origin. The ITarri,

'

A

sept of their Baheja clan

is

also called Zarkanni,
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Abstract No. 66, showing the principal [P.
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Biloch Tribes for Districts and States.
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I
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!
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The Drishak (No. 18) are the most scattered of all the Derah Gtazi tribes, many of their
among a Jat population on the bank of the Indus ; and this fact renders the tribe
it should he from its numbers.
They hold no portion of the hills »"d are

village? lying
less

powerful than

on the north
practically cDnfined to the Gliazi district, lying scatterel about between fhe Pitok pass
and the Sori pass on the sout'i. The tribe belongs to the Rind section ; but claims descent from
Hot, son of Jalal Khan. Its sections are the Kirmiini, Slingwani, Gulfaz, Sargani, Arbani and
Jiskani, the chief belonging t^ the fii^t of the^e. Their headquarters are at Asui close to Rajanpur.
They are said to have descended into the plains after the Jlazari, or towards the end of the 17th
century.

The Gnrchani (No. 4) own the Mari and Dragal hills, and their boundary extends further into
the mountains than that of any other of the tribes subject to us ; while their territory does not
extend much to the ea=t of the Sulemans. They are divided into eleven clans, of which the chief
The last four are true Biloches
are the Divrkani, Shekhaui, Lashari, Petafi, Jiskani, and S ibzinl.
and the last thr.?e Rinds ; the remainder of the tribe being said to have de5Cenled from Gorish, a
the
Biloche; and married among
of
was
Bhim=en
who
Haidarabad,
adopted by
grandson of Raja
them. He is said to have accompmioil Hnmayiin to Dehli, and on his return tj have collected a
It is not
Gurchini
from
the
ctcd
the
Pathan
hollci's
Biloch foUowiflg and ej
present
holdings.
affiliimpossible that a considerable number of the Lashari clan, who are not too proud of their
ation to the Gurchani, may have returned themselves as Lashari simply, and so have been included
The whole of the Durkani and about half of the Lashari live beyond our
in the Lashari tribe.
border, and are not subject to us save through their connection with tlie tribe. The latter is the most
turbulent of all the clau=, and they and the Petafl used to rival the Kho=a tribe in lawlessness of
They have lately been given fresh lands and are gradu;dly settling down. The Gurchaui
said to possess 2,600 fighting men.
They are not found in any other part of the Panjab

conduct.
tribe

is

than Derah Ghazi.

The Tibbi Lund (No. 8) are also wholly confined to the Ghazi district, where they occupy a
small area in the midst of the Gurchani country. Tliey are composed of Lunds, Rinds and Khosas,
These
all of true Kind origin, the Lund clan comprising some two-thirds of their whole numbers.
three sections were only quite recently united under the authority of the Tibbi Lund tumanddr.
mentioned
of
Lund
those
the
Sori
for
this
include
tribe
the
evidently
figures given
Unfortunately,
below.

The Laghari (No. 22) occupy the country from the Kiira pass, which is the Gurchani northern
border, to the Sakhi Sarwar pass a little to the north of Derah, which diviles them froin the Khosa.
They are of pure Rind origin and are divided into four sections, the Haldiani, Aliani, liughlani,
andHaibataui, of which the first inhabit the hiUs beyond oar border and are not subject to our rule,
and are, or were ia 1850, nomadic and inveterate thieves. The chief belongs to the Aliani clan.
Their head-quarters are at Chhoti Zenn, where they are said to have settled after their return from
accompanying Humaydn, expelling the Ahmadanis who then held the present Laghari country.
The tr;be numbers some 5,000 fighting men. They are also found in considerable numbers in
Derah Ismail and JIuzaffavgarh ; but these outlying settlements own no allegiance to the tribe.
The Talpiir dynasty of Sindh belonged to this trilje,^ and there is still a coniidcrable Lhghari
colony in that Proviuce. It appears probable that the representatives of several of the Northern
Biloch tribes which are now found in Sindh, are descended from people who went there during the
Talpiir rule.

383. The Khetran (No. 37) are an independent tribe living beyond our border at the back
of the Laghari, Khosa, and Luud country. Their original settlement was at Vahoa in the country
of the Qasrani of Derah Ismail Khan, where many of them still live and hold land between the
Qasraui and the river. But the Emperor Akbar drove out the main body of the tribe, and they
took refuge in the Barkhan valley of the Laghari hills, and stiU hold the surrounding tract and
look to the Laghari chief as their protoctir. They are certainly not pure Biloch, and are hcldby
of tribes, page 205\*
66-71 many to be Pathans, de;cen:led from Miana (No.87 in the Palhan table
brother of Tarin, the ancestor of the Abdali ; and they do not in some cases intermarry with Pathans
But they confessedly resemble Biloches in features, habits, and general appearance, the names of
their septs end in 'the Bdoch patronymic termination dni, and they are now for .all practical purIt is probable thai they are in reality a remnant of the original Jat populaposes a Biloch tribe.
tion J they speak a dialect of their own caUel Khotranki which is an Indian dialect closely allied
with Sindhi, and in fact probably a form of the Jatki speech of the lower Indus. They are the least
In
warlilie of all the Biloch tribes, capital cultivators, and in consequence exceedingly wealthy.
this Census they retmmed themselves as follows within British Territory
Total.
Pjbfkdns. Biloches.
-.

'

Derah IsmdQ KhSn
Derah Gliazi Khan

...

...

...

32

Total Province

,.,

...

...

1,553

..,

...

...

1,324

—

340
246
605

1,664

278
2,163

See Mncgregor's OaztHeer of the North- Wetl Frontier, Vol. II, page 259, for an account cf

its origin.
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The tribe as it now stands is composed of four clans, of wliicli the Gaujura represents the
the DhariwaU or Cbacha who say that they
original Kheti-an iincleus, while to thciu arc affiliated
are Dodai Biloches, the Hasanni. once an iinpoitant Eiloch tribe which was crushed by Xasir Eban,
the great Khan of KcUt, and tooli rcfnge with the Khetran of whom they are now almost independent, and the Nahar or Babar, who are hy origin Lodi Pathans.

The Khosa (No. 6) occupy the country between the Laghari and the Qasrani, their territory
being divided into a northeni and a southern portion by the territory of the Lnnds, and stretching
from the foot of the hiUs nearly across to the river. They arc said to have settled originally in
Kech ; but with the exception of a certain number in ISahawalpur, they are, so far a~ the Paujab
is concerned, only fouud in Derah Gliazi.
They hold, however, extensive lands in Siiidh, which
were granted them by Huniajiin in return for military service. They are one of the most power" admitted to be
ful tribes on the border, and very independent of their Chief and are
ainong the
bravest of the Biloches." They are true Rinds and are divided into six elans, of whith the Babelani and Isani are the most important, the latter being an offshoot of the Khetran affiliated to the
The other four are Jaggel, Jandani, Jarwar, and Jlalirwani. Tho Chief belongs to the
Khosii.
Batel clan. The Khosa b the most industrious of the organised tribes ; and at the same time the one
which next to the Gurchani bears the worst character for lawlessness. In 1S59 Major Pollock
" It is rare to find a Khosa who has not been in
wrote
prison for cattle-stealing, or deserved to
" be and a Khosa who has not committed a murder or debauched his
neighbour's wife or destroyed
;
" his
neighbour's landmark is a decidedly creditable specimen." And even now the description
is not very much exaggerated.

j

|

;

I

>

]

\

]

.]

;

;

;

:

The Lund (No. 49) or

Sori

Lund, as they are called

to distinguish

,

j

them from the Tibbi Lund, [P. 10

whch has ouly lately risen to importance. Their territory divitics that of the
Khosa into two parts, and extends to the bank of the Indus. They are not pure Biloches, and are
divided into six clans, the Haidar^ni, Bakrani, Zariani, Garzwani, Xuhani, and Gurchani, none of
which are important. The figures given for this tribe are obviously absurd, and they have apparcntly been included with the Tibbi Lund (Xo. 8).

are a small tribe

The Bozdar (No. 22) are an independent tribe situated beyond our frontier at the hack of the
Qasrani Territory. They hold from the Sanghar Pass on the north to the Khosa and Khetran
country on the south ; and they have the Ldni and Miisa Khcl Pathaus on their western border.
Abstract No. 67 shows over 2,000 men as having been within the Panjab at the time of the Census,
almost all of them in the Ghazi district. These live in scattered \-illages about Hajaupur and
among the Laghari tribe, and have no connection vrMi the parent tribe. The Bozdar are of Rind
extraction, and are divided into the Dulani, Ladwani, Ghulamani, Chakraui, Sihani, Shahwani,
JaMlani, Jafirani, and Rnstamani clans,
ihey are more civilized than most of the transfrontier
Unlike all other Biloches they fight
tribes and arc of all the Biloches the strictest jlusalmans.
with the matchlock rather than with the sword. They are great graziers, and their name is said
"
to he derived from the Persian buz, a
goat."

;

.

^

^

.'

!

'

'

J

The Qasrani (No. 16)

are the northernmost of the tribes which refciun their political organisation, their territory lying on either side of the boundary between the two Derahs, and being
confined to the hills both within and beyond our frontier and the sub-montane strip. Their name
The tribe is a poor one, and is divided into seven clan?, the
is written Qaizaiani or Imperial.

!

Lashkaraui, Khubdin, Budani, Vaswani, Laghari, Jarwar, and Rustamdni, none of which are
important. They are of Eind origin, and are not found in the Panjab in any number beyond the

j

Derah

I

district.

13) are a tribe peculiar to Derah Ghazi Khan, which holds a compact
The
territory stretching eastward to the Indus and between the Xorthern Khosa and the Qasrani.
tribe once enjoyed considerable influence and importance, holding rights of sujwrior ownership
over the whole of the Sanghar country. But it no longer possesses a political organization, having
been crushed cut of tribal existence in the early days of Ranji't Singh's rule. But the event is so
recent that it still retains much of its tribal coherence and of the characteristics of its race.

The Nutkani (No.

384. The broken Biloch trilies of Derah Ghazi.— The tribes above ennmerated are the only ones to be found within or immediately upon our border
which have a regular tribal organisation. But there are many other Biloch

aud among them some of those most numerously represented in the
Panjab; which occupy large areas in the south-western districts of the Province.
They no longer hold compact territories exclusively as their own,
while to great extent in the Derajat itself, and still more outside it, they have
lost their peculiar language and habits, aud can hardly be distinguished from
the Jat population wiih whom they are more or less intermixed, and from whom
tribes,

1

Dhiriwal

is

the

name

of

an important Jat

tribe,

'

I

i

,

j

.!

j

1

\

j

j

j
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they differ in little but race. The history of the Biloehes of the Derah Ghazi
lowlands is briefly sketched in the next paragraph. Their most important
tribes are the Rind^^ the Jatoi, who still hold as a tribe, though without
a compact tract in Sindh between Shikarpur and the
political organisation,
Indus, the

Lashari,^

Ahmadani.

These

Gopang, Gui-mani, Mastoi, Hajani, Sanjrani,

all lie scattered

and

along the edge of the Indus, intermingled

with the Jats of the Kachi or low riverain tract.

—

I have already stated that the three
385. Biloch tribes of Derah Ismail.
sons of Malik Sohrab Khan and Ghiizi Khan, Dodais, founded Derah Ghazi,
Derah Ismail, and Derah Fatah Khiin. The tribal name of Dodai seems to
have been soon dropped, or perhaps the leaders were of a different tribe from
their followers ; for the representatives and tribesmen of Ghazi Khan are
as Mibrani, those of Ismail Khan as Hot, and those of Fatah
locally known
Khan as Kulachi. The party of Fatah Khan never seems to have attained to
any importance, and was almost from the beginning subject to the Hot.
With Ghazi Khan came the Jiskani, who occupied the cis-Indus tract above
Bhakkar, while with the Hots came the Korai whose name is associated with
''
The Hots and Korai are joined together j
them in an old Biloch verse.
•'
they are equal with the Rind.'^ The Korai do not appear to have exercised
independent rule. At the zenith of their power the Hot, Mihrani, and Jiskani
held sway over almost the whole of the Indus valley and of the thai between
the Indus and the Chanab, from the centre of the Muzaffargarh district to the
Salt-range Tract, the northern boundary of Sanghar and Leiah being the
northern boundary of the Mihrani, while the Indus separated the Hot from
Jiskani.
During the latter half of the 16th century Diiud Khan, a Jiskani
and the descendant of one of Ghazi Khan's followers, moved southwards and
subjugated to himself the greater part of the Leiah country. Akbar dispersed
his tribe, but early in the 17th century the independence of the Jiskani under
Biloch Khan was recognised, and it is from Biloch Khan that the Jiskani,

Mandrani, Mamdani, Sargani, Qandrani, and Maliani, who still occupy the
Bhakkar and Leiah tahsils, trace their descent. In about 1750 1770 A. D.
the ]\Iihrani, who sided with the Kalhoras or Sarais of Sindh in their struggle
with Ahmad Shah Dun-ani, were driven out of Derah Ghazi by the Jiskani
and fled to Leiah, where many of them are still to be found ; and a few years
later the Kalhoras, expelled from Sindh, joined with the always turbulent
Sargani to crush the Jiskani rule. About the same time the Hot were overthrown after a desperate struggle by the Gandapui- Pathans.
The Biloehes of Dera Ismail are now confined to the low lands, with the
exception of the Qasrani and Khetran of the southern border who have already
the ujiper hills ai-e held by Pathans. The
been noticed in section 383.
After them
principal tribes are the Lashari," the Kulachi and the Jiskani.
come the Rind, the Laghari, the Jatoi, the Korai, the Chandia, the Hot, the
Gurmani, the Petafi, the Gashkori, and the Mihrani. Of the four last all but
the Petafi seem almost confined to Derah Ismail.

—

383. The Biloch tribes of Muzaffargarh.—In Muzaffargarh more perhaps
than in any other district the Biloch is intermingled with the Jat population,
and the tribal name merely denotes common descent, its common owners
>

It

13

some Biloehes may have returned themselves as Rind or Lashari with referstock rather than to their present tribe ; and that some of the Lashari clans
may hnve been included in the Lashari tribe.

possible that

ence- to theii' oviginal

of the Gurchani
3 See note to the
preceding paragraph.
tribe
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The reason doubtless is that since the
possess no sort of tribal coherence.
Biloch immigration the district has formed the borderland between the Lodi
of Sitpur, the Daudpotra of Bahawalpi\r, the Alihrani of Devah Ghazi, and the
Langah of Mnltau. The Gopang, tiie (^'handia, the Rind, the Jatoi, and the
Korai are the tribes most numerously represented. Then came the Laghari,
the Lash;iri, the Hot^ the Gurmani, the Petafi, the Mashori, and the Sahrani,
of which the last two are hardly found elsewhere.

Lower Indus and Satluj.— A very considerable numljer of Biloches arc scattered along the lower Indus and Satluj in
Bahawalpm- and Multan, and especially in the former. The most important
are the Rind,^ the Korai, the Gopang, the Jatoi, the Lashari,! and the
Hot, while less numerous bat still important are the Chandia, the Khosa,
and the Dasti.
Tlie
388. The Biloch tribes of the Ravi, upper Jahlam, and Chanab.
Biloches of the Ravi are chiefly found in the bar of the Montgomery and
Jhang districts, where they occupy themselves in camel-breeding, holding
but little land as cultivators. They consist almost wholly of Jatoi and
Rind, which latter tribe has penetrated in some numl>ers as high up as
Lahore. They are probably descendants of the men who under Mir Chakar
accompanied Humayun and received a grant of land in ]Montgomery in
In the Jhang and Shahpur districts, on the Jahlam
return for their services.
and the right bank of the Chanab, the principal tribes to be found are the
Rind, the Jatoi, the Lashari, and the Korai.
387.

The Biloch

tribes of the

—

389. Course of migration of the Biloch tribes.— Of the original location
of the tribes I know next to nothing, and what information I have been
But the above sketch of their
able to collect is given in section 378.
existing distribution enables us to follow with some certainty the later
The organised
routes by which they arrived at their present settlements.
tribes of Derah Ghazi, including the Nutkani, would appear to have descended
from the hills eastwards towards the river ; and the four most insignificant

of the broken tribes, the Mastoi, the Hajani, the Sanjrani, and the Ahmadani,
few Laghari are found in Derah
seem to have followed the same course.

i
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j
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IMuzaffargarh, and a few Khosa in Bahawalpur ; but with
these exceptions not one of the above tribes is represented in the Panjab
outside the Ghazi district, except the Qasranl whose hill territory extends
On the other hand all the larger broken tribes of
into Derah Ismail.

J

Ismail and

Derah Ghazi, with the single exception of the Nutkani which was till
lately organised, and all the remaining tribes which possess any numerical
importance in the Panjab except four Derah Ismail tribes to be mentioned
presently,

seem

to have spread

up the Indus from below, as they

nunlbers, but
avoided to a great extent the Ravi valley. The Chandia, the Gopang, the
Hot, and the Gurmani seem to have confined themselves chiefly to the valley
of the Indus, the Chandia having perhaps passed up the left bank, as they are
found in Derah Ismail but not in Derah Ghazi. So indeed are the Hot,
in

'

their

track

in

slightly

Se« sote to section 8S4.

smaller

i

!

]

\

'

are \vithout

exception strongly represented on the lower course of the river, and not
The Rind and the Jatoi seem to have come
at all in the hill country.
up the Indus in very great numbers, and to have spread high up that
The Lashari
river, the Chanab, the Jahlam, the Ravi, and the Satluj.

and the Korai followed

j

j

j

i

j

\
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;

'

j
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accounted for by tbeir seat of Government having been Derah
tribes, the Kulachi, the Jiskaui, the Gashkori, and the Mihrani,
the two last of which are comparatively insignificant, are found in Derah
Ismail and nowhere else save in jMuzaffargarh, where the first three occur
As already stated in section 385, the Jiskani and Kulachi
in small numbers.
apparently had their origin as tribes in Leiah and Derah Fatah Khan,
while the jMihrani were driven there from Derah Ghazi. It would seem
probable that the Gashkori either came across the hills in the south of the
district, or are a local sub-division of some larger tribe which followed
The Korai are Rind; the Gopang and
the usiial track along the river.
the Dasti are not pure Biloch, but are said to have accompanied the Rind
but that

is

Four

Ismail.

in their wanderings.

THE PATHAN (CASTE

No.

6).

Figures and Bibliography for Pathans.—The figures given in Table VIII A., under
the head Patliau, almost certainly include many persons whose Psthan origin is to say the least
doubtful; while the figures to be discuss h1 in the following pages show that such tribes as
Tanaoli, Jaddn, Dilazak, Tajik, Khetrdn, and even JIughals have returned themselves as Pathaus.
Wace writes " The tribes in the west and north-west of the Panjab, who during the
Major
" last three centuries were
ti-equeutly raided upon by Afghans, got into the habit of inventing
"
" histories of
and even where this motive
Afghan origin as a protection against ill-treatment
was absent, the eeneral tendeucy to claim kinship with the dominant race would produce
the same effect. Moreover the origin of some of the tribes on the Peshawar frontier is doubtful,
and their affiliation with the Pathiins incomplete, and thus t'.iey would set up a claim to
be Pathan which the true Patban would indignantly repudiate.
Mr. Thorburu notices the
many .and bitter disputes caused by the preparation of the genealogical trees during the Rannu
He writes " A
.Settlement, and the attempts made by Jat clans to be i-ecorded as Pathans.
"
low-ca^te man born and brought up in a Pathan country, if serving away from bis home,
It goes down if be can talk
"invariably afii.fes Khan to his name and dubs himself Patban.
"
Pashto, and bis honour proportion;\lly goes up." Still the great mass of thoe returned a«
Pathans are probably really so, and the figures represent very fairly the general distribution
390.

:

:

:

of the race.
it must be remembered that of those who are really Pathan and returned
are not British subjects at all.
Such tribes as the Bar Mohmand of the Peshawar
while
frontier, wdio,
essentially independent tribes, bold land within our border, come down
in considerable numbers in the winter to cultivate their fields; while in the summer they
retreat to their cool valleys in independent territory.
So too the very numerous Pamindahs
of Derah Ismail only wintir in the Panjab, and the number thus temporarily added to our Pathan
is
the whole of the local trade across
almost
population
exceedingly large (fectiou 398). Again,
the border is in the bands of independent tribes whose members come into oui' districts iu
considerable numbers with merchandize of sorts ; while the seasons of drought and distress
which preceded the Census drove many of the frontier hill-men into our districts in search of
employment, and especially on the Bannu border, and on the Thai road in Kohat and the Swat
canal in Peshawar.

In the second place,

as such,

many

As for the figures for the sepai-ate tribes, they were classified, not by my central ofiice,
but by the Deputy Commissioners of the several frontier districts, at least so far as regards
the figures of those districts.
Thus far greater accuracy will have been secured than would
otherwise have been possible.
But the lists of tribes received from some of the districts, on
which the selection of tribes for talnilition was based (see Chapter on Tabulation, Book II),
were in some instances very imperfect and the classification exceedingly faulty ; tribes of
considerable numerical importance iu British Territory being omitted, frontier tribes represented
in the Panjab by only a few score of persons being included, and tribes, clans, and septs being
mixed up in a perfect cliaos of cross-classification. So too the constant recurrence of the
same clan name among the various tribes was a certain source of error. Such names as Daulat
Khel, Fi'roz Kbcl, Dsmanzai, and Mahaminadzai recur in many separate tribes ; and where
the schedule entry of sub-divisions did not specify the tribe, no certain classitication could
be made.

The

best authorities on the subject of the Pathan nation as a whole are Doru's translation

Niamat UUah's Sislori) of the Afghans (Orieitial Translation Committee, London, IS39),
Priestly's translation of the Haiyat-i- Afghani called Afghdnistin and its Inhabitants (Lahorf,

of

Bellew's Yiisufzai, Vlowieu't
1874), El-ph'mstone'a Kabul, und liAlew'i Races of Afyhdnistdn.
translation of the Kalid-i-Afghdni, and the Settlement Reports of the district* of the uorthei'i

do Macgregor's

N.-W. Frontier

Tribes.

391.

o^

barbaric

^^

—The true Pathau

D.scription of the Pathans.
of all the races with which

we

is

perhaps

the most
,

brouo-ht into contact in the

are

not so primitive as that of the gipsy tribes- But he
vindictive in the highest degree: he does not
is, insomuch that the saying
Afghan he imdn
Las passed into a proverb among his neighbours ; and though he is not
without courage of a sort and is often curiously reckless of his life, he
would scorn to face an enemy whom he could stab from behind, or to
meet him on equal terms if it were possible to take advantage of him,
however meanly. It is easy to convict him out of his own mouth ; here
"
are some of his proverbs
Pathan's enmity smoulders like a dung-fire."
"
"
cousin's tooth breaks upon a cousin."
Keep a cousin jiooi-, but
" use him." " When he is little
when he is grown up he
play with him
"
" is a cousin
;
fight him."
Speak good words to an enemy very softly
"
i"
At the same time he has
gradually destroy him root and branch.
bis code of honour which he observes strictly, and which he quotes with
It imposes upon him three chief
pride under the name of Pakhtuawali.
obligations, Nanaioitai or the right of asylum, which compels him to shelter
and protect even an enemy who comes as a suppliant .'iadai or the necessity
to revenge by retaliation ; and 3Ielmas(ia or open-handed hospitality to

Panjab.
y~

^.^
!v"
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frontier contain full infovmatiaa concerning the Pathans of tho Panjab border, as
Oaietteer of the N.-W. Frontier, and Paget's Expeditions against the

His

life is

bloodthirsty, cruel, and
know what truth or faith

is

A

:

A

—

—

—

—

:

:

;

all

who may demand

And

And

it.

of these three perhaps the last

is

greatest.

a sort of charm about him, especially about the leading men,
which almost makes one forget his treacherous nature. As the proverb
says—" The Pathan is one moment a saint, and the next a devil." For
centm-ies he has been, on our frontier at least, subject to no man.
He
there

is

leads a wild, free, active life in the rugged fastnesses of his mountains
and there is an aii- of masculine independence about him which is refreshing in
a country like India. He is a bigot of the most fanatical type, exceedingly
He is of stalwart make, and his
proud, and extraordinarily superstitious.
features are often of a markedly Semitic type. His hair, plentifully oiled, bangs
long and straight to his shoulder ;" he wears a loose tunicj baggy drawers,
a sheet or blanket, sandals, and a sheepskin coat with its wool inside ; his
favourite colour is dark-blue,^ and his national arms the long heavy Afghan
knife and the matchlock or jazail.
His women wear a loose shift, wide
wrinkled drawers down to their ankles, and a wrap over the head ; and ai'e
Both sexes are filthy in their persons.
as a rule jealously secluded.
;

Such is the Pathan in his home among the fastnesses of the fi-ontier
But the Pathans of our territory have been much softened by our rule

ranges.

and by the agricultural life of the plains, so that they look down upon the
Pathans of the hills, and their proverljs have it " A hill man is no man,"
and again, " Don't class burrs as grass or a hill man as a human being."
The nearer he is to the frontier the more closely the Pathan assimilates
while on this side of the Indus, even in the' riverain
to the original type

—

;

itself,

there

is

little

or

nothing,

not

even language, to distinguish him

" or
"
"
used indifferently for cousin
for
enemy j" and tarburnali
cousinhood
or for " enmity."
either for
This is not true of the northern Pathans, who shave their heads, and often their beards also.
'The Pashto word tarbtir
"
"

is

sThe colonr and cut of the

clothes

vary greatly with the

tribe.
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from his neighbours of the same religion as himself. The Pathans are
extraordinarily jealous of female honovu-j and most of the blood feuds for
which they are so famous originate in quarrels about women. As a race
they strictly seclude their females, but the poorer tribes and the poorer
members of all tribes are prevented fi'om doing so by their poverty. Among
the tribes of our territory a woman's nose is cut off if she be detected in
adultery ; and it is a favoiu'ite joke to induce a Pathan woman to unveil
" You have no nose " The Pathan
pretends
by saying to her siiddenly
to be purely endogamous and beyond the border he probably is so ; while
a
even in British Territory the fii-st wife will generally be
Pathan, except
among the poorest classes. At the same time Pathan women are beyond
the Indus seldom if ever married to any but Pathans.
They intermarry
Theii- rules
very closely, avoiding only the proliibited degrees of Islam.
of inheritance ai'e tribal and not ^Mahomedan, and tend to keep property
within the agnatic society, though some few of the more educated families
have lately begun to follow the Musalman law. Theii- social customs differ
much from tribe to tribe, or rather perhaps from the wilder to the more
The Pathans lieyond and upon our frontier
civilised sections of the nation.
live in fortified villages, to which are attached stone towers in commanding
positions which serve as watch-towers and places of refuge for the inhabitants.
Small raids from the hills into the plains below are still common ; and beyond
the Indus the people, even in British Territory, seldom sleep far from the
!

walls of the village.

The figm-es showing the distribution of Pathiins are given in Abstract
No. 65 on page 191.* They are the dominant race throughout the whole
tract west of the Indus as far south as the southern border of the tahsil
of Derah Ismail Khan, which roughly divides the Pathan from the Biloch.
On this side of the Indus they hold raiich of the Chach country of Hazara
and Rawalpindi, they have considerable colonies along the left bank of
the Indus till it finally leaves the Salt-range, and they hold the northern
Besides those tracts which are territorially
portion of the Bhakkar thai.
held by Patlians, there are numerous Pathan colonies scattered about the
Province, most of them descendants of men who rose to power during the
Patlian dynasties of Dehli, and received grants of land-revenue which their
'

children often increased at the expense of their neighbours duiing the tui-moil
of the 18th century.

—

392. Origin of the Pathan. The Afghans proper claim descent from
the first Jewisii King, and there is a formidable array of weighty
The question of their descent
authority in favour of their Semitic origin.
is discussed and authorities quoted in Chapter VI of the Peshawar Settlement
JNfr. Thorbiu-n
quotes
Report, and in Dr. Bellew's Races of Afghanistan}
Saul,

"

some peculiar customs obtaining
in support of their Jewish extraction,
the tribes of pm-est blood, for instance the Passover-like practice
"among
" of
with its blood in order
sacrificing nn animal and smearing the doorway
"to avert
the offering up of sacrifices, the stoning to death of
•'

calamity,
blasphemers, the periodical

distribution

of land,

and

so forth

;

" and he

Dr. Bellew suggests that tlie origiual Afjihaus were tlie Sulymi of Herodotus, and were
Ai'abs who Uved in Syria and there became iutermiugled with the Jews, or who
migrated to Ghor where the fugitive Jews took refuse with them. This supposition would explain"the name Suleniani which is often applied to the Afghans, and their own assertion that Khalid nbi
Wttid the Qureshi was of the same stock with themselves.
1

Qui'eslii
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points out that most of the learned men who reject the tradition of Jewish
The Afghan
descent have no personal acquaintance with the Afghan people.
proper is said still to call himself indifferently Ban-i-Afghan or Bau-i-Israil
to distinguish himself from the Palhiin proper who is of Indian, and the

Ghilzai who is probably of mixed Turkish and Persian extraction.
Pashto^
the common language of all three, is distinctly Aryan, being a branch of
the old Persian stock.
It is desei-ibed in Chapter V, sections 322-3 of this

Report
There
.

great conflict of opinion concerning both the origin and constituPathan nation. Not a few deny that there is any distinction
whatever between the original Afghan and Pathiin stocks, though these are for
the most part officers of our frontier who are not brought into contact with the
I have however been obliged to adopt some one theory of
original Afghans.
the constitution of the nation as a basis for my classification of tribes
and 1
is

tiou of the

;

have therefore adopted that of Dr. Bellew, who probably has a greater
knowledge of the Afghans of Afghanistan as distinct from the Panjab frontier,
and especially uf the old histories of the nation, than any other of the authorities who have treated of the matter.
The constitution and early history of the
nation according to Dr. Belle w's account are discussed in the paragraphs
But whatever the origin of Afghans and Pathans proper
presently following.
be, the nation to w'hich the two names are now applied indifferently in
Persian and Pashto respectively, occupying- as it does the mountain country
lying between the Persian empire on the west, the Indiun on the east, the
Mongol on the north, and the Biloch on the south, includes as at jiresent constituted many tribes of very diverse origin.
They are without exception
Mussalraans, and for the most part bigoted followers of the Sunni sect, hating

may

and persecuting Shiahs, or

as

they

call

them

Rafazis.^

Tribal organisation of tlie Pathans.— The tribe
homogeneous in its constitution among the Pathans than

393.

is

probably far more

the Biloches.
affiliated to it ; but as a
descent
their
tribal
foreign
presei-ve
individuality, becoming
merely associated, and not intermingled, with the tribes among whom they
have settled. Even then they generally claim Pathan origin on the female
side, and the tribe is usually descended in theory at least from a common
ancestor.
The hammyah custom described in section 380, by which strangers
are protected by the tribe with which they dwell, is in full force among the
Pathans as among the Biloches. But with the foriuer though It does protect
in many cases families of one tribe who have settled with another, it seldom
accounts for any considerable portion of the tribe ; and its action is chiefly
confined to traders, menials, and other dependents of foreign extraction, who
are protected by but not received into the tribe.
Thus a blacksmith living in
an Utmanzai village will give his clan an Utraanzai ; biit his caste will of
course remain Lobar.
The nation is divided genealogically into a few great
sections which have no corporate existence, and the tribe is now the practical
unit, though the common name and tradition of common descent are stiU
Each section of a tribe,
carefully preserved in the memory of the people.

among

Saiyad, Turk, and other clans have occasionally been
rule people of

'

The 52 Hiudus shorni in the table? are probably traders living iiuder Pathan protection, or
in enumeration.
There are several Sbiah clans among the Orakzai of Tii'ah on the
Kobttt border.
The people of the Samilzai tapah of the Kohat district, which is contermiuou*
with the territory of these clans, arc also Shiahs. All own allegiance to the Shfah Saiyads of
the Orakiai Tirah ; while everywhere many of the tribes which claim Saiyad origin ar« SWaha,
due to errors

V,

[P.
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known

as Malik, a specially Patham
leading
In manjj but by no means in all trilsesj there is a Khan Khel or Chief
title.
House, usually the eldest branch of the tribe, whose Malik is known as Khan,

however small; has

its

is

and acts as chief of the whole tribe. But he is seldom more than their leader
he possesses influence rather
in war and their agent in dealings with others
than power; and the real authority rests with the jirffah, a democratic council
composed of all the Maliks. The tribe is split up into numerous clans, and
The tribe, clan, and sept are alike distinguished by
these again into septs.
patronymics formed from the name of the common ancestor by the addition of
the word Zai or Kkel, Zai being the corruption of the Pashto zoe meaning
"
while Khel is an Arabic word meaning- an association or company.
son,
Both terms are used indifferently for both the larger and smaller divisions.^
The stock of names being limited, the nomenclature is exceedingly puzzling,
certain names recuri'ing in very different tribes in the most maddening
manner. Moreover the title which genealogical accuracy would allot to a
tribe or clan is often very different from that by which it is known for practi;

'•'

having preferred to be called by the name of a junior
The frontier tribe whether within or
acquired local renown.
beyond our border has almost without exception a very distinct corporate
existence, each tribe and within the tribe each clan occupying a clearly defined
tract or country, though they are in the Indus Valley often the owners merely
rather than the occupiers of the country, the land and smaller villages being
largely in the hands of a mixed population of Hindu origin who cultivate
subject to the superior rights of the Pathans. These people are included by the
Pathans under the generic and semi-contemptuous name of Hindki ; a term

cal purposes, the people

ancestor

who had

very analogous to the Jat of the Biloch frontier, and which includes all
Mahomedans who, being of Hindu origin, have been converted to Islam in
comparatively recent times.2
394. Constitution of the Pathan nation.—The words Pathan and Afghan
are used indifferently by the natives of India to designate the nation under
But the two words are not used as synonyms by the people
discussion.'
The original Afghans are a race of probably Jewish or Arab
themselves.
extraction ; and they, together with a tribe of Indian origin with which they
have long been blended, still distinguish themselves as the true Afghans, or
since the rise of Ahmad Shah Durrani as DiuTanis,* and class aU non-Durrani

But they have lately given their name to AfghanisPashto-speakers as Opra,
tan, the country formerly known as Khorasan, over which they have now
held sway for more than a century, and which is bounded on the north by the
Oxus, on the south by Bilochistan, on the east by the middle course of the
Indus, and on the west by the Persian desert and, just as the English and
Scotch who early in the 17th century settled among and intermarried with the
Irish are now called Irish, though still a very distinct section of the popula;

tion, so all inhabitants of

When

Afghanistan are

now

in

common

parlance

known

as

our ill-fated Resident Major Cavagnari was lately living at Kabul under the Amir
Yakub Khan, those who favoured the British were known as Cavagnaiizai, and the national party
The ending zai is never used by tlie Afridi.
as Yakiibzai.
2 The Dilazak are often called Hindkis
by the ti-ue Pathans, as having come from India and
not from Afghanistan.
3 In Hindustan
they are often called Rohillahs, or Highlanders, from Rohi the mountain
=
country of the Pathans {Roh Koh, a mountain.)
" or
* Either from Durr-i-Danrdn "
from Dun-i-Durrdn '• pearl of pearls."
pearl of the age
The title was adopted by Ahmad Shah Abdali when he ascended the throne, in allusion to th«
in
the right ear.
Abdali custom of wearing a pearl stud
•
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AfghSn, the races thus included being the Afghan proper, the Pathan proper,
the Gilzai, the Tajik, and the Hazara, besides tribes of less impoi-tance living
on the confines of the country.
Their language is
true Pathans are apparently of Indian ongin.
Pasbto or Pakhto and they call themselves Pukhtanai or PakhtoThey
speakers and it is this word of which Pathan is the Indian corruption.
held in the early centuiies of our a?ra the whole of the Safed Koh and Northern

The

called

;

Suleman systems, from the Indus to the Helmand and from the sources of the [P.
Swat river and Jalalabad to Pe=hm and Quetta. The Afghans and Gilzais
and customs and just as
spread into their country and adopted then- language
Irish, Scotch, and Welsh speaking the English language are commonly called
Englishmen, so all who speak the Pakhto tongue came to be included under
the name Pathan.
Thus the Afghans and Gilzais are Pathans by virtue of
their language, thon2-h not of Pathan origin; the Tajiks and Haziiras, who
;

have retained their Persian speechj are not Pathans ; while all five are Afghans
virtue of location, thoug:h only one of them is of Afghan race.
395. Early history of the Afghans. The origin and early history of the
various tribes which compose the Afghan nation ai-e much disputed by
I have in the following
authorities of weight who hold very different views.
sketch followed the account given by Dr. Bellew, as it affords a convenient
framework on which to base a description of those tribes. But it is said to be
doubtful whether the distinction which he so strongly insists upon between

by

—

Pathan proper and Afghan proper really exists or is recognised by the people ;
while the Jewish origin of any portion of the nation is most uncertain. But
the division of the nation into tribes, the internal affinities of those tribes,
and the general account of their wanderings are all beyond question ; and the
theories which account for them are only accepted by me to serve as
connecting links which shall bind them into a consecutive story. The tradi-

Afghans who trace their name and descent fi-om Afghana,
the sou of Jeremiah, the son of Saul, and Solomou^'s commander-in-chief and
the builder of his temple, say that they were carried away from Syria by
Nebuchadnezzar and planted as colonists in Media and Persia. Thence they
emigrated eastwards into the mountains of Ghor and the modern Hazdra
The Afghans early embraced the creed of Islam, to which they
country.
were converted by a small body of their tribe on their return from Araliia,
where they had fought for Mahomet under their leader Kais. It is from this
Kais or Kish, namesake of Saul's father, who manied a daughter of Khalidiljn-Walld a Qureshi Arab and Mahomet's first apostle to the Afghans, that
the modern genealogists trace the descent alike of Pathans, Afghans, and
Gilzai, or at any rate of such tribes of these races as we have here to deal
with ; and to him they say that the Prophet, pleased with his eminent services,
gave the title of Pathan, the Syi'ian word for rudder, and bade him du-ect
his people in the time path.
Meanwhile, about the 5th and 6th century of
oui- sera, an
irruption of Scythic tiibes from beyond the Hindu Kush into the
Indus Valley drove a colony of the Buddhist Gandhari, the Gandarii of
Herodotus and one of the four great divisions of that Pactyan nation which is
now represented by the Pathans proper, from theii- homes in the Peshawar
valley north of the Kabul river and in the hills circling it to the north ; and
tions of the true

•

Dr. Bellew and Major James identify them witli the Pactiyans of Herodotus, and seem half
them with the Picts of Britain, as also the Scj-ths with the Scots, and certain
tribes with Cambrians and Ligurians !

inclined to connect

Pathan and Brahoi
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they emigrated en masse to a kindred people on the banks of the Helmand,
where they established themselves and foaaded the city which they named
Gandhiir after their native capital, and which is now called Kandahar.
It is not certain when the Afghans of Ghor moved down into the
Kandahar country where the Gandhari colony was settled ; but they probably
came as conqueroi-s with the Arab invaders of the 1st century of the Mahomedan sera. They soon settled as the dominant race in their new homes,
intermanied with and converted the Gandhari, and adopted their language j
and in course of time the two races became fused together into one nation
under the name of Afghans, as distinguished from the neighbouring Pathans
of whom I shall presently speak, though the original stock of Ghor still called
themselves Ban-i-Israfl to mark the fact that their origin was distinct from
It is probable that this ti-adition of Jewish
that of their Gandhari kinsmen.
origin was little more distinct than is the similar tradition of Norman descent
still preserve.
of
our
families
which some
Thus the Afghan proper
English
includes, firstly the original Afghans of .Jewish race whose principal tribes are
the Tarin, Alidali or Durrani and Shirani, and secondly the descendants of the
fugitive Gandhari, who include the Yusufzai, Jfohmand, and other tribes of
Pesh/lwar.
These lattei" retm-ned about the fii-st half of the loth centxuy of
our Eera to their original seat in the Peshawar valley which they had left
neaidy ten centuries before ; while the original Afghans remained in Kandahar,
tliey made themselves rulers of the
country since kno\^Ti as Afghanistan, and shortly afterwards moved their
The tribes that returned to the Peshawar country were
capital to Kabul.
"
"
Durrani, to distinguish
given by Ahmad Shah the title of Bar or
upper
them from the Abdali Dun-ani who remained at Kaudahai".

where in the middle of the 18th century

396. I have said that the Gandhari were one of the foui' great divisions
of the Paetiyie of Herodotus.
The other three nations included under that
name were the Aparytce or Afridi', the Satragyddte or Khatak, and the
or
Dadicoe
Dadi, all alike of Indian origin. At the beginning of the Mahome-

dan

the Afridi held

all the country of the Safed Koh, the SatragyddsB
Suleman range and the northern part of the plains between it and the
Indus, while the Dadi held modern Sewestan and the country between the
Kandahar Province and the Sulemans. These three nations constitute the
nucleus of the Pathans proper.
But around this nucleus have collected many
tribes of foreign origin, such as the Seythic Kakar, the Raiput Waziri, and
the many tribes of Turk extraction included in the Karlanri section who came
in with Sabuktagin and Taimm* j- and these foreigners have so encroached
upon the original territories of the Pactyan nation that the Khatak and Afi'idi
now hold but a small portion of the countries which they once occupied, while
the Dadi have been practically absorbed by their Kakar invaders.
The whole
have now become blended into one nation by long association and intermarriage, the invadere have adopted the Pakhto language, and all alike have
accepted Islam and have invented traditions of common descent which express
theii- present state of association.
The Afridi were nominally converted to
Islam by Mahmud of Ghazni birt the real conversion of the Pathan tribes

sera

held the

;

dates fi'om the time of Shahab-ul-din Ghori,

when

Ai-ab apostles with the title

The Afridi still caU themselves Aparide. There is no/ in Pashto proper.
2 The various
account=! given of Karlan's origin all recognise the fact that he was not a PathSn
by birth ; and even the affiliation of the Karlanri is doubtful, some classing them as Sarbani aud
net Ghurghushti.
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•£ Saiyad and Indian converts who were called Shekh spread through the
The
country, and settled aniono;, married with; and converted the Pathans.
descendants of these holy men still preserve distinct tribal identity, and as a
rule claim Saiyad origin.

The Gilzai are a race probably of Turkish origin, their name being
"
another form of Khilchi, the Turkish word for
swordsman," who early settled,
the Siah-band range
perhaps as mercenaries rather than as a corporate tribe, in
a
of the Ghor mountains where they received
large admixture of Persian blood.
The official spelling of the name is still Ghaleji at Kabul and Kandahar.
They first rose into notice in the time of Mahmiid Ghnznavi, whom
India.
Not long afterwards they
they accompanied in his invasions of
conquered the tract between Jalalabad and Kelat-i-Ghilzai, and spread east and
In the beginning of the 18th century
west over the country they now hold.
thev revolted against their Persian rulers, established themselves under Mir
Wais as independent rulers at Kandahar, and overran Persia. But a quarter
of a century later they were reduced by Nadir Shah, and their rule disappeared,
to be succeeded not long after by that of the Dui-rani.

l^-

With the remaining races of the Tajik and Ilazara which form part of
the Pathan nation in its widest sense, we have little concern in the Panjab. The
former are the remnants of the old Persian inhabitants of Afghanistan, and the
word is now loosely used to express all Pathans ^vho speak Persian and are neither
true Afghans, Saiyads, nor Hazaras.
They are scattered through Afghanistan,
Persia, and Tiirkistan, in which last they hold some hill fastnesses in independent sovereignty. The Hazaras are Tartar by origin, and are supposed to
have accompanied Chengiz Khan in his invasion. They occupy all the mountain countrv formed by the western extensions of the Hindu Kush between
Ghazni, Balkh, Hirat, and Kandahar. I have included in my account of the
Pathans a few allied races, who though not usually acknowledged as Pathans,
have
long association become closely assiinilated with them in manners,
by

customs, and character. They chiefly occupy Haz^ra, and are called Dilazak,
Swati, Jodiin, Tanaoli, and Shilmdni.
The Pathan genealogies, which were
397. Tribal affinities and statistics.
probably concocted not more than 400 years ago, teem with obvious absurdities.
But they are based upon the existing affinities of the people whom they trace
back to Kais ; and they will therefore afford a useful basis for a discussion of
I give in i\.bstract
the tribes with which we iii the Panjab are concerned.
No. 69 on pages 20 i and 205* a table showing the traditional grouping of the *?.
This grouping con-esponds fairly well with C6-7
divisions of the Pathan nation.
their present distribution by locality, and I shall therefore take the tribes in
order as thev lie along our border, jjeginning from the south where they
march with the Biloches. Unfortunately the figured details for the various
tribes which I give in Abstract No. 70, on page 206t are in many ways t ?•
I have already explained that the Deputy Commissioners
unsatisfactory.
of the frontier districts were asked to prepare lists of the tribes for which
and it is now apparent
figures should he separately tabulated for each district,
that these lists were drawn up far more with regai'd to the political needs of
each district than with reference to any ethnic or tribal system of classification.
The figures given, however, will probably satisfy all administrative requirements though they are so full of double or incomplete classification that they
are of little use to me in the description of the tribes, and I have hardly
I have, however, grouped the figures
alluded to them in the following pages.

—

:
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on the basis of the tribal classification adopted in Abstract No. 69, and have
added below each heading in Abstract No. 70 the serial numbers of the tribes
shown in Alistract No. 69 which it may be considered to include, so that the
information contained in the fi;;^ures is connected as closely as possible with the
grouping of the tribes which I have followed. The figures being tabulated
on the spot by a local staff are probably as accurate as the material
But eiTors must have o.-curred, both from the constant
will permit of.
recurrence of the same clan name in different tribes, and from the difliculty
pointed out in the following quotation from Jlr. Beckett''s Peshawar Census
Report

:

—

"Among Muliamraadans, especially among Afghans, tribes or sections multiply witli genera"tions; for instance as the descendants increase their branches or sections iutrease with tbeni,
"so the mistake wliich has occurred is that, of a few men whose origin was the same, some were
"
placed under the name of tlie old ancestor of the family, some uuilcr the name of an intermediate
''ance>tor, and others under the namT of a more modern or lower generation.
Similarly those
<' who sliould Lave been catered under the
original branch were shown under numerous branches."

—

398. Pathan tribes of Derah Ismail Klian.
The tribes of our lower
frontier belong- almost exclusively to the lineage of Shekh Baitau^, third son
of Kais.
His descendants in the male line are known as Bitauni, and are

But while, in the early part of the Sth centmy,
comparatively unimportant.
Baitan was livino- in his original home on the western slopes of the Siahband range of the Ghor mountains, a prince of Persian origin flying
before the Arab invaders took refuge with him, and tliere seduced and
married his daughter Bibi INIatto.
From him are descended the Matti section
of the nation, which embraces the Ghilzai, Lodi, and Sarwiini Path;ins.
The
Ghiizai were the most famous of all the Afghan tribes till the rise of
the Durrani power, while the Lodi section gave to Dehli the Lodi and Siir
The Sarwani never rose to prominence, and are now hardly
dynasties.
known in Afghanistan. To the Ghilz;ii and Lodi, and especially to the former,
belong almost all the triljes of warrior traders who are included under the term
Pawindah, from I'anvindah, the Persian word for a bale of goods or, perhaps
more probably, from the same root a.s pomal, a Pashto word for "to graze."^
They are almost wholly engaged in the carrying trade between India and
Afghiinistan and the Nortliern States of Central Asia, a trade which is almost
entirely in their hands.
They assemble every autumn in the plains oast of
Ghazni, with tlieir families, flocks, herds, and long strings of camels laden with
the goods of Bukhara and Kandahar ; and
enormous caravans, numberforming

ing many thousands, march in military order through the Kakar and Waziu
country to the Gonial and Zhob passes through the Sulemans.
Entering the
Derah Ismail Khan district, they leave their families, flocks, and some twothirds of their fiohting men in the great g-razino" grounds which lie on either
side of the Indus, and while some wander off in search of
employment, others pass
on with their laden camels and merchandize to Multan, Rajpiitana, Lahore,

In the spring they
Amritsar, Dehli, Cawnpore, Bendres, and even Patna.
again assemble, and return iiy the same route to their homes in the hills about
Ghazni and Kelat-i-Ghilz;ii. When the hot weather begins the men, leaving
their belongings behind them, move off to Kandahar, Hirat and Bukhara with
the Indian and
Eui-opean merchandize which they have brought from Hindustan.
In Octolier they return and prepare to start once more for India.
1
Dr. Bellew points out that Baitan has an Indian sound
while Shekh is the title given,
in contradistinction to
Saiyad, to Indian converts in Afghanistan. Thus the Ghilzai (the Turk
term for swordsman) are probaldy of Tiirk extraction, with Indian and Persian admixtures.
- The
pronunciation is Powindah. rather than Pawindah,
;
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In 1877 the number of these trailers which passed into the distriet of Derah
In the year
Ismail Khan was 76^400, of which nearly half were grown men.
These Pawindah tribes speak the soft
of the Census, the number was 49,393.
or western Pashto, and have little connection with the settled tribes of the
stock. ^

same

It is not to be wondered at that these warlike tribes cast covetous Crich plains of the Indus, held as they were by a peaceful Jat
eyes on the
Early in the \'Mh century, about the time of Shahab-u.d-din
population.
Ghorl, the Prangi and Siir trilies of the Lodi branch with their kinsmen the
Sarwani, settled in the northern part of the district immediattly under the
Sulcmans, the Prangi and Siir holding Tank and Rori, while the Sarwani
With them came the
settled south of the Luni in Draban and Chandhwan.
Baluch, Khasor, and other tribes who occupied the branch of the Salt-range
which runs along the right bank of the river, and still hold their original
In the early part of the 1.5th century the Xiazi, another Lodi tribe,
location.

399.

.

followed their kinsmen fi'om Ghazni into Tank, whei-e they lived quietly as
Pawindahs for nearly a century, when they crossed the trans-Indus Saltrange and settled in the country now held by the Marwat in the south of the
Bannu district, then almost uninhabited save by sprinkling of pastoral Jats,
where Babar mentions them as cultivators in 1505.

During the reign of the Lodi and Sur Sultans of Dehli (145U to
1555 A.D.), the Prangi and Siir tribes from which these dynasties sprang, and
their neighbours the Niiizi, seem to have migrated almost bodily from
one of their
Afghanistan into Hindustan, where the Niiizi rose to great power,
These last waxed insolent and revolted in
tribe being Subahdar of Lahore.
alliance with the Gakkhars, and in 1547 Sultiin Salim Shiih Suri crushed the
At any rate, when in the early days of
rebellion, and with it the tribe.
Akbai-'s reign the Lohani, another Lodi tribe, who had been expelled by the
Suleman Khel Ghilzai from their homes in Katawiiz in the Ghazni mountains,
and they
crossed the Sulemans, the Lodi tribes were too weak to resist them
while the
expelled the remaining Prangi and Siir from Tilnk, killing many,
remainder fled into Hindiistiin. The Lohani are divided into four great tribes,
the Mrirwat, Daulat Khel/ :\Iian Khel, and Tiitor.^ About the beginning
of the 17th eentm-y the Daulat Khel quarrelled with the Marwats and ]\Iian
Khel and drove them out of Tank. The Marwats moved northwards across
the Salt-range and drove the Niazi eastwards across the KuiTara and Saltr mge into Isa Khel on the banks of the Indus, where they found a mixed
Awan and Jat pipubition, expelled the former, and reduced the latter to
The Mian Khel passed southward a n'os; the Liini river and, with
servitude.
;

the assistance of the Bakhtiar, a small Persian tribe of Ispahan origin who had
become associated with them in their nomad life,* drove the Sarwiini, already
Tlie Pawindahs a,ve well describeit at pages 103/" of Dr. Bellew's Races of Afi/hdnistdii,
page- lS_^of Priestley's translation of the Eaii/di-i-Afghini, wliile Mr. Tucker g;ivcs much
Jetailcd information conceraing them at pages IS-iJT" of his Settlement Report of Derah Isiiiai'l
Kliau.
'

anfl

:it

2 The
Daulat KIkI is really only a elan of the Mamu Khel tribe; but it has become
prominent as praetically to absorb the other clans, and to give its name to the whole tribe.
'
Wrongly spelt Jator throughout Mr. Tucker's settlement report.

so

They are a section of the Bakhtiari of Persia. They first settled with the Shiraui .\fghfiiis
and a section now lives at ilargha in the Ghilzai country, and is engaged in the pawindah tiaie
but has little or no connection with the Bakhtiar of Derah Ismail.
•*
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weakened by feuds with the Sur, out of their country into Hindustan. In
Khel were assisted by the Gandiipur, a Saiyad tribe
next paragraph) and the latter were settled by them
at Rori and gradually spread over their
present country.
this quarrel the Daulat
of Ushtarani stocic (see

;

400.
The Shirani Afghans had been settled from of old in the
mountains about the Takht-i-Suleiuiiu. They are by descent Sarbani Afghans ;
but their ancestor, having quarrelled with his brothers, left them and joined
the Kakar from whom his mother had come
and his descendants are now
classed as Ghurghushti and not as Sarbani.
xibout the time that the Lohani
carae into the dlstriL-t, the B;iKar, a Shirani tribe, descended from the hills into
the plains below and su.bju<iated the Jat and Biloch population.
Finally,
aliout a century ago, the Ushtarani proper, a Saiy.ad trilje affiliated to the
Shirani Afghans, having quarrelled with the ilusa Khel, acquire! a good deal
of the plain coirntry below the hills at the foot of which they still live,
subjugating the Biloch inhabitants and encroaching northwards upon the
Babar.
These are the most recently located of the trans-Indus tribes of Derah
Ismail Khiin.
Thus the Pathans hold a broad strip of the Irans-Indus portion
of the district running northwards from the border of the Khetnin and Qasrani
Biloches (see section 383) along the foot of the hills and including the western
half of the plain country between them and the Indus, and turning eastwards
below the Salt-range to the river.
They also hold the trans-Indus Salt-range,
and the Sulcmans as far south as the Biloch border. But while in the extreme
northern portion of tlie tract the ]opulation is almost cx(dasively Pathiin, the
proportion lessens southwards, the Pathans holding only the superior property
in the land, which is cultivated
by a subject population of Jat and Biloch.
Beyond the Indus the Baluch who hold the north of the Bhakkar thai are
the only Pathan tribe of importance.
Their head-quarters are at Paniala in
the trans-Indus Salt-range, and they seem to have spread across the river lielow
Mianwali, and then to have turned southwards down the left bank.
Although
living at a distance from the frontier, they still talk Pashto and are fairly pure
Pathans.
The other Pathans of the Khasor hill.-;, though trans-Indus, are, like
all the cis-Indus Pathans, so much intermixed with Jats as to have forgotten
their native tongue.
The ]Mian Khel and Gandapur were deprived of many
;

of their eastern villages in the beginning of this ceniurv
mad Khan Saddozai, Governor of Leiah.
401.

The Pathan

Jescriiitiou ul

ilie

tribes of

Derah Ismail Khan continued. —I

vai'iinK trilioi licgiimin;;'

—

irom

tlie soutli

:

—

by Nawab Muham-

u>\v proceca to

give a brief

The Dshtarani. Tlie Ushtiuani pruper are tbe ilescesulant-* of Hannar, one of tlie sons of
Ustaryani, a t^aivad who Sfttleil among anil niarri. il into llie Sliiraiii section of Afglians, and w'lose
progeny are sliewn

in

tlie

margin.

Tliey

were

tlie Sliiranis to the south of the
till abont a century
wer<? \\-holly pastoral and /ja^yiKtbev
ago
dah. But a quarrel with their neighbours
*'"* Miiia Khel put a stop to their annual

settled

with

Takht i-Sulenian, and

fHannar
I

Us. tarani

^

,\markliel

and they were
migration,
Their
forced to take to agriculture.
dcLiccut into the plains has been described
in section 400.
still own a large
They
'
tract of hill country, in whiili indeed
most of them live, cultivating land imTheir territory only
mediati'ly under the hills and pasturing their flock; beyond the border.
includes the eastern slopes of the Sulenians, the crest of the range
being held by the JIusa Klitl
and Zuiari. They are divided into two main clans, the Ahmadzai or Amazai and the Gagalzai, and
these again into numerous septs.
They are a fine marly race, many of them are in our army and
A few of
police, and they are quiet and well behaved, cultivating largely with their own hand--.
them are still pawindahs. They are much harassed by the independent Bozd.ar (Biloch). They
'

Ustarvani

..

-1

(i

mdaiiur

Marcrc

I

gheklii

/,.

^^

,,

M.andapur.

)

I

westward
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But

all

The boundary between tbc Ushtarani and Babar was originally tlie Ramak .itTeam.
war between them the former drove the latter back beyond the Shii'an stream whiih now

Sunnis.

in a

forms their common bonnJary.

The Babar are a tribe of the Shiiani stock whose affinities have been described in section 400,
thouch they are now quite separate from the Shirani proper. They are divided into two sections, [P
one livins ivhclly within our border, while the other holds the hill country opposite, hut on the
The two have now little connection with each other. The Biibar
other side of the Sulemaus
of the ijlains hold some 180 square miles between the Ushtaruii and Mian Khel, Chandwaii beingf
The result of their
their chief town ; and include the JIahsud and Ghora Khel elan> of the tribe.
while their advent in the plains has been
quarrels with the Ushtarani has just been mentioned,
described in section 400. They are a civilised tribe, most of them bein^ able to read and write, and
are much addicted to commerce, being tiie richest, quietest, and most honest tribe of the sub"
Suleman plains. Sir Herbei-t Edwardes considered them the mot superior race in the whole of
"
''
A Bahar fool is a
the trans-Indus districts," and their inteUia;ence has given rise ti the saying
'•
Gand.apur sage." Tliey are extremely democratic, and hare never had any recognize! Chief.
K
and
other parts of
still
in
i.ndahar
scattered
of
them
is
a
one,
residing
Indeed the tribe
many
Khorasan. Some of them are still engaged in the pawindah traffic. They cultivate but little
themselves.

The Mian Khel are a Lohaui tribe whose coming to the district and subsequent movements
have already been described in section 339. They hold some 260 square miles of pla'n countrv
between the Ganlapra- and the Babar. With them are associated the Vakhtiar (see section 339)
who, thoudi of Persian origin, now fonn one of their principal sections. The greater number of
the-n still engage in the trans-Indus trade and they are the richest of all the pawindah tribes,
dealing in the more costly descriptions of merchandize. They are divided by locality into the
Draban and Miisa Khel sections, the latter of which hold the south-west quarter of their tract.
They are a peaceable people with pleasant faces, and more civili-ed than most of the pawindah
tnbes.
Tliey seldom take military service, and cultivate but little themselves, leaving the business
of agriculture to their Jat tenants. Tliey have a hereditary Khan who has never possessed much
;

power.

—

The Gandapur. The origin of the Gandapur has been described in section 399. Besides the
original stick, thcv include by affiliation some off-shoots of the Shirani. the Mnshezai section of the
Ghurghu-hti Pathans. and the Baiiizai section of the Ynsafzai tribe. The manner in which they
obtained their present country is described in section 339. They hold the whole of the northwestern part of trans-Indus Derah Ismail east of Tank and south of the Nila Koh ridge of the
an area of 460 square miles abutting on the Sulrmans to the west; and the
Salt-range,

comprising
town of Kulachi is their head-quai-tei-s. They were originally a poor pawindnh and pastoral tribe,
but they now cultivate more largely than any other Derah Ismail Pathans. They reached the
height of their prosperity about the middle of the ISth century, but lost their eastern possessions
some 70 years later, they being confiscated by the Saddozai Governor of Leiab. They still engage
in the pawindah traffic.
They are lawless, brutal and uncivilised ; and their hereditary Khan
has but little power.

The Bitanni include all the descendants in the male line of Baitan, the third son of Kais.
They orisinallv cecupied the western slopes of the northern Sulemans but, being hard pressed
by the Gbilzai, moved, in the time of Eahlol Lodi, through the Gomal Pass and occupied the eastern
side of the north of the range, a? far north oi its junction with the Salt-range and as far west as
Kaniguram. Some time after the Waziri drove them back to beyond Garangi, while the Gurbuz
contested with them the possession of the Ghabhar mountain.
They now hold the hills on the west
border of Tank and Bannu, from the Ghabbar on the north to the Gomal valley on the south. In
their disputes many of the tribe left for Hindustan where their Lodi kinsmen occupied the throne of
Sheikh Baitan had fonr sons, Tajin, Kajin,
Dehli, and the trilie has thus been much weakened.
The tribe consists chiefly of the descendants of Kajin, with a few of those
Ismail, and Warshpiln.
of Warshpiin.
Ismail was adopted by Savban, and his descendants still live with the Sarhani
Afghans. Tlie Taji'n branch is chieily represented by the clans l")hanne and Tatte. said to be
descended from slaves of Tajin. A small Saiyad clan called Koti is affiliated to the Bitanni. Till
some 50 years ago they lived wholly beyond our border; but of late they have spread into the Tank
some 550
pi -.ins where they now form a large proportion of the Pathau population, occupying
square miles, chiefly south of the Takwara. They also hold some Imd in the Bannu district at
the mouth of the passes which lead up into their hills. They are a rude people just emerging
from barbarism, hut keen-witted. They are of medium weight, v.-iry, and active, and inveterate
thieves and abettors of thieves and they have been called the jackals of the Waziri.
They have
no coaimon Chief. The proverbial wit of the countryside thus expresses their stupidity and
" The drum was
thrif llessness.
heating in the plains and the Bitanni were dancing on the hills ;"
and " A hundred Bitanni eat a hundred sheep."
;

;

—

The Daulat Khel.- The coming of this tribe to the district has been described in section 399.
Their principal clan was the Katti Khel ; and under their Chief Katal Khan the Daulat Khel
ruled Tank and were numerous and powerful about the middle of the 18th century.
They
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But since that
accompanied the Durrani into Hindustan, and bronght back much wealth
time the Bitanni and other tribes hare encroached, and they are now small and feeble. The
of
the
is
a
Katti
the
Khel.
of
district,
Tank,
principal jagirdar
Xawab

The Tator have been mentioned in section 399. They were very roughly treated by Ndilir
Shah, and the Danlat Khel completed their ruin. They are now almost extinct. Their two clans,
the Bara Khel and Dari Khei, hold a small area on the Tank and Kulachi frontier.
402.

Pawindah, Bord3r, and other tribes.— The

to merit detailed description are

—

tribes not possessing sufficient

importance

The Zarkaili, a small colony of Shekhs who settled some 503 years ago in a corner between
the Gandapuranl ilian Khel c>antry, under the fojt of the Snlemaus.
The BalUCh, a small tribe of uncertain origin affiliated to the Lodi tribes.' They seem to have
in with the earliest PatUau invaders.
Tliey hold the cjuntry round Paniala, at the foot of
the Salt-range where it leaves the Indus t J turn northwards, and are the dominant race in the
north of the els-Indus portion of the dis trict.

come

The Khasor, wiih the Nur Khel and Mali! Khel, form a small tribe which claims kinship with
the Lodi, who repudi.ite the claim.
Tliey hoM the Khasor range, or the ridge, of the lower Saltrange wbicli runs down the right bank of the Indus.

The Ghorezai, a petty clan of the Tabarak Kaka, and the Miani, an insignificant p/xwindah
clan of the Shirani tribe, liold lands in the Gomal valley, the fonner lying south and the latter
noith of the Luni river. They gi-aze their flocks daring summer on the western slopes of the
A ijortion of the Jliani are independent pawindahs, but closely allied to those of our
Suli-mans.
plains.

The Kundi are a small pawindnh clan who claim descent from the ancestor of the Xiazi;
settled in Tank with the Daulat Khel Lohani, and originally held the tract along the Sulioli
But within the last 50 years Marwat immigrants have
stream in the North-east corner of Tank.
encroached largely on their eastern lands. They are a lawless set and great robbers, and the
"
A dead Kundi is better than a live one. "proverb runs
They

—

—

The Pawindah

These tribes, which have been described generally in section 398>
Tribes.
although not holding lauds in the district, are of considerable administrative interest, as enormous
numbers of them spend the cold weather iu the pastures on either side of the Indus. The principal
tribes are noticed

below

:

—

The Nasar claim descent from Hotak, a grandson of Ghilzai ; but the Hotak say that they are
a BUcch clan, and merely dependent on tliem.s They speak Pashto, but differ from the Ghilzai
in physique.

summer
herds,

They are the

least

settled

of

all

the

patoindahs, and winter

in the

Derajat and

having no home of their own. Their chief wealth is in flocks and
as carriers rather than as traders.
They are a rough sturdy lot, but fairly well

in the Ghilzai country,

and they act

behaved.

The Kharoti say they are an offshoot of Tokhi, mother of Hotak mentioned above. But the
Tokhi say they arc descended from a foundling whom the tribe adopted. Tliey hold the country
about the sources of the Gomal river in Warghiin south by east of Ghazni, and they winter in the
Tank tahsfl. They are a poor tribe, and many of them work as labourers or carriers. Dr. Bellew
identifies them with the Ai-achoti of Alexander's historians, and points out that they still live in the
ancient Arachosia.
He considers them and the Ka-ar to be of different origin from the mass of the
Ghilzai.

2021

The Suleman Khel are the most numeroos, powerful, and warlike of all the Ghilzai
and hold a large tract stretching nearly the whole length of the Ghilzai country.
Those who trade with India come chiefly from the hiUs cast of Ghazni and winter in the
northern trans-Indus tract. They bring but little merchandize with them, but go downcountry in great numbers, where they act 8; brokers or dallals between the merchants
and other pawindahs. They are fine strong men and fairly well behaved, though not bearing

trihes,

the best of characters.

The Mian Khels have

already

sections are still closely connected,

been described in section 401.

and in fact

The Dutanni inhabit the Warrak
Gomal. They are a small, but well-to-do

to

some

The trading and landowning

ext.-nt indistinguishable.

valley and the country bet iveen the Waziri
tribe, and trade with Bukliara.

hills

and

The Khetrau, perhaps of
It is not perhaps impossible that these may be of Biloch origin.
of Derah Ismail returned
origin, have become the nucleus of a Biloch tribe ; wliile 351 men
themselves in this Census aa caste Biloch, tribe Andar, which latter is one of the Pawindah tribes
of Pathans.
'

Pathan

2
Macgregor says they are quiet and inoffensive.
3 One
story makes them the descendants of a gang of blacksmiths who in the 14th centupy
accompanied the Mi'au Khel on one of their return journeys to Khorasan and settled there.
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the most proniinpat of nil the Ghilzai triljcs till the Hotak gave rulers
about 1700 A.D. They hoUl the \-alley of the Taruak and the north valley of tl.c
Argdmlab, with Kelat-i-Ghilzai a; their principal centre.
The Andar occupy nearly the whole of the extensive district of Sh.algar south of GUaziii.
With thcui are associated the lliisa Khel Kakar, ivho arc descended ir.>m an Andar woman,
and live south and west oi Shalgar. '

The Tokhi wero

to Kandiihar

The Tarakki

winter about Kandahar.

—

They

are largely nouiad.

The Border tribes. The most impirtant tribes on the Derah I-sniiiil border are. beginning from
the south, the Qasrani Biloch and the Usbtaraiii, already described in sections ti83 and 401,
The \Vazi'ri will bo described when I coire to the
the Shirani, and the Mahsiid Waziri.
border tribes of Banuu (section 401").
The Shirani have already een mentioned and their origin described in fcction 400. They
occupy the country round the Takht-i-Suleinan, bouude<l to the north by the Zarkanni stream
and to the south by the U^htarani border, their principal haljitat being the low valleys to
the east of the Takht. They are divided into the Shirani proper who hold the greater part
of t)ie tract, the Babar of our plains described in section 401, and the small tribes of HaripAl
and Jahvani lying to the south of the Shirani proper. They are of melium height, wiry, and
Their dress consists of a couple of coartC
active, and wild and manly in their appearance.
blankets, and their i rincipal occupation is agriculture.
1

—

Bannu. On the soutliern bonier of the
with Derah Ismail, we find the Jlarwat and the
Niazi, the northernmost of the Indian descendants of Baitan, while further
north lie the Waziri and Banniiclii of the great Karlanri seition of Pathans.
The migration of the Niazi from Tank across the Salt-ran _;(>, and how tlie
Marwat followed them and drove them across the Kurram, have already
been described in section 399. Their ancestor Niazai had three sons, Bahai,
Jamal, and Kliiiku. The descendants of the first are no longer distinguish403.

Bannu

The Pathan

tribes of

district, marcliing-

able ; while the Isa Khel among the Jamal, and the Mushani and Sarhang
clans among the Khakn, have overshadowed the other clans and given
their names to the most important existing divisions of the tribe.
The
Isa Khel settled in the south and the Mushani in the north of the country
between the Kohat Salt-range and the Indus, while the Sarhang crossed
the river,- and after a struggle lasting nearly a century and a half with their

quondam

allies

the Gakkhars,
Shah in 1 748,
in Miiinwali.

the Gakkhars and their Jat and Awiin subjects, finally drove
whose stronghold on the Indus was destroyed by Ahmad
eastwards across the Salt-range, and established themselves

Towards the close of the 13th century^ the ]\Iangal, a tribe of the
Kodai Karlilnri, and the Ilanni, an affiliated tribe of Saiyad origin, left
their Karlanri home in Birmil, crossed the Sulemans into the Bannu disAbout
trict, and settled in the valleys of the Kun-am and Gambila rivers.
a century later the Bannuehi, the descendants of Shitak, a Kakai Karlanri
by his wife Mussammilt Bannu, who with their Daur kinsmen then held
the hills lying east of the Kho.st range in the angle between the Kohat
and Bannu districts, with their head-quarters at Shawal, were driven fi'om
their homes by the Waziri, and, sweeping down the Kurram valley, drove
the Blangal and Hanni back again into the mountains of Kohat and Kurram
where they still dwell, and occupied the country between the Kurram and
Tochi rivers which thev now hold in the north-western corner of the district.
'
The figures for Biloch include 351 Andar in this district, who returned tliemselves as
Biloch Andar.
- The Kalid-iAfghdni says that they held Lakkl and were dri\ en out across the i-iver by
the Khatak.
This seems improbable.
3 The
Knlid-i-AJghdni ti.xes this date at the middle of the 12th century, and that of the
Bannuehi invasion at about 1,300 A.D,
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same time tlie Daur, a tribe of e\'il repute in eveiy sense of the
occupied the banks of tlie Toehi beyond oiu- Ijordei-, which they
Some 400 years ago the Bangi Khel Khatak, whose history
still hold.
will be sketched in sections 406-7, oeci;pied the trans-Indiis portion of
the district above Kalabagh and the spur which the Salt-range throws
This they have since held without disturbance.
ovit at that point.
the

word,

When

Waziri
their
(see above), moving from
drove the Bannuchi out of the Shawal hills,
they occupied the country thus vacated, and for 350 years confined themBut during the latter half of last
selves to the hills beyond our border.
century they began to encroach upon the plain country of the Marwat on
the right bank of the Tochi, and of the Bannuchi on the left bank of the
Kurram. At first their visits were confined to the cold season ; but early
in the present century, in the period of anarchy which accompanied the
establishment of the Sikh rule in Bannu, they finally made good their
footing in the lands which they had thus acquired and still hold.
ancestral

Khel

Darvesh

the

homes

in

Birmil,

The latest comers are the Bitanni (see section 401), who have within
the last 60 years occupied a small tract on the north-eastern border of the
Thus Pathans hold all trans-Indus
Marwat at' the foot of the hills.
Bannu, and as much of the eis-Indus portion of the district as lies north of a
line joining the junction of the Kurram and Indus with Sakesar, the peak at
which the Salt-range enters the district and turns northwards. The transIndus Pathans, with the partial exceiDtion of the Niazi, speak Pashto of the
soft and western dialect; the Niazi speak Hindko, especially east of the Indus.
404.

I

now

proceed to a detailed

beginning from the south

:

—

description

of the

different tribes,

The Marwat hold almost tbe whole of the Lakki tahsil, that is to say the south-eastern
half and the whole central portion of the country between the trans-Indus Salt-range and
Within the last fifty years they ha\-e begun to retrace their footsteps aud
the Wazfri hills.
liave passed southwards over the Salt-range into Derah
Ismail, where
they occupy small
tracts wrested from the Kundi in tbe northern corner of Tank and along the foot of the hills
and from tbe Bahich in tbe Paniala country. Their most important elans are the Miisa Kbel,
Acha Khel, Khuda Khel, Bahram. and Tapi. With them are associated a few of tlie Niazi
The Marwat are as fine and
of the tribe was expelled.
who remained behind when the main
body

They are a simple, manly, and
law-abiding a body of men as are to be "found on our border
slow-witted people, strongly attached to their homes, good cultivators, and of pleasing
has
been sketched in section 399.
Tl.eir history
appearance. Their women arc net secluded.
Their hereditary enemies the Khatak say of them
"Keep a Marwat to look after asses ;
:

" his stomach well

filled

and

his feet well

worn."

the central portion of the Bannu tahsil, between the Kurram and Tochi
Their history is narrated in section 403. They are at present perhaps more hybrid
than any other Pathan tribe. Tliev have attracted to themselves Saiyads and other doctors of
210]
Islam in great numbers, and have "not licsitated to intermarry with these, with the scattered
who remained with them as hamsdi/ah,
representatives of the former inhabitants of their tract
aud with the families of tbe various adventurers who have at different times settled amongst
"
them ; insomuch that Bannuchi in its broadest sense now means all Mahomedans, and by
" a
tract originally
streteh, even Hindus long domiciled within the limits of tbe irrigated
"
stUl preserve the memory of
occupied by the tribe." The descendants of Shitak, however,
They are of inferioi
their separate origin and distinguish tbemselves as Bannuchi proper.
and capital cultivators.
physique, envious, secretive, cow ardly, lying, great bigots, inoffensive,
""
The Baunuchis are bad specimens of Afghans ; can
Sir Herbert Edwardes says of tliem :
" worse be said of
of
Pathans
raukly luxuriant," their
any race ? They Lave all the vices
Who
" virtues stunted."
Their Isakhi clan, however, is famed for the beauty of its women.
" marries not an Isakhi
woman deserves an ass for a bride."

The Bannuchi bold

rivers.

The Niazi hold
aud tbe

hills

;

the southeru portion of Isa Khel and the country between Mianwali
words so much of tbe Bannu district as is contained between the Salttbe Indus, and tbe Kurram and a line drawn from its mouth due east across
all

iu other

range on either

side

G
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Their history and distribution have been related in sections 399 and 403.
They
are indifBerent enltivators, and still retain much of the Pathan pride of race.
The cis-Indus
branch is the more orderly and skilful in agriculture. The Isa Khcl is the predominant and
most warlike section but they all make good soldiers. A section of them is still independent
and engaged in pawindah trafiSc, spending the summer about Kandahar and wintering in
Derail Ismail.
They are strict Sunnis. They seem to be a quarrelsome people, for the proverb
the Indus.

;

—

The Xiazi like rows."
Minor tribes are the Mughal Khel clan of Tusufzai who conquered a small tract round
some seven centuries ago, and still sliow their origin in speech and physiognomy.
The Khatak will be described when I discus-; the Koliat tribes.

says

'

flhoriwfil

—

405.
The Waziri. The whole of the Bannu portion beyond our border is occupied by
the Darvesh Khel Waziri, while south of them, along the Derail Ismail border, behind the
Bitanni country, and as far south as the Gomal pass, lie the Malisiid ilau of the same tribe.
The V\'aziri are descended from Sulemilu, son of Kakai, and are one of the Karlanri tribes. >
The original seat of the tribe was in the Birmil hills, west of the Kliost range which separates
them from their kinsmen the Banmichi descendants of Shitak. Suleman had two sons, Lalai
and Khizrai. Lalai had to fly by reason of a blood feud, and settled in Xingrahar on the
northern slopes of the western Safed Koh, where his descendants the Lalai Waziri are still
From llab-^ud are descended
settled.
Khiziai had three sous, Musa, Mah^iid, and Uurbuz.
the Mahsiid Waziri, divided into the Alizai and Rahlolzai
while from 'Mu-a Darrcsh are
under
the title of Darvesh Khel
descended the Utmanzai and Ahmadzai clans, usually joined
Waziri.
to
move
eastwards.
About the close of the 14th century the Waziri began
They first crossed
the Khost range and drove the Bannuchi out of Shawal, and occupied the hills of the Bannn
and Kohat border north of the Toehi. Then, crossing that river, they drove the Urmar
Afghans, descendants of Unnar, son of Sharkiibiin and near kinsmen of the Abdali,- out of
the hills south of the Tochi on the lower Bannu and Tank borders to take refuge in the Loghar
valley near Kabul, and dislodging the Bitanni from Kaniguram, drove them back beyond
Garangi to the low hills on our immediate frontier. They thus obtained po-session of all that
confused system of mountains which, starting from the Gomal pass which marks the northern
extremity of the Sulemans proper, runs northwards along our border to Thai and tlie Knrram
Their two main sections are the
river, where it joins the lower ranges of the Safed Koh.
^Mabsud and Darvesh Khel, the former holding the hills to the south, and the latter those to the
north of the Tochi river and the Khasor pass ; while of the Darvesh Khel counti-y, the Ahmadzai
occupy the southern and the Utmanzai the northern parts. The Hasan Khel, an impoiiant
Utmanzai sept, hold the extreme north -western portion of the tract. The two great sections
are practically independent tribes, owning no common head, and with liut little common feeling.
They still nominally hold the Birmil country, though the Suleman Khel and Kharoti Ghilzai
winter there with' their flocks, and during their stay the Waziri are confined to then- walled
villages.
They were till lately wholly nomad and pastoral but they have of late years encroached
upon the plain country of tlie Marwat, Bannuchi, and Khatak, and now hold cultivated lands
;

;

in

Bannu and Kohat.
The Gurbuz, an unimportant

tribe, accompanied the Waziri in their movements, and once
occupied the hills between their Mahsiid and Darvesh Khel brethren, where, as abeady narrated,
they disputed the possession of the Ghabbar peak with the Bitanni. They have now returned
to their original seat west of the Khost range, and north of the Daur who hold the trans-border
banks of the Tochi river.
The Waziri are one of the most powerful and most troublesome tribes on our border, the
Mahsiid being pre-eminent for tiu-bulence and lawlessness.
They are exceedingly democratic
and have no recognised headmen, which increases the difficulty of dealing with them. They
are taU, active, muscular, and courageous, and their customs differ in several respects from those
of the Pathans in
They are still in a state of semi-barbarism. They are well described
general.
in the
The large number of Waziris sho\vn
Baij/df-i- Afghani (-pagei 227 ffoi the translation).
in the Bannu district is
the night of the weekly
partly due to the Census having been held on
of
the purely Waziri border villages
fair.
But Mr. Thorburn estimates the Waziri population
alone at 13,523, and there are always many members of the tribe scattered about the district
'
On the
in search of work or of opportunities for theft,' especially during the sjiring mouths.
Bannu border distress o^^^ng to failure of rain had probably made the number of such persons

unusually high at the time of the census.
1
Dr. Bellew makes them the Wairsi sept of the Lodha tribe of Pramara Eajpiits ; and says
that they crossed from the Indus riverain across the Sham plain into the Birmil hills, then held
the
Khatak whom they drove northwards, taking the whole of their country from the Sham
by
He gives no authority for these statements.
plain to the Kohat valley.

This is according to the genealogies. But the Unnar are probably of Hindki origin, and
speak a Panjabi dialect known as Urmari, of which a grammar has just been submitted to

Government

for approval.
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406. The Pathan tribes of Kohat.i— The
Pathans of Kohat belong
almost entirely to two great tribes, the Khatak of the the Kakai section of
the Karlanri, and the Bangash, a Qnreshi tribe of Arab descent.
The
original home of the Khatak, in common with the other sections of the
Karlanri, was the west face of the noi-thern Sulemans, where they held the
Towards the close of the
valley of Shawal now occupied by the Waziri.13th century"' they, with the Mangal and Hanni, two tribes of the Kodai
section of the Karlanri, moved eastwards, the two last descending into the
Bannu district and settling along the Kurram and Gambila, while the Khatak
A century later the Bannuchi drove,
held the hills to the west of oui- border.
as already related in section 403, the Mangal and Hanni out of Bannu ; and
not long after this the Khatak, quan-elling with the Bannuehi, moved to the
noxih and east and occupied the hilly country, then uninhabited, which
across the centre of the Kohat district to the Indus, leaving
behind them the Chamkanni, a tribe (perhaps of Persian origin) who had
taken refuge with them, and the Imlk of whom now occupy the north-east
corner of the Kurram Valley, while another section still lives in a state of
barbarism about Kaniguram as the subjects of the Waziri. At this time
the Orakzai, another tribe of the Kodai Karlanri, held all the valley of
Kohat in the north and north-east of the district from Resi on the Indus
to Kohat ; while the Bangash, already alluded to, lived in the country about
Gardez in Zurmat. But in tbe latter part of the 14th century the Bangash,
stretches

increasing in number and Ijeing pressed upon by the Ghilzai, emigi'ated eastwards en masse and settled in KuiTam.
Being presently driven out by the
Tui-i*
and Jaji, tribes of doubtfid origin who claim descent from Khugiani,
are perhaps of Awan stock^ though now Pathans for all
stiU occupy the valley, they joined with the
had quan-elled with the Orakzai, and drove the latter out of
struggle was prolonged for nearly a century ; but by the close

son of Kakai, but
practical

Khatak who
Kohat.

who

purposes,

The

and who

had been driven into the lower of the ranges
which form the eastern extremity of the Safed Koh and lie along the northwestern border of the Kohat District. The Khatak and Bangash then possessed
themselves of all the northern and central portions of Kohat and divided the
country between them, the former taking all the southern and central portions,
while the latter took the northern and north-western tract consisting of the
Kohat and Miranzai valleys up to the base of the Orakzai or Samana range
and the hills between Gada Khel and Lachi were then fixed and still remain as
the boundai-y between the two tribes.
In the time of Akbar, Malik Akor was
the leader of the Khatak, and he was granted an extensive tract of land south
of the Kabul river between Khaii'abad and Naushahra on condition of his
of the 15th century the Orakzai

;

'
Unfortunately the Settlement Officer of Kohat went on furlough without reporting his
settlement.
Consequently I have far less full information regarding this than regarding any other
frontier district.
I have, however, done my hest to supply the defect from other sources.
Dr. BeUew says that the Khatak held all the plain country of the Indus as far south as

Derah Ismail Khan till driven out by the Waziri, who heing in their turn driven northwards
by the pressure of Biloch tribes moving up the Indus valley, passed onwards into the hills then
held by the Bannuchi.
He gives no authority for this account, which does not agree with the
traditions of the Khatak themselves as related in the Kalid-i- Afghani.
3 The Kalid-iAfghani places the migration in the middle of the 12th century, and the
Bannuchi migration at about 1300 A.D.
* The Tiiri were
originally hamsdi/ahi of the Bangash, but rose in rebellion against their
masters.
*
Mr. Merk, however, tells me that the Khugiani claim Durrani origin; and that the claim
admitted by the Durrani, and supported by their genealogies.
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guarding the high road between Attak and Pcslitiwar. This? Lronglit him into
contact with the Mandanr of Yusufzai who held the country opposite on the
and at length in
Tlieir quarrels were continual
left l)ank of the Kiiliul river.
the time of Sluih Jahan the Khatak crossed the river, possessed tliemselves of
the strip of land along its north bank from the junction of tlie Swat river
to the Indus and for a short distance along the right bank of the Indus, and
also pushed across the plain and acquired a position about Januilgarhi to the
north of Mardan, in the very heart of the Mandanr country, which comma ids
the approaches to Swat on the one hand and Bancr on the other.
They have
also encroached on the Mohmand and Khalil who lie to the west of their
Peshawar ten-it ory. Meanwhile they had gradually spread southwards to the
trans-Indus Salt-range and the Bannu border, and across the Salt-range to the
Indus at Kaliibiigh and they now hold a broad strip running along its rii',ht
bank from a little above the junction of the Kalnil river to Kaliibagh, all
Kohiit save the portion occupied by the Bangash in the north and north-west
;

i

;

and the western half of the Lundkhwar valley in the north of
Yusufzai.
They crossed the Indus and are said to have at one time conquered
But about the middle of the
the AwJin country as far east as the Jahlam.
and now only
1 7th century they relincpiished the gi-eater part of this tract
hold Makhad in the Kawalpindi district, and the left liank of the river as
There are other Khatak holdings scattered
far south as Mari in Bannu.
about the cis-Indus plains ; liut their owners have uo connection with the
of the district,

j

tribe.

About the middle of the 18th century two parties grew up in the tribe.
.They temporarily combined to accompany and assist Ahmad Shah Durrani
in his invasion of Hindustan; but after his departure the division became
permanent, the eastern or Akora faction holding the north-eastern pprtion of
Kohat and all the Khatak country of Peshawar, with their capital at Akora
on the Kabul river, while the western or Teri division hold all the remainder
of K<:hat, including the south-eastern corner occupied by the Saghri clan, and
The western
the adjoining teiTitory of the Bangi Khel Khatak of Bannxi.
section have their capital at Teri, south-west of Kohat, and in the centre of the
hills

they

first

occupied.

Thus with the exception of a few Awan villages in the Bangash country,
and a Saivad village here and there, the whole of Kohat is held by Pathans,
and with the exception of a naiTOW strip of laud stretching along the northern
border of the Teri Khatak from Togh to Dhoda which is held by the Niiizi
The
(see section 400), the whole is in the hands of the Bangash and Khatak.
Nawab of Khatak holds the Teri tract in jagir, possessing exclusive revenue
jurisdiction, and large criminal and police power?.
407. The Khatak.— The history of the Khatak tribe hai been sketched above. They
are descended from Luqman surnamed Khatak, son oi Burhau, son of Kakai.'
Luqnian had two
sons Turmau and Euhiq. The descendants of the latter are still known as the Bulaqi section ;
while Tarai. son of Turman, rose to snch distinction that the whole section, including two main
clans, the Tari projjer and the Tarkai, is called by his name.
They have absorbed several small
tribes of doubtful origin, the Mugiaki and Samini - belonging to the Bnlaq. while the Jalozai,
Tari
and
Uria
Khel
to
the
The
most
section.
belong
important clans of the Tari
Dangarzai,
section are the Anokhel to which, the chief's family belongs, aud which includes the sejits of the
lower
who
hold
the
bank
cf
below Attak, and the Mi'r
and
Mohmandi^
the
Indus
right
upper
'

Kakal was son of Kar^fin, founder of the Karlanri division of the Afghans.
Dr. Bellew interprets those names as meaning respectively Mongol and Chinese.
of the K.hwarra valley of the Koh.at District are quite distinct from the
Mohmand of Peshawar.
2
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Khel who bold the Chanutra valley in the centre of the Tcri tract. Arnoug the Bulaqi the
most important clan is the S([ghri, with its practically independent Bangi Khel sept. These
hold the right bank of the Indus above Kalabagh, while the Saghri, with the Babar family of the
the cis-Indus possessions of the tribe.
Most of the Khatak in Yusufzai
Bangi Khel, also occupy
The Kaka Khel section of the Khatak are descended from the famjns saint
are aUo BuUq.
Shekh Rahiui Kar, and are consequently venerated by all northern Puthans. The Khatak area
fine manly race, and differ from all other Pathaiu in features, general appaai'ance, and many of
They are the northernmost of all the Pathans settledoa our frontier who speak
their customs.
the soft or western dialect of of Pashto. They are of a warlike nature and have been for centuries
one another. They are active, industriou?, and " a
at feud with all their neighbours and with
most favourable specimen of Patli4n," and are good cultivators, though their country is stony
and unfertile. They arc also great carriers and traders, and especially holi all the salt trade wi th
Swat and Buner iu their hands. They are all Sunnis. The Marwat, the hereditary enemy of the
"
"
Friendship is good with any one but a Khatak may the devil take a Khatak
Khatak, says :
and if suddenly he clucks."
and " A Khatak is a hen. If' you seize hira slowly he sits domi
Though the Khatak is a good horseman, yet he is a man of but
Another proverb rmis thus
"
one charge.
The Bangash. —The early history of the Bangash has been narrated above. Since tUay
no event of importance has marked their history.
settled down in their KnliAt possessions
They
and himself
claim descent from KhalM-ibn-Walid, Mahomet's apostle to the Afghans of Ghor,'
" as
regards character, cusof the original stock from which they sprang ; but they arc Pathans
toms crimes, and vices." Their ancestor had two sons GAr and Samil, who, on account of the
These
bitter enmity that existed between them, were nicknamed Bunkasli or root destroyers.
sons have given their names to the two great political factions into which not only the Bangash
themselves', but their Afri'di, Oiak/.ai, Khatak, Tiiri, Zaimusht, and other neighbours of the
tlie division has of late lost most of its
importance.^ The
[P. 212] Karl^nvi branch are divideil, though
Garl are divided inVo Mfranzai and liaizai clans. The Baizai hold the valley of Kohat proper
the iluanzai lie to the w?st of them in tlie valley to which they have given their name; while
the SamiUai occupy the northern portion of Kohat and hold Shalozan at the foot of the Orakzai
arc independent, or live in Paiwar and Kurram under the protection of the Tiiri.
bills, where they
The Bangash N'awibs of Furrukhabfid belong to this tribe.
Border Tribes. The tribes on the Kohat border, beginning from the south, are the Darvesh
Khel Wazi'ri, the Zaimusht, the Orakzai, and the Afn'di. The Wazfri have already been decribed
The Zaimusht are a tribe of Spin Tarin Afghins who inhabit the hills between
in sect ion 405.
They belong to the
the Kurram and the Orkzai boiikr un the north-west frontier of Kohat,
With them arc
The
faction.
early history of the Orakzai has been given in section 4C6.
Samil
assjciated the Alikhel, llishti, the Sliekhan, and some of the Malla Khel, all of whom are now
:

;

:

-.

—

The
classed as Orakzai of the Hamsayah clan, though, as the name implies, distinct by descent.
Orakzai hold the lower south-eastern spurs of th^ Sated Koh and the greater part of Tirah. Tiiey
and
the
of
live
Allezai,
Massczai,
Daultzai,
Ismailzai,
into
clans,
divided
La=hkarzai,
are
great
which the Daulatzai and Ma=sozai are the most numerous. The Muhammad Khel is the largest
alone of the Orakzai, belongs to the Shi'ah sect.
sept of the Daulatzai, and,
turbulent.
They are divided between the Sami'l and
but

They are a

fine

manly

Gar factions. There
exceedingly
The present
are a considtrable number of Orakzai tenants scattered about the Kohat District.
The Afruli will be described among the border tribes of
rulers of Bhopal belong to this tribe.
tribe

Peshawar.

408. The Pathan tribes of Peshawar.— The Pathans of Peshawar belong,
with the exception of the Khatak described above, almost wholly to the
of Sarban ; and among iheni to the line of
Afghans proper, descendants
Karshabun or the representatives of the ancient Gandhari, as distinguished
from the true Afghans of Jewish origin who trace their descent from
Sharkhabuu. I have already told, in section 395, how dui-ing the oth or 6th
to Kandhar, and there were joined and
oentnry a Gandhari colony emigrated
1
Dr. Bellew thinks that tbcy and the Urkzai are perhaps both of Scytnian origin, and
whom he includes all the Karlauri, or, as he calls
belonged to the group of Turk tribes, among
iu the 10th and Taimur in the 16th
them, Ti.rklanri, who came iu with the invasion of Sabnktagiu
century of our era.
=
denote
names
that
these
of
Dr. Bellew is
respectively the Magian and Buddhist
opinion
The present division ot the tribes is given as follows by Major James:
religions of their ancestors.
the
half
the
Mohmand, and the Malikdi'u Khel, Sepab, KaBr,
6'o'miJ. -Halt tne Orakzai,
Bangash,
Zakha Khel, Aka Khel, and Adam Khel clans of Afridi. Oar. Half the Orakza', half the
and
the
Kiiki
Khel
and
CJambar Khel clans of Afri'di. The feud between
Bangash, the Khalil,
the two tactions is still very strong and bitter, and is supplemented by the sec'arisn animosity
between Sbiah and Sanni.

—
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converted by the Afg'hau stock of Ghor wlio blemled with them iuLo a single
Their original emigration was duo to tlie pressure of Jat and Scythic
nation.
tribes who crossed the Hindu Kusli and descended into the valley of the Kalml
river.
Among those tribes wa.? probably the Dilazak,' wlio are now
classed as one of the Kodai Karlaurij and who were converted by Mahiniid
Ghaznavi in the opening of the 11th century. They extended their
sway over the Rawalpindi and Peshawar districts and the valley of the
Kabul as far west as Jalalabad, driving many of the original Hindkl or
Gandhdri inhabitants into the valleys of Swat and Buner which lie in the
hills to the north, and ravaging and laying waste the fertile plain country.
Amalgamating with the remaining Hindkis tliey lost the purity of their
faith; and were described as infidels by the Afghans who subsequently drove

them out.
The Kandhar colony of Gandharl was divided into two principal
sections, the Khakhai and Ghoria Khel, besides whom it included the descendI give below the principal tribes which trace
ants of Zamand and K^nsi.
their descent froai Kharshabun for convenience of reference
:

r

fMandsur
Vusufzai

hills

"

Gugiani

j^

...

Plains Mob- f
inand.
(.

G

li

r

i

—

plaiu

nortli of the

Ruiier, Piinjkora and
north of the Yisuizai plain.

Swiit,

;

proper.
(

PeshawM

Kabul

Yiisafz*!, the Chamlah
"^alley ou the Peabawar border, and part of
iu
the Haripur tract
tb
Hazara.

Hold

Yiietif z«i

L.

t^Tarklanri

Kami

the

river, c»lleij Briiish

\

L

\
,,
I

Khakbai

...

Hob
Hold

Dir:

tbt

Hold Doaba ; the plains in the »ugle between
the Kabnl and Swat rivers
Hold Bajaur tract west of Swat.
Hold plain* of Peshiwar on right bank of Bars
river.

Bar
Mob- ( Hold niouulains north of Kabul river and west
of the Swal-Kabul Doib.
mand.
i
Hold Peshawar plain on right bank cf Kabul

s

Khel.

f

river

...3

Kara

C
Khab'l

...

( Mubammadzai

Zamaud

a little below

the junction of the

river in Peshawar.
Scattered.
Hold part of Khaibar inounta'ns on the northern slopes of the Safed Kob,

(.Olbcrs

rShinwari
Kansi
.

to

river.

Hold the Peshawar plains between tlie DAiidzai
and the Khaibar.
Hold Hashtnaghar, tlie plains east of Swat

Scattered.

Others

the headwhile the Tarin Afghans held, as
As they increased in
they still hold, the lower valleys of those streams.
numbers the weaker yielded to pressure, and the Khakhai Khel, accompanied
by their first cousins the Muhammadzai descendants of Zamand, and by their
Karlanri neighbours the Utman Khel of the Gomal valley,* left their homes
and migrated to Kabul. Thence they were expelled during the latter half of
the 15th century by Uiugh Beg, a limal descendant of Taimur and Babar's
uncle, and passed eastwards into Ningrahar on the uorihern slopes of the
Here the Gugiani settled in
Safed Koh, and into the Jalalabad valley.
eastern and the Muhammadzai in western Ningrahar, the Tarklanri occupied

About the middle

-waters of the

of the 13th century they were settled aljout

Tarnak and Arghasau

rivers,

'Dr. Bellew seems doubtful whether the
says the name is of Buddhist origin.

Dilazak

were of Jat or of Rajput extiaction.

He

'Another story makes the Utman Khel desceuJauta of one Ut»ian, a follower of Mabuiiid
Ghaznavi, who settled circa 1,000 A. D. in the country which they now hold
.
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Lughraan, while the Yusufzai (I use the word throughout in its widest sense
to include both the Maudaur and the Yusufzai proper) and ITtman Khel
moved still further east through the Khaibar pass to Peshawar. Here they
settled peacefully for a while; biit presently quarrelled with the Dilazak and
expelled them from the Doiiba or plain country in the angle between the Swat
and Kabul rivers, into which they moved. They then crossed the Swat river
iuto Hashtnaghar and attacked the Eastern Shilmani, a trilic probablv of
Indian origin, who had only lately left their houies in Shilman on the KuiTam
river for the Khailjar mountains and Hashtnaghar.
These they dispossessed
of Hashtnaghar and drove them northwards across the mountains into Swat,
thus acquiring all the plain country north of the Kabul river and west of
Hoti Mar.lan.

Meanwhile the Ghoria Khel whom they had left behind in the
409.
Kandahar country had been following in their track and early in the 16th
Ilere they seem
century they reached the western mouth of the Khaibar pass.
to have divided, a part of the Mohniaml now known as the Bar Mohmand
crossing the Kabul river at Dakka, while the remainder went on through the
pass to the plain of Peshawar lately vacated by the Yusufzai, where they
defeated the Dilazak in a battle close to Peshawar, drove them across the
Kabul river into what are now called the Yusufzai plains, and occupied all the
This they still
flat country south of the Kabul river and west of Jalozai.
hold, the Diiudz li holding the right bank of the Kabul river, and the Khalil
the left bank of the Bara riv(;r and the border strip between the two streams
;

facing the Khaibar pass, while the Mohmand took the country south of the
Bara and along the right bank of the Kiibul as far as Naushahra, though they
Meanwhile the
have since lost the south-eastern portion of it to the Khatak.
Bar Mohmand made themselves masters of the hill country lying north of the
Kabul river as far uj^ as Lalpura and west of the Doaba, and possessed themselves of their ancestral capital Gandhiira, driving out into Kafiristan the inhabitants, who were probably their ancient kinsmen, the descendants of such
Gandhari as had not accompanied them when, two centuries earlier, they had
migrated to Kandahar. They then crossed the Kabul river, and possessed
themselves of the country Ijetween its right bank and the crest of the Afridi
hills to

the north of the Khaibar pass.

While these events were occurring, the Gugiani, Tarklanri,' and Muhammadzai, who had been left behind in Ningrahar, moved eastwards, whether
driven before them by the advancing Ghoria Khel, or called in as allies against
At any rate they joined their friends in Doaba and
the Dilazak by the Yusufzai.
Hashtnaghar, and attacking the Dilazak, drove them out of Yusufzai aiul across
the Indus.
They then divided their old and new possessions among the allies,
Gugiani receiving Doai>a, the Muhammadzai Hashtnaghar, while the
During
Yusufzai, Utman Khel, and Tarklanri took the great Yusufzai plain.
the next twenty years these three tribes made themselves masters of all the hill
Bar Mohmand border, from the
country along the Yusufzai, Hashtnaghar, and
Indus to the range separating the Kuuar and Bajaur valleys, the inhabitants
of which,
the ancient Gandhari who had abeady suffered at the hands of
the

again
the Bar Mohmand, they drove east and west across the Indus into Hazara and
This country also they divided, the
across the Kurram into Kafiristau.
Tarkliim-i taking Bajaur, and the Utman Khel the valley of the Swat river up
'

A

section of the

TarkUnri remained in Lughman, where they

still

dwell.
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to Ai'ang Barang and its junction wth the Panjkora, while the Yusixfzai held
all the hills to the east as far as the Indus and Ijordering upon their plain
Some time later the
country, including lower Swat, Buner, and Chamlah.
Khataii obtained from Akbar, as has already been related in section 406, a
Thus the
Peshawar district.
grant of the plains in the south-east of the
Khakhai and their allies held all the country north of the Kabul river from the
Indus to Kunar, including the hills north of the Peshawar border, but exthe Bar ]\Iohmand ;
cluding those lying west of Doalja which were occupied by
while all the plain country south of the Kabul was held, in the east by the
Khatak, and in the west by the Ghoria Khel. These last attempted to cross
the river into Yusufzai, but were signally defeated by the Yusufzai, and have
How the Khatak pushed across into the
never extended their dominions.
The Dilazak, thus expellYusufzai plain has already been told (section 406)
ed fi-om their territory, made incessant efforts to recover it ; until finally, as the
cause of tumult and disorder, they were deported en masse by the Emperor
.

Jahangir and scattered over the Indian peninsula. When the Yusufzai settled
in theii- possessions they divided the hill and plain country equally between
But feuds
their two great sections, the Mandanr and the Yusufzai proper.
sprang up amongst them which were fomented by the Mughal rulers ; and
early in the 17th century the Yusufzai expelled the Mandanr from SwAt and
Buuer, while the Mandanr in their tm-n expelled the Yusufzai from the greater
Thus the Yusufzai now hold Swat, Buner, and
part of the Yusufzai plain.
while the
the Lundkhwar and Ranizai valleys in the north-west of Yusufzai
Mandanr hold Chamlah and the remainder of the plain country.
;

Peshawar continued.— The plain IWohmand.— I now proceed to
Passing Iroin Koliat iuto Peshawar through the country of the
in section 407, and turning west, we first come to the
described
been
aU'eady
lower or Plain llohmand, who occupy the south-west corner of the district, south of the Bara
are
dirided
into
five
main
stream.
sections, the Mayarzai, JIusazai, Dawezai, Matanni and
They
a title
Sarganni. Their headmen, in common with those of all the Ghoria Khel, are called Arbiib,
conferred
the
and
Mughal Emperors.'
by
They are good and industrious cultimeaning master,
Their relation with the Bar ilohmand,
vatoi's, and peacefully disposed except on the Afridi border.
from whom they are now quite separate, differing from them in both manners and customs, is des-

The Pathan

410.

de-scribe the tribes in

tribes of

detail.

Khatak, who have

cribed in section 409.

the left bank of the Bara, and the country along the front of the
They have four main clans, Matiizai, Barozai, Ishaqzai, and Tilarzai, of which the
the most powerful. They are not good cultivators. There are some of the tribe still to

The Khalil occupy
Khaibar
Barozai

pass.
is

be found in Kandahar.
The Daudzai occupy the left bank of the Kabul river as far down as the junction of the Bara.
The Mohmand and Daudzai are descended from a common ancestor Daulatyar, son of Ghorai the
Daiid had three sons, Mandkai, Mamiir, and Yusuf, from whom
progenitor of the Ghoria Kliel.
Mandkai had three sons, Husen, Nekai, and Balo, of
are descended the main sections of the tribe.
whom only the first is represented in Peshawar. Nekai fled into Hindustan, while Bale's few
descendants live in parts of Tirah.
The Gugiani hold the Poaba or plain counti-y in the angle between the Kabul and Swat rivers.
They are descended from Mak, the son of Khakhai, by a hamsdt/ah shepherd who married Mak's
Tliey are divided into two great sections, Hotak and Zirak.
daughter Gugi, whence tlie name.
Macgrogor says that other Patlians do not recognise them as of pm'e Pathan blood.
The Muhamniadzai- htild Hashtnaghar, a strip of territory some 13 miles broad running down
the left bank of the Swat river from our border to Xaushahra. They are descended from Muhammad, one of the sons of Zamand ; and with them are settled a few descendants of his brothers, from
Their clans are Prang, Charsadda,
one of whom, Kheshgi, one of their priuicipal villages is named.
Kazar, Utmanzai, Tui-angzai, Umarzai, Sherpao, and Tangi witli its two septs Barazai and Nasratzai.
The Baizai. The Yiisufzai proper are divided into the Badi Khel ^now extinct), Isazai, Iliaszai,
The Akozai are fui'ther divided into thi-ee clans, the Rauizai ^ who hold the
Mah'zai, and Akozai.

—

Arbab is the plural of the Arabic Eab or Lord ; a term often applied to the Deity,
The tribe is often called Mohmaudzai or Mamanzai, and their ancestor, Mohmand or Maman.
The Haiy at -i- Afghani calls the Kanizai a sept of the Baizai. This seems improbable, as they
descend from cUfEerent wives of Ako.
1

-

'
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western portion of the hills between Yiisufzai and Swat, the Khwajazai who occupy the country
between the Swat and Panjkora rivers, and the Baizai. The last originally held the Lundkliwar valley
in the centre of the northernmost portion of tlie Peshawar district, and all the eastern liill country
between that and the Swat river. The hills they stiU hold ; but the Khatak have,' as ab'eadv recounted
214] in section 406, obtained all the western portion of the valley, while the Utman Khel Karlanri, whom the
Baizai called in as allies in a fend with their neighbours and kinsmen tiie Ranizai, have obtained
its north-east corner, and tlie Baizai now hold only a small tract to the south of these last.
They
are divided into si.x septs, Abba Khel, Aziz Khel, Babozai, Matorezai, lliisa Khel, and Zangi Khel.
The last lies south of the Ham range which divides Swat from Buner. Tlie other five originally held
the Baizai valley and the hills to the north ; but since the irruption of the Khatak and Utman Khel,
only the first three hold land in our territory.

The Mandanr hold
as follows

;

the remainder of the Peshawar district.

—

f Kamalzai

They
(

Utm^nzai

Mandanr

.

main clans

Misliranzai.

(

Kishranzai.
Daulatzai.

)^

Ismailzsi.

)

Usmanzai

Amazai

are divided into

r Alfzai.
Kanazai.
(. Akazai.

<

Saddozai.
1

fMauezai.
Malakzai.
Ako Khel.

I

I

Eazar

...•{

Khidrzai.

I

LMamiizai.
by origin a branch of the Utmanzai by a second wife of Utman, but they are
The Usmanzai occupy all the northern and western portions of
practically separated from them.
the Mandanr tract, the Kamalzai lying to the west immediately south of the Lundkhwar valley and
stretching as far down as the border of the Bulaq Khatak, while the Amazai lie to the east and
south-east of the same valley.
Of the septs, the Kishranzai, who hold Hoti and Mardan, and the
Daulatzai lie to the north, and the ilishranzai and tlie Ismiiflzai to the south of the respective tracts.
South of the Amazai and between them and the Khatak territory come the Bazar ; while the
Utmanzai and Saddozai hold the extreme east of the district on the right bank of the Indus, the
Saddozai lying to the west and the Utmanzai to the east. These latter also hold a small area in the
south of tlie independent Gadiin vaUey, and early in the 18th century were called across the Indus
by the Giijars of Hazara as allies against the Tari'n Afghans, and appropriated the Gandgarh tract
from Torbela to the southern border of Hazara. In this tract all three of their main septs are
represented, the Tarkheli section of the .\h'zai holding the southern half of the tract, and stretching
across the border into Attak.
The Khudu Khel, a Saddozai sept, occupy the valleys between
Chamlah and the Gadiin country. The valley of Chamlah on the Peshawar border and north of the
Gadiin country is occupied by a mixture of Mandanr clans, in which the Amazai, whose Ismailzai
The Mandanr, living almost wholly within
sept hold the Mahaban counti-y, largely preponderate.
cm- territory and long subject to the rulers of Peshawar, are perhaps more civilised and less impatient of control than any other Path^n tribe.
(_

Tlie Saddozai are

Peshawar border. The Afridi.— Dr. Bellew says that the
Aparyta of Herodotus, originally held the whole of the Safed
river, from the Indus to the headwaters of the
Scythic invasions of the 5th and succeeding
centm-ies, they liave been successively encroached upon by tribes of very diverse origin ; first by the
Orakzai and Bangash to tlie south, and later by the Wazi'ri and Tiiri to the south-west, the
Khatak to tlie east, and the Ghilzai, Kliugiani and Shinwari to the west. Tliey now hold only the
411.

Afridi,

The Pathan

whom

he

tribes

of the

identifies witli the

Koh system between the Kabul and tlie Kurram
Kurram and the Pewar ridge. But since the great

central fastnesses of the eastern extremity of the Safed Koh ; namely, tlie Kliaibar mountains, the
and
valley of the Bara and the range south of that valley which separates KohSt from Peshawar,
The
the nortliern parts of Ti'rali, which they recovered from tlie Orakzai in tlie time of Jahangir.
Pathan liistorians trace their descent from Bu'han, son of Kakai, grandson of Karlanri, by his son
Usman surnamed Afridi, and
that in the 7th century tlie Khaibar tract was held by Rajpiits of

say
the Bhatti tribe and Yadiibansi stock, subjects of the Raja of Lahore, who were con^^tantly_hal•assed
by the Afghans of Ghor and the Sulemans ; and tliat about the end of the century the Afridi, then
in alliance wltli the Gakkhars, obtained from tlie Lahore Government all the hill country west of the
Indus and soutli of tlie Kabul river on condition of guarding the frontier against invasion. The
Afridi are divided into five clans, of which the Ula Khel and in it the Zakha Khel sept is the
»

Some

Bauizai.

say that the Khatak, as well as the

Utman

Khel, were called in as

allies

agaitst tho
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Khel are uo longer to be found in Afghauistau and the Mi'ii Khel have been
largest, while the Mi'ta
Some of the principal divi ion^ are shown
amalgamated with the Mallkdiu and Aka Khel.
below
:

—

1.

MitaKhel.

2.

Miri Khel.

f Bassi Khel.
\ Madda Khel.
--j Sultan Khel.

„,,_.,,
AhaKUl
3.

.

Miro Khel.
r„.

,-,

,

[FuraKhel
•

Maimana Khel

...J.

jj,,.

4.

UlaKhel

,„,

.,

1

(Khaibai-j

Afridi).

^,^,„^,^^ ^^^^^

I

Kuki Khel.
^Kan,arKkel.

(

MalikdU Khel.
\Qamhar Khel.
(

^Sepah

izakhaKhel.
( Hasan Khel.

Adam Khel

5.

•••TGalli

(.Ashu Khel.

Kuki Khel, Malikdin Khel, Qanibar Khel, Kamar Khel, Zakha Khel, Aka Kliel, Sepah and Adam Khel, whose
names are printed in italics in the above table.
The Adam Khel, who include the Hasan Khel and jMwaki septs so well known on our border,
from Akor west of the Kohat pass to the Khafcik
occupy the range betn-eeu Kohat and Peshawar,
the soutliern border of the Peshawar and the
boundary. The Hasan Khel hold the land along
Next to them come the Aka Khel who hold the low
north-ea'stern border of the Kohat district.
the Bassi Khel sept lying nearest to British territory.
range of hills fr.mi Akor to the Bara river,
These two clans occupy the south-eastern corner of the Afridi c juntry, and lead a more settled life
than their kinsmen, being largely engaged in the carriage of wood and salt between Independent
Tlie other tribes are in some degree migratory, wintering in the lower
Territory and British India.
cool recesses of the upper mountains.
hills and valleys, while in the hot weather they retire to the
North of the Bara river is the Kajiiri plain,
But their general distribution is as follows :
which forms the winter quarters of the Malikdi'n Khel, Qambar Khel, Sepah, and Kamar
in the Bara
Khel. The Qambar Khel pass the summer in Tirah. The Sepah's summer ijuarters are
hot mouths in the spiu-s of the Safed Koh between Maidan
valley ; while the Kamar Khel spend the
and Ba'ra, and are better cultivators and graziers and less habitual robbers than their kinsmen. The
Zakha Khel are the most wild and lawless of the Afridi clans. Their upper settlements are in the
Maidan and Bara districts, and then' v\Tnter quarters lie in the Bazar valley north of Landi Kotal,
and in the Khaibar from Ali Masjid to Landi Kotal. Their children are christened by being passed
backwards and forwards through a hole made in a wall after the fashion of a burglar, while the parents
" an cthortatiou which
they comply with scrupulously when they arrive
repeat "Be a thief ; be a thief,
the lying and thieving
at years of discretion.
They are notorious as Uars and thieves, even among
The Kiiki Khel hold the eastern mouth of the Khaibar, and the pass itself as far as Ali
Afridi.
north of Maidan, in the Safed Koh. They
of
the
to
retire
In
summer
Kajgal,
glen
they
Masjid.
The
trade in firewood, and offend rather by h;u-bouring criminals than by overt acts of aggression.
All the
with the single
Afridi is the most barbarous of all the tribes of our border.
Karlanri,^
''
of
the
must
all
Afridi.
Ruthless
but
exception of the Khatak, are wild and uncontrollable ;
"
murder are to an Afridi the salt of life. Brought up
cowardly robbery and coldblooded treacherous
" from earliest childhood amid scenes of
appalling treachery and merciless revenge, nothing has yet
"
let he is reputed brave, and
cruel savage, so he dies,
shameless
a
hmi
as
he
Uves,
changed
" that
is on the whole the finest of the Fatlian races of
[P.
by men who have seen him fighting ; and he
" our border.
His physique is exceptionally fine, and he i, really braver, more open and more
" treacherous than other Pathans. This much is certain, that he has the power of prejudicing
"
into contact with him who do not at least begin
Englishmen in his favour ; and few are brought
" with enthusiastic admiration for his manliness."'
He is tall, spare, wiry, and athletic ; hardy
and active, but impatient of heat. His women are notoriously unchaste. His is only nominally
a Musalman, being wholly ignorant and intensely superstitious. The Zakha Khel removed the
odium under which thev suffered of possessing no shrine at which to worship, by inducing a
sainted man of the Kaka Khel to come and settle among them, and then murdering him in order
I'he Afridi are intensely demoto bury his corp-e and thus acquu-e a holy place of their own.
cratic, the nominal Chiefs having but little power.
The MuUagori. North of the Afridi come the Mullagori, a small and inoffensive tribe who
Pathan origin is doubtful.
They hold
are associated witli the hill ilohmand, but whose
the Tartarah country north of the Khaibar range. They are noted thieves, but confine themselves to petty offences.
But

for practical purposes they are divided at present into eight clans, viz.,

:

—

»

verb. Afridi.
Macgregor's Gazetteer of the North-Westertt Frontier,
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Karshabun/

who still retain a corporate existence as a tribe. They lie west of the Mullagori, hold the hills
to the north of the western end of the Khaibar pas?, and thence stretch along the northern slopes
of the Safed Koh up to the Khugiani territory.
They are divided into four great clans, Sangu
Khel, All Shcr Khel, Sepah, and JIandozai. The Khaibar Shinwari belong to the Ali Sher Khel,
and live in the Loargi valley at Landi Kotal. Their principal septs arc Pi'ro Khel, Mir Dad
Khel, Kliiiga Khel, Shekh JIal Khel, and Suleman Khel. They are largely engaged in the
carrying trade beween Peshawar and Kabul ; and are stalwart, hardworking and inoffensive, though
much addicted to petty thieving. They probably came up to this part of the country with the
Ghoria Khel (see section 409).

—

The history of the hill or Bar Mohmand has been related in section
Tliey Iiold the hills to the west of the Do:lba between the Kabul river and Bajaur and the
Utuian Khel country, the southern portion of Kunar, and some of the northern hills of the
Khaibar. They have also spread across oiu- border along the Kabul river, between the two branches
of which the Hali'mzai clan hold a small area lying between the Daiidzai and the Gugiani. Their

The Bar Mohmand.

409.

principal sections are Baizai, Khwaezai, I'awczai, Utmanzai, Kukozai, and Tarakzai, the last of
The Halinizai and
ia divided into Hali'mzai, Isa Khel, Burhan Khel, and Tarakzai proper.
Tarakzai proper hold land on our border, the others living further west. The Khan of
Lalpura, Chief of the Mohmand, who belongs to the Tarakzai clan, probably enjoys more real
The Mohmand
IKJwer than any other tribal Chief among the Pathans of our immediate border.
" Yon have
the Afridi, while his venality is even gi-eater.
is almost as
only
gi-eat a savage as
"
"
They forgot to put a rupee in your eye, and you may look at any Mohmand, man or woman.
merly gave much trouble o n our border.

which
the

—

The Utman Khel. The history of the Utman Khel has al.'cady been sketched in sections
They occupy both banks of the Swat river beyond our border as far up as Arang

408-9.

Barang, and have, as" stated in section 410, obtained a portion of the Baizai valley of Lundkhwar.
The two chief clans are Umar Khel and Asil Khel, the former of which hold the hills on the
"
Peshawar frontier, while the latter who live on the Swat river are the more powerful.
They
" are described as
tall, stout, and fair, often going naked to the
" wai<t. The women labour like the
and
men,
everything shows
" the absence of civilization.
They are a sober people, with
Bidi Khel
" none of the vices of the Ydsufzai. "They give us but little
.

trouble.

The Yusufzai proper.— The history of the Yiisufzai has
already been related in sections 408-9. Their main divisions
are shown in the margin. The holdings of the Akozai clans
have already been described in section 410. The Isazai hold the
north-east slopes of Mahaban, and the mountainous country on
both sides of the Indus in Hazara and the Gadiin valley. The
Malizai hold eastern and the Iliaszai western Buner. The Ranizai
and Baizai septs of the Akozai hold all the hills beyond the
northern border of iisufzai, the former to the west and the
latter to the cast.
Beyond them in Buner lie the Salarzai sept
of the Hiaszai, and again between them and the Chamlah valley
are the Niirazai of the Malizai clan, which includes the Abazai section. The Yusufzai are incredibly
But they are of a lively,
superstitious, proud, avaricious, turbulent, merciless, and revengeful.
merry, sociable disposition, fond of mnsic and poetry, and very jealous of the honour of their
women. Their tribal constitution is distinctly democratic.
The Jadun Country.— South of the Yiisufzai territory come Chamlah and the Khudu Khel
The southern parts of the country between Peshawar and Hazara
territory already noticed.
constitute the Jadiiu or Gadiin country.
The holdings of other tribes in this valley have already
been noticed. The .ladiin themselves occupy .ill the eastern portions of the valley and the
southern slopes of Maliaban down to the Indus, as well as a considerable area in Hazara. They
are described in section 417.

The Pathan Tribes of Hazara.- The Hazai-a moimtams on this
Indus were from a very early date inhabited by a mixed population
of Indian origin, the Gakkhars occupying the portion to the south and having
authority over the Rajputs of the eastern hills, while a Gujar population held
most of the northern and central parts of the distiict. In 1399 A.D. a
family of Karliigh Turks came into India with Taimur, settled in the Pakhli
412.

side of the

'

Dr. Bellews
Pathans.
"

8ay:>

they came from Persia in the time of Xadir Shah, and settled

Macgregor's Oaxefteer, voce

Utman

Khel.

among

the
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ueutre of the district, and established their rule over
plain in the north and
I have
the whole of the distriet, then known as the kingdom of Pakhli.'
about the middle of the 1 (3th century, the Dilazak were
already related how,
driven out of Peshawar across the Indus, and were presently followed ))y the
the old Gaudhari, the present inhabitants of Swat and Buner
representatives of
and the mountains north and east of Peshawar. As the Afghans who had
of the trans-Indus tract opposite the Haziu-a Dislriet
possessed themselves
increased in nmnbers and extended their rule, successive bands of the old
About the end of the
inhabitants crossed the river and settled in Hazara.
17 th century 2 a Saiyad named Jalal Baba, ancestor of the famous Saiyads of
from Swat, drove out the
Kagau, came with a heterogeneous following
half of the district, including the
Karlagh, and appropriated the northern
About the same time the Tanaoli crossed the river and
valley of Kangar.
and the river, now known by
occupied the hill country between Abbottabad
while the Jadiin came over from their original seat
their name as Tanawal
between Peshawar and Hazara and possessed themselves of the tract south of
of the Hazara
Abbottabad, the Tarin drove out or subjected the Gujar families
across the Indus by the Giijars as allies,
plain, and the Utmanzai, called
bank of the river from Torbela to
appropriated the Gandgarh tract along the
of the district.
the
During the first 20 years of the 19th century
"^

;

boundary

the Durrani lost their hold on the district, something like anarchy prevailed,
and the distribution of tribes gradually assumed its present form. This may
be broadly described as follows.
Afghans hold the country between the
Gandgarh range and the Indus, and the plains for some little distance southTribes of Indian origin hold the
east of the janction of the Siran and Dor.
whole south and south-east of the district and the eastern hills as high up as
Garhi HabibuUah opposite Muzaffarabad, the Gakkhars holding the south
of the tract along both banks of the Haro river, while above them the
corner of
Dhiinds, Karrals, and Sarraras occupy the hills in the south-eastern
the district, and the adjoining Haripur plains are held by a mixed population
The remainder of the district, that is the northern
of Awans and Gujars.
and central portion, is held by tribes which, whatever their origin, have by
Pathans in language and
long association become assimilated with the
to Mangal,
customs, the Jadiin holding the Dor valley from Bagra upwards
the Tanaoli holding the Tanawal tract in the west centre of the district between Abbottaljad and the Indus, much of which belongs to the semi_

hold the whole
independent Nawab of Arab, while the Swatis
countrv north of JMansahra and Garhi Habibullah.

mountain

The Utmanzai have lieeu alrearlv fully described in the discii^siou of the Pe,aiawar tribes.
The Tarkheli is one of the priucipal Utmanzai claus in Hazara, and occupies the Gandgarh
A few Tarin Afghan--, tir4 cousins of the Abdali, wrested a conslder.able portion of
country.
the Hari'puv plains from the Gu.iars early in the 18th century, and still live lliere, but are now
few and unimportant. The Mishwanl are descended from a Saiyad father by a Kakar womau,
and are allied to the Kakar Pathans. A small number of them came across the Indus with the
north-eastern end of the
Utmanzai, to wliom they were attached as retainer-, and now occupy the
a Kakar sect, who
Gandgarh range, about Srikot. With the Utmanzai came also a few Panni,
are

still

amnug them.
Non-Frontier Pathans.

settled

413.

many Pathans

—

dynasties
Diu-ing the Lodi and Sur
of Bahlol Lodi
migrated to India, especially doling the reign

'
Turks who gave their
Major Wace says they were a clan of the Hazara Tuvks. But the
name to tiie district are supposed to have come with Changiz Khan and not with Taimur. Perin their traditions.
haps they were the same men, and have confused the two invaders
- This
It should perhaps be put a century
is tho date given approximately by Major Waco.

earlier.
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and Sher Shah Siii-. These naturally belonged to the Ghilzai section from
which those kings sprang-. But large numbers of Pathans also accompanied
the armies of ISfahmud Ghaznavi^ Shahiib-ul-din, and Babar, and many of
them olitained grants of land in the Panjab plains and founded Pathan
colonies which still exist.
Many more Pathans have been driven out of
Afghanistan liv internal feuds or by famine, and have taken refuge in the
The tribes most commonly to be found in
plains east of the Indus.
Hindustan are the Yiisufzai including the Mandanr, the Lodi, Kakai',
Of these
Sarwani, Orakzai, the Karlanri trilies and the Zamand Pathans.
the most widely distribirted are the Yusufzai of whom a body of 1,200
accompanied Babar in his final invasion of India, and settled in the plains of
Hindustan and the Panjiib. But as a rule the Pathans who have settled
away from the frontier have lost all memory of their tribal divisions, and
indeed almost

all their

national chai'acteristics.

of Zamand very early migrated in large numbers to
jMultan, to which Province they fiu'nished rulers till the time of Aurangzeb ;
when a number of the Abdali tribe under the leadership of Shah Hnsen were
driven from Kandahar by tribal feuds^ took refuge in Multiin, and being
early supplemented by other of their kinsmen who were expelled by Mir
Wais, the great Ghilzai Chief, conquered Multan and founded the tribe well
known in the Panjab as IMultani Pathans. Nawab ]\Iuzaffar Khan of jMultau
was fourth in descent from Shah Husen. When the Zamand section was
broken up, the Khweshgi clan migrated to the Ghorband defile, and a large
number marched thence with Babar and found great favour at his hands and
those of Humayun.
One section of them settled at Kasur, and are now
known as Kasuria Pathans. The Pathans of Guriiini and Gohiina in Rohtak
are Kakai'.
They are said to have settled in the time of Ibrahim Lodi. Those
of Jhajjar in the same district are said to be Yusufzai. In the time of Bahlol
Lodi, Sarhind was ruled by mendjers of the Prangi tribe from which he
sprang, and many of this tribe are still to be found in Ludhianah, Rupar,
and the north of Ambala. The reigning family of Maler Kotla belong to
the Saripal clan of the Sarwani Afghans, who, as already related, were driven
out of Afghanistan by the Mian Khel and Bakhtiar in the time of Humayun,
Jahangir, for what reason I do not know, deported the Mita Khel sept of the
Afiidi to Hindustan ; and some of the Afghans of Piinipat and Ludhianah
are said to be descended from this stock.

The descendants
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Tanaoli (Caste No, 54).
The Tamloli are said to claim
414. The
descent from Amir Khan, a Barlas Mughal, whose two sons Hind Khan and
Pal Khan crossed the Indus some four centuries ago and settled in Tanawal
of Hazara ; and they say that they are named after some other place of the
same name in Afghanistan. But there can be little doubt that they are of
first find them in the trans-Indus
Ai-yan and probably of Indian stock.
basin of the Mahaban, from which they were driven across the Indus by the
Yusufzai some two centuries ago. They now occupy Tanawal or the extensive hill country between the river and the Urash plains.
They are
divided into two great tribes, the Hindwal and Pallal, of which the latter
occupy the northern portion of Tanawal, and their ten'itory forms the jugir of
Of the 40,000 Hazara Tanaolis, 8,737
the semi-independent Chief of Amb.
have returned themselves as Pallal, 1,964 as Dafral, a sept of the Pallal, and

We
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only 1,076 as Hindwiil. It is probable that clans were not recorded in the
mass of the Tan^olis
territory where the Hindwal, and indeed the great
but their
dwell.
;
They are an industrious and peaceful race of cultivators
"
Tandwali be-qault, the Tanaoli's word
bad faith has given rise to the saying
" is
naught.
415. The Dilazak and Tajik (Caste No. 145).
Acting upon the advice of an
educated Extra Assistant Commissioner, a native of Peshawar, I unfortunately
took the figures for Tajik and Dilazak together tinder the head Tajik. In reality

Amb

—

'"'

—

Of

the 2,048 persons entered in my tables as Tajik, 1,519
Besides these there are 1,546
Dilazak who have returned themselves as Pathans, of whom 825 are in RawalThe origin and early history of the Dilazak have
pindi and 695 in Hazara.
They were the inhabitants of
already been noticed in sections 408 and 409.
the Peshawar valley before the Pathan invasion, and are apparently of Seythic
origin and came into the Panjiib with the .Tats and Katti in the 5th and 6th
centuries.
They soon became powerful and important and ruled the whole
In the first half
valley as far as the Indus and the foot of the northern hills.
of the 13th century the Yusufzai and Mohmand drove them across the Indus

they are

distinct.

are really Dilazak,

and

so returned themselves.

But their efforts to regain their lost territories were such
a perpetual source of disturbance, that at length Jahangir deported them
Scattered
en masse and distributed them over Hindustan and the Dakhan.
families of them are still to be found along the left bank of the Indus in
into Chach-Pakhli.

Hazara and Rawalpindi.

The Tajik are apparently the original inhabitants of Persia ; but now-adays the word is used throughout Afghanistan to denote any Persian-speaking people who are not either Saiyad, Afghan, or Hazara ; much as Jat or
Hindki is used on the upper Indus to denote the speakers of Panjabi or its
dialects.
They are described by Dr. Bellew as peaceable, industrious, faithful,
and intelligent. In the villages they cultivate, and in the towns they are
artisans and traders ; while almost all the clerkly classes of Afghanistan are
Tajiks.

The Hazaras (Caste No. 183).— Besides the 38 Hazaras shown
Peshawar district in table VIII A., 44 others have returned themselves
as Hazara Pathans, of whom 39 are in Kohat.
But this ceiiainly does not
represent the whole number of Hazaras who were in the Panjab at the
time of the Census, and it is probable that most of them have returned
themselves as Pathans simply, without specifying any tribe.
The Hazaras
416.

for the

of Kabul have ah-eady been noticed in section 396.
They hold the Parapomisus of the ancients, extending from Kabul and Grhazni to Hirat, and from
Kandahar to Balkh. They are almost certainly Mongol Tartars, and were
settled in their present abodes by Changiz Khan.
They have now almost
wholly lost their Mongol speech, but retain the physical and physiognomic
characters of the race, and are " as pure Mongols as when they settled 600
"
years ago with their families, their flocks, and their worldly possessions.'^
They intcrmany only among themselves, and in the interior of their territory
are almost wholly independent.
They are described at length by Dr. Bellew
in Chapter XIII of his Races of Afghanistan.
General Cunningham says
that in Babar's time the Karluki (? Karlaghi) Hazai-as held the country on
both banks of the Sohan in Rawalpindi and he refers to them the wellknown coins of Sri Hasan Karluki of the liull and horseman type, which he
ascribes to the beginning of the 13th century.
But the descendants of these
;

[P.
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and not as Hazaras, and tliev will,
people ai-e apparently returned as Turks
be discussed later on under the former head. Their history in the Hazara
Dr. Bellew describes the Hazaras
disti-iet has been sketched in section 412.
as a
"
of their priests.
They are for the
very simple-minded people, and very much in the hands

—

" most
and clan chiefs whose authority over their
part entirely illiterate, are governed by tribal
"
Many thousands of them come
people is absolute, and they are generally very poor and hardy.
" down to the
of
labour
cold
in
either on the roads, or as well-sinkers,
season
search
Panjab every
'
In their own country they have the reputation of being a brave and hardy
wall-builders, &c.
"
and intelligent people
race, and amongst the Afghans they are considered a faitliful, industrious
" as servants.
Many thousands of them find employment at Kabul and Ghazni and Kandahar
in the two former cities mainly in removing the snow from
months
as
labourers
winter
the
during
" the
In consequence of their being heretics, the Sunni Afghans hold them
house-tops and streets.
' in
slavery, and in most of the larger towns the servant-maids are purchased slaves of this people."

—

'-'

They

are all Shiahs.

—

The Jadun. The Jadun or Gadun, as they are called indifferently/ have retm-ned themselves as Pathans to the number of 17,256, of
whom 16,962 are in Hazara and 279 in Rawalpindi. They claim descent
fi-om Sarhang, a great-grandson of Ghiu-ghusht, two of whose sons fled, they
It is
of a blood feud to the mountains of Chach and Hazara.
say, becavise
however almost certain that the Jadun are of Indian origin and it has been
suggested that in their name is preserved the name of Jadu or Yadu, the
founder of the Rajput Yadubansi dynasty, many of whose descendants
migrated from Gujarat some 1,100 years before Christ, and were afterwards
found in the hills of Kabul and Kandahar. They occupv all the southeastern portion of the temtory between the Peshawar and Haziu'a borders,
and the southern slopes of Mahaban ; and when Jahangir finally crushed the
Dilazak, they spread up the Dor valley as high as Abbottabad.
Early in the
18th century, on the expulsion of the Karlagh Turks by Saiyad Jalal Baba
(section 412) they appropriated the country about Dhamtaur ; and about a
hundred years later they took the Bagra tract from the few remaining
Dilazak who held it, while shortly before the Sikhs took the country their
Hassazai clan deprived the Karral of a portion of the Nilan valley.
They are
divided into three main clans, Salar, Mansur, and Hassazai, of which the last
is not represented among the trans-Indus Jadun and has lost all connection
with the parent tribe, having even forgotten its old
Pashto language. Dr. Bellew makes them a
Jadun clan's.
Gakkhar clan, but this appears to be incorrect. The
Hassazai
...
6,421
true Pathans of Hazara call them Mlatar or merceSalar
...
2,876
Mansur
...
3,718
naries, fi'om the Pashto eqiiivalent for lakhan or
" one who
girds his loins.'" The Jaddn clans retm-ned in our tables are shown in the margin.
417.

;

'-

—

The Swati. The Swatis have without exception returned themThey number 28,906 soids, of whom 28,429 are in Hazara
and 392 in Rawalpindi. The original Swatis were a race of Hindu origin who
But as has
once ruled the whole country from the Jahlam to Jalalabad.
them out of
already been recorded in sections 408-9, the Dilazak first drove
the plain country into the northern hills of Swat and Buner, and later on the
Yusufzai expelled them from those fastnesses and di-ove them east and west
As now existing they are probably a very mixed
into Hazara and Kafiristan.
418.

selves as Pathans.

people, as the

name

is

commonly

'Trans- Indus they are always

applied to all descendants of the miscellaneous

known

as

Gadun; Cis-Indus,

as either Gadiin or Jadun.
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They occupy the whole
the Haziira district excejiting the south-western
corner which forais part of Tanawal, and extend into the hills lieyond its
The Pakhli tract is their chief seat. But the population of
western border.
his tract is very mixed, Gujars forming- by far tlie largest element, while
Awiins and Saiyads are niimerous. The Gujars are chiefly graziers in the
frontier glens of the northern mountains, the Awiins lie chiefly to the south,
are well known to fame.
The Swatis are cowardwhile the Saiyads of
and lazy, and of miserable physique. Their
ly, deceptive, cruel, grasping,
bad faith is a proverb in the count ry ; and they are credited with even attempting to cheat the devil by the old device, famous in European folklore, of
They are all Musalmans of the
dividing the crop above and below ground.
Sunni sect. They are divided into three great clans, Ghel)ari, Mamiali, and
Mitniwi, of which the first claims Tajik, the Mamiali Yusufzai, and the
Mitrawi Durrani origin but all three claims are almost certainly unfoTinded.
At present the Mamiali and Mitrawi, known as the sections of the Tarli or
lower Pakhli, hold the southern and south-western portions of their tract, while
the Ghebari, a section of the Utli or upper Pakhli, occupy Kagan and the
The Swati are often wrongly confused with the
north-eastern portion.
Degan, another branch of the original Hindu inhabitants of north-eastern

following of Saiyad Jalal mentioned in section
of the

Mausahra

taJisil

of

K%an

;

now only found in Kunar, Bajaur, Lughmau, and Ningrahar.
The Shilmani. The Shilmani are probably of Indian origin,
and had their homes in Shilman on the Vianks of the Kurram. From there
they migrated to the Tiitara mountains north of the Khaibar, whence a section
About the end of the 15th
of them moved on via Peshawar to Hashtnaghar.
century the Yusufzai drove them out into Swat, where they found a refuge
with Sultan Wais and presently became sub jects of the advancing Yusufzai.
A few of them are scattered through the Hazara district, and they still hold a
But they are fast dying out of existence as a
village in the Tiitara range.
distinct people.
They are often confounded with the Degan in the early
Afghan histories. I am afraid that some who are not realy Shilmani have been
The tribe is sometimes called Sulemani, a name also
included in our figures.
applied to Afgh.ans proper, while there is a separate tribe called Suleman
Khel and it is not impossible tliat there has been some confusion. The
Shilmani have all returned themselves as Pathans, and their numbers are
1,557, of whom 969 are in Hazara, 174 in Rawalpindi, and 200 in Dehli.

Afghanistan,
419.

—

;

'At the Hazara settlement genealogical trees were prepared for tlie Swatis only for tbe last
four or live generations ; and this at their own request, as to have gone back further would have
exposed in too public a manner their miscellaneous origin.
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AI'stiaL-t No. 71 below* shows the dis420.
General and Indroductory.
tribution of Jats, Rajputs, and certain castes which I have taken with the
The
latter; as the line separating them is almost impossible of definition.
origin and distribution of these castes is fully discussed in the following pages,
and there is no need here to anticipate mj remarks. Indeed the distinction

between Jat and Rajput
cance at

in

is

many

two

figures for these

sepai-ate

parts of the Province so indefinite, that
hardly be said to have any signifi-

castes can

all.

The two together constitute nearly "28 per cent, of the total population of
the Panjab, and include the great mass of the dominant land-owning tribes in
the cis-Indus portion of the Province.

Their political

even greater than

is

importance j while they afford to the ethnologist infinite
matter for inquiry and consideration. Their customs are in the main Hindu,
though in the Western Plains and the Salt-range Tract the restrictions upon
intermarriag-e have in many cases come to be based upon considerations of
social standing only.
But even here the marriage ceremony and other social
customs retain the clear impress of Indian origin.

their numerical

THE JAT (CASTE
421,

Th3

origin of

tlie

Jat.

—Perhaps

No.

1).

no question connected with

fche

ethnology of the Panjab peoples has been so much discussed as the origin of
the Jat race.
It is not my intention here to reproduce any of the arguments
adduced.
They will be found in detail in the Archaeological Survey Reports,
Vol. II, pages 51 to 61
in Tod's EujastJidn, Vol. I, pages 53 to 75 and 96
to 101 (Madras Reprint, ISSO) ; in Elphinstone's History of India, pages 250 to
253 ; and in Elliot's Kaces of the N. W. P., Vol. I, pages 130 to 137. Suffice
it to
say that both General Cunningham and Major Tod agree in considering
the Jats to be of Indo-Scythian stock.
The former identifies them with the
Zanthii of Stralio and the Jatii of Pliny aud Ptolemy and holds that they
probably entered the Panjal) from their home on the Oxus very shortly after
the Meds or Mands, who also were Indo-Scythians, and who moved into the
Panjab about a century before Christ. The Jats seem to have first occupied
the Indus valley as far down as Sindh, whither the Meds followed them about
;

;

the beginning of the present iera.
But before the earliest ^lahomedan invar^".
sion the Jats had spread into the Panjab proper, w
\
established in the beginning of the 11th century.
By
Jats of the Salt-range Tract had been subdued by t
§
Janjuas, while as early as the 7th century the Jato
ruled over by a Brahman dynasty.
jSIajor Tod;
great Rajpiit tribes, aud extends his identification.,
but here General Cunningham differs, holding t%
original Aryan stock, and the Jats to belong | 5 'a §
c t3 ^ .. — ^ :z
« j= « r3 ca « s
from the North-west, probably of Scythian race
.

;

..

;

\
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It may be that the original
different periods in its history,

Rajput and the original Jat entered India at
though to my mind the term Rajput is an

But if they do originally
occuj)ational rather than an ethnological expression.
represent two separate waves of immigration, it is at least exceedingly probable, both from their almost identical physique and facial character and from
the close communion which has always existed between them, that they belong
to one and the same ethnic stock ; while whether this be so or not, it is almost
certain that they have been for many centuries and still are so intermingled
and so blended into one people that it is practically impossible to distinguish
them as separate wholes. It is indeed more than probable that the process of
fusion has not ended here, and that the people wlio thtis in the main resulted
from the blending of the Jat and the Rajput, if these two ever were distinct,
We have seen how the Pathan
is by no means free from foreign elements.
people have assimilated Saiyads, Turks, and Mughals, and how it was sufficient
for a Jat tribe to retain its political independence and organisation in order to
be admitted into the Biloch nation we know how a character for sanctity and
social exclusiveness combined will in a few generations make a Quresh or a
Saiyad and it is almost certain that the joint Jat-Rajput stock contains not
a few tribes of aboriginal descent, though it is probably in the main AryoScythian, if Scythian be not Aryan. The ]\Ian, Her, and Bhular Jats (section
4)35) are known as asl or original Jats because they claim no Rajput ancestry,
but are supposed to be descended from the hair [jnt) of the aboriginal god
Siva; the Jats of the south-eastern districts divide themselves into two
sections, Shivgotri or of the family of Siva, and Kasahgotri who claim connection with the Rajputs
and the names of the ancestor Bar of the Shivgotrls
and of his son Barbara are the very words which the ancient Brahmans give
us as the marks of the barbarian aborigines.
Many of the Jat tribes of the
Panjab have customs which apparently point to non-Aryan origin, and a rich
and almost virgin field for investigation is here open to the ethnologist.
422.
Are the Jats and Rajputs distinct ? But whether Jats and Rajputs
were or were not originally distinct, and whatever aboriginal elements may
have been affiliated to their society, I think that the two now form a common
stock, the distinction between Jat and Rajput being social rather than ethnic.
;

;

;

—

I believe that those families of that common stock whom the tide of fortune
has raised to political importance have become Rajputs almost by mere virtue
of their rise ; and that their descendants have retained the title and its privileges on the condition, strictly enforced, of observing the rules by which the
higher are distinguished from the lower castes in the Hindu scale of precedence ; of preserving their purity of blood by refusing to marry with families

of inferior social rank, of rigidly abstaining fi-om widow marriage, and of
Those who transgressed these rules
refraining from degrading occupations.
have fallen from their high position and ceased to be Rajputs ; while such
families as, attaining a dominant position in their territory, began to affect
social exclusiveness and to observe the rules, have become not only Rajas, but
"
also
or
For the last seven centuries the process of
sons of Rajas.''-'

Rajputs

Under the Dehli Emperors
king-making was practically impossible. Under the Sikhs the Rajput was
overshadowed by the Jat, who resented his assmnption of superiority and his
refusal to join him on eqiral terms in the ranks of the Khalsa, deliberately persecuted him wherever and whenever he had the power, and preferred his title
of Jat Sikh to that of the proudest Rajput. On the frontier the dominance of
elevation at least has been almost at a stand-still.
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Pathans and Biloches and the general prevalence of Mahomedan
feelings and
ideas placed recent Indian origin at a discount, and led the
leading families
who belonged to neither of these two races to claim connection^ not with the
Kshatriyas of the Sanskrit classics, but with the Mughal conquerors of India
or the Qureshi cousins of the Prophet
insomuch that even admittedly Rajput
tribes of famous ancestry, such as the Khokhar, have
begun to follow the
But in the hills, where RaJ2)ut dynasties with genealogies perhaps
example.
more ancient and unbroken than can be shown by any other royal families in
the world retained their independence till yesterday, and where manv of them
still
enjoy as great social authority as ever, the twin processes of degradation
from and elevation to Rajpiit rank are still to be seen in opei-ation. The Raja
is there the fountain not
only of honom* but also of caste, which is the same
;

P. 221]

thing in India.

Mr. Lyall writes

:

—

" Till
lately the limits of caste do not seem to have been so immutably fixed in the hills as in
" tbe
The Eaja was the foimtaia of honour, and could do muL-h as ho liked. I have heard
plains.
" old men
quote instances within their memory in which a Raja promoted a Girth to be a Rathi,
"and a Thakar to be a Rajput, for service done or money given ; and at tlic present day the power
" of
admitting back into caste fellowship persons put under a ban for some grave act of defilement,
" is a source of income to the
Jagirdar Rajas.

"

Mr. Campbell, tlic present Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, has asserted that
thiug as a distinct Rajput stock ; that in former times before caste distinctions
crystallized, any tribe or family whose ancestor or head rose to royal rank became
" in time
Rajput. This is certainly the conclusion to whicli many facts point with regard to the
"
these
Two of the old royal and now essentially Rajput families of this district,
of
hills.
Rajputs
"
Mr. Barnes says that in
viz., Kotlehr and Bangahal, are said to be Brahmin by original stock.
"
of
a
the
sou
in Seoriij and other
Rajput
Ijy a low-caste woman takes place as a Rathi
Kaugra
"places in the inlerior of the hills I have met families calling themselves Rajputs, and growing
" into
in
as
their
own
at
whose
least,
Rajputs,
country
general acceptance
only claim to tue title
" was that their father or
grandfather was the otfsprmg of a Kanetni by a foreign Brahmin. On
" the border line in the
Himalayas, between Thibet and India proper, any one can observe caste
"
gi'owing before his eyes ; the noble is changing into a Rajput, the priest into a Brahmin, the
"
peasant into a Jat, and so on down to the bottom of the scale. The same process was, I believe,
" more or less in force in
Kangra proper down to a period not very remote from to-day."
I believe that

" there

is

no

sucli

"had become

:

The

reverse process of degradation from Rajpiit to lower rank
to require proof of its existence, which will bo found if needed,
together with further instances of elevation, in the section which treats of the
Rajputs and kindred castes. In the eastern districts, where Brahminism is

423.

is

too

common

stronger than in any other part of the Paujab and Dehli too near to allow of
families rising to political independence, it is probable that no elevation to the
rank of Rajput has taken place within recent times. But many Rajput
families have ceased to be Rajputs.
Setting aside the general tradition of the

Panjab Jats to the effect that then- ancestors were Rajputs who married Jats
or began to practise widow-marriage, we have the Gaurwa Rajputs of Gurgaon and Dehli, who have indeed retained the title of Rajput because the
caste feeling is too strong in those jjarts and the change in their customs too
recent for it yet to have died out, but who have, for all purposes of equality,
communion, or intermarriage, ceased to be Rajputs since they took to the
of Hushyarpur who were Rajputs
practice of kareioa ; we have the Sahnsars
within the last two or three generations, but have ceased to be so because they
grow vegetables like the Arain in Karnal we have Rtijputs who within
the living generation have ceased to be Rdjputs and become Shekhs,
because poverty and loss of land forced them to weaving as an occuthe city where their
pation while the Dehli Chauhan, within the shadow of
ancestors once ruled and led the Indian arinies in their last struggle with the
Musalmau invaders, have lost their caste by yielding to the temptations of
;

;
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harewa. In the Sikh tract, as I have said, the Jat is content to be a Jat, and
has never since the rise of Sikh power wished to be anything else. In the
Western Plains the freedom of marriage allowed by Islam has superseded caste
restrictions, and social rank Is measured by the tribe rather than by the larger
But even there, families who were a few generations ago reputed
unit of caste.
Jats have now risen by social exclusiveness to be recognised as Rajputs, and
families who were lately known as Rajputs have sunk till they are now classed
\\'ith Jats ; while the great rallng tribes, the Slal, the Gondal, the Tlwana are
commonly spoken of as Rajputs, and their smaller brethren as Jats. The same
tribe even Is Rdjput In one district and Jat in another, according to its position
among the local tribes. In the Salt-range Tract the dominant tribes, the Janjua,
]\Ianhas and the like, axe Rajputs when they are not Mughals or Arabs while
all agrlcultui-al tribes of Indian origin who cannot establish their title to Rajput
rank are Jats. Finally, on the frontier the Pathau and Biloch have overshadowed Jat and Rajput alike ; and Bhatti, Punwar, Tunwar, all the proudest
tribes of Rajputana ai'e Included in the name and have sunk to the level of
Jat, for there can be no Rajputs where there are no Rajas or traditions of
I know that the views herein set forth will be held heretical and
Rdjas.
profane by many, and that they ought to be supported by a gi-eater wealth of
But I have no time to
instance than I have produced In the following pages.
marshal my facts ; I have Indeed no time to record more than a small proportion of them ; and all I can now attempt Is to state the conclusion to which
my enquiries have led me, and to hope to deal with the subject in more detail
:

on some future occasion.

—

424. The position of tlie Jat in the Punjab.
The Jat is in every respect
In point of numbers he siirthe most important of the Panjab peoples.
him In the proportion of nearly three to
passes the Rajput who comes next to
one ; while the two together constitute 27 per cent, of the whole population of
the Province.
Politically he ruled the Panjab till the Khalsa yielded to our
arms.
Ethnologlcally he is the peculiar and most prominent product of the

And from an cceouomical and administrative point of
plains of the five rivers.
view he is the husbandman, the peasant, the revenue-payer par excellence of
His manners do not bear the Impress of generations of wild
freedom which marks the races of our frontier mountains. But he Is more
honest, more industrious, more stm-dy, and no less manly than they.
Sturdy
independence Indeed and patient vigorous labour are his strongest characterisThe Jat Is of all Panjab races the most impatient of tribal or communal
tics.
control, and the one which asserts the fi-eedom of the Individual most strongly.
In tracts where, as In Rohtak, the Jat tribes have the field to themselves, and
are compelled, In default of rival castes as enemies, to fall back upon each
But as a rale a
other for somebody to quarrel with, the triljal ties are strong.
Jat Is a man who does what seems right in his own eyes and sometimes what
seems wi'ong also, and will not be said nay by any man. I do not mean
however that he Is turbulent as a rule he Is very far from being so. He Is
Independent and he Is self-willed ; but he Is reasonalile, peaceably inclined If
left alone, and not dlificult to manage.
He is usually content to ciiltivate his
fields and pay his revenue in peace and quietness If people will let him do so ;
"
takes to anything from gambling to
though when he does go MTong he
"
mxu'der, with perhaj^s a preference for stealing other people's wives and cattle."
the Province.

:

As

wisdom of the
somewhat too severely

usual the proverbial

though

jjerhaps

him very

fairly,

fodder, clothes,

hemp,

villages describes
:

" The

soil,

RAJPUT,

J AT,

"
grass
"A
"
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fibre, and silk, these six are best beaten
Jat, a Bhat, a caterpillar, and a widow
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and the seventh

woman

;

" The
Jat,
they do harm ."

is

these four

the Jat."
are

Ijest

like a

wound, is better
" when bound." In
The market -gardening
agriculture the Jat is jjre-eminent.
castes, the Arain, the JMali, the Saini, are perhaps more skilful cultivators on
a small scale but they cannot rival the Jat as landowners and yeoman cul" husbandman "
as often as Jat,
The Jat calls himself zaminddr or
tivators.
" The Jat's
and his women and children alike work with him in the fields
hungry. If they

e;it

their

fill

;

:

"The Jat stood on his com
has a plough handle for a plaything."
to the king's elephant-drivers—' Will you sell those little
heap and said
"
"'
Socially, the Jat occupies a position which is shared by the Ror,
donkeys V
He is of
the Gujar, and the Ahir, all four eating and smoking together.
eom-se far below the Rajput, from the simple fact that he practises widowThe Jat father is made to say, in the rhyming proverbs of the
marriage.
"
Come my daughter and be married ; if this husband dies there
country side
" are
But among the widow-marrying castes he stands first.
plenty more."
The Banya with his sacred thread, his strict Hinduism, and his twice-born
But the Jat looks down upon
standing, looks down on the Jat as a Siidra.
"baby
"

—

Banya as a cowardly spiritless money-grabber, and society in genei-al
The Khatri, who is far superior to the Banya in
agrees with the Jat.
But among the
manliness and vigour, probably takes preceilence of the Jat.
races or tribes of purely Hindu origin, I think that the Jat stands next after
the Brahman, the Rajput, and the Khatri.
There are, however, Jats and Jats. I shall briefly describe each class in
the remarks prefixed to the various sections under which I discuss the Jat
tribes ; and I shall here do nothing more than briefly indicate the broad
The Jat of the Sikh tracts is of course the typical Jat of the
distinctions.
Panjab, and he it is whom I have described above. The Jat of the southeastern districts differs little from him save in religion ; though on the Bikaner
border the puny Bagri Jat, immigrant from his rainless prairies where he has
been held in bondage for eentiuies, and ignorant of cultivation save in its
rudest form, contrasts strongly with the stalwart and independent husbandman
On the Lower Indus the word Jat is applied generic-ally to a
of the Malwa.
lower castes, and mongrels, who have
congeries of tribes, Jats proper, Rajputs,
the

no points in common save their Mahomedan religion, then- agricultural occuIn the great western grazing grounds
pation, and their subordinate position.
it is, as I have said, impossible to draw any sure line between Jat and Rajput,
the latter term being commonly applied to those tribes who have attaineil
while the people whom they have subdued or driven by
political supremacy,
life in the central
steppes
dispossession of their territory to live a semi-nomad
are more often classed as Jats ; and the state of things in the Salt-range
for a
Indeed the word Jat is the Panjabi term
Tract is very similar.
grazier or herdsman though ilr. O'Brien says that in Jatki, Jat the cultivator is spelt with a hard, and Jat the herdsman or camel grazier with a soft t.
Thus the word Jat in Rohtak or Amritsar means a great deal in Muzaffargarh or Bannu it means nothing at all, or rather perhaps it means a great deal
more than anv single word can afford to mean if it is to be of any practical
use ; and the two classes respectively indicated by the term in these two parts
of the Province must not be too readily confounded.
;

;

—

The nature and meaning of the figures. Sucb being the state of things, it may be
425.
definite meaning.
The 160,000 Jats of
iini^ined that our iigures do not always convoy any very
Derah Ghazi Khan include 5,000 JIalis, 2,000 Julahas, 3,000 Tarkhaus, -1,500 Kutanas, 4,K>0
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In no other district does this confusion
Mallahs, 7,500 MochiSj 2,700 Machhis, aud so forth.
like so great an extent ; hut it does in-evail in a smaller
degree throughout
prevail to anything
the sonth-westcrii districts ; and till the detailed clan tahles are complete it will be impossible to
or to find out with exiutiiess what our figures do and what they
separate these incongruous items,
do not include. The contusion is not wholly due to the entries in the schedules. On the Lower
Indus and Chanab tlie entries in tlie caste column were numbered by thousands, tribe being there
the recognized unit rather than tlie more comprehensive caste ; and it was alxolutely necessary to
district with' the
allow the staff of the divisional otficcs, all picked men drawn from the
\'ery

which they were dealing, some discretion in classifying these entries under larger heads.
.Ihang the Sial will have been rightly classed as Rajputs, while in Derah Ghazithey will,
with equal correctness ^o tar as local usage is concerned, have been very probably cla-sed as Jats.
Thus our tigures are far from complete ; but I have done my best to indicate" in the following
paragraphs the uncertainties aud errors in classification as far as I could detect them. I had
indeed hoped to treat the subject more fully, and especially more systematically than I have done.
I had intended to attempt some sort of grouping of the great Jat tribes on the basis of their
ethnic affinities, somewhat similar to that which I have attempted for the Pathans.
But I was not
allowed the time necessary for such an undertaking ; and I have therefore roughly grouped the
tribes by locality so far as my figures served to indicate it, and hurriedly stated the leadiug facts
of which I was in possession regarding each, leaving any more elaborate treatment for a future
tigures of

Thus

in

The figures for tribes are, as already explained
mast only be taken as approximations.
occasion.

in section

369, nece-aarily imperfect, and

Distribution of the Jats.— Eeyond the
426.
Panjab, Jats are chiefly found
in Sindh where they form the mass of the population; in Bikaner, Jaisalmer,
and Marwar, where they probably equal in numbers all the Rajput races put
together, and along the upper valleys of the Gauges aud Jamna from Bareli,
Within the Province theij' distribution
Farrukhiibad, aud Gwiilior upwards.
is shown in Abstract No. 71 on page 219.*
are
numerous in

They

especially

the central Sikh dislricts and States, in the south-eastern districts, and in the
Under and among the hills and in the Rawalpindi division
Derajat.
Rajputs
take their place, while on the fi-outicr both upper and lower, they are almost
to
the
confined
cis-Indus
tracts
and
the
immediate
Indus
riverain
on
wholly
both sides of the stream. The Jats of the Indus are
still in the

probably
country which they have occupied ever since their first entry into India,
though they have been driven back from the foot of the Sulemftns on to the
river by the advance of the Pathiin and the Biloch.
The Jats of the Western
Plains have almost without exception come up the river
valleys from Sindh
The Jats of the western and central sub-montane
or Western Rajputtiua.
have also in part come by the same route ; but some of them retain a traditional connection with Ghazni, which perhaps refers to the ancient
Gajnipur,
the site of the modern Rawalpindi, while many of them trace their

from the

Jammu

origin

Hills.

The Jats of the Central and Eastern Panjab have also in
many cases
come up the Satluj valley ; but many of them have moved from Bikaner
straight into the Malwa, while the great central plains of the jMiilwa itself
are probably the original home of many of the Jat tribes of the Sikh tract.
The Jats of the south-easlern districts and the Jamna zone have for the most
part worked up the Jamna valley from the direction of Bhartpur, with which
some of them still retain a traditional connection ; thougli some few have
moved in eastwards from Bikaner and the Malwa. The Bhartpur Jats are
themselves said to be immigrants who left the banks of the Indus in the time
Whether the Jats of the great plains are
of Aurangzeb.
as late immireally

grants as they reju'esent, or whether their story is merely founded upon a wish
show recent connection with the country of the Rajputs, I cannot sav. The
whole question is one on which we are exceedingly ignorant, and which would
richiy repay detailed investigation.
to
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427. Jats of the Western Plains.— Pirst of all then let us purge our
of that nondescript class kuo-\Yn as Jats on the Indus, and, to a less
extent, in the lower valleys of the Satluj, Chauiib, and Jahlam, and in
Mr. 0''Erien writes as follows of the Jats of Muzaffarthe Salt-range Traet.
tables

garh

:

—

" In tliis dUti'ict the word Jat incluJes that
congeries of Mubammadan tribes which are
"
not Saiyads, Biloches, Pathana or Qureshis.
According to this definition Jats would include
"
Kajput*. This I believe is correct. The Jat-; hare always been recruited from the Kajputs.
" There is not a Jat in the district who has
any knowledge, real or fancied, of his ancestors that
"would not say that lie was once a Rajput. Certain Jat tribes have names and traditions which
" seem to connect them more
Some bear the Eajpiit title of Rai, and
closely with Hindustan.
"others, though iluhammadans, associate a Brahmin with the ilulla at marriage ceremonies, while
"
Punwars, Parihar^, Bhattis, Joyas and others bear the names of well-known tribes of Rajputana.
"The fact is that it is impossible to define between Jats and JIusalman Rajpiits. And the
"
difiiculty is rendered greater by the word Jat also meaning an agriculturist irrespective of his
In conversation about agi'iculture I have been referred to a Saiyad
"race, and Jataki agriculture.
" Zalld;ir with the remark Ask Anwar Shah he is a better Jat than we are.
;
" The Jat tribes are
exceedingly numerous. There are 165 in the Sananwan tahsil alone.
"
no
have
divisions
large
embracing several small divisions. Nor do they trace their
They
"
So tribe is pre-eminent in birth or caste. Generally Jats marry into
origin to common stock.
" their own
tribe, but they liave no Iiesitatiou in marrying into other tribes.
They give their
"
daughters freely to Biloches in marriage. But the Biloches say that they do not give their
"
daughters to Jats. This is, however, a Bilocli story ; many instances of Jats married to Biloches
" could be named." '

—

Besides this, the word Jat, spelt with a soft instead of a hard t, denotes
" The
a camel grazier or camel driver.
camel cannot lift its load ; the camel" man
bites its tail."
The fact seems to be that the Biloches who came
(Jat)

lower frontier as a dominant race, contemptuoulsy
who were not Biloch, or of some race such as
Saiyad or Pathan whom they had been accustomed to look upon as their
equals, under the generic name of Jat, until the people themselves have lost
the very memory of their origin.
It is possible that our own officers may
have emphasized the confusion Ijy adojiting too readily the simple classification
of the population as the Biloch or peculiar peoide on the one hand and the
Jat or Gentile on the other, and that the so-called Jat is not so ignorant of
his real origin as is commonly supposed.
But the fact that in this part of the
Panjab tril>e quite over-shadows and iiuleed almost supersedes caste, greatly
increases the ditHculty.
As Wx. Kue remarks^" If you ask a Jat his caste
" he will
generally name some sub-division or clan cjuite unknown to fame."
However caused, the result is that in the Derajat, !^Iuzaffargarh, and much of
Multan, if not indeed still further east and north, the word Jat means little
"
more than the heading " others or unspecified
under which Census officers

into the districts of the

included

all

cultivating tribes

are so sorely tempted to class those aliout whom they know little or nothing.
curious instance of the manner in which the word is used in these parts is
afforded by the result of some inquiric s I made about the Machhi or fisherman
caste of Derail Ghiizi Khiin.
The reply sent me was that there were two

A

and Jat iVIachhis who had taken to agriculture.
probable that not long hence these latter will drop the Machhi, perhaps
forget their ^lachhi origin, and IjCcome Jats pure and simple ; thoitgh they
may not imjiroljably retain as their clan name the old Machhi clan to which
*P.
I06they belonged, or even the word Machhi itself. I give on the next page* a
list of castes which, on a rough exauiination of the clan tables of the Jats
of the Multan and Derajat divisions and Bahawalpui-, I detected among the
castes, Maclihis or fishermen,

It

is

'

Among
Jate.

the organised

Biloch tribes of the frontier, however, Biloch girls are not given to
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I

I

Abstract No. 72, showing other Castes

Caste.
tsi

3

^
Arain
Maliar

255

389

2
92

96

31

"145

112

529

41

89

102

65
14

226

90
6

3,125

MaH
137

Bhatyara
Bazigar
Biloch
Paoh'

Julaha

PuDgar
Pathan

5
1

Tell'

Jogi

24
34

Chai'hoa

Chuhra
Khojah

7

145

137
21

374
38

440

Darzi

28

Dhobi
Tarkhan

6

12

37

257

11

190

14
6

117
2

153

381

250

65

Diim
Rajput
Zargar

Shekh
SiqKgar
Faqir

Qazi
Qureshi

Kabar
Kutana

Kumhar
KamangaiEalal

Gujar

Labana
Lobar
Mujawar

1

346

34

67

145

12
6

92

264

270

"171

35

6

12

99

343

11
7

259
243

"

"

9

38

14
10

18

14
7

117

17

15

Mallab

77
80

216
482

58
104
65

415
332
208

MocM
Machhi
Naf

13

94
'

Mughal
Mirasi

72

5

46

8

[p.
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Jat being essentially a word used
sub-divisions of the Jats of those parts.
for agriculturists only, it is more probable that a man who returns himself as
Jat by caste and Bhatyara by tribe or elan should be a Bliatyara who has

taken to agricultm'e, than that he should be a Jat who lias taken to keeping
a cook-shop ; and the men shown below would probably have been moi'e properly returned under the respective castes opposite which their numbers are
more careful examination of the figures would probably
givenj than as Jats.
have increased the numbers ; and the detailed clan tables will give us much
information on the subject.

A

428.
Fui-ther to the north and east, away from the Biloch territory, the
There, as already explained, the
difficulty is of a somewhat different nature.
tribes are commonly known by their tribal names rather than by the name

which they belong or belonged ; and the result is that claims to
Rajput, or now-a-days not unseldom to Arab or JNIughal origin, are generally
set U25.
The tribes who claim to be Arab or Mughal will be discussed either
under their proper head or under Shekhs and Mughals. But the line between
Jats and Rajputs is a difficult one to draw, and I have been obliged to decide
the question in a rough and arbitrary manner.
Thus the Sial are admittedly
of pure Rajput origin, and I have classed them as Rajputs as they are commonly recognized as such liy their neighliom's. The Siimra are probably of
of the caste to

no less pure Rajput extraction, l)ut they are commonly known as Jats, and
I have discussed them under that head.
But in either case I shall show the
Sial or

Sumra who have returned themselves

as Jats side by side with those
retm'ned themselves as Rajputs, so that the figures may be as comAs a fact these people are generally known as Sial and
Sumra rather than as Jats or Rajputs ; and the inclusion of them under either
of the latter headings is a classification based upon generally reputed origin or
Mr. Purser
standing, rather than upon any current and usual designation.
thus expresses the matter as he found it in Montgomery

who have

plete as possible.

:

—

" There is a wonderful
The ancestor of
imiforuiity about tlio tradltiuiis of the different tribes.
" each tribe
was, as a rule, a Rajput of the Solar or Lunar race, and resided at Hastinapur or Dara"
He
of
the
Dehli
matrimonial
alliance
the
for
a
nagar.
fcornfully rejected
propo-als
Emperor
'
between the two faiuilie-i, and had then to fly to Sirsa or Bbatiiei', or some otlier I'lai c \a that
"
he
the
Kavi
and
Baba-ulNext
came
to
converted
to
Maklidiim
was
Islam
ucighbourliood.
by
"
Haqq, or Baba Farid. Then, being a stout-liearted man, he joined the Kharrals in their maraud"
ing expeditions, and so his descendants became Jats. In Kamar Singh's time they took to agricul" ture and abandoned
robbery a little and now under the English Government they liave quite given
"
up their evil ways, and are honest and well disiJosed."
;

Mr. Steednian writing from Jhang says
" There are in this

:

—

a lot of ti-ibes engaged in agricultui' or cattle-grazing who have
" no
Many are recognized
very clear idea of their origin but are certainly converted Hindus.
"
Jats, and more belong to an enormous variety of tribes, but are called by the one comprehensive
"term Jat. Ethnologically I am not sure of my ground ; but for practical convenience iu this
"
ijart of the world, I would class as Jats all JIuhammadans whose ancestors were converted from
" Hindusim mid who are n^w
engnged in, or derive their maintenance from, the cultivation of laud
" or the
pasturing of cattle."
disti-ict

The last words of this sentence convey an important distinction. The
But in the
Jat of the Indus and Lower Chaniib is essentially a husbandman.
great central grazing grounds of the Western Plains he is often pastoral rather
than agricultural, looking upon cultivation as an inferior occupation
iie leaves to Arains, Mahtams, and such like people.

On

the

often used,

is,

which

Upper Indus the word Jat, or Hindki which is perhaps more
applied in scai'cely a less indefinite sense than in the Derajatj
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while in the Salt-range Tract the meaning is but little more precise.
Beyond
the Indus, Jat or Hindki includes both Rajputs and Awans, and indeed all
who talk Panjabi rather than Pashto. In the Salt-range Tract, however, the
higher Rajput tribes, such as Janjua, are carefully excluded ; and Jat means

any Mahomedan

cultivator of Hindu origin who is not an Awan, Gakkhar,
Pathan, Saiyad, Qureshi, or Rajput. Even there, however, most of the Jat
clans are returned as Rajputs also, and the figiu'cs for them will be found

fm-ther on
writes
:

—

when

I discuss the Jats

of the sub-montane

tracts,

ilajor

Wace

" The real Jat clans of
the Rawalpiudi division have a prejudice against the name Jat,
"because it is usually applied to camel-drivers, and to the gi'aziers of the bar whom they look
"
down upon as low fellows. But there is, I think, no doubt that the principal agricultiu'al
"
tribes whom we cannot class as Rajputs are really of the same race as the Jats of the Lower

"

Panjib."

The Jat in these parts of the country is naturally looked upon as of
inferior race, and the position he occupies is very different from that which
he holds in the centre and east of the Panjab.
Mr. O'Brien gives at page
78 of his Multihii Glossary a collection of the most pimgent proverbs on the
of which I can only quote one or two
"Though"the Jat grows
"
^\ji
refined, he will still use a mat for a pocket-handkerchief."
ordinary
"
man's ribs would break at the laugh of a Jat.'' " "When the Jat is pros"
he
the
shuts
it
when
the
Kinir
perous
ujd
jjath (Ijy ploughing
up)
(money"
" A Jat like a wound is better
lender) is prosperous he shuts up the Jat."
"when bound." " Though a Jat be made of gold, still his hinder parts are of
"
" The Jat is
brass."
such a fool that only God can take care of him."
The Pathan proverbs are even less complimentaiy. " If a Hindki
"
cannot do you any harm, he will le.ave a bad smell as he passes you."
"
Get round a Pathan by coaxing ; but heave a clod at a Hindki." " Though
"
" Kill a black Jat rather than
a Hindki be your right arm, cut it off."
a black snake."
The Jat of Derah Ghazi is described as "
and
subject,

:

—

:

lazy,

dirty,

ignorant."
429. Jat tribes of tho Western Plains.— Abstract No. 73 on the next page* gives the principal
Jat tribes of tlie ^^'e^tern Plains that is to say west of Lahore, excluding the trans-Salt-range
and the sub-montane tracts. The tiibes may be divided into three groups; the Tahi'm Bbutta,
Langah, Chbina, and Siimra lie chiefly westwards of the valley of the Jahlam-Chauab ; the
Chhadhar and Sipra lie to the east of that line ; while the Bbatti, Sidl, Punwar, Joya, Dhudbi,
Khi'cbi, and Wattu are Rajpiits rather than Jats, and will be discussed when I come to the
Bajputs of 'he Western Plains. It must be remembered that these figures are very imperfect, as
they merely give the numbers who have returned their tribe as one of those shown in the abstract,
and do not include those who have retui'ned only sub-section; of those tribes. The complete
The double columns under
figures cannot be obtained till the detailed clan tables are ready.
Bhutla, Langah, Sumra, Chhadhar and Dhudhi show the numbers who have retui'ned themselves
as belonging to these tribes, but as being by caste Jat and Rajpiit respectively.
;

The Tahim (No. 1).— The Tabim claim Arab origin, and to be descended from an An-:ari
Quresh called Tami'm. They formerly held much property in the Chiniot tahsil of Jhang, and
there were Tahfm Gov"rnors of those parts under the Dehli Emperors. It is said that the Awans
have a Tahi'm clan. The Tabim are not wholly agriculturists, and are said not unfrequently to
work as butchers and cotton sc\itchers ; or it may be nierely that the butchers and cotton
scutchers have a Tabim clan called after the tribe. They are, as far as our figures go, almost
confined to Babawalpur and the lower Indus and Chenab in Multiin, lluzafiargarh, and Derah
Ghazi Khan. The lluh an Tahim say that their more immediate ancestor Sambhal Shah came to
that place some 700 years ago on a marauding expedition, and ruled at Jlulfan for 40 years, after
which he was killed and his followers scattered. In bis invasion of India during the latter part
of the 14th century, Taimnr encountered his old foes'' the Gctie (Jats), who inhabited the plains
" of
Tabim," and pursued them into the desert ; and Tod mentions an extinct Rajput tribe which
be

calls

Dahima.

no
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Astract No. 73, showing the Jat

JATS— WESTERN

a

Sflmra.

LangSh.

Bhutta.

•a

847

LudUana

1,633

Jalaiidhar

20

Aim-itsar
Giirdaspur
Sialkot

Lahore
Gnjranwala
Firozpur

Eawalpindi

Jhelam
Gujrat
Sliahpur

69

"666

345
38

73
311
42

4

6

321

1,364

67

11

766
2,229

1,014
3,162

9,598

196

234

"

6

26

479

464
284

31

2

"162

169

2,190

20
3

341
177
1,144

41

174
1

206
626
882

2,310

16
7
1

1

'"

30

2,205
82

2,214

66
207

'i!609

778

4,411

2,305

408

961
887

10,196

12,558

410

72

Terri-

62

20

3,231

Derah Ismiil Khan
Derah Ghazi Khan

1,249

1

401

2,821

MuzafFargarli

"l69

294

233

4,366

Bannn

169
"

2,670

4,845
1,612
192

2,492

936

98

6

640
394

91

17

241

"

93

1,696

Mnltan

Jbang
Montgomery

British

669

691

Hushyirpnr

20,431

4,891

9,083

2,348

2,650

218

tory.

1,664

Patiala

757

Total East. Plains

Bobawalpnr

British Terri-

13,862

1,361

9,598

20,431

4,891

9,083

13,862
23,460

2,108
22,539

194
5,085

69

1

9,142

2,849

tory.

Native State.?..
Province

2,101

194

2,848

2,650

10,196

12,558

218

2,560

10il96

12,'5S8

2,101
2,319
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—

The BhUtta (No. 2). The Blmtta are snid by lU: O'Brien to have h'aditions connecting them
with Hindustan, and they claim to be descended from Solar P.ajput^. Tint since the rise to
o) Multan, many of them have
opulence and importance of Pi'rzadah JIurad Balvhsh Bhutta,
taken to calling themselves Fi'rzadahs. One account is that they are emigrants from Bhutan
a story I fear too obviously suggested by the name. They also often practise other crafts, such
as r'a'king pottery or weaving, instead of or in addition to agriculture. They are said to have held
Uchh (in Babawalpur^ before the Saiyads came there. They are, according to our figures,
chiefly found on the lower Indus, Chenab and .Jahlam, in Shahpur, .Jhang, Multan, Muzaffargarh,
and Derah Ghazi Khan. In .Ihang most of them have returned themselves as Rajputs. The
Bhutta shown scattered over the Eastern Plains are perhaps members of the small Bhutna or
Bhutra clan of Malwa Sa,b>. (See also P.uttav, section 436, an 1 Buta, section 438).
"
.\ tribe
Tha Langah (No. 3). Mr. O'Brien thus describes the I angab
of agriculturists
''
in the Multan and JIuzaffargarh districts.
They were originally an Afghan tril>e who came to
" Multan from Sivi and Dhadhar for
purposes of trade, and eventually settled at Rapri and the
"neighbourhood. In the confusion that followed the invasion of Tamerlane Multan became
"
independent of the throne of Dehli, and the inhabitants chose Sheikh Yusaf, Kureshi, head of
"the shrine of Sheikh Babauddin, as Governor. In 1445 A.D., Rai Sahra, Chief of the Langahs,
" whose
daughter had been married to Sheikh Tusaf, introduced an anned bard of his tribesmen
" into the
city by night, seized Sheikh Yusaf and sent him to Delhi, and proclaimed himself king
" with the title Sultan
Kutabuddin. The kings
' of Multan
1445 to 1460.
Sultan Kutabaddin
belonging t ) the Langah tribe are
"
1460 (e.xtent of reign not
Sultan Hussain ...
shown in the margin.
known ).
" The
Sultin Firoz Shah ) r>
dynasty terminated with the capture
i
" of Multan. after a
f li' Mahmud
IT I,
I
: Dates not known.
Sultan
siege of more than a year
)
Shah
Hasan Arghnn, Governor of Sindh, in
Sultfln Husain
...
1518 to 1526.
"by
" 1526. For ten
days the city was given up to
''
plunder and mas-acre, and most of the Langahs were slain. Sultan Husain was made prisoner
''and died shortly after.
The Langah dynasty ruled Multan for eighty years, during which time
' Biloches succeeded in
establishing themselves along the Indus from Sitpur to Kot Karor. The
•'
Langahs of Multan and Muzaffargarh are now very insignificant cultivators.''
Farishtah is apparently the authority for their Afghan origin, which is doubtful to
say the
Pirzadah Murad Bakhsh Bhutta of Multan says that the Rlmtta, Langah, Kharral, Harral,
least.
and Lak are all Punwar Rajputs by origin. But the Langah are de-cribed by Tod as a clan of the
Chaliik or Solani tribe of Agnikula Rajputs, who inhabited Multan and .Taisalmtr and were
driven out of the latter by the Bhatti at least 700 years ago.
According to our figures the Paujab
Langah are almost confined to the lower Indus and Chanalj. Unfortunately we dassfd 2,560
Langah who had returned tlieir caste as Langah, under Pathaus. I have added the figures in
Abstract Xo. 73.

—

—

i.

:

—

i

The Chhlna (No. 4).— These I take to be distinct from the Chi'ma Jats of Sialkot and Gujranwala, though the two haje certainly been confused in on:' tables. That there are Chhi'iia in
Sialkot appears from the fact that the town "'of Jamki in that district was founded
by a Chhi'ua
.lat who came from Sindh and retained the title of Jam, the Sindbi
equivalent for Chaudhri. Yet
if the Chhina spread up the Clianab into Sialkot and the
districts
in such large
neighbouring
numbers as are sliown for Chi'ma in those districts, it is curious that they should not be found in the
intermediate districts through which they must have passed.
It is probable tliat the Clihi'na here
shown for Gurdaspm', and perhaps those for Fi'rozpm- also, should go with the Chi'ma who are
described in section 4U2 among the Jat tribes of the sub-monta:ie tract. These latter seem to trace
their origin from Dehli.
Tlie Chhi'ua of Derah Ismail Khan are
chiefly found in the cis-Indus
portion of the district.
430. Jat tribes of the Western Plains continued.
The SumraiNo. 5.i— Mr. O'Brien
describes the Siimra as originally Rajpiits:—" In A. D, 750
tley expelled the first Ar.ab invaders
" from
Sindh and Multan, and furnished the country with a
dynasty which ruled in Multan from

"
to 1526 A.D., when it was expelled
and Tod
by the Samma, 'another Rajput ti-ibe
them as one of the two gi'eat clans Umra and Siimra of ti.i- Soda tribe of Punwar
who in remote times held all the Rajpiitana deserts, and gave their names to Umrkot andRajpvxts,
Umrasumra or the Bhakkar country on the Indus. He identifies the Soda with Alexander's
Sogdi, the
Here again the Sumra seem to have spread,
princes of Dhat.
according to oiu- figur, s, far up the
Satluj and Chanab into the central districts of the Province.
Tie figures for Derah Ismail Khan

"1445

;

describes

are probably understated, as there they hold a
gi-eat portion of the Leiah thai between the Jhang
border and the Indus.
Some 2,000 of the Sumra have returned themselves as Rajputs, chiefly in
Patiala.

The Chhadhar (No. 6%— The Chhadhar are found
along the whole length of the Chanab and
Ravi valleys, but are far most numerous in Jhang, where
they have for the most part retui-ned
themselves as Eajpiits. They claim to be descended from
Eaja'Tui-, Tiinwar.
They say that they

\.
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left their liome in Rajputiina in the time of Jlnhammad Crhori and settled in Bahawalpur, where
they were converted by Sher Shah of Uchli. Tlience they came to Jhang, where they founded an
imiMrtant colony and spread in smaller nuuihers up the Chaiiab and Ravi. Mr. Steedman describes
them as good agriculturists, and less given to cattle-theft than their neighbours.
The Sipra (No. 7) appear to he a suh-division of the Gil tribe of Jats, which gives its name
to the famous hattle-fiehl of Sahr.aon.
Tliey too are found cliiefly on the Jahlam and lower Chanab
and are most numerous in Jhaiig. They are not an important tribe.

—

The Bhatti, Sial, Punwar, Joya, Dhudbi, Khichi, and Wattu will be described under Rajputs.
The Langrial are not separately shown in the abstract. They are however curious as being a
nomad pa^t^lral tribe who fonn almost the sole inhabitants of the JIultan steppes. They appear to
be found also in Rawalpindi and Si'alkot, and tlicre to claim Solar Rajput origin. But in Multau
the Langrial say that their ancestor was a Rrahman Charan from Bi'kaner who was converted by
Sultan Samran.' Tliev originally settled in Rawalpindi ; thence they moved to Jhang, took some
whence they spread over the
country from the SiaC and settled at Kot Kamalia in "Montgomery,
Mult-in i«V.
They derive their name from ?ony«r a kitchen," because their ancestor used to
keep

ojien house to all the

beggars and faqirs of the neighbourhood.

—

These appear to he among the earliest inhabitants of the Jhang
The Nol
be perhaps aboriginal. The Bhangu do not even claim Rajput origin
held the country about Jhang and the Bhangu that about Shorkot when the Sial^ came to the
Tlie Si'alkot
of the new comers.
Bhangu
district, but the'y eventually fell before the rising power

The Nol and BhangU.

disti-ict.

and

to

!

say they came from Nepal.

—

The Kharral, Harral, and Marral. The Kharral will be discussed separately with the smaller
The Harral claim to be descended from the same ancestor, Rai Bliiipa, as the
trilies.
Kharral, hut by another sou ; and to be Punwar R.ajputs who came from Jaisalmer to Uchh, and
thence to Kamalia in the Montgomery district. Mr. Steedman says that in Jliang, where only they
are found on the left bank of the Upper Chanab. tradition makes them a branch of the Ahi'rs, and
that they are almosk the worst thieves in the district, omiing large flocks and herds which they
bad cultivators. The Marral seem to have been once of
pasture in the central steppes and heiiig
far greater importance than now in the Jhang district, which is their home.
They claim to be
Chauhan Rajpvit^ by origin, and to have come to the Upper Chanab in the time of Akbar. They
bad
for
with
a
but
of
are a tine bold-looking set
repufcition
cattle-lifting, and are poor
men,
agricultural

cultivators.

,

—

Tliese tribes will be found described under Shekh, as they
tliough often classed as Jats.

The Hans, Khagga, Jhandir, &c.
claim Qurcshi origii

—

The tribes which I shall next
431. Jats of the western sub-montane.
discuss are those of the foot of the hills west of Lahore, that is, of the Gujrat,
With them, however, I have included in
Gujranwala and Sialkot districts.
the Abstract the so-called Jat tribes of the Salt-range Tract ; for all thfi
tribes of sufficient importance to be discussed separately that have returned
themselves from this tract as Jats, are really Eajputs rather than Jats, the
members have returned themselves as such, and they
greater number of their
Such are Dhanial, Bhakral, Janjiia, and
will be discussed under Rajputs.
After these came the Mekan, Gondal, and Ranjha, who belong to
IVIanhas.

Then
the Salt-range sub-montane and will also be treated as Rajputs.
follow the true Jats, the Tarar, Varaich, Chima, &e., whom I have endeavoured to arrange in order of locality from w-est to east. The Jats of the
it I have
already described sufficientSalt-range and of the great plains below
But directly we leave the Salt-range
sections 427-8.
ly in the" preceding
behind us and enter the Lahore and Amritsar divisions directly, in fact, we
come within the circle of Sikh influence as distinguished from mere political
between Jat and Rajput sufficiently clearly
supremacy, we ffiid the line
marked. The Jat indeed, here as elsewhere, claijns for himself Rajput origin.
But a Varaich does not say that he is now Rajput. He is a Jat and content
The fact is that within the pale of Sikhism Rajputs were at a disto be so.
The equality of all men preached by Guru Govind disgusted the
count.
his standard.
They soon paid the
haughty Rajputs, and they refused to join
The Jats who composed the great mass of the Khalsa
their

—

penaityof

pride.
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to absoliTte power, and the Rajput who had despised them was the
Their general policy led them to cut off such
peculiar object of their hatred.
poppy heads as had not spmng from their own seed and their personal feeling
led them to treat tlie Rajput, who as a native-born leader of the people should
have joined them, and who would if he had done so have been a very important element of additional strength to the cause, with especial harshness. The
old Settlement Reports are full of remarks upon the decadence if not the
viiiual disappearance of the Rajput gentry in those districts where Sikh sway
was most absolute. Thus the Jats we are considering are far more clearly
marked off from the Rajputs than are those of the Western Phiins where
everybody is a Jat, or of the Salt-range Tract where everybody who is not an
Arab or a Mughal calls himself a Rajput ; indeed there is if anything a
tendency here to call those Jats who are admitted to be Rajputs fm'ther west.
Only on the edge of the group, on the common Ijorder line of the Sikh tract,
the Salt-range, and the great plains, do the Mekan, Gondal, Ranjha, and Tarar
claim some to be Jats and some to be Rajputs.
The first two I have decided
to describe under Rajputs, the last under Jats but this is more a matter of
convenience than of ethnic classification. The Jat tribes now to be considered
are, except perhaps on the confines of the Gujranwiila Idr, essentially agricultural, and Occupy the same social position as do those of the Eastern Plains,
whom indeed they resemble in all respects.
rose

;

;

The most extraordinary thing

al)Out the group of Jat tribes found in
nnmlier of customs still retained by them which are, so far
as I know, not shared by any other people.
They will be found described in
Mr. Roe's translation of Arain Chand's History of Sidlkot, and I shall notice
one or two of them in the following paragraphs. Nothing could be more
instructive than an examination of the origin, practice, and limits of this
group of customs. They would seem to point to aboriginal descent. Another
»
Sii'dkot is the large

point worthy of remark is the frequent recm-rence of an ancestor Mai, which
may perhaps connect this group of tribes with the ancient ]\IallI of jMultan.
Some of their traditions point to Sindh ; while others ai"e connected with the
hills of Jammu.
The whole group strikes me as being one of exceeding
interest, and I much regret that I have no time to treat it more fully.
Jat tribes of the western sub-montane.— The figures for the ti'ihe will be found in Ab74 on the next page.* I have already explained that the first seven tribes, which belong
to the Salt-range and it-- vicinity, will be treated as and dircnsseil with Eajpiits.
432.

sti'act 'So.

The Tarar (No.

—This

is the
8).
only one of the tribes to be here discussed of which any conof the members have returned themselves as Rajputs, about half the Ciujranwala
the Shahpur Tarar having adopted this course. The Tarar claim Solar Rajput origin,
apparently from the Bhatti of Bhatner. They say that their ancestor Tarar took service with Mahraud
dhaznavi and returned with him to Ghazni ; but that his son Lohi, from whom they are descended,
moved from Bhatner to Gujrat whence the tribe spread. Another story dates their settlement from
the time of Humayun. They intermarry with Gondal, Varaich, Gil, Virk, and other leading Jat
tribes of the neighbourhood ; and they have lately begun to intermarry within the tribe.
Some of
them are still Hindus. They hold land on both sides of the Upper Chauab, about the junction and
within the boundaries of the three districts of Gujrat, Giljranwala, and Shahpm-. They are described as " i n vari.ably lazy, idle and troublesome."

siderable

number

and nearly

all

The Varaich (No. 9).— The Varaich is one of tlie largest Jat tribes in the Province. In
Alvbar's time they held two-tliirds of the Gujrat disti'ict,
tliough on less favourable terms than those
allowed to the Giijars who held the remainder ; and they still hold 170 villages in that district. They
have also crossed the Chauab into Gujrauwala where they held a tract of 41 villages, and have
spread along under the hills as far as Ludhiana and Maler Kotla. They do not always even
pretend to be Rajputs, but say that their ancestor Dhudi, was a Jat who came into India with
Mahmiid Ghaznavi and settled in Gujrat, where the tribe grew powerful and partly dispossessed the
Another story is that their ancestor was a Sui-ajbausi Bajpxit who
original Giljar lords of the soil.
came from Ghazni to Gujrat; while according to a third account their ancestor was a descendant of

*P.
17.
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'Rija Karan who went from the city of Kisrah to Dehli and was settled by Jalal-ul-din Firoz Shah
in Hissar, whence the trihe moved some five centuries ago to Guiranwala.
But then- is little doubt
that Gujrat was their first home, and tlmt their movement has been eastwards. The Wazirab.id
family of this tribe I'ose to importance under the Sikhs, and it5 history is narrated by Sir Lepel
Grifliu at pages 409 _^ of his Punjii Chiefs.
They are almost all Mnsalmaus, but retain all
their tribal and many of their Hindu customs.
They marry with the best local ti'ibes. Tliey
appear to be known as Cluing or Varaich indiffeiently iu the Lahore district.

—

The Sahi (No. 10), The Sahi also claim descent from a Solar Eajput who went to Ghazni
with llahmud, and returned to found the tribe, settling on the Ravi near Lahore. They are found
any numbers only in Gujrat and Si'alkot. They have, in common with the Sindhu and Chima of
these parts, some peculiar marrriage cutsoras, such as cutting a goat's ear and marking their foreheads with the blood, making the bridegroom cut off a tn'ig of the Jhand tree {Prosopi's
nficigera) and so forth ; and they, like mo=t of the tribes discussed in this section, worship
the Jhand tree.
in

—

The Hinjra (No. 11). The Hinjra of the Gujranwala ia;- are a pastoral tribe, perhaps
ol aboriginal extraction.
They own 37 vdlages in Gujranwala which is their home, but have
spread both east and west under the hills.
They claim to be Saroha Rajputs, and that their
ancestor Hinjrano came from the neighbourhood of Hisiar to Gujranwala and founded a city
called Cskhab, the ruins of which still e.xist.
Their immediate ancestors are Jlal and Dhol,
and they say that half their clans still live in the Hisa,ar country. It would be interesting to
know the names of these clan«, and to examine the alleged connection between the two sections
In the Hissar Settlement Ri'port it is =tated that " the Hinjraon PacbhaJas trace
of the tribe.
''
their origin to a Saroha Rajput ancestor called Hinjraon.
They are all Muhammadans in this
" district
though in other places Hindu Hinjraon Pachhadas are to be found." Our figures
show no Hinjra in Hissar, and only 30 in Sirsa ; but they may have been returned as Hinjraon.

The Chima (No. 12).— The Chi'ma are one of the largest Jat tribes in the Punjab. They
say that some 25 generations back their ancestor Chima, a Chauhan Rajput, fled from Dehli
after the defeat of Prithi Raj by Shahab-ul-din Ghori, first to Kangra and then to Amritsar,
where his son founded a village on the Beas in the time of Ala-ul-din Ghori. His grandson
was called Rana Kang. and Dhol (the same name as among the Hinjra) was the ancestor of
Tlie Chima have the peculiar marriage customs described under the Sahi
their present clans.
Jats, and they are said to be served by Jogis and not by Rr.ihmaus, both which facts point
They are a powerful and united tribe, but quai-relsome. They
strongly to aboriginal descent.
are said to marry within the tribe as well as with their neighbours.
Many of thtm are MusalThe Xagara is one of their principal clans. They are most
maiis, but retain their old customs.
numerous in Si'alkotj but hold 42 villages
westwards along the foot of the hills.

in

Gujranwala, and have spread both eastwards and

The BajWa (No. 13).- The Bajwa or Bajju Jats and Rajputs have given the'r names to the
Bajwat or country at the foot of the Jammu hills in the Sfalkot District. They say that they
are Solar Rajpiits and that their ancestor Raja Shalip was driven out of Multan in the time of
Sikandar Lodi. His two sons Kals and Lis escaped in the disguise of falconers. Lis went to
Jammu and there married a Bajput bride, while Kals married a Jat girl in Pasrur. The descendants of both live in the Bajwat, but are said to be distinguished as B4jwa Jats and Bajju
has it that their ancestor Rai Jaisan was driven from Dehli by Rai
Rajputs. Another story
Pitora and settled at Karbala in Si^lkut. The Bajju Rajputs admit their relationship with the
a custom by which a
Bajwa Jats. The Bajju Rajpiits are said to have had till quite lately
Masalmau girl could lie turned into a Hindu for purposes of marriage, by temporarily burying
In
the betrothals of
her in an underground chamber and ploughing the earth over her head.
and they have
this tribe dates are used, a custom perhaps brought ivith them from llultSn
the
Sahi
Jats
already described. They are
several other singular customs resembling tht se of
almost confined to Sfalkot, though they have spread in small numbers eastwards as far as
;

Patiala.

—

—

433. Jat tribes ol the western sub-montane continued. The Deo (No. 14). The Deo
They claim a very ancient origin"but not Kajput.
ate practically confined to the Siilkot District.
"
in Hindustan,
the Saki jungU
Their ancestor's name is said to be JIahaj, wbo came from
and two of his sons were Aulakh and Deo who gave their names to two Jat tribes. But anothei
same
have
the
them to Raja Jagdeo, a Sdrajban-i Rajput. Tliey
marriage ceremony
story refers
as the Sahi, and also use the goat's blood in a similar manner in honour of their ancestors, and

have several very peculiar customs. They
thev have some ancestral connection.

will

not intermarry

with the

Min

Jats,

with

whom

—

(No. 15). Tlie Ghumman claim descent from E5ja Malkir, a Lunar Rajput
D.alip of Dehli, from whom are descended the Janjua Rajputs of the Saltoi his descendants Sanpal married out of caste, aud bis son Ghumman, who camf
from Mukiala or Malhiana in the time of Firoz Shah and took service in Jammu, founded the prean idol made of grass and set within a 3<^|nare drawn in the cornra
This tribe
sent tribe.

The

Ghumman

and gi-andson
range Tract.
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finest peasantry in India.
Unfortunately the Settlement Reports of this
part of the country are often poor or even a'jsent altogether, while much of
Thus except regarding such tribes as
the tract consists of Xative States.
have risen to political importance, I can give but scanty information. The
Jats of the Sikh tract are essentially husbandmen, and the standard of

agricultural practice among those at any rate of the more fertile northern
I would call
districts is as high as is reached in any portion of the Province.
special attention to the cui'ious traditions of the Bhular, Man, and Her tribes,
•P. 12021

an examination of which might produce interesting and valualjle results.
Abstract No. 75 on the opposite page* gives the distriliution of the tribes
I have an-anged them roughly in the
so far as it is shown by our figures.
order to which they appear to occiir from west to east.
The Jat tribes of the Sikh tract. The Dhiilon (No. 1).— The Dhillon is one of the
435.
aud most widely distribntcd Jat tribes in tlie Province, Theii' head-qnarters would appear
from our tigures to be Gujrauwala aud Amritsar ; but they are found in large numbers along the
whole com-se of the Satluj from Fi'rozpur upwards, aud under the hills to the east of those two
Tlie numbers returned for the Dehli District are curiously large, and I doubt somewliat
districts.
whether they really refer to the same tribe. Like the Goraya they claim to be Saroha Rajpiita
by origin, and to have come from Sirsa. If this he ti'ue they have probably moved up the Satluj,
aud then spread along westwards under the hills. But another story makes them descendants of a
Surajbansi Kajpiit named Lu who lived at Kharmor in the Malwa, and held some office at the
Dehli court.
They are said to be divided into three great sections, the Baj, Saj, and Sanda.
large-t

—

The Virif (No. 2). The head-quarters of the Virk appear to be the Gujrauwala and Lahore
Districts, especially the former in which tliey own 132 vill:ige3.
They claim origin from a Manilas
and settled at Ghuclili in Amritsar ; and in Gujranwala
Rajput called Virak, who left

Jammu

nearly a third of them have returned themselves as Rajputs, but (hey marry freely with the .fat
tribes of the neighbourhood.
They say that their ancestor Virak was descended from Malhan
Nams (llal again !) the founder of the Manhas tribe of Rajputs, aud was connected with the
Rajas of Jammu. Leaving Parghowal in Jammu, he settled in Amritsar and married a Gil Jat
His decendants shortly afterwards moved westwards into Giijrauwala. There are three
girl.
main sections of the tribe, the Jopiu", Vachra, and Jau. Tlie tribe rose to some political import
ance about the end of last century, ruling a considerable tract in Gujrauwala and Lahore til .

subdued by Ranji't Singh.

The Sindhu (No

^

—

Tlie Sindhu is, so far as our tigures go, the second laigcst Jat tribe,
3).
numbers by the Sidliu only. Their head-quarters are the Amrit-ar aud Lahore
districts, but they are fouud all along the upper Satluj, aud under the hills from Ambala in the
east to Si'alkot and Giijriuwala in the west.
They claim descent from the Raghobansi branch of
the Solar Rajputs through Ram Chandar of Ajudhia. They say that their ancestors were taken by
or accompanied llahmud to Ghazui, and returned duriug the thiiieeiith century or in the reign of
Firoz Shah from Afghanistan t<i India.
Shortly afterwards they settled in the Manjfaa near
Some of the Sindhu say that it was Ghazui in the Deccan, and not in Afghanistan, from
Lahore.
which they came ; while others have it that it was Ghadni in Bi'kaner. The Jalandhar Sindhu
say that they came from the south to the Manjha some two or three centui'ies ago when the
Pathiins dispossessed the JIanj Rajputs, and shortly afterwards moved from Amritsar to Ja'andhar
Sir Lcpel Griffin is of opinion
at the invitation of the Gils te take the place of the ejected Manj.
The political liistory of the
that tlie real origin of the tribe is from North-Western Rajpiitana.
tribe, which was of capital importance uuder the Sikhs, is given is great detai. at pages 223^,
360^, and -417 to 428 of the same writer's Panjdb Chiefs. Tlie Sindhu have the same peculiar
marriage customs already described as practised by the Suhi Jats. The Sindhu of Karnal worship
Kala Mahiu- or Kala Pir, their ancestor, whose chief shrine is said to be at Thana Satra in Sialkot,

being surpassed in

their alleged place of origin.

—

ad

"

"

or
The Bhular (No 4). The Bhiilar, Her, and Man tribes call themselves
original
" of
"
Matted hair
Mahadeo, whose title is
Jats, and are said to have sprung from WieJat or
Bhiila Mahadeo. They say that the Malwa was their original home, and are commonly reckoned
But the bards of the Mdn, among
as two and a half tribes, the Her only counting as a half.
which tribe several families have risen to political importance, say that the whole of the Man and

aud half the Her tribe of Rajputs were the earliest Ksh,<itriya immigrants from Rajpiitana
The head-quarters of the Bhular appear to be Lahore and ITfrozpur, and the
Manjha and Malwa but they are returned in small numbers f;om every division
in the Panjab except Dehli, Rawalpindi, and Peshawar, from almost (very disjrict, aud from every
Native State of the Eastern T'laius except Dujaua, Loharu, and Pataadi.
Bhvilar

to the

Panjab.

confines of the

;
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Jat Tribes of the Sikh Tract.

SIKH TEACT.
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The Man (No. 5). — The Man, the second of the asl Jat trihes,

do sometimca chiim, as has just
Rajputs of the Man tribe are still to be
the
Several of
leading Sikh families belong
to this tribe, and tlieir history will be found at pages 177 to 183 and 307 to 314 of Sir Lepel
That writer states that there is "a popular tradition in the Panjah
Gv'iffin'a Panjifb
Chiefs.
" which makes all of the INIan tribe hrave and true." The home of the Jlan is in the northern
Malwa, to the east of that of tlie Bhiilar l)ut they too are widely distributed, being fcund in every
disti'ict and state of the Panjab east of Lahore, especially in tlie northern districts and along the
From the fact that the Man both of Jalandhar and of Karnal trace their origin to the
Satlu.i.
neiffhbora'hood of Bhatinda, it would appear probable that there was the original home of the
l)een stated, KajinU ancestry
found in Jaipur (see further

;

and

Dalai

it is

said that Tli^kur

in section 440).

;

tribe.

The Her
lie

(No.

6).

— The Her

nortli of the Satluj

;

is the third of this
group of trihes, and their home appears to
indeed had not it been that I wished to keep the three together, I should

have taken the Her nnth the Jats of the eastern sub-montane. They are found however in considerable numbers under the hills from Ambala in the cast to Gu.irat in the west, and throughout
the whole upper valley of the Satluj. Of tlie number shown, 5,812 were entered in my tables
as Aher, of whom 2,786 were in Husliyai^pur, but I am informed that this is merely another way
of spelling Her.
Of course they returned themselves an Aher Jats, nut as Alier or Ahir liy caste.
There is a very old village called Her in the Nakodar ^oi«/? of Jalandhar which is still held by
Her Jats, wlio say that they have lived there for a thousaud years, in other words for an indefinite
period.

436. The Jat tribes Of the Sikh tract continued. The Buttar (No, 7).— Tlie Buttar are a
I am not quite sure that
small tribe found, so far as our figures go, chiefly on (he Upper Satluj,
they are distinct from the P.hutta Jats of the Western Plains, which have been already described
in section 429, or from the Buta of Hushyai'imr to be described in section 438.
They are said to
be descended from a Surajbansi Kdjput who came from the Lakki jungle and settled first in
Gujraiiwala.

—

The Odi (No. 8). The Odi would appear from our figures to be confined to the Firozpur
District.
They appear to be a clan of the Dharfwal tribe, as 8,715 of the 8,722 Odi in Firozpur
and 787 more in Xabha have returned themselves as Dliariwal Odi. They are shown in the
On the other hand the 390 Odi of Gujrat have returned themAbstract under both headings.
selves as Tarar Odi, as have 417 in Gujranwala.
The Bal (No. 9). The Bal are another tribe of the Peas and Upper Satluj, and are said to

—

whom they do not intermarry. Their ancestor is also said to
who came from Slalwa. The name Pal, which is derived from
a famous one in ancient Indian History, .and recui's in all sorts of

be a clan of the Sekhu tribe with
have been a Rajput of royal race
a root

meaning

"

is

strength,"

forms and places.
(No. 10)—claim Solar Rajpdt ancestry.
They are chiefly found in Amritsar
and Gm-daspur so far as our figures show ; but they also own five villages in Sialkot. They say
that their ancestors came from Ghazni ; or according to another story, from Hindustan.

The Pannun

The Mahal
Amritsar.

(No. 11)

—

Tlieir ancestor

is

is

a small tribe which appear to be chiefly found in Jalai dhar and
have been a Rajput from Modi in the Malwa.

said to

— The
12).

head-quarters of the Aulak Jats would appear (o lie in the
Amritsar District ; but they are found in the northern Malwa, as well as in the Manjha and west
of Solar descent, and their ancestor Aulak lived in the Manjha.
to
be
are
said
of the Ravi.
They
But another story makes their ancestor one Raja Lui Lak, a Lunar Rajput. They are related
to the Sekhu and Deo tribes, with whom they will not intermarry.

The Aulak (No.

—

The GU (No, 13), The Gil is one of the largest and most important of the Jat tribes. So
far as oui' figures show, their head-quarters are the Lahore and Firozpur Districts; but they are
all along the Beas and Upper Satluj, and under the hills as far west as Sialkot.
Gil, tlieir
ancestor, and father of Shergil, the founder of another Jat tribe, was a Jat of Raghobansi Rajput
descent who lived in the Firo/.pur District ; he was a line.il descendant of Pirthi Piil, Raja of Garh
found

Mithila and a Waria Rajput, by a Bhular Jat wife. The tribe rose to some importance under the
Sikhs, and the history of its principal family is told at pages 3o2ffoi GriflBu's Panjdb Chiefs.
The SidhU and Barar tribes (Nos. 14— 15).— The Sidhu, with its branch the Banir or
Sidhu-Barar, is the largest and most important of the Jat tribes of the Panjab, for from it have
sprung the great Phulkiaii families of Patiala, Nabha, and Ji'nd, and the Barar family of r'aridkot.
The .Sidhu trace their origin to Jaisal, a Bhatti Rajput and founder of Jaisalmer, who was di-iven
from his kingdom by a successful rebellion and took refuge with Prithi Raj, Cliauhan, the last
Hindu King of Delili. His descendants overran Hissar and Sirsa and gave to the latter tract the
name of Bhattiana. Among them was Khiwa, who married a Jat woman of the Ghaggar, and
had by her Sidhu, the ancestor of the tribe. Sidhu had four sons, Devi, Biir, feiir, and Rupach,
and from Dlnil, the descendant of Bur, is sprung the Banir tribe. The pure Bhatti Rajputs of
rhattiana still admit their relationship with the Sidhu and Barar. The early history of the tribes

rp
•-
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toll in lull detail at pages 1 to 10 aud 546 to o-lS uf GrifBu's Paiijdb Rajas ; indeed the whole
book is a political histoi'y of the descendants of Sidliu ; while the leading minor families are noticed
at pages 429 \o 436 of his Panjdh Chiefs.
Some further details of their early anccsti'v will be
is

found at page 8 of the HisJar Settlement Report. The original home of the tribe was the Malwa,
But they have also spread across the
it is still there that they are found in large-;t numbers.
The liarar who are shown in the
Satluj into Lahore, Amritsar, Jalandhar, and other districts.
Abstract have returned themselves as Sidhu Rarar in the Native States aud, to the number of 4,220,
in Firozpur, and as Rai Barar in Giu'gaon,
The rest are returned as Barar simply. Sidhu Carar
and Barar are synonymous ; but whether I have done righly in including the Gurgaon Rai Barar I

and

cannot say. Moreover, 26,915 persons in Fi'rozpur and 2.358 in Nabha have returned their tribe
Sidhu and their clan as Barar, and are included in both columns, thus appearing twice over in
the Abstract. Mr. Brandreth thus describes the Barar of Fi'rozpur
"
The ISarars are said to have been Bhatti Rajputs, of tlie same family as the Rajputs
" of
The name of their ancestor was Sidhu, whose
Jaisalmer, where their original home was.
"
grandson was named Barar, whence they are called indifferently both Sidhu and Barar.
"
to Bhatinda,
Either Barar or some descendant of his migrated
whence
his offspring
"
over the neighbouring lands, and are now in possession of a very large tract of
" spread
almost the whole of ilaquas Mari, Miidki, Jlokatsar, Bhiichou, Mehraj,
country.
They
occupy
" Sultan
Khan, and Bliudaur in this district, the whole of Faridkot, a gi-eat part of Patiala, Nabha,
"
Jhumbha and Mallaudh. The Chiefs of all these states belong to the same family. The Bhattis
"of Sirsa who embraced Muhammadanism were also originaUy Bhatti Rajput-, and related to the
"
Barars, hut their descent is traced to some common ancestor before the time of Sidhu.
"
The Barars are not equal to the other tribes of Jat< as cultivators. They wear finer clothes
"and consider themselves a more dlu-strious race. Many of them were desperate dacoits in fonner
"
years, and all tlie most notorioiis criminals of this description that have been apprehended and
"
brought to justice under our rule were Barars. Female Infanticide is said to have been practised
"
among them to a great extent in fonner times. I am told that a few years ago there was scarcely
"
a young girl to be found in any of the Barar villages. This crime is said to have originated in a
" deceit that was once
practised upon one of the chiefs of JCabha by which his daughter was
"
betrothed tu a man of an inferior tribe ; and though he considered liimself bound to complete the
"
marriage, subsequently entered into an agreement witli all his tribe to put to death all the
"
daughters that should be born to them liereafter, in order to pre\eut the possibility of such a
"
disgrace occm'ring again.
"
From all accounts, however, this horrid pi'actice has been almost entirely discontinued of late
"
years, aud I can detect no difference now between the proportionate number of female children
' in the
Barar \illages and in villages inhabited by other castes."
as

:

—

The Dhariwai(No. 16(.— The Dhariwal, Dhaniwal, or Dhah'wal for tlic name is spelt in all
ways, are also said to be Bhatti Rajputs, and to take their name from theli' place of origin
Daranagar. They say that Akbar married the daughter of their Chief Mahr Mithra. They are
found cliiefly on the Upper Satluj aud in the fertile district to the west, theii- head-quarters "being
,

three

the north-western corner of the Malwa, or Ludhiana, Fi'rozpur, and the adjoining parts of Patiala.
Mr. Braudi'eth describes them as splenilid eviltivators, and the most peaceful and contented portion
of the population of the tract.

—

The Sara (No. 17). The Sara Jats are, so far as our figures go, chiefly found in the Upper
Maliva, in Li'ulhiana, Faridkot, and the intervening country ; but they also have crossed the Satluj
into the fertile district to the north-west.
Tliey are said to be descended from a Bhatti Rajput
who 13 generations ago left the Malwa and settled in Gujranwala. But another tradition traces
them to Raja Salon (? Salva'ian), a Lunar Rajput wlio livel in Jammu, and wliose two sons Sara
and Basra were the eponymous ancestors of two Jat tribes. I presume that tliey are distinct from
the Sarai noticed under Jats of the western sub-montane.
The Mangat (So. 18). —The Mangat would appear from our figures to be almost confined to
Ludhiana aud the adjoining portion of Patiala. I have no information to give about them, unless
indeed they are the same as the Man, described under Jats of eastern sub-montaue.

—

The Dhindsa (No. 19), The Dluudsa would appear to be confined to Ambala, Ludhiana,
(he adjoining portion of Patiala. They claim to be descended from Saroha Rajputs.
The Gandhi (No. 20).— The Gandhi seem
"
'
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of the largest .7at tribes

?
:

and

be chiefly found in the same tract with the
no particulars to give.
:

:

".

numerous

in

in
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Ambala and

Province.
Liidliiana,

r west asGujranwala aiidSialkot.

Cluma, and Sahi. aud tliat
~ ^ was
Malwa,
was a Tiinwar
''•>'
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Jats of the eastern

sub-montane.— The small group

of Juts

which t

Sikh Jats just discussed, all alonjj
under the foot of the hills from Ambala to Gurdi'ispur. There is no definite
line of demarcation between them and the Sikh Jats to the south or the Jats
of the western sub-montane to the west and perhaps the only real distinction
is that,
speaking broadly, the first are Hindus, the second Sikhs, and the
third Musalmans, though of course followers of all three religions are to be
found in almost every tribe. In character and jjosition there is nothing to
distinguish the tribes I am about to notice, save that they have never enjoyed
the political importance which distinguished the Sikh Jats under the Khalsa.
Abstract No. 70 on the opposite page gives the figures for these tribes roughly
Here again there is no confusion
ai'ranged in order from west to east.
between Jats and Rajputs, though the reason of the precision with which
they are distinguished is exactly the opposite of that abeady discussed in the
In the Sikh tract the
case of the western sub-montane and Sikh Jats.
political position of the Jat was so high that he had no wish to be called
Rajput under the hills the status of the Rajput is so superior that the Jat
The only one of these tribes of which
has no hope of being called Rajput.
any considerable nirraber have returned themselves as Jats as well as Rajputs
is the Manj, and that only in Gui-daspur on the extreme confines of the tract.
Then I shall consider ^vith the Rajputs of the same name. In this tract the
Settlement Reports are even more meagre than in the last ; and my informashall Ufxt describe lie to the north of the

;

:

tion

is

correspondingly imperfect,

The Randhawa (No. 2).— The
438. The Jat tribes of the Eastern Sub-montane.
Randliitwa is a large and widely spread trihe whose head-quarters appear to be the Amritsar and
who
but
are
also
found
in
considerable
numbers in Lahore, Jalandhar,
Gurdaspui' districts,
Hushyarpur, and Patiala. Their founder Randhawa, a Jadu or Bhatti Kajpiit, lived in Bikaiier
some seven centui'ieB ago ; and Kajjal, fifth in descent from him, migi'ated to Batala which had
some time before been founded by Earn Deo another Bliatti. Here the tribe increased in numbers,
The
possessed itseU of a very considerable tract of country, and rose to some political importance.
history of the Randhawa family is fully detailed at pag;es 200 to 218 of the Pavjdb Chiefs.
A few Randhawa have shown themselves also as Bhatti in Gujranwala and as Virk in Firozpur.

—

The Kang ^No. 3). Tliis tribe is found chiefly in the angle between the Baas and Satluj,
though they have crossed the latter river into Ambiila and FiVo/.pur, and are apparently found
numbers all along its banks and even on the Lower Induit. Their tradition ii tliat they
came from Garb Ghazni. They occupied a position of some considerable political importance in
their own tract during the early Jays of Sikh rule. Mr. Barkley write* of the Jalandhar Kang
" Most of the Sikh Sardars of the XakoHar tahsil either
belong to this tribe, or were connected
" with it
by marriage when they established their authority there. Tara Singh Gheba (sic), who
'•
was their leader at the time of the conquest, was himself of this race and a native of Kang on
but on the \illage being
"the Satluj, where it is said that eighteen Sardars at one time resided
"
swept away by the river they dispersed themselves in theii- separate ^'4jfr« on both sides of the
"
Tlie Kang are said to claim descent from the Solar Rajputs of Ajudhia through their
river."
in small

:

—

;

ancestor Jogra, father ot Kang,

—

The Sohal (No. 4). The Sohal are said to be of Chanhan Rajput origin, their ancestor Sohal
belonging to the family of Mahag. They appear to lie to the north of the Kang, close up under
and even among the hills ; but they are also found along the Satluj, though in smaller numbers.

The Bains (No. 5).— The head-quarters of the Bains appear to be in Hushyarpur and
Jalandhar, though they have spread westwards even as far as Rawalpindi, and eastwards into
f
Ambala and the adjoining Native States. They say that they are by origin Janjiia Ep
and that their ancestor Bains came eastwards in ''••-'—>—^-^''•»-..Ja\ a ^ lamily of Faridkot.
'o»iiaer
of
Jaisalmer, wlio was driven
V' ?"
royal families of Rajputs, but Tod believe^
""'^
with Prithi R,4j,
the last
their name to KrJ
^:^^
section.
'

They give
The Sardars of AlawalpuiNabha,u„
The Buta (No. 6.-T.

doib.

to Jalla nea. Sarhind in
.

Chauhan,
lyige
•""^
'"'fl gave to the latter
tract the
'^"'f married
'"'.''^f
a Jat woman of tlie
Ghaggar, and
,?'
,°
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The Itbwal (No. 7).— The Jthwal or Uthwal seem to be found chiefly in Amhala, Ludhianah,
But uule>s two distinct names have been
Jalandhar, and the adjoining torriturv of Patiala.
confused, they liave a curiously large colony in Dehli, which appears to be completely separated
from that of Ambala. They are said to be descended from a Siirajbansi Rajput calleil Mabdraj
who received the nickname of Unthwal from his love for camel-riding

The Jats

439.
that I

have-

to

of the south-eastern districts.

discuss

is

that

which

—The

occiijiies

the

!

last

group of Jat

Jamna

districts,

tribes

Jind,

themselves Jat not Jat, and are the same
Janma-Ganges dodb and the lower
Jamna valley, differing however in little save religion from the great Sikh Jat
tribes of the Miihva ; though perhaps the latter, inhabiting as they do the
wide unirrigated plains of the central States, are of slightly finer physique
The eastern Jats ai-e almost
than their neighbours of the damper riverain.
without exception Hindu, the few among them who arc Musalman being"
known as Mula or unfortunate," and dating their conversion almost without
exception fi-om an ancestor who was taken as a hostage to Dehli and there
Indeed these men were not unfi-equeutly received back
forcibly circumcised.
into caste on their return from captivity, and their descendants are in this
Their traditions show them to
case Hindus, though still known as ^lula.
have come up either from Bikaner and Rajputana, or northwards along the
Jamna valley, and very few of them appear to have come from the Panjab to
the Jamna.
The Jiits of Gitrgaon indeed still look upon the Eilja of Bhartpur

Rohtak, and

Ilissar.

Thej

call

people in every respect as the Jat of the

as their natural leader,
their minds that old

and the

men

fall of

stil!

Bhartpm- made

refer to it as

1

stich an impression on
he fera from which they date

events.

The Jat

of these parts

is, if

anything, even a better cultivator than the

that, chiefly because his women assist him so largely in the
field, performing all sorts of agricultm-al labotir whether light or heavy, except
ploughing for which they have not sufEi lent strength, and sowing which is

Sikh

Jat

;

and

circumstances a prerogative strictly confined to the made sex.
leave the soitth-eastern districts and pass into the Sikh tract,
women cease to perform tlie harder kinds of field-work, even among the Jats ;
So
while in the Musalman districts they do not work at all in the fields.
t/ie httsbandman
essentially is the Jat a husbandman, and so especially is he
of these pai-ts, that when asked his caste he will quite as often reply zamfnddr
The social
as Jat, the two names being in that sense used as synonymous.
standing of the Jat is that which the Gujar, Ahir, and Ror enjoy ; in fact
these four castes eat and smoke together.
They stand at the head of the castes
who prai-tise i(-<z<e2(;i3 or widow-mamage, a good deal below the Rajput, bitt
If the
far above the castes who grow vegetables, such as Arain and Mali.
social scale is regulated by the rules of the Hindu religion they come below
But the manly Jat despises
Banyas, who are admittedly better Hindus.
the money-grubbing Banya, and all other castes and tribes agree with him.
In the extreme south-eastern corner of the Panjab the Jats who have
come in from the north and west, from Rajputana and the Panjab, are known
as Dhe, to distincfui-h them from the original Jat tribes of tlie neighboui-hood
who are collectively called Ilele, the two sections abstaining from intermarriage

under

all

Directly

we

and having

in some respects different ctistoms.
In Sii-sa again, that meeting
place of races, where the Bagri Jat from the Bikaner prairies, the Sikh Jat
from the ^Jalwa, and the Musalman Jat from the Satluj valley, meet the Jat
of Hissar, the last are distinguished as Dese and the Musalman Jats as

Pachhade or western

;

but these terms appear to be unknown to the people

in
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There the superiority of the Sikh and Dese Jats over
Bagri and the indolent enervated .Jat of the Satluj is most

their respective homes.

the

stunted

strikingly apparent.

There is an extraordinary division of the Jats of Dohli, Rohtak, and
Karnal, and indeed of the other land-owning castes who have for the most
as Dehia and
part taken the one side or the other, into two factions known
Haulania. I quote the following passage from my Settlement Report of

Karnal and Panipat
"

"

The Dehias

:

—

are caUed after a .Tat

ti'ibe

of that name, with

its

head-quarters about

Bhatganw

by
Suupat, liaving originally come from Bawana near Dehli. The Haulania
" the Ghatwal or Malak
Jats, whose head-quarters are Dher-ka-AInilana in Gohana, and who were,
"
in these parts.
owing to their successful opposition to the Rajputs, the accepted heads of the Jats
" Some one of the
Emperors called tliem in to assist him in coercing the Mandahar Rajputs, and
" thus tlie old
enmity was strengthened. The Dehia Jats, growing powerful, became jealous of the
"
side was
supremacy of tlie Ghatwals and joined the Mandahars against them. Thus the country
" dividel iiito two factions the
of (hapa >faultha,
Giijars and Tagas of the tract, the Jaglan Jilts
••
of
and
most of
the
Hilda
JiUs
Rohtak,
the
and
and the Latmar Jats of Rohtak joining
Dehias,
" the Jats of the tr.ict
In the mutiny, distm'bances
except the Jaglaus, joining the Haulanias.
'•
uf
the
Nardak
the
Mandahars
these
two
aud
between
factious,
took place in the Rohtak district
"
And in framing my xails I had to alter my
ravaged the Haulanias in the south of the tract.
"
with
and
which
I
had
included
a
Dehia
Haulanias,
village
proposed division so as to separate
" which
The Dehia is also caUed the Jat, and occasionally the Mandahar
objected in consequence.
" faction. Even Sir H. Elliott seems to have been unaware of the existence of these factions. The
" Jits and
to consider each other, ti-ibally speaking,
Rajputs seem, independently of these divisions,
" as natural enemies
and I have ol ten been assured by Jats, though I do not believe it, that they
faction

ill

he.ided

is

;

;

" would not dare to
go into a Rajput village at night."
Mr. Maeonachie quotes a Dehli tradition

which makes two lirotliers from
ancestors of the Haulania
Rajputana called Mom :ind ^om the respective
of Rohtak.
Rajputs of the docib and the Plaulania Jats
Here again, in the south-eastern districts, the distinction between Jat and
Jat always practising and the Rajput
Rajput is definite and well-marked, the
I do not think that here a family
always abstaining from knrtma ; though
could raise itself from the former to the latter caste by discontinuingthe
The figures for the tribes
custom, as would appear to be possible elsewhere.
we are to consider are given in Abstract No. 7 on the opposite page,* the
't

^^^'

*g-

Jamna valley,
being roughly arranged from north to south down the
and then westwards along the southern border of the Province. The last five
and they are shown in this abstract,
tribes will be considered under Rajputs
not because they are returned as Jats especially in this pnrt of the Panjab, but
because the Rajput tribes to which they belong will be discussed under the
head of Rajputs of the Eastern Plains. The tribes in this group are neither so
of the Sikh tracts, and in many cases I have
large nor so important as those
There seems a great
little or no information to give concerning them.
the tradition of
tendency in these parts to split up into small clans, retaining
but
common tribal
using the name of the clan and not of

tribes

;

descent,

commonly

the tribe.
is the
440. The Jat tribes of the South-Eastern Districts. The Ghatwal (No. 1).— This
who trace then- origin from Ghar Ghazni aud even
only one of the tribes now under consideration
claim descent from Saroba
not
in Afghanistan.
Deccan
and
in
the
that
They
they place
city
Their head-quarters are at Ahulana in the Gohana tc.h!,H of Rohtak, and they occupy
Rajputs.
the country between it and the Jamna, being numerous in the north of Dehli and the south o'^^
Ahular is s?'
I suspect that our figm-es for Rohtak are considerably under the truth.
Karnal.
1
to have been founded 22 generations ago, and gives its name to the Haulania factiogig
to
have
mentioned. The Ghatwal are often called Malak, a title they are said
;

1

•

]

follows;—
" In the old
would not allow Jats to cover
days of Rajput ascendancy the Rajputs
"with a tui-bau, nor to wear "any red clothes, nor to put a crown (>no>-) on
noses.
"bridegi'oom, or a jeweHna^) in then- women's

They

also

used

to

the^

levy

p
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'
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Abstract No. 77, showing the Jat Tribes

•TATS

3

4,43.1

8,668

Gurpaon

109

4,816

Kanial

261

Hissar

2,392

61

Unhtak

2,210

2,066

1

13

Dohli

Siisa

Aiiibala

4«

Lndliiana

20

Jalandlmr

29

...

Gavdaspuv

238

Sialkot

...

KftwalpiniU

British Territory

...

11,814

77

Paliaia

164

Jind
Total Easteni Plains

..

316

797

Pahawali'ur

Total Hill States

^ritjjije

who
,

Territory..

arfc._.^„
tates

11,814

1,112

,

and ha\n
place of
fi'om the
of Hissavj t

12,926

.-.

Pachhade

or

w
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" from
Tirgin

"
"

Even

'brides.
day Rajirats will not allow inferior castes to wear red clotlies or
Tlie Gliatwals obtained some successes over the
auiplc loin clotlies in tlieir villages.
Eaiipiits,
tlio Mandaliars of the doah near Deohan and Manglaur, and over tliose of tlie
over
Bsigar
especially

to this

" near Kalananr and Dadri, and remove! the ohnoxious prohibitions. They thus
acquired tlie title
" of Jl/a!aifc
(master) and a red turhan as their distinguishing mark and to this day a Sit with a
*'
red pagri is most prohably a Ghatwal."
Mr. Fanshawe says that the title is a mere nickname conferred by a Malik or chief called Rai
S41 yet in Rohtak they appear generally to be called Malak rather tlian Gliatw^l, and perhaps
this is the cause of the smallness of tlie Rohtak figures, though I ordered the two names to be taken
Who the Ghatwiil of Bahawalpur are, I cannot explain. I may notice that tliere are
together.
in several parts of India, and especially in Mongliyr and its neighbourhood, tribes of low-class
called
Ghatwals, who hold or held assignments of revenue on condition of defending the
Ea;ipiits
in the hiUs by which the hill tribes were wont to make pra^datory incursions into
9^(7 ?« or passes
;

;

the plains below.

—

The Dagar (No. 2). The Dagar are numerous in Dehli and Gnrgaon and there is a small
I have no information concerning them.
colony in Rohtak.
The Jakhar and Sangwan (Nos. 3 and 14). These tribes are said to be descended from a
Cbauhan Rii.iput only 20 generations back, who came from Bikaner, and whose fom' sons founded
the .Takliar, Sangwan, Piru, and Kadi'an .Tats, for the last two of which I do not show separate
The Sangwan are most numerous in Jind and Hissar,
are of but little importance.
figure* as they
in Rohtak also; while the Jakhar are almost confined to
thougli tliere "is a small colony of them
of
Rohtak.
iahsU
the
and
adijoining .Iliajjar
Gnrgaon

—

—

The Sahrawat (No. 4). The Sahrawat claim to be descended from Sahra, a son or grandson
confined to Dehli, Gurgaon, Rohtak, and the
Raja Anangpal Tiinwar. They are almost
In Rohtak their settlement dates from some 25 generations back.
ad.ioiiiina Patiala territory.

of

—

The Dehia (No. 5). Tliis is the tribe wliich has given its name to the Dehia faction mentioned in section 439.
They are found on the nortli-eastern border of tlie Sampla and the ad.ioining
and Dehli. They claim to be descended from a Chauhan
portionof the Sunpat ?aisiZ of Rohtak
This is probably the Mauik Rai Chauhan
a Dliankar Jat woman.
Ra-jput named Mauik Rai by
who founded Hiinsi. Another account makes their ancestor Dhadlii'j, son of Haria Harpal, son of
of
tribes
Prithi Raja. The Dehia is one of the 36 royal
Ra.iputs, whose original home was about
the confluence of the Satluj with the Indus. Tliey are probably the Dahia; of Alexander.

—

The Golia (No. %^, The Golia or Gawalia are a very curious tribe. They declare that they [p.
were originally Brahmans who lost caste by inadvertently drinking liquor placed outside a dif tiller's
house in large vessels (,()">/). Tlie Local Bralimans apparently admit the truth of this story. They
now intermarry with Jat*, but not with the Dagar or Salanki for wliile they were Brahmans the
the former alone of all .lat tribes
Latter were their clients, while when they first lost caste
would give them their daughters to wife, and «o have been adopted as jwiJ.si-brethren. They came
from Indor to Rohtak some 30 generations ago. They are only found in Rohtak and Karnal.
The scattered entries probably refer to a few Gwalas or Abirs who have been retm-ned as Jats.
;

The Rathi (No. 7\— The wordRatli is used in
Musalman .lats or Rajputs from the Satluj. It is

Sirsa as synonymous mth Pacbhada, to denote
"
" or
said to mean
zabardast.
strong-handed
of Jats who claim to be by origin Tiinwar
tribe
is
a
distinct
Rathi
there
In Rohtak, however,
Rajputs, and are among the oldest inhabitants of the tract. They are descended from a brother of
the ancestor of the Rohal and Dhankar Jats, .and the three tribes do not intermarry. They are
found in Dehli and Giu'gaon as well as in Rohtak, and apparently in Liidhiana, though it is
perhaps doubtful whether these last are the same tribe.

The Khatrl (No.
in

Rohtak and

8).

Patiala.

—This
I

tribe appears to be very numerous
have no infomiation regarding them.

in Dehli,

and

to

be found also

—

The Dalai (No. 9). Tliis is another of the great Rohtak tribes, and is found also in the
adjoining territory of Dehli, Hissar and Jind. They claim to be descended from a Ratlior Rajput
who settled in Rohtak and married a Bargiijar .Tat woman some 30 generations hack. By her he
had four sons from whom the Dalai, Deswal, Man, and Sewag (? Sewal) Jats have sprang, and
But compare the account of the origin of the Man given in
these four tribes do not intermarry.
The same four tribes have a tradition of common descent and a prohibition against
section 435.
inter-marriage in Karnal

also.

—

The Ahlawat (No. 10). The Ahlawat are said to be descended from a Chauhan Rajput
who came from Sambhar in Jaijnu' some 30 generations ago. From him sprang tlie AlilaMat,
The tribe is found in Rohtak, Dehli
Oli^n, Birma, Mare, and Jun Jats who do not intermarry.
and Karnal. Its members worship a common ancestor called Sadu Deb.
The Deswal
froj] the

(No. 11).

— The Deswal or "men of the comitry "

same stock as the Dalai.

are, as already stated, sprung
in Rohtak, Giugaon, and Karnal.
lu
are called Deswal, and are hardly recognised as Rdjputs.

They are most numerous

Mewar and Ajmer, Musabnan Rajputs

JAT, RAJPUT,
TheDhankaT(No. 12). —
are ahiiost
the Rathi ti'ihe.

They
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have said that the Dhankar are of the same stock as the Rathi.
to Jhajjar iu Rohtak, and are perhaps nothing more than a local clan of
I

—

This trihc possesse' some iiuportance in Jmd, and has spread into the
13).
neighbouring portions of Giu'gaon and Rohtak. The only fact I have concerning them is that they
not intermarry with the Deswal ; but the reason is not explained.

The Phogat (No.

will

The SangWan (No. 14).— The Sangwana
mentioned.

Their head-quarters are in Jind

The Pawania (No.

15).

descended from the ancestor of the Jakhar already
but they are also found in Rohtak and Hiss^r.

re
;

— The Pawania are a Hissar tribe who are also found

in

Rohtak, Su'sa,

I have no information
Jind, and the detached portion of Patiala and, curiously enough, in Ambala.
to give regarding them.
The Bahniwal (No. 16). The Bahniwal are found chiefly in the Hissar division and Patiala.
Tliey are also found on the Lower Satluj in Montgomery, where they have probably returned themselves as Bhatti RaJixits, which they claim to be by descent.
Mr. Purser says of them: "In
" numbers
they are weak ; but in love of robbery they yield to none of the b'ibes." They gave much
trouble in 1857.
In the 15th century the Bahniwal held one of the si.\ cantons into which Bikaner

—

—

was then divided.
The Nain (No. 17). The Nain are chiefly found in the detached portions of Patiala, but
liave spread into Hissar and Dehli.
I have no information regarding them.

—

THE RAJPtT
* p.
98-9-

(CASTE No.

E).

of the Panjab.— The distTibiition of the Rajputs
and allied races is shown in Abstract No. 71, page 219.* I do not propose
to enter into any detailed description or discussion of the Rajput.
He is
much the same all over Northern India, and more has been published about
him than about any other Indian caste. The great authority is Tod's
Bdjdsthdn, while both Elliott and Sherring give miich useful information.
I have already expressed in sections 432-3 my views as to the identity of the
Jat and Rajput stock as it stands at present, and how the Rajputs merely
consist of the royal families of that stock.
I might indeed have gone further,
and have said that a trilie of any caste whatever which had in ancient times

441.

The Rajputs

possessed supreme power throughout any fairly extensive tract of country,
classed as Rajput.
It seems to me almost certain that some of the
so-called Rajput royal families were aboriginal ; and notably the Chandel.
How the aborigines of the Nepal Himalayas rose to be Kshatriya is well told
by Hodgson in his Essay on the Military Tribes of Nepal. He points out
that when the Brahmans were driven up into the hills by the advancing tide
of Mahomedan conquest, they wedded with the aboriginal women whom

would be

they

found there.

But to render

was necessary to conciliate the
come to dwell ; and they called their first
people
converts among them Kshatriya, while to their own offspring by the hill
women they gave not only Kshatriya rank and privileges, but Brahminical

among whom

patronymics.
" From these

this possible it

they had

tn'o
roots mainly sprang the now numerous, predominant, and extensively
" ramified
tribe of Khas
originally the name of a small clan of creedless barbarians, but now the
title of the
or military order of Nepal.
Tims too the key to the anomalous
Kshatriya
" nomenclature of so
many
stirpes of these military tribes is to be sought in the nomenclature of the
" sacred
order."
And even now in spite of the yearly increasing sway of Hinduism, and of the
efforts of Brahmans in
high office to abolish the" custom, the Khas still, insist that "the fruits of
"
commerce (for marriage is now out of the question) between their females and males of the
"
sacred order shall be ranked as
Kshatriya, wear the thread, and assume the patronymic title."
So again, when the RAjput immigrants from the plains took aboriginal women in concubinage
(and concubinage among the hill people is for all purposes of legitimacy and inheritance the same as
marriage), "they were permitted to give their childi'en so begotten the patronymic title only, not
" the rank of
But their childi'en again, if they married for two generations with the
Kshatriya.
"
Khas, became pure Khas, or real Kshatriyas in point of privilege and rank though no longer so in
" name.
They were Khas, not Ksliatriya, and yet they bore the proud title cognominal of the
"martialorder of the Hindus, and were in the land of their nativity entitled to every prerogative
" which
Kshatriya bii'th confers in Hindustan."

—

"proud
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A reference to my description of tlic Kanets of our hills will show that
something of the same sort has gone on in the Paujab Himalayas^ though
necessarily in a much lower degree^ since here the Aryan and not the aborigine
was predominant and the deserijttion of the Hill Rajputs, and still more of the
Thakars and Rathis, which will be found in this section under their respective
headings, will show how, if the Turanian is not as in Nepal admitted to
Kshatriya rank, it is at any rate impossible to draw any line among the Aryan
As the
races, all above which shall be Rajputs and all below it non-Rajputs.
" In
the seventh generation the Ghirathni becomes a
Kdngra proverb runs
"
queen."
The Rajputs of the Panjab are fine brave men, and retain the feudal
instinct more strongly developed than perhaps any other non-menial caste, the
;

—

C^- ^^'^

tribal heads

wielding extraordinary authority. They are very tenacious of
the integrity of their commiuial property in the village lands, seldom admitPride of blood is their strongest
ting strangers to share it with them.
characteristic, for pride of blood is the very essence of their Rajputhood.
are lazy and poor husbandmen and much prefer pastoral to agricultural
pursuits, looking upon all manual lalioiTr as derogatory and upon the actual
operation of ploughing as degrading ; and it is only the poorest class of

They

Rajput who will himself follow the plough. They arc, in most parts of the
Panjab plains, cattle-stealers by ancestral profession ; but they exercise their
calling in a gentlemanly way, and there is certainly honour among Rajput
thieves.

—

The Rajput tribes of the Panjab. The Rajputs of the Panjab may
44'2.
be broadly divided into four groups, each of which I shall discuss separately
First come the Rajjiuts of the Dehli Tenitory
in the following paragraphs.
and Jamna valley, for the most part belonging to the two great tribes of
Chauhan and Tunwar which gave Dehli its most famous dynasties. Next
of the river valleys of the Western Plains, many of them
hardly or not at all to be distinguished from Jats, and belonging for the most
Bhatti of Jaisalmer and Bi'kaner, and their predecessors the
])art to the
Punwar. The third group is the Rajputs of the western hills including the
Salt-range Tract, comprising both dominant tribes of proud position such as
the Janjua and mongrel Rajputs from the Jammu hills, and descendants either
of the Yadiibansi (Bhatti) dynasty of Kashmir and the mythical Raja Rasiilu
of Sialkot so famous in Panjab folklore, or of a group of tiiljes, apparently
of Punwar origin, which now hold the hills on cither bank of the Jahlam.
Finally we have the Rajputs of the Kangra hills of whom the Katoch may
be taken as the typCj so ancient that their very origin and advent to their
present abodes are lost in the past ; and the Rajputs of the lower hills which
With the Rajputs I take the Thakar and
fringe the Panjab Himalayas.
Rathi who are lower grades of Rajputs rather than separate castes, and

come the Rajputs

the

Rawat whose

position

is

still

more

difBcult

of definition.

It

will

be noticed that I do not mention the Rajputs of the Sikh tract, of the
As a
central districts, and of the Phulkian States of the Eastern Plains.
fact they are few, and the few there are are unimportant.
Nor have I mentioned the Rajputs of the frontier districts, for here again they are insignificant both in numbers and importance. The reason why the Rajput disappeais
before the Sikh, llie Pathan, and the Biloch I have already explained in
Abstract No. 71, on page 219,* shows the distribution of
section 422.
Rajputs and allied castes. The small number in the Hill States is curious.

,.

^
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There only the ruling families are Rajput, the mass of the peasantry
consisting of Kanets or Ghiraths, if indeed these last can be sejiarated at
In the Dehli division and Rohtak the Jat has
all from Rathis and Ravvats.
largely taken the place of the Rajput ; but such Rajputs as there are are
Rajputs in very deed. In the jNIultan division the number of Rajputs retm-ned is very large ; but I have already shown how large a proportion of

them should more jjroperly be
be drawn between the two.

classed as Jats,

if

indeed any distinction can

—

443. Tribal statistics for Rajputs. The figures for tribes will be given under the respective
a Rajput is
groups to which they belnig. Tlicy are more thau usually inaccurate, partly because
so difficult of definition, but sliU more because tlie Rajputs are divided into a few gi-eat tribes or
of
aud
each
these tribes
the
Rajput annals,
royal races as tliey are commonly called, the Iculs of
again into innumerable local clans or saclii or gots. Almost every Rajput will refer himself
which
ho beyond
as
state
the
clan
to
as
well
local
rightly or wrongly to some one of the great huh,
all doubt belongs ; aud thus wo liavo members of the same clan and descendants of the same
of
while
multitudes
to
different
ancestor returning themselves as belougiiig
tribes,
persons appear
twice over in tlie Abstracts, first under tlieir tribe or Tcul, and again under their clan or got.
It must be remembered that such of the figures as are shown for Rajput tribes in the
Abstracts of the following pages under the head Jat, refer to people who have returned themselves
In the great majority of ctises this
as Jat by caste, aud Bhalti, Cliauhan, and so forth by trihe.
latter entry represents mere traditional origin, irather thau that the people in question actually
or
In many cases they have returned
that
are
Bhatti
Ohauhau
at
tlie
moment.
claim
present
they
Absti-act No. 78 below gives the numbers entered for various tribes under
tlieir Jat tribe as well.
Jat and Rajput, respectively, and shows how extensively this sort of entry has been made.

Abstract No. 78, showing Tribes entered both as Jat and as Rajput.

JOINT LIST OF JAT AND RAJPUT CLANS.
Native States.

Bkitish Teeeitoet.
ClAxs.
Jats.

Rajputs.

Jats.

Rajputs.

3,519
4,863
9,411

11,141
5,144

2,251

908

13

3,378

43

1,967

94,665
20,431
26,3S7

204,509

1,193
2,108

38,262

17

1,311

27,109
10,026
12,315

145,195
4,388
7,649

3,550

18,831

Dliudhi

"i,0S7

113

Gondal
Janjua
Joya

47,276
8,419
12,338

43,220
38,552
25,301

325

Kharral

18,582
3,337
42,110

14,2^12

12,724
45,731

237
254
221

Khali ral

Bahniwal
Bhatti

Bhutta

Chhadhar
Chauhaii
Dhaniiil

Khi'cbi

Khokhar
Langah
MaliMl
Alaiidahar

Manilas

Manj
Mcliaii

4,891
16,435

15

194

10

11
5,263

59

2,042

608
9,649
1

9,083
6,598

2,348

118

1,032

721

1,827

14,693

15,312

2,637

6,570
2,654
3,157

49,424
26,309
5,968

15

216

1

2,676
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generally with something more of the gentleman about him
than we find in the more rustic Jat. Abstract No. 79 on the opposite page*
turbulent, Ijut

# p
136-37.

gives the distribution of these tribes.
445. The Rajput tribes of the Eastern

Plains.
The Tunwar (No. 1).— The Tiiuivar,
generally reckoned as one of the 36 rnyal tribes of
of
dynasty
Vikramailitya, the beacon of later Hindu
chronology, and Dehli with its last Indian riders, Anangpal, the last Tunwar Raja, abdicating iu
favoiu' of bis Chauhan grandchild Pirtlii Raj, in whose time the Musaimans conquered NorthAn early Anangpal Tunwar founded in 792 A.D. the city of Dchli on the
Western India.
ruins of the ancient Intb'apat, and his dynasty ruled there for three and a half centuries.
It is
therefore natiu'al that the Tunwar should be found chiefly in the eastern districts of the Province.
In Dehli itself, indeed, they are less numerous than might have been expected. But they are
.ilthougli a sub-Jivision of the .ladubarsi,
It furnished India with the
Rajpvits.

is

exceedingly numerous in Ambala, Hissar, and Sirsa. The name being a famous one, many Rajputs of various tribes which have no real connection with the Tunwar have returned it. Thus
So in
1,200 men in Karual are returned as Chauhan Tiinwar, who are probably Chauhans.
Rawalpindi 1,939 men are shown as Bhatti Tunwar, though here the confusion is more excusable,
The figm'es are of course shown twice over
being justified by origin though not by modern usage.
The figures for Tunwar Jats probably represent nothing more than traditional
in each case.
Half the number are in Ourgaou, where there is a considerable settlement of Tunwar
origin.

Rajputs.

The Tvinwar are the westernmost of the great R.ajpiit tribes of the Eastern Punjab. When
ejected from Dehli they are said to have settled at Puncb-i in Karnal, on the Ambala border and
once the seat of the Pundir, and thence to have spread botli north and south. They now occupy
Hariana or the gi'eater part of the Hissar district, and stretch across Karnal and the south of
Patiala into the west of the Ambala district, separating the Chauhan and other Rajputs who hold
the Jamna districts to the east of them from tl;e great Jat tribes of the Malwa which lie to their
There is, however, a Cliauhan colony to the north-west of them on the Lowe- Qhaggar ill the
west.
Hissar district and P.atiala. The Jatu of Hariana are a Tunwar clan.

—

The Chauhan (No. 2). The Chauhan is one of the Agnikula tribes and also one of the 36
Tod calls them the most valiant of the whole Riijput race, and to them belonged
royal families.
Before the seat of their power was moved to Dchli, Ajmer
the last Hindu ruler of Hindustan.
and Sambhar in Jaipur seem to have been their home. After their ejectment from Dehli they are
said to have crossed the Jamna to S.ambhal in Muradabad, and there still dwell the genealogists
and bards of the Chaulian of the Nardak of Karnal and Ambala. This ti-act, the ancient Kurukshetr or battle-field of the Kaui'avas and Pandavas, is still occupied very largely by Rajputs ;
in the west Ijy the Tvinwar, themselves descendants of the Pandavas, but for the most part by the
Chauhan whose central village is Juudla in Karnal, and who occupy all the country lying immetliately to the east of the Tunwar tract in Ambala and Karual and the adjoining parts of Patiala,
Nabha, and Jind. All this country was held by tlic Pundir Rajputs till the Chauhan came over
from Sambhiil under Rtina Har Rai some 20 generations ago, prubably in the time of Bahlol Lodi,
and drove the Pundir across the Jamna. The Chaulian appear from oui- figures to be numerous
throughout the remaining districts of the Dehli and Hissar divisions and in Gujrauwala, Fi'rozpur,
Rawalpindi, and Shahpur. But Chauhan being perhaps tlie most famous name in the Raj[>ut
In Karnal 1,520
annals, many people who have no title to it have sliown themselves as Chauhan.
Pundir, 850 Punwar, 1,200 Tunwar, 6,300 Mandahar, and some 900 of other tribes ha\o shown
In Shahpm' 6,700 persons are returned as Goiidal Cliauhan, and this
themselves as Chauhan also.
accounts for the so-called Chauhans of this disti'ict. The Jat Chauhans, too, are probably for the
most part Jat tribes of alleged Chauhan origin. Thus among the Jats, in Giijranwala 2,200 Cliima
and nearly 1,000 persons of other Jat tribes, in Firuzpur 600 Joya and 200 Sidliu, and in Jalilam
2,000, and in Gujrat 650 Gondal, have returned themselves as Chauhan also, and so in many minor
The Khichi and Varaich are also Cliauliau
All these figures are shown twice over.
instances.
clans numerous in tlie Panjab, and have perhaps sometimes returned themselves as Chauhan only.
The Chauhan of the Dehli district have taken to widow-marriage, and are no longer recognised by
The Chaulian of Gm-giloii have, however, retained their pre-eminent position,
theii- fellow Rajputs.
and are connected with the Cliaululn family of Ximrana, a small State now subject to Alwar.
The Mandahar (No. 3). —The ilandahar are almost confined to the Nardak of Karnal,
Ambala and tlie neighbouring portion of Patiala. They are said to have come from Ajudliia to
Jind, driving the Chandel and Bra Rajputs who occupied the tract into the Siwiiliks and across
the Ghaggar respectively. They then fixed their capital at Kalayit in Patiala, witli minor centres
at Safi'dou in Jind and Asandh in Karnal.
They lie more or less between the Tunwar and
Cliauhan of the tract. But tliey have in more recent times spread down below the Chauhan into
the Jamna riverain of the Karnal district, with Gharamida as a local centre.
Tliey were settled
in these parts before the advent of the Chauhan, and were chastised at Samana in Patiala by Fi'i-qz
Shah. The Mandahar, Kandahar, Bargiijar, Saukarwal, and Panihar Rajputs are said to be dgstended from Lawa, a son of Ram Chamba, and therefore to be Solar Rajputs ; and in Karnal at
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A

few
least they do not intermarry.
the tribe appears to be very local.

MandaliAr arc found east of the Jamna

in

Saharanpur, but

The Pundir (No. 4).— The Pundir would appear to belong to the Dahima royal race of which
" Seven centuries have
Tod says
swept away all recollection of a tribe who once afEorded one
of the proudest themes for the song of the bard."
They were the most powerful vassals of the
The original
Pundir
commanded
tlie Lahore frontier under Pirthi Ra.i.
Chauhan of Delili, and
:

—

seat of the Panjab Pundir was Thanesar and the Kurukshetr of Karnal and Ambala, with local
capitals at Piincb-i, Ramba, Hahri, and Fiiiidrak ; but tliey wei-e dispossessed by the Chauhan under
Rana Har Rai, and for the most part fled beyond the .Jamna. They are, however, still found in
the Indri pargannah of Karnal and the adjoining portion of Ambala.
The Rawat No. 5). The Rawat has been retm'ued as a .lat tribe, as a Rajput tribe, and as a
The
1 have shown the three sets of figures side by side in Abstract No. 79.
separate caste.

—

l

Rawat

is

found

in the

sub-montane

districts,

and down the whole length of the Jamna

valley.

It

very difficult to separate these people from the Rathis of the Kangra hills ; indeed they would
appear to occupy much the same position in the submontane as the Rathis or even the Kanets do
the liigher ranges. They are admittedly a clan of Chandel Rajputs ; but they are the lowest
clan who are recognised as of Rajput stock, and barely if at all admitted to communion with the
other Rajputs, while under no circumstances would even a Rathi marry a Rawat woman. They
There can, I think, be little doubt that the Chandel
practise widow-marriage as a matter of course.
are of aboriginal stock, and probably the same as the Chandal of the hills of whom we hear so
much and it is not impossible that these men became Chanals where they were conquered and
The Rawat is pi-obably akin
despised outcasts, and Rajputs where they enjoyed political power.
to the Rao sub-division of the Kanets, whom again it is most difficult to separate from the Rathis ;
and the Chandel Rajputs also have a Rao section. In Dehli 1,075 persons have shown themselves
as Rawat Gaure, and are included also under Gaurwa, the next heading.
is

m

;

The Gaurwa (No. 6) and
446. The Rajput tribes of the Eastern Plains continued.
am not at all sui'e that these figures do not include some Gaur as well as Gaurwa Rajputs
The Gaur are that
(see the last sentence supra) for the name was often spelt Gam-a in the papers.
one of the 36 royal families to which belonged the Rajput Kings of Bengal. They are found in
the central Jamna-Ganges doih, and are fully described by EUiott and Sherring. In om' tables
Gaur. —I

as Gaur, mostly in Dehli and Gurgaon, and they are not shown
Gaui-wa would seem to be applied generally to any Rajputs who have lost rank
In
Dehli however they form a distinct clan, both they and the
the
of
kareica.
by
practice
Chauhan practising widow-marriage, but the two being looked upon as separate tribes. They are
'
described by Mr. Maconachie as
especially noisy and quarrelsome, but stm'dy in build, and
" clannish in
disposition," while the Dehli Chauhan are said to be "the best Rajput cultivators in
" the
decent
and
otherwise
and
dl-trict,
orderly."
The Bargujar No. 7). The Bargujar are one of the 3t) royal families, and the only one
The connection between
except the Gahlot which claims descent from Liiwa son of Ram Chandi'a.
the llaudahar and Bargujar has ab-eady been noticed under the head Mandahar. They are of
Their old capital was Rajor, the ruins of which are still to be seen in the
iourse of Solar race.
south of Alwar, and they held much of Alwar and the neighbom'hig parts of Jaipur till dispossessed by the Kachwdha. Their head-quarters are now at Aniipshalu' on the Ganges, but there is still
a colony of them in Gurgaon on the Alwar border. Curiously euough, the Gurgion Bargujar say
that they came from Jalandhar about the middle of the 15th century ; and it is certain that they
are not very old holders of their present capital of Sohna, as the buildings of the Kambohs who
held it before them are still to be seen there and arc of comparatively recent date. Our figures
for Gm-gaon are certainly very far below the truth.
The Jadu ^No. 8). The Jadu or Jaddbansl are of Lunar race, and are called by Tod "the
" most illustrious of all the tribes of Ind."
But the name has been almost overshadowed by Bhatti,
the title of their dominant branch in modern times.
Only 4,580 persons have returned themselves
as Jadu, and those chiefly in Dehli and the south of Patiala.
The JatU (No. 9). The Jatu are said to be a Tiinwar clan who once held almost the whole of

we have 1,790 Rajputs returned

in the Abstract.

—

i

—

—

and arc still most numerous in that district and the neighbouring portions of Rohtak and
In fact the Tunwar of Hariana are said to have been divided into three clans named after
and descended from three brothers, Jatu, Raghu and Satraula, of which clans Jatu was by far the
largest and most important, and once ruled from Bhiwani to Agroha.
They are the hereditary
enemies of the Punwar of Rohtak, and at length the sandhills of JIahm were fixed upon as the
and
are
stUl
known
Jdtu
or the Jatu-Punwar
between
as
Punwar
ka
daula
them,
boundary
boundary. Of the Karnal Jatu 500 have returned themselves as Chauhin also, and are included
under both heads.
Hissar,
Ji'nd.

The Bagri (No. 10).—The word Bagri

is applied to any Hindu Rajput or Jat from the Bagar
lie to the smith and west of Su'sa and Hissar.
They are most numerbut are found also in some numbers under the heading of Jat in Sialkot
and Patiala. The Gurdaspur Bagi'i are Salahria who have shown themselves also as Bagar or
Bhagar by clan, and probably have no connection with the Bagri of Hissar and its neighbourhood.
Or it may be that the word is a misreading for Nagri, who claim to be Chauhan Rajputs who

or prairies of IJikauer, which

ous in the latter

district,

["
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migrated from Dehli in the time of Ala-ud-din Ghori, and who lioM 17 villages in the Sialkot disti-ict.
Those last are certainly Jats, not Rajputs. Tlie Bagri Rajputs are probably Bhatti, or possibly Rahtor.
The Godai-a and Piiniya are probably the Jat tribes that are most numerous in the Bagar.

—

The Rangar. Raugar is a term, somewhat contemptuous, applied in the eastern and southeastern districts to any llusalman Rajput; and I only notice it here because the Rangar are often,
I am told, however, that in Fi'rozpur and Gurdaspur
thougli wrongly, held to be a Rajput tribe.
there are sm.all Rajput colonies known only by this name ; and if so it is probable that they have
the
Dehli
If
a
from
Hindu
Chauhan Rajput became Musalman to-morruw, he
territory.
migrated
would still be called a Chauh.in Rajput by both himself and his neighbom"s of both religions. But
his Hindu brethren would also call him Rangar, which he would resent as only slightly less .abusive
than chotikat, a term of contempt applied to those who have, on conversion to Islam, cut off the
choti or Hindu scalploek. The Rangar or llusalman Rajputs bear the worst possible reputation for
turbulence and cattle-stealing, and gave much trouble in the mutiny.
Many proverbs concerning
"
them are quoted under the head of Giijar. Here is another
Rangar is best in a wineshop, or
" in a
I believe that in Central India the term Rangar
prison, or on horseback, or in a deep pit."

—

A

any uncouth fellow.'
The Baria (No. 11). The Baria of Jalandhar are said to be Solar Rajputs, descended from
RSja Karau of the Mahabhariit. Tlieir ancestor Mai ( ) came from Jal Kahra in Patiala about
500 years ago. Those of Sialkot, where they are fouud in small numbers, but considered to be Jats,
not Rajputs, say they are of Lunar Rajput descent. The tribe is practically confined to Patiala
and Xabha, and the name of the ancestor JIal, if common to the ti-ibe, looks as if they were not
Kajputs at all, though it is unusual In the Sikh States for Jats to claim the title of Rajput. 1
have no f\u'ther information regarding the tribe. There are Barhaiya Rajputs in the Azimgarh
and Ghazi'pur neighboui'hood.
The Atiras (No. 12). This tribe is returned from Patiala only. I cannot find it mentioned in
is

applied to

—

!

—

any of the

authorities.

—

The Naipal (No. 13). The Naipal are a clan of the gi'eat Bhatti tribe, who are found on tlic
They once held the river valley as far down as that town, but were di-ivcn
Satluj abo\e Firozpur.
Mr. Brandreth says of them
liigher up by the Dogars^ .and iu tlieir tui'u expelled the Gujars.
"
in their habits the Dogars and Gujars, and are probably gi'eatcr
much
resemble
very
They
" thieves than either.
They appear almost independent under the Ahluwalia rulers and to have
"
paid a small rent in kind only when the Kardar was strong enough to compel them to it, which
" was not often the case.
Tliey have lost more of their Hindu origin than either the Dogars or
"
Gujars, and in theii' marriage connections they follow the Muhammadan law, near blood relations
"
being permitted to enter into the marriage compact." All the Naipal have returned themselves
as Bhatti as well, and it is possible that many of them have shown Bhatti only as their tribe, and
:

—

are therefore not retui'ned under the head Naipal.

—

The Rathor arc one of the 36 royal races, and Solar Rajputs. Their
14).
was Kanauj, but tlieir more modern dynasties are to be found in Mai'war and Bi'kaner.
They are rctm'ned from many districts iu the Panjiib, but are nowhere numerous.
447. The Rajputs of the Western Plains. The next group of Eajput

The Rather (No.

old seat

—

I have
those of the great Western Plains.
akeady said much regarding- the position of the Rajput in this part of
the Panjiib, and the diffieulty of drawing any line between him and the Jat
Here the great Rajput tribes have spread up the river
of the neighbourhood.
Traditionally averse from manual laboiu" and looking
valleys as conquerors.
tribes that I shall discuss

rp 24]]

are

upon the touch of the plough handle as especially degrading, they have been
wont to content themselves with holding the country as dominant tribes,
iu the broad grazing grounds of the west, fighting
pastiu-ing their great herds
a good deal and plundering more, and leaving agriculture to the Arain, the
Mahtam, the Kaniboh, and such small folk. The old tradition is not forfor fighting,
gotten but the nile of the Sikh, if it afforded ample opportunity
the order and eqttal justice which have
destroyed much of then- influence, and
accompanied British rule have compelled all but the most wealthy to turn
;

their attention, still in a half-hearted sort of way, to agriculture.
Aljstract No. 80 on the next page* shows the distribution of these tribes.
140-43
First come the royal races
are
arranged according to locality.

* P-

They

roughly

Mr. Wilson notes that he has heard Rangai' applied
The word is often spelt and pronounced Ranghar.
unusual.
'

to

Hindu Rajputs.

This

is,

I think
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of Punwar and Bbatti; who have held ):)etwceu them from time immemorial
the country of the lower Satluj and the deserts of Western Kajjiutana.
They
are the parent stocks whence most of the other tribes have sprung, though as
have
taken
they have moved up the river valleys into the Panjab plains they
local tribal names which have almost superseded those of the original race.
Thus the figures for all these tribes are more or less imperfect, some having
returned the local and some the original tribe only, while others have shown
both and are entered in both sets of figures. Next to these races follow the
Wattu, Joya, Khichi, and Dhiidhi, who hold the Satluj valley somewhat in
that order.
They are followed by the Hiraj and Siiil of the Chenab and
Lower Jahlam, and these again by the tribes of the Upper Jahlam and the
Of these last the Riinjha, Gondal, and Mekan would proShiihpur bar.
bably not be recognised as Rajputs by their neighbours the Tiwana, Janjua,
and the like. Last of all come five tribes who have already been considered
under Jats. From what has already been said as to the confusion between
Jat and Rajput in these parts, it might be expected that many of these
people will have been retm-ncd as Jats ; and in such cases the figures are
shown side by side. But in the case of at any rate the Bhalti and Punwiir,
it does not follow that these men are not Jats ; for in
many instances they
Lave given their Jat tribe, and added to it the Rajput tribe from which they
have a tradition of origin.
448.
Rajput tribes of the Western Plains. The Punwar (No. 1).— The Pnnwar or Pr.umra
" is
was once the ir.ost importniit of all the Agnil;ula Eiijputs. ' The world is the Pramara's
an ancieut saying denoting their e.ttensive sway ; and the A'flH Kot Mdriisthali, extending along
and below the Satluj from the Indus almost to the Jamnat signified tlie vtaru asfhal or arid
But many centuries
territory occupied by them, and the nine divisions of which it consisted.
have passed since they were driven from their possessions, and in 1826 they held in iiidojiendent
sway only the small State of Dhat in the desert. It will be seen from the Abstract that the
Punwar ure found in considerihle numbers up the whole course of the Satlu.i and along the
Lower Indus, though in the Dcrajat all .ind in the Mult.an division many of them are shown as
Jats.
They have also spread up the Heas into Jalandhar and Gurdaspur. There is also a very
indeed they
hirge colony of them in Rohtak and Hissiir and on the confines of those districts
once held the whole of the Rohtak, D;idrl, and Gobana country, and their rpiarrels with the Jatu
Tunwar of Hiss.ar have been noticed under the head Jiitu.
;

The Bhatti (No. 2).— Bhatti, the Panjab fom of the Rajput;iua word Bhati, is the title of
the great modern representatives of the ancient Jadubansi royal Rajput family, descendants of
Krishna and therefore of Lunar race. Their traditions tell that they were in very early times
driven across the Indus; but that returning, they dispossessed the Langah, .Toya, and others of
This
the country south of the Lower Satluj some seven centuries ago, and founded Jaisalmer.
State they still hold, though their territory lias been greatly circnm-cribcd since the advent of
the Rathor; but they still form a large proportion of the Rajput subjects of the Ruthor Rajas
of Bikaner. At one time their possessions in those varts included the whole of Sirsa and the
adjoining portions of Hissar, and the tract is still knoivn as Bbatliana. The story current in
Hissar is that Bhatti, the leader under whom the Bhattis reoro-sed the Indus, had two sons Dusal
and .laisal, of whom the latter founded .laisalmer while the furraer settled in Bhattiana. From
Dusal sprang the Sidhu and Barilr ,Jat tribes (see section 436), while his grandson Raipal was
the ancestor of the Wattu.
(But see further, section 449 infra.) According to General Cunningham the Bhattis originally held the Salt-range Tract and Kashmir, tleir capital being
Gajnipur, or the site of modern Rawalpindi ; but about the sccoud ctntury before Christ they
were driven across the Jahlaai by the Indo-Scythians, and their loader, the Raja Rasalu of
Panjab tradition, founded Sialkot. The invaders however followed them up and dispersed them,
and drove them to take refuge in the country south of the Satluj, though their rule ''n the
Kashmir

valley remained unbroken

till

1339 A.D.

The Bhatti is still by far the largest and most widely distributed of the Raput tribes of the
Panjab. It is found in immense numbers all along the Lower Satluj and Indus, though on the
former often and on the latter always classed as Jat. It is hardly le-s numerous on the Chenab,
the Upper Satluj, and the Beas, it is naturally strong in Bhattiana, there is a large colony in the
Dehli district, while it is perhaps most numerous of all in the seats of its anclt nt power, in Sialkot,
Gujrat and the Salt-range country. And if we reckon as Bhatti the Sidhu and Barar Jats of the
Maiwa, who are admittedly of Bhatti origin, we shall leave no portion of the Panjab proper in
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whicli a large Bhatti population is not to be found.
Many of those returned as Bhatti are also
returned as belonging to other tribes, but these form a wholly insignificant fraction of the whole ;
and the only large numbers appearing twice over appear to be the 1,100 Naipal of Fi'rozpuv already
alluded to,' 2,000 Bhatti Txinwar (sic) in Rawalpindi, 2,400 Khokhar and 1,600 Kharral in
Eahawalpur, 1,700 Kashmiri Jats in Giijranwala. In this last case the word is probably Bhat,
a great Kashmir tribe, and not Bhatfi.
But if the Bhatti formerly held Kashmir, it is not
impossible that the two words are really identical.
Perhaps also Bhatti has in many oases been
given as their tribe by .Tats or low-class Eajputs, or even by men of inferior castes who returned
themselves as Jats or Eajputs for their own greater exaltation. But if this be so, it only shows
how widespread is the fame of tlie Bhatti witliin tho Panjab. Almost every menial or artisan
caste has a Bhatti clan, and it is often tho most numerous of all, ranking with or above tho

Khokhar
Yet
alleges,

in this respect.
it is

strange, if the Bhatti did hold so hirge a portion of the Panjab as General Cunningham
universally tliey trace their origin to Bhatner in Bhattiana or at least to its

how almost

Either they wore expelled wholly from the Upper Panjab and have since returned
seats, or else the glory of their later has overshadowed that of their earlier
and Bhatner and Bhattiana have become the city and country of the Bliatti from which ali
good Bhatti trace their origin. The subject population of Bi'kaner is largely composed of Bhatti,
while Jaisalmer is a Bhatti State and it seems impossible that if the Bhatti of tlie Higher Satluj
are immigrants and not the descendants of tho residue of the old Bhatti who escaped expulsion,
they sliould not have come largely from both these States, and moreover should not have followed
Yet the tradition almost always skips all intennediate steps,
the river valleys in their advance.
and carries us straight back to that ancient city of Bhatner on the banks of the long dry Ghaggar,
in the Bi'kaner territory bordering on Sirsa.
Tlie Wattu Bhatti of Montgomery, while tracing
their origin from Raja Salvahan, the father of Raja RaSalu of Si'iilkot, say that their more
immediate ancestors came from Bhatner the Nun Bhatti of Multan trace their origin to the
Debli country; while the Bhatti of Muzaffargarh, Jljang, Giijriinwilla, Si'alkot, Jahlam, and
It is probable either that Bhatner is
Pindi, all look to Bhatner as the home of their ancestors.
used merely as a traditional expression, or that when the Ghaggar dried up or the Rathor conquered Bikaner, the Bhatti were driven to find new homes in the plains of the Panjab. Indeed
Mr. Wilson tells me that in Sirsa, or the old Bhattiana, the term Bhatti is commonly applied to
any Musalman Jat or EAjpiit from the direction of tlie Satluj, as a generic term almost
synonymous with Rath or Pachhada.
In Multan the Nun, a Bhatti clan, are the dominant tribe in the Shi'ijiibad tahsU, where they
The Mittru Bliatti of MnltAn came from Bikaner.
settled some four or five hundred years ago.
The Bhatti of Montgomery are probably Wattu and Khichi who will bo descrilied presently. Tlie

neighbourhood.
to their ancient
dynasties,

;

;

Bhatti of Jhang hofd a considerable tract called Bhattiora in the Chiniot uplands north of the
Chanab. They came first from Bhatner to the right bank of the Jahlam near the Shdhpur border,
and tlience to Bhattiora. They are described as " a fine race of men, industrious agriculturists,
"
hardly at all in debt, good horse-breeders, and very fond of sport. They do very little cattle"
to carrying off each other's wives."
The lihatti of the Giijranwala
lifting, hut are mucli addicted
"
bir, where they are the natural enemies of the Virk," are descended from one Dhir who eighteen
and settled in the Niir Mahal jungles as a grazier and freebooter. His
generations ago left Bhatner,
grandson went further on to the banks of the Ravi, and his son again moved up into the uplands
The modern descendants of these men are described as " a muscular and nobleof Giijranwala.
"
looking race of men, agriculturists more by constraint than by natural inclination, who keep
" numerous herds of cattle which
graze over the pasture lands of tlie hdr, only plough just sufficient
" to
grow food for their own necessities, and are famous as cattle-lifters and notorious thieves."

The IShatti of Giijranwala enjoyed considerable political importance in former times, and they
In Sialkot the Bhatti claim descent from Bhoni seventh in
still hold 86 villages in that district.
descent from their eponymous ancestor Bhatti, wlio came to Giijranwala from Bikaner, and thence
None of these Bhatti of the heir will give their daugliters to the neighbouring Jat
to Sialkot.
In the Salt-range Tract
tribes, though they will take wives from among them without scruple.
the Bhatti seem to hold a very subordinate position as Bhatti, though it may be that some of the
innumerable R.ijput tribes of those tracts may consider themselves Bhatti as well as whatever
In Kapnrthala and Jalandhar they have lost position greatly in
their local name may be.
Till dispossessed by the Ahliiwalia Sikhs, the Eais of Kapurthala were Bhatti
recent times.
Rajputs.
449. Rajput Trihes of the Satluj.— The Wattu (No. 3).— The Wattu are a Bhatti clan,
The Sirsa tradition appears
of whose origin the Hissar story has been given in section 448 above.
to be that one Raja Jiinhar, a descendant of the Bhatti Eaja Salvdhan of Si'akot, was settled in
Bhatner, wbefe he had two sons Achal and Batera. From the latter sprang the Sidhu and Barar
The former again had two sons Jaipal and Rajpal, of whom Jaipal was the ancestor of the
Jats.
Bhatti proper, and Rajpiil of the Wattu. Tlie Wattu date their conversion to Isldm by Baba Fand,
from the time of Kbiwa who ruled at Havcli in Montgomery, and was succeeded by the famous

Wattu Chief Lakhe Khan.

They hold both banks of the Satluj

in

the Sirsa district, and the
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ailjoiiiiiip; pai'ts of Jloiitgoincrv mid 'Raliitwrlpur, from Iiaggolii 16 miles above Fazilka, to Piiulalii
70 miles below H. Above tbem lie tlie Dogars, belon- tliem tlie Joya. Tbey are saiil to bave crossed
from Uie right bank of tlie river and spread into the then almost uninhabited prairies of Sirsa
only smie five generations ago, when F;'zil Palel R'ma came from Jliang near Haveli and settled
the unoccupied riverain. There is also a small section of tbem on tbe lliivi in the Montgomery
district.
It is not impossible that some of the Wattu have retui'ued themselves as IShatti simply,
for some few bave returned tbemselves under both heads.
The tribe was formerly almf>st purely
pastoral, and as turbulent and as great marauders as other pastoral tribes of the iieiglibiuirbood ;
and the habits of the R:ivi 'Vattu.Vbo gave trouble in 857, bave hardly changed. Rut the Satluj
:

Wattu who

possess but little jungle have taken very ger.erally to agriculture, and Captain Elphlnstone says that "some of their estates are well cultivated, their herds have diminished, and many of
" them
cannot now be distii-guisbed in appearance frjm pcaieful ArniriS or Khokhars. Tlic change
''in their habits has indeed been remarkable, as
of the Kardavs they
tlicy still speak with cxultatiin
"used to kill during the Sikh rule, and the years in which they paid no revenue because the Sikhs
" were
unable or at: aid to collect it." Mr. Pui'ser describes the Wattu as "priding themselves
'

their piditeness and hospitality.
They are of only moderate industry, profuse in expenditure
•
on special occasions, indifferent to education and exceedingly fond of cattle." He classes tbem
however with the Katbia, Kharral, Sial, Rabniwiil, liiloch and Joya as "essentially robber tribes
•'
and more or less addicted to cattle-stealing." This I suspecl simply means that these are the dominant tribes of the tract, who look upon a pastoral as higher than ail agricultiu'al life.

"upon

4) and Mahar.— The Joya is one of the 36 royal races of Ra.iputs, and is deshe ancient chronicles as " Lords of tlic Jangal-des," a tract which comprehended Hariana,
Rhatner, and Nagor. They also held, in common with the Dehia with whom ti.eir name
is
Some -even centuries
alw.ays coupled, the banks of the Indus and Satluj near their confluence.
ago they were apparently driven out of the Indus tract and partly subjugated in the Bagar country
by the Rhatti and in the middle of the 16th century they were' expelled from the Joya canton
of l!ik:iner by the Rather rulers for
attempting to regaiu their independence. Tod remarks that
" the
Ever since
Rajpi'its carried fire and sword into this country, of which they made a desert.
" it has
remained desolate, and the very name of Joya is lost, though the vestiges of considerable
"towns bear testimony to a remote antiquity." The Joya however have not disappeared. They
still hold all the hanks of the
Satluj from the Wattu border nearly as far down as its confluence
with the Indus, thongb the Rhatti turned them out of Kahror, and they lost their semi-independence when their possessions formed 3 part of the Bahawalpur State; they hold a tract in
Vi'kfvner on the bed of the old
Gbaggar just below Rhatner, their ancient scat ; and they are found
in no inconsiderable numbers ou the middle
Satluj of Lahore and Fi'rozpur and on the lower Indus
of the Derajat and
Jluzaffargarh, about a third (f their whole number being retm'ued as Jats.
The Multan Idt- is known to this day as the Joya bar. General Cunningham says that they ai'c to
be found in some numbers in the Salt-range or mountains of Jud. and identifies them with the Jodia
or Yodia, the warrior class of India in Pani'ni's time
(450 I'..C.), and indeed our figures show some
Rut Panini's Jodia wi uld perhaps mii'c probably be the modern Cxlieba,
2,700 Joya in Shahpur.
whose original tribal name is said to be Jodi-a, and Glieba a mere title. The Joya of the Satluj
and of Hissar trace their origin from Rhatner, and have a ciu'ious tradition current apparently from
Hissar to Montgomery, to the effect that they cannot trace their Rajput descent in the main line.
The Hissar ,Toya make themselves descendants in the female line of S.ameja, who accompanied the
eponymous ancestor of the Rhatti from Mathra to Bhatner. The ^Montgomery Joya have it that
a lineal descendant of
Benjamin, Joseph's brother, came to Rikdner, married a Raja's daughter, begot
their ancestor, and then
disappeared as a /cgiV. Tlie tradition is perhaps suggested by the w ml
jot meaning "wife." The Montgomery Joya say tliat they left liikaner in tht'middleof the 1-ith
century and settled in Rahawalpnr, where they became allies of the Latigab dynasty of Multan, but
were subjugated by the Dauipotra in the time of Nadir Shah. The Multan Joya say that they went
from Bi'kaner to Siudh and thence to Multan. This is probably due to tlie fact of their old possessions on the Indus
having died out of the tribal memory, and been re placed by their later holdings
"
in Bi'kaner.
They are described by Captain Elphir.stone as of smaller stature than the great Ravi
'
tribes, and considered inferior to them in regard of the qualities iu which the latter especially
"
piide themselves, namely bravery and skill in cattle-stealing. I'liey possess large herds of cattle
" aad are

The Joya (No.

cribed in

)

_Bha'ti:iria,

;

bad cultivators."
The Mahar are a small tribe on the Satluj opposite Fazilka, and are said to be descended from
Mahar. a '• brother of the Joya. They f I'o said to be quarrelsome, silly, thievish, foud of cattle,
" and to care
I'ttle for agricultural pursuits."
The Khicbi (No. 5). The Khfchi are a Cbauhdu clan, and are said to bave ome originally
from Ajuier, the old seat of the Chauhsin power, thence to Dehli, and from Uehli to the Satluj
during the Mughal rule. This is probably a mere tradition, of the movement of the Chauhan centre
from Ajmerto liehli. They are found along (he lower and middle Sa'Iuj, and the Ravi from
Multan to LabcTe, there are a few of them on the Clianab, and tlierc are considerable numbers of
them iu the Dehli district. In Montgomery they are found ihielly ou the RuA'i. where tliey used to
be haud-iu-glove with the Kharral but mended their ways under the later Sikh rule aud are now
peaceful busbandmen.

—
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I eiupect that there is some confusion in the=e
6).
figure^,
Dii'i or l)u(lh\val Ea.ipvlt-' of tlie eastern suh-montane have been included with

and that some

the Dhudlii of
The former will he described in their proper iilacc. The latter are a small I'ninvar
Satluj.
clan found with their kinsmen the R:ithor scattered ahmg the
Their original
Satluj and Chanah.
seat is said to Iiave been in the Mai'lsi tahst'l of Multan, where
they are mentioned as early as the
first half of the 14th century.
When tlie Dehli empire was breaking up they spread ahmg the
One of them, Haji Slier Muhammad, was a saint whose shriTie iii Multan is still
rivers.
'
renowned. They are said to be fair agriculturists and respectable members of society."
450. Rajput tribes of the Chanab. The Hiraj (No. 7).— The Hira.i is a Sial clan which
holds a tract on the banks of the Riivi .just above its juuctinn with the Clia'niib.
It is possible that
some of the clan have returned themselves as Sial simply, and are therefore not represenied in the
The Ilirii.i of llultan have returned themselves as Sial Hiraj to the numl)er of 3,380, and
figures.
are shown in lioth columns.
tlie

The

244]

—

Sial (No. 8).
The Sial is politically one of the most important tribes of the Western
As Mr. Steedman observe^, the modern history of the .Ihaug district is the history of the
a
of
arc
tribe
Punwar Rajputs who rose to prominence in the first-half of the 18th
They
Mr. Steedman writes : • They were till then probably a pastoral tribe, hut little given (o
century.'
"
on
the
banks of river, and grazing their cattle during the end of the cold and
husbandry, dwelling
"the first months of the hot weather in the low lands of the Chandb, and during the
rainy sca--on in
" the
of
the
The greater portion of the tract now occupied by them" was probbar.
uplands
.Ihaug
"ably acquired during the stormy century that preceded the conquest of Hindustan by tlie
"Mughals. During this period the country was dominated from Bhera, and sometimes" from
"
Multan. The colhction of revenue from a nomad population inhabiting the fastnesses of the har
" and
the deserts of the thai could never have been easy, and was probably seldom attempted.
Left

Plains.

Sial.

"

"
"

"

—

alone, the Sial applied themselves successfully to dipo-se<sing those that dwelt in the land
the
^'ols, Bhangus, Mangans, Marrals, and other old trihei— amusing themselves at the same time with
a good deal of internal strife and
with the
quarrelling, and now and then with stiffer

fighting

Kharrals and Biloches.
"
Thcnfor 200 years there was peace in the land, and the Sials remained quiet subjects of the
" Lahore
Siibah, the seats of local government being Chiniot and Shorkot.
Wah'dad Khan died in
"
1747, one year before Ahmad Shah Abdali made his first im'oad and was defeated before Dehli.
" It is not well known when he
succeeded to the chieftainship, but it was probably early in the
"
centi^ry ; for a cunsiderable time must have been taken uj) in the reduction of minor chiefs and
" the
of all the improvements with which ^^'alldad is credited.
It was during
^introduction
"
Walidad's time that the power of the Sials reached its zenith. The country subject to Wah'dad
" extended from Mankhera in the Thai
eastwards to Kamalia on the Ravi, froin the confluence of the
" R4vi
and Chanab to the ilaka of Pindi Bhattiau beyond Chiniot. He was succeeded by his
''nephew InayatuUa, who was little if at all inferior to" his uncle in administrative and military
"

He was engaged in constant warfare with the Bhangi Sikhs on the north, and the
ability.
" chiefs of
Multiin to the south. His near relations, the Sial chiefs of Rashi'dpur, gave him constant
"trouble and annoyance. Once indeed a party of forty troopers raided Jhang^ and carried off the
" Khan
He was a captive for si,x mouths. The history of the three succeeding chieftains
prisoner.
" is that of the
growth of the power of the Bhangis and of tliei'r formidable rival the Sukarchakia
"
misi, destined to be soon the subjugator of both Bhangis and Sials.
Chiniot was taken in 1803,
"
Jhang in 1806. Ahmad Khan, the last of the Sial Khans, regained his country shortly after in
"
1808, but in 1810 he was again captured by the Mahar.aja, who took him to Lahore and threw him
" into
Tluis ended whatever independence the Sial Khans of .Jhang had ever enjoyed,
prison.
" The
Sials are descended from Rai Shaukar, a PunwAr Rajput, a resident of
Ddranagar
" between
Allahabad and Fattahpur. A branch of the Punwars ha.;! previously emigrated from their
"native country to Jaunpur, and it was there that Rai Shankar was born. One story has it that
" Rai Shankar
had three sons, Seo, Teo, and Gheo, from whom have descended the Sials of Jhang,
" the
Tiwanas of Shahpur and the Ghebas of Pindi Gheb. Another tradition states that Si^l was
" the
only son of Rai Shankar, and that the ancestors of the Tiwanas and Ghebas were only
"
collateral relations of Shankar and Sidl.
On the death r.f Rai Shankar we arc told that great
"
dissensions arose among the members of the
family, and his son Sial emigrated during the reign
" of
AlUuddin Ghori to the Pan jab. It was about this time that many Rajput families emigrated
"from "the Provinces of Hindustan to the Panjab, including the ancestors of the Kharrals,
"
Tiwanas, Ghebas, Chaddhars, and Punwar Sials. It was the fashion in those days to be converted
"
the Muhammadan religion by the
eloquent exhortations of the sainted Bawa Fari'd of
" (o_
Pak Pattan ; and accordingly we find that Sial in his wanderings came to Pak Pattan, and there
" renounced
the religion of his ancestors. The Saint blessed him, and prophesied that his sou's
" seed should
This prediction was not
reign over the tract between the Jhelam and Chanab rivers.
'
General Cunningham states that the Sial are supposed to be descended from Raja Hiidi, the
Indo-Scythian opponent of the Bhatti Raja Rasalu of Si'alkot ; but I do not find this tiutlition
mentioned elsewhere.
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very accurate. Babs Farid died about 1264-65. Sial and his followers appear to tave wandered
" to and fro in the Rechna
and .Tetch doabs for some time before they settled down with some
"degree of permanency on the right bank of the Jlielam. It was during this unsettled period that
" Siil
married one of the women of the country, Sohag daughter of BhaiEhiin Mekhan, of Saiwal
" in the
Sliahpur district, and is also said to have built a fort at Si'alkot while a temporary resident
"
At their first settlement in this district, the Sials occupied the tract of country lying
there.
"
between Mankhera in the thai and the river .Tlielam, east and west, and from Khushab on the
" nortli to
what is now the Garh Maharaja ilaka on the south."

The political history of the Siiil is very fully described in the Jhang Settlement Report from
which I have made the above extract, while their family history is also discussed at pages
502.^
and 520 of Griffin's Patijdb Chiefs. The clans of the Sials are very numerous, and are fully
described by Mr. Steedman in his Jhang Report, who remarks " that it is
safe to assume that
fairly
"
any tribe (in Jiiang only I suppose) whoso name ends in dtia is of Sial extiaotion."
Tlie head-quarters of the Sials are the whole southern
portion of the Jhang district, along the
hank of the Chanab to its junction with the Riivi, and the riverain of the right hank of the
Chanab between the confluences of the Jahlam and Ravi. They also hold both banks of the Ravi
throughout its course in the Ihiltan and for some little distance in the Montgomery district, and are
found in small numbers on the upper portion of the river. They have spread up the Jahlam into
Shahpur and Gujrat, and are found in considerable numbers in the lower Indus of the Devajat and
Muzaffargarh. Who the Sials of Kangra may be I cannot conceive. There is a SiAl tribe of
Ghiraths and it is just possible that some of these men may have returned their caste as Sial, and
80 have been included among Rajputs.
Mr. Purser describes the Sial as "large in stature and of a
"
rough disposition, fond of cattle and caring little for agriculture. They observe Hindu ceremonies
" like the Kharral
and Kathia, and do not keep their women in pardah. They object to clothes of
" a brown
(lida) colour, and to the use of brass vessels."
left

;

451.

Rajput

tribes

of the

Jahlam.—The Banjha

(No.

9).— The

Ranjha

are

chiefly

found in the eastern uplands of Shahpur and Gujrat between the Jahlam and Chanab, though they
have in small numbtrs crossed both rivers into the Jahlam and Giijranwala districts. They are for
the most part returned as Jats except in Shahpur. They arc however Bhatti
and though
Rajputs
they are said in Gujrat to have laid claim cf late years to Qurcshi origin as descendants of Abii
Jiihil uncle of the Prophet, whose son died at Ghazni whence his lineage
emigrated to the Kerana
;

liir, yet they still retain many of their Hindu customs.
They are described by Colonel Davies as
"a
peaceable and well-disposed section of population, subsisting chiefly by agriculture. In physique
"
they resemble their neighbours the Gondals, with whom they intermarry freely." They would
perhaps better have been classed as Jats.

The Gondal (No. 10).— The Gondal hold the uplands known as the Gondal idr, running up the
centre of the tract between the Jahlam and Chanab in the
Shahpur and Giijrat districts. They are
also numerous in the riverain of the
right hank of the former river in the Jahlam district, and a few
have spread eastwards as far as the Riivi.
They are said to he Chauhan Rajputs, and 1,388 in
Jahlam and 6,674 in Shahpur have shown themselves as Gondal Chauhan, and appear in both

columns in consequence. But I do not think these men have any connection with the Gondal whom
our tigures show as so numerous in Kangra and
Hushyarpur. I "have liad the figures for these last
districts examined, and there is no mistake about the name.
Who the Gondal of the hills are I do
not know, as I can find no mention of them ; but 3,451 of the
Kangra Gondal have also retui-ned
themselves as Pathial.' The Gondal of the plains are
probably as much Jats as Rajputs, as they
appear to intermarry with the bui-rounding Jat tribes. Colonel Davies writes of them " Physically
"
they are a fine race, owing doubtless to the free and active life they lead and the quantities of
" animal food
they consume ; and if we except their inordinate passion for appropriating the cattle
" of their
neighboui-s which in their estimation carries with it no moral taint, they must be pro" nounced frjc from vice."
Tbey say that their ancestor came from Naushahra in the south to Pak
Pattan, and was there converted by Baba Fari'd ; and if this be so they probably occupied their
present abodes within the last six centm-ies.
:

—

The Mekan (No. 11). The Mekan are a small tribe said to be of Punw^r origin and spring
from the same ancestor as the Dhudhi already described.
They occupy the Shahpur bdr lying to the
west of the Gondal territory, and are also found in smaller numbers in Jahlam and
Gujrat. They
are a pastoral and somewhat tmblent tribe.

—

The Tiwana (No. 12)
The Tiwana hold the country at the foot of the Shahpur
Salt-range and have played a far more prominent part in the Panjab history than their
mere numbers A-ould render probable. They are said to be Punwar
Rajputs, and descended
from the same ncestor as the Sial and Gheba (see Sial snpra). They probably entered the
:

»

Mr. Anderson suggests that Gondal may be the name of one of the Brahminical
gotras. This
would explain the extraordinarily large numbers retui'ued imder this
heading but I cannot find a
of that name in .any of the lists to which I have access. This much
_90^r«
appears to be certain;
that there is no Gondal tribe of Rajputs in Kangra which nunihera over 17,0UU souls.
;
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together with the Sial, and certainly before the close of the 15th century. They
settled at Jahangi'r on the ludvis, but eventually moved to their present abodes in the
The subsequent history of
thai, where they built tlieir chief town of Mitha Tiwaua,
of
the family is narrated at pages 519 to fiZi of Griffin's Panjdb Chiefs and at pages
Paajal)

first

Shahpur

40^

Colonel Davies' Shahpur lleport. The Tiwana resisted the advancing forces of the Sikhs long
" a half
after the rest of the district had fallen before it.
They are now
pastoral, half agricul" tural
tnhe, and a fine hardy race of men who make good soldiers, though their good qualities
" are
sadly marred by a remarkably quarrelsome disposition, which is a source of never-ending
''
trouble to themselves and all with whom they are brought in contact."

The Rajputs

452.

of the

Western Hills.—I have already

described

the

The dominant tribes,
positiou occupied by Riijpiits iu the Salt-range Tract.
such as the Janjua, have retained their pride of lineage and their Rajput title.
But many of the minor tribes, although probably of Rajput descent, have
almost ceased to be known as Rajputs, and are not uufi-ecpiently classed as Jat.
Especially the tribes of the Hazai'a, JMurree, and Kahiita hills, though almost
certainly Rajputs, are, like the tribes of the Chibhiil and Jammu hills, probably
of very impure blood.
The tribes of the Salt-range Tract are exceedingly
The names of many
interesting, partly because so little is known about them.
of them end in iU, which almost always denotes that the name is taken from
their place of origin^ ; and a little careful local enquiry would probably throw
much light on their migrations. The great Janjua tribe appears to be Rathor j
and from the fact of the old Bhatti nile which lasted for so long in Kashmir, we
should expect the hill tribes, most of whom come from the banks of the Jahlam,
to be Bhatti also.
But there is perhaps some slight ground for believing that
If these tribes are really
many of them may be Punwar (see Dhund infra)
descendants of the original Jadubansi Rajputs who fled to the Salt-range after
the death of Krishna, they are probably, among the Aiyau inhabitants of the
Panjab proper, those who have retained their original territory for the longest
The grades and
period, imless we except the Rajputs of the Kangra hills.
social divisions of the Hill Rajputs are dwelt upon in the section treating of the
tribes of the eastern hills.
The same sort of classification prevails, though to a
much less marked extent, among the western hiUs ; but the Janjua are probably
the only one of the tribes now under consideration who can be ranked as Mian
150- Sahu or fii-st-class
Abstract No. SI on the next page* shows the
Rajputs.
.

distribution of these tribes.
They are divisible into three groups, roughly
an-anged in order from north and west to south and east. First came the
of
on
tribes
the hills
the right bank of the Jahlam, then the Salt-range tribes,
then those of the cis-Jahlam sub-montane, and last of all the Tarars who have
been ah-eady discussed as Jats. I had classed as sej)arate castes those persons
who returned themselves as Dhiinds and Kahuts, under Nos. 7-i and 103 in
Table VIII A.
But I have brought those figures into this Abstract alongside
of the Dhunds and Kahuts who returned themselves as Rajputs.
The figures for these tribes are probably more imperfect than those for
any other group of the same importance, at any rate so far as the tribes of the
In that part of the Panjab it has become the
Salt-range are concerned.
fashion to be Qtu'eshi or Mughal or Awan, rather even than Rajput ; and it is
Till
certain that very many of these men have retiu'ned themselves as such.
the detailed clan tables are published the correct figures will not be ascertainable.
453. Rajput tribes of the Murree and Hazara Hills.— The Dhund and Satti (Nos. 1, 2).—
The Dhund, Satti, and Ketwal occupy nearly the whole of the lower hills on the right bank of the
*

This

is

not

pure patronymics.

so, indeed, iu

the case of the Gakkhars, whose clan

names

all

end in

dl,

and are
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Dhohd.

Dhadtai..

Bhaebal.

HiBFar

Ambala
Hnshyarpiit

E^Dgra

188

109

4,235
31

Amritsar
Gnrd^spur
SiAlkot

Lahore
Gujranwila

«

Firozpnr
B^walpiDdi

11,729

1,407

1,291

IS

31

3

Jhelam

6,340
3,680

4,778
207

1,676
1,'^63

GviirSt

3,218
191

8,766

1,156

35
28

Shahf'ur

Multin

377
33

25
163

Jbang
MuzafFargarh«.

Derah iBmail Khan

Banna

S

Hazara

20,086

46
664

29,814 20,315

2,373

17,548

British Territory

1,642

4,38S 10,026

5,144

4,863

4,640

Total East. Piains

9,468

34

Bahawalpar •.

3,309

Total Hill States

British Territory

Native States
Province
.

29,314 120,315
...
I

'29,314 ;20,313

2,373
28
2,401

i

1,642

4,388

10,026

1,642

4,388

10,026

5,144
3,378
8,522

4,863
13
4,876

4,640

9,468

4,640

9,503

34
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Jalilam in the Hazara and Rawalpindi diatricts. Of the three the Dhund are the most northern,
being found in the Abljottilbid fahsi'l of Hazara and in the nuthcrn tracts of Rawalpindi,
while below them come the Satti. In Hazara I have classed as Dhiind 2,7T6 persons who returned
themselves as Andwal, which apijears to be one of the Dhiind clans. They claim to be descendants
of Abbas, the paternal ancle of the Prophet ; while another tradition is that their ancestor Takht
Khan came with Taimur to Dehli where he settled ; and that his descendant Zorah Khan went
to Kahiita in the time of Shah Jah:in, and begat the ancestors of the Jadwal, Dhiind, Sarrara
and Tamioli tribes. His son Khaliira or Kulu Rai was sent to Kashmir and married a Kashmiri
woman from whom the Dhund are sprung, and a Ketwal woman. From another illegitimate son
of his the Satti, who are the bitter enemies of the Dhiind, are said to have sprung ; hnt this the
These traditions are of
Satti deny and claim descent from no less a person than Nausherwan.
course absurd.
Kulu Rai is a Hindu name, and one tradition makes him brought up by a Brahman.
"
Thii-ty years ago their acquaintance with the
Major Wace writes of the Dhiind and Karral
" Muhammadan faith was still
slight, and though they now know more of it, and are more careful
" to observe
their social habits."
This much
it, relics of their Hindu faith are still observable in
the
that
Dhiind, Satti, Bib, Chibh, and many others, are all of Hindu origin,
appears certain,
all originally occupants of the hills on this part of the Jahlam, and all probably more or less conI find among the Punwar clans mentioned by Tod, and supposed by him to be extinct,
nected.
the Dhoonda, Soruteah, Bheeba, Dhiind, Jeebra, and Dhoonta ; and it is not impossible that
these tribes may he Punwar clans.
:

The history of these tribes is told at pages 592/?" of Sir Lepel Griffin's Fanjih Chiefs. They
wore almost exterminated by the Sikhs in 1837. Colonel Cracroft considers the Dhiind and Satti
of Rawalpindi a " treacherous, feeble, and dangerous population," and rendered especially,
dangerous by their close connection with the Karral and Dlniiid of Hazara. He says that the
Satti are a finer and more vigorous race and less inconstant and volatile than the Dhiind, whose
Sir Lepel Griffin remarks that the Dhiind " have ever been a lawtraditional enemies they are.
On the other
less untractable race, but then- courage is not equal to their disposition to do evil."
hand Major Wace describes both the Dhiind and Karral as " attached to their homes and fields,
" which
and
For
the
rest
their
character
is
cultivate
simply
industriously.
they
crafty and
"
cowardly." Both tribes broke into open rebellion in 1857, and the Dhiind were severely chastised
Mr. Stccdmau says " The hillmen of Rawalpindi
in Rawalpindi, but left unpunished in Hazara.
are not of very fine physique.
They have a good deal of pride of race, but are rather squaUd in
appearance. The rank and file arc poor, holding but little land and depending chiefly on their
cattle for a livelihood.
They have a gi-eat dislike to leaving the hills, especially in the hot weather,
when they go up as high as they can, and descend into the valleys during the cold weather. They
stand high in the social scale."
:

—

The Ketwal (No. 3). The Ketwal belong to the same group of tribes as the Dhiind and Satti,
and hold the hills to the south of the Satti country. They claim descent from Alexander the
Great (!) and say that they are far older inhabitants of these hills tlian either the Dhiind or Satti ;
but the tribe was apparently almost exterminated by the Dhiind at some time of which the date is
uncertain, and they are now few and unimportant.

The Dhanial (No, 4).- The Dhanial also appear to belong to the group of hUl tribes of the
It is from them
Salt-range Ti-act and of probable Rajput blood which we are now discussing.
that the Dhaui country in the Chakwiil tahsil of Jahlam takes its name ; and there appears still
to be a colony of them in those parts, though they are now chiefly found in tlie lower western hills
of the Murree range, being separated from tlie Satti by the Ketwal.
They claim to be descended
from All, son-in-law of the Prophet. They are a fine martial set of men and furnish many
recruits for the army, but were always a turbulent set, and most of the serious crime of the
surrounding country used to be ascribed to them. Most of them have been returned as Jats.

—

The Bhakral (No. 5) and Budhal. These are two more members of the same group of tribes,
who hold considerable areas in the south-east portion of the Rawalpindi district. Tlie Bhakral are
found in some numbers in Jahlam and Giijrat. I had not taken out separate figures for the
Budhal. Of the Rawalpindi Bhakral 5,099 show themselves as I^unwar also, and are included in
both figures. The Budhal, like the Dhanial, claim descent from Ali. Both these tribes
probably
came from the Jammu territory across the Jahlam. They do not approve of widow-marriage.
Who the 3,000 odd Bhakral returned for Bahawalpur may be I do not know ; but it is improbable
that they should be of the same tribe as those of the Salt-range Tract.
Perhaps there has been
some confusion of names.
also

—

The Alpial. Here again I did not take out separate figures. But I find that 8,685 of ihe Maaj
Rajputs of lUwalpindi (see Abstract No. 82, page 250*) are Alpial of the Fatah Jhaiig tahstl.
The Alpial hold the southern corner of the Fatah Jhang /aiijV of Rawalpindi. They are admittedly a Rajput tribe, and their marriage ceremonies still bear traces of their Hindu origin.
They
seem to have wandered through the Khushab and Talagang country before settling in their
present abodes, and if so, probably came up from the south.
are " a bold lawless set of men
They
" of fine
physique and much given to violent crime."
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figures, claim to be a Janjiia clan
and desccndaiits of Raja Mai, and Mr. Steedman sees no reason to doubt the tradition. They
"
in
of
Kaliiita
tahsU
half
the
Rawalpindi, and are a fine strong
occupy the hills of the eastern
"
and socially bold much the same position as
race, decidedly superior to the ordinary Rajputs,
"
" other
of
do
not
widow-marriage.
approve
They
Janjuas.
The Kanial (No. 6). The Kanial belong, according to Mr. Steedman, to that miscellaneoas
body of men who call themselves Rajputs, and hold a large portion of the south-eastern corner of
the Rawalpindi district ; and are of much the same class asthe Budhal and Bhakral. They also
far east as Giijrat.
appear to stretch along the sub-montane as
I

—

454. The Rajput tribes of the Salt-range.—The Kahut (No. 7) and Mair.—I hare
But they probably
classed the Kahiit as a separate caste under No. 103 of Table VIII A.
belong
to the group we are now considering, and I therefore show them in Abstract No. 81 and discuss
no
for
whom
I
have
the
notice
them
I
With
them here.
Mair,
separate figui'es ; and with these
two are commonly associated the Kasar, who will be described under the head Mughal. These
three tribes occupy the Dhani country in tahsil ChakwAl of Jahlam j the Kahuta holding Kahiitani
or its southern portion, the Mair the centre, and the Kasar the north. All three state that
they came from the Jammu hills, joined Bihar's army, and were located by him in their
They seem to have been ever violent and
present abodes which were then almost uninhabited.
graphic description of
masterful, and to have retained their independence in a singular degi-ee.
their character by Mr. Thomson is quoted at length under the head Mughal, to which I must refer
the reader. They most probably belong to the group of Rajput or jMa.s»-Rajput tribes who hold
the hills on cither bank of the Jahlam, and the Kahuta hills of Rawalpindi now held by the
Ketwal and Dhanial, and the town of Kahuta now in the hands of the Janjua, still bear their
now belong to the Salt -range and not to the Jahlam hills, but I have put them in the
name.

A

They

tribes witli whom they are probably connected by origin.
They are sometimes
Their bards claim for them Mughal origin, and
aa indeed are the Dhiind also.
returned
themselves
a?
of
them
have
either
or Mughal.
some
Awan
that
Of
may
quite possible
the 8,766 Kahiit returned from Jahlam, all but 293 have shown Mughal as theu; clan. Besides the
Kahiit shown under No. 103, Table VIIIA., 177 Rajputs have returned their tribe as Kahiit. The
more respectable Mair call themselves Minhas, probably the same Word as the well-known Manhas
tribe presently to be described ; and it may be that the Mair have been returned as Manhas

Abstract

among the

said to be

Awan,

it is

Rajputs.

The Jodra and Gheba.

—

I have no separate figures for these tribes, the only Glieba who have
such being apparently 105, of whom 89 are in the Peshawar division.
They may have retm'ued themselves as Mughal or some caste other than Rajput, or aa some
other Rajput tribe, or as Rdjpiit simply without specifying any tribe.
The tradition which
makes the Sial, Tiwana, and Gheba descendants of Saino, Teno, and Gheo, the three sous
of Rai
Shankar Punwar, has already been noticed under the head of Sial. An amended

retui'ned themselves as

The Sial and Tiwana appear to admit
is given at page 520 of Griffin's Punjab Chiefs.
the relationship, and, as already noticed under the head Dluind, it is not at all impossible that this
group of Rajpiit tribes may be of Punwar origin. Tlie Gheba are said to have come to the Panjab
some time after the Sial and Tiwana, and to have settled in the wild hilly country of Fateh Jliang
and Pindi Gheb in Rawalpindi. Here they held their own against the Awaus, Gakkhars, and
neighbom-ing tribes till Ranjit Singh subdued them. The Jodra are said to have come from
Jammu, or according to another story from Hindustan, whence also Colonel Cracroft says that the
Gheba traditions trace that tribe, and to have held tlieir i)resent tract before the Gheba settled
alongside of them. They now occui^y the eastern half of the Pindi Gheb, and the Gheba the
western half of the Fateh Jhang<aisi7 in Rawalpindi, the two tracts marching with each otiier.

genealogy

am informed, though unfortunately I cannot remember who was my authority, that the
Gheba is really a braucli of the original Jodra tribe that quarrelled with the others, and took the
name of Gheba which till then had been simply a title used iu the tribe; and the fact that the
town of Pindi Gheb was built and is still held by the Jodra, and not by the Gheba, le- '^ some
support to the statement. The history of the Gheba family is told at pages 538 jy" and of the
Jodra family at pages 535 //of Sir Lepel Griffin's Punjab Chiefs. Colonel Cracroft describes
the Jodra as "fine, spirited fellows who delight iu lield sports, have horses and hawks, are often
"brawlers, and are ever ready to turn out and fight out their grievances, formerly with swords,
" and now with the more humble
weapons of sticks and stones." The same writer says that the
Gheba are " a fine, hardy race of men, full of fire and energy, not addicted to crime, though their
I

" readiness to resent
insult or injury, real or imagined, or to join in hand-to-hand
fights for
"
land, and their factious with the Jodra and Alpial, are notorious."
rights

m

The Januja (No.
are found in small

8).

— The head-quarters

theii-

of the Jaujiia are the eastern Salt-range, but
they

numbers throughout the Multan and Derajat divisions, and in Hushyarpur
General Cunningham thinks that they are Aryan, and a branch of the Anuwan, Awan, or sons of
and
connects
Anu,
Janj the first syllable of their name, and Chach a tract in Rawalpindi, with the
old kings of the Huud on the Indus who are said by Masaudi to have borne the name of Chach
or Jaj. Sir Lepel Griffin is inclined to think that they are a branch of the Yadubansi
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makes them a branch of the YMdu stock. They themselves say they are
descendants of Raja Mai Riithor, who migrated aliout 9S0 A. D. either from ,1 idhpur or from
.Jahlam
and built Maljt; and the Janjiia genealogies show a striking uniforKanaujtothe
mity in only giving from 18 to 23 generations since Raja Mai. One of his sons is said to have
been called Ji'ul, the old name of the Salt-range ; and Mr. Brandreth states that only the descendants of his brother Wi'r are now known as Janjua.
If this be -o, and if the identifu-ation by
General Cunningham of Babar's Jiid with the Awau lie accepted, tlie connection of the two tribes
by traditional de-cent from a common ancestor follows. The Jaujiia once held almost the whole
of the Salt-range Tract, but were gradually dispossessed by the Gakkhars in the north and Ijy the
also

Aw.4,ns (if they bo a separate people) in the west ; and they now hold only the central and eastern
parts of the range as tribal territory, which is exactly what they held at the time of Babar's
invasion.
They still occupy a social position in tlie tract which is second only to that of the
Gakkhars, and are always addressed as Raja. They do not iierniit widow marriage. The
history of the tribe is tol.i fully at paragraphs hO ff of lirandreth's .fablam Reiiort, and that of

leading family at pages 002 fj of the Panjiib Chiefs. The tvilie is very fully described by
Mr. Thomson in bis Jahlam Report. He too makes them Rathor Rajputs trmn .lodhpur, and says
He describes them as
they are the only undoubtedly and admittedly Ilajpiit tribe in Jaldam.
physically well-looking, with tine hands and feet ; much given to military service, especially in
the cavalry ; poor agriculturists, bad men of business, and with great pride of race.
its

—

—

455. Rajput tribes of the Jammu border. The Manhas (No. 9). The Mauhas or Jamwal
claim ^olar origin by direct descent from Ram Cliandra. They say that tbeii' ance-tor came from
Ajudhia and conquered Jammu, and founded the city of that name. Some say that before this
conquest they first settled in Sialkot; others, that they went first to Kashmir, then to Sialkot, and
then to .lammu. All seem agreed that they moved into Jammu from the plains. The name
Jamwal ajipear; to ba\'c been the old name of the whole trllie, but to be now confined to the royal
branch who do not engage in agriculture, and look down upon their cultivating brethren who are
commonly styled Manhas. The Manba? intermarry with the Salahria and other sceond-clais
Rajputs of the neighbourhood. They call their eldest son Raja and the younger ones Jlian, and
use the salutation Jai
They arc for tVie uio^t part Hindus at least in the ci>Jahlam tract.
They pour water on a goat's head at mukldwa, and consider that hii shaking his head in consequence
is pleasing to their ancestors.
The Jlanbas are found in large numbers throughout the country
below the Jammu border, in Rawalpindi, Jahlam, Sialkot, and Gurdii-pur, but especially in the
two lirot. In Sialkot 765 Manluis have retiu'ncd themselves also as Bliatti, 741 as Salahria, and
l^ooftheJat Manhas
775 as Raghbansi ; while in Gurdaspur 2,080 are also shown as Raghban-i
of Gujranwiila, 1,325 are Virk who have shown themselves as ilanbas also.
The Manhas are
real husbandmen, and therefore occupy a very inferior position in the local scale of Rajput
precedence.
!

The Chibh (No.

—The Chibh claim

to be descended from the Katoch Rajputs of Kangra,
2
If so, their po-itiou must once have been much higher than it now
but the story is probably untrue. I have suggested under the head Dhiind that the Chibh may
Their ancestor Chib Chand is said to have left Kangra some 1,400 years ago,
jierbap- be Punwar.
and lia\e settled at Bhimbar in the Jammu hills. The first Chibh to become a Musalman was one
Siii Sadi of the time of Aurangzeb.
He died a violent death and is stiU venerated as a martyr,
and the Mahomedan Chibh oii'er the scalplocks of their male children at bis tomb, till which
ceremony the child is not considered a true Chibh, nor is the mother allowed to eat meat. Within
the Panjab the Chibh are found almost entirely in the northern portion of Gujrat under the
Jammu hills. The hills above this territory are their proper liome, and are attached to the State
of Kashmir. The tribe has also given its name to the Cbibhal, or hill country of Kashmir on the
left bank of the Jahlam along the Hazdra border, though I believe that they do not now occupy

at least
is

(jn tlie

10).

female

side.

;

The Chibh is a tribe of good position ; they, like the Janjua, enjoy the title of
Saiyads and Gakkhars do not hesitate to marry their daughters ; and tUl the Sikh rule
did
not cultivate themselves. Novv-a-days, however, they follow the plough. The
The Chibh are ideutiticd
history of the Chibh chiefs is related at page 583 of the Funjai Chiefs.
by some with the Sibu3 of the ancients.
those

Raja

hills.

;

they

—

The Thaliar (No. 11). The Thakar Rajputs shown in the Abstract are almost all Salabrio
Rajputs of Sialkot, where 5,279 men returned them elves as Rajput Salaria Thakar. They art
shown again under the head Salahria. 8)921 of the Nabha Thakar are Chauban. The signiricance of the expression Thakar is di^cussed under the head of Rajputs of the Eastern Hills
but
;

'

Mr. Brandreth says that Major Tod comes

to the

same conclusion

;

but

I

have been unable to

find the passage.
'

They have however

daughter of a Raja in
came king of Kangia.

a wonderful s-Un-y about a son of one of the kings of Persia marrying the
Oi can, and having by her de cendants, one of whom Nah;ir Chand ^? j beHis son Chibb (.'hand became ruler of Bbimbar; hence the Chibh.

thi

i
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of dignity, aud the two

title

Sombansi Rajinits who trace their descent from one
Raja Saigal of fabul'jus antiquity, and from liis de.-cfndant Cliandva Gupta. They say that their
eponymous ancestor came from the I>cccan in the time of Sultan Mamdah as commander of a
force sent to suppress the insurrection of Shxija the Khokhar, and settled at Suilkot ; and that
his descendants tm'ued Musalman in the time of Eahlol Lodi.
They are for the most part
.Afahomedan, but still employ Brahmans, and do not marry within the tribe.
They mark the loreheads of the bride and bridegroom with goats' blood at their weddings. Their head-quarters are in
the ea-tern portion of ^I'alkot, but they ar.; .also found in Gurdaspur and Lahore. The Thakar
returned from Sialkot under No. 11 of the Abstract are for the most part tijilahria, and have been
included in the figures for both tribes ; while 741 of the Sialkot Salahria show themselves as
Manhas and 347 as llhatti. In all these ca-esthe men are >howu under both headings. In Gurdaspur 3.712 of tlie Salahria are shown iil,o a.s Bagar or Bhiigar, aud have been included under both
Salahria and Bagri.

The Salahria (No.

12).

ai-c

—

The KatU (No 13). The Katil are a Rajput clan in
informati'-n save tljat they intermarry with the Salahria.

Gurdiispur,

regarding

whom

have no

I

—The Ragbbansi Rajpiits

arc perhaps most numerous iu the eastern
14).
In the Panjab they are chiefly found in the Hill St;ites
part of the Xorth-We^tern Provincos.
and the sub-montane of Gurdaspur and Sialkot, though there are a few in the Jamna districts also.
Rut the name would appear fcj imply little more than traditional origin. Thus of the Gm-da^pur

The Raghbansi (No

Raghbansi 2,0S0, and 775 of those of
shewn under both headings.

Sialkot, liave rctiu'ned

themselves as jianhas

and are

also,

—

The last, and in many respects
456. The Rajputs of the Eastern Hills.
the most lateresting group oi" Rajpiit tribes that I have to discuss, are those ol"
the Kangra and Simla Hills and the sub-montane tract at their foot between
Not only are the Hill Rajputs probably those
the Beas and the Jamna.
among all the peoples of thu Paujab who have occupied from the most remote
date their present abodes, but they have also retained their independence longOften invaded, often defeated, the Rajas of Kangra Hills never really
est.
became subjects of the Musalman ; and it was reserved to Ranjit Singh to
annex to his dominions the most ancient principalities in Northern India.
Thus the Kangra Hills are that portion of the Panjab which is most wholly
Hindu, not merely by the proportion which the number of real or nominal
Hindus bears to the total population, but still more because there has never
been any Musalman domination, which should either loosen the bonds of caste
by introducing among the converted people the absolute freedom of Islam in
its purity, or tighten them by throwing the still Hindu population, deprived of
It is here
thi-u- Rajput rulers, more wholly into the hands of then- priests.
then that we may expect to find caste existing most nearly in the same state as
that in \\hich the first ilusalman invaders found it when they entered the
It is certainly here that the Brahman and Kshatriya occupy
Paujab.
positions most nearly resembhng those assigned them by Manu.
The constitution of Rajput society in these hills will best, be explained
by the following extract from Mr. Barnes' Kangra Report, and by the
The
f\arthcr extracts which I shall make under the head Thakar and Rathi.
extracts are long; but the matter is so important as Ij caring upon the
whole question of caste, that I do not hesitate to give them. Mr. Barnes
writes
"

:

—

Any member

of a royal house, whether belonging to the Dogar cii'cle of municipalities across
Those also
circle on this side of the river, is esK>ntially Eajput.
marry are included under this honourable category. The name
" i.: a-sumed
by muuy other races in the hill^ ; 1-ut by the general feeling of the country the
"
appellation of Rajput is the Icgitmiate right of those only to whom I have here restricted

"the Ravi, or to the Jalaudbav

" with whom

tliey conde-ceiid to

"it.

" The descendants of aU these noble houses are
distinguished by the honorary title of Midns.'
accosted by their inferiors they receive the peculiar salutation of Jai Dya,' offered to no
'

"When

'
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" other

]

themselves the same salutation u interchanged ; and as there are endless
"
gradations even among the Miaus, the inferior first repeats the salutation and the courtesy is
"
In former days great importance was attached to the Jai I'ya: uuauthoJ
usually retm'ued.
" rized
assumption of the privilege was panislied as a misdemeanour by lieavy tine and imprison" ment. The
Rdja could extend the honour to high-horn Rdjpvits not strictly belonging to a Royal
"
clan, such, for instance, as the Soukla or the Manliiis.
Any deviation from the austere rules
"of the caste was sufficient to deprive the offender of this salutation, and the loss was
" tantamount to excommunication. Tlie
Eajpiits delight to recount stories of the value of
"this honour, and tlie vicissitudes endured to prevent its abuse. The Raja Dhiiin Singh, the
" Sikh
a
Jamwal
desired
to extort the Jai Dya from Raja Bhir Singh,
himself
Mian,
Minister,
" the fallen chief of
Nurpur. He held in his possession the grant of a jagi'r valued at Rs. 25,000,
"
and
and
sealed
by llanjit Singli,
delayed presenting the deed until the Niirpur
" duly signed
But Blii'r Singh was a Raja by a long line
chief should hail him witli this coveted salutation.
"of ancestors, and Dliian Singh was a Raja only hy favour of Ranjit Sinn;li. The hereditary
"chief refused to compromise his lionoiu-, and preferred beggary to affluence I'ather than
"
The derivation
accord the Jai Dya to one who by tlie rules of the brotherhood was his inferior.
gio-i'
" of the
phrase is supposed to bo Jai, victory, and Deb, l;ing ; being synonymous, when used L"- ^*^Jj
"
of
or
for
Vice
le
tlie
to
the
ever.'
national
Roi,
expression
king
togetherj
caste.

'

Among

\

i

j

'

,

i

i

;

|

,

'

" A
Mian, to preserve his name and lionour unsullied, must scrupulously observe four fundamental
" maxims
-.^irst, he must never drive tlie plough ; secondly, he must never give his daughter in
"
marriage to an inferior, nor marry himself much below his rank ; thirdly, he must never accept money
" in
exchange for tlie betrothal of his daugliter ; and lastly, his female household must observe strict
"seclusion. The prejudice against the plough is perliaps the most Inveterate of all ; that step can
" never be recalled. The offender at once loses the
privileged salutation ; he is reduced to the second
"
grade of Rajputs ; no JVL'iin will marry his daughter, and he must go a step lower in the social scale
" to
get a wife for himself. In every occupation of life he is made to feel his degraded position. In
"
meetings of the tribe and at marriages the Rajputs uudetiled hy the plough will refuse to sit at
" meals with the Hal
Bah, or plough driver, as he is contemptuously styled ; and many, to avoid the
"
indignity of exclusion, never appear at public assemblies. This prejudice against agriculture is as
"
Some
old as the Hindu religion ; and I have licard variouj reasons given in explanation of it.
"
say it is sacrilegious to lacerate the bosom of mother-earth with an iron plough-share ; others de" clare that tlie offence consists in
subjecting sacred oxen to labour. The probable reason is that the
"
legitimate weapon of the Kshatria, or military class, is the sword ; the plough is the insignia of a
" lower walk in life, and the
exchange of a noble for a ruder profession is tantamount to a renuncia" tion of the
privileges of caste.
" The
giving one's daughter to an inferior in caste is scarcely a more pardonable offence than
"
Bven Ranjit Singh, in the height of his prosperity and power, felt the force of
agi'iculture.
" this
The Raja of Kaugra deserted his hereditary kingdom rather than ally his
prejudice.
" sisters to Dhiau
Singh, himself a Mian of the Jammu stock, but not the equal of the Katoch
"
The
prince.
Rajputs of Katgarb, iu the Nurpur parganah, voluntarily set fire to their houses
" and immolated their female relatives to avoid tlie
di-grace of Ranjit Singh's alliance ; and when
" Mian
Padma, a renegade Pathania, married his daughter to the Sikh monarch, his brethren, un" deterred
by the menaces of Ranjit Siugli, deprived him and his immediate connexions of the Jai
"
Dya, and to this day refuse to associate with his descendants. The seclusion of their women
" is also maintained with severe strictness. The
dwellings of Rajputs can always be recognised by
" one familiar with the
The houses are placed in isolated positions, either on the crest of
country.
" a hill which commands
approaches on all sides, or on the verge of a forest sedulously preserved
" to form an
impenetrable screen. When natiu'al defences do not exist, an artificial growth is promot"
ed to afford the necessary privacy. In front of their dwellings, removed about fifty paces from
'
" the
the ' maudi or vestibule, beyond whose precincts no one unconnected with the
stands
house,
"
household can ventui'e to intrude. A privileged stranger who has business with the master of the
" house
favoui'
occupy the vestibule. But even this concession is jealously guarded, and
may by
"
only those of decent caste and respectable character are allowed to come even as far as the
" ' maudi.' A remarkable instance of the extremes to which this seclusion is carried occurred under
"
Katoch's house in the Maudi territory accidentally cauglit fire iu broad
my own experience.
"
There was no friendly wood to favour the escape of the women, and rather than brave
day.
" the
Those who
public gaze they kept their apartments and were sacrificed to a horrible death.
" wish to visit their
parents must travel in covered palanquins, and those too poor to afford a con"
veyance travel by night, taking unfrequented roads tlu-ough thickets and ravines.

A

" It is
melancholy to see with what devoted tenacity the Rajput clings to these deep-rooted
Their emaciated looks and coarse clothes attest the vicissitudes they have undergone to
prejudices.
" maintain their fancied purity. In the quantity of waste land which abounds in the
hills, a
"
is offered to those who will cultivate the soil for their daily bread
livelihood
but this
ready
;
" alternative involves a forfeitiu'e of their dearest
rights, and they would rather follow any pre"

1

Hence

the'

word Jaikaii commonly used

to denote first-class

Rajputs in the

hilla.

JAT, EAJPUT,
'^

AND ALLIED

carious pursuit tlian submit to the
disgrace.

Some lounge away
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tie tops of the

hemes and on game

•

aeculentally entangled iu, their nets; at last when fortune ^ant°
them success they despatch the prize to their friends
helow, ^ho tame and instruct the
for the purpose of sale.
Others will stay at home, and
pas, their time in sporting either
wnth a hawk or, ,f they can afford it, with a
one Raiput beats the bush^ and the
gun
'° ""^
"--^ ^^'">- *'-* "^-^^ t" the viAt 'the clo'e
of /hVdlv'-f
f.'
'T'^
T''^
^P/r^.''""
the day, if they have been successful,
they exchange the ^ame for a little meal, and thus pro!
long existence over another span. The marksman armed with a
will sit u^ for wild p[l
gun
returmngfrom the fields, and in the same manner barter their fleTh fcr other
necessiS of [if?
However the prospect of stan-ation has
already driven many to take the plough, and tl e ntunbe^of seceders da.ly increases.
Our administration, though .iust and liberal, has a
levell'nrten.
dency ; service is no longer to he procured ; and to many the stern alternative has
arrived of taking to agriculture and securing comparative comfort, or
enduring the pangs of hunger and death
l°°g a^ «".y resource remains the fatal step will be
postponed, but it is easy to foresee that
f°
the struggle cannot he
long protracted ; necessity is a hard task-master, and sooner or iter the
of want «-ill
eventually overcome the scruples of the most bigoted
press^e
J^ext to the royal clans in social
importance are those races with whom thev are connected
by marriage. The honour of the alliance draws them also «^thin the exclusive circle
It ifnot
"'^''^
the Rajputs from the clans
immediately below
and
knL^° Sn^hprn
,^eparates
known
the hills V'T,
of Rathi; the Muln would restrict the tei-ni
by the appellation
(Ra pdt^
to those of
roya descent ; the Rath i naturally seeks a broader definition, so as to include Ms
I am nclined to think that the limit I
have fi.;ed will be admitted^
hetT'°.n^-tV *''^?"'
" -^ "'
l«'g't™ately entitled to rank as Rajputs who are themselves the mem^
bers of 'n^
a
clan, or are connected n
roj-^1
marriage ,,^th them.' Among these (second-class) tribw
"'
"°'l ^""'^'^
The two former are indeed
I'^.iP"*^^Uln^l?:
*^'-i^?^'''
branches off^'^n
the Jammuwal
clan to -^"r^^which they are considered but little inferior.
They occasional°f
Dya and very few of them engage in agriculture, inother clis
of ^^^7;,?
who enjoy greatJ_?.'
Rajputs*'^\^^l"t?t'°"
distinction in the hills are the descendants of ancient
chiefs or

bM

:

hi

m

o^

<

n

W^f

pettv
These petty chiefs
holdings absorbed in the larger principaliti-es wh'eh

Ranas whose title and tenui-e
generally preceded even the Rajas themselves.
have long since been dispossessed, and their
•

<

"

i
fr
for t^
their dwellings,

'

*"'*'"'

immure

"5*^"*

their

""'* °^ *'^« ^"^*°"' "f
They select secluded spoS
R'ijP'it'women, are very particular with whom thev marry or betroth
"^™^*"- ''^ '"^'^ p-*-''- --'^^^ ^'^^

^^

'"''''' '°

ti^crxiVhe's.^?""'"-^-

^''^*

t^"*'

now-a-days not many even of
W,l°*'*'''
the u^,V^i'-^^''"'
better Kajput families who do not
themselves do evei'y kind of field work
other than
He also points out that the EaWts of the second
ploughing.
grade might more properly be caUcd Thakars of the first
For the abgrade.
sence of any definite line of demarcation
between Rajput and Thakar, see the
extracts quoted under the head Thakar
I
(section 459).
Finally
may state
that
Hill States, the
Eajputs of proximate descent fi'om ruling
thioughout^the
chiefs
entered themselves in the
present Census as Kshatriyas, to distinguish
themselvTs from mere
I have taken two
Rajputs.
The Rajfigures together.
puts of the sub-montane of
Hushyarpur, Jalandhar, and Ambala differ little if
at all from those of the Eastern
Plains who have already been described.
The
tollowmg Kangra proverbs illustmte Mr. Barnes'
description of the Hill RajIt
is
bad
to
puts
deal with a
Rajput ; sometimes you get double value,
and some imes nothing at aU " and «
Rajput's wedding is like a fire of
^^
maize stalks ; great
rolling of drams, and veiy little to eat."
Abstract No 82 on the next
page* gives the figures for the several tribes
roughly grouped by locality, those of the
higher hiUs coming first, then those
ot
HushyaiTur, and then those of Jalandhar and Ambala. Many of these are
mere local clans named after their
It is probable that all these
principal seats.
royal families sprang from a common stock, but all traces of what that stock
was seem to be lost in
obscm-ity.
Unfortunately the Settlement Reports give
httle or no mfomation
regarding these tiibes or clans ; while Mr. Coldstream's
from
which
I
had hoped for much
report,
information, is whoUy silent on the
.1,

.

:
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Abstract No. 82, showing the Rajput
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The figures for tribal dhn'sions of the Rajputs of the Hill States
subject.
appear to be cxceedini^ly imperfect. Indeed the divisions themselves do not
seem to be very clearly marked. Mr. Barnes writes
:

—

" Each class
comprises mmicroug sub-divisions. As the family increased, individuals left the
" court to settle on some estate
in the eonntry, and their
desrendants, thoiisrh still retaininff the
"
generic appellation of the race, are further distinguished bv the name of the estate with which
are more immediately identified.
"they
Sometimes, though" not so frequently, the designation of
" the
ancestor furnishes a surname for his
Thus among the Patha'nias or Niirpur Mi'ana
posterity.
there are twenty -two recognised sub-divisions the Golerias are distributed into thirteen distinct
;
tribes ; the Katoch clan has four
grand divisions, each of which includes other subordinate de^^
'
nominations. A Rajput interrogated by one who he thinhs will understand these refined distinctions, will give the name, not of his clan but of his
patronymic. To a stranger lie gives no
^^
detail, but ranges himself under the general
appellation of Kshatriya or Rajpiit."
457. Rajput tribes of the Eastern Hills.— The
Katoch, Goleria, and Dharwal (Nos. 1, 2,
Tte Katoch is the family of the
3)Kangra dynasty, a dynasty which dates from certainly some
centuries before Christ, wliose tree shows an unliroken line'of fo'ur hundred and
seventy
'
hin'gs, and
whose kingdom once included the whole of the
The ancient
Hoshvarpur aud Jalandhar districts.
name of the kingdom is said to have been Katoch. Sir
writes
thus
of
the
Griffin
Katoch of
Lcpel
Kangra, and the neighbouring Hill Rajas
Antecedent
to
what
are
called
historic
of
truth
the
but
times, conjecture must take
;
place
" '* _"
difficult to
imagine that those long genealogies, by the side of which the noblest names
" of '^^""t
Europe seem but as of yesterday, contain some semblance of the truth. These quiet mountain
difficult passes, by ice and
yalle.vs, guarded bY_
by snow, lay altogether out of the path of the
I'
'iraiics which, one after
another, in quick succession, poured down upon the plains of
"„ ^y*^"'^
Hindustan from the north-west. Here a
peaceful race, with no ambition urging them to try
I'
their strength against their
neighbours, and with little wealth to tempt invasion, may have quietly
j lived for
thousands of years, and their
royal dynasties may have been already "ancient when
the
Israelites
out of Egypt, and'the Greeks "were steering their swift ships to
leading
^^ Moses^was
•^

—

:

—

Their pride

is expressed in the
following proverb :-" In the house of the Katoch the workcoarse flour, and the flatterer fine rice." The Katoch claim to form a third section of
Rajput stock, Surajbansi and Chandrahansi being the other two. Tliey sav they are descended from an ancestor called Bhumi who was formed from the sweat on
Bliagwaifs forehead;
and as JAHffiia means earth, it
may be that their division completes the triplet of the Sun, the
Moon, and the Earth-born races.
The Goleria are the ruling
of
and a branch of the Katoch stock the Dharwal
•'

man

gets

the great

family

cannot identify.

Goler,

;

Some of the Kangra Rather have returned their clan as Dharwal.
The Chandel and Pathial (Nos. 4, 5)
The Chandel are one of the 36 roval
fully described in Elliott's Races of the N.-W. Provinces.
It is not impossible
1

—

races, and are
that they are
the same stock as the Chandal, outcastes where
subjects, Rajputs where dominant. They are returned
chiefly from the Native State of Bilaspur.
It would be in'tercsting to know how this lowest of all
the Rajput races finds a place
among the Simla States, and whether the ruling family of Bilaspur
IS Chandcl.
The Pathial appears to be
among the most distinguished of the second class Rajputs,
and might, according to Mr.
In Kangra
Lyall, more properlv be classed as first-class Thatars.
3,451 persons have entered themselves as Gondal Pathial, and are shown under both
headings.
The Pathania (No. 6).— This is the tribe to which the
ruling family of Nurpur in Kangra
is said to take its name from
Pathankot in Gurdaspur, '' the first possession which
belonged,_and
"
"the family occupied on their
to
this neighbourhood from Hindustan ;
emigration
though in this
case it would seem more
probable that thev gave their name to the town. I have, however, received a tradition, though not from
that
the Pathania Rajputs only occupied Pathangood authoritv,
kot some five or sk centuries
ago.
They are "chieflv found in the Hushyarpur and Kangra districts.
They are said to be of the same stock as the'Katoch.
•1

hills

JaSWal (No. 7).— Tlie Jaswal are the ancient
ruling family of the Jaswan diUi
of Hushyarpm-.
They are nearly allied with the Katoch house of Kangra.

''?*

in the

low

The Dlldwal (No. 8).— The Dudwal are the ancient
ruling family of Dutarpur, and oi'e said
to take their name from Dada in
The Rauas of the Bit
Kangra on the Hushvarpur border.
Wanaswal or tableland of the Hushyarpur Siwaliks were Diidwal
and the clan still holds
the tract.

Tliey are chiefly found in Hushyarpur.

Rajputs,

The Laddu KUchi and Khoja (Nos.

9, 10, 11),— The Kilchi is said to be a clan of !the Mani
but the Hushyarpur Kilehi have returned their second subChauhan, 255 ; Ghorewaha, 134; Laddu, 905 Manj, 127 ; Naru,
^^*^^ '^^
as Janjiia and 1,189 as Naru
•'^'"'•i'' ^'^''^ ^"^'^ ^^'°'^'^ themselves
?>'? 1?' f^jj"""*'
t,t the Laddu 905 have shown themselves as
Kilchi also.
All these are confined almost entirely
to Hushyarpur, and are
probably local clans

R^iputs, which see further on
division as follows

;

Bhatti,

;

240

;

;

I
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The Naru are with the exception perhaps of the Manj, the most widely
(No. 12'>.
spread of the Hill Rajpiits ; but their head-quartera are the districts of Jalandhar and Hushyarwould
The
appear to differ in their accounts of their oivn origin. Those of Hushyarpnr.
pur, many or most of whom are still Hindu, and those of the adjoining northern portions of
Jalandhar say that they are Chandrahansi and oanie from tlie hills ; while those of the east of
Jalandhar about Philaur, who are all JIusalman?, say their ancestor was a Ragbbansi Eajput who
came from Ajudhia, entered the service of Shahah-nl-di'n Ghori, and eventually settled near
A third story makes the common ancestor a son of a Raja of Jaipur or Jodhpvir, who was
Philaur.
converted in the time of If ahmud Ghaznavi, and settled at Bajwara in Hushyai'pur. The Naru
held the Hariana tract on the Jalandhar and Husliyarpur border till the Sikhs dispossessed them.
The original settlement of the Jalandhar Karu was llan. a name which, as Mr. Barkley points
Of the Hushyarpur Naru
out, suggests an origin from eastern Hindustan or Central India.

The Nara

Nam

1,279 have also shown themselves as Kilelii, 556 as Manha-s, and 903 as Gondal.

—

(No. 13). The head-quarters of the Ghorewaha are the Jalandhar district,
the eastern comer, and are found in small numbers in all the
To
the west of them are the Manj. and to the north of them the Naru.
adjoining
They are almost all Mnsalman. They are Kachwaha Rajputs, descendants of Kash, the second son
of Rama. They say that Riija Man, si-xth in descent from Kash, had two sons Kachwaha and
Hawaha. and that they are nf tlie lineage of Hawaha. The two brothers met Shahab-ul-din Ghari ( !)
with an offering of a horse, and received in return as large a territory as they could ride round in
The division of their country took place while they were yet Hindus,
a day hence their name.
The Rahon Ghorewaha,
so that their settlement in their present tract was probably an early one.
who are still Hindus, would seem to have immigrated more lately than the rest of the tribe, as
and
their
still live in Kota and Bundi in
from
trace
their
Jaipur,
genealogists
they
origin
Ra jpiltana. Mr. Barkley is disposed to put the G horewaha conquest of their present territory at
some five centuries ago. In the time of Akhar their possessions would seem to have been more
extensive than they are now.
The Manj (No. 14)'. The Manj are the most widely distributed of all the sub-montane

The Ghorewaha

of

which

they occupy

districts.

;

—

are to be accepted as correct.
They hold the south-western portion of the
Jalandhar and the north-western portion of the Li'idhiaua district, and are to be found in all the
are
also some 9,000 of them shown in the Pindi district.
There
districts
and
States.
adjoining
These last are the Alpial of that district who have returned themselves aa Manj Alpial ; hut
The
wliether they are of the same stock as the Manj of Ludliiana and Jalandhar, I cannot say.

Rajputs,

if oirr figures

say that they are Bhatti Riijputs, and descended from Raja Salvahan, father of Raja
Rasalu of Si'alkot." Some 600 years'ago Shekh Chachu and Shekh Kilehi, two Manj Kajpiits, are
said to have settled at Hatur in the south-west of Ludhiana, whence their descendants spread into
the neighbouring country ; and the Jalandhar traditions refer their conquest of the tract to the
time of Ala-nl-din Khilji. As however tliey state that Shekh Chachu was converted by Makhdum
Shah Jahania of Uchh, who died in 1383 A.D., it would appear that if the tradition has any
After the dissolution of the Dehli Empire the
foundation, Ala-ul-din Saiyad must be meant.
till
Manj Rais of Talwandi and Raikot ruled over a very extensive territory south of the Satluj,
the Manj
dispossessed of it by the Ahluwalia Sikhs and Ranji't Singh ; and even earlier than this
Nawahs of Kot Isa Khan bad attained considerable importance under the Emperoi-s. North of
the Satluj the ilanj never succeeded in establishing a principality ; but they held a large tract
of country in the south-west of the Jalandhar district about Taiwan, Nakodar, and Malsian, and
held much of it in _;flff»r under the Mughals, but were dispossessed by Tara Singh Gheba and the
Sindhanwala Sikhs. Tlie Manj are now all Mnsalman, though many were still Hindu after the
time of Shekh Chachu. Their genealogists live in Patiiila, as do those of the Bhatti of Jalandhar.
In the Aj/iii-i-Aklari the Manj are wrongly shown as Main, a title which is said to belong

Manj

properly to the Ghorewaha of

LxVlhi.'ina.

The Taon (No. 15).— The Taoni are also Bhatti and descendants of Raja Salvahan, whose
One of his descendants, Rai Amha, is said to have
grandson Rai Tan is their eponymous ancestor
built Ambala.
They occupy "the low hills and sub-montane in the north of Ambala district
said to have
including the KalsiaState, and some of the adjoining Patiiila territory. They are
occupied their present ahode for 1,800 years.

CASTES ALLIED TO THE RAJPUTS.
The Thakar, Rathi, and Rawat (Caste Nos. 60, 39, and 82).—The
The Rawat
figures for these castes are given in Abstract No. 71 on page 219.*
The Thakar (or, as I believe it
has already been described in section 4 -IS.
more properly should be, Thakkar) and Rathi, are the lower cksses of Hill
458.

'
For the greater part of the description of the Rajputs of the Jalandhar district, I
indebted to the kindness of Mr. Barkley, who has given me access to a most valuable collection
MS. notes made when he was Deputy Commissioner of that district.
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j

Kajputs who, though they are admittedly Rajputs and give their daughters to
in
Rajputs, who are styled by that title, do not reach the standard defined
section 456 which wonld entitle tliem to he called Rajput, hut are on the
The line between Rajput and Thakar is
other hand above the Rawat.
defined, so far as

capable of definition, in the following section.

it is

The

line

between Thakar and Rathi may be roughly said to consist in the fact that
Ralhis do and Tliakars do not ordinarily practise widow-marriage though the
term Rathi is commonly applied by Rajputs of the ruling houses to all l)elow
them.
Again the line between Rathi and Kanet is cxeecdingly difficult to
draw in fact in Chamba Rathi and Kanet are considered identical and are said
to eat and marry together, and it is said that Rathi is in Chamba and Jamniu
in Kulu and
only another name for the same people who are called Kanet
Kangra. Thus no Kanets but numerous Rathis are returned fi-om Chamba.
On tlie other hand, no otlier of the Hill States returns cither Thakars or
Rathis. liaving probably included tlie former witli Rajputs and the latter with
Our Kiingra term Rathi is a rough word to
Kanets. Even Mr. Lyall says
The
apply to any but the lowest class ;" and siieaking of Kulu, he says :"
" children of a Brahman or
Rajput by a Kanet wife are called Brahmans and
"
wlio
Rajputs, the term Rathi being often added as a qualification by any one
"
himself pretends to unmixed l)lood."

;

-

j
'

;

|

:

:

;

^
:

''

:

459.

Rathi

Mr. Barnes writes thus

of

the

distinction

lietween

,

j

j
I

|

Thakar and

:—

;

" The
Rathis are essentially an agricultural class, and prevail throughout the Nurpur and
" Nadaou
in
parganahs. The Eat'his and the Ghiraths constitute the two great cultivating tribes
" tliesc hills and it is a remarkable fact that in all level and
soil
;
irrigated tracts, wherever the
" is fertile and
produce exuberant, the Ghiraths abound ; while in the poorer uplands, where the
"
Rathi<
crops are scanty aud the soil demands severe labour to compensate the huihandmen, the
"
It is as rare to find a Riithi in the valleys as to meet a Ghirath in the mors,
predominate.
and
habits
the
different
and
"secluded hills. Each cla^s holds possession of its peculiar domam,
" associations created
by the different localities have impressed upon each caste a peculiar
"
their
race
handsome
aud
physiognomy and character. The Rathis generally are a robust
" features are
if
regular and well-defined the colour usually fair; and their limbs atliletic, as
" exercised and
On the other
invigorated by the stubborn soil upon which their lot i- thrown.
"
hand, the Ghirath is dark and coarse featured his body is stunted aud sickly goitre is fearfully
"
prevalent among his race and the reflection occurs to the mind that, however teeming and
"
prolific the soil, however favourable to vegetable life, the air and climate are not equally adapted
" to the
development of the human frame.
" Tbe
Rathis are attentive and careful agriculturists. Their women take little or no part iu [P, 25:2]
" the labours of the
In origin they belong neither to the Kshatriya nor to the Siidra class.
field.
" but are
apparently an amalgamation of both. Their ranks are being constantly increased by
" defections from the
The offspring of a Rajput father
Ra;iputs, and by illegitimate connections.
"
by a .Sudra mother woxild be styled a Rathi, and accepted as such Ijy the brotherhood. The sects
" of the Rathis are innumerable no one could render a true and faithful
catalogue of them.
"
They are as numerous as the villages they inh.abit, from which indeed their distinguishing names
" are
which
A
Rathi
is
of
sects
the
immediately surround him.
generally derived.
cognizant only
"
They form a Society quite sufficient for his few wants, and he has little idea of the extent and

,

i

!

;

|

i

;

]

;

;

;

i

;

;

" ramifications of his
The higher sects of the Rathis are generally styled Tliakars. They
tribe.
' are affronted
The best
at being called Rathis, although they do not affect to bo Rajputs.
" families
the
Thakars
among
give their daughters iu marriage to the least eligible of the Rajputs,
" and thus
an affinity is established between these two great tribes. The Rathis generally assume
" the thread of
ca-te.
They avoid wine, and are extremely temperate and- frugal in their habits.
"
a practice reprobated by the Shastras
Tiiey take money for their daughters, or exchange them,
" and not
countenanced by the highest castes. On the death of an elder brother the widow lives
" with the
next brother, or, if she leaves his household, he is entitled to recover her value from
" the husband she selects.
their
Altogether, the Rathis are the best hill subjects we possess
" manners are
with
simple, quiet, and unaffected ; they are devoted to agriculture, not unacquainted
" the use of arms
industrious
and
; honest, manly,
loyal."

—

;

—

Here he makes Thakars first class Rathis. Mr. Lyall on the other liand
seems inclined to class Thakars as second or third class Rajputs.
Speaking of

\

;

,
]

^

j

|

J
'

;

1

]

I

•

i

!

;

:

JAT, RAJPUT,
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the caste tables which he appends to his reports, in which he classes the Hindu
heads of first grade Brahman ; second grade Brahman ;
jDopiilation under the
second grade Rajput ; Khatris, ]\Iahajans, Kirars, &c. ;
first grade Rajput
second grade Siidras he «Tites
first grade Sudras, Thakars, Rathis, &c.
;

;

;

:

—

" The
Rajput clans of tlie second grade might move properly be called first grade Thakars
the most distinguished and numerous of them are the Habrols, the Pathials, the Dhatwals,
"among
" the
the Ranes, the Eanials, the Ranats, the Mailes.
Indaurias, the Nangles, the Gumbaris,
"
They marry their dauglitcrs to the Miaiis, and take daughters in marriage from the Rathis. In
" the statements most of the Thakars have been entered as second class
Rajputs, and a few as
" first class Siiib'as. Most of the Thakar> entered in this last class
might more properly have been
" classed as
The Nurpur Thakars are all no better than Rathig. A Thakar, if a«ked in
Rathis.
" what
way he is better than a Riithi, will say that his own manners and social customs,
"
particularly in respect of selling daughters, marrying brother's widow, &c , are more like
"those of the Jli'an class than those of the Rathis are. The best line of distinction however
" is the
marriage connection ; the Mian will marry a Tliakar's daughter, but not a Rathi's.
" The
Rathi's daughter marries a Thakar, and her daughter can then marry a Mian. No
" one calls himself a
The term is understood to convey
Rathi, or likes to be addressed as one.
"some degi'ee of slight or insult the distinction between Thakar and Rathi is however very loose.
" A rich man of a Rathi
family, like Shib Dial Chaudhri of Chetru, marries his daughter to an
"
So
impoverished Raja, and his whole clan gets a kind of step and becomes Thakar Rajput.
"
again a Raja out riding falls in love with a Pathial girl herding cattle, and marries her
"
whereupon the whole clan begins to give its daughters to Mi'aus. The whole thing reminds one
" of the
struggles of families to rise in society in England, except that the numbers Interested
"in the struggle arc greater here, as a man cannot separate himself entirely from his clan, and
"
must take it up with him or stay where he is, and except that the tactics or rules of the game
"
are here stricter and more formal, and the movement much slower."
:

;

P. 101.

And

the quotation fi-om the same report given on page 221* may be refen-ed to.
Here ai'e two proverbs
does not seem to be a favourite in Kangra.
•'
The Rathi in the stocks, the barley in the mill ;" and "
"
Riithi, a goat, a devotee, and a widow woman all need to be kept weak, for
" if
strong they will do mischief.'''
Of the Thakars of Kangra 2,273 have shown their tribe as Phul, and
4,304 as Jarautia. In Gui-daspur l,tJ07 are shown as Panglana and 294 as
Balotra.
Some 6,000 altogether show Kasib as their clan, which is firobably
only their Brahminical gotra.
Among the Rathis of Kangra there are 1,078

The Rathi
about him

A

:

;

Balotra, 1,716 Barhai, 3,029 Changra, 1,879 Dharwal, 1,632 Gurdwal, 1,113
In Chamba there are
Goital, 1,101 Mangwal, 518 Phawiil, and 1,774 Rakor.
2,350 Choj)hal.
Altogether 15,000 show themselves as Kasib. There is a
local

saying

tliat

there are as

many

clans of Rathis as there are different kinds

of grass.

459a. The Dhund and Kahut (Caste Nos. 74 and 103).— These have been
already discussed together with the Ritjpuls of the Western Hills in sections 453, 454.
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PART IV.— MINOR LAND-OWNING AND
AGRICULTURAL CASTES.
460.
castes

Introductory and General.

which

—I Lave roughly grouped

the tribus and
under three

t^-

2B3;]|

I propose io discn&s in this" part of the present chapter

j

heads, IMinor Dominani Tri)ies, Minor Agricultural and Pastoral Tribes, and
Foreign Races. The figures for each group will be found prefixed to the

]

i

which compose it. No very definite line can
be drawn between the several groups Init the general idea of the classification
has been to include in the first such tribes or castes as, while not of sufficient
magnitude or general importance to rank with the four great races which have
been discussed in the two preceding parts of the chapter, yet occupy a social
somewhat similar to theirs, and either are or have been within
position
In the second
recent times politically dominant in their tribal territories.
I
have
included those cultivating tribes who, while forming a very
group
and
element
in
of
the
the agricultural section
population,
large
important
occupy a siibiect or subordinate position, and have not, at least within recent

detailed discussion of the castes

]

;

The third group includes
times, risen to polit ical prominence.
neous assortment of persons who bear titles, such as Shckh or

that

;

'

.

miscella-

Mughal^ which
them, are really of

Many, perhaps most of
Indian origin, and many of them are neither agriculturists nor land-owners.
But no general grouping of castes in the Panjab can hope to be exact ; and
The
this appeared to be the most convenient place in which to discuss them.
tribes discussed in this part of the chapter complete the essentially land-own-

pm-port to denote foreign origin.

I

j

The Brahmans and Saiyads cultivate
be more
largely, while the mercantile classes own large areas ; but they will
conveniently dealt with under a separate head in the next part of the chapter.
ing or agricultural tribes of the Panjab.

MINOR DOMINANT

—

TRIBES.

461. Minor dominant tribes.
The tribes or castes which I have included
in Abstract No. S3 on the next page* are those which are, like the Jats and
Rajputs, dominant in parts of the Panjab, but are not so numerous or
Indeed many of them
so widely spread as to rank with those great races.
are probably tribes rather than castes or races ; though in some cases their
origin has been forgotten, while in others an oliviously false origin has
been invented. They are divided into four groups, the Kan-al, Gakkhar,
Awan, and Khattar of the Salt-range Tract, the Khokhar, Kharral and
Diiudpotra of the Western Plains, and the Dogar, Ror, Taga, Meo and Khiinzadah of the Eastern Plains ; wliile the Gujar, who is more widely distributed
than the rest^ comes last by himself. With the Western Plains group are
included the Kiithia, Hans, and Khagga^ for whom I have no separate figures
indeed it will be apparent from a pemsal of the following paragraphs that
the figures for all these minor castes in the western half of the Province are
Not only are the lax use of the word Jat and the illexceedingly imperfect.
:

defined

nature of the line separating Jats from Rajputs abeady alluded to
Lave set up claims to an

soiu-ces of great confusion, but many of these tribes
origin which shall connect them with the founder of

or with some of the great

Mahomedan

.

1

conquerors.

the

Mahomedan

religion,

*p.ie6-!
67.

:

I

'

|

'

|

i

i
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Mughal, or what
I have
in each case cndeavoiu'ed to separate the numbers thus returned, and to include
them under their proper caste headings ; and it is the figures thus given in the
Eveu these are
text, and not those of the tables, that should be referred to.
not

;

find

many

of

or classed as Shekh,

figures of the Abstract alone are exceedingly misleading.

not complete, for

till

we have

the full detail of clans

we cannot complete

the

classification.

The ethnic grouping of the

tribes disciissed in this section is a subject
had hoped to examine, but which lack of time compels me to pass by
unnoticed.
I will only note how the tendency on the frontier and throughout
the Salt-range Tract is to claim Arab or ]\Iughal, and in the rest of the
Province to claim Rajput origin. The two groups of tribes which occupy the
mountain country of the Salt-range and the great plateaus of the Western
Plains are the most interesting sections of the Pan jab land-owning classes,
need the most careful examination, and would rewaxd it with the richest

which

I

return.

—

The Karral (Caste No. 101). The Karrals are returned for Hazara
and I have no information concerning them save what Major Wace gives
in his Settlement Report of that district.
He writes " The Karral country
" consists of the Nara
The Karrals were
ihiqak in the Abbotlabtid tahsil.
"
formerly the subjects of the Gakkhars, fiom whom they emancipated them" selves some two centuries
ago.
Originally Hindus, their conversion to Islam
" is of
comparatively modern date. Thirty years ago their acquaintance with
''
the Mahomcdau faith was still slight and though they now know more of
"
are
it, and are more careful to observe it, relics of their former Hindu faith
" still observable in their social habits.
They are attached to their homes and
" their
For the i-est,
fields, which they cultivate simply and industriously.
" their character is
crafty and cowardly."
Major Wace further notes that the
" Karrals are identical in
This
origin and character with the Dhunds.'''
would make the Karrals one of the Rajput tribes of the hills lying along the
and I have been informed by a native officer that
left bank of the Jahlam
462.

only

;

:

;

;

they claim Rajput origin. They are said too to have recently set up a claim
to Kayani Alughal origin, in common with the Gakkhars ; or, as a variety,
that their ancestor came from Kayan, but was a descendant of Alexander the
But the strangest story of all is that a queen of the great Raja
Great
Rasiilu of Panjab folklore had by a paramour of the scavenger class four
sons, Seo, Teo, Gheo, and Kara, from whom are respectively descended the
!

Sials,

Tiwanas,

Ghebas,

and

Karrals.

Saiyads, and Dhunds.
2551

They intermarry with Gakkhars,

—

The Gakkhars are the ancient rulers
*^^'
The Gakkhar (Caste No. 68)
the northern portion of the cis-Indus Salt-range Tract, just as are the
Awans and Janjiias of the southern portion of the same tract ; and it appears
probable that they at one time overran Kashmir, even if they did not found a
dynasty there. Their own story is that they are descended fi'om Kaigohar
of the Kayani family then reigning in Ispahan ; that they conquered Kashmir
and Tibet and ruled those countries for many generations, but were eventually
driven back to Kabul, whence they entered the Panjab in company with
.

of

Mahmud Ghaznavi early in the 11th centvuy. This last is certainly untrue,
for Ferishtah relates that in lOOS Mahmud was attacked by a Gakkhar army
of Peshawar.
Sir Lepel Griffin thinks that they were
in the
neighbourhood

m
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0,567
103,678

1,671

351

1

ua

25,836
20,P55
21,898
8,426
3,032

234
219

7S0
51,077
30,759
18,3ft4

68,302
8,460
4,168
43,571
11,642
7,079
1,986
12,013

25,403
18,924
93,442

604
238
365

77

37
60
13,514
60,948

115,899
62
374

!

3,755 553,417
35,359
6,466
6,8C5
1,710
645
2,376
4,491
66,086

466
1,259

907
2,445
3,083

17,445

553,317
73,987
627,304

1,000

OF TOTAL PoPULATIOK.
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than 300
emigrants from Khorasan who settlt'd iu thi? Panjab not later
A.D., and points out that, like the Persians and unlike the other tribes of
It is at any rate certain that they
the neighbourhood, they are still Shiahs.
held their present possessions long before the Mahomedan invasion of India.
Ferishtah writes of them diuing Muhammad Ghori's invasion in 1206

A.D.

:—

"
Dviriug the residence of Muhammad Ghori at Lahore on tliis occasion, the Ghakkars who
" inhahit the country along the hanks of the Kilah up to tlie foot of the mountains of Siwalik,
" exercised unheard of cruelties on the Muhammadaus and cut off the communication between the
"
and Multan. These Ghakkars were a race of wild harharians, without
provinces of Peshawar
" either
It was a custom among them as soon as a female child was born, to
religion or morality.
"
in one hand and a
carry her to the door of the house and there proclaim aloud, holding the child
" knife iu the other, that any person who wanted a wife might take her otherwise she was im"
women
which occasioned
mediately to he put to death. By this means they had more men than
" the custom of having several husbands to one wife. When this wife was visited by one of her
" hiishands she left a mark at the door, which being observed by any of the other husbands, he with" drew till the
This barbarous people continued to make incursions on the
signal was taken away.
" Muhammadaus till in the latter end of this king's reign their chieftain was converted to the tnie
" faith while a
A gi'eat part of these mountaineers, having very little notion of any
captive.
"
the tenets of the true iaith
at the same time most of the
religion, were easily induced to adopt
" infidels who iuliahited the mountains between Ghazni and tlie Indus were also converted, some
" bv force and others
the
and
at
present day (1609 A.D.) they continue to profess
by persuasion,
" the faith of Islam. "
Briggs' Ferishtah, i, 183/
;

The Gakkhars however did not
on

his return

hesitate to assassinate

Muhammad

Ghori

from Lahore.

General Cunningham identifies the Gakkhars with the Gargaridse of
Dionysius, and hold.s them to be descendants of the great Yueti or Takhari
Scythians of the Abar tribe, who moved from Hyrkania to Abryan on the
Jahlam under either Darius Hystaspes (circa 500 B.C.), or still earlier under
one of the Scytho-Parthian Kings. The whole origin and early history of
the tribe will be found discussed at pages 2;i to 33, Vol. II of the Archaeolo57-i to 581 of Griffin's i'anjdb Chiefs ; while
gical Reports, and at pages
much information as to their early history is given in Brandreth's Settle" The
of
Jahlam
District.
As Mr. Thomson says
the
ment Report
" Turanian
origin of the Gakkhars is highly probable ; but the rest of the
"
On the whole there seems little use in
theory is merely a plausible surmise.
"
going beyond the sober narrative of Ferishtah, who represents the Gakkhars
" as a brave and
savage race, living mostly in the hills, with little or no religion,
:

''

and much given

to

polyandry

and

infanticide.

"

They have now,

in

Awaus,
up a claim to Mughal origin ; and
apparent
many of the Rawalpindi Gakkhars returned themselves as Mughals, while
I am told that some of the Gakkhars of Chakwal entered themselves as
imitation of the

set

Rajputs.
464.
At present the Gakkhars are practically confined to the Rawalpindi, Jahlam, and Hazara Districts, where they are found all along the
plateaus at the foot of the lower Himalayas, from the Jahlam to Haripur
in Hazara.
To the figures given in Table VIII-A should be added 1,543
persons who returned themselves in Rawalpindi as Mughal Gakkhar, and

perhaps 4,549 others who returned themselves as Mughal Kayani, of whom
This would
3,861 were in RawaliJiudi, 592 in Jahlam, and 93 in Kohat.
raise the total number of Gakkhars to 31,881, of whom about half are in

Rawalpindi. They are described by iVIr. Thomson as compact, sinewy, and
but not large boned
making capital soldiers and the best light
proud and self-respecting, but not first-class
cavalry in Upper India ;
vigorous,

;
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Salt-range, forming indcpondent clans by whom the Chief of Kalal)agh was
acknowledged as the head of the trilte. Mr. Biandreth is of opinion that
" descendants oF the Bactrian Greeks driven south
they are more probably
"
" from Balkh
and that
by Tartar hordes, and turning from Hirsit to India,
they entered the Panjab not more than some 2.50 years ago as a conquering
of
and
the
leaders
under
their
own,
Janjua Rajputs of the
dispossessed
army
General Cunningham, on the other hand, is inclined to
Salt-range country.
identify them with the Jud, whom Biibar mentions as being descended from
the same ancestor as the Janjuas and occupying the western Salt-range at
the time of his invasion, and who were so called from the old name of ]\rouiit
He would make
Sakesar which is still the tribal centre of the Awau race.
and thinks
both the Awiins and tiie Janjuas Anuwan or descendants of Anu
;

probable that they held the plateaus wliich lie north of the Salt-range at
the time of tlie Indo-Scythian invasion which drove them southwards to take
[Arckaologieal Reports, Vol. II, page 17/f.)
refuge in the mountains.
Babar describes the Jud and Janjuas as having been from of old the lords
of the Salt-range and of the plain country at its foot between the Indus and
the Jahlam, and mentions that their minor Chiefs were called Malik, a title
The Jalandhar Awans state that
still used by the headmen of those parts.
they came into that district as followers of one of the early Emperors of Dehli
who brought them with him from the Salt-range and it is not impossible
forces of Babar.
lliat they may have accompanied the
IMany of them
were in former times in the imperial service at Dehli, keeping up at the samij
their
It
is
almost
certain thai
time
connection with their Jalandhar homes.
Mr. Brandreth's theory is incorrect. The Awans have been almost the sole
600
for
Mr.
of
the
the
Tract
last
!Mianwali
years.
occupants
Salt-range
Thomson considers the whole question in sections 73-74) of his Jahlam Settlement Report, and adduces many strong reasons in support of his conclusion
that the Awans are a Jat race who came through the passes west of Derah
Ismail Khan and spread northwards to the country near Sakesar, a conclusion
towards which some of the traditions of Derah Ismail Khan also are said to
I may add that some of the Awans of Gujrat are said to trace their
jHjint.
Major Wace also is inclined to give the Awans a Jat
origin from Sindli.
In the genealogical tree of the Kaliibagh family which used to be the
origin.
chief family of the tribe, in which tree their descent is traced from (intb
Shah, several Hindu names, sucli as Rai Harkaran, occur immediately below
The Awans still employ Hindu Brahmans as
the name of Qutb Shaii.
it

;

family priests.

Mr. Thomson describes the Awans as frank and pleasing in their
Imt vinilictive, violent, and given to faction ; strong and broad
strenuous but slovenly cultivators and essentially
shouldered, but not tall
a peasant race. Colonel Davies thinks scarcely more favourably of them.
"
He writes
The Awans are a brave high-spirited race but withal exceeding"
ly indolent. In point of character there is little in them to admire ; headstrong
•'
and irasciljle to an unusual degree, and prone to keeping alive old feuds, they
" are
constantly in hot water their quarrels leading to affrays and their affrays
" not
As a set-off against this it must
unfrequently ending in bloodshed.
" be allowed that their manners are frank and
engaging, and although they
" cannot boast of the truthfulness of other hill
tribes, they are remarkably
"
" free from crime. "
Mr. Steedman says
The Awans hold a high, but
" not the
highest place among the tribes of the Rawalpindi District. As a rule
466.

manners,

;

;

:

;

:
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" Since then
they have become more civilised and less addicted to deeds of
" violence.
Socially the Khattars hold an intermediate place, ranking below
"
Gakkhars, Awans, Ghebas, Jodras, and other high class Rajputs."
468. The Khokhar (Caste No. 58).— The figures of Table VIII A under
the head Khokhar only represent a fraction of the Khokhars in the Panjab.
The Khokhars are ordinarily considered a Rajput tribe, and most of the

Khokhars of the
districts

central

have so return-

ed themselves.
Many
of the Khokhars of the
western districts again,

and

all

of

those

the

frontier, have been returned as Jats ; while

only in the Rawalpindi

and

Multan

divisions

are

separate
shown for the
caste.

How

clusion

is

figures

Khokhar

far this in-

due to Kho-

khars having actually
returned themselves as
Rajput or Jat by caste

and Khokhar by tribe,
and how far to the action
of the divisional offices,
I cannot say exactly till

the detailed
are

ready.

clan tables

But

fi'om

enquiry It would
appear that Khokhars
did very generally retui-n
themselves as Jats or
local

Rajputs,
latter,

especially

the

and Mr. Thomson
in Pind

me that
tells
Dadan Khan
Khokhars

the

are said
distinct

Jat
to be

from

entirely
The figures in the margin show those who are returned
as Khokhar, Rajput Khokhar, and Jat Khokhar respectively.
In the east of
the Panjab Khokhars appear to be admittedly of Rajput origin, though In
Jalandhar at least they are said to Intermarry rather with their own clan,

the Rajput Khokhars.

Shekhs, Awans, and the
west the Kliokhars have

than with their Rajput neighbours. But In the
up a claim to be descended from Muhammad the

like,

set

the traditional ancestor of the Awans ;
often admitted by the Awans themselves, though of course
as mythical as the Awan's own story.
Thus no fewer than 18,388 men, of
whom the detail has already been given In section 466, have returned themeldest son of tiutb Shiih of Ghazni,

and the claim

Awan by caste and Khokhar by clan, and should probably he counted
Khokhars and added to the figures given above. Mr. Barklej points out

selves as

as

is
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annals of Jaisalmer given by Major Tod narrate the quarrels
between the Khokhars and the Bhattis of Jaisalmer long before the time of
Mahomet ; though I should add that Major Tod thinks Khokhar may be a
Major Tod gives Khokra as one of the clans of the
misreading for Gakkhar.
Rathor Rajputs. In Bahawalpur I find that ii,412 of the Khokhar Rajputs
have returned their main tribe as Bhatti. On the whole it would appear
most probable that they are really Rajputs, perhaps not of the purest descent ;
while the low repute in which Rajputs are held on the frontier would account
for the rise of the claim to Qureshi origin, which would quickly spread among
a Musalman tribe. In Sirsa, where the prohibition against marriage out of
the caste is very strictly observed, the Khokhars intermarry with the local
Sir Lepel Griffin indeed separates the Khokhar Rajputs from
Rajpiit tribes.
those Khokhars who claim kindred origin with the Awans; but it is doubtful
whether this is allowable, for the Awan tradition is appai'enlly spreading,
even among those Khokhars who are still recognised as Rajputs throughout
At the same time the Khokhars are so widely spread, and
the country side.
have been at one time or another so powerful that Khokhar is almost as
favourite a name as Bhatti for the clans of the lower castes in the Panjab
and it may be that there is a distinct Khokhar caste apart fi-om the Khokhar
Rajputs, just as both are certainly distinct from the Khokhar Chuhras.
Colonel Davies notes ,that many of the social customs of the Khokhars of
Shahpur denote Hindu origin and this would be quite decisive against the

that the

;

;

Qutb Shahi myth.
The Khokhars
469.

are most numerous along the valleys of the Jahlam
and Chanab, and especially in the Jhang and Shahpm- districts but tliey are
also found, though in smaller numbers, on the lower Indus and the Satluj,
and especially in Lahore, and also all along the foot of the hills from the
Jahlam to the Satluj. Find Dadan Khan is said to have taken its name from
a Khokhar Chief who founded it and was Raja of those parts in the time of
Jahangir and the history of the family, which at one time possessed some
importance, and of the struggles between the Janjuas and the Khokhars for
;

;

the possession of the tract, is told at pages 589/f of Griffin's Panjab Chiefs.
In Jhang too they once ruled over an extensive tract lying east of the Jahlam.
The Khokhars of Gujrat and Siiilkot have a tradition that they were originand were ejected
ally settled at Gai-h Karanah, which they cannot identify,'
by Tamerlane ; and that they then went to Jammu, whence they spread along
tlie hills
and the concentration of the Khokhars of the plains on the Jahlam
and the Chanab, and :the wide diffusion of those of the sub-montane tract,
lend some colour to the theory that they spread downwards from the hills,
and not upwards from the south. In Akbar's time the Khokhars were shown
as the principal tribe of the Dasiiya pargauah of Hushyarpur ; and the
Mahomedan historians tell us that the Khokhars held Lahore and were power^
ful in the Upper Bai'i I)odb at the time of Taimur's invasion.
The Khokhars of Shahpur are said to be split up into innumerable clans,
;

among whom

the Nissowana, notorious for their thieving propensities and
generally lawless character, are alone important ; but in Jhang Mr. Steedman
describes the Khokhars as among the best of the agricultm'al classes, hardworking, thrifty, and not given to crime.
•
Mr. Steedman suggests Koh Kerana, lying south of Shabpur, in the Jhang district.
" The
English Editors generally suggest Gakkhar as an emendation prohably because they do
not know the word Khokhar,
-.
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Kharkais.
(Small numbers omitted

in the details,
in the totals.)

but iiiehuled
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up to tlieir present territory. There are now very few In tlie Multan district ;
but the fact of their being found along- the Satluj, though in small numbers
only, lends some support to the story of their having come upwards from
below.
Captain Elphinstone thus describes the Kharrals in his Gugaira
Report
:

"

"
"

"
"

"
"

"
"

—

The

'

'

—

Ahmad Khan, who was l;illed in September 1857 by a detachment under Captain Black, headed
combined tribe.:, however, in no less than five insurrections, which to a certain extent all
proved successful, their chief object the pilunder of the Khatris and Hindus having usually
been accomplished at the expense of a moderate fine imposed on them under the name of
Nazarana,' after the conclusion of peace. This success bad spread his renown far and wide,
and had given him a great influence over the whole of the Great Ravi,' as was proved by the
outbreak of 1857, which appears to have been maiidy planned and oi'ganized by him. In
stature the Kharrals arc generally above the average height, their features are very marked, and
their activity and endurance are remarkable.
Like all the other .Tats they pretend to a descent
from the Rajputs, and like that class look down with some contempt upon men who handle the
plough. The cultivation in their villages is, therefore, almost exclusively left to the Vysiwi'ms
and inferior castes, the Kh.irral proprietors contenting themselves with realizing their share of
the produce.
They only possess land in tracts inundated by the rivers, mere well-cultivation
being too laborious a task even for their dependants."

" the

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

'

'
Kharrals are tlie most northernly of the Great Ravi tribes. They occupy a great
portion of the land between Gugaira and the I.alijre district, on both sides of the river, and
extend some distance into tie Gujranwala district. In turbulence and courage they have been
always considered to excel iill the others except the Kfithias ; but the tract occupied by them
has been gradually denuded l>y the rapid extension of cultivation, of what formerly constituted
their greatest strength,
heavy jungle. In case of disturbances, therefore, they have had at more
recent periods to evacuate their own lands on the approach of large military forces, thus
much
sustaining
damage by the destruction of their villages. Their most celebrated leader,

—

—

'

'

Mr. Purser adds that they are wasteful in marriage expenditure, hospiand with little taste for agriculture and that they
still follow many Hindu customs,
In
especially on the occasion of marriage.
Lahore they appear to bear a no better character than in Montgomery ; and
"
a
there is
Persian proverb
The Dogar, the Bhatti, the Wattu, and the
"
Kharral are all rebellious and ought to be slain."
Sir Lepel Griffin
table to travellers, thievish,

;

:

writes of them:
"Through all historic times the Kharrals have been a
"
turbulent, savage, and thievish tribe, ever impatient of control, and
"
More fanatic than other Mahomedan
delighting in strife and plunder.
"
tribes, they submitted with the greatest reluctance to Hindu rale ; and

" it was as much as Diwan Sawan Mai and the
Sikhs could do to restrain them
for whenevi-'r an organised force was sent against them they retired into the
" marshes and thick
jungles, where it was almost impossible to follow them."
In Gujranwiila they are said to be " idle, trouldesome, bad cultivators and
" notorious
thieves, their persons generally tall and handsome, and their habits
" nomad and
;

••'

prtedatory."

472. The Kathia, Khagga, and Hans.— The Kathia is another of the
Great Eiivi tribes, and comes next in importance among them to the Kharral.
It is not shown in our tables as a separate caste, and nobody seems to have
But there are 3,878 men in Montgomery and
returned himself as Kathia.
1,972 in Multan who have returned their caste as Punwar ; and as the Kathias
claim to be Punwar Rajputs, and were so entered in the settlement, it is proThis is the explanation given by the Deputy
bable that these are the Kathias.
Commissioner of Montgomery after local inqiiiry. Tliese men have been inThe Kathias are almost confined
eluded under the head Rajput in our tables.
to the Ravi valley of the Multan and Montgomery districts ; but they hold a
considerable area in the south of Jhang, which they are said to have acquired
from the Sial in return for aid afforded to the latter against the Nawab of
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Tliey are supposed to be the same people as the Katlisei, who in their
of Alexander.
stronghold of Sangala so stoutly resisted the victorious army
Tlie question is elaborately discussed Ijy General Cunningham at pages 33 to 42
of volume II of his Arckaoloffical Eepo)is, a,ud in Volume I, pages 101^' of
Tod^s BdjaslJiun [Madras Reprint, 1880).
Captain Elphinstone thus describes

Multan.

them

in his

Montgomery

report

:

—

'
'
" Tlie remarkable fact tliat a
people called Katliaioi occupied a part of the Gugaira district
"when Alexander invaded the Panjah, invests the Kathia tribe with a peculiar interest. After much
of the present day have a
"enquiry on Ihe subject, I have come to the conclusion that the Kathias
'
"
strong claim to be considered the descendants of the same Kathaioi who so gallantly resisted the
" Macedonian
Like all
conqueror. Their own account of their origin i-, of course, far different.
" Jats
they take a particular pride in tracing their descent from a Rajput prince about the time of
"their conversion to Muhammadanism under the Emperor Akhar. l!ut an examination of their
of their
"alleged pedigree shows tliat, like many other popular traditions of this kind, this account
'
"
Khattya reigning in
origin mu^t be altogether fictitious. They state that a priuce named
"
Rajputana, was compelled to yield up one of his s-sters in marriage to the Emperor of Dehli.
" After
brooding for some time over this great outrage to Rajput honour, ho contrived to assemble
"a large army with which he attacked the imperial forces: he was, however, overcome by
"superior numbers, and \vas made a prisoner after nearly all his adherents had been slain. He was
"then conducted with great honour to the Court of Dehli, wdiere the Emperor treated him with
"kindness, and at last induced him to embrace the Muhammadan faith, and placed under his charge
" an
important post near the Court. Some time afterwards he was sent witli a force to subdue a
"
portion of the Ravi tribes who bad risen in insurrection, and after conquering them was so much
" attracted
by the beauty of the country, that he remained and received a grant of the whole tract
"for himself and his descendants. All the Kathias claim descent from tliis prince, but, unfortunate"
ly for the credibility of this story, the only way that his S.OOO descendants manage to arrange the
" matter is
by assuming that the prince had no less than 150 sons ; whilst in a pedigree prepared by
"the chief mirasi of the tribe, in which the increase of off^pi'ing in the different generations is
"arranged with more accordance to probability, the line is oidy Ijrought down (o a few of the priuci"pal families of the tribe.
'

'

" In their habits the Kathias differ little from the other Jat tribes. Before the accession of
Ranjit Singh they lived chiefly on cattle graziug and plunder. Like the Kliarrals and Fattianas
"they still keep up Hindu Paroldts' who take a prominent part at all marriage festivities, an
"undoubted sign of their conversion to Muhamm.adanism having been of recent date. They are
" a handsome and
sturdy race, and like nearly all Jats of the Great Ravi do nut allow their children
"

'

'

" of either sex to

marry

'

until they Iiave attained the age of puberty, because, as they justly consider,

"too early marriages would be detrimental to the 'physique' of the race. Tlieir chief and favourite
"article of food is buttermilk ; the consumption of wheat among them is very inconsiderable."

Mr. Purser, however, gives a somewhat

He

—

different account of

their

migra-

tions.
says
'
" The Kathias have been identified with the
of Alexander's time.
Kathaioi
According to
" their account
they are descended fruni Raja Karan, Surajbansi. Originally they resided in Kfkaner,
" whence
they emigrated and founded the State of Kathiawiir. From there tlicy went to Sirsa and
"then to Bahawalpur. Ne.xtthey crossed over to Kabula and went onto r)aira Di'upanah. Here they
"quarrelled with the Ijilochis and had to leave. They then settled at JVIirali SiiU in Jhang. They
"stole the cattle of Alawal Khan of Kamalia, who was killed pursuing them.
Saadat Yar Khan
" obtained the release of
tlieir leaders (who were imprisoned on account of this affair) on condition of
"their settling on the Ravi. Tlius the Kathias obtained a footing in this district. They always held
"by the Kiimalia KhaiTals, but plundered the others whenever they conld get a chance. The
" Kathias are Punwar
Rajputs. There are two main divisions ; the Kathias proper, and the
"
:

'

Baghelas."

Tliis would make the Kathias of the Ravi
immigrants from Kathiawar.
But a Pandit of Gujarat who was sent into the Panjab by the Raja of Jazdau,
one of the principal Kathiawar States, to make
enquiries on the subject, tells
me that the Kathiawar Rajputs, who also claim descent from Raja Karan,
have a tradition that they came to their present territory from the Panjab via
Sindh and Kach. The Kathia tradition is Ihat they were driven out of Sarsa
Rania, or the valley of the lower Ghaggar, about the time of Tamerlane's

invasion.
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have returned themselves as Qureshi,
and are described in section 503 under the head Shekh.
to

473. The Daudpotra (Caste No. 79).— The Daudpotra are the
reigning
family of Bahawalpur, and usually claim to be Qureslii Arabs, though occasionally said to be Rajputs ; but all that is certain about their origin is that their
ancestor Daud Khan was a Jnliiha by occupation, if not by caste.
Besides the
numbers shown in Table VIII A as Daudpotras, 1,421 persons have retui-ned
themselves as Shekh Daudpotra, of whom 1,287 are in the Multau district.

The tribe is practically confined to Balmwalpur and the neighbouring
of JMultan, part of which was once included in the
Bahawalpur State.

portions

Their founder Diiud Khan is said to have been the son of one Jam Junjar
of Shikiu-pur, and brother of Muhammad the ancestor of the Kalhora
dynasty
of Sindh ; while another story makes him a Wattu
Both accounts
Rajput.
" When
are very probably false.
relates their origin thus
Cunningham
"
Nadir Shah proceeded to establish bis authority in Sindh, he found the an" cestor of the
family a man of reputation in his native district of Shikarpur.
" The Shah made him
deputy of the upper third of the province; but, becoming
:

"

The tribe
suspicious of the whole clan, resolvi'd on removing it to Ghazni.
" then
migrated up the Satluj and seized lands by force. They fabulously trace
"their origin to the Caliph Abbas; but may be regarded as Biloehes changed by
"
long residence in Sindh. In establishing themselves on the Satluj, they
" reduced the remains of the ancient
Langahs and Joyas to still further insigni" fieance."
113, note.)
{Ristori/ of the Sikhs,

—

The Dogars

(Caste No. 46).— The Dogars of the Panjab are found
in the upper valleys of the Satluj and Beas above the lower border of the
Lahore district, and have also spread westwards along the foot of the hills into
Sialkot.
There are also considerable colonies of them in Hissar and Karnal

474.

They

are thus described

by Mr. Brandreth

in his Fi'rozpur Report

:

—

" In
my account of the Firozpur ilacina I have .ilready alluded to the Dogars, who are supposed
"to be converted Chauhan Rajputs from the neighbourhood of Dehli. They migrated first to the
"
neighbotirhood of Pak Pattan, whence they spread gradually along the banks of the Satluj, and
"
entered the Firozpur district about 100 years ago. The Firozpur Dogars are all descended from
" a
common ancestor named Bahlol, but they are called Mahu Dogars, from Mahu the grandfather
" of
Bahlol had three sons, Bambu, Langar, and Sammu. The Dogars of Firozpur and
Bahlol.
" Mullanwala are the
descendants of Bambu ; those of Khai the descendants of Langar ; the descen" dants of Sammu live in the Kasiir
There are many other sub-castes of the Dogars in
territory.
" other districts
along the banks of the Satluj, as the Parchats, the Topuras, the Chopuras, &c.
"The Chopura Dogars occupy Mandot. The Firozpur Dogars consider themselves superior in rank
"and descent to the other sub-castes. They are very particular to whom they give their daughters
"in marriage though they take wives from all the other families. Atone time infanticide is said
" to
have prevailed among them, but I do not think there is much trace of it at the present day.
" Sir H.
Lawrence, who knew the Dogars well, writes of them that 'they arc tall, handsome,
" and
sinewy, and are remarkable for having, almost witliout exception, large aquiline noses they
" are fanciful and
to
violent, and tenacious of what they consider their rights, though susceptible
"
kindness, and not wanting in courage they appear to have been always troublesome subjects, and
"' too fond of their own
free mode of life to willingly take service as soldiers.'
The Jewish face
"which is found among the Dogars, and in which they resemble the Afghans, is very remarkable,
"and makes it probable that there is \ery little Chauhan blood in their veins, notwithstanding the
" fondness with which
they attempt to trace their connection with that ancient family of Rajputs.
" Like the
Gujars and Naipala they are great thieves, and prefer pasturing cattle to eultlvtitiug.
" Their favourite crime is
cattle-stealing. There are, however, some respectai)le persons among them,
It is only within the last few years that the principal Dogars
"especially in the Firozpur ilaqua.
" have
begun to wear any covering for the head ; formerly the whole population, as is the case with
" the
poorer classes still, wore then- long hair over their shoulders ivithout any covering either of
" sheet or tuiban.
Notwithstanding the difference of physiognomy, however, the Dogars presei-ve
"evident traces of some connection with the Hindus in most of their family customs, in which they
" resemble the Hindus much more
than the orthodox Muhammadans,"
'

;

'

'

;

/
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475.
Mr. Purser notes tliat tbey are divided into two trilios, one of which
claim to be C'hanhau and the other Punwiir Rajputs, and he notes theii- alleged
advent from Piik Pattan, but not their previous migration from Dehli. If
they ever did move from Dehli to the Montgomery district, it can hardly
have been since the Ghaggar ceased to fertilize the intervening country, and
and
the date of the migration must have been at least some centuries back
the Dogars of Hissar came to those parts from the Panjiib, probably from the
The Dogars of Lahore and J^ivozpiu- are
Satluj across the Su'sa district.
the river banks
essentially a riverside trilie, being found only on
they bear
the very worst reputation, and appear from the passage quoted above to have
I suspect
retained till quite lately some at least of the habits of a wild tribe.
that their origin was probaldy in the Satluj valley.
They appear to have
entered the Firozpur district about 1760 A.D., and during the next forty years
to have possessed themselves of a very considerable portion of the district,
while their turljulence rendered them almost independent of the Sikh Government. In 1808 we recognised the Dogar State of Firozpiu-, and took it under
liut it lapsed in i833.
oui- protection against Ran jit Singh
.

;

:

;

The Rajput

the Dogars is probably very doubtful, and is
strenously denied liy their Rajput neighbours, though I believe that Dogar, or
perhaps Doghar, is used in some parts of the Province to denote one of mixed
origin

of

Another derivation of tlie name Is doffhgur or milkman. The Dogars
blood.
seem to be originally a pastoral rather than an agricultural tribe, and still
to retain a strong liking for cattle, whether their own or other people's.
They are often classed with Gujars, whom they much resemble in their
habits.
In Lahore and Firozpur they are notorious cattle-thieves, but
fm-ther north they seem to have settled down

and become peaceful hiisbandmen. They are not
Their soeial standing seems
good cultivators.
to be aliout that of a low-class Rajput
they
The Dogars have
are practically all Jlusalmans.
some of the
returned hardly any large clans
in the margin.
largest are shown
;

;

The Ror

(Caste No. 55).— The real seat of the Panjab Rors is in the
jungles south of Thanesar on the borders of the Kanial and
Ambala districts, where they hold a chaitrdsi nominally consisting of 84
villages, of which the village of Aniin, where the Pandavas aiTanged their forces
before their last fight with the Kauravas, is the tika or head village.
But the
Rors have spread down the Western Jamna Canal into the lower parts of
Karnal and into Jind in considerable numbers. They are said also to hold 12
villages beyond the Ganges.
They are fine stalwart men, of very much the
same type as the Jats, whom they almost equal as husbandmen, their women
also working in the fields.
They are more peaceful and less grasping in their
habits than the Jats, and are consequently readily admitted as tenants where
the latter would be kept at arm's length.

476.

great d/uU

\

Of their origin I can say nothing certain. They have the same story as
the Aroras, of their having been Rajputs who escaped the fiu-y of Paras Ram
by slating that then- easte was avr or "another." The Aroras are often
called Roras in the east of the Punjab ; yet I can hardly believe that the frank
and stalwart Ror is of the same origin as the Arora. The Amin men say that
but this may only be in order to
they came from Sambhal in Muradabad
;
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" Bakhtawar
Singh nnd Banni Singh (during the Srst-haK of

this century), T<ho broke up the
"large tui'hnlent villages into a nnnilier of ^iinall hamlets, tliey have become generally well
" behaved hut
;
they return to their former habits when opportunity occurs.
" In 1857
ttey assembled, burnt state ricks, carried off cattle, &c., but did not succeed in
"
plundering any town or village in Ulwav. In British territory they plundered Firozpur and
" other
villages, and when a British force came to restore order many were hanged.
"
Tliough Meos claim to be of Rajput origin, there are grounds for believing that many spring
" ffom the same stock as the Mi'nas. The
similarity between tlie words Meo and Miua suggest
"that the former may be a contraction of the latter. Several of the respective clans are identical
"in name (Singal, Nai, Bulot, Pundlot, Dingal, Balott ; aud a story lold of one Daria Meo, and his
"ladylove Sisbadani Mini seems to show that they formerly intermarried. In Bulandshahr a ca^te
" called Meo Minas is
spoken of in the Settlement Report, which would seem farther tj connect the
" two.
However, it is probable enougli that apostate Rajputs and bastard sons of Rajputs founded
"
of
the
clans, as the legends tell.
many
" The Meos are now all Mnsalmans in name but tl eir
village deities are he same as those of
"Hindu zamindars. They keep too several Hindu festivals. Thus the Hcli ii3 with Jleos a season
" of
rough play, and is considere 1 as important a festival aa the Moharram, Id, and Shahrat ; and
"
they likewise obseive the Janamashtami, Dusehra and Piwali. They often keep Brahmin prie ts
" to write the
pi7t cirV/A;, or note fixing the date of a marriage.
They call themselves by Hindu
'
"
names, with the exception of R.im ;' and Singh is a Irequent affix though not as common as
" Khan.'
" On the
Amawas, or monthly conjunction of the sun and moon, Jleos, in common with Hindu
"
Ahirs, Gnjars, &c., cea=e from labour ; and when they make a well the fir>t proceeding is to
'
" erect a ' Chabutra ' to
However, when plunder was to be obtained,
Bainiji' or Haniiman.
"
they have often shown little respect for Hindu shrines and temples ; and when the sanctity of a
'
" threatened
has
the
retort
has
Turn to t)eo. Mam Meo !' You may he a
been
been
place
urged,
" Deo
(God\ hut I am a Meo
" As
own
their
are
Few know the Tcalima, and feiver
Meos
regards
religion
very ignorant.
" still the
regular prayers, the seasons of which they entirely neglect. This, however, only applies
" to Ulwar territory in British, the effect of the schools is to make them more observant of
religious
" duties.
Indeed, in Ulwar, at certain places where there are mosques, religious observances
" are better
maintained, and some know the Tcalima, say their prayers, and would like a school.
" Meos do not
marry in their Pal or clan, but they are lax about forming connections with
" women of other
As already stated
castes, whose children they receive into the Meo community.
" Brahmins take
part in the formalities preceding a marriage, bnt the ceremony itself is performed
"
the
Kazi.
by "
As agriculturists, Meos are inferior to their Hindu neighbours. The point in which they
"
Their women, whom they do
chietiy fail is working their wells, for which they lack patience.
" not
confine, will, it is said, do more tield work than the men indeed one often finds women at work
" in the
when
men
the
are
Like
the
of
low
Hindu castes they tattoo
down.
women
crops
lying
(

;

'

'

'

'

'

!

;

;

" their
Meos are generall.y poor and live
bodies, a practice disapproved by Musalmans in general.
"
badly ; they have no scruples about getting drunk when opportunity offers. The men wear the
" dhoti and
Vumri, and not paTijamiis. Their dress is, in fact. Hindu. The men often wear
"
"
gold ornaments, but I believe the women are seldom or never allowed to have tbem.

—

To this Mr. Charming adds
My own enquiries on the subject were
:

"

imperfect when they were interrupted by my transfer
me to a conclusion which I find has also been adopted by Major
; but they led
"
Powlett, that the Miiias and Meos are connected, and I should be inclined to add that both are
"
probably representatives of the earlier non-.iryan inhabitants of the country. In Tod's
"
Rajasthan, A'ol. II, page 76, I find it stated that Mewas o is a name given to the fastnesses in
" the Aravalli
Pal is, on the same
hills, to whif-h Min.a8, Kolis and others make their retreat.
"
authority, the term for a community of any of the aboriginal mountain races ; its import is a
" detile or
valley, fitted for cultivation and defence ; and Pal is the term given to the main Sub" Divisions of the Meos and also of the Minas, These latter, who in
Gurgaon are known only as a
"
body of professional criminals, were the original masters of the State of Amber or Jaipur,
" the
Rajput kingdom of which was foimded by Dhole Rae about A.D. 967 after subduing the Minas.
" Tod also states that in
Jaipur the Minas are still the most numerous tribe, and possess large
" immunities and
privileges formerly the ti'ka of sovereignty was marked by blood taken from
" the
great toe of a Mina of Kalikho, another token, as I intepret it, of the ancient sovereignty of
" the tribe. Meos are often mentioned,
and in the
although not in Gurgaon, as Mina Meos
" older Muhammadan historians and in Tod, I find
expeditions against their country spoken of as
"
These facts incline
expeditions against the Mawsisat, and in later time as against the Mawas.
" me to the belief that the Meos are such of the
aborginal Mina population of the Aravalli bills as
" were converted to
Muhammadanism, and that their name is probably a corruption of Mewasati
" or the men of the mountain
passes.
Perhaps other enquiries may he able to confirm or refute this
"
theory^ which I only put forward tentatively.

" from
Gurgaon

;

:
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"

Any Meo will tell glibly enough that the tribe is divided into twelve Pals and fifty-two
but no two enumerations of the Pals that I have seen correspond precisely ; and the
;
The
tifty-two Gots include the Pal~, and are not, as would at first appear, in addition to them.
following enumeration of the Pals is perhaps correct :

Gots
'

—

1.

Balant.

5.

Chirklot.

2.

Ratawat.
Darwal.

6.

Dimrot.

3.

7.

4.

Landawat.

8.

Dulot.
Nai.

9.

10.
11.
12.

Ynnglot.
Dahngal.
Signal
Kalesa or Kalsakhi.
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To

Mr. Channing adds

this

:

—

" KhanzaJas are a race wIkj were
forinorly of much more importance tlan at present ; thej
" claim to have heen
fonnerly Jadu Rajputs, and that their ancestors Lakhau Pal and Sumitr
"
Pal. who dwelt at Tahangarh in Bharatpur, were converted to Islam in the reign of Firoz Shah
"
(A.D. 1351 to 1388), who gave Lakhan Pal the name of Xahir Khan and Sumitr Pal the name of
" Bahadur
Khan, and in recognition of their high descent called them Khanzad.ahs and made them
" bear rnle in Jlewat. At first
are said to have lived at Sarahta near
and afterwards
thej

Tijara,

"
according to tradition, they possessed 1,48-1 villages. However this may he, there is no doubt
" that
they were the ruling race in llewat down to the time of Rabnr since then they have
"
gradually declined in importance, and now in this district own only a fe-.v villages near Xiih and
" to the north of
Firozpur. Traces of their former importance exist at Sahua, Biind^i, and Kotila.
"
the village is situated in a small valley, wholly
Kotila was one of their chief fortresses
" surrounded
In front of
the hiU, except where a small funnel-like pass gives entrance to it.
by
"
this pass is the Kotila jhil, and when this is tilled with water tae only road tii the pass lies
"
of
The
a
remains
breastwork along
along a narrow strip of land between the lake and the hill.
" the face of the hill and across the mouth of the
pass still exist, while on the hill above the
;

;

"

The vUlage now belongs to Meos. Some of the buildings bear
village is a small ruined fort.
" witness to its former
I
have a suspicion that they ai'e more intimately
greater importance.
"
connected than they acknowledge with the ileos, whom they seem to me to resemble in personal
"
with Meos, but the Meo iidiabitants of five
do not

ordinarily intermarry
They
villages inthe Fu'ozpur tahsil professs to have been formerly Khanzadahs, and to have become Meos
by intermarriage. Their traditions also, which point to Sarahta a^ their ancient home, agree, I
" think it will be
found, with those of more than one clan of Meos. If my supposition that the

"

appearance.

"

" Meos are converted Minas

is

correct, I

am

inclined to suspect that

" sentativcs of the noble class
population.
among the abiriginal
"
" mixed class
among the Minas known as Mainas.

the Khanzadas are the

Tod mentions an

repreAsil or un-

The Khanzadahs of Gurgaon have retiu'ued themselves as Jadubansi in
the column for elan, and they eonunonly say that tliis is their only got.
" is
"
Khanzadah, or the son of a Khan
precisely the Musalman equivalent to
" and
there can be little doubt that the
the Hindu Rajput or " son of a Raja ;
Khanzadahs are to the Meos what the Rajputs are to the Jats.

—

The Gujars are the eighth largest caste
480. The Gujjar (Caste No. 8)
in the Panjab, only the Jats, Rajputs, and Pathans among dominant castes, the
mixed caste of Araius, and the Brahmans, Chamars, and Chuhras exceeding
.

them in
Kushan

point of number.

Christ then-

Hima

by General Cunningham with the
About a century before
Chief conquered Kabul and the Peshawar country ; while his son

They

are identified

or Yiichi or Tochaii. a tribe of Eastern Tartars.

Kadphises. so well

known

to the

Panjab Numismatologist, extended

his

sway over the whole of Upper Panjab and the banks of the Jamua as far down
as Mathi-a and the Vindhyas, and his successor the no less familiar king
Kanishka, the first Buddhist Indo-Scythian prince, annexed Kashmir to the
kingdom of the Tochari. These Tochari or Kushan are the Kaspeii-iei of Ptolemy ;
and in the middle of the second centm-y of our lera, Kaspeira, Kasyapapiira, or
Multan, was one of their chief cities. Probably about the beginning of the
3rd century after Christ, the attacks of the White Huns recalled the last king
of the united Yiichi to the west, and he left his son in charge of an independent
pi-oviuce

Kabul

whose

capital

was

fixed at

Peshawar

;

and fi'om that time the Yuchi

known

as the Great Yuchi, and those of the Panjab as the Kator
or Little Yiichi.
Before the end of the 3rd century a portion of the Gujars
had begun to move southwai'ds down the Indus, and were shortly afterwards
of

are

separated from then- northern brethren by Indo-Scythian wave from the north.
In the middle of the oth centm-y there wa'f a Gujar kingdom in southwestern Rajputana, whenje they were driven by the Balas into Gujarat of the
Bombay Presidency ; and about the end of the 9th century, Ala Khana the
Gujar king of Jammu, ceded the present Gujar-des, corresponding very nearly
with the ihe Giijrat district, to the king of Kashmir. The town of Gujrat is

[p. 263j
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have been built or restored by Ali Khiia Gujar in the time of Akbar.
The grounds for General Cunningham's identification will be found in full
detail at pages 61 to 82 of Vol. II, of the Arc/iaso logical Reports.
said to

al

The present
Cunningham

:

distiibution of the Gujai-s in India

—

is

thus described by Gener-

" At the
present day the Gujiuvs are found iu great numbers in every jiarfc of the Xorth" West of
India, from the Indus to the Gangoi, and from the Hazara mountain to the Peninsula of
'•
Gnjrat. They are specially numerous along the banks of the Upper Jamiia, near Jagadri and
"
Buriya, and in the Saharanpnr district, which during the last century was actually called
"
Gujarat. To the east they occupy the petty State of Samptar in Bandclkhaad, and one of the
" northern districts of
Gwalior, which is still called Gujargar. They are founl only in small bodies
"and much scattered throughout Eastern Rajputana and Gwalior; but they are more numerous in
" the Western
States, and specially towardjs Gujarat, where they form a large part of the
"
The Rajas of Eewari to the south of Dehli are Gujars. In the -Southern Panjab
population.
"
they are thinly scattered, but their numbers incease rapidly towards the nov:h, where they have
"
their
to several important places, such as Gujr.mwala in the Rechna-Doab,
name
Gnjrat
given
•'in the Chaj Doab, and Gujar Khan in the Sindh Sagar Doab.
They are numerous about Jaalam
" and Hassan
Abdal, and throughout the Hazara districts ; and they are alsj found in considerable
i

" numbers in the Dardu districts of
Chilas, Kohli, and Palas, to the east of the Indus, and in the
"
contiguous districts to the west of the river."

In the Panjab they essentially belong to the lower ranges and siib-montane
and though they have sjiread down the Jamua in considerable numbers,
they are almost confined to the riverain lowlands. In the higher moimtains
they are almost unknown. The figiu-es showing their distribution are given
in Abstract Xo. S3 at page -54*.
Gujrat is still their stronghold, and in
that district they form 13| per cent, of the total population.
There alone
have they retained their dominant position. Throughout the Salt-range
Tract, and probably under the eastern hills also, they are the oldest inhabitants
tracts

166-

;

among

the

tribes

now

settled there

;

but in the west the Gakkhars, Janjuas,

and Pathans, and in the east the Rajputs have always been too strong for
them, and long ago deprived them of poliiical importance. In the Peshawar
district almost any herdsman is called a Gujar, and it may
be that some of
But throughout
those who are thus retiu'ned are not true Gujars by race.^
the hill country of Jammu, Chihhal, and Hazara, and away in the Independent
Temtory lying to the north of Peshawar as far as the Swat river, true Gujar
herdsmen are found in great numbers, all possessing a common speech, which
a Hindi dialect quite distinct from the Panjalji or Pashto current in those
Here they are a purely pastoral and almost nomad race, taking their
herds up into the higher ranges in summer and deseeudiu^- with them into
the valleys during the cold weather ; and it may be said that the Giijar is
a cultivator only in the plains.
Even there he is a bad cidtivator, and more
given to keeping cattle than to following the plough.
is

parts.

It is impossible without further investigation to fix the date of the Gujai'
colonization of the lower districts.
They are almost exclusively Slusalman
except in the Jamn^ districts and Hushyarpm', and th ij must therefore
have entered those districts before the conversion of the great mass of the caste.

The Jalandhar

Gtijars

date

their conversion

from the time of Aurangzeb, a

The Firozimr Gujars >ay that they came from Daranagar
in the south of India, that they moved thence to Rania in Sirsa, and thence
The !Musalman Gujars of all the eastern half
again to Firozpur rid Kasur.
very probable date.

*
On the other hand, Mr. Steedman Ls of opinion that the tigures for the Gujars of Rawalpindi are very much under the mark, and that many of them must have been returuet as Jats,
Bajputs, or perhaps even Mughals.
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of the Province still retain more of their Hindu customs than do the majority
of their converted neighbours, their women, for instance, wearing petticoats
It is noticeable that
instead of drawers;, and red instead of blue.
Gajrat is
to the Gujars what Bhatner and Bhattiana are to the Bhatti, a place to which
there

is

a traditional tendency to refer their origin.

481.
TheGujarisa fine stalwart fellow, of precisely the same physical
and the theory of aboriginal descent which has sometimes
type as the Jat
been propounded, is to my mind conclusively negatived by his cast of countenHe is of the same social standing as the Jat, or perhaps slightly inance.
ferior ; but the two eat and drink in common without any scruple and the proverb
;

" Tiie
Jat, Gujar, Alar, and Gola are all four hail fellows well met.'"
far inferior in both personal character and repute to the Jat. He is lazy
to a degree, and a wretched cultivator ; his women, though not secluded, will
not do held-work save of the liglitest kind ; while his fondness for cattle ex-

says

:

But he

is

The difference between a Giijar and a Rajput
tends to those of other people.
" The
cattle-thief was once explained to mc thus by a Jat
Iliijput will steal
"
he
will not send his father to say he knows where it is
your buffalo. But
"
20
it
and
then
and
the buffalo too.
back
for
Rs.
tlie
Rs.
and will get
ilO,
keep
The Giijar will." The Gujars have been turbulent throughout the history of
the Panjab, they were a constant thorn in the side of the Dehli Emperors,
and are still ever ready to take advantage of any loosening of the
bonds of discipline to attack and plunder their neighbours. Their character
as expressed in the proverbial wisdom of the countryside is not a high
"
one
A desert is better than a Gujar wherever you see a Giijar, hit
"
" him."
The dog and the cat two, the Rangar and the Giijar
Again :
" two
not for these four one might sleep with one's door
if
it
were
;
"
" The
the monkey, and the Gujur change their minds
open :" so
" anddog,
"
"
When all other castes are dead make friends with a
at every step ;
"
As Mr. Maconachie remarks " Though the Giijar possesses two
Giijar."
"
qualifications of a highlander, a hilly home and a constant desire for
" other
people's cattle, he never seems to have had the love of fighting and
" the character for
manly independence which distinguishes tliis class elsewhere.
" On the
contrary he is generally a mean sneaking cowardy fellow ; and I
" do not know that he
improves much with the march of civilization, though
" of course there are
exceptions ; men who have given up the traditions of
" the tribe so
far
as to recognize the advantage of being honest
"
:

:

:

:

—

generally.-"

Such is the Giijar of the Jamma districts.'
But fiirther west his
character would seem to be higher.
Major Wace describes the Gujars of
"
a simple all-enduring race, thrifty and industrious, with no
Hazara as
" and
"
ambition but to be left alone in peace with their cattle and fields ;
"
many of them are line men in every way." Mr. Thomson says that
the Giijars of Jahlam are the best farmers in the district (perhaps not excessive praise in a district held by Gakkhars, Awans, and Rajputs), though
Maliar or Arain is a better market gardener
and that they are
the
;

quiet and industrious, more likeable than (Salt-range) Jats, but with few
My. Steedinan gives a similar account of the Gujars of
attractive qualities.
'
Mr. Wilson, however, writes : The Giijar villages in Gurgaon ihave on the whole stood
" the lato bad times better than those of almost other caste better than the Jats, and almost aa
"well as the Ahn's. Our Gargaon Giijars are very little given to thieving, and I have rather
''
a high opinion of them."

—
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" excellent cultivators.''
So the Giijars of HushyarRawalpindi, calling- them
"
In Jalandhar Sir
be
a
to
said
are
ijuiet and well-behaved set."
pur
"
here as elsewhere of pastoral habits, but
Richard Temple describes them as
" more industrious and less
predatory than usual;" and Mr. Barkley wi'ites
" At
of British rulcj they are proljably as little
present, after thirty years
"
It is
given to crime as any other large class in the agricultui'al population
" still
than
generally true that they occupy themselves more with grazing
" with
But in
but this is by no means invariably the ease."
agricultui-e
"
unwilling cultivators, and
Firozpur again Mr. Br.indreth describes them as
"
instances of their criuiinal progreatly addicted to thieving," and gives
further
the Gujar moves from his
Thus it would appear that the
pensities.
native hills, the more he deteriorates and the more unpleasant he makes him:

;

The following description of the Gujars
both graphic and interesting —

self to his neighbours.

by Mr. Barnes
"

is

of

Kangra

:

are quite unlike the caste of the same desigiiatioii in the plains.
The Gujars of the
"There they are known as an ItUe, worthless and thieving race, rejoicing in waste, and enemies to
" cultivation and
but
above and below they are both addicted to pastoral habits. In
inn)rovement ;
" the hills the
Gujars are exclusively a pastoral tribe, they cultivate scarcely at all. The Gadls keep
" flocks of
the
and
and
sheep
Gujar's wealth consists of buffaloes. These people live in the
goats
" skirts of the
forests, and maintain their existence exclusively by the sale of the milk, ghee, and
"other produce of their herds. The men graze the cattle, and frequently lie out for weeks in the
"
woods tending their herds. Tlie women repair to the markets every morning with baskets on their
"heads, with little earthen pots tilled with milk, butter-milk and ghee, each of these pots
"containing the proportion required for a day's meal. During the hot weather the Gujars usually
" drive their herds to the
upper range, where the buffaloes rejoice in the rich gi'a« which the
" rains
bring forth, and at the same time attain condition from the temperate climate and the
"
The Gujars are a fine,
from
Hies which torment their existence in the plains.
venomous
imraxmity
"
manly race, with peculiar and handsome features. They are mild and luoil'ensive in manner, and
" in these hills are not
which
to their race in the
the
bad
attaches
pre-eminence
distinguished by
'plains.
They are never known to thieve. Theii' women are supposed to be not very scrupulous.
" Their habits of
stock
for
about
their
sale unaccompanied
mavketa
and
frequenting public
carrying
"
by their husbands unloubtedly expose them to great temptations ; and I am afraid the imputa" tions
too
well
tall,
their
character
are
founded.
are
and may be
women,
well-grown
They
agauist
" seen
every morning entering the bazaars of the hill towns, returning hum.; about the afternoon
" with their baskets
their
The
are
found
all
over
the
of
treasures.
district.
emptied
Gujars
They
" abound
There are some Hindu Gujars
particularly about Jowala Mukhi, Tira, and Nadaun.
"especially towards Jilandi; but they are a small sect, compared to the Musalmans."
hills

—

It has been suggested, and is I believe held by many, that Jats and
Gujars, and perhaps Aliirs also, are all of one ethnic stock ; and this because
It may be that they are the same
there is a close communion between them.
But I think that they miist have either entered
in their far-distant origin.
India at different times or settled in separate parts, and my reason for thinking
In the case of Jat and
so is precisely because they eat and smoke together.
Rajptit the reason for differentiation is obvious, the latter being of higher rank
than the former. But the social standing of Jats, Gujars, and Ahirs being
practically identical, I do not see why they should ever have separated if they
were once the same. It is, however, possible that the Jats were the camel
graziers and perhaps husbandmen, the Giijars the cowherds of the hiUs, and
the Ahirs the cowherds of the plains.
If this be so, they afford a classification Ijy occupation of the yeoman class, which fills up the gap between and
is absolutely continuous with the similar classification of the castes above them

Brahmaus, Banyas, and Raji)iits, and of the castes below them as Tarkhans,
Chamars, and so forth. But we must know more of the early distribution of
the tribes before we can have any opinion on the subject. I have noticed in
the early historians a connection between the migrations and location of Giijars
and Rajpiits which has struck me as being more than accidental ; but the

as
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tribes for districts.

Gujar

TlllBES.

16

15

12

Dehli.
Gurgaoii.

87
166
172

6
782

118

33

19

18

KarnSl.

602
9

33

1,218
1,139

4,467
1,690

561
613

3,604
1,684

1,139
6,910
211

173
2,826
861

3,230
190

197
1,687
641

180
710
176

64

198
27
389

178
126
215

"338

340

2,417
1,349
3,491

461
1,921

6

1,041

3,692

Ambala.

1,280
618

278
2,686
142

1

2,367

1,172

1,200
13

4,630

645

Amritsar.

146

Grordaspur.
Sialkot.

Lahore.

194

47

221

332

170

2,361
1,287
7,985

344

3,624

975
768
J

2,362

6,132

221

1,664

183

981

403

4,968

9,770

27,554

966

183

5,924

9,953

2,238
29,792

19,159

1,268
6,719

2,186
21,345

1,172

Rawalpindi.
35

230

5,461

Gjijraunala.
Firozpur,

Jahlani.
Gujrat.

2,189

2,604

1,441

Kaugra.

517

007

28,539

Jalaudhar.
HuBliyarpur.

1,161

31

416

Ladhlana.

30

2,684

1,096

7,055

4

36
160

Bohtak.

409

683

216
167

Hissar.

!

9,123

Peshawar.
Hazara.

States of
Plains.

British Terri-

'

4,937

tory.

1,261
i

8,316

i

29,980

...

'

1,172
j

403
9,526

1

370
5,307

East.

i

Native States
Province.
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his place being taken by the Saini in the eastern
and bv the Arain or Baghban in the remainder of the
Pro%'ince.
He is almost always a Hindu. j\Iost of the few Malis shown for
the western districts were returned as Maliai', the Panjabi form of I\Iali and
some of them as Phulara or Phulwara (but see section 485 for the inclusion of

eastern

portions

sub-montane

of

Hissar,

districts,

;

Maliar under Arain)

The

.

who, as I have just explained, are probably a Mali tribe, are
said to claim Rajput origin in Jalandhar liut Mr. Barkley wiites of the Sainis
"
of that district
They consider themselves the same as the Malis of the
"
North-West Provinces, and to be connected with the Arains, though the
" latter know
nothing of the relationship. They are not found west of the
"
Chanab, but are numerous in some parts of the Ambala district.'' They
appear from our figiu-es to lie all along the foot of the hills between the
valleys of the Jamna and Ravi ,but not to have reached the Chanab valley.
Both they and the Malis are properly tribes of Hindustan rather than of the
Panjab. About 10 per cent, of the Sainis are Sikhs, and the remainder
Hindus. In Rawalpindi no fewer than 3,655 Mughals have returned their
tribe or clan as Saini ; but it is probable that these have no connection with
the caste under discussion, as it would not appear to have penetrated so far
westwards. The Sainis of Rupar in Ambala are described " an ill-conditioned
set, first-rate cultivators, but refi'actoiy and intriguing."
Sainis,

;

:

The Malis and Sainis, like aU vegetable growers, occupy a very inferior
among the agricultural castes biit of the two the Sainis are probably
the higher, as they more often own land or even whole villages, and are less
position

;

generally mere market gardeners than are the TMalis.
The largest of the Mali sTib-divisions are the Phul with 11,646, and the

Saim

The
Bhagarti with 15,658
persons.
Sainis do not appear to have returned any
large clans except in Hushyarpur, of
which district some of the largest clans
are

shown

and in GurdasSainis showed their clans

in the margin,

pur where 1,5

U

Mr. Barkley notes that some
and of Sainis in
Jalandhar bear the same names, and those
not always merely names of other and dominant tribes.
485. The Arain, Baghban, and Maliar (Caste Nos. 7 and 65).
The
word Baghban is the Persian equivalent of the Hindi word Mali, and means
simply a gardener. But it is commonly used for the Arain in the west of the
Panjab and even as far east as Jalandhar there are two villages of the same
name, of which the one which is held by Arains is often distinguished bv the
addition of Bdghhdndn to its name.
Unfortunately the Peshawar di^^sional
officer has included those who retui-ned themselves as Arain or Maliar iinder
Baghban, and I cannot give separate figures for them. The Baghbans of the
as Salahri.

of the clans of Arains

—

;

Rawalj^indi division are discussed below.

The Arains, or as they are called on the Jamna Rains, are probably a
true caste in the Satluj valley and throughout the Eastern Plains.
But in the
western half of the Panjab excepting on the Satluj, the word seems to be used
"
for any market-gardener.
Mr. Steedman writes
Arain, Rain, Baghban,
"
Mali, and Maliar are in Jhang and Rawalpindi a very mixed body of men,
:
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Dehli

GoTgaoD
Karnai
Hissar

Rohtak
Sirsa

Ambala
Ladhidna
Simla

Jalandhar
HushyirpuT

K^ngra
Amritsar
Gurdaspar
Sialkot

Lahore
Gujranwiila
FirozpUT

Rawalpindi

Jablam
GuJTat

Shahpur

Moltan
J hang:

Monlpomery
MnzaS'argarh

Derah Ismail Khan
Derah (ihazi Khan

Bannu
Peshawar
Ha2aTa

Koh&t

British Territory.
Patidla

Nabha
Kapurthala
liud

Faridkot

MAler KoCa
Kal&ia

Total

Eastern

Plains.

Bahiwalpar

Mandi

Chamba
NShan
Bilaspur

Bashahr
Nalagarh
Suket
Total Hill States

British Territory.
JNTative

States

Province
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" the names
denoting occupation rather than caste, and ai-e invariably held in
"
The Maliar of the Rawalpindi division for the most part
very low reunite."
retm'ned their elan as Janjiia, Qutbshahi (Awau), Khokhar, or Bhatti, though
some of them give what are apparently true Arain clans, such as Wahand.
Table VIII A gives no Arains or Baghban? in the Rawalpindi district, but
the fact is that by an unfortunate en'or, not detected till after the tables were
in print, the Maliars of Rawalpindi and Jahlam were entered as Maniars
under Caste No. 47. I have added them to the figures for Baghban in the
Abstract, and it follows that all the Rawalpindi and Jahlam Baghbans of the
So too, the figures
Abstract were returned as Maliai', and not as Baghban.
for INIuzaffargarh and the two Derahs are very imperfect, as Abstract No. 72
on page 224* shows that some thousands of Ai-ains or Maliars in those districts
On the whole it would appear that IMali and Arain
returned their caste as Jat.
are time castes in the eastern half of the Province, but that in the Western
Panjab, Arain, Maliar, and Baghban are commonly used as mere names of
one aud the same occupation. The detailed clan tables, when published, will
throw much light upon the real affinities of these three castes.

The Arains are found in great numbers throughout the northern,
and western portions of the Eastern Plains and throughout the Rabut west of Lahore the name must be taken
walpindi and Multan divisions
Their
to refer, except on the Satluj, to an occupation rather than a caste.
strongholds are the Jalandhar, Amritsar, and Lahore divisions, and more
especially the districts of Jalandhar and Lahore and the State of Kapiirthala
where they form respectively 17"4, lOS, and 16-3 per cent, of the total population.
They are admirable cultivators, skilful aud industrious, but like all
Where,
vegetable growers of low standing among the cultivating classes.
however, they are found in very large numbers their position is higher, as there
they are general cultivators rather than market gardeners. They are almost
without exception Musalmans, and would appear to be a true Panjab tribe, to
have come from the neighbourhood of Multan, and to have some affinity with
486.

central,

;

Kamboh. ]\Ir. Pm'ser writes " The Arains of Montgomery know nothing
" of their
Tliey claim to be Surajbansi Rajputs, and to have come
origin.
"
up to this district from the Dehli part of the country. They are usually
"supposed to be Mahomedan Kambohs, and the latter undoubtedly came
"from the west, so it is likely the Arains did too. This is rendered more pro" bable
by the fact that the Arains of Saharanpur are said to have come fi'Om
"
Afghanistan. They do not seem to have got much below the Lahore border.
" Their chief divisions are
Gahlan, Chandor, Chachar, Sindhu, and Barar." I
find that the Arains of Firozpur and Lahore also trace their origin fi-om Uchh
In Sirsa the Satluj
or Multan, and are supposed to be akin to the Kamboh.
Arains meet those of the Ghaggar. They two do not intermany, but the
Aritins of the Ghaggar valley say they were Rajputs living on the Panjnad
near Multan, but were ejected some four- centuries ago by Saiyad Jalal-ud-din
of Uchh.
Till the great
They claim some sort of connection with Jaisalmer
famines of 1759 and 1783 A.D. they are said to have held all the lower valleys
of the Choya and Ghaggar, but after the latter date the Bhattis harassed the
Sumras, the country became distm-bed, and many of the Aiaius emigrated
across the Ganges and settled near Bareli and Rampui-.
They marry only with
-he Ghaggar and Bai'eli Arains.
The Satluj Arains in Sirsa say that they ai-e,
like the Arains of Lahore and
Montgomery, connected hy origin with the
Hindu Kambohs. Mr. Wilson thinks it probable that both classes are really
the

:
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Karabohs who have become Musalmans, and that the Ghaggar Arains
emigrated in a body fi-om Multan, while the others moved gradually
up the Satluj into their present place. He describes the Ariiins of the
Ghaggar as the most advanced and civilised tribe in the Sirsa district,
even surpassing the Sikh Jats from Patiala and he considers them at
least equal in social status with the Jats, over whom they themselves claim
The Arains of Firozpiu-, Ludhiana, Ambala, and Hissar also
superiority.
trace their origin from Uchh or its neighbourhood, though the Hissar Arains
;

are said to be merely

Of

Mahomedan

Malis.

the Arains of Jalandhar Mr.

Barkley says that they are commonly
believed to be descended from Kambohs, and that even those who are ashamed
of so commonplace an origin are not prepared altogether to disclaim the
relationship, but state that the Kambohs are the illegitimate and they the

He further states that thev are
legitimate descendants of a common ancestor.
settlers from the south, that none of their settlements are much older than
250 years, and that their original countiy is said to extend from Hansi to
Multan, while those of the Jalandhar Arains whose history he has traced have
come fi'om the direction of Hissar. The Jalandhar Arains themselves say
they are descended from Rai Chajju of Ujjain who held the whole of the Sirsa
district mjagir ; while the Karnal Rains also trace their origin fi'om Sirsa.
On the whole it would appear probable that the Arains originally came fi'om
tue lower Indus and spread up the five rivers of the Panjab
and that at an
early stage in their history a section of them moved up the Ghaggar, perhaps
then a pen nanent river flowing into the Indus, and there gained for themAs the Ghaggar dried up and the
selves a position of some importance.
neighbouring country became more arid, they moved on into the Jamna districts and (J!is-Satluj tract generally, and perhaps spread along the foot of the
hills across! the line of movement of their brethren who were moving up the
Their alleged connection with the Malis is provalleys of tlie lai'ger rivers.
bably basecl only upon common occupation ; but there does seem some reason
to think that they may perhaps be akin to the Kambohs, though the difference
must be m(t)re than one of religion only, as many of the Kambohs are Musal;

man.
196-

Abstract No. 86 on the opposite page* shows some of the largest Arain
I have included under the head Arain 987 persons who have retm-ned
themselves as Bhohar, which I am informed is an Ai-ain clan.
Of these 850
were in Multan, 34 in Montgomery, and 103 in Muzaffargarh.
clans.

487.
The Kanet (Caste No. 20).—The Kanets are the low-caste cultivating class of all the eastern Himalayas of the Panjab and the hills at their
base, as far west as Kulu and the eastern portion of the Kangra district,
throughout which tract they form a very large proportion of the total population.
Beyond this tract, in Kangra proper, their place is filled by Ghiraths.
The country they inhabit is held or governed by Hill Rajputs of prehistoric

whom are far too proud to cultivate with their
The Kanets claim
hands, and who employ the Kanets as husbandmen.
to be of impure Rajput origin, but there is little doubt that they are really of
At the same time it is most difiicult to separate them from
aboriginal tock.
ancestry, the greater part of

own

161-

page 251t), and in Chamba both have been included imder the
The whole question of their origin is elaborately discussed by
General Cunningham at pages 125 to 135 of Vol. XIV of his Archaeological

Rathis

{q. v.,

latter head.
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Abstract No. 86,

8

9

12

47

217

34

270

L'jdhidna

1,714

183

671

1,037

Jalandhar

1,821

Ambftla

6,424

•••

1,291

Hushyiipar

150

AmTitsar

614

41

4,704

3,912

7,372

B,266

1,961

120

465

91

1*2

123

278

261

Qnidispnr

10

935

34

263

360

SialkOt

36

382

1,804

155

75

Lahore

3,.186

89

113

10

130

19

30B

68

600

2

377

127

1,792

2,809

4,483

4,619

6,111

973

1,116

1,1

1,167

1,340

697

8,0S1

6,113

184

333

4,862

3,867

i

Gujranwdla

3

Pirozpur

QnJTilt

49

...

1,070

I

,

.

Shahpnr

Maltan

258

Jhang

Montgomery

188

70

,

Mnzaffargarh

British Terri- 13,286 4,337 1,508 9,6S8

7,107

8,829

6,250 2,809 4,486; 5,826 21,622 26,119

tory.
I

Native States

607

790

54

13

4,363 2,298

9,712

7,120

I

7

13

8,836

6,263

26|

424

302

1,387

I

Province

.

13,893

I

'

2,809 4,485

6,250 21,924 27,606
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He

Reports.

:

with the Kunindas or Kuliudas of the Sanskrit

identifies tliem

and of Ptolemy, and

i

'

opinion that they lielong to that great
Khasa race which, before the Aryan invasion, occupied the whole SubHimalayan tract from the Indus to the Brahmaputra, and which, driven up
into the hills by the advancing wave of immigi'ation, now separates the
Aryans of India from the Turanians of Tibet. But the Kanets are divided
into two great tribes, the Khasia and the Rao, and it is probable that the
Khasias are really descended from intercom'se between the Aryan immigrants
and the women of the hills. The process by which the great Khas tribe of
Nepal thus grew up is admirably described by Mr. Hodgson in his Essay in
the Military tribes of that country, which is quoted at some length by

classics

General

Cunningham, and,

of

is

less

fully,

by me

at

page 236*

supra.

The

between Khasia and Rao is still sufficiently well marked. A
Khasia observes the period of impurity after the death of a relation prescribed
the Rao that prescribed for an outcast.
The Khasia
for a twice-born man
wears the janeo or sacred thread, while the Rao does not. But the diswhere the two
tinction is apparently breaking down, at least in Kiilu
tribes freely eat together and intermarry, though the Khasia, if asked, will
distinction

;

deny the

|

j

]

*P.

131.!

•

I

,

J

i

'

fact.

Mr. Lyall thus

488,

j

j

describes the Kanets of Kiilu

:

—

" The Kanets are often classed
by other Hinditt as on a par with the Rathis of Kangra. Just
as the Kathis claim to be Eajputs who have hist grade by taking to the plough, or the offspring
"of Eajputs by Sudra women, so tlie Kanets say that tliey are the children of women of the hills
''
by Rajputs who came up from the plains. By one story both Kanets and Dagis were originally
" of the same stock. Two sous of the
demi-god, Bhim Sen Pandab, had each a son by the
''
daughter of a Kulu rakhas or demon, One of these sons married a Bhotanti, or woman of Tibet,
" who fed him with
yak's flesh, so he and his children by her became Dagis. The other son was
"

i

'

j

.'

I

j

''ancestor of the Kanets.

j

" Both of these stories
perhaps point to the conclusion that the Kanets and Dagis are of mixed
"
Mughal and Hindu race. General Cunningham says as much of the Kanets of Kanawar, and
" connects the caste name with the word
Karina, which implies mixed blood. The Kanets are
" divided into
Kassiyas and Kaos. The Raos say that the origin of this division was that a Raja
" of Kulu ordered the Kanets to reform their loose
practices, and conform altogether to Hinduism ;
" those who
obeyed were called Kassiyas, and those who stuck to their old ways Raos. It is a fact
" that at the
the
former
are
more
in all observances than the latter, and the
Hindu
present day
story
" is otherwise
probable, as one can see that the foreign priests round the Rajas were always
"
to
Kulu
orthodox
make
the
more
Hindus, greater respecters of Brahmins, and
people
striving
" less devoted to the
worship of their local divinities. The Kassiyas wear the janeo, and pretend
" to some
superiority, which, however, is not admitted by the Raos.
They intermarry and cat
" and drink
together out of the same cooking pot, but not out of the same dish or plate."

He

adds that they are not

handsome

tall,

but strong and active, and generally have

Some

are hardly darker than Spaniards in
complexion,
with a iniddy coloui- showing in their cheeks ; others are as dark as the ordi" he
"
writes that they " are
nary Panjabi. Of the so called Kanets of Lahul
figures.

" a mixed
race, but the Mongolian element predominates over the Indian.
"
Many of those who live in the lower valley are no doubt descendants of

"

Kanet settlers fi'om Kulu and Bangahal ; the rest are pure Tibetan, or
nearly
" so."
In Lahul the Kanets, like all other classes of the people, will eat cows
and bullocks which have died a natural death. They never wear the sacred
The social status of the Kanet appears to be very low. A Sunar
thread.
will marry a Kanet woman, but he will not give his
daughter to a Kanet,
nor will he eat from the hand of a Kanet, though his wife will do so.
In
Lahul even a Brahman or Thakar will take a Kanet woman as a second-class
wife, and the offspring of the latter, who are known as Garu, will in a few
Those of the former however can never rise to full
generations rauk as Thakar.

j

j

!

i

'

I

i

''

'

'

[p. 270'
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'

\

\

1

i

]
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with the pure Brahman, though they are commonly known as
Brahmans. The fathers will not eat imm the hands of sous begotten in this
manner, but will smoke with them.
General Cunningham says that the Kanets have three principal clans
will almost certainly be Kbasia.
Mangal, Chauhan, and Rao. The Chauhan
With respect to the Mangal I have no information, nor do I hnd it in my

equality

—

papers, unless Pangalana be a
misreading for ]\Iangalana

or

Mangal.

The

principal

Kanet divisions returned in
OUT papers are shown in the
More than half the
margin.
Kasib are in Bashahr. The
name belongs to a Brahminical

gotra,

and

is

probably

returned because the heading of the schedule was

161-
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" course of lonstruction.
F.-om these details it will be perceived that the Girths have no ea^v
" time of
endurance must he most elastic to bear up against
it, and their energies and powers of
" this incessant toil.
" To look at their
The men are
frames, they appear incapable of sustaining such fatigue.
" short in stature,
frequently disfigured by goitre (which equally affects both sexes), dark and sickly
" in
Hoth men and women have coarse
complexion, and with little or no hair on their faces.
''
features, mure resembling the Tartar physiognomy than any other type, and it is rare to see a
" handsome
Both se.tcs are
face, though suuietimes the younger women may be called pretty.
"
extremely addicted to spirituous di-inks. Although industrious cultivators, they are very litigious
" and
quarrelsome ; hut their disputes seldom lead to blows ; and though intemperate, they are still
"
In their dealings with one another they
a Girth seldom wastes his substance in drink.
thrifty,
" are honest and truthful, and altogether then' character, though not so peaceable and manly as the
" Rathi, has
^aluabIe and
traits. The Girtlis being Sudras do not wear thejaneo or

—

" thread of

many

caste.

" brother takes

endearing

They take money for their daughters, but seldom exchange them. The younger
widow if she leave his protection, he was entitled by the law of
her restitution and under us he should at all events receive money com-

his brother's

" the
country to
pensation."

;

"

The Ghiraths

are

said

to

be of

Rajput origin by mixed marriages or

I have no trustwortiiy information on the subject.
illegitimate intercourse, but
" As the rice Ijcnds
They are essentially agricultural, and the proverb says
" You
" in the ear the Ghirath lifts his head." Their social
position is low.
"
can no more make a saint of a Ghirath than expect chastity of a buffalo,"
" You can't make a Ghiratlmi a
widow,
and they practise widow-marriage, for
"
can turn a hill buffalo into a barren cow.''
more than
:

any

The

—

you

Glui'aths have returned

few large

The eight
sub-divisions.
are given in the margin.
waj
and

is

largest

Bhard-

another Brahminical

r/oira,

probably rcttirned through
is
Chhabru
misapprehension.
found only in Hushyarpur, and
Bhattu only in
Chhora and
Kangra. The others occur in
both districts.
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engaged in the cultivation of water-nuts and similar

parts they are called Siughari (from Siiighdra, a
water-uut) as commonly as Kachhi.
492. The Kamboh (Caste No 33.)~The Kambohs are one of the finest
cultivating castes in the Paujitb.
They seldom engage in market-gardening,
but they are no less industrious and skilful than the Araius.
are found

produce

;

many

in the upi>.'r Satluj valley as low down as
northern portion of the Eastern Plains, and as

They

^Montgomery, throughout the
low down the Jamna valley as

The Jamna Kambohs
especially numerous in Kapurthala.
into the valley from the west, and there has quite lately
been a very large influx of Kambohs from the northern tracts of Patiala into
the great dJidk jungles between Thanesar and the river.
The Satluj Kambohs
of ^Montgomery are divided into two branches, one of which came up the
Karnal.

seem

They ai-e
come

to have

river from the jMultan country and the other down the valley from the
neighboiu-hood of Kapui-thala, both movements having taken place under the
Sikh rule. They claim descent from Raja Karan, and say that their ancestor

Kashmir. The Kambohs of Bijuor also trace their origin to the transIndus country, and Mr. Purser accepts this tradition as evidently true. They
ai'e said by some to be ancient inhabitants of Persia, and the Kai'nal Kamliohs
trace their origin from Garh Ghazni ; but the fact that 40 per cent, of them
are Hindus and l'^> per ceut. Sikhs is conclusive against their having had any
extra-Indian origin, unless at a very remote period.
I have iu section 486
noted the fact that Arains and Kambohs are commonly supposed to be closely
Indeed
in
related.
^lontgomery a man appears to be called Arain if he is
Musalman and Kamboh if Hindu. But that this is not always the case is
the
fact
of a very considerable proportion of the Kambohs of
fi-om
evident
Amritsar, Lahore, Firozpur, Patiala, Nabha, and ]Maler Kotla having returned
themselves as ilusalmans, although iMusalmau Ai-ains ai'e also numerous in
In Jalandhai' the village of Bhalowal is owned partly by
those tracts.
Kambohs and pai-tly by Araius, both being Musalman. It is perhaps doubtful
whether the supposed relationship has any further basis than the fact that they
both came from the west, and ar"^; both of much the same social standing and
The detailed clan tables will probably throw light on
agricultural repute.
fled to

the question, though in Kapurthala, the stronghold of the Kambohs, thenIt is said by some that the chief distinction is that
clans were not recorded.
the Kambohs take money for their daughters, while the Ai-ains do not.
But the social standing of the Kamboh is ou the whole superior to that of the
The
Araui, and very mai'kedly so where the latter is a vegetable-grower.
Kamboh, moreover, is not a mere agriculturist. He not uufrequently engages
in trade, and even takes service iu the armj' or in offices or even as a private
servant, while his wife not uufrequently lends money even where he is a mere
husbandman and under Akbar a Kamboh General called Shahljaz Khan commanded 5,(J0U men and distinguished himself greatly in Bengal. Musalman
Kambohs held Sohna in Gurgaou Some centuries ago ; and the tombs and
mosques that they have left show that they must have enjoyed a consideraljle
The mihtary, mercantile, and clerkly Kambohs are said to be disposition.
"
tinguished as Qalmi or men of the pen," and not to intermarry with the
But this is probably a mere social custom and
agricultural section of the caste.
not a caste rule. The Kambohs do not seem to bear as high a character for
for
skill.
There is a Persian proverb current in the Northhonesty as they do
West Provinces " The jVfghaus, the Kambohs, and the Kashmiris ; all three
;

:
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rogues {hadzdt)," and Mr. Benton of Karnal describes them as "notoriously
"
On the other hand Sardar Gm-dial Singh stales,
deceitful and treacherous.
I know not on what authority, that " during the reign of terror in India, it
" was the Kambohs who were trusted
the rich bankers for
''

their cash in the disguise oifaqirs."

by
The Kambohs
ally numerous

carryingare said to be exceptionin IMirat.
Their loca-

tion under the hills lends some slight
support to their tradition of origin

from Kashmir.
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The Mahtam

figures of Table

VIIIA

—^There

has
(Caste No. 51).
owing- to the fact that the

203

been a confusion in the

Mahtams

are

also

called

Bahrupias. The Mahtams of Gujrat and Sialkot returned themselves under
I have
that name, and were included under Bahrupia in Table VIIIA.
restored them to their proper place in Abstract No. 85, j^age 266.*
The Mahcalled
in
or
as
are
the
Jalandhar
division
Mahton (nasal n), are
tams,
they
found chiefly in the Satluj valley, and along the foot of the hills between
Jalandhar and Gujrat. They are of exceedingly low caste, being almost out-

by origin they are vagrants, and in some parts they apparently retain
wandering habits, while everywhere they are still great hunters, using
But in many
nooses like those of the Bawarias described in section 575,
districts, and especially on the middle Satluj, they have devoted themselves to
husbandry and are skilful and laborious cultivators. The great majority of
them are classed as Hindus, but about one-fifth are Musalman, and as many
casts

;

their

again Sikh. But the Musalman section, even in the Multan division, eat
wild pig and retain most of their Hindu customs, and are consequently not
admitted to religious equality by the other Musalmans. They appear, however, to bury their dead.
They live, in iluzaffargarh, in grass huts on the
"
river banks, whence the saying
Only two ilahtam huts and calls itself
Khairpur." Mr. Purser thus describes the jMahtams of Montgomery

—

:

Hindn

—

and are looked down on by their neighbours. Their story Ls
" that
they were Rajijuts, and one of their ancestors was a knnungo. Akbar was then on the
"
were called mahta, and thus they got their name. The first miihta was disthrone.
Kanungos
"
His descendants emigrated and settled along
missed, and then Fettled at JIahtpur in Jalandhar.
" the banks of the rivers as
they found quantities of sjrr in such situations, and working iu sarr
" was their chief
It
was
not
till
the
Nakkai
chiefs held sway that they settled down
occupation.
"
permanently in this district. They adopted the custom of marriage with widows according to the
"form of cA<!(f(?a;' «("7na, and so became Sudras. They are also called Bahrupias/ which name
'
" Is a
corruption of Sha-riip-ias' and means people of many modes of life, because they turned
" their hands to
any business they could find (yet cf. Select Glossary, I, 17 & 54). Cunningham
"
(History of the Sikhs, page 17) says, the hardworking Hindu Mahtams are still moving family
"
by family and village by village eastward away from tlie Ravi and Chanab.' This would seem
" to
give the Mahtams a western instead of eastern origin as claimed by them.
They own a good
"
many villages (19), most of which are in good condition. Where they are not proprietors of the
" whole
village, they reside iu a separate group of huts at some distance from the main dbddi.
"
They are srreat hands at catching wild pigs ; but it is in cutting down the jungle on inundated
" lands that
they excel. Though industrious tlicy do not care much for working wells, and prefer
"
and addicted to petty thieving.
cultivating lands flooded by the rivers.
They are
" quarrelsome
"
They are of medium stature and stoutly made.

"They

are a low

caste,

'

'

495.

There

Pan jab, Labanas

is
;

a Bahriip tribe of Banjaras or, as they are called in the
and the Laljanas and ilahtams of the Satluj appear closely

to resemble each other.

Elliott's description of the
Bahrup Banjaras at page
54, Volume I of his Races of the North- West Provinces, tallies curiously in
some respects with that of the Bahrupia Mahtams of Gujrat given by Captain
Mackenzie at section 71 of his settlement report of that district and on the
whole it seems probable that the Mahtams are Banjaras or Labanas, in which
case it is possible that the Satluj group have come
up from Rajputana, while
the sub-montane group are merely a western continuation of the Banjaras of
the lower hills.
This is the more probable as I fijid that the Jalandhar
Mahtams trace their origin fi-om Jammu, conquered Rahon from the Gujars,
and were in turn deprived of it by the Ghorewaha Rajputs probably not less
than five centuries ago. At the same time I should note that the Mahton of
Hushyiirpur and the neighbourhood appear to hold a much higher social
and it may be that the two are
position than the Mahtams of the Satluj
Sardar Gurdial Singh indeed goes so far as to say that the
really distinct.
;

;
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of Hushyarpur are of good Rajput blood, though they have lost caste
to ploughing and practising widow-marriage, and that their social
Ijy talvhig
He thinks that the name may
standing is not much below that of Rajputs.
be derived fi-om Mahla, which he says is a title of honour current among the
Rajputs of the hills and this agrees with the Montgomery tradition quoted
Mr. Anderson also gives the Hushyarpur jMahtons high social standabove.
On the other hand, ^Ir. Wilson says that the Labanas of Sirsa would
ing.
scout the idea of connection with the Mahtams of the Satluj, whom they conThe point needs to be cleared up by
sider utterly inferior to themselves.
further enquiry, especially in the districts where the classes come into contact.
Our detailed tables of clans will doubtless throw light on the question.

Mahtou

i

i

j

i

;

j

|

<

;

i

—

j

496. The Sarrara (Caste No. 118). It is perhaps jirobable that these men
" Sarera " in the section on
are the same as those discussed under the head
But I have sejiarated them, as their identity is not at all
Hill IMenials.
The Sarriiras wliich are found in Hazara belong to a race inhabiting
ceiiain.
Chibhal, or the hill country of Kashmir on the Hazara border, and according
to Jlajor Wace belong to the same ethnic group as the Dhund, Satti, and
It might perhaps have Ijeen better to take them
Kharriil of the same tract.
with the Kharrals. They are chiefly found in the Abbottabad tahsil, where

they are purely agricultural.

They

are all

!

"j

'

'

j

j

Musalman.

497. The Ghosi (Caste No. 125).— The Ghosi is I believe an Ahir tribe
but in the Panjab the name is only used for Musalmans, and is often applied
to any cowherd or milkman of that religion, whether Gujar, Ahir, or of any
other caste, just as Gwala is used for a Hindu cowherd. The Ghosi proper
is only f'Amd in the eastern districts, though a few have strayed into the large
cantonments to the west. But the 335 persons shown as Ghosi in the Rawal"
pindi division are, according to my papers, entered as Ghasiara or grass-cutter,"

|

;

the Multiln division are shown as Her, probably for Ahir. How
these came to be classed as Ghosi I cannot explain. It was not done by my
It is said that Hindus will buy pure milk from the Musalman
orders.
Ghosi, but will reject it if there is any suspicion of its having been
The
watered jjy the latter, as they must not drink water at his hands
Ghosis are a purely pastoral caste, at any rate in the Panjab.
They are
however sometimes butchers.

while the

j

i

j

i

p.

•>,.

rto7 of

\

1

|

!

498. The Gaddi (Caste No. 81).— These figures appear to include two
The Musalman Gaddis of Dehli, Karnal,
entirely distinct classes of i^cople.
and Ambiila arc apparently a tribe found in the upper dodb of the Jamna

and Ganges, closely resembling the Ghosi, and perhaps like them a subdivision of the Ahirs.
They are called Gadi almost as often as Gaddi.
but in Karnal, where they
They are by hereditary occupation milkmen
are most numerous, they have settled down as cultivators and own several vilThey are poor husbandmen. And a further confusion may possibly
lages.
have taken place from the fact that a descendant of a Rajput father
by a widow of another caste married by karcwa is called Garra with
Indeed it is not quite impossiljle that here we may have the conthe hard r.
necting link between the two classes. At any rate the word Gaddi, as used
in the Panjab proper, is applied to the inhabitants of the mountain range between Kaiigra and Ghamba and of its continuation in the latter State.
The term is commonly applied to almost any inhabitant of that region ;
but the true Gaddis, whom General Cunningham is inclined to identify with

j

I

!

j

'

•

!

;

'

;

\

'

'

j

',
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tbe ancient Gandaridre, or Gangaridfe, are apparently of Khatri origin.
Barnes thus describes tliem
" The Gadis are the mo-t remarkable race in the hilU. In features, mauners, dress, and

Mr.

:

"

—

dialect

The Gadis reside e.xclusively upon the
few of them have wandered down into
" the
the great maiority live on the
but
which
sku't
the
hase
of
this
chain,
mighty
valleys
'heights above; they are found from an elevation of 3,300 or 4,000 feet up to 7,000 feet.
" Above this altitude there is little or no
cultivation, the increasing acclivity of the range
"
opposing insurmountable obstacles. They preserve a tradition among themselves that their
" ancestors
originally came from the Pan jab, and that during the hoiTors of the JIahomedau
" invasions the
population of the cities fled from the opeu country before their invaders and
"took refuge in these ranges, lit that period almost uninhabited. The tei-m 'Gadi' is a
"
generic name, and under this appellation are included Brahmins, Khatris, and a few Rajputs and

"

they

differ essentially

snowy range which

from

all

dirides

the rest of the population.

Chamba from Kangra.

A

"

Tlie majority, however, arc Khatris, aiifl the sub-divisions of the caste correspond
Ratbis.
"exactly with the tribes among the Khatris existing in the plains of the Panjab at the
"
Impure castes are not styled Gadis, but are known by the names of Badi,
present day.
"
Sipi, Hali, &c.
They are a semi-pastoral, semi-agricultural race. The greater portion of
" their wealth consists of flocks of
sheep and goats, which they feed half the year (the
" winter
months) in the valleys of Kangra, and for the other half drive across the range
" into the territories of Chamba.
They hold lands on this side and also in Chamba, and in
" former
days were considered subject to both States, At present our rule has materially
"weakened the tenure of the Chamba Chief, and many continue all the year round on this
" side of the
range acknowledging no allegiance whatever to Chamba, It was a rule with
" these
simple people, whenever fined by the Kangra authorities, to pay a similar penalty
" into the Chamba
I am afraid our institutions have taught them greater independence,
treasury.
" and the infraction of this custom is now more
frequent than the observance. Many Gadis
"cultivate the winter crops or wheat in Kangra, and returning with their flocks gi'ow the
" summer or rain
crop at Barmor,' as the province on the other side of the snow is designated.
"
Tliey all wear woollen clothes, which they make up at home out of the wool from their own
" flocks.
The men don a remarkable high-peaked cap, with flaps to pull down over the ears
" in case of severe weather. The front is
usually adorned with a garland of dried flowers,
" or with tufts of the
Impej'an pheasant, or red beads, the seeds of parasitical plants growing
" in the forests. The rest of their dress is a frock, made
very capacious and loose, secured
"round the waist, with a black woollen cord. In the body of this frock the Gadi stores
" the most miscellaneous articles
his
tied
in
an untanned leather pouch, with
own
meal,
;
up
" two or three
young lambs just born, and perhaps a present of walnuts or potatoes for his
" master are tlie usual contents. His
are
but
occasimally he wears woollen
legs
generally bare,
''ti'owsers very loose at the knee, to allow free motion in walking, and fitting tight at the ankle
The women
"over which it lies in folds so as not to restrict the action of the limbs.
" wear tlie same
frock, only reaching to their ankles, secured with the same woollen cord.
" Their
fits
and
rather
about
is
both
mode.-t
the
and
becoming. The
tigliter
gaiment
body,
"head-di'ess is a
chaddur,' or sheet, thrown loosely over the upper portion of the body,
"and sometimes fastened in the shape of a turban, with a loose streamer behind by way
"of ornament. The Gadis are a very simple and ^'irtuou3 race; they are remarkable, even
"among the hill population, for their eminent regard for truth; crime is almost unknown
"
among them ; theii' women are chaste and modest, seldom deserting their husbands. Like
" all the inhabitants of mountainous
they
regions they are frank and merry in their manners,
"
constantly meet together, singing and dancing in a style quite peculiar to themselves.
"
is considerably
are
at
natm-al
and
these
festive
the
hilarity
They
great tipplers,
meetings
" enhanced
by deep potations. In person they are a comely race- The women frequently are
"
very faif and beautiful, their features are regular, and the expression almost always mild
" and
engaging. The Gadis wear the thread of caste, and are much stricter in Hindu customs
"and observances than most of the inhabitants of the higher ranges of the Himalaya. They
"are not a very widely-diffused race. They extend over the greater part of Chamba,
" inhabit the skirts of the
Kangra snowy range, and are found also on the southern face
" of the
Badrawar hills across the Ra\i.
Their peculiar caste,
Khatri,' and their
posi" tion in the
ranges immediately above Lahore favour the tradition that originally they were
"
fugitives from the cities of the plains before the llahomedan inroads."
'

'

—

—

'

They are almost all shepherds, and do not in any way resemble the Khatris of
the plains. They are all Hindus, bitt locally distinguished from the jdndre or
cotton-clad Hindus.
The Kliatri and Rajput Gaddis intermarry and in
some places the Brahman Gaddi will marry the Khatri Gaddi. The Khatri or
trae Gaddis are the Iiest of the classeSj and " number among them the bej^
It is not improbf ai
shepherds, and the ricliest and most influential men."
that iu Chamba, theii- true home, the Rajput and Brahman Gaddis a re
;

I

|

11
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mimerons thau
proverb says
"
"

you

in

"
:

The Gaddi

are a simple and rastie people.
The
a good uatui'ed fool ; ask for his cajD and he gives
" In no-man's-land one makes fi-iends with
again

Kangra.

The Gaddi

And

his coat."

:

Gujars and Gaddis."

—

FOREIGN RACES.

1

i

]

Foreign Races. I have called the groups of which the figures are
given on the next page* in Abstract No. 87 Foreign Races, because they bear
titles properly foreign to India and for the most part lay claim to foreign
It will presently be seen how little real right many of them have to
origin.
the names they bear. The Saiyads might have been included in the group, but
they have been classed with the priestly castes. The present group is divisible
into three sections, the Arab and Shekh, the Turk and Mughal, and the
Ghulam and Qizilbash. The last two and probable many of the Arabs and
Turks are true foreigners, and have a good claim to the names they bear ; but
the Shekhs and JMughals are for the most part mere pretenders. What Rajput
is to the Hindu, Sheikh,
Saiyad, and in the west of the Panjab Mughal, are
to the IMusalman ; and
every convert of low caste who wishes to glorify himself
assumes one of these titles, while tribes whose origin is lowly or has been forgotten, trace their descent fi'om the people of the Prophet or of one of the
Mahomedan conquerors of India. As Mr. Thompson puts it " Pride of race
" leads to
the invention of some royal progenitor, and pride of religion is a
"perpetual inducement to escape from the admission of an idolatrous ancestry.''
409.

\

is

*P. 2<

^

(

j

'<

j

!

[P. 2"^

:

origin ; but I believe that such men when their settlement in the Panjab is of
any long standing, always call tliemselves Shekh or Qureshi, and not Arab.
501. The Shekh (Caste No. 17)
Shekh is an Ai'abic word meaning an
elder or Chief, and probably coiTesponds very closely among the tribes of
Ai-abia with Chaudhri among those of the Panjab.
Thus the title should
properly be confined to, and is very generally assumed by tribes of true Arab
descent.
But it has been degraded to a much more vulgar use. If a Rajput
or Jat turn Mahomedan he retains his caste name, and is still a Rajput or
Jat
though I have known Musalman Rajputs who had faUen in life and
taken to weaving call themselves Shekhs, though still recognized as relations
by theii' brethren of the village whence they came. So if an outcast or
man of impure calling becomes IMusalman and retains his occupation, or at
.

—

;

least substitutes for

caste

'

—

The Arab (Caste No. 140). Arabs are returned in the Panjab
from the Multan and Peshawar divisions. They are probably Arab
merchants from Bombay, where I believe men of tiue Arab extraction are
somewhat numerous. That they have not come direct from Arabia is shown
by the language table, in which Arabic is returned as the mother-tongue of
More than half the Arabs in the Panjab are to be found in
only 63 persons.
Peshawar itself. This is hardly to be wondered at, for Peshawar is a
city in which may be found representatives of almost every Eastern nation,
and is the half-way house between India and Asia. It is possible that some of
our Shekhs, whether truly or falsely so called, may have returned themselves as
/;
The true Shekhs are of course of Arab
Vrabs, )jut I do not think it likely.
500.

chiefly

his

,

name

or

it

is

another

oul}'

slightly less

known by an

degrading, he also retains
one, such as Dindar or

entirely new
between these

Musalli.
But the class which lie
two extremes, and are
neither so proud of their origin as to wish, nor so degraded by their occupaas to be compelled to retain their original caste name, very generally

m

idon that

name on

their conversion to

Islam and adopt the

title

of Shekh.

j

!

:

\

!

:

1
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''
The first year I was a weaver (Julaha) ; the
is a Persian proverb
This year if prices rise I shall be a Saiyad."
"next- year a Shckh.
Moreover
many of the inferior agricultural Miisalman tribes of Indian descent have,
especially in the west of the Province, set up a claim to Arab origin and

There

:

;

though they are

still

known by

their

tribal

name, have ]irobably or almost

certainly returned themselves as Shekhs in the present Census.
they will in all probabOity have often shown their tribal

In these

name as
the sub-division of the Shekhs to which they belong, and it is to be hoped
that the detailed clan tribes will, when published, throw much light upon
the tme composition of our figui-es for Shekhs.
Meanwhile only a few of
the largest sub-divisions can be examined.
In one respect I myself am reslast cases

ponsible for the uncertainty of meaning which attaches to these figui'es.
There are certain agricultural tribes whose claims to Qureshi origin appear to
be valid, such as the Khagga and Hans of Montgomery ; and these men I
included under the bead Shekh.
It was most certainly a mistake to do so,
and I shall give separate figures for them below. With them I shall discuss
some of the larger sub-divisions of Shekhs which have been retui-ned in our

In many cases the titles here given are no less misleading than the
papers.
The Shekhs who have returned themselves as Jats
original title of Shekh.
10
in the Multan and Dcrajat division are shown in Abstract No. 72, page 224.*
*^
Shekhs do not bear the best of characters in some parts. In Rohtak

"
they are said to
supply recruits to our armies and jails with praiseworthy
indifference," and in Derah Ismail Khan the Naumuslim Shekhs are described
"
as
a lazy thriftless set of cultivators." The true Qureshis of the southwestern districts, however, are often possessed of great influence, and hold a
high character for sanctity. Such are the descendants of Baha-ul-haqq the
saint of Multan, who are known as Hashmi Qureshis, and whose
described at pages 490^ of Griflin^s Pvnjub Chiefs. They are chiefly
found in the IVIultan, Jhang. and ]\Iuzaffargarh districts.

renowned
family

is

—

—

502
Tribes and castes included under Shekh Qureshi.
The figures below show the number of people who have returned themselves as Qureshi
.

:

QUEESHI SHEKHS.
District »nd State.

—

~
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Qiireshi have any I'eal title to the name.
Among tho?e who so style themselves
many claim to belong' to the Faruqis or descendants of Umar the second Caliph,
or to the Sadiqis or descendants of Abul Bakarthe first Caliph, both of whom were
Qm-eslii by tribe.
But the term Sacliqi is often confused with Sidqi, a title
derived from the same root and meaning " the true ;" but which, in the east of
the Panjab at any rate, is commonly used as an equivalent to Naumuslim to

distinguish converts of Indian descent from original I\fahomedan immigrants.
Naumuslim means nothing more than a new Musalman ; and only 3,491
of om- Shekhs have,
themselves as Shekh Naumuslim, admitted

—

by returning

their tnie origin.
These men are scattered in
^^nce, but 1,4.37 of them are in Bahawalpur.
" was the
Ansari.
Ansari or " auxiliaries

title

Medina who welcomed Mahomet

from Mecca

—

after his flight

small numbers about the Pro-

given to the believers of
and those who

claim descent fi-om these men
style themselves Ansari.
our Shekhs have so returned themselves, of whom 1,501

;

As many
are in

as 7,215 of

Ambala, 1,539

in JMultan, and the rest scattered aboat the Province.
One large section of
the Shekhs of
Panij^at commonly style themselves Ansari ; but they would
appear to have now returned themselves as IMuhajarin.

Muhajarin.

—The

faithful

who accompanied

flight from Mecca were called Muhajarin or
their descendants still retain the title. In the

Slaliomet in his Hajirah or
" the
fugitives or emigrants," and
KamAl district 8,560 persons have

so returned themselves, and are doubtless the men of
Panipat just alluded to.
503.
The Hans and Khagga.— The Hans is one of the tribes which I

Shekhs. The
having included among the
numbers according to our returns are given in the
but it is very probable that many of the
margin
Hans have returned themselves as Shekh or Qureshi
and not as Hans, since they claim Qureshi origin.
They say they emigrated from Ai'abia to Afghanistan
and thence to the Panjab, where they settled at Pakka
Sidhar in the Montgomery district. In the time of
Alamgir the Hans tribe, under their chief Shekh Qutb,
regret

The Hans.

;

independent rule over a portion of that distheir independence till the time of
the Sikhs, when about the middle of the 18th century
attained
trict

the streams

At

Wjliich

fertilized their

present they do not

their former

and retained

own a

covmtry dried up and they lost their home.

single entire village, and have preserved

none of

— The Khaggas are another tribe which I have classed as Shekh,

i|iLfluence.

Khaggasi
1

I

but had better have kept separate.

The numbers

But here again
returned are shown in the margin.
many of them have probably returned themselves as
Shekhs or Qiu'cshi. Mr. Purser thus describes them
"The Khaggas came to the Montgomery district
"after the conquest of Multan by Ranjit Singh.
"
They claim to be Qureshi, and name as the first
"
Khagga, Jalal-ul-din, disciple of Muhammatl Irak.
"
Khagga is said to mean a peculiar kind of fish ; and
:

" the
name was given to Jalal-ud-din by his spiritual
" teacher on the
occasion of his rescuing a boat over-

" taken
by a storm."
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—

The Nekokara and Jhandir. The Kokara or Nekokara, who are
found in the Jhang district, claim to be Hashmi Qu:-eshis, who came
from Bahawalpur some 450 years ago. They hold land in Gujranwala also,
but are not a very important tribe. In Gujranwala many of them are faqirs,
and they generally bear a semi-religious character.
504.

chiefly

—

The Jhandir are also said to be of Qm'eshi origin, and though they do
not openly profess to be religious directors, there is a certain odour of sancMost of them can read and write, and they are
tity about the tribe.
"
They own land in the
particularly free from ill deeds of every description."
extreme south of the Jhang district. Tliey are said to have been the standardbearers of one of the great saint«, whence their name.

—

—

Sarai.
The Sarai family are the
505. The Sarai, Miana, and others.
descendant^ of the Kalhora Kings of Sindh who have settled at Hajipur in
their
Some account of
Dei-ah Ghazi Khan.
history will be found in
Mr. Fryer's report on that district, and in Mr. O'Brien's Glossary. They
were included with Shekh in the divisional office, and I have no separate
Tod makes the Sarai descendants, or perhaps only
for them as yet.
figures
namesakes, of Sehl, a Kaurava Rajput and in ancient times prince of Sindh
"
Sehl or Sehr became a titular
and founder of Ai-or on the Indus. He says
"
the Sehrai."
appellation of the country, its princes, and its inhabitants
(See further Sarai under Jats of the western snb-montane, section 4-33).
:

Miana.

— Mian

is

Ebtuesed as Shekhs.

nsed in the west of the Panjab to denote any holy man
and his descendants will often style themselves IMiana.
Thus the head of the Sarai family just described is
known as the Midn Sahib Sarai. But in Hazara at
least and probably in other parts of the fi'ontier, any
new convert to Mahomedanism is often called a Miana,
and most of them are cultivators. I have nath some
hesitation classed them as Shekh rather than with

Ulama.

There are 3,282 in the Rawal])indi and 188

in the Derajat division.
Besides the classes discussed above, the castes
in the

shown

margin appear from a rough examination of the

Shekh sub-divisions to have returned themselves as
Shekhs in the numbers shown against each. They

Of the Bodlas
proper places.
Shekhs 144 are in Hissar, 749 in Sirsa,
339 in Firozpur, 349 in Montgomery, and 254 in
Bahawalpur. Of the Daudpotras 1,287 are in Multan.
Besides these, men returning themselves under the
Shekhraj a intemptuous
following names have been classed as Shekh
diminutive of Shekh Pirzadah, or descendants of a pir or Musa
guide Shekhzadah, or son of a Shekh. There appear to have
of the fii-st, 19 of the second, and 17 of the third.
In the L
the Bharais (caste No. 48j have been most erroneously classec
the number of 1,444 in Lahore, 2,2.56 in Gujranwala, and 1,646
are described in their

returned

as

:

>

;

;

506.

The Turk

(Caste No.
of the

126).—I

not attempt to t
between Turks and ged. Consewill be sufficient to say that a Turk in the Panjab means, probahd it is to be
a Turkoman native of Turkistdn and of Mongolian race. In t',hemselves as

much debated

question

shall

distinction
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tory indeed the villagers, accustomed to describe the "Mughals of the Empire
"
oiBcial
I have heard
as Turks, use the word as synonymous with
; and
my
Hindu clerks of Kayath caste described as Turks merely because they were
On the Biloch frontier also the word Turk is comin Government employ.
monly used as synonymous with Mughal. The Turks of the Panjab are practhe Hazara district^ and are doubtless the representatives
tically confined to
of the colony of Karlagh Turks who came into the Panjab with Tamarlane
(1399 A.D.) and possessed themselves of the Pakhli tract in the Hazara
district, which apparently included the Tanawal, Dhamtaur, and Swati counto Kashmir.
These men were dispossessed
and Tanaolis fi'om across the Indus about the
the
Turks
now returned are doubtless
and
beginning of the 18th century
The word Turk is a Tartar word meaning a " wanderer "
their descendants.
thus in poetry the Sun is called "the Tiirk of China," that is of the East,
" the Turk of the
or
Sky." The Turks of Gurdaspur are said to be ropemakers by occupation (see fiirther sections 4<l:i and 416).
The Jlughals proper or Mongols,
507. The Mughal (Caste No 37).
for the two words are only different forms of the same name, probably either
entered the Panjab with Babar, or were atti-acted thither under the dynasty
of his descendants.
They are proliably to be found in greatest number in the
and I Ijelieve that the
neighbourhood of Dehli, the capital of that dynasty
try, and was politically
of their territory by Swatis

attached

;

;

—

;

great majority of those

who have

returned

themselves as

Mughals

in the

Eastern Punjab really belong to that race.
They are also numerous in the
Rawalpindi division and on the upper frontier, along the route of the Mughal
kindred
more
and
find
a
where they
armies,
people than in the great Panjab

number of true iMughals in
certainly much smaller than would appear from our figures.
The Mughals of Gujrat are described hy Mr. IMonckton as " an unhappy
" race.
Puffed up with pride of birth, they account themselves above all
plains.

these

But

parts

as will be presently explained, the

is

" other
classes except Saiyads, and even among themselves each house reckons
" itself
higher than its neighbour. Among the clans, though of high descent,
"they are now at a discount. Those that might be admitted their equals,
" such as Chibs or
Gakkhars, despise them ; while to lower classes they
"themselves will not stoop; and the consequence is that social relations are
" sometimes at a
The description applies with equal trath to the
dead-lock."
Even on the frontier the Mughals do not
Mughals of the Dehli territoiy.
"
The Mughals tyi-annize over the cultivator, and the
bear a good name.
" Trust not
" cultivator over the earth " and
the MughaPs letters.
;
again
" Of the
Mughals, first letters, then armies."
:

The Mughals are distributed very widely over the Province ; but are,
excepting Dehli, most numerous in the western districts, and more especially
It is certain that a very large number
in Rawalpindi, Jahlara, and Hazara.
of these men are not Mughals at all.
Some, probably a considerable number
of them, belong to agricultural tribes locally known by tribal names, such
as Gakkhars, Sattis, Ghebas, and the like, who have set up an almost certainMany of these have already been
ly groundless claim to Mughal origin.
noticed.
But more than this, there is a tendency, apparently confined to
Dehli and the Rawalpindi and Peshawar divisions, for men of low caste to
call themselves IMughals just as throughout the Province they call themselves
Shekhs.
Thus we find among the sub-divisions of those returned as Mughals
1,-)12

Kahars

in

Hazara, and in Rawalpindi 3,665 Sainis and 1,263 Rawals;
p2
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" of the
headmen are personally very engaging, good horsemen, keen sportsmen,
" with
fi-ank manners and a good presence ; and it is sometimes difficult to
''

how they should have such a mean side to their character."
Ghulam (Caste No 130).— These men are returned from the
Peshawar district to the number of 3,347 under the name of Ghulam
Khiinazad, and from ilultan to the number of 99 to the name of Khanazad
The latter may be an error for Khanzadah. The Peshawar men show
simply.
their clans as Turkhel Ghulam aud Malekhel.
They are said to be descendants
of captives in war who were made slaves {gkuldm), whence theii- name.
They
understand
509.

are still chiefly employed in domestic service, and are
generally attached to
their hereditary masters, though some of them have taken to
shop-keeping

and other occupations.
Since writing the above, which is based upon the information of a highly
educated gentleman in our political service, himself a Native of Peshawar, I
find that

Muhammad

Qizilbash

khanah.

Haiyat

Khan

states in his Kaiydt-i- Afghani
collectively known as

of Kiibul

described below are

If so, our

Ghulam Khanazads

are

that

the

Ghulam-

probably nothing more than

Qizilbashcs. But the class described above does exist in Peshawar in considerable numbers.

509a.
The Qizilbash (Caste No. 181).— The Qizilbashi are a tribe of
Tartar horsemen fi'om the eastern Caucasus, who formed the backbone of
the old Persian army and of the force with which Nadir Shah invaded India.
IMany of the great Jlughal ministers have been Qizilbash, and notably jMir
Jumlah the famous minister of Aurangzeb. They are said to take their
name from a red cap of peculiar shape which they wear, which was invented
by the founder of the Soj)hi dynasty of Persia, an intolerant Shiah, as the distinguishing mark of that sect, and which his son Shah Tumasp compelled Humayun to wear when a refugee at the Persian Court. There are some 1,200
families of Qizilbash in the city of Kabul alone, where they were located by

Nadir

Shjih, aud still form an important military colony and exercise considerable influence in local j)olitics.
They are not uncommon throughout Afghanis-

Besides the number of Qizilbash returned as such, 66 were entered as
See also the preceding
Pathans, of whom 4)8 were in Derah Ismail Khan.
paragraph under the head Ghulam.
tan.

'

In the caste table the word

is

spelt Kizal,

but 1 believe

Q,itil is correct.
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PART v.— RELIGIOUS, PROFESSIONAL, MERCANTILE,
AND MISCELLANEOUS CASTES.
510.

[p-

General and Introductory.— The classes discussed in this part of the

i

They are in fact all
chapter form an exceedingly heterogeneous collection.
those that are left after separating the landowning and agricultural castes on
the one hand, and the vagrant, artisan, and menial classes on the other. They
include some of the highest and some of the lowest castes in the Province, yet
there is a connection between the priestly Brahman and the semi-priestly Nai,
between the merchant Khatri and the pedlar iManiar. I have divided the castes
now to be considered into six groups. The first includes the priestly castes
such as the Brahman and Saiyad ; the second the various ascetic, religious, and
mendicant orders of fnqirs ; the third the minor professional castes such as the
N^i, the Mirasi, and the Bhat ; the fourth the great mercantile castes such as
the Khatri and Arora ; the fifth the caii'iers and pedlars such as the Banjara
and Maniar ; while in the sixth are included those miscellaneous castes, such as
the Kashmiri and Kayath, for whom I have been unable to find a place elseThe line between the merchants and shop-keepers on the one hand
where.
and the carriers and pedlars on the other is exceedingly ill-defined, both in the
facts.
The groups are too diverse in their character for any
figiu-es and in the
general discussion of them to be profitable ; and I shall consider each under
its separate heading, where also will be found the figures showing their distribution throughout the Panjab.

\

'

;

i

j

I

1

[

|

j

j

I

i

|

\

PRIESTLY CLASSES.
and

be divided into three

The

'

—

The group of castes which I am about to discuss,
Priestly castes.
of which the figm-es are given in Abstract No. 88 on the next page,* may •?.
511.

last I

Hindu

classes,

priests,

Muhammadan

give in this abstract so as to complete the group

discussed further on,

and

I shall confine

my

and /aqirs.
but they will be

priests,
;

remarks at jjresent to the

priestly
The Brahmans are of course the
religious castes, as distinct from orders.
very type of a Hindu caste, while the pujaris of our tables probably belong for

and

the most part to what is now a real caste, though the word itself is merely the
name for an occupation. But the Muhammadan group is not so homogeneous.
The title of a Saiyad should be, but notoriously is not, confined to the descendants of a common ancestor while the Ulama are professedly a miscellaneous
collection of persons retui-ned under entiies most of which should never have
'J'he Chishtis again probably include both
appeared at all in the caste column.
spiritual and carnal descendants of their Chief, as is the case with so many of
the religious orders next to be discussed ; while the Bodlas are almost
certainly a clan of Rajputs who have acquii'ed a character for sanctity. Theoretically, the two groups should occupy very different positions among the followers of their respective faiths. The Brahman is a priest, and entitled as such
the Saiyad
to reverence and supjiort by the ordinances of the Hindu religion
merely claims respect in virtue of his descent from the sou-in-lavv of the Prophet, and the jMuhammadan religion as such has no organised priesthood. But
it has already been pointed out in the Chapter on Religion that there is really
;

:

-

'7.

1
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Hindu and the Musalmdn as regards the sph-itual
and indeed that if either
which their superstition enfolds them
The classes includhas the advantage, it is the former rather than the latter.
ed under the present group are by no means pui-ely priestly
they are also
most
distinctive characteristic
But their
laro-e owners and cultivators of land.
the landthem
from
is their saintly character, and I have therefore separated
time the distinction between
owning and agricultural classes. At the same
the Saiyad and the Qm-eshi Shekh as regards the spiritual reverence paid them
little to

bondage

choose between the
in

;

;

small.
probably, at least in the south-western districts, exceedingly
The Brahman or Levite of the Hindu
512. The Brahman (Caste No. 3).
caste system is the third most numerous caste in the Panjab, outnumbering
I shall not attempt to discuss his origin and
all but Jats and Rajputs.
theoretical position ; much has been written and published concerning him, the
first hundred pages of Shcrring's first volume and the whole of the second
volume of Wilson's Indian Caste are devoted to him alone, and ColeThe
brooke's Essays contain much valuable information on the subject.
figures of Abstract No. 88 showing the distribution of the caste in the Panjab
The propoiilon of Brahmans to total population reaches its
are very striking.
maximum in the hills of Kangra and Simla, the most Hindu portion of
the Province, where It rises as high as from 13 to 15 per cent.
Throughout
the remainder of the Panjab the proportion steadily changes with the prevailing
It
is highest In the sub-montane and Jamna tracts where the people
religion.
are essentially Hindus ; It gradually decreases from east to west, being
still smaller in the cismarkedly smaller in the central and Sikh districts it is
Indus Salt-range Tract ; while in the Western Plains and beyond the Indus

is

—

;

The
Brahmans may be said ompaj'atlvely speaking to disappear.
Brahmans have no territorial organisation. They accompany their clients In
their migrations, settle with them in their new homes, and receive grants of
the

land to hold or cultivate

The function and position of the Brahman in his sacerdotal character have
He concerns
been ah-eady described in the Chapter on Religion, section 236.
himself but little with the spiritual guidance of the people, but he Is consulted
as to omens and auspicious names, dates, and events, and he officiates at all
These duties however employ, except perhaps In the
ceremonial functions.
and the
west of the Province, but a small proportion of the total number
;

remainder are pure Levites, ready to be fed or receive offerings in the name of
God, but their sacerdotal functions being pm-ely passive. These men supplement the offerings of their clients by practising agriculture very extensively ;
and it may be said that wherever the Brahmai.s are numerous they are, exland- owners and cultivators.
cepting only the educated Pandits or Padhas,
fact that a large
They are poor husbandmen, for their pride of caste and the
to (hem without the necessity of toil render
part of theli- subsistence comes
them impatient of manual labour and like the Rajputs they look upon the
of ploughing as degrading, Insomuch that in the hiUs a
actual
;

operation

a brother by the higher classes
Is
scarcely recognised as
In social position the Brahman is of course pre-eminently first in
of the caste.
the Hindu portion of the Panjab, though he Is thought but meanly of on the
Yet even where his position Is most readily admitted he has failed to
frontier.
make himself beloved. He is grasping, quarrelsome, and overbearing, inflated
with pride In his own descent and contempt for that of others, while he holds
himself aloof fi'om the clients whose pockets he preys upon, and declines to

Brahman who ploughs
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"

A Dum, a
with the community upon which he lives.
Brahman, and a goat are of no avail in time of need." Where Brdhmans
hold any considerable share of a village trouble and disputes are sm-e to fol''
As famine fi-om the desert, so comes
low ; and the villages have a proverb
" evil from a Brahman."
So their avarice is expressed in the saying—" The
"
MuUa, the Bhat, the Brahman, and the Diim these four castes were not
" Dine
" born on
giving day," and their love of good living by the" proverb
" with a Brahman and
(the Kirars being
jog along the road with a Kir^r
associate himself

"

:

;

:

On the whole the Brahman has but little real influence over
great talkers)
the Hindu peasant, and the reverence paid him is largely traditional or due
The Brahmans of the hdls have
to the conservative tendency of the women.
a social and tribal organisation almost exactly corresponding with that of
The quotations from IMr. Barnes given at pages 175* and
the hill Rajputs179t bear upon the subject. They too are divided into grades, each grade
marrying from the one below and giving their daughters to the one above,
.

while the lower classes will marry Kayath or Banya, and in Kulu even Kanet
women. The mixed class of Pahari Mahajans is described below under merIn the hills of Hazara on the banks of the Jahlam these
cantile castes.
Mahajans, who are also called Dhakochi, seem to include the whole Brahman
In the Peshawar division 185 persons are returned as Brahman- Mahacaste.
It is probable that some of the
jans, and these I have classed as Brahmans.
Pahari Mahajans also are really Brahmans. The Hill Brahmans universally
eat meat, from which the Brahmans of the plains, except perhaps in the extreme west, scrupulously abstain. Of the total number of Brahmans only
about 7,000 are returned as Sikh, the denial of the superiority claimed by the
higher castes which distinguished the teaching of Guru Govind not being
The Sikhs employ Hindu Brahmans as their
acceptable to the Brahman.
paroJiits or family priests in exactly the same way as do the Hindus and Jains.
There are also 3,500 Musalman Brahmans, chiefly in the Dehli district.

These

men

in the

name

are

known as Huseni Brahmans, and
Hindu gods from Hindus and

of the

Musalmans.
513.

The

divisions of the

Brahmans.

are

said

—The Uraliui'micial gotraa

to receive oblations

name

in the

of Allah from

have already been described

The Brahmau caste or class is divided into ten great sections, all based
geographical distribution, which differs in customs and standing and do not intermarry.
again are divided into two groups each containing five sections, as follows :
in section 363.

—

A.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

The
The
The
The
The

— The Jive Dravidas

Maharashtra

7.
8.
9.

10.

The
The
The
The
The

(south of the Findhyat).

Mahratta country).

Tailanga or Andlira (of the Telugu country)
Dravida (of the Tamil or Dravida country).

.

Karuata (of the Carnatic).
Gurjara or Gujarati (of Gujarat in Sindh)
-B.

6.

(of the

upon
They

— The five

Gaurs (north of the Vindhyas).

Gaur

(of Gaur, probably not Bengal, see below).
Saraswat or Sarsiit (of the Panjab, beyond the Saruswati).

Kanyakubja

(of Kanauj).
Maithila (of the Mithila country).

Utkala

(of Orissa).

Of

these great divisions the Panjab Brahmans belong for the most part to the Gaur in the
south-eastern districts and the eastern hills, and to the Sarsiit in the remainder of the
The figures are given below in Abstract No. 89, a few districts in which only sncall
Province.
numbers are shown being omitted. It may be said that a line drawn north-east and south-west

Jamna and

through Simla aud Patiala roughly divides the Gaur from the Sarsiit. I append a description of
some of the principal divisions of the Brahmans to be met with in the Panjab, aud must refer
the reader for fuller details to the authorities quoted in the beginning of section 512.
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The Gaur Brahman.— There has been much

disjiute about the poBition of the Gaur from
Their traditional place of origin ia Hariana, and their present
section is nameil.
the portiou of the North-West Provinces lying west of Ah'garli an.l Malbra. and the part
of the Panjiib defined above ; and they are separated from Bengal by other sections of the caste.
General Cunningham suggest^ that Gaur is the old name of Gonda, wliile Sir George Campbell
would make it another form of the word Ghaggar. The Gaur Brahmans are far more strict in all
caste observances than the Sarsiit lirabmaus, from whoso hands they will not eat broad, and upon
whom they look down.

wliich

home

tliis

is

The Sarsut Brahman is the Brahman of the Panjab Proper, and takes his name from the
Saruswati wliich lies near his eastern boundary.
He is said to be less grasping and quarrelsome
than the Gaur, and he is certainly much less rigid in his oljservance of caste rules, eating and smokHe
ing with most of tlie stricter Hindu castes, such as Bauyas, Kbatris, Suds, and Kayaths.
gats flesh in the hills,

and perhaps

in

some parts of the plains

also.

The Gujarati and Dakaut Brahmans.— These men are scattered in small numbers all over
the Province. Tl;e Gujarati Brahmans probably belong to the Gurjara section already mentioned.
The Di^kaut or Dakotra Brahmans are fortune-tellers and astrologer.s, and came from Northern
Ea.ipulana. They belong to the Panj Gaur group, of which they are sometimes, in Ra.iputana
which is their home, reckoned as a separate section. The following description is taken from my
Karnal Report

:

—

"

Offerings to Brahmans are divided into bar and graha for the days of the week, and two
grahin for Eabu and Ket, the two demons who cause eclipses by attacking the sun and moon.
" These two are
parts of a jin (Rakshas), who, when sitting at dinner with the gods and jins,
"drank of the nectar of the gods instead of tlie wine of the jins. The sun and moon told of him
"
cut
him into two parts, of which Kabu, including the stomach and therefore the
and Bhagwau
"
When anybody wislies to offer to Brahmans from Ilness or other
nectar, is the more worthy.
"
he
consults
a Kriibman who casts his horoscope and directs which offering of the seven
cause,
''jrsAi* should be made. Tlie grahins ave most commonly offered during an eclipse, that to
" iSahu
being given at the beginning, and that to Ket at the end of the transit. Tlie Gaur
" Urabmans will not take
any black offerings, such as a buffalo or goat, iron, sesame (til) or urad,
" black blankets or
clotlies, salt, &c., nor oil, second-hand clothes, green clothe^, nor tatnaja,
" which is seven
grains mixed with a piece of iron in them ; these belonging to the grahe whose
"
An exception, however, is made in favour of a black cow.
offerings are forbidden to them.

"

" The
Gujarati or Bias Brahmans who came from Gujarat in Sindh are in some respects rp 2821
highest class of all Brahmans ; they are always fed first and they bless a Gaur when they
meet him, while tliey will not eat ordinary bread from his hands. They are fed on the 12th
"
day alter death, and the Gaurs will not eat on the 13th day if this has not been done. But
"
they take inauspicious offerings. To them appertain especially the Rahu offerings made at au
"

'

tlie

;

''

"

eclipse.
They will not take oil, sesame, goats, or green or dirty clothes ; but will take old clothes
" if
washed, buffaloes, atid sat ndj a. Tliey al<o take a special offering to Rahu made by a sick
"
person, who puts gold in ghi, looks at hi* face in it, and gives it to a Gujrati, or wdio weighs
" himself
A buffalo which has been possessed
against satndja and makes an offering of llie grain.
"
by a dcvU to that degi'ee that he has got on to the top of a house (no difficult feat in a village)
" or a foal
in
month
of
or
in
tlie
buffalo
calf
Sawan,
dropped
Mag, are given to the Gujarati as
"
being unlucky. No Gaur would take them. At every harvest the Gujarati takes a small allow" auce
from
as
the
of
the
does
Gaur.
thrashing floor, just
grain
(seori)

''The Dakaut< came from Agroha in the Dakhan. Raja Jasrat, f.ather of Ramchandar,
" had excited the
anger of Satm'day by worshipping all the other graha but him. Saturday
"
accordingly rained fire on Jasrat's city of Ajudhia. Jasrat wished to propitiate him, but the
" Brahmans feared to take the
so Jasrat made from the
offering for dread of the consequences
" dirt of his
body one Uaka Rishi who took the offerings, and was the ancestor of Dakauts by a
" Sudi'a woman, Tlie other Brahmans,
however, disowned him ; so Jasrat consoled him by pro"
The promise has been fulfilled.
raising that all Brahmans should in future consult his children.
" The Dakauts are
pre-eminent as astrologers and soothsayers, and are consulted by every class
" on all
the
but
the
dates
of
and
names
of
childi-en, on which the Gaurs advise.
weddings
subjects
''
They arc the scape-goats of the Hindu religion ; and their fate is to receive all the unlucky
"
will
such
as
black
which
no
other
Brahman
take,
things and dirt.v clothes.
offerings
E-specially
"
they take the offerings of Wednesday, Saturday, and Ket. Tliey are so unlucky that no Brah" man will
wish
make
them
their
and
if
to
they have to give them to their
accept
offerings ;
they
''
own sister's sons. No Hindu of any caste will eat any sort of food at their hands, and at
•'
weddings they sit with the lower castes ; though of course they only eat food cooked by a
' Brahman. In old
days the,y possessed the jiower of prophecy up to 10-30 A.M.; but this has
'' now failed them.
They and the Giijaratis are always at enmity, because, as they take many
«' of the same
offerings, their interests clash."
;

The Pushkarna Brahmans take
One section of them is

near Ajmcr.

their

name from

said to have been

the

sacred lake of Pushkar or Pokhar
Beldars or Ods who were raised

origmally
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—

J^'tujao.
The Mahabrahman or Achari Thk u ti,<. t^.-i
,,
„
*'" ^""•^'•^'
After the cremation l,e is seated o'
ceremonies,
the
le d n'.,^
b'^slT^ ''f n'"^
'
all and make obei.anee to
^'"^ "P- ^'"^'^^^
him.
r^c ive the iutT ,
T^. ^^^
,"
of the dead man.
He rides on a d.nkey, and ireomidpred
""*'"""?
"•
«PP«>-el
n
'"if
fonsidered
so imiuire thr.i in
not allowed to come inside the
many viUages he is
gate.
The Muhial, Moyal or Mial Brahmans _ti,;= ;=
v
said to be so named ^rom the
^'^ "«
seven
'S;^lr'Vlanstf"w,;:,'; tlV'' ^-/"t -*'""
confined to the sul>montane
^^'^ "'' «'°«'st
Salt-range Tract
They ,av th, ce t
f'T-' '""'''^'"'
ngh position nnder the Mughals, since when t
™^« *°
?hav
J
nbando e 1 ,11 ^^T
functions or claim to a sacerdotal
of
character, and c ,1 i™tc la, d
priestly
t e^ V^rfor^^nnce
t^te service in the
army or as clerks. They object to be called Brahn an
n
tb^
'^'rf'
•''i'y
the enlistment of
be forbidden in onr
Brahmans is said to
army. This is their own acco nt hn?
^"''"' ^^' *^"'"«^ P'^''^"™
priestly functions and receive alms and oblaHo^s ns
t'like otbe!^P -V'
their
Erahmans.

and

HeZn

'

•

'

•'

,

vl

name from

Another story derives
Mava, now deserted.'
Gam- Rrahmans of the Dehli Territnrv „i ..
. ,
^^'^
^^ye
taken bj widowmarriage, and with whom other Brahmans will not
^"""^""y
"^ int.rL.
mtormarry. They are much the same as the
Dasa or Doghla Brahmans."
Chamarwa and Gurra Brahmans.— These ire tbp t!,.-j,
to the
-*ns, and other outcastes. Tb.y are not
Chamfos,
reco^.^ ed ns T^ '^^ "^'\° '!"!*>•
as
a place called

Dharukra Brahmans

--they wear

'

are

the sacred thread

perlnpH ^Te «

it is

Tb

''i

^''^-^«5

^%''*^^!',

^^^

*° ^™'^"'''"'
daugL,d. Yet on the whole it seems most probable
"'•'gi" ^
a the tA"' "l"' '?
'^ '"''"'• ""'
have aafrom their high position. They
often
Hindu imlhe Pujaris and Bhojkis
(Caste No. 120) -Pm-n',.;' .,o,
„
"^*^^"^
516.
DiVisie;,.iatino. priest at a Lmr,!
^"'^^^'j not•'f
andi-n the
descended fr,m Hasl^^l^^^^^^^
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and SimJa hills have
grown i"to a
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caste, composed
their an(
originally it is said! of
places whence
a mixed collection of
Nais, Brahn^ns,
and
who all intermarried, fh^seRaipdts
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Bawan,
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the words Piijavi and Bukharl being identical if written
Saiyads, of Bukhara,
the
without dots. They are found only in Jalandhar, Lahore, and Amritsar,
three great commercial towns.

The Saiyads (Caste No. 24).- The true Saiyads are the descendants
son-in-law of Mahomet, and I believe that the word properly inBut
cludes' only those descended from him by Fatima, Mahomet's daughter.
515.

of Ali,

tiie

be descended through other wives.
Saiyads who are said to
Our tables show 248,102 Saiyads in the Panjab, but it is impossible to say
how many of these are of true Saiyad stock. Certainly an immense number

there are Ulavi

The saying_ is
of those returned as such have no real claim to the title.
" Last
a Julaha ; this year I am a Shekh ; next year if prices
year I was
" be substituted for "
" and if "
year ,"
rise I shall be a Saiyad ;
generation
The Saiyads are found scattered throughthe process is sufficiently common.
In the eastern half of the Panjab they form a comparaout the Province.

These men
in the population, except in Dchli itself.
tively small element
under their
for the most part came in with the Mahomedan conquerors or
their descendants sf
dvnasties, and were granted lands or revenue which
hold and enjoy. The Bara Saidat of the Jamna-Ganges Dodh, with
manv of these Eastern Saiyads are connected, enjoyed considerable ,e

But
latter days of the Mughal empire.
importance during the
r'^^^'er
meridian of Lahore is passed the Saiyads form a markedly 1p: thaTto
The Gaur
the population, being largest of all on the Patlian front'
smaller on the lower t,;
range Tract, and only slightly
<„;;\°;^»^«<*,
Pathan tribes, such as the Bangash of Kohat and the M.\\hc grahe white
have
returned
of
these
cow.
some
tl^^t
be that
origin, and it may
The Apostles who completed ti>'-ime respects rp „„„,
instead of as Pathans.
^
^^^^
Pathans to Islam were called Saiyads if they came f-om t'"/J,^" '^^y
if from the east, and it is probably to the descendants of I ^oj,^^ ^^^
false claims to Saiyad origin set up most commonly in a made at an
of Saiyads in the north-west P^ ciutk^
tract, that the large number
At the same time the Biloches, who were originally /^''^.'^J^t
due.
called "the friends of Ali," reverence and respect Saiyads f>os3e..se(i
those bigoted Sunnis the Pathans ; and I am surprised to fincPilJago)
numerous among the latter than among the former. The SaF|*^^8
who came into Hazara with Saiyad Jalal Baba hold the whole
'

of the Multan district occupy a
promi..^3j._
valley, and the Saiyads
and will be found described at length in Mi. Eoe's Settlement lay
state of bondage in which the Saiyads and other holy riie

abject

has been described in the Chapter on Religion,
less than the Brahman, a land-owner and culti
Indeed, while the Brahman is by birth a priest, or at
large scale.
is neither ;
though he makes use of _hi^
Levite, the Saiyad as such
rate in the west of the Panjab, to compel offeriug\
at

frontier

races

The Saiyad

saintliness,

is,

'.

no

any

The \
the ordinances of his religion give him no sort of claim.
*'
The Saiyad isl
Karnal is thus described in my Settlement Eeport.
"
I know.
Lazy, thriftless, and intensely \
cally the worst cultivator
'=
and conceited, he will not dig till driven to it by the fear of starvai
"
thinks that his holy descent should save his brow from the need o1
"
At the best he has no cattle, he has no capital, and he grind
ing.
"his tenants to the utmost. At the worst he is equally poor, dirty, a.
" He is the worst revenue
payer in the district ; for to hima lighter

asisc
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only means greater sloth."
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Mr. Thorbiirn thus describes the Saiyads

"

A& a rule the Saiyads are Iaud-owuer3 not tenants, and bad, lazy, land-owners they make
" too
In learning, general intelligence, and even in speech and appearance, they are hardly dis"
Here and there certainly
tinguishable from the Pathans or Jats amongst whom they live.
" honourable
exceptions are to be found. The way the lands now held by them were originally
"
acquired was in most cases by gift. Though many of them still exercise considerable influence,
" their bold as a class on the
The
people at large is much weaker than it was thirty years ago.
"
straggle for existence caused by the increase of population since annexation has knocked much
•'
of the awful reverence the Pathan zaunndar used to feel towards holy men in general out of
"him. He r.ow views most matters from rather a hard worldly than a superstitious standpoint.
''
Many a family or community would now cancel the ancestral deed of gift under which some
"
But for the criminal consequences which would ensue
Saiyad's brood enjoys a fat inheritance.
" from
turning them out neck and crop, the spiritual consequences would be risked willingly
.

"

enough."

In Afghanistan the Saiyads have much of the commerce in their hands,
character allows them to pass unharmed where other Pathans
would infallibly be murdered. Even the Biloches do not love the gaivad
"
they say,
May God not give kingship to Saiyads and MuUas." The Saiyads
as a rule follow the ]\Iahomedan law of inheritance, and do not give their
as their holy

284]

:

daughters to other than Saiyads. But in the villages of the east many of them
have adopted the tribal customs of their neighbours, while in the west the
Hindu prejudice against widow-mariiage has in many cases extended to them.
516.
Divisions of the Saiyads.— The Panjab Saiyads are primarily divided into Hasani
descended fnm Hasan and Husaini descended from Husain the sons of Ali, Hasan-Husaini the
descendants of Abdul QadirCiUani who sprang from an intermarriage between the two branches,
Ulavi descended from Ali by other wives than Patima, and Zaidi who are descended from Zaid
But they also have a second set of divisions named after the
Shahid, a grandson of Husain.
Thus the descendants of Abdul Qadlr are often known as
places whence their ancestors came.
Gilani so the Gardezi or Baghdadi Saiyads
-.

an important branch of the Husainis,
and once owned a large portion of the Sarai
Sidhu talisil of Multan, while the Zaidis
are said to be a branch of the Gardezis. The
Bukhari Saiyads seem to be of the Husaini
The numbers returned are given
section.
in the margin.
The Saiyads of the Western
Plains are chieily Bukhari and Husaini;
the Oilani Saiyads are found chiefly in the
centre of the Panjab aud the Salt-range and
are

western sub-montane, the Shirazi in Jahlam and Shahpur, the .lafiri in Gujrat,
in Jahlam, the Bakhari in Rawalpindi, and the Mashaidi in the Salt-range Tract.

517.

the

Husaini

The Ulama (Caste No. 70).— This

is a
perfectly miscellaneous asmany of whom cannot claim to have any priestly characdivine
of
Islam claims the title of Alim, the
learned in the faith
Any
" the learned men."
But on the frontier any
plural of which is Ulama or

sortment of people,
ter.

person who can read and write and possesses Sufficient religious knowledge to
enable him to conduct the devotions in a mosque claims the title.
Besides
the people who have returned themselves as Ulama, I have included under

heading a large number of
who have denoted their
caste by some
word which expresses nothing more than a certain
this

persons

degree of religious knowledge or
standing among the Mahomedans.
The terms so included and the
numbers returned tmder each are
shown in the margin. The mean-
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ing of Ulania has just been described. Those wlio returned themselves as
such are almost wholly in the Ijahore and Rawalpindi divisions, and 4,139 are
in Gurdasjnn- and 1,701 in Gujnit.
Mujdwir is the lureditary guardian of a
Oi those returned as suih 2,479 are in Din-ah Ghazi, and are very
shrine.
possibly the attendants of the celebrated shrine of Sakhi Sarwar at Nigaha.
Qilzi is the Mahomedan law-doetor who gives opinions on all religious and
But the descendants of a famous Qiizi often retain the title,
legal questions.
and there are several well-lcnown Qazi families. Of our Q;izis 1,725 are in
In Derah Ghazi he Qazis
Siiilkot, 512 In Amritsar, and 241 in Gurduspur.
The Mulla or
are said all to be Awans, and to call themselves Ulama.
Maulvi is a doctor of divinity who teaches the jirecepts of the faith. Mulwana or Mulana appear to be merely other forms of IMulIa ; all tliese people
are returned from the Derajat, Peshawar, and IMultan divisions.
Malchduni
means the head of a shrine, generally a descendant of the saint who presides
over the management ; and the title used to be almost confined to the heads
of the more celebrated shrines ; but it is now used by those of smaller shrines
Makhdumaua is another
also, and by any who claim descent from any saint.
form of the same word, or perhaj^s rather denotes the descendants of a
Makhdum. In the Derajat Jliiin means any saint or holy man or teacher,
Miiina has been
but is now often used by the descendants of such persons.
discussed iinder Shekh.
Mullazadah is of course nothing more than the descendant of a Mulla.
Under this head of Ulama should probaldy be included
Akhiiiid is a title given to any spiritual
the Akhundzfulah and Akhund Khcl.
chief of renown, and the descendants of these men are known by the above
names.
Indeed Major Wace says that among the Hazara Pathnns any one
who has studied the religious books is called Akhundziidah or Mulla indifferUnder tlie head Patbiins :!,()6.5 men have shown their tribe as
ently.
t

Akhund Khcl; 2,128 in Peshiiwar, 946 in Hazara, 854 in Rawalpindi, and
166inBannu. But Mr. Beckett points out that many of these are men
who cannot show any claim to the title. " They are mostly Gujars and
"
'

Awans, but are slow to admit this, and very often pretend that they are
They should not be classed as Mullas or priests, as they perform
They cultivate land or graze cattle like any other
Pathans, but cling to the title, as it caiTies with it a certain amount of

Saiyads.

" no
priestly functions.
"
"consideration.'^

I

suspect there are very

Ulama who have no better claim to the
Ulama is expressed in the proverbs quoted

as

of those classed in om- tables
The popular opinion of the
at pages 143-4 in the Chapter on

many

title.

Religion.
518.

The

Chlshti (Caste No.
The Chishti or

classes of jieople.

Nawaz who

116).— This heading includes two different
Chishtia is an order of Mahomedan faqirs

buiicd at Kalbargah
They arc much given
The Indian Chishtis are also said to be
followers of Khwajah Mufn-ul-din of Chisht, who died in 471 Hij and was
At any rate there
perhaps the same man as or a disciple of Banda Nawaz.
are members of the Chishtia order in the Panjab, and these are Chishtia /iz^/z's
by reasou of tlieir belonging to that order. But the celebrated Baba Farid of

founded by Banda
to singing,

and

is

are generally Shiahs.

Pak Pattan was a

Chishtia faqir

j

and the descendants of

his

relations

and

developed into a caste which is
]\Iontgomery district, though they
would appear to be found in other pai-ts of the Panjab also, and which in
many respects much reseuibles the Bodlas next to be described. Of the
(.hildren, whether carnal or spiritual, have
found in the lower Satluj and chiefly in the
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Chishtis of our table the whole 887 of the Dehli division and 140 of those of
the Lahore division returned themselves as Chishtia faqirs, and are probably
mere members of the order. The other figures I cannot separate. Mr. Purser
says that the ancestors of the Montgomery Chishtis are STip3X)sed to have come

and then moved to Montgomery where
Pak Pattan. Like the BoJlas they were till lately
wholly nomad, and like them they claim Qureshi origin and it is not impossible that some of them have returned themselves as Shekh.
They take Rajput
"
You can tell a Chishti by his squint-eye ";
There is a saying
girls to wife.
but what the origin of it may be I know not.
519. The Bodia (Caste No. 172).— The Bodla? are a small section of the
Wattn Rajputs of the lower and middle Satluj, who have for some generations
enjoyed a character for peculiar sanctity, and who now claim Qureshi origin from
Abu Bakr Sadiq; and 2,4.3-5 of them have entered themselves as Qureshi and
not as Bodla, and are included under the head Shekh.
Of these 144 are
in Hissar, 749 in Sirsa, 339 in Firozpur, 349 in Montgomery, and 254 in
from Kabul

to

Baba Farid

settled

Lahore

601) years ago,

at

;

—

.

'5]

Bahawalpur. They still man'v Wattu. girls, though they give their
daughters only to Bodlas. They were till lately a wholly pastoral tribe,
and still hold a jdgir, the proceeds of which they now supplement by
cultivation.
They came np from ilultan through Bahawalpur to Montgomery, where they are described by Sir. Purser as "lazy, silly, and

From Montgomery they spread into Sirsa, where they occupied
Bahak parganuh which they still hold. They are credited with the
power of curing disease by exorcism, and especially snake-bite and hydrophobia
they are recognised saints, and can curse with great efficacy.
They have no relations with the other Qnreshis of the neighbourhood, and

conceited."

the

;

their "Wattu origin

is

undoubted.

ASCETIC AND MENDICANT ORDERS,

—

520.
The ascetic and mendicant orders. I now turn to the
of
consideration
that
section
of the
community which is commonly
included under the generic term of Faqir. I must first point out that our
figures, though representing with fair accuracy the total numbers of this
The divisional
class, are wholly imperfect so far as the details are concerned.
offices included the various orders under the
general term, but that was easily
I have had them picked out again, and have g-iven the numbers
remedied.
to be added on this account to the figures of Table VIIIA in each case in
the following paragraphs.
But the real reason of the failure of our figures
to show details is, that the great mass of these faqirs entered the name
of their order not under " tribe " but under " sect "; and as we were
forbidden to tabulate any sects except Shiah, Sunni, Wahabi, and Farazi,
the details were not worked out at all.
If I had known how largely this

had been the case, I should not have tabulated separately even the few
orders that are shown in Table VIIIA, as the figures are utterly misleading ;
and for this reason I do not give details of Faqirs in
Abstract on

my

.

page 280.*

The
different

figures for Faqirs comprehend at least three if not four very
of people.
classes
First
come the religious orders pure and
Many of these are of the highest respectability ; the members

simple.
are
generally
peaceful lives,

collected

in

monasteries

keeping open house to

or

shrines

travellers,

where they

training their

live

quiet

neophytes
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and exercising a wholesome influence upon the people of the neigliboni'hoo J.
Such are many at least of the Bairagis and Gosains. Some of the orders
do not keep up regular monasteries, but travel aliout begging and visiting
their disciples
though even here they generally have permanent headin some village, or at some shrine or temple where one of their
quarters
So too the monasterial orders travel about among their
order officiates.
There is
disciples and collect the offerings upon which they partly subsist.
an immense number of these men whose influence is almost wholly for
Some few of the orders are professedly celibate, though even among
good.
but most of the Hindu orders
them the inile is seldom strictly observed
are divided into the Sanyogi and Viyogi sections of which the latter only
of celibacy, while among the Musalmau orders celibacy is
takes vows
seldom even professed. Such however as live in monasteries are generally
The professed ascetics are called Sadhs if Hindu
if not allways celibate.
and Pirs if Musalman. The Hindus at any rate have their neophytes who
are undergoing probation before admission into the order, and these men are
But besides these both Hindu and Musalman ascetics have their
called Chela.
disciples, known respectively as Sewal' and Murid, and these latter belong to the
;

;

order as much as do their spiritual guides ; that is to say a Kayath clerk may
be a Bairagi or Pathan soldier a Chishti, if they have committed their
Now
spiritual direction respectively to a Bairagi and Chishti guru and pir.
it is not probable that such men have returned the name of the order as
and it is certain
their caste, though this may occasionally have happened
that none of them h<ave returned themselves as Faqir.
Thus so far the
are
made
of
who
have
entered
orders
men
them, renouncing
up
voluntarily
But these men maiTy and have hindi or carnal
caste and worldly pursuits.
children ; while their nadi or spiritual children, the chelas just mentioned,
may after admission to the order return to their homes. And it often
happens that the descendants whether carnal or spiritual of a Bairagi, for
;

instance,

will

grow

into

a

separate

caste

known by

the

name

of Bairagi,

but having no connection wliatever save by origin with the order of that
name. Such men would return their caste as Bairagi, and will have been
included under Faqir.
How far this custom is general I cannot say ; but
we have just discussed one instance of it in the case of the Chishti of
Montgomery, and I know of villages held by Bairagis under precisely similar
circumstances in Karnal.
I have said that many of the members of these orders are pious,
But this is far from
respectable men whose influence is wholly for good.
being the case with all the orders. Many of them are notoriously pro-

fligate debauchers, who wander about the country seducing women, extorting
alms by the threat of cui-ses, and relying on their saintly character for
Still even these men are members of an order which they have
protection.
But
deliberately entered, and have some right to the title which they bear.
a very large portion of the class who are included under the name Faqir
are ignorant men of low caste, without any acquaintance with even the
general outlines of the religion they jjrofess, still less with the special tenets
of any particular sect, who borrow the garb of the regular orders and
wander about the country living on the alms of the credulous, often hardly
knowing the names of the orders to which the external signs they wear
would show them to belong.
Such men are mere beggars, not ascetics ;
and though theii' numbers are unfortunately large, we have no means of
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Besides the occupations described above, the Faqir class
separating them.
generally have in their hands the custody of petty shrinesj the menial service
of village temples and mosques, the guardianship of cemeteries, and similar
For these services they often receive small grants of
semi-religions offices.
land from the village, by cultivating which they supplement the alms and
offerings they receive.
The subject of the religious orders of the Hindus is one of the greatest
complexity the cross divisions between and the different meanings of such
;

Jogi, Sanyasi, and Sadh are endless ; and no one who was not
deeply versed in the sectarian system of Hinduism covild hope to deal with
I shall therefore not attempt to do more than jot down
the subject fully.

words

as

The student
a few rough notes on some of the most important ordei's.
will find a mass of information on the subject in Wilson's Sects of the Hindus ;
while Trumpp in his introduction to his Adi Granth, and Cunningham in an
Appendix to his History of the Si^Jis give many particulars about the Sikh
sects

and

orders.

—

The Hindu orders

m

Tlie Bairag) (Caste No. 53).— Bairagi, or
it is more
of ascetics.
But the word is usually applied
signifies any one devoid of passion.
correctly spelled Vairagi
the Panjab to a regular order of Vaishnava devotees, said fo have been founded by Sri Anand,
the 12tli disciple of Ramanand.
They are divided into several sections, among which may be
mentioned the R;imanandi who worship Ram Chandra, the Riidhabalabhi who especially affect
the worship of Radha the vnte of Krishna, the Ni'manandi whose chief object of reverence is
though these last two would appear to be
Salig Ram. and the Ramanuii who adore Mahadeo
Saiva rather than Vaiihnava.
They are for the most p.art collected iu mouaetcries and are
an exceedingly respectable class of faqlrs, but many of the wandering mendicants also call
themselves jBairagis. Tlitir distinctive mark is a string of brown crinkled beads. They are most
numerous in the Jamna districts, though to the figures of Table VIII A must be added 2,238 males
and 1,621 females who returned tbemseivos as /nji'rs, and who are to be found in almost equal
The Bairagis of the monasteries are
numbers in the Amritsar, Ijahore, and Firozpur districts
often but not al-va-d celibate.
But there are in Karndl, and perhaps in other parts of the
Province, villages held by descendants of both the children and the disciples of the Bairagi
monks, who have dropped their original castes and are now known as Bairagis, though they
have no longer any connection with the order.

521.

,

m

;

—

The Sanyasi Caste (No. 95). The word Sanyasi really means nothing more than the ascetic
But as commonly used it corresponds
stage through which every Brs'.iuian should prcijerly pass.
among the followers of Siva with Bairagi among the followers of Vishnu, and is as indefinite
It is indeed specially applied to the Tridandi Rdmanujas, a Vaishnava sect ;
in its meaning.
In the
but it is also used to include all Saiva classes of ascetics except perhaps the Jogi.
Panjab the word is commonly used to denote the followers of Shankar Achiirj. and would
The Sanyasis are said to be ordinarily buried in a sitting posture, and
include the Gos4ins.
not burnt. To the 6gures of Table VIII A must be added 1,824 males and 727 females, about
The Sanyasis,
half of whom are in the Amritsar and another quarter in the L.ihore division.
so far as our figures go, seem specially to affect the districts of the eastern sub-montane.

—

Thj Gosain (Caste No. 102). The Gosain is a Saiva order corresponding in many ways with
the Bauagis among Vaishnavas.
Like them the Gosains are often collected iu monasteries,
while many of them officiate as priests in the temple of Siva.
They are also like the Bairagis
one of the most respectable of the Hindu orders. They are very commonly but not at all
of
To
the
the
must
be
added
table
1,368 males and 594 females,
necessarily oelibat-^
figures
almost all in tht
The Gosain appears to be almost confined to the South-eastern
.asar district.
districts.

—

The Sadh (Caste No. 155). Sadh is properly nothing more than the Hindu equivalent of
the Musalmau word Fir ; or rather Sadh applies only to a Hindu devotee, while Pi'r includes
any Mahomedan holy man. But the word is especially applied to a set of Hindu Unitarians who
are chiefly found in the Upper Ganges-.Tamna doah, from Farrukhabad upwards.
The sect was
founded by one Birbhan some 200 years ago. The Sadhs do not smoke, and affect great personal
It is a sect rsther than an
cleanliness, and their religious ceremonies consist in eating together.
order and the Jats of a large village in Karnal are Sadhs by sect, though Jats by caste. (See Wilson's
Hindu Sects, pages 22,iff). To the figures of the tables must be added 100 men and 13 women,
mostly in the Hissar district. Our figures show Sadhs chiefly for the Dehli district and Rohtak,
which would appear to connect them with the Sadh sect ; yet the paucity of females show that
the figures refer to a religious order. The priests of the menial classes are often called Sadh, as

Q2
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the

Chamarwa

JnUhas.

Sfidhs of the

Chamars, or the Charand&i Sadhs and the Kabfrhansi Sfidhs of the

—

The Jogi wUl presently be discussed under the head of Minor Professional
Jogi.
It will there be explained that the word orig^inaUy means nothing more than one who
by the practice of mental abstraction acquired the power of clairvoyance and similar
But besides the low-class Jogi Rnwal there described there are two sets of exceedingly
facnlties.
respectable Jogi Faqi'rs, the Kanphatta who pierce their ears and the Augar who do not. The
former are priests of Siva and are generally to be found in Shivalas. The latter too are Saiva,
but are more secular. Tlie Kanphatta is also called Darsbana. The figures for Jogi given in
Table VIII A include 3,658 males and 1,750 females of the Kanphatta, and 1,720 males and 1,273
females of the Angar clan, but these figures are of course exceedingly incomplete. The Jogis bury

The

Castes.

has

their dead in a sitting posture.

—

The Aghori or Aghorpanthi Is an order which has happily almost died out. My figures
show 816 only
but I have been told by an intelligent native that he can remember that in
youth they were common objects, wandering about the streets stark naked leading a jackal
by a string, smeared with blood and human ordure, and carrying the same substances in a skull
with which to bespatter him who refused them alms. Not two years ago one of these wretches
was caught at Rohtak in the [act of devouring the body of a newly buried child which he bad
dug out.'
522. The Sikh orders of ascetics.— The Suthra Shahi (Caste No. 163).— This order was
founded by » Briibman called Sucba under the auspices of Guru Har Eai.2 They are now numerous
and widely distributed, though our figures, to which uuist be added 112 males and 15 females, show
only a small number scattered through the Sikh tract. Tbey are notorious for gambling,
thieving, drunkenness, and debauchery, and lead a vagabond life, begging and singing songs of a
mystic nature. They wear ropes of black wool on the head and neck, and beat two small black
sticks together as tbey beg.
Although a Sikh order, they are all entered as Hindus, u?e the
Hindu UlaJe or sectarian mark, and follow the Hindu rites throughout. They were founded
before the time of Guru Govind, which probably accounts for their calling themselves Hindus.
"
They gcLcrally add Shfib to their names. Trumpp says of them there is no order or regular
discipline among them, and profligates and vagabonds join them.
They are a public nuisance
and disavowed by the Sikhs."
The Udasl CCaste No. 84). The Udasi or Nanakputra were founded by Sri Chand, the
eldest son of Baba Nanak, and excommunicated by the second Guru, Amr Das.
They again,
being founded before the time of Gum Govind, have for the most part retoracd themselves as
Hindus. To the figures of Table VIII A must be added 7,127 males and 1,944 females. They
are almost confined to the Sikh tract. They are for the most part celibate, and the naked section
or Udasi Nanga are always so.
They practise Hindu rites, wear the tilaJc or sect-mark, and
They are hardly
reject the Granth of Guru Govind but revere the Adi Gi-anth of Baba Naiiak.
said
to bear a high charactt;', and are sometimes collected in
recognised as Sikhs.
Tbey are
monasteries, though not usually so.
Many live at home, engage in worldly pursuits, and differ
So at least says Trumpp.
little from their neighbours.
The Nirmala (Caste No. 152). The Nirmalas or ' without stain ' were originally strict Sikhs
and followers of Guru Govind. They wore white clothes, lived chiefly at the centres of Sikhism,
and bad considerable influence in the Sikh councils. But they have of late years relapsed into
Hinduism, and have taken to wearing red clothes and practising Hindu rites, and tbey are now
hardly true Sikhs. The greater part of them, however, have returned themselves as Sikhs. They
live almost entirely in monsateries and are almost always celibate.
They do not beg, but live
on the offerings of the faithful. They have a high reputation for morality, and rsed to be
much respected at Amritsar, where there is a considerable Ninnala community, for vP^fity of
morals, though it is said that they arc now degenerating.
Tliey are governed by i Council
known as the Akhara which makes periodical visitations of the Kirmala Societies thoughout the
a
To
the
and
is
controlled
head
abbot
or
Mahant.
figures of the table must be added
Panjab,
by
1,587 males and 500 females, of whom 500 are in Amritsar and 300 in Jalandbar. They are confined to the Sikh tract.
It is said that the Niimalas and the Udasis are net unfrequently
;
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confused.

;
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;
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—

The Akali or Nihang. These famous soldier fanatics, who were the Ghazis of the Sikhs are
'
represented in my tables by a total of 547 which is of course absiffd. They were nihang or reck, is
soldiers of the a^ifZ or 'Immortal;' and Phula Singh Akali was Banjit Singh's great leader.
The order was founded by Guru Govind in person, and it was tbey who withstood the attempted
innovations of Banda.
They wear blue chequered clothes, bangles of steel on the ^vrist, and quoits
of steel on their conical blue turbans, together with miniature daggers, knives, and an iron chain.

I

'

'

s

Query. What is the derivation of ogre P
Wilson says they look up to Teg Bahadnr, the father of Guru Govind, as their founder
is quoted in the text, is more probably right.

but Trumpp, who

!

i
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Their head-quarters used to be at Amrltsar, where they assumed the direction of religious ceremonies
and tlie duty of convoking the council of the Khalsa. They were dreaded even by the Silih Chiefs
for their fanaticism and turbulence, and often levied offerings by force.
They were warriorTheir
priests, and political rather than religious, and the order is now fast dwindling sway.
present head-quarters are said to be at Anandpiu' in Hushyarpur.
They stUI pride themselves upon
the purity mth which they preserve the original ordinances of their religion, rejecting all Hindu
rites even in their marriage ceremonies.
They still bear in their memories the ancient glory of the
'
with 125,000 Khalsa.'
Sikhs, and an Akali who wishes to imply that he is alone will say that he is

"

The Diwana Sadh or " mad saints wear uncut hair, a necklace of shells, and a very large
feather in their turbans. They are chiefly recruited from low casles, and are for the most part
lu their habits they resemble Sikhs, but they revere the Adi Granth only.
married.
figures show 495 males and 346 females, most of whom are in the Kangra district.

My

—The Bharai

523. The Musalman order of ascetics
(Caste No. 48).—The Bharais, or Pirhais
or Pirahis as they are often called, are the priests of Sakhi Sarwar Sultan, and have been already
alluded to in section 221 in the chapter on Ueligiou. The Bharais of the Lahore division were
included under Shekh iu the divisional ofiice ; they number 1,444 in Lahore, 2,256 in Giijranwala
and 1,646 iu Firozpur. The Bharais are almost confined to the central and sub-montane districts
and slates, where the Sultani belief is most prevalent. There are however a few in the districts of
the Western Plains.
They go about beating a drum and begging in the name of Sakhi Sarwar,
and conduct parties of pilgi'ims to the shrine at Nigaha. They also receive the offerings of the
local shrines.
circumcise
boys in the western districts, and often act as llirasis with whom
They
they are sometimes confused. Indeed on the lower Indus they supersede the Nai as clrcumcisors,
and are said to take their name from the fact that the Prophet gave his coat (pairdhan) to one of
their ancestors as a reward for circumcising a convert after a barber had refused to do so !
The
real origin of the name is probably to be found in the fact that the pilgrims to Nigaha call each
other Pir bhra or " Saint-brothers."

—

The Madari caste No. 63). The Madaris are followers of Zindah Shah Madar, the celeMakaupur in Oudh. His name was Bazi-ul-din Shah, and he was a converted Jew
at Aleppo in A. D. 1050, and is said to have died at Makanpur at the mature age
He is supposed by some
of 383 years after expelling a demon called Makan Deo from the place.
to be still alive whence his name), Mahomet having given him the power of living without
His devotees are said never to be scorched by tire, and to be secure against venomous
breath.
snakes and scorpions, the bites of which they have power to cure. Women who enter his shrine
To the figures of
are said to be seized by violent pain as though they were being burnt alive.
brated saint of

who was born

(,

A must be added 20,968 males and 17,476 females, of whom some 5,700 are in Ambala,
5,400 in Liidhiana, 6,600 in Jalandhar, 2.000 in Hushyarpur, 3,200 in Amritsar, 2,300 in Sialkot,
in Firozpur.
Thus they are very generally distributed throughout tha eastern half of
the Panjab. In the four western divisions they seem to be almost unknown. They wear their
hair matted and tied iu a knot, and belong to the be shara section of Mahomedsn orders who regard
no religion, creed, or rules of life, though they call themselves Musalman.
Table VIII

and 1,500

The Malang

are said to be a branch of the

659 females under that head, mostly

in Patiala,

—

Madari. My tables show only 851 males and
Maler Kotla, Jalandhar and Firozpur.

The Benawa (Caste No. 111). The Benawa faqi'rs are the followers of Khwajah Hasan
Basri; but who he is I cannot say unless he be the same asi Hasan Basri of Basra near Baghdad, the
founder of the Sarwardia order. To the figures of the table must be added 2,483 males and 2,153
The Benawa are almost entirely confined to the Jumna districts and Kohtak.
females.

—

faqir, and means one
to the figures of which
a
must
are
from
Sialkot
be
added,
peculiar class found only in
chiefly
in Amritsar a^d Kapiirthala.
There seems to be a colony of these
men who are distinguished by the title of Darvesh. They cultivate a little laud, play musical
instruments, beg. make ropes, go to a house where there has been a death and chaunt the praises
of the deceased, hang about mosques, and so forth.
They are hardly ascetics, yet the small
number of women seem to show that they have not yet formed into a separate caste, and are still
recruited from outside.

The Darvesh (Caste No. 136). Darvesh is simply another word iox
who begs from door to door [dar " door "). But the Darvesh of our tables,
84 males and 106 females,
Batala and Pathankot and

—

The Jalall (Caste No. 143). The JaUli order was founded by Saiyad JaUl-ul-din of
Bukhara, though the Panjab Jalalis are sometimes said to be followers of Sher Shah Saiyad .lalal
of Uchh, himself a Ja,\il\faqi'r. To the figures of the table must be added 2,322 males and 1,928
Candidates for admission to
females, mostly from the Jalandhar, Amritsar, and Lahore divisions.
the orders shave completely, burn their clothes, and are branded on the right shoulder. The Jalalis
ai'e

common

in Central Asia.

(Caste No. 160).— The Husainis are confined to Gurgaon, and present the
I have no information repeculiarity of having more females than males among their numbers.
garding them. They may perhaps be Husaini Saiyads,

The Husalni
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I

(Caste No. 175).— The Qadiri are the followers of the celebrated Saiyad Abdul
QAdir Pir Dastagir, whose shriue is at Baghdad ; most of the Sunni divines of the North-West
Frontier are Qadri, and the Akhiind of Swat belongs to the order. To the numbers shown in
Table VIII A must be added 2,710 males and 2,181 females, for the most jiart in the AmbSla,
''
Thou
Amritsar, and Lahore divisions. They sit for hours repeating the following declaration
" art the
is none but thee !"
guide, thou art the truth, there

The Qadlri

:

The Naqshbandia are followers of Khwajah Pir Muhammad Naqshbaud. My
show 287 males and 219 females, chiefly in the Amritsar Division. They worship by
bowed head and eyes fixed on the ground.
fcctly silent and motionless, with

figures

only

sitting

per-

J
;

"
"
The Sarwardia. — (See above under Bennwa"). — They are the

followers of Hasan Basri
Baghdad. They worship seated, chaunting at short intervals and in measured tones
the word Alldliu, %vhich is articulated with a suppressed breath and as if ejaculated by a powerful
The devotee often faint-; with the exertion.
effort.
of Basra near

—

—

The Chishti. (See Section 518 ahove). Besides those classed under Chishti, my figures give
2,329 males and 2,014 females, almost all in the eastern half of the Province. The Chishti/ajiVy
are the followers of Banda Nawfiz whose shrine is at Kalbargah.
They worship by leaping up
and gesticulating, and repeating Allih Td-alld-Tiu,' till they work themselves into a frenzy and
at last sink down exhausted.
'

MINOR PROFESSIONAL

CASTES.

—

The minor professional castes. I have felt great doubt as to how
and where I should place the castes which I have included in
this group, and the distribution of which is shown in Abstract No. 90 on the
in some measure allied to the priestly classes, # p
next page.*
Jklany of them are
in connection with weddings and similar 33.
they have functions to perform
ceremonies, they receive customary fees for the pef ormance of those functions,
and they are invested with a sort of 5'7<«si-saered character. On the other
the menials ; their social
hand, they have many points in common with
.status is very low, and many of them are retained by the villagers on
the same footing as the ordinary village servants, their rights and duties being
The castes of the group may be divided into three
regulated by custom.
who are real village servants though of a
classes, the Nai, Bhat, and Mirasi
the Jogis and Riiwals who are for the most part
very special character ;
and the Bahrupias and Bhands who are actors
astrologers and semi-religious
and story-teller.=, and purely professional.
525. Th2 Nai (Caste No. 21). — The Nai is the barber of the country, and [P.
when a Musalman, and in the cities, is often called Hajjam. In respect of
his being a barber he is a true village menial, and he shaves and shampooes
the villagers, prepares tobacco for the village rest-house, and attends upon
But he is much more than a barber. He is the heredithe village guests.
bearer of formal messages from one village to another, such as news of
524.

I should class

;

288]

tary
the dates of weddings,
auspicious events, formal congratulations, letters fixing
and the like. News of a death is never carried by him, however, but always
He forms moreover, in company with a Brahman, the
by a Chiihra.
embassy sent to conclude a betrothal, and he is generally the agency through
which the preliminaries of match-making are conducted. At wedding ceremonies too he plays an important part, next indeed to that of the Brahman
He is also the
himself, and on all these occasions receives suitable gratuities.
leech of the country, the Jarrah or surgeon is usually a Nai by caste, and circumcision is
by a Nai. Notwithstanding all this he is one of

commonly performed

the impure castes,'standing much on the same level as the washerman, far above
the Cham&, and somewhat below the Lobar, for his occupation as a barber
At the same time every N^i is not prepared
proper is considered degrading.

[P. 289]
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The outcast tribes have their own Nais, for a
everybody's poll.
Nai who had shaved a Chuhra would not be permitted to touL-h a Jat. 1
own
barbers
are IMusalraans because a HLadu Nai who shavbelieve that all our
ed a Christian would be considered as polluted. The Nais are popularly known
"
is the
and the

to handle

the jackal
proverb says
shai-pest
and the Nai among men." The Nais
are very uniformly distributed over the Province, being least common in the
Derajat, where however some of them appear to have returned themselves as
Jats (see Aljstract No. 72, page 224'*).
They are apparently Hindu among
Hindus and ilusalman among Musalmans, and in a less degree Sikh among
Sikhs. On the whole about 55 per cent, are Musalmans, 6 per cent. Sikhs, and
Sikh barber would appear a contradiction in terms ;
the remainder Hindus.
but besides the functions enumerated above, he shampooes, cuts the nails, and
He appears to be known as Jajak in the west
cleans the ears of his patients.
" comb-man " in the Hills.
In Gurgaon
of the Province, and as Kangera or
Musalman barbers are sometimes called Ustan, as well as by the more common
as a class of great astuteness^
''

106-

among

beasts, the

crow among

:

birds,

A

term Hajjam.

and elans are very numerous. I show a few of the largest
in the margin.
The fost two
DiTisiONS or Nais.
are most numerous in the Dehli
1.
Gola
2,555
10,981 4.
Baligu
and Hissar divisions, the next
Bhaubheru
14.816 5.
Bhatti
2.
16,221
Khokhar ... 12,026
3
Basi
two in the central districts, and
1,605 6.
the last two in the west of the
The Musalman Nais of Karnal are said to be divided into two
Province.
sections, the Turkia who came in with the ^Mahomedan conquerors and the
Gagrel or converts from Hinduism, so called because their women wear or
once wore the Hindu petticoat or gdgra.
The Bhat (Caste No. 62) -The Bhat or Bhat as he is often called in
526.
the Panjab is, like the !Mirasi, a bard and genealogist, or as some pe'^ple call
him panegyrist. But he is a bard of a very superior sort, and far removed
above the level of the Mirasi. He Is par excellence genealogist of the Rajputs
and Brahmans, though he performs the same office for some Jat tril^es he is
himself of admitted Brahman origin ; and he is found in largest numbers in
the eastern and sub-montane districts where Hindu Rajputs form the largest
The Hill State of Nahan indeed retui-ns Bhats
proportion of the population.

The Nai

tribes

'

...

...

...
...

I

j

.

;

forming 11'4' per cent, of its total population, butthis seems hardly
though the entry in the original table is clear enough.

as

possible,

—

I have included under the head of Bhiit the following entries
Charan,
13 in the Hissar division; Madho, 217 in the Ambala division ; Jaga, 13 in

the J alandhar division
divisions.

are

Rai

is

;

Rai, 202 in the Rawalpindi, Multan, and Peshawar
title for a Bhat.
The other three entries
tribes ; and it appears that while the Jiiga or Bhat

a mere honorific

names of great Bhat

is the genealogist and historian, the Charan and Birm Bhats are bards
and heralds and compose verses in honour of the ancestors of great men so at
least say Sherring and Elliott, both of whom give a good deal of information
concerning the caste. The Jiiga or Bhat genealogist, to which class the great
mass of our Bhats belong, is a hereditary servant, each local clan having its
own Bhat who pays them periodical visits, writes up its genealogies to date,
and receives his fees. At great weddings he attends and recites the history
and praises of ancestors, and the genenlogy of the bridegroom. But as he
often lives too far off to be summoned to ordinary weddings, a Mirasi or Diim

proper

—
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often retained in addition, who takes the place of the Bhat
sions.
The status of the Bhat is high ; and in Rajputana
is

on sneh

occa-

they are said to
Hindu, even where his
A few ai-e Sikhs, and still fewer Musalnians ;
and it is doubtful whether these last are not really Mirasis. There are said to
be Musalman iShats in Sialkot who have migrated from the
Jhang uplands
and are much addicted to thieving- ; but I much doubt whether
they belono- to
the Bhat caste.
I have said that the Bhats are of undoubted Brahman

The Bhat
possess great influence.
clients have become Mahomedans.

is

almost always

origin,

Jaga and Charan, who are ordinarily called Bhjits!
true of the Madho Bhats also I am not so certain.
TheMadhos
would appear to be named after Madho, the founder of the Madhavi sect of
minstrel mendicants ; and the Bh^tra, who however claims Brahman
origin, is
called Madho in Rawalpindi.
Besides the 217 persons mentioned above who
returned their caste as Madho, a very considerable number of those who have
given their caste as Bhats show Madho as their tribe.
and

this is true of the

Whether

it is

The Dum and Mirasi (Caste No. 25).— Under this head have been
527.
included both Dum and Mirasi, the former
being the Hindu and Indian and
the latter the Musalman and Arabic name, and the whole class
being commonly
called Diim-Mirasi by the people.
It fact no one of
my divisional offices
the
two
and
the
two
words
are
used
separated
entries,
the Province
throughout

synonymous. The Dums, however, must be carefully distinguished from the Dom or Domra, the executioner and
corpsebumer of Hindustan,
and the type of all uncleanliness to a Hindu; as also from the Dum of the
Hill States, whom I have classed as Dumna and not as
Mirasi, as I understand
that the word Dum is there
The class is
applied to workers in bamboo.
as absolutely

distributed throughout the Province, but

most numerous in the Amritsar,
Lahore, Rawalpindi, and Multan divisions, and in Bahawalpiu- and the other
States which march with them.
On the lower Indus many of them would
seem to have returned themselves as Jats see Abstract No. 72,*
page 224.
Theword Mirasi is derived fro)u the Arabic fttirds or inheritance; and the
jMirasi is to the inferior agricultural cases and the outcast tribes what
the
Bhat is to the Rajputs. Even Jats employ Mirasis,
though the hereditary
genealogist of many of the Jat tribes is the Sansi ; and, as just stated,
Rajputs often employ ^Iirasis in addition to Bhats. But the IMirasi is more
than a genealogist ; he is also a musician and minstrel ; and most of the men
who play the musical instruments of the Panjiib are either ^Mirasis,
Joo-is, or
"
The Dum does not make a good servant, nor a fiddle-bow
faqm.
is

—

* P. 106^'^^

a°good

weapon."
The
ingly

social position of the 3Iirasi, as of all the minstrel
castes, is exceedlow, but he attends at weddings and on similar occasions to recite

Moreover there ai-e grades even among Mirasis. The outcast
have their Mirasis who, though they do not eat with their clients and
merely render them professional service, are considered impure by the Mirasis
of the higher castes.
The Mirasi is generally a hereditary servant like the
Bhat; and is notorious for his exactions, which he makes under the threat
"
of lampooning the ancestors of him from whom he demands fees.
These
" four were
not born on giving day the MuUa, the Bhat, the
Brahman, andf?- 290]
"the Dum." The Mirasi is almost always a Musalman. The few Hindus
returned fi-om the hilly and sub-montane districts are
very possiblv Dumnas
returned as Dums.
I have included under the head of Mirasi the'
following
schedule entries ; Dhadhi, .37 in Ambala, 478 in
Multan, and 77 in the
genealogies.
tribes

;
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3 in
Jalandhar ; Rababi, 109 in
Derajat; Khaiiala, 371, and Savnai,
Lahore. Besides these numbers, the above terms, as well as Naqarehi, have
divisions.
The
all been included with Mirasi in the offices of one or more
last three are simply words meaning players upon the flageolet, the flute, and
to
not
and
The Dhadhi appears only to sing
play any
the kettle drum.
with the Dum,
instrument, and in the Derajat at least is said not to intermarry
to be a
is
said
The
Khariala
included.
been
so probably he should not have
The two
sort of Mirasi, but I have no further information concerning him.
tribes returned for Mirasis seem to be the Chunhar with 13.403, and
largest

The detailed tables of clans will,
the Kalet with 4,897 persons.
on the subject.
ed, give complete information

when publish-

528. The Jogi, Rawal and Nath (Caste Nos. 40 and 80).— The figures
under the head Jogi include two very distinct classes of persons. First are the
order of Hindus, which includes both the
Jogis proper, a regular religious
Auo'ar Jogis and the Kanphatta Jogi ascetics, who are followers of Gorakhnath
and priests and worshippers of Siva. These men are fully as respectable as

*P. 228

So far as the sub-divisional
the Bairagis, Gosains, and other religious orders.
tables help us, the present figm-es include 9,143 of this class, of whom 5,769 are
They are all Hindus. They
males, but the real number is probably greater.
have been discussed in the earlier portion of this section, at page 286.* The
is that miscellaneous assortment of low-caste faqin and fortuneboth Hindu and Musahnan but chiefly Musalman, who are commonly

second class
tellers,

The word Jogi or Yogi means a student of the Joga school of
as Jogis.
of the breath, mental abstracphilosophy, which teachs how, by suppression
of divination, second sight,
tion, and the like, to obtain supernatural powers
and so forth ;' and the result is that every rascally beggar who pretends to be

known

able to tell fortunes, or to practise astrological and necromantic arts in however
small a degree, Iniys himself a di-um and calls himself and is called by others
a Jogi. These men include all the Musalmans, and probably a part of the
Hindus of the eastern districts who have been returned as Jogis.
They are a
a drum and
set, and wander about the country beating

thoroughly vagabond
begging, practising surgery and physic in a small way, vn-iting charms, telling
fortunes, and practising exorcism and divination ; or, settling in the villages,
eke out their earnings from these occupations by the offerings made at the
local shrines of the malevolent godlings or of the Saiyads and other Musalman
saints (see sections 216 and 226) ; for the Jogi is so impui-e that he will eat
These people, or at least the Musalman
the offerings made at any shrine.
section of them, are called in the centre of the Panjab Rawals, or sometimes
is derived from
Jogi-Rawals, "from the Arabic Bammdl a diviner, which again
with which the Ai-ab magicians divine ; and the two sets of
ramal " sand
that those for Jogis
flgures must be taken together, always remembering
include respectable Jogis, while those for Rawals, who are all Musalmans, do
The Jogi-Rawals of Kathiawar are said to be esorcisers of evil spirits,
not.

In Sialkot the Jogis pretend to avert
to worship a deity called Korial.
storms fi'om the ripening crops by plunging a drawn sword into the field or
a knife into a mound, sacrificing goats, and accepting suitable offerings.
Mr. Benton writes: "The Jogi is a favourite character in Hindustani
" fiction. He there
appears as a jolly playful character of a simple disposition.

and

—

>

*

See WUson's Sects of the Sindus, pages 130^ for a very interesting account of both classes
and for references to further authorities.

f Jogis,
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who enjoys the fullest liberty and conducts himself in the most eccentric
fashion nnder the cloak of religion without being called in question."
The Rawals of the Panjab are notorious cheats. One of their favourite
In the Province itself they seldom
devices is to personate a long lost relative.
venture upon open i-rime ; but they travel about the Central Provinces and the
Deccan and even visit Bombay and Calcutta, and there pilfer and rob. They
are often absent for long periods on these expeditions ; and meanwhile the
Banyas of their villages support their families on credit, to be repaid with
Some interesting information regarding
interest on the return of the father.
them will be found in Selected Papers, No. XVIII of 1869 of the
The
town of Rawalpindi is named after
Panjab Police Department.
the Rawals
but the Rawals of the district appear to have returned
themselves either as Jogis or more probably as Mughals, as 1,263 of
the Mughals of Rawalpindi give Rawal as their clan.
There they are said,
;

in addition to their usual pursuits, to recite at the Muharram stories of the
doings of Mahomet, accounts of his miracles, and hymns in his praise.
The Naths of the higher hills, where the worship of Siva is prevalent,

coiTCspond very closely with the Jogis of the plains, though they make little
pretence to an ascetic character and live chiefly by growing vegetables ; but
they also perform certain semi-sacerdotal function, taking the place of the
Acharj of the plains in the funeral ceremonies of the Kanets, and receiving
like him the clothes of the deceased.
They also consecrate new houses, and
They now form a true caste,
purify them when they have been defiled.
and are not recruited from without. One or more in almost every Nath
household has his ears jHerced in honour' of Siva, and is called a Kanphatta
Nath. They occupy much the same social position as the Jogi-Rawal of the
plains.
They are understood to have returned themselves as Jogis and to be
included in the figures now under discussion.

Rawals classed as

Joois.

Of the figures given in Table
VIII A, all the Hindus are men
returned as Jogis. Of the Musalmans
the numbers shown in the margin
were returned as Rawals, the remainder being Jogis.

—

The Bahrupia is in its origin a
529. The Bahrupia (Caste No. 128).
"
"
it is derived from the Sanskrit bahu
many and
purely occupational term ;
rupa "form,'' and denotes an actor, a mimic, or one who assumes many forms
One of their favourite devices is to ask for money, and when it
or characters.
is refused, to ask that it may be given on condition of the Bahrupia succceeding
Some days later the Bahrupia
in deceiving the person who refuses it.
will again visit the house in the disguise of a pedlar, a
milkman, or
what not, sell his goods without being detected, throw off his disguise, and
claim the stipulated reward.
They may be dra-wn from any caste, and in
Rohtak there are Chuhra Bahrupias. But in some districts a family or colony
of Bahrupias has obtained land and settled down on it, and so become a caste
Thus there is a Bahrupia family in Pampat who hold
as much as any other.
a village revenue-free, though these men have apparently returned themselves
It is probable that the figures do not include all who follow the
as Shekhs.
of acting in the Panjab, many of them having returned their true
profession
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that the

what I here

are commonly known
Bahrupias
Bahrupias^ bnt are
Tlie exclusion of these
those districts see section 494 on Mahtams.
to
the
number
of
in
the
Province
reduces
total
386, and I
Bahrupias
fig'ui-es
have altered the figures of Abstract No. 90 accordingly. The Bahrupias of
Gui'daspur are said to work in cane and bamboo.
call

—

in

as

The Bhand (Caste No 141).— The Bhiind or Naqqal is the story-teller,
and buffoon, and is often also called Basha. The name comes from the
Hindi Bhdnda "buffooning." He is separate fi'om and of a lower professional status than the Bahrupia.
Both are commonly kept by Rajas and
530.

joker,

other wealthy

men

like the jester of the

English noble, but both also

early

wander about the country and perform to street audii nces. The Bhand is
not a true caste any more than the Bahrupia, and I understand that they are
often Mirasis by caste and probably have'in many cases so retvmied themselves.
Elliott seems to imply that Bahrupia is a caste and Bhand an occupation ; but
the former statement is certainly not true in the Panjiib.
The entries under
this head include both Basha and Naqqal.

MERCANTILE AND SHOP-KEEPING CASTES.

—

531. Merchants and Shop-keepers. The group of mercantile castes for
which the figiu-es will be found in Abstract No. 91 on the next page* practically hold the whole commerce of the Panjab in their hands.
They do not
engage in the carrying trade, nor do they traffic in cattle ; being for the most
part Hindus they will not sell liquor or meat ; and being of fair social
standing they do not sell vegetables ; but with these exceptions almost the
whole of the mercantile and commercial ti-ansactions of the Province,
excepting as a general rule petty hawking and pedling, are conducted by one
or other of the castes which I have included in this abstract.
They may be
divided into five groups, the first consisting of Banyas, Dhunsars, Bohras,
and Pahari iMahajans the second of Suds and Bhabras the third of Khatris,
KhakhaSj and Bhatias the fourth of Aroras and the fifth of Khojahs and
Parachas.
;

;

;

or

;

The territorial distribution of these groups is very M'ell marked. The first
Banya group is almost confined to the eastern and south-eastern divisions of

Dehli, Hissar, and Ambala, and to the central Native States, though a few of
them have spread along the north of the Eastern Plains and into the Hill
States.
West of Lahore they are practically unknown. The second or Sud
and Bhabra group is found only in the districts that lie under the hills on the
northern border of the Province fi-om Ambala to Rawalpindi. The third or
Khatri group constitutes a large proportion of the mercantile classes of all the
centre and, excluding the frontier, of the north-west of the Province, being
most numerous in the .Jalandhar, Amritsar, Lahore, and Rawalpindi divisions.
The fourth or Arora group have the JIultau and Derajat divisions and Bahawalpur almost to themselves, extending also into Peshawar and Kohat, and
crossing the Satluj in Sirsa to meet the Banya group of the east.
Finally, the
fifth or Mahomedan
group is confined to the central and western districts and
the Salt-range Tract.
On the whole this class constitutes 7 percent, of the population of the
Province.
But in the districts of the IMultan and Derajat di^Tsions and in

Bahawalpui- the proportion

rises to

from 11 to 17 per

cent.

This however

is
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Pi
83

112

124

173

J3

Dchli

42.4U

f!urgaon
Earnal

36,801
40,699

Hissar

43,309
41,470
10,496

Rohtak
Sirea

Ambala
Ludhidna

...

Simla

JibndUar
HoshydrpuT

...

Amritsar
Gardaspur

Lahore

6

1,637
2,076
401

40,069
8,722
1,042
3,126

837

1,691

76
4,120

1,309

118

134

1

1,773

Malt an
.^haDg
...
...

Dcrah Ismail Khan
Derah Gliazi Khan

Bannn

677
721
1,015

219
288
9

Jablam
ShahpuT

12

562
20
122
24

248

37
98
116

4
38
62

6
3

3
...

476
41

121

British Territory
Patidla

NAbha
Kapnrthala
Jind
...

Total East. Plains

316,823

711

610

76,238
13,693
481
16,801
1,604
3,246
3,274

138

1

118,664

219

BahAwilpuT

486

Mandi

4
493

Chamba
Naban
Bihispur

Risbahr
Nalagarh
Suket

British Territory
Kative States

6,033

40

3
333
129
171
618

1,336

3
33
14

Total Hill States

Province

1,119
133

1,084

2,697

Bawalpindi

47

687

1,766
1,602
6,776

6
617

11,461

Gnjrit

676
1,326

479

2,093
160

Qujranwiila
Firotpor

Faridkot
Maler Kotla
Kalsia

414

240

2,696
14,804
10,796

Sialkot

Peshawar
Hazara
Kohit

246
76

4

89

Eiingra

Moutffomeiy
Muzatfargarh

57
48i

711
219
930

610
3,055
3,665

11,800

2,743

1,329

177
708
2
7
132

236

31
345
124

36

6

3,806

2,069

11
3
11
3

3,064

316,823
121,121
437,944

16.669

6,033
5,033

421

327

15,669
4,226
19,895

11,300
1,754
14,054
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20
12
2
17
1
11

9
10

20
10
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due, not to the fact that a larger proportion of the popiilation of these parts is
engagetl in commerce, bnt to the peculiar versatility of the Arora of the southwestern Panjab, who is a trader first indeed, but after that anything and everything.
Tliroughont the Eastern Plains the proportion is very uniform,
naturally lising highest in the districts which include large cities.
Throughout the hills and suhmoiitaue districts the proportion is singularly low, for
tracts
include
of
the
these
none
commercial centres of the Panjab, and the
needs of the peo^de are simple and easily supplied. In the central districts
and the Salt-range Tract the proportion is large, probably because the Khatris
like the Ai-oras by no means confine themselves to commerce as an occupation.

532. The Banya (Caste No. 14).— The word Banya is derived from the
Sanskrit 5a»/;'yrt or trade and the Banya, as the name implies, lives solely
He holds a considerable area of land in the cast of
for and by commerce.
the Province ; but it is very rarely indeed that he follows any other than
The commercial enterprises and intelligence of the class
mercantile pursuits.
is
great, and the dealings of some of the great Banya houses of Dehli, Bikaner,
are
of
and Marwiir
the most extensive nature.
But the Banya of the village,
who represents the great mass of the caste, is a poor creature, notwithstanding
the title of 3Iahajan or " great folk," which is confined by usage to the caste
to which he belongs.
He spends his life in his shop, and the results are
He is
apparent in his inferior physique and utter want of manliness.
looked down upon by the peasantry as a cowardly money grubber ; but at the
;

same time

his social standing is

theirs, for

he

from one point of view curiously higher than
not, a strii^t Hindu, he is generally admitted
to be of pure Vaisya descent, he wears the jo neo or sacred thread, his periods
of purification are longer than theirs, he does not practise widow-marriage,
and he will not eat or drink at their hands and religious ceremonial and the
degrees of caste proper are so interwoven with the social fabric that the
is,

what they

are

;

resulting position of the Banya in the grades of rustic society is of a cm'iously
mixed nature.
The Banya is hardly used by the proverbial wisdom of the
" He who
has a Banya for a friend is not in want of an
S
countryside
"
" Pii-st beat a
"
and,
Banya, then a thief." And indeed the Banya
enemy;
has too strong a hold over the husbandman for there to be much love lost

between them. Yet the money-lenders of the villages at least have been
branded with a far worse name than they deserve. They perform functions
of the most cardinal importance in the village oeconomy, and it is surprising
how much reasonableness and honesty there is in their dealings with the
people so long as they can keep their business transactions

out of a court of

justice.

The Banya class forms the main commercial element of the population
of Northern and North-Western India up to the meridian of Lahore, and
of Riijputana.
Indeed the origin and stronghold of at any rate those sections
of the caste which are most numerously represented in the Panjiib is NorthWestern Eajputana, and

it is curious that while
sjireading so far to the east
Bikaner, they should have obtained so little hold to the west of that
In the Panjab they are practically found in any gi-eat numbers
country.
only in the Dehli and Hissar divisions, Ambala, and in the Central States
of the Eastern Plains, and Firozpur ; thougii curiously enough there appearg
to be a considerable colony of them in Gurdiispiir and Sialkot.
But thg
" all over the
"
word Banya is generically used for shop-keeper
Panjab, n^^

of
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the frontier where Kirai- is the more usual term ; and it is just
in some cases other mercantile castes have been included in the

however cannot have happened to any consideral)le extent,
would at once show what
had happened. Of the Banyas of the Panjab about 92 per cent, are Hindus.
Only 0-84 per cent, are Sikhs, most of whom are to he found in Patiala,
The Jains constitute 7 per cent, of the whole,
Nabha and Rawalpindi.
and are confined to the Delili division, Hissar, and Rohtak, or the tract
It is
bordering upon Rajputana, the great stronghold of Western Jainism.
for the sub-divisions of each caste

curious that the proportion of Jain Banyas should not be larger in Sirsa.
Only some 500 souls are returned as Musalmans, and these may perhaps be

Banyas by

occiipation rather than

by

caste.

sometimes said that Banya is no true caste at all, but merely an
"
to
shop-keeper," and that the great divisions
occupational term equivalent
of the Banyas, the Ag-garwals, Oswals, and the like, really occupy the position
The great sections do not intermaiTy,
of castes ; and this is in a sense trae.
and very possilily represent stocks of different origin ; and if caste is used in
It

is

But if
the same sense as tribe, these sections are doubtless sejiarate castes.
the word is used in its purely Brahrainical sense, I do not think the Aggarwal
and Oswal Banyas are separate castes any more than are the Gam- and Siirsiit
The two cases seem to me analagous. In all the non-agricultural
Briihmans.
castes who are found distributed widely among the population, anything
con-esponding with compact tril>al divisions, such as we find among Rajputs,
Pathans, or Jats, is impossible. They do not move into and occupy a large
tract of country ; they rather spread fi-om centres of origin, diffusing themselves among and accompanying the agricultural tribes in their movements.
But the great divisions of the Banya caste occupy identical social and
and recognise each other, whether rightly or wrongly, as
religious positions,
of common origin distinct from that of the Khatris and other enstes whose
avocations are the same as their own
and, save in the sense in which such
;

Chamar and Chuhra
that the term Banya must be taken
caste

names

as

are

only occupational terms, I think

to describe| a trae caste of supposed
not a collection of tribes of distinct descent united only by

common blood, and
fui-ther section 351 supra)
identity of occupation (see
The divisions of the Banya Caste.— The divisions of the Banya caste with which
533.
we are coucerued in the Panjab are shown in the margin.
The AggarwalS oi- north-eastern division of Banyas include
Banta
the immense majority of the caste in every district throughout
the Province. They have, according to Slierring, a tradition of
Buc the
of a far distant origin on the hanks of Godavery.
.

place to which

all Aggarwals refer the origin
of the section,
and from which they take their name, is Agroha in the Hissar
district, once the capital of a Vaisya
Raja of the name of
Agar Sen, and whence they are said to have spread over

Hindi'istan after the taking of that place by Shahab-ul-din
Ghori in 1195; and Elliott points out that the fact that
throughout the North-Western Provinces the Aggarwal Banyas
are supposed to be specially bound to make offerings to Giiga
Pfr, the great saint from the neighbourhood of Agroha, bears

testimony to the truth of the tradition. The eigliteen sons of
are said to have married the eighteen snake-daughters of Raja Basak, and Guga Pir ia
the greatest of the snake-gods. The Aggarwals are often Jain, especially in Dehli and among
the more wealthy classes of the cities ; and when Jains, are generally of the Digambara sects (see
But the great mass of them are Hindus, and almost invariably of the
section 259,

Agar Sen

Chapter IV).

Vaishnava

sect.
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The OswalS or south-western

section of the caste trace their origin from Osia or
Osnagar, a
town in Marwar. Tlicir distribation in the

Panjab is shown in the margin ; their real
is
in Gujarat and South-Westem
home_

OSWAl.

5,755

where they are exceedingly
They are very generally Jains,
and when Jains, almost always of the Swetambara sect.
The third or noi-th-wcstcrn section is
Mahesri who are most numerous in Bikaner.
Mr. Wilson says that those of Sirsa claim
Rajput origin, and still have sub-diWsious
names. They say that
bearing Rajput
their ancestor was turned into stone for
an outrage upon a Jaqir, but was restored
t» life by Mahesh or Mahadeo hence their
;
name. Their di.<tribution in the
Panjab
is shown in the
margin. They are for the
most part Vaishuava
Hindus, though

9,841

Their relations with the
occasionally Jains.
Aggarwals are much closer than are those of
the Oswals.
The Saralia Banyas are returned in the
localities shown in the
margin. They are a
branch of the Aggarwals, but
to

Riijpiitana,

Dehli

467

...

51

Gurgaou

1,088

Karnal...
Hissar .
.

527
20

.

Rohtak

Sirsa

1,378

...

262
70

P-itiala

Other places

.

TOTAI

3,863

Mahesei.
Dehli

525
490
530
285
920

...

Gurgaon
Hissar

...

Rohtak
Sirsa

...

Amrltsar

Firozpur

Mult^n
Other places

Total

.

. .

145
177
198

2,4S5

Sabaiia.

Ambala
Simla

28
971
868
191

Fatiala
Ealsia
Hill States

ToTAl

11,899

uumerous.

owing
some dispute left Agroha and settled in
Sariila, a town not far from
Agroha, from
which they take their name.
They are as
strict as other
Aggarwais, and not in any
way daia or impure. They do not intermarry with other Aggarwais. I have been
able to

the other sections of the caste.

origin

discover nothing
regarding their
or the distinction between them and

Tlie Dasa Banyas are not
properly a distinct section of the caste. The word mean^
hvbrid '
and IS used for members of other castes who have
departed from the custom of the caste oV
who«e descent ,s not pure. Tlie Da<^a
Banyas are said to be descendants of an illegitimate «on of
an Aggarwal. To the figures given for them al,ove sliould be added
1,664 in Ambala who have
returned themselves as Gata, which is a
synonym for Dasa.
Little appears to be known of the minor
It is to be hoped that the detailed
sub-divisions'.
tables of sub-divisions of castes now in course of
preparation from the papers of the Pani.ab
Census will teU us something about them. The three
great sections, Agg;^-wal, Oswal .nud
Mahesri, are said not to intermarry. The
Banyas possess the Brahminical goiras, but it "ippeau
appears
that they also have other sub-divisions of the main sections of the
caste.
534. The Dhimsar
(Caste No. 173) .-The head-quarters of the Dhunsar
are at Kewan
Gurgaon. The total number in the Paniab is under 1 OOO
and all but three are Hindus.
take their name
'

m

from Dhosi, a flat^
They
where their ancestor Chimand
performed his
Bmhminieal origin, as is admitted
They
by the Brahmans
themselves, and it is possible that some of them
may have recorded themselves
as Brahmans m the schedules.
Indeed, I find 1.6 OS Dhusar Brahmans
of whom 1,5G0 are in
retui-ned,
Gui-daspur but whether these are the same
men as the Dhunsars of Rewari I cannot sav. The detailed
tables when
ready will c ear up this point. In any case, they are no
longer Brdhmans,
any more than are the agncultural Tagas j and like the latter
they emplov
Brahmans to mimster to them.
They are almost

topped

hill

devotions.

near

Nurnaul,

are of

;

exclusively clerks

or

merchants, though, like the Khatris, some of them have risen to
eminence
.^,,
the army and the Coui't.
The great Hemu, the leader of the Indian
army at
the second battle of
a
Dlnhi.^ar
of
Panipat, W.3S
Rewari.
Sherring states
that the Dhunsars have a tradition of
in
the
origin
neighl,oui-hood of Benares
before mignitmg to Dehli, that
they excel as minstrels, and are exceedingly

m
^
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No. 124). — The

535. The Bohra (Caste
figures under the heading o,f
Bohra include two very distinct classes of men. Of the 3,665 Bohras shown
in our tables, 560 are found in the Dehli division, and .3,105 in the Hill States
The first are Brahman money-lenders from Mai'war, who have of
of Kangra.
late years begun to settle in the districts ou the
Jamna, and have already
There is a
acqiiired a most unevialjle notoriety for unscrupulous rapacity.
" A Bohi-a's
rustic proverb
good morning !' is like a mcssag^e from the angel
" of death " and another " A Jat to
a
Briihmau as a moneyguard crops,
"
God's curse be on you \"
lender, and a Banya as a mler
'

:

:

;

:

—

any money-lender "or shop-keeper is apjjarently called a Bohra
or
trade,"') and the word is used in the same
(from the same root as beohur
the south of Rajpiitana and in Bombay, taking the place of
general sense in
" of
"
the
Hindustan, though in Gujrat it is specially ajiplied to a
Banya
class of Shiah traders who were converted to Islam some 600 years ago.
In the Panjab all the Bohras are Hindus. It will be noticed that in those
Hill States in which Bohras are numerous, Banyas ai-e hardly represented
in the returns, and vice versa ; and there can be little doubt that both the
Banvas and the Bohras shown for the Hill States are the same as the Pahari
Mahajans next to be discussed. The Hill Bohras are said to be exceedingly
lower classes of
strict Hindus, and to be admitted to intermarriage with the
In Gurdaspur I am told that there
Rajputs, such as Rathis and Rawats.
Jat
who
claim
is a small class of traders called Bohras
origin, and who are
notorious for making money by marrying their daughters, securing the dower,
and then running away with both, to begin again da cajm.
As I have just remarked,
536. The Pahari Mahajans (Caste No. 112).
the Banyas and Bohras returned for the Hill States should probably be
included with these people.
They appear to be a mixed caste ^prung from
In the

hills

—

of immigrants from the plains belongiiig to the Banya
and are generally either traders or clerks. /But the term
in the hills really occupational rather than the name of any caste and it
is
would be called a Malmjan, while a
appears that a Brahman shop-keeper
"
Mahajan clerk would be called a Kayath. Thus Mr. Barnes Bays that the
"
of the plains, belongs to the
unlike
his
namesake
Kayath of the hills,
"
Vaisya or commercial class " and wears the janeo or sacred thread," and
The Hill Brahraans or Mahajans keej)
Major Wace writes of Hazara

the

intermarriage

and Kayath

castes

;

:

"

The tnio Banya
as well as act as priests."
shops, cultivate, or take service,
of Hindustan, who is found in the hills only as a foreigner, will not intermairy
with these Pahari Mahajans.
537. The Sud (Caste No. 75)*.— The Suds are almost entirely confined
the lower hills, and the districts that lie immediately under them as far
west as Amritsar. Their head-quarters are at Liidhiana and the neighbom-ing
town of Slaehhiwara, and they ai'e, I believe, unknown outside the Panjab.
They are almost wholly mercantile in their pursuits though occasionally
inferior to that
taking service as clerks, and occupy a social position markedly
of either the Banya or the Khatri.
They wear a, janeo or sacred thread made
to

'

Mr. Bcames gives Wuhora as tbe true form of the word.
am iudebted to the kinduess of Mr. Gordon Walker, Settlement Officer of

» I

math

o£ the iuformatiou recorded below.

Ludhiaua,
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of

instead

tlvvee

of six strandi?,

and many of them

practise

vvldow-mamage.

^i^-h the exception of a few who are Silvhs they are ahnost all Hindu,
lax in Uie
bvit are, in comparison with the other n>erc:Lntile castes, very
ol.servance of then- religion.
They indulge freely in meat and wine,
and in liahits, customs, and social position resemble very closely the Kayaths.
The tribe is apparently an ancient one, but I can obtain no dcliuitc informaVarious fanciful derivations of the tribal name are
tion as to its origin.
I attempted to make
nature.
current, for the most part of an opprobrious
but the result was the assemljling of a
inquiries from some leading Suds;
classics for proof of tlieir Kshatriya
Pauchayat, the ransacking of the Sansla-it
and a heated discussion in the journal of the Auiuman.
origin,
°
Uchiiu dia or Slid of the
They are divided into two main sections, the
I find however that some of
hills and the Newandia or Slid of the plains.
disthe Siids of Hushyilrpur trace their origin from Sarhind. They also
not do practise widow-marriage from those who do,
tinguish the Siids who
and the latter and their offspring gola, doghla
calling the former /:/umi,
two sections, of which the latter corresponds
(hybnd) or chichcUi. These
and data Banyas already described, do not intermarry.
exactly with the Basa
The Suds forbid marriage in all four gots, and here again show how nmch less
those of the
their tribal customs have been affected by their religion than have
and are an intelligent and
Banyas and Khatris. They are of good physique,
of combination and self-restraint ; and
enterprising caste with great "power
to be a really successful effort to reduce
they have latelv made what appears
The extensive sugar trade of
their maniage expenses by general agreement.
of the richest pai-t
Liidhiana, and generally the agricullui-al money-lending

They are "proverbially
of that district, are almo"st entirely in their hands.
If a Slid is
acute and prosperous men of business, and there is a saying
" across the
bundle on this side." The husbandman of the
leave
:

river,

villages

is

°538.

your

a mere child in their hands.

TheBhabra (CasteNo. 88).— The Bhabras appear

to

be

a purely

towns of Hushyarpur and
do the Siids,
SiiLlkot.
They occupy very much the same ten-itorial position as
so far into the hills, and extend as far
except that thev do not penetrate
Indeed there
west as Rawalpindi instead of stopping short at Araritsar.
seems to be some doubt whether the word Bhabra is not as much a
and whether it signifies anything more than
religious as a caste term,
No Suds have
a Sud, or perhaps a Banya also, of the Jain religion.
of the
retm'iied themselves as Jains; and though some 11 per cent,
Bhabras have retm-ned themselves as Hindus, yet, as already explained
in Part l\ of the Chapter on Religion, they belong almost exclusively
to the Swetamljara or more lax sect of the Jains, and consider themselves
Panjab

caste,

and have

their head-quarters in the

Jains af terwai-ds. A precisely similar diihculty with refii-st and
term Oswal is discussed in section 259. As
gard to the significance of the
Some of them are said to be
a fact I beheve that all Bhabras are Jains.
Oswals ; but whether this means that they ai'e Oswal Banyas by caste or
Swetambara Jains by religion I cannot say. They are all traders. Further
I have only come across
information regarding this caste is greatly needed
two facts -ivhich seem to throw light on their origin. The Bhilliras of Hnshto a village called Fattahpui- in the hills,
yai'pur make annual pilgrimages
some 20 miles fiom Hushyarpur, where there are remains of a very ancient
aad extensive town, and there worship at an ancestral shrine. The Bhabras

Hindus

[P. 295]
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Jalandhar attribute their name to their refusal to wear the janeo or sacred
thread at the solicitation of one Bir Swami, who thereupon said that their
This would separate them from the Banyas. On the
faith [blii'i) w;is great.
other hand many of the Gnrdaspnr Bhiiliras are said to l)e Oswal and Kandel wal Banyas; and Mr. Wilson says that in Sirsa the Sikh immigranls
from Patifila call the Oswiil Banyas Bliabra. The Bhiiljras have a uurious mle
against one man marrying two wives under any cu'cumstances whatever.
of

No. 16). —The Khatri occupies a very diffepeople of the Panjiib from that of the castes
which we have just discussed. Superior to them in physique, in manliness,
and in energy, he is not, like them, a mere shop-keeper. He claims, indeed,
to be a du'ect representative of the Kshatriya of Manu, ))ut the validity of
the claim is as doubtful as are most other matters connected with the fourThe following extract from Sir Gcorg-o Campbeirs Ethfold caste system.
the position of the Khatri so admiral )ly that I
nolofji/ of India describes
The Aroras whom he classes
shall not venture to spoil it by condensation.

The Khatri

539.

rent

position

(Caste

the

among

with the Khatris I shall describe presently
" Trade

main occupation

:

—

but in fact they have broader and more distinguishing
" fcatui-es.
Besides monopolising the trade of the Panjab and tlie greater part of Afghanistan,
" and
doing a good deal beyond those limits, they are in tlie Panjab the chief civil administiators,
" and have almost aU literate work in their iiands. So far as the Sikhs have a
priesthood, they
"
Both Nanak and Govind were, and the
are, moreover, the priests or gurus of the Sikhs.
" Sodis and Bedis of the
Thus then they are in fact in the Panjab,
present day are, Khatris.
'
so far as a more energetic race will permit them, all that Mahratta Brahmins are in the Mah" ratta
country, besides engrossing the trade wliich the Mahratta Brahmins ha^'e not. Tliey arc
" not
usually military in their charactei', but are quite capable of using the sword when necessary.
" Diwau Sawan
Mai, Governor of ilultan, and his notorious successor Miilraj, and very many
" of
Ranjit Singh's chief functionaries, were Kliatris. Even under Mahomedan rulers in the
''
have
There is a record of a Khatri Dcwan of
risen to high administrative posts.
west, they
''
Badakshan or Kuuduz ; and, I believe, of a Khatri Governor of Peshawar under the Afghans.
' The
famous
and a relative of that man
Akbar's
Todur
was
a Khatri
minister,
Mai,
Emperor
" of undoubted
energy, the great Commissariat Contractor of Agra, Joti Parshad, lately in" formed me that he also is a Khatri.
can
be
no
doubt
that these Khati'is are
there
Altogether
" one of the most
acute, energetic, and remarkable races in India, though in fact, except locally
" in the
The
not
much
known
are stauncli Hindus ;
are
to
Kliatris
Europeans.
Panjab, they
" and it is somewhat
singular that, while giving a religion and priests to the Sikhs, they them" selves are
seldom
Khatris
are
a
Sikhs.
The
fair, handsome race.
fine,
very
comparatively
''
And, as may be gathered from what I ha\'e already said, they are very generally educated.
" There is a
large subordinate class of Khatris, somewhat lower, but of equal mercantile
"
energy, called Rors, or Roras. The proper Khatris of higher grade will often deny all con" nexion with
them, or at least only admit tliat they have some sort of ba-tai'd kindred with
" Khatris
but I think there can be no_ doubt that they are ethnologically the same, and they
j
" are
I shall treat the whole kindred as
certainly mixed up with Khatris in their avocations.
"
Khatris.
is

their

;

;

generically

"
whole trade of
Speaking of the Khatris then thus broadly, they have, as I have said, the
" the
wlio keeps
Panjab and of most of Afghanistan. No village can get on without the Khatri
" the
Tliey -com, too, to get
accoimts, does the banking business and buys an sells the grain.
" on with the
In
Afghanistan, amoni
people better than most traders and usurers of this kind.
" a
rough and alien people, the Khati-is arc as a rule confined to the position of humble dealers,
"
to
seem
look at them as a
shop-keepers, and money-lenders ; but in tliat capacity the Pathaus
"kind of valuable animal and a Pathan will steal another man's Khatri, not only for the sake
" of
also as he might
but
ransom, as is frequently done on the Peshawar and Hazara frontier,
" steal a
mth a view to
milchcow, or as Jews might, I dare say, be carried off in the middle ages
1

;

" render tlicni
profitable.
" I do not know the exact limits of

Khatri occupation to the west, but certainly in all
Eastern Afghanistan they seem to be just as much a part of the established community as they
" are iu the
the further they get the
Panjab. They find their way far into Central Asia, but
" more
In Turlfistan, Vambery speaks of them with
dex)resscd and humiliating is their position.
"
and
a
sneaking character. Under Turcowardly
great contempt, as yellow-faced Hindus of
" coman
rule they could hardly be otherwise. They are the only Hindus known in Central
••

.4.
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"

In the Paniab they arc so nnmeroua that thoy cannot all be rich and mercantile ; and
'
many of them hold land, cultivate, take service, and follow various avocations,
" The Khatris are
In the hills however the
altogether excluded from Brahmin Kashmir.
"
Khatris (they are
'Kakkas,' on the cast bank of the Jahlam, arc said to have been originally
" a
of the Kangra hills there is an interesting
curiously handsome race), and in the interior
" race of fine
Khatri
most
of whom are Khatris.
called
Gaddis,
shepherds
partiarchal-lookiug
"traders arc numerous in Dclili; are found iu Agra, Lucknow, and Patna ; aud are well known
" in the Bara Bazaar of Calcutta,
with Tanjab
connected
are
there
principally
they
though
Asia.

i

"

firms.

" The Khatris do not seem, as a rule, to reach the western coast in the Bombay market I
" cannot find that
I find in Captaiu
they have any considerable place. In Sindh, however,
" Burton's book au account of a race of pretended Kshatriyas who are really Bauias of the
" Nanak-Shahi
These are
sliare of puljlic oftices.
and
have
a
and
who
faith
trade,
large
(Sikh)
"
Ludhiana is a large and thriving town of mercantile Khatris, with a
evidently Khatris.
" numerous colony of Kashmiri ahawl-weavcrs."
:

^

Within the Panjab the distribution of the Khatri element is very well
marked. It hardly appears east of Ludhiana, the eastern boundary of the
Sikh religion, nor does it penetrate into the eastern hills. It is strongest in
the central districts where Sikhism is most prevalent, and in the Rawalpindi
division and Hazara, and occupies an important position in th(! western Hill
to Multan, they
States.
Although the Khatris are said to trace their origin

are far less prominent in the southern districts of the Western Plains, and
on the actual frontier j but this would be explained if the Aroras be
considered a branch of the Khatris.

least of all

As Sir George Campbell remarked, it is curious that, intimately connected
as the Khatris always have been and still are with the Sikh religion, only 9
them should belong to it. Nor do I understand why the proper cent, of
should double and treble in the Jahlam and Rawalpindi
portion of Sikhs
Some i,M)0 are Musalmiln, chiefly in Multan and Jhang where
districts.
are commonly known as Khojahs ; and these men are said to belong
they

chiefly to the

Kapur

section.

The

rest are

Hindus.

The question of the sub-divisions of the Khatris is
divisions of the Khatri Caste.
times tlierc has sprang up a system of social gradua- [p. 296]
exceedingly complicated. Within recent
tiou in accordance with which certain Khatri tribes refuse to intermarry with any save a certain
of their fellow tribes, and the distinctions thus created have been formulated in a set
specified numlicr
"
" he who
"
he who only marries into two and a half houses ;
Chdrsati,
of names such as Dhaighar,
"
marries into four tril)es ;" Chhezdti, he who marries into sL\ tribes ;" and so on. This purely artifor Khatris of
of the caste
ficial aud social classification has obscured the original trilial divisions
;^
the same tribe may be in one part of the Province Charziltis, and in another Barazatis and so forth
mistake in
It has also terribly confused tlic entries in the schedules, assi-ted by an unfortunate
the sample schedules issued with the instructions to enumerators, in which, owing to my own
one of the pancliai/ati or artificial divisions was shown as a tribe. The
ignorance of the matter,
It will be noticed that
distribution of the main sections is shown in Abstract No. 92 below*.
*p_ 249
of the total Khatris of the Province, hut that the percentthey include more than three-quarters
classified is larger
the
number
In
others
in
some
districts.
is
again
ao-e unclassified
very large
than the total Khatri population. This is due to the same figures being in some_ cases repeated
twice over. Thus in Giljranwala 963 Khatris have returned themselves as Kapiir Charzati, and
under both heads ; and so in other cases also.
80
540.

The

.

appear

The headings of the .\bstract include three different kinds of divisions, first the four real
to above, and fina.ny
tribal sections, tlien the four most important of the artificial divisions alluded
The origin of the division into the four sections called Bun;iahi,
six of the most important clans.
to
to
that
said
be
Ala-ul-diu
is
impose widow-marKhllji attempted
Bahri, and Khokhran,
Sarin,

and sent a
upon the Khatris. The Western Khatris resolved to resist the innovation,
of their members to represent their case at court ; but the Eastern
deputation of 52 (hdwan)
Khatris were afraid to sigu the memorial. They were therefore called followers of Shara A'j'.n.
from the
or the llahomedan customs hence Sarin wliile memorialists were called .Bawan^ai
number of the deputation or of the clans respectively represented by the members of the deputaof
certain
C(jnsist
of
the
is
said
to
descendants
section
The Khokhran
tion ; hence Bunjahi.
were
Khatris who joined the Khokhars in rebellion, and with whom the other Khatri families
and
of
Khan
the
Mahr
of
the
Bahri
Chaud,
section,
Chand,
lineage
afraid to intermarry ; and
riage

—

—
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Cliand, three Khati'is who wont to Dolili in attoiidauce npnn one of Akbav's liajjiut wives,
and who, thus separated from tlie rest of tbo custe, m;irried only ^vithin eiich other's finiilie'*.
But tliese are fahles, for tlic same division into Haliri and Dunjahi appears anionfr tlie Brolimaiis
of the Western Plain-;.
The number of clans is enormous. The most important in point of
social rank are the Marhotra or Malira, the Klianua, (lie
Kayiur, and tlie Sctli, tlio first three of
whicli are said (o he called after (he names of the tlireo men just mentioned, while Seth is ii fctrni now
used for any rich haulier. These four clans belong to the IVihri section of the easle, and constitute the Dhaighar and Charzati divisions which stand
The
highest of all in the social scale.
origin of the term Dhai-:;har lies in the fact that the fa-nilies "of that division exclude, not only
the father's clan, bnt also such families of the mother's clan as are
closely connected with her ;
and thus reduce the clans available for intermarriage to two and a balf. I should
say that each
division will take wives from the one below it, tlnugli it will not
give its daughters to it in
marriage. The liedi and Sodhi clans belong to the Bun.iuhi tribe, and owe most of tlieir influence and importance to the fact that I'.aba Nanak belonged to the former and Gnru Ram Das
and Guru Hari,'ovind to the latter. Tlicy are commonly said to be tbc descendauts of these
men, but this appears to be a mistake, tlie two clans dating from long before Baba Xauak. The
Sodhis played an important part during the Sikh rule. They claim descent from Sodhi Kai,
son of Kal Rai Kiug of Lahore, and the Bedis from Kalpat Uai, "brother of Kill Rai and
King of
Kasiir, who being deprived of his kingdom by bis nephew, studied the Veda> ai. Benares and
was known as Vcdi.
The modern head-quarters of the Bedis is at Pera Nanak in Gurdas- [P. 297]
pur where Baba Nanak settled and died, and of the Sodhis at Anandpur iu Hushyarpur, which
is also the great centre of the
Nihang devotees.

Kapur

The Khakha

541.

common

onr figures refer are
believe, undoubted.

179).— Khakba is said
any petty Kbatri trader. But

(Caste No.

eijithet to ajiply to

to
tlie

be a not unpeople to wboni

now sufficiently distinct^ tbougb tbeir Kbatri origin is, I
Tbey are in fact converted Kbatris, and are found in

numbers in tbe Kasbmir lillls lying along tbe left bank of tbe
whence a few have made their way into Hazara and
Eawalpindi.
Sir George Campbell calls them " a
curiously handsome peojile."

greatest

Jablam

;

The Bhatia (Caste No. 69).— Tbe Bhatias are a class of
Rajputs,
coming from Bhatner, Jaisalmer, and the Hajputana desert, who
have taken to commercial pursuits. The name would seem to show that
542.

originally

they

were Bbatis

(called Bhatti in the Panjab) ; but be that as it may, their
Rajput
origin appears to be unquestioned.
They are uumeroiis in Sindb and Gujarat
where they appear to form the leading mercantile element, and to hold the
place which the Ai-oras occupy higher up the Indus.
They have spread into
the Panjab along the lower valleys of the Indus and
Satluj, and up the whole
length of the Chenab as high as its debouchure into the
indeed

being

plains,

most numerous in Siiilkot and Giijrat. In this Province however
they
occupy an inferior position, both in a social and in a mercantile sense. They
stand distinctly below the Kbatri anil perhaps below the Ai'ora, and are for
tbc most part engaged in petty
shop-keeping, though the Bhtitias of Derah
Ismail Khan are desc
mercantile communi

Jablam they are

salt

ghar, Charzati, &c.
They are very strict Hindus ; far naore so than the
trading classes of_ the Western Panjab ; and eschew meat and liquor.

do not practise widow-marriage.

other

They

543. The Arora (Caste No. 10).— Tbe
Arora, or Rora as he is often called,
the trader /;«;• erccHence of the
Jatki-speaking or south-western portion of
that
is
to
of
the
lower valleys of our five rivers ; while
Panjab,
say
higher up
tbeir courses be shares that position with the Kbatri.
East of the
is

upper
Satluj he is only found in tbe immediate neighbourhood of the river.
More
than half the Aroras of the Panjab dwell iu the Multan and
Derajat divisions.
Like the Kbatri, and unlike the Banya, he is no mere trader but his social
;

|
'
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far inferior to tlieirs, partly no doulit because ht is looked down
as being a Hindu in the portions of thu Province whicb are his

upon simply

He

commonly known as a Kii'iir, a word almost synouyand even more contemptuous than is the nauje Banya in
The word Kirar, indeed, appears tu be applied to all
the east of the Province.
the Western or Panjalii traders, as distinct from the Banyas of Hindustan, and
But the Arora is the person to whom
is so used even in the Kiiugra Hills.
the term is most commonly applied, and Khatris repudiate the name altogether
and
The Arora is active
as deroo-atory.
enterprising, industrious and tlirifty.
" When an Arora
girds up his loins, he makes it only two miles (from Jhang)
turn
his
hand
to
will
He
to Lahore."
any work, he makes a most admirable
of the lower Chenab are
cultivator, and a large proportion of the Aroras
purely
He is found throughout Afghanistan and
avocations.
agricultural in their
of
those
the
Hindu
trader
is
countries
and
while
in the
Turkistsln,
even
Western Panjiib he will sew clothes, weave matting and baskets, make vessels
But he is a temble coward,
of brass and copper, and do goldsmith's work.
" The
tliieves were four
and is so branded in the proverbs of the countryside
" and we
the thieves came on and we i-an away. Damn the thieves
cightv-four
"
"
" Well done us
To meet a Riithi armed with a hoe makes a
And again
"
company of nine Kli-ars feel alone." Yet the peasant has a wholesome di-ead
special habitat.
mons ^^^th coward,

is

;

=

!

;

:

!

of the Kirar

when

in his proper place.

"

Vex

not the Jat in his jungle, or the

" Kirar at his
shop, or the boatman at his ferry for if you do they will break
" Trust not a
"
crow, a dog, or a Kirar, even when asleep."
your head.'" Again
So ao-ain '^You can^t make a friend of a Kirar any more than a Satti of a
"
The Arora is of inferior physique, and his character is thus
prostitute."
"A
;

:

:

summed up by Mr.

Thorbui-n
cowardly, secreti\'e, acquisitive race, very
necessary and useful it may be in their places, but possessed of few manly
envied by the great Mnsalman tribes of
"qualities, and both desjjised and
Baunu." A few of the Aroras are returned as Musalman, some 7 per cent, as
But many of the so-called Hindus, especially on
Sikh, and the rest as Hindu.
the lo-n'er Chanalj and Satluj, are really ]\Ixmna (shaven) Sikhs, or followers of
Baba Nanak, while the Hindu Ai'oras of the Indus worship the river. Further
details will be found in sections 241) and 264 of Chapter IV on the Religions
:

"

of the people.

544. Origin and divisions of tlie Aroras.— The Ai-oras claim to be of
Khatrl origin, and it will presently be seen that they follow some of the
The Khatris however reject the claim. Sir George
Khatri sub-divisions.
'

of opinion that the two belong to the same
ethnic stock.
They say that they became outcasts fi-om the Kshatriya stock
during the persecution of that people by Paras Ram, to avoid which they
denied their caste and described it as Aur or another, hence their name.
Some
of them fled northwards and some southwards, and hence the names of the two
But it has been suggestgreat sections of the caste, Uttaradhi and Dakhana.
ed with greater probability that, as the Multan and Lahore Khatris are
Khatris of IMultan and Lahore, so the Ai'oras are Khatris of Aror the ancient
The number of clans
capital of Sindh, now represented by the modern Rori.

Campbell

is

(see section 539) is

enormous, and

many

of

them

arc

found in both

Dakhana do not
usual,
-

intermariy, the section being
All Aroras are said to be
exogamous.

The

detailed figm-es,

when

published, will

The Uttaradhi and
endogamous and the clan, as
of the Kasib gotra.
The

sections.

show how far the identity of

divisions extends.
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women
section

of the northeru or UttaraJlii section wear red ivorv liracelets
divided into two sub-sections called Bilhri and

is

divisions, section

54<())

.

The women

Buujahi

of the sontheru or

Dakhana

and the

(see

Khatri

section wear

Ijracelets, and the section is divided into two sub-sections, the
Dahra and the Dakhanadhain but the Dahra sub-section is so important that
it is often counted as a third section, and the term Dakhana
applied to the
Dakhanadhains alone. So it is said that in some j^laces the Dahra women
and
alone wear white,
the Dakhana women spotted bracelets of Ijolli colom-s.
The Bahri and the Dakhanadhain claim social superiority, and will take wives

white ivoiy

;

from, but not give daughters to, the other sub-section of their respective
The figures are given in Abstract No. 93 on the next page.* It will *Below.
be noticed that the Dakhanas are far strongest in the southern and southwestern districts.
sections.

Abstract No. 93, showing the Divisions of the Aroras.
Abobab,

SiTsa

Amriisar
Sialkot

Lahore
GQJrSnwMa...
...
Firozpar

Rawalpindi..,

Jahlam
Qi!ijrat

...

SUahpur

MoltSn
Jhang
Moutgomerj

[P. 298]
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;

and

at least a very definite section of them with head-quarters at Mukhad
on the Indus in Rawalpindi who are a true caste, being converted Khatrisj and
marrying only among themselves. But unfortunately the word Pariieha is also

there

is

used in the central districts for any petty Mahomedan trader. The fact seems
to be that in the Rawalpindi and Peshawar divisions, where Panichas are a
recognised and wealthy caste, Khojah is used for miscellaneous JJahomedan
traders, chiefly hawkers and pedlars, or at least petty traders ; while in the
eastern districts and in the Derajat, where Khojahs ai'e commercially importThus in our tables the
ant, Paracha is used for the Mahomedan pedlar.
divisional offices have in many cases included Paracha under Khojah and
Khojah under Paracha, and the figures cannot safely be taken sejjarately.
These Mahomedan traders, whether called Khojah or Paracha, are found
all along the northern portion of the Province under the hills from Amritsar
to Peshawar, and have spread southwards into the central and eastern districts
of the Western Plains, but have not entered the Derajat or Muzaffargarh in
any numbers ; though to the figures of Abstract No. 91 must be added those
of Abstract No. 72 (page 224!*) for these last districts. Their eastern boimdaiy
is the Satluj
valley, theii' western the Jahlam-Chaniib, and they are found
Tract.
Probably it is hardly correct
throughout the whole of the Salt-range "
"
" entered
to say of them that they have
or
;" for they apparently
spread
include many distinct classes who will have sprung from different centres of
conversion.
They appear to be most numerous in Lahore. A very interesting
account of a recent development of trade by the Kliojahs of Giijrat and Sialkot
Home Proceedings No. 10 of March 1879.
is given in Panjab Government
It appears that these men buy cotton piece-goods in Dehli and hawk them
about the villages of their own districts, selling on credit tiU harvest time, and
the business has now assumed very large proportions.
The Khojahs of the
"
Jhang di.strict are thus described by Mr. Monckton
They do not ciiltivate
" with their
a
own hands, but own
great many wells and carry on trade to a
" considerable extent.
They arc supposed to have been converted from
" Hinduism.
They do not practise cattle-stealing, but are a litigious race,
" and
addicted to fraud and forgery in the i)rosecution of theii- claims."
The Parachas of the Salt-range Tract require a word of separate notice.
Their head-quarters are at Mukhad in Pindi, and there ai-e also large colonics
at Attak and Peshawar, whence they cany on an extensive trade with tlie
cities of Central Asia, chiefly in cloth, silk, indigo, and tea.
They say that
theii- place of origin is the \'illage of
Dangot in the Bannu district, and that
they moved to Mvikhad in Shahjfahan's time ; but another account is that they
were Khatris of Lahore, deported by Zaman Shah. They have seven clans
and give their daughters only to Parachas, though they will occasionally take
:

wives of foreign origin.
They still retain the Hindu title of Raja. They will
not maiTT with Khojahs and have dropped the Hindu ceremonial at their

weddings, which they say the Khojahs of those parts "still retain. They
one of the princiaccount for their name by deriving it from pdrcha " cloth
of their trade.
Some of the Parachas of Ambala seem to have
l^al staples
returned themselves as Pai'acha Khel, and to have been not unnaturally classed
as Pathiins by the tabulators.
I cannot give separate figures for these.

CARRIER AND PEDLAR CASTES.

546.

—

Cattle-merchants, Pedlars, &e. I have said that the
in the hands of the
group just discussed, with
the exception of the trade in meat, liquor, and vegetables, the traflic in cattle,

commerce

Carriers,

of the

Panjab was
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The sellers of meat
the caiTTing trade, and petty pedling and hawking.
and liquor will be discussed under the head of miscellaneous artisans ; and
the group which I am now ahout to describe consists of the traders in cattle,
I have divided
the carriers, and the pedlars and hucksters C)f the Province.
show that the first two overlap
it into three sections, thougli I shall presently
The first section includes
considerably, and that the tliird is incomplete.
the Banjilras, the Labiinas, the Rahbilris, and the Untwals ; and these castes
carriers and cattle-dealers, and some of the
include most of the
professional

The second class consists of the Maniars, theBhatras,
pedlars of tlie Panjali.
and the Kangars, and includes the rest of the pedlars of the Province save
Paracha castes just discussed. The
only such as lielong to tlie Klioja and
third class includes the Kunjras and the Tamliolis, both Greengrocers.
But it must be understood that, though there are no castes in the
whose hereditary occupation it is to
Panjab besides those above mentioned
trade in cattle and carry merchandise, yet an immense deal of traffic in cattle
the villagers without the interventioi of any outsider ;
goes on quietly amonir
while in the early months of the hot weather, when the spring harvest has
been cut, and before the early rains of autumn have softened the ground
for ploughing to be possible, the plough o.x.en of the unin'igated
sufficiently

Eastern Plains find employment in carrying the produce of their villages to
the line of rail or to the great city marls, and in bringing l)ack salt and other
to the tract.
products not indigenous
nre

districts

—

This and the following or Labana
(Caste No. 94).
s;ud to lie identical, lieing called Banjara in the eastern
Labana in the whole of the Panjab proper. But Banjara,

The Banjara

547.
caste

generally

and

"

" a
" a trader " or
is
derived from banij
pedlar's pack
perhaps from l/anj'i
"
used in the west of the Panjalj as a generic term for
pedlar," and I have
Indeed it is to be feared that in that part
therefore kept the figures distinct.
of the Province many persons have been shown as Banjara in consequence of
their occupation only.

The Banjaras of the eastern districts are a well-marked class, of whom a
long and very complete description will be found in Elliott's Baces of tlie.
A /.''. P., Vol. I, pages -'iS-oG. They are the great travelling tradei's and
carriers of Central India, the Deccan and Rajputana ; and under the Afghan
and IMrighal Empires were the commissariat of the imperial forces. There is
" The
a simile applied to a dying person ;
Banjara goes into the jungle with
" his stick in his hand.
He is ready for the journey, and there is no body
" with him. "
From Sir H. Elliott's description they seem to be a very
.

But the original Banclass, including sections of various origin.
in the suli-montane tract from Gorakhpur
jara caste is said to have its habitat
The Banjaras of the North-West Provinces come aimually into
to Hardwar.
the Jamna districts and P^astern States in the cold weather with letters of
credit on the local merchants, and buy up large numbers of catf le which they
composite

take back again for sale as the summer approaches ; and it is principally these
men and the Banjara carriers fi-om Rajputana to whom our figures for Hindu

The Musalmau

Banjai-as are probably almost all pedlars.
Banjara parties are called Naik (Sanskrit Nayaka
" chief
") and Banjaras in general are not uncommonly known by this name.

Banjaras

refer.

The headmen

of the

The Railway

fast destroying the carrying trade of these people except in the

mountain

is

tracts.

The word Banjara

is

ajjparently

sometimes used for an
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(See further nnder Mahtara,

section 49.5 lupra.)

548. The Labana (Caste No. 52).— These men are generally associated with
the caste jnst discussed.
With the excei^tion of MuzafPargarh" and Baluiwalpnr, which will he discussed presently, they are almost wliolly confined to the
hill and sub-montane districts.
They are the earners and hawkers of the hills,
and are merely the Panjahi representatives of that class of Banjaras already
alluded to who inhaljit tlie sulj-montane tracts east of the
Ganges. The
Laljanas of Gujnit are thus described by Captain Mackenzie
:

—

"

The L.ibaiias are also a peculiar people. Their sfcitus amongst Sikhs is mnch the same as
" that of the
Mahfcims. Tljey correspoiul to the Banijaras of Hindustan, carrying on an e.xtensive
" trade
hy means of large herds of laden bullccks. Latterly they have taken to agriculture, but
" as an additional means
of livelihood, not as a substitute for trade.
As a section of tlie com"
munity they deserve every consideration and encouragement. They arc generally tine substan'•

tially built people.
They also possess much spirit. In anarchical times when the freaks or
" feuds of
petty Governors would drive the Jtits or Gujars to seek a temporary abiding place .-vway
" from their ancestral
village, the Labanas would stand their ground, and pei haps improve the
"
opportunity by extending their grasp over the best lands in the village, in which their shorter"
sighted and less provident lords of the Jlanor had, in some former period, permitted them to
" take
up their abode for pui-poses of commerce. Several cases of this nature came to light during
"
settlement, and in most of them the strength and spirit of progress were as apparent in the
'•
Labanas as were the opposite qualities conspicuous in thcii- Gujar opponents
Their principal
"
village is Tanda (which means a large caravan of laden bullocks ) and is an instance of what I
" have above alluded
to.
.Allowed to reside by the Gujar proprietors of Mota, they got possession
"of the soil, built a kasba, and in every imint of importance swamped the original proprietors.
"
Tliey have been recognized as proprietors, but feudal ory to their former landlords the Gujars of
"
llota, paying t.i them annually in recognition thereof, a sum equal to one-tenth of the Govern" ment

demand."

is a ciu'ious colony of Labanas on the lower Indus who are said to
have settled there nnder the Sikh rule, and who are almost all ^Munna Sikhs
or followers of Baba Niinak, though many of thera are returned in the Bahawalpur tables as Hindus. These men have almost entirely given up traffic
and trade, and settled on the banks of the river where they lead a sort of seniisnvage life, hunting and making ropes and grass mats for sale.
They hardly
Their numbers are much under-stated in Abstract No. 94, * as
cultivate at all.
Abstract No. 73 (page 2 241) shows that 4,317 of the Bahawalpur Labanas
were returned as Jats. The Labanas of Jhang are said to have come from
Jaipur and Jodhpur, and to be the same as the Mahtams of ^lontgomery.
On the whole the Labanas appear to be by origin closely allied with, if not
actually belonging to, the vagrant and probably aboriginal tribes whom we
shall discuss in the next part of this chapter ; and it may be that at leas<i some
under
sections of the Labanas are of the same stock as they.
(See furt^retmncd
Mahtam, section 49.j supra.) About 30 per cent, of the Laban*'
as Sikhs and almost all the rest as Hindus, there being
jOme 1,jOO
.jns of the caste.
3Iusalmans among them. Little is known of the sub-d"
The largest seems to be the Ajrawat with 4,-100 souls, cL ..y in Giijrat and
Lahore; the Datla with 4,173 souls, chiefly in Lahore ; the Maliana with
2,537 and the Bhagiana with 2,015 persons, both in the Amritsar and Lahore
divisions ; and the Gahri with 1,925 persons along the whole foot of the hills.
But the greater part of the caste have returned no large divisions.

There

*P. 256-
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106-

107.
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549- The Rahbari (Caste No. 122).— This is a camel-breeding ca.ste found
only in the eastern and south-eastern districts of the Panjab and in the adIn the extensive jungles of these tracts they pasture
joining Native States.
large herds of camels, while they also cany merchandise from place to place
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25&
for

hive.

Their proper

home appears

to

be

Bikiiner

and the Rajput Ana

desert.

Untwal (Caste No. 144).— Tliis is a purely occupational term and
more than a camel-man. Under this head have been included
Shutarhan and Sarl>an, l>oth words having the same meaning. But Malik
Biloch
has been classed as Biloeh, as the title is chiefly confined to tlie
camelman. Indeed many of the persons returned as Biloches in the Central
described as Untwal, since
Panjab would probably have been more properly
Mnsalman
the term Biloch throughout the central districts is used of any
camelman. It will be noticed that the Untwals are returned only from
550.

means

notliing'

those parts of the Province where the real meaning of Biloch
In those parts they are said to be all Jats but -Tat
understood.
on the Indus.
little, or ratlier almost anything,
;

551.

(Caste No. 47).— Here again
with resulting confusion in the

The Maniar

pational term, and
the eastern districts

is

properly

means very

we meet with an
figures.

occuof

The Maniar

is a
man 'who works in glass and sells glass bangles,
them about the villages. Bi^t throughout the rest of
generally hawking
the Pali jab Maniar is any pedlar, manidri bcchhna being the common term
Thus we
for tlie occupation of carrying petty hardware about for sale.
have Khojali, Paracha, Banjiira, and Maniai-, all used in different pai-ts and
some of them in the same part of the Province for a pedlar ; and the result

Tlie extraordinary number
is that the figures have probably been mixed up.
of I^Ianiars returned for the Jahlam and llawalpindi districts in Table_ VIII
table was printed, by
is due to an unfortunate en-or, not detected till after the
which Maliar was read Maniar. These people are really vegetable-growers,
and have been classed in tlieir proper place in the Abstracts of this chapter.

A

—

552. The Bhatra (Caste No. 174). The Bhittra is also a pedlar ; but
He claims Brahman origin, and his claim
lielongs to a true caste.
would appear to be good, for be wears the sacred thread, applies the lilalHe
or forehead mark, and receives offerings at eclipses in that capacity.

he

of Gujarati or Dakaut Brahman, and like them
probably a low class
an astrologer in a small way. The Bhatras of Gvijrat are
practises as
The Bhatras hawk
said to trace tlieu- oi-igin to the south beyond Multiin.
small hardware for sale, tell fortunes, and play on the native guitar, but
It is their function to pierce the noses and ears of
for alms.
do not

is

beg

Mr. Baden-Powell describes the instruments used
children to receive rings.
The Ramaiya of the east of
at page 268 of his Panjdb Manvfadures.
the Panjab appears to correspond exactly with the Bhatra and to be the same
person under u different name, Ramaiya beingused in Dehli and Hissar, Bhatra in Lahore
... 419
Debli diTision
and Pindi, and both in the Ambala division ;
19
...
HissSr division
and I directed that Ijoth sets of figures should be in16
...
Anib '(la division
cluded under the head Bhatra. Unfortunately the
The number of
order was not can-ied out.
Ramaiyas returned is shown in the margin. But
The Bhatra is essentially a pedlar
in any case the figm-es are incomplete.
been returned by one of the names for pedlars jn-^t re
and has probably
'
He is said to be called Madho
f en-ed to more often than by his caste name.
454

in Rawalpindi, but this
Bhat.

is

of Bhatra witli
probably due to some confusion
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The Kangar (Caste No. 180).— The

Kangar is also a travelling
small articles of earthenware such as
to those earthen images in which native children
pipe-bowls, and especially
These he makes himself and hawks about for sale. He is returned
delight.
But Baden-Powell gives at
in the tables from the Amritsar division only.
a long account of an operation for a new
pao'C 267 of Panjdb Mannfactvres
nose said to be successfully performed by the Kangars of Kangra
553.

hawkev, but he confines his

traffic to

—

The Kunjra (Caste No. 114). Here again is a purely occupational
and again confusion as the consequence. Kunjra is nothing more or
than the Hindustani, as Sahzi farosli is the Persian for greengrocer.

554.

term,
less

bio- men generally use the latter term, the small costermongers the
But in no ease is it a caste. The Kunjra belongs as a rule to one
former.
of the castes of market gardeners which have been described under minor
I do not know why Ku.njra slioidd have Ijeen returned
agricultural tribes.
under that name only in the east. It may lie that in other parts of the
Province it is more usual to call the seller of vegetables an Arain or Bagban
This proas the case may be, and that tlie word Kunjra is little used.
States show the
is the trae explanation, as the figures for Native

The

bably
same peculiarity.

—

555. The Tamboli (Caste No. 165). A Tamboli is a man who sells pin
but whether the sale of those commodities is confined to
and betel-nut
It is probable that the term is
a real caste of that name I cannot say.
only occupational. If Tamboli were a real caste we should have it returned
from every district, as the word seems to be in use tliroughout the Pro;

vince.

of

Shening, however, gives it as a separate caste in the neighbourhood
Tamhuli is the Sanskrit name of the betel plant.

Benares.

MISCELLANEOUS CASTES.

—

Miscellaneous Castes. The castes which I have included in Abstract
No. 9.T on the next page* are of a miscellaneous nature, and would not conveniently fall ander any of tlie main divisions under which I have grouped
my castes. I have divided them into two classes. The first, which includes
Kashmiris, Dogras, Giirklias, and Parsis, are Indian castes who live on the
556.

*P. 260•''^

Pan jab but

only present in the Province as immigrants ;
Kashmiri colonies are now permanent and conThe secoud, which includes Kayaths, Bishnois,
tain large numl^ers of people.
Chahzangs, and Kanchans are inhabitants of the Panjab, though no one of
borders

of the

are

though indeed some of the

them except the Kayath
rp 3021

^^'^

^^'^'

Kashmiri

Kashmir

of the plains can be said to be a true caste.

Kashmiri and Dogra (Castes Nos. 26 and 182).—The

word

perhaps applicable to the members of any of the races of
but it is commonly used in Kashmir itself to denote the people

is
;

Our

however probably include some
hills and the bordei-s of
But they do not include either Dogras
Giiirat, Rawalpindi, and Hazara.
of
or the Paharis
Kishtwar and Badarwah, as these last are Hindus,
while our Kashmiris are Musalmaus.
In any case the term is a geoand
graphical one,
probably includes many of what we should in the
call
castes.
The
Panjab
separate
cultivating class who form the great
mass of the Kashmiris proper are probably of Aryan descent, though perintermixture
with
an
of
Khas
haps
blood, and possess marked characters.

of the

valley of Srinagar.
Chibhalis, or the race who

figures

inhabit the

Kashmir

s8
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Drew describes them as
"of feature," and ranks

"

large maJc and rolnist and of a really fine cast
tliem as "the iinest race on the whole Continent
" of India."
But their history is, at any rate in recent times^ one of the
most grievous suffering and oppression j and they are cowards, liars, and
withal quarrelsome, though at the same time keen-witted,
cheerful and
humorous.
good account of them will be found in Drew^s Jummoo and

A

Kashmir. The Chibhalis are for the most part Musalmiin llajputs, and
differ from the Dogras only in religion, and perhaps in clan.
The Kashmiris of the Panjal) may he broadly divided into three classes.
Pu'st the great Kashmiri colonics of Ludhiana and Araritsur, where there
are nearly 35,U00 Kashmiris permanently settled and engaged for the most
These men are cliicHy
part in weaving shawls and similar line fabrics.
Secondly, the recent immigrants driven from Kashmi'i- by
the late famine into our sub-montane districts, or attracted by the special
demand for labour in the Salt-range Tract and upper frontier which was
It is impossicreated by works in connection with the Kabul campaign.
ble to say how many of these men are Chibhalis and how many Kashmiris.
Thii-dly, the Chibhalis who have crossed the border and settled
These men are proin our territories in the ordinary course of affairs.
Besides those
bablj' confined to Giijrat and the trans-Salt range Tract.
who are returned as Kashmiris, I find no fewer than 7,515 persons returned
true Kashmiris.

as Kashmiri Jats, of whom 1,1 52 are in Lahore and 5,081 in Grujranwala.
Those are probably Kashmiris who have settled and taken to cultivation.
"
The Kashmiri weavers of Amritsar are described as
litigious, deceitful,

"and cowardly, while

their

"city which they Inhabit

Is

habits are so unclean that the quarter of the
a constant source of danger from its liability to

"epidemic disease.^'' The Kashmiris
have returned numerous sub-divisions, of which the few largest are
shown in the margin. Their distribution does not appear to follow
anj' rule ; and it is hardly worth
while giving detailed figm'cs in this
The Kashmiris of our cities
place.
are as a rule miserably poor.

—

The Dogra (Caste No. 181). The Dogras are Eajputs who inhabit
Jamniu, and have returned themselves as such to the number of 1,415 scattered
the
about
Province, the largest number in one district being 391 in Rawalpindi.
Thus our separate tigures mean little, and might well have been included with
Rajputs. The word Dogra, however, is comiauuly used for any inhabitant
of Jammu whatever be his caste, Dogar being another word for the Jammu
Dogras are probably present in the Panjab as settlers from across
territory.
the border, as famine fugitives, and in the Dogra regiments of oui- army.
I
believe the'r Rajput origin is undoubted
but that it Is equally certaiiv that
;

they are not pure

Riijjnits.

559. The Gurkha, Parsi, and Bangali (Caste Nos, 148, 184, and 168).—
The Gurkhas are the ruling and military race of Nejsal, and are only found in
the Panjab as members of our Gurkha regiments.
They are of mixed Aryan
and Turanian blood, and an admirable and interesting account of them will be
found iu that one of Hodgson's Essnji which deals with the military tribes
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the Zoroastrian class of that name who have come
into the Panjab as merchants and shop-keepers.
The Bangiilis are the Bengali Baboos of our offices. They are I believe for
the most part either Brahmans or Kiiyaths, Bengali Ijeing of course a
of Nepal.

The

Piirsis are

from the Bombay Presidency

purely

geographical

term.

They

houses.

are

only found in

offices

and counting-

No. 90). — The Kayath

The Kayaths (Caste
is the well-known writer
Hindustan.
He does not appear to be indigenous in the Panjab, and
is fouml in decreasing numbers as we go westwards.
He is only to be found
in the administrative or commercial centres and is Ijeing rapidly displaced, so
far as Government service is concerned, by Panjabi clerks.
His origin is
discussed in Colebrook's Essays560.

class of

But

in the

of a caste,

and

Panjab
is

hills

applied to

Kayath is the term of an occupation rather than
members of a mixed caste formed by the inter-

marriage of Brahmans and Kayaths proper, and even of Banyas who follow
Their caste would be jNIahajan (Pahiiiu) and their occupation
"
The Kayath of the hills is not identical with
Kayath. Mr. Barnes says
the Kiiyath of the plains.
He belongs to the Vaisya or commercial class, and
is entitled to wear the
janco or sacred thread. The Kayath of the plains is
"
a Sudra, and is not entitled to assume the janco}
(See also Pahiiri
clerkly pursuits.

:

•P. 245.

Maliajan, page 294.*)
561. The Bishnoi (Caste No. 106).— The Bishnois are really a religious
Their tenets and practice have been briefly sketchsect and not a true caste.
ed at page 12o in the Chapter on Religion.
Almost all the followers of this
sect are either Jats or Tarkhans by caste, and come from the Bagar or
Bikaner prairies but on becoming Bishnois they very commonly give up thenThis is, however, not
caste name and call themselves after their new creed.
always so ; and many of the Bishnois will doubtless have returned themselves
under their caste names. I do not know whether the Jat and Tarkhau
But a Bishnoi will only mari-y a Bishnoi. They
Bishnois intermarry or not.
;

are only found in Hariana,

is

and are

all

Hindus.

The Chazang (Caste No. 138).— This again is not a true caste, for it
562.
confined to the Buddhists of Spiti, among whom caste is said to be tinknown.

The word Chahzaug means nothing more or less than land-owner, " from
"
"
and includes all the land-owning classes of
chdh " owner'' and zang
land,
These people are
Spiti, where everybody owns land except Hesis and Lobars.
''

by nationality Tibetan,

Bhoti, and

or as they call themselves

have been returned as such.
"
land-holding class, and the

Mr. Anderson says

•'
:

should perhaps
Cliahzang means the

j^eople towards Tibet, Ladakh, and Zanskar are
known as Chahzang. It appears to be used in a very wide sense to mean
" all that
as
speak Bhoti, just
Monpa means 'the people that do not know,'
"
" that
is; the Hindus.
''

563. The Kanchan (Caste No. 96).— Tliis
Kanchan simply meaning a Musalman pimp

again

is

or j)rostItute,

hardly

a caste,

and being the

Hindustani equivalent for the Panjabi Kanjar. The figm-es for Kanjar, except in the Dehli, Hissar, and Ambilla divisions, have been included under this
The word kanchan is said to mean "pure and
heading (see section 590)
.

"

illustrious.

"

The Hindu

'This last assertion

is

prostitute

is

commonly known

as

Ramjani and

contested in a pamphlet called Kayastha, £<A»oZ<)yy (Luckuow, 1877),
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it

have generally returned themselves under

appeal's that they

their

proper

Such few as have not shown themselves as Kamjani have heen
Randi is also used for a prostitute in the east of the
included with Kanchan.
" widow "
Province, but it means a
throughout the Paujiib proper. It will
be observed that two-fifths of the Kanchaus are males. These people form a
distinct class, though not only their offspring, but also gii'ls bought in
infancy or joining the community in later life and devoting themselves to
castes.^

prostitution, are

known

as

Kanchans.

563a. Miscellaneous Castes of Table VIII B.— In Table VIII B I have given the figures
for a number of miscellaneous castes wliieh I did not think it worth while to show in detail in
Table VIII A. Many of these I cannot identify, and cannot even be sure that I have got the
names right. And many more would properly fall under some one of the various gi'oups into
which I have divided my castes for the purposes of this chapter. But the numbers are so small and
time so pressing that I shall take them as they come in Table VIII B, and give briefly the iniormation I possess regarding such of them as I know auything about. Many of them are not castes
at all, but either occupational or geographical terms.
JCoia {Caste No, 186)
literally means a
diver, but is used for the men who dig and clean wells, in which process diving is necessary.
They generally belong to the Jhi'uwar and Machhi caste, and are often fishermen as well as wellPafwa {Caste No. 137). From pa< silk, and means any worker in silk, but is generalsinkers.
and so forth.
ly used only for those who make silken cord and waistbands, thread beads and silk,
are
called
Patoi in the west. They are said often to be Khatris. Bdgri {Caste No. ISS)
They
means any one from the Bagar or prairies of Bikiner, but is usually confined to Jats from those
Gwdlpa {Caste No. 189). These men are apparently Tibetans, but I cannot define the
parts.
meaning of the word. Khardsia {Caste No. i90).— The men who work the water mills so common in the hills. They are said often to be Diolis. Pachhdda {Caste No. 192) used in
Bhattiana and Hariana for Musalman Jat and Rajput immigrants from the Satluj country to
Tard
the west (;)ac4ia»«), just as Bagri is used for similar Hindu immigrants from the South.
ora {Caste No. 193). These people came to Hazara from Amb and the Buner and Chagharza
from
a
Kafir
their
descent
Islam
all
are
convert
to
called
Diiman.
hills.
trace
They
They
Palleddr { Caste No. 194) A porter, generally found in the bazaars
agricultrual by occupation.
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Kandchi (Caste No. 196). A class of vagrant minstrels who beg and play at
Makers of Icuch or weaver's brushes. They belong to the
weddings. Kuchband (Caste No. 197).
outcast and vagrant classes.
Ddrugar ( Caste No. 198). A man who makes gunpowder. Under
this head is included ^iisiiaj, a man who makes fireworks.
Pdli {Caste No. 199). Pali is the

and markets.

—

word

cowherd

—

—

But in Multan there is a separate
ordinary village
Pali caste who have lately been converted from Hinduism and still retain many of their Hindu
customs. They follow all sorts of hantlicrafts, and especially that of oil-pressing, and engage in
The Xativc Surgeon who applies plasters, draws
trade in a small way. JarraA {Caste No. 200).
He is almost always a Nai. Kdpri {Caste No. 201). A caste
teeth, sots fractures, and so on.
who claim Brahman origin, and whose occupation is that of making the ornaments worn by the
bridegroom at weddings, artificial flowers, and similar article made of talc, tinsel, and the like.
They are apparently connected, in Dehli at least, with the Jain temples, where they officiate as
They also act as Bhats at wediUngs. They are said to come from
priests and receive offerings.
for

in the cast of the Panjab.

—

.

—

i

;

j

~

j

i

—

A name commonly given to any educated Brahman who
202).
In the hills
teaches or ofliciates at religious functions.
Prol)ably of the same origin as Pandit.
it is said to be used for Dakaut
Brahnians.
Sapela {Caste No. 203). A snake-catcher and
one
to
of
the
tribes.
Mardtha
An
So.
vagrant
charmer, generally belonging
{Caste
204).
inhabitant of Maharasthra or the Maliratta Country. Akhindzadah {Caste No. 205).
See
Rajputana.

Panda {Caste No.

j

—

Ulama,

section 517.

—
—
— Probably the same as Sapela No. 203
Dhodn.
the
of the revenue minister at a Native Court.
also a
There
Sesi {Caste No. 203) — should have been included with No. 167 desthe next part of
chapter.
Arya {Caste No, 209). — Probably

Sapdndi {Caste No. 206).

—
{Caste No. 207). This

is

—
—

but perhaps Khatris, of
'

But

:

!

—

—

;

'

\

is

this

Aitdr (Caste No. 210). A dispensing druggist, as distinct from the
Pansdri fi-. m whom tlie drugs are bought, and the Odndi, a distiller of essences and perfumes.
The Attar however makes arracks and sherbets. Qarol {Caste No. 211). These ai-e the descendauts of the hunters and menagerie keepers of the old Mughal Court at Dehli. They are of
several castes, but probably for the most part Pathan ; but they have now formed a separate caste,
marry only among themselves, and have taken to agriculture. They are called after their weapon,
the huuting-knife or yaroZ. Marejha (Caste No. 212). A class of wanelering beggars who come
from Rajputana and Sindh. Mdrwdri {Cast". No,213). Inhabitants of Marwar, but gener.^Uy
LdhoH {Caste No.
applied in the Panjab to Brahman money-lenders or Boliras from that tract.

— Residents of Lahore

\

q. v.

title

Sikh order called Diwana.
cribed under Gipy tribes in
followers of the Arya Sumaj.

214),

\

whom

see Sherring, Vol.

I.,

there

is

p, 274.

a great Lahori section.

Liinia

j

!

"

]

!

I

j

j

]
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—Probably salt-makers, and should have been included with Ndngar No. 176.
of
No 216). —
same
who thurst
Garzmcir, a
spikes
Bodhi
But
No. S17]. — As standi the word would mean a
perhaps
au
of
Bhot
who
would
be a Buddhist.
a misreading
Bhoti,
inhabilant
Ndnbai
Thibet,
—
—
who keep milch
(Caste No 218). A baker. Jahojha (Caste No. 219). A
Caste No. 315)
Oargajje (Caste

(

their tlesh.

Tlie

class

as

Iron

faqir.^

Buddliist.

it

(Cn.^te

or

for

into

it is

also

Piirbi

—

caste

kine.

The Jain a-cetic who hangs a cloth over his mouth (mdnTi). Bisuli
Miiiihb'ind (Caste No. 220).
(Caste No. 221). A dealer in petty hardware who spreads (iasa() his mat (hisdt)\n front of
him and displays his wares upon it. Pahdri {Caste No. 222). A generic term for a hill man.
Sijra (Caste No. 2^6). A euuucli, distinct from the Hinjra which is a large Jat tribe and
Sihiisar (Caste No. 227). .\. small caste in Hushyarseparately described iu its prjper place.
pur who were only a few generations ago Punwar Rajputs, but have been driven by poverty to
and
in
and
are now a separate caste rauking with the Arains.
working
grass,
growing vegetables
Ohardmi (Caste No. 229). Tliiitchors, generally .Jhi'nwars. Chhafarsaz (Caste No. 231).
Umbrella makers. Sj.ngtardsh i^Caste No. 233). Stone-cutters. Ghirimdr (Caste No. 234).
Bird catchers, who almost always belong to the vagrant tribes.
Chim'gar (Caste No 239).
Sugar refiners. Suthdi- (Caste No 259). ^The Bombay word for carpenters, cj., Tarkhan
Xo. 11. Dhai Sirkiband (Caste No. 263). The men who make sirki or roof-ridgcs of grass
Almost always of the vagrant classes. HindJei (Caste No- 271).
to protect carts and the like.
A generic term on the Upper Indus for all Musalmans of Imliandes cent who speak Panjabl
Kumera (Ca.ite No. 280). -An agricultural labourer hired by tlic day, monlh, or year
dialects.
on tixed pay, not receiving a share of the produce. Guru (Caste No 297). A Hindu spiritual
Kardr (Caste No. 300). More properly Kiriir. Any Hindu trader in the west or in
preceptor.
the hills.
Vslak (Caste No. 301). A Turk tribe, and should have been included with Turk
No. 126. Qwdla (Caste No. 308). The term for a Hindu cowherd and shepherd, geucrallyan
Tabdkhia (Caste No 308). A man who keeps a cook-shop and hawks cooked food
Ahir.
about the streets. Kharol (Ciste No 317).
Probably the same as Qarol, No. 211, described

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

•

—

—
—
—
—

above.

—

—
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PART VI.—THE VAGRANT, MENIAL AND
ARTISAN CASTES.

—

Division of the subject.
Having disciisped the knd-uwnlng and
and tlie pries^tly, mercantile, and professional castes, I now
lowest strata of Panjab society, the vagrant and criminal tribes,
the gipsies, the menials, and the artisans. These classes form in many I'espects
one of the most interesting sections of the community. Politically they are
unimportant ; but they include the great mass of such aboriginal element as is
still to be found in the Panjab, their customs are not only
exceedingly peculiar
but also exceedingly interesting as affording us a clue to the separation of the
non-Aryan element in the customs of other tribes, and while the industries of
the Province are almost entirely in their hands an immense deal of the hardest
part of the field, work is performed by them. At the same time they are precisely the classes regarding whom it is most difficult to obtain reliable information.
They are not pleasant people to deal with and we are thrown but little
into contact with them, while the better class of native groups most of

564,

agraailturalj
turn to the

them under one or two generic terms, such as
and thinks it would degrade him to show any

('huhra, Dum, or Nat,
closer acquaintance with
have roughly divided these castes into eleven groups. Pirst
I have taken the vagrant, hunting, and criminal tribes, then the gipsy
tribes, then the scavenger classes, tlie leather- workers and
weavers, the
water-carriers, fishermen and boatmen, the carpenters, blacksmiths, stone-

their habits.

I

masons and potters, the goldsmiths and saltmakers, the washermen, dyers,
and tailors, the oilmen, butchers, cotton scutchers, wine distillers, and
other miscellaneous artisans, the menials peculiar to the hills, and finally
the Piirbi menials of our cantonments.

be grouped in two different ways, according- as
based upon their ethnic and occupational affinities, or
I shall first
ujjon their position in the industrial (economy of the country.
consider them from the former point of view.

These

the

classes

classification

may

is

565. Origin and evolution of the lov?er menials.— It appears to me that
stalling with an aljoriginal and vagrant stock, there are two continuous
series of gradations leading from that stock to the weavers at least on
the one hand and probably to the water-carriers on the other, and that

no line can be drawn anywhere in either series which shall distinctly
mark off those above from those below it. For specific instances of the
mauner in which these occupations shade off one into another I must refer
the reader to the following pages.
But I will endeavour to eiemplify
what I mean by an imaginary series.
Suppose an aboriginal tribe of
vagrant habits, wandering about from jungle to jungle and from village
to village, catching for the sake of food the vermin which abound such
as jackals, foxes, and lizards, and eating such dead bodies as may fall
in

their

grasses

way, plaiting for themselves rude shelter and utensils from the
which fringe the ponds, living with their women very much in
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ready to
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oSers,
prostitute tLein for money when occasion
for opportunities of pilfering, and yon have

and always on the watch

gipsy and vagrant tribes as we now find them in
imagine such a tribe abandoning its vagrant habits
and settling as menials in a village. Being no longer nomads they would
cease to hunt and eat vermin ; but they would still eat
carrion,
they
the
the

of

lowest type

Now

Panjab.

still plait grass, and being what they were, the filthiest work to
be performed, namely that of seavengeiing, would fall to their share.
They would then be the Chiihra or scavenger caste as they exist in every

would

Suppose again that a section of tliem, desirous of rising in life,
village.
abandoned plaiting grass and seaveugeriug and took to tanning and workthe next

ing in leather,

and modified
that of their

dead animals,
or tanner and

their

which

filthy

work

available,

creed so as to render

it

as

their

occupation,

somewhat more

like

Hindu neighbours, but being .still specially concerned with
we shoidd then have the Chamar
continued to eat carrion

they gave up
ing,
are

less

primitive

is

:

leather-worker.

And

finally

if,

desiring

to

live

cleanly,

and working in leather and took to weavknow not why, unless it be that weavers' implements

eating carrion
(I

made from

grass by the outcast classes of grass-workers) considered
degrading, they would become the Julaha of our towns and
the pale of Hinduvillages and be admitted under semi-protest within
ism.
Or they might skip the leather-working stage and pass direct from
Now if all this were merely speculation upon
eeavengering to weaving.
what is possible, it would mean little or nothing. But when we see that
changes of this sort axe actually in progress, it seems to me that the
such
classes
see the vagrant
suggestion may mean a good deal.
as the Biiwaria and Aheri tending to settle down in the villages and
perform low menial offices; we see the Dhanak converted from the hunter
of the jungles into a scavenger and weaver ; we see the Chiihra refuse
to touch night-soil and become a Musalli, or substitute leather-working
and tanning for scavengering and become a Rangreta ; we see the Khatik
who is a scavenger in the east turn into a tanner in the west; we see
the Koli Chamar abandon leather-working and take to weaving, and turn
into a Chamar- Julaha or Bunia; we see that in some districts most of
the Mochis are weavers rather than leather-workers ; and we find that it
is impossible to draw a hard and fast line anywhere between
vagrancy
and scavengering at the bottom and weaving at the top or to say that
such a caste is above and such a caste is below the line, but that each
caste throws out off-shoots into the grade above that which is occupied

only

less

We

the greater number of its members.
566. Origin of tlie water-carrying classes.— In the second series of changes
we have not so many examples of the intermediate steps. But it is natural
that the upward movement in the social .scale which every tribe is fain
to make if possible should not be confined to one definite direction only.
Some of the vagrant castes have like the Btiwaria abandoned the eating of carrion and become hunters of higher game, though not perhaps
quite relinquishing their taste for vermin ; some while retaining their nomad
habits have taken to specified forms of labom- like the Od or Changar ;
others have settled
down to cultivation like the Mahtam or to crime
like the JMina ; while others again have taken to the carrying trade like
some sections of the Banjaras, or to the pedlar's business. But there is

by
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a gi'oup of these tribes who arc
distinctly water-hunters ; who catch, not
deer and jackals, but water fowl, fish, and crocodiles or
who
tortoises,
live in the fens or on the river-banks, weave huts for themselves fi-om
the

pliant withies of the water-loving shrubs, and make twine and rope
for their nets from the riverside
Such are the Kehal, the Mor,
grasses.
the Jhabel. And on giving
up eating crocodiles and tortoises and conto
themselves
these
men
are
as it were received into
fining
fish,
society,
as is the case with the Kehals.
The Jhabels again have advanced a
and
are
a
class
of
boatmen
and
stt'p further,
fishermen.
respectable

Now

the

Jhiuwar, Kahar, and ]MAchhi caste are the basket-makers, boatmen,
and water-earners, and among the Musalmiins the cooks of
Is it not possible that
country.
they may be but a step, a long one
perhaps, in advance of the Jhabel ? 'l find that in the hills, where Hindu
customs ha\c proTial)ly preserved their primitive
integrity most completely,
Brahmans will drink from the hands of very
many people fi-om whose
hands they will not eat; and the Sanskrit
Scriptures make the fisherman the descendant of a Siidi'a woman by a Brahman father.
It is
stated that the Rilmdasia or Sikh Chamiirs have taken
largely to the
"
Kahars or bearers," though this may not and
occupation of
probably
does not include
water-canying. The series of steps is not so close as
in the former case ; but I think that the
is
of
further
suggestion
worthy
examination.
fishermen,

_

567. Effect of religion upon occupation.— I have
pointed out that with
the rise in the social scale, the
original religion would be gradually modified so as to
it
more
into
accord with the religion of the
bring
respectable classes.
As a fact it is curious how generally the observances, if
not the actual religion of these lower
menials, follow those of the villagers
to whom they are attached.
Chuhi-as and the like will
bury their' dead
a Musalman and burn them in a Hindu
village, though not rccog'nised by their masters as either Hindu or Musalman.
But it is not uncommonly the case that the open adoption of a definite faith, the substitution of Islam or Sikhism for that half-Hindu half
-aboriginal religion
which distinguishes most of these outcast
made
classes, is the first
,

m

_

in

step

their

upward struggle; and it is very commonly accompanied by the
abandonment of the old occupation for that which stands next
higher in
the scale.
The scavenger on becoming a Musalman will refuse to^remove
night soil, and on becoming a Sikh will take to tanning and leatherworking. The tanner and leather-worker on becoming a Musalman will give
up tanning, and on taking the Sikh jHihul will turn his hand to the loom,
and so forth. I quote a very
interesting note on this subject by Sai'dar
Gurdial Singh, one of our Native Civilians

'

bamer

:-

tlie
way of reform presented by tbc difficulty of tbe language (Sanskrit) tlu-ongb
Brabmins taught their system of religion.
Amoncr others was Kabi'r a Julaba,
Kasai, 2S'am Deo a Chlu'mba. and Ravi Das a Cbamar.
Their writin-'; have
been quoted in the Adi Granth, tbe Sikh
One of the reforms contemplated and
scriptures.
''""'"''1 °"'
Sikhism was tbe abolition of caste system and
''
^y
opening the study
«^'fTi!
ot Iheology and the
scnptui-os (Hindu) to every cla^s, even the Chuhras and Cbamar< who were
^
'mentioned in Dbarm Shastras as having no adhikar.i
of
Taking advantage
this, some of the

in

^•wbuhtbe
•badbna a
^'^

'The word adhikar means "fitness"; and those castes were
were not fit to listen to the Hindu
Scriptures.

said to liave

no adhikar who
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"

lowpst cltsEes received Sikh baptsim {paTinV) and became SitliR. They gave Tip their mean
"
occupation and took to other means of livelihood. They also changed their name and gave
"
np as mnch social interconrse mth the nnconverted members of their tribe as they pos"
Thus the Chamars on their convei'sion to Sikhism took the name of Ravi
sibly could.
Ravdasia is
''Das, the .first Bhagat of their tribe, to show that they followed his example.
"the correct form of the word. But it was soon confounded with the name of Ram Das,
''the 4th Sikh Guru, and pronounced Ramdasia.' The word is still pronounced a; Ravdasia
" bv most of the Sikhs.
Similarly Chhi'mba Sikhs call themselves Namahansis from Nam
" Deo.

"The Chilhras on becoming Sikhs took the names of Mazhahi ((.iust as that of Dindar
" on conversion to Islam) and
Rangreta. No one of the Rangretas follows the occupation of a
" Chiihra, but
they have been rightly classed with Chilhras. Similarly if the Rsradasias do
" not follow the
of
Chamars, it is no reason to separate them from that caste.
occupation
" So if a Ramdasia is Julaha, that is a weaver, and if he is a
Bazzaz ' that is a draper,
"his caste remains unchanged. If a Chamar, a leather-worker hccouies a Sikh and receives
'
The Ramdasias do rei eivc the
at once joins the Ramdasias.
"the pahul
to-day, he
"daughters .'n maiTJage of ordinary Chamars, but give them 'pa7«(/ before associating with
"them. A Ramdasia would not drink water from the hands of an ordinary Chamar nn"less he becomes a Sikh. The Jlazbi Sikhs also keep themselves aloof from tlie Chiihras,
" in
exactly the same manner as Ramdasias do from Chamars."
'

'

'

It

is

true,

quite

as

the

a Chaniar and the Rangreta
cent and is still in progress.

Sardar points out, that the Ramdiisi is still
The change has been restill a Chuhra.
But how long will they remain so ? Their

origin is already hotly disputed and often
indignantly denied, though
the fact of new admissions still taking place puts it beyond the possibility
But there can be little doul)t that they will in time grow
of doubt.
into separate castes of a standing superior to those from which they
sprang ; or more probaldy perhaps, that they will grow to be included
under the generic name of the caste whose hereditary occupation they
have adopted, but will form distinct sections of those castes and be
known by separate sectional names, even after the tradition of their origin
And there can, I tliink, be
has faded from the memory of the caste.
as little doubt that some of the sections which now fomi integral parts
of tlicse lower occupational castes would, if we could trace back their history,
be found to have been formed in a precisely similar manner. The tradition of inferior origin and status has survived, and the other sections,
perhaps themselves derived from the same stock Ijut at a more remote
date, will hold no communion with them ; but the precise reason for
The absence of the hereditary theory
the distinction has been forgotten.
of occupation among the people of the frontier and its effect by example upon those of the Western Plains, have already been discussed in
sections

568.
pational

H'i and

Growth
castes

34-8.

of sections

are

recruited

—

among the menial castes. But if these occuby new sections coming up from below,
from above. The weavers especially may be

they also receive additions
said to form a sort of debateable land between the higher and the lower
artisan castes, for a man of decent caste who from
poverty or other
circumstances sinks in the scale often takes to weaving, though he perhaps rarely falls lower than this. The barber, carpenter, and blacksmith
classes have in Sirsa been recruited from the agricultural castes within
The Rabdasi or Raidasi Chamars are Hindus
correct.
it may be that the Ravdasi arc analogous with the Nanakwho
as
Sikhs
are
reckoned
Hindus, while the Ramdiisi correspond with
commonly
panthi
the Singhi or Goviudi Sikhs proper. As the Sardar points out presently, the Ramdasis receive the pdhul, an institution of Guru Govind; while the Eabdasis do not.
(See further
section 606 infra.)
il do not think this is quite
and the Ramdasi are Sikhs. But
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memory of the present generation, and it is liardly possible that wliat has
When
so lately happened thrre should not liave earlier happened elsewhere.
a hitherto uninhabited tract is settled liy immigrants of all classes pouring in
from all directions, as has been the case with Sirsa during the last fifty years, [T. 307]
the conditions are probably especially favourable to social change.
People who
the

have hitherto been separated by distance but who have the same caste name or
the same occupation, meet together liringing with them tlie varying cusloms
and distinctions of the s.'veral neighbourlioods whence they came. They do not
as a rule fuse together, but remain distinct sections included under a common
caste-name, thousrh often reluctant to atlmit that there is any communitv of
origin or even of caste, and refusing to associate or to intermarry with each
other.
There is a great demand for agricultural labour and the artisan tends
to become

a cultivator

;

old

sometimes forgotten, and new
use technical language, society is more
where the process of crystallisation, for

distinctions are

sections are continually fi)rined.

To

colloid than iu older settled tracts

which rest and quiet are necesssary, is more advanced ; and diffusion and osmose
But what is now taking place
are correspondingly mere easy and more a.tive.
Almost all
in Sirsa must have taken place elsewhere at some time or other.
the menial and artisan castes are divided into sections which are separate from
each other in custom and status ; and though in many cases these distinctions
are probably based upon geographical distribution and consequent
of customs, yet in other cases they protiably result from the fact
section has risen and another fallen to its ])rcsent position.

The higher and

variation
that one

— The

higher menial classes i^resent,
among the outcasts.
lowest of them, and
may not improbal)ly lielong by origin and affinity to the classes just discussed.
The blacksmith, carpenter, and stonemason class form a very distinct group,
as also do the washermen and dyers.
The oilman and butcher is perhaps
lower than any of them, and it appears that he should rank with the weavers,
though I do not know that there is at present any connection between the
two classes. The goldsmiths seem to stand alone, and to have descended
fi-om above into the artisan classes, probably Ijeing by origin akin to the
mercantile castes.
Among the menials of the hills, on the contrary, the
continuity of the whole class now under consideration is almost unbroken.
The outcast classes arc indeed separate from the higher artisans in the lower
hills ; but as we penetrate further into the Himalayas we find the scavenger
class working as carpenters and blacksmiths, and the whole forming one body
which it is almost impossible to separate into sections on any other basis than
the present calling of the individual.
569.

hill

menials.

so far as I see, no such toutiimity of gradation as we find
The Kumhar or jjotter with liis doukey is perhaps the

—

570. The oeconomical divisions of the menial classes. The second or
ceconomical basis upon wiiich these menial and artisan castes may be classified
will be dismissed with a very few words.
The whole group may be jjroadly
divided into three sections, the vagrant classes, the village menials, and the
independent artisans. The vagrant classes serve no man and follow no settled
The independent artisans work, like the artisans of Europe, by the
calling.
piece or for daily hire ; and in urban communities, as distinct from the
village community which is often found living in a town the lands attached
to which they hold and cultivate, include all industrial classes and orders.
But in the villages there is a very wide distinction between the village
raeuial and the independent artisan.
The carpenter, the blacksmith, the
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leather-workei-, the water-camer, and in villages
all classes in fact whose
are socluded the washerman,
are paid not by the
services are required in husliandry or daily domestic life
of
fixed
share of the produce
a
but by customary dues usually consisting

potter, the scavenger, tbe

where the

women

—

—

jobj

and the service they are bound to perform is often measured
by kind and not by quantity. Thu> the potter has to supply all the earthen
vessels, and the leather-worker all the leathern articles that are required by
of the fields

;

Those artisans, however, v.hose services are only occasionally
his clients.
and the dyer, are paid by the job ;
required, such as the weaver, the oilman,
not usually indeed in cash, but either in grain, or hj being allowed to retain
of the raw material which their employers provided for
a fixed
proportion

The goldsmith occupies in the village a semi-mercantile
while the other crafts
a pawnln'oker as much as an artisan
are scarcely represented among the rural communities.
them

to

position,

work upon.
and

is

;

571. The internal organization of the menial classes.— The elaborate organisation of the menial .Tml artisan classes, whether based upon the tribal organisation of the agricultural communities whom they serve, or following the type of
the trades-guilds projx-r of the towns, has already been alluded to in sections 352

and 356. The subject is one of which we know little, yet a more acciu-ate
knowledge of the details of these two types of organisation could hardly fail to
throw much light upon the evolution of caste. Especially would it be inof difference between the
teresting to trace the points of similarity and
where the occupation is hereditary and partakes of the
respective systems
nature of other castes, and where it is individual and the guild is little more
than a voluntary association. The question of how caste and guild rules are
reconciled in cases where the guild includes men of many castes, and what
happens when they conflict, is also one of considerable interest. That the
orcanisation is slngul.srly complete and the authority wielded by it exceedinglv great, is beyond the possibility of doubt ; and it is a common observation that disputes between members of these classes rarely come before omcourts for adjudication, being almost invarialdy settled by the administrative
This may be a survival from old times, when
caste or guild.
such coui-ts or officers of justice as existed would proliably have declined to be

body of the

troubled with the disputes of low caste men.

VAGRANT AND CRIMINAL TRIBES.
572, The Wandering and criminal tribes.— The figures for the wandering and criminal tribes are given in Alistract No. 96 on page 309.* This
and that of the gipsy triljes which I shall discuss next are so much akin

group

I have attemptthat it is impossible to draw any definite lino of demarcation.
ed to include in the former the vagrant, criminal, and hunting tribes, and
in the latter those who earn their living by singing, dancing, tumbling, and
The two together form an exceedingly
various kinds of performances.
which I have lieen
interesting section of the population, but one

regarding

information.
They are specially interesting,
not only because almost every tribe included in these two groups is probably
aboriginal in its ultimate origin, for so much could be said, I believe, of some
even of our Jat tril^es ; but also because they have in a special degree retained
their aboriginal cristoms and beliefs and in fact are at the present moment tlie
of the
A
indigenous inhajjitants of the Pro\dnce
Paujab representatives

able to obtain singularly little
,

]

372
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Criminal Tribes for Districts and States.
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and custom:-- would probably throw much
upon the ethnoloo'y of the Punjab, as it would enable us to discriminate
aboriginal from Aryan rustomS; and thus asist us in determining the stock to
which each of those many castes whose origin is so doubtful should be referred.

complete record of their raanners
light

The

tribes

under discussion are for the most

because they feed on

animaU. They
reeds, and the

tlie

fox, jackal, lizard, tortoise,

are, like the scayengers,
like.

Many

of

part

outcasts, chiefly
like unclean

and snub

hereditary workers in grass, straw,
to use a speech peculiar to

them appear

themselves, regarding which Dr. Leitner has collected some information,
while a sort of glossary has been published by the darogha of the Lahore
(Jentral Jail.
In some cases this speech ajjpears to be a time language or
dialect peculiar to the trilie ; iu others to be a mere argot
consisting of the
language current in the locality, thinly disguised, but suihciently so to render
it
to
the
listimer.
A
unintelligible
ordinary
copious glossary of the Riimasi
or hiu/va Jranca of the thieying classes is said to haye been published in
18-j5 as Volume I of the " Selections from the Records of the
Agra Goyern" ment." ISIuch information
regarding the criminal tribes may ]>e gleaned
from the published reports of the Thuggee and Dacoity Department, and
The wanderespecially from Colonel Sleeman's report published in 1849.
ing tribes included in the grotip now under discussion haye been diyidcd into
three classes.
The first, including the Ods, the Beldars and the Changars are
those who have a fixed occupation, though no fixed dwelling-place.
The last,
which comprises the Minas and the Harnis, are not hunters, and are rather
criminal than M-andcring, the families at least usually having fixed abodes,
though the men travel about in search of opportunities for theft. The middle
group, consisting of the Biiwaria, the Ahcri, the Thori, the Sansi, the
Pakhiwara, the Jhabjl, the Kehal, and the Gagra, are hunters and fishermen
living a more or less vagrant life in the jungles and on the river banks ; and

The distribution of
often, though by no means always, addicted to crime.
each tribe is noted under its separate head ; ))ut the action of the Criminal
Tribes Act, which is enforced against a given tribe in some districts but not
in others, has probably modified their distribution
by inducing them to
move from the former to the latter class of the districts. At the end of this
section I notice various castes of criminal habits who either have not been distinguished in our tables, or have been treated of elsewhere.
573. The Od and Beldar (Caste Nos. 85 and 129).— These two sets of
figures shf)uld probal)ly lie taken together, a^ they appear to refer to the same
caste.
Indeed in several of the divisional offices the two terms liavc been

synonymous. Bcldiir is properly the name of an occupation
derived from hel a mattock, and it denotes all whose calling it
to work with that instrument.
But though the common coolie of the
Province will often turn his hand to digging, the Od is the professional
navvy of the Panjab ; and the word Beldar is seldom applied, at least as a
tribal name, to the members of any other caste, though it seems in more

treated

merely

as

;

it is

is

common use in the west than
known as Beldar

in the east, the

Od

of the west

being generally

'.

'

Mr. Christie, however, assures me that there are large communities of professional Beldars
are not Ods.
They are generally Musalman in the Punjiib proper and Hindu in the eastern
work as carriers with their animals
; they are not outcasts, have fixed habitations, and
when earth-work is not forthcoming. It may be that the Musalmans returned in our tables belong
to this class ; as Od and Beldar have been confused.

who

districts
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The Od or Odh is a wandering tribe whose proper home appears to be
Western Hindustan and Rijpiitana at least the Ods of the Panjab usually
hail from those parts.
They are vagrants, wandering about with their
families in search of employment on earthwork.
They will not as a rule
take petty jobs, but prefer small contracts on roads, canals, railways, and the
like, or will build a house of adobe, and dig a tank, or even a well.
They
settle down in temporary reed huts on the edge of the work
the men dig,
the women carry the earth to the donkeys which they always have with them,
and the children drive the donkeys to the spoilbank. In the Salt-range
Tract they also quarry and carry stone ; and in parts of the North-West
Provinces they are said to be wandering pedlars.
They eat anything and
evervthing, and though not unfrequently Musalmans, especially in the west,
are always outcast.
They have a speech of their own called Odki of which I
know nothing, but which is very probably nothing more than the ordinary
dialect of their place of origin.
They wear woollen clothes, or at least
;

;

one wollen garment. They claim descent fi'om one Bhagfrat who vowed
never to drink twice out of the same well, and so dug a fi-esh one every
day till one day he dug down and down and never came up again. It is
in mourning for him that they wear wool, and in imitation of him they bury
their dead even when Hindu, though they many by the Hindu ceremony.
Till the re-appearauee of Bhagirat they will, they say, remain outcasts.
They
are said to claim Eajpiit or Kshatriya origin and to come from Marwar.
They worship Rnma and Siva {cf. Pushkarna Brahmans. Wilson's Indian
Caste, Vol. II, pp. 114, 139, 169).
They are, for a vagrant tribe,
They are distributed pretty
singularly fi-ee from all imputation of crime.
the
but
are
most numerous in Lahore and
Province,
generally throughout
and
least
numerous in the hills and subalong the lower Indus and Chanab,

montane
574.

districts.

The Changar

'

(Caste No. 64)

.—The Changars

are

outcasts

of pro-

bablv aboriginal descent, who are most numerous in the Amritsar division,
Lahore, Firozepm-, and Faridkot, but especially in Sialkot ; and they say that
Ti ey are originally a vagrant
their ancestors came fi'om the Jammu hills.
tribe who wander about in search of work ; but in the neighbourhood of
They will do almost
large cities they are to he foimd in settled colonies.
any sort of work, but are largely employed in agriculture, particularly as
reapers ; while their women are very generally employed in sifting and
cleaning grain for the graindealers. They are all Musalmans and maiTy by
nikali, and they say that they were converted by Shams Tabriz of Multan.
Their women still wear petticoats and not drawers ; but these are blue, not
red.
They are exceedingly industrious, and not at all given to crime. They
have a dialect of their own regarding which, and indeed regarding the tribe
He
generally. Dr. Leitner has published some very interesting information.
says that they call themselves not Changar but Chubna, and suggests that
Changar is derived from ckhdnna to sift. It has been suggested that Changar
is another form of
Zingari ; but Dr. Leitner does not support the suggestion.
[ P. 310]

—

575. The Bawaria (Caste No. 71).
The Bawarlas are a hunting tribe who
take their name from the hdwar or noose ^\ath which they snare wild animals.'
'
The Mahtams hunt with similar nooses
Bawaria aooses are made of leather.

;

but theirs are made of munj rope,

while the

t2
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from this
set long lines of these nooses in the grass arross the jungles
they arrange iwo rows of scarecrows cnnPisting of bits of rag and the
like tied on to the trees and grass ; they then drive the jungle, and the frightened deer and other animals, Ijceping Ijctween the lines of scarecrows, cross
In addition to
the line of nooses iu which their feet become entangled.
hunting they uialcc articles of grass and straw and reeds and sell them to the
The Bawarias are a vagrant tribe whose proper home appears to
villagers.
be Mewar, Ajmer, and Jodlipur in the Panjal) tliey are chiefly found along
the middle Satluj valley in Sirsa. Pirozpur, Favidkot, Lahore, and Patiala,
though they occur in smaller numlicrs in Hissar, Rohtak, and Gurgaon, all
on the Rajpiitana border. They are black in colour and of poor physique.
But thougli they are primarily vagrants, they have settled down in some

They

:

line

;

and especially iu tlie Firozpur District are largely employed as field
Their skill in tracking also is
labourers and even cultivate land as tenants.
notorious.
They are by no means always, or indeed generally criminal, in
and iu Lahore and Sirsa seem to be sufllcicnlly intliis Province at least
But in many parts of the Panjab, and generally I believe in
offensive.
I am indebted to the kindness
Eajpiitana, they are much addicted to crime.
of Mr, MacCracken, Personal Assistant to the Inspector- General of Police,
for the figures of Abstract No. 97 on page 312,* which shows the number of
parts,

;

*!

280-

each criminal caste registered under the Criminal Tribes Act in each district
From these figures it appears that the Bawarias are registered
of the Panjdb.
as professional criminals only in Firozpur and Ludhiana, and that in the
former district only a small portion of the caste is so registered. Even where
they are criminal they usually confine themselves to pe(ty theft, seldom embut hardly
ploying violence. About one-tenth of them are returned as Sikhs,
any as Musalmans. They eat all wild animals, including the pig and the

and most of them

lizard,

will eat carrion.

But

it

is

said

that

the

ordinary

weddings, so that they can hardly be called outcast.
They, like most thieving classes, worship Devi, and sacrifice to her goats and
buffaloes with the Ijlood of which they mark their foreheads ; and they reverence the cow, wear the clioii, burn their dead, and send the ashes to the
Ganges. It is said that the criminal section of the tribe will admit men
of other castes to their fraternity on ])aymcnt.
They have a language of their
own which is spoken by the women and children as well as by the men.
They are said to be divided into three sections the Bidawati of Bikaner who
trace their origin to Bidawar in Jaipur, do not eat carrion, disdain petty theft
but delight in crimes of violence, will not steal cows or oxen, and affect a
found in the
superiority over the rest the Jangali or Kalkamalia' generally
Jangaldes of the Sikh States, Firozpur, and Sirsa, and whose women wear
black blankets ; and the Kaparia who are most numerous in the neighbourhood

Brahman

officiates at their

:

;

The three sections neither eat
of Dehli, and are notoriously a criminal tribe.
The Kalkamalia is the only section which are still
together nor intermarry.
The
hunters by profession, the other sections looking down upon that calling.
while the Bidiiwati live generally in
Kiipai-ia are for the most part vagrant
fixed abodes.
;

—

It appears almost
576. The Aheri and Thori (Caste Nos. 91 and 100).
certain that, so far as the plains of the Panjiib are concerned, these two sets of
In the hills the
figures refer to the same caste and should be taken together.
'

Also called Knldlialjallia, from dhalla a skirt, the Mauket formiDg a

pi-tticoat,

|

'

\
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carry mereliandise on pack animals are known as Thoris ; and it is
more than
probable that the Thoris returned for the Hill States are nothing
is improbable that the Aheri of
Rajpersons who follow this occupation, for it
Simla hills, and the word seems to be applied
piitiina should be found in the
to
without
caste.
burden
of
to anybody who carries on beasts
Still,
regard
the Thoris do seem to have a connection with the Banjaras.
They are said by
Tod to be carriers in the Rajpiitiina deserts ; and the headmen of both Thoris
and Banjaras are called Naik. The question needs further examination. It
with the
is not at all impossible that the Thoris may be allied to or identical
But in the Panjab
lower class of Banjaras, while the Aheris are true hunters.
and I shall consider them
plains the two words seem to be used indifferently,
Mr. Wilson says that an Aheri is called Naik
as synonymous for the present.
as a term of honour, and Thori as a term of contempt.

men who

The Aheris or Heris or Thoris are l^y heredity hunters
Henry Elliott says that they have proceeded fi'om the
they do not eat dead carcasses as the Dhanaks do. Their
"
cowherd," from her, a herd of cattle. They are
signify
Sir

and fowlers, and
Dhanaks, though

name

is

said to

vagrant in thenhabits, Ijut not uufrequently settle down in villages where they find employment. They catch and eat all sorts of wild animals, pure and impure, and
work in reeds and grass. In addition to these occupations they work in the
in search of emfields, and especially move about in gangs at harvest time

ployment as reapers ; and they cut wood and grass and work as general
In Sirsa they occasionally
labourers, and on roads and other earthworks.
cultivate, while in Karual they often make saltpetre, and in Rajputiina they
Their home is Rajare employed as out-door servants, and even as musicians.
are found
putana, and especially Jodhpur and the prairies of Bikaner, and they
In apin the Panjab only in Dehli and Ilissilr divisions, Jind, and Patiiila.
but they have
pearance and physic[ue they resemble the Bawaria just described ;
no special dialect of their own. A few in the Sikh States are returned as Sikhs
but the remainder are Hindus. They are considered outcasts, and made to live
beyond the villag-e ditch. They do not keep donkeys nor eat beef or carrion, and
;

of Kohmand in
they worship the ordinary village deities, but especially Biibaji
Jodhpur and Khv^trpiil of Jodpur. The Chamarwa Brahmans otiiciate at their
They burn their dead and send the ashes to
marriages and on like occasions.
Mr. Christie says " What l)eef is to the Hindu and pork to the
the Ganges.
Musalman, horse-flesh is to the Aheri." They have clans with Rajput names,
all of which intermarry one with another.
They are said in some parts to be
addicted to thieving ; but this is not their general character.

[P 311]

—

'^^^ Sansi (Caste No. 72).
The Sinsis are the vagrants of the centre
S'^'^'
of the Panjab, as the Aheris are of its south eastern portions.
They are most
numerous in the Lahore and Amritsar divisions, and are also found in considerable numbers in Ludhiana, Karual and Gujrat.
They trace then- origin from

Marwar and Ajmer where they

ai'e still
They are essentially
very numerous.
seldom or never settling for long in any one place. They are
and
great hunters, catching and eating all sorts of wild animals, botlv clean
unclean, and eating carrion.
They keep sheep, goats, pigs and donkeys, work
in grass and straw and reeds, and beg
and their women very commonly
dance and sing and iirostitute themselves. They have some cuiious connection
with the Jat tribes of the Central Panjab, to most of whom they are the
call
hereditary genealogists or bards ; and even in Rajputana they commonly
"
bards."
themselves bhart or
They are said also to act as genealogists t;o the

a wandering

tribe,

;
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castes.

of Hushy^rpiir and Jdlaiulhar, and the Sodhls
Aliout 11 per cent, are returned as Musalmans and a very few
of Aiiaiidpm-.
The rest are Hindus, but they are of course outcasts.
as Sikhs.
slight
sketch of their religion is given in section 396.
They trace their de.scent from
their
and
as
are
still
revere
said
of
one Sans INIal
Guru,
Bhartpur whom they
Their marriage
to worship his patron saint under the name of Malang Shah.
the bride being covered by a basket on which the brideceremony is

Dogars of Firozpur, the Rajputs

A

peculiar,

groom sits while the nuptial rites are being performed. They are divided into
two great tribes, Kiilka and INIalka which do not intermarry. They have a
dialect peculiar to themselves

;

and

theii-

women

are especially depraved.

; and it will be seen
from Abstract No. 97 on the next page'^ that they are registered under the
Act in nine districts. Still though the whole caste is probably open to suspicion of petty pilfering, they are by no means always professional thieves.
The Panjab Government wrote in 1881: "Their habits vary greatly in

The Sansis

are the

most criminal

class in the Panjilb

*^g^^°'

" different
" class at

localities.
A generation ago they were not considered a criminal
Lahore, where they kept up the genealogies of the Jat land-holders
"and worked as agricultural labourers. In Gurdaspur on the other hand
"
they are notorious as the worst of criminals.'^ Where they are professional
criminals they are determined and fearless, and commit burglary and highway
The thieving Sansis are said
robbery, though their gangs are seldom large.
to admit any caste to their fraternity on payment except Dhcdhs and Mhangs ;
and the man so admitted becomes to all intents and purposes a Siinsi.

578. The Pakhiwara (Caste No. 117).— The Pakhiwaras are often said to
be a branch of the Sansis, whom they resemble in many respects ; Init this is
more than doubtful. They take their name from the word -pakhi, which
means a "bird," and also a " straw hut," either meaning being approjjriate,
as the Pakhiwiu-as live in straw huts and are hunters and fowlers.
They are
found chiefly in the Amritsar division, Gujrat, and Multan, but especially in
Sialkot.
They are all Musalmau, but eat vermin and are therefore outcasts.'
They are by hereditary occupation fowlers and hunters; but they seem to
have taken very generally to hawking vegetables about for sale, and in some
parts the word Pakhiwara is almost s^nionymous with iiuijra or "greengrocer."
They are a very criminal tribe, and in Siiilkot they are (see Abstract
No. 97) registered as such and have been settled by Govei-nment in small
Excepting the persons so settled the
villages and given land to cultivate.

Pakhiwaras are essentially vagrant in their habits.
579. The Jhabel (Caste No. 107).— The Jhabel, or as he is often called Chabelj is said to take his name from Chaiuh, the Panjabi for a jhil or marsh. ^
Mr. O'Brien describes the Jhabel in his Glossary as a "tribe of fishermen who
"
came originally fi-om Sindh, and still speak pure Sindhi among themselves
"and who are addressed by the title of Jdm, which is Sindhi for Prince.'
"
They are Musalmiins and are considered orthodox, because they do not, like
" the Kehals and other
This refers
fishing tribes, eat tmlles and crocodiles '."
;

'

Mr. Christie says that, of the four great Sunni schools (see section 2S3), the Hambali are
what is lawful to eat, the Hanifi rules follow very closely the Mosaic customs
all animals which inhabit the water are clean, while tlie Maliki
iironounce
whether
on. earth or in the water, and exclude only such animals as have been
pure,
everything
specially declared unelean, as the dog, the pig, and birds that use their talons when feeding.
He
tells me that all PakMwiras belong to the Maliki, and all Jhabels and Mallahs to the Shafai school.
^Another derivation is from jham, the dredger used iu sinking wells.
'

most

restricted as to

the Shafai teach that
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to the

neighbourhood of Multan, where they are a purely fishing and hunting
caste of vagranl habits, living on the banks of the river.
But they have
spread up the Satluj as high as Firozpur and Lahore, and on the upper jrarts
of the river work chiefly as boatmen though they still fish and are great
In fact Mr. Wilson says that all the Sirsa MallShs or boatmen are
it is
very prol^able that many Jhabels have in that district, and
perhaps elsewhere, returned themselves as Mallah.
There ai'e small colonies of Jhabels in Hushyarpm-, Gurdaspm-, and
Kapiirthala, who are hunters and fishermen, divers and well-sinkers, and somohunters.

Jhabels, and

tinies own a little land.
They look upon the calling of boatman as degrading,
and will not intermarry with the Jhabels of the Satluj. In Gurdaspur the
word is said to include men of any caste who make theii- living from the fens

swamps but I doubt the accm-aey of this statement. (See also next
paragraph under Kehal.)
580. The Kehal or Mor (Caste No. 161).— Tne Kehals or IMors, for the
two appear to be identical and I have joined the figures together, are a vagrant
fishing tribe found on the banks of the lower Satluj, Chenab, and Indus.
Mr. O'Brien writes of them in his GiOS3(iri/ :
or

;

—

"
Tliey profess Mahomedanism, but eat alligators, turtles and tortoi'ses, which they justify
by a text of Imam Shaft.' They derive their name from kehara, Sindhi for lion; but perhaps
" the
Sanskrit kewada or fi-hermau' is a more jjrobable derivation."
"

'

And

in his

Settlement Report he writes

"The Kehals and Mors

are said to he one

:

—

In the north of the district they are
called Mors, cat crocodiles and tortoises, and no Mahomedan will associate with them.
In the
''
south they do not eat these animals, and are considered good MaliomcJans. The Kehals and
' Mors live
by
fishing, but some of them, as well as of the Jliabels. have taken to agriculture, and
''
are fond of cultivating samiika, a grain that is sown in the mud left by the
retreating river.
''These trihci live separately in villages near the rive-, called Miaui, from me, a
ftshermau.'
''There is an old report in tlie Deputy Commissioner's office, which says that these three ti'ibeo
''
were cannibals ; bnt modern observation does not confirm this."
tribe.

''

'

[P. 313]

The Kehals also catch and eat lizards.
Mor from a long distance, and will
officers who have come into contact with the
smell a

It
flee

is

at

tribe

said that
his
tell

a crocodile

can

approach ; and some
me that they are in-

cKned to believe the statement, for that they would do the same. Of the 1,251
Kehals entered in the tables, 390 returned themselves as Mor and SOI as
Kehal.

The Gagra (Caste No.l33).—Gagra is a small caste, for the most
chiefly found in the central districts, who wander about
and
But their hereilitary occupation is that of
catching
eating vermin.
catching, keeping, and applying leeches and they are often called Jukera,
"
"
fi-om jonk, a
leech.
They also make matting and generally work in
grass and straw, and in some parts the coarse sacking used for l>ags for pack
animals and similar purposes is said to he made almost entirely
by them.
The Musalman Gagras marry by nikdh. They seem to fulfil some sort of
functions at \veddings, and are said
to receive fees on those occasions.
It is said that they wirship Bala Shilh, the Chuhra Guru.
581.

part

Musalmans and

;

582. TheMina (Caste No. 166j.— The Mina is, in the Panjab at
least,
almost invarialily criminal.
In Alwar and Jaipitr, however, which are his
home, this does not appear to be the case. Indeed the Jaipur State is said to
be " really made up of petty Mina States, now under the
chieftaincy of the
Kachwaha Rajputs. " In Gurgaon indeed he cultivates land, but this does
*

Vide note

'

on previous page.
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not prevent his being a professional thief.
I extract the following deserli,tion of the caste from Major Powlett's Gazetteer of Alwar
"Minas were formerly the rulers of mucli of the couutry now held Ky the Jaipur Chief.
:

"

—

hold a good social position, for Rajputs will eat and drink from their
••
are the mo>t trusted guards in the .Taipur State.
The Minas are of two classes,
" or
'J'he former are excellent
agncultui-al, and the 'Chaukidari, or watchmen.
"are good, well-hehaved people. ITiey form a large portion of the population in

They

still

hands, and they
the Zemindari"'
'

'

"numerous

cultivator-,

and

Karauli, and are

in .Jaipur.
'

"The 'Chaukidari Mina-;, though of the same tribe as the other class, are distinct from it.
Tliey consider themselves soldiers hy profession, and so somewhat superior to their agricultural
'
brethen, from whom they take, but do not give, girls in m.irriage.
Many of the Chaukidari
•'
Minas take to agriculture, and, I believe, thereby lose caste to some extent. These Chaukidari
"Minas are the famous marauders. Thev travel in band.s, headed by a chosen leader, as far
"

"

'

"south

as Haidarabad in the Deccan, where they commit daring robberies; and
they are the
In
principal class which the Thaggi and Dacoiti Suppression Department has to act against.
"their own villages they are often charitable; and as successful plunder has made some rich,
"
But
they benefit greatly the poor of their neighbourhoood, and are consequently popular
"
those who ha\e not the enterprise for distant expeditions, but steal and rob near their own
'homes, are numerous and are felt to be a great pest. Some villages pay them highly as Chauki-

"

"dars to refrain from plundering and

to protect the village from others.
So notorious are they
" as robbers that the late Chief of
Alwar, Hanni Singh, was afraid lest they should corrupt
" their
agriculturiJ hrethrea, and desirous {jf keeping them apart forbade their marrying or even
"
or
with members of the well-conducted

smoking

class.

associating

"In April 1863, Major Inipey, then Political Agent of Alwar, issued orders placing the
" Chaukidari Minas under
surveillance; and under Major Cadell's direction lists of them have been
"made out, periodical roll-iall enforced in the villages and absence without leave certificate
•'

punished.
" I am
not sure that, although speakii>g generally, Minas are divided into Chaukidari and
•'
ZamLndari, there is any hard and fast line between the two classes. There is, I believe, an
" intermediate
cla.s8, for Maharaja Banni Singh's attempts to keep the two apart were not very
" successful.
"

There are said to be 32 clans of Minas. Out of 59 Minas apprehended for dacoity by the
Dacoity Suppression Department, I found that the Jeb clan furnished 17, the Kagot S, the Sira
8 and the Jarwal and Bagri 5 each. The Susowat was, I believe, formerly the moat
powerful clan,
and that which held Ajmcre."

The Minas are the boldest of our criminal classes. Their head-quarteis,
so far as the Paujf'ib is concerned, are the village of Shahjnhanpur, attached
to the Gurgiion district bitt surrounded on all sides by
Riljputiina territory.
There they till lately defied oiu- police, and even resisted them with armed
Their enterprises are on a large scale^ and they are always
prepared
to use violence if necessary.
In Marwar they are armed with small bows,
which do considerable execution. They travel great distances in
of
force.

gangs

^0 men, practising robbery and dacoity even as far as the Deccan.
start off immediately after the Diwali feast, and often
remain absent the whole year. They have agents in all the large cities of
Rajpdtaiia and the Deccan who give them information, and they are in league
with the carrying castes of Marwar.
After a successful foray they offer

from

I'l

to

The gangs usually

one-tenth of the proceeds at the shrine of Kali Devi.
The criminal Minas
country about 65 miles long and 40 broad,
stretching fi'om Shahpurah 40 miles north of Jai])ur to Guraora in Gurgiion
on the Rohtak border, the most noted villages being Koti Putli^ Bhairor, and
Shahjahanpur, each of which contains some 500 robbers. Their claim to
Rajput descent is probably well-founded, though they are said to spring
from an illegitimate son of a Rajput
and in woman^s slang one woman is
said to '• give Mina-" {mina dena) to another when she accuses her of illicit
intercourse.'
They practise karcioa or widow-marriage. They have a
are said to inhabit a tract of

;

u

'
This is as I find the fact stated.
But the word
sed in the same sense throughout the Panjnb ; and it
to do with the name of the Mfua caste.

h as nothing

or mahna seems to be commonly
very probable that the expression quoted

mihna
is
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slang words and phrases
In the Panjab the Mina is almost
confined to Gurgaon and the neighbouring portions of the Patiala and Nabha
States.
They are almost all Hindus and belong to the Chankidari section and
the Kagot clan (sec furtlicr under Meo, section 4-78).
This again is one of the most criminal
583. The Harni (Caste No. 159).
castes in the Province, and as will be seen from the figures of Abstract No.
97 on page 312,* a greater number of them are registered under the Criminal
Tribes Act than of any other caste except Sansi.
They are found in the
districts lying under the hills from Ludhiana to Sialkot, and also in Firozpur
and Faridkot. They are said to have been Rajputs driven from Bhatner by
famine, who were employed by the Rai of Raikot in Ludhiana for pnrj)0ses
of theft and to harass his enemies.
They are also said to be Bhils or Gonds
and to have come from the Rajpiitana desert. Their chief crimes are burglary,
which
and highway robbery, to effect
they travel in gangs, often under the
Their women also wander about as
disguise of carriers with pack-oxen.
They are all returned as Musalman.
pedlars to pilfer and collect information.
dialect of their

own

which are common

;

or rather perhaps,

a set of

to the criminal classes.

—

•P. 280^^

[P. 314]

584. The Bilochi (Caste No. 18).— The Biloch of the frontier has already been
But there is a small criminal tribe called Bilochi who
described at j)ages 193//'.
may be noticed here. They seem to be found chiefly, if not entirely, in Ambala
and Karnal, numbering some 1,0IJ0 souls in the former and l.jO in the latter
district, inhabiting the banks (lE the Saruswati from Pehoa downwards, and
infesting the Chachra or dense dhdk jungle of that neighbourhood. Mr. Stone
"
writes
During the rainy season the whole country is inundated for months.
:

—

"

tillage roads are \vashed away or concealed under the luxurious growth of
No
grass, and dense masses of jungle sluit in the view on every side.
"
stranger could possibly penetrate to the Biloch village through such a clueless
"
maze without a guide. The only road open to the traveller is the raised one
" between
Thanesar and Pehoa
the moment he leaves that he is lost.
"
" more suitable
stronghold for a criminal tribe can hardly be imagined.
They are almost certainly of true Biloch origin, and still give their tribal
names as Rind, Lashari, Jatoi, and Korai. But they are by their habits
quite distinct from both the land-owning Biloch and the camel-driver who is
so commonly called Biloch simply because he is a camel- driver (see section
Abstract No. 97 on page 31 2t shows the numbers registered as profP. 280- 375.)
81
fessioual criminals.
They are described as coarse-looking men of a dark colour
living in a separate quarter, and with nothing to distinguish them from the
"

;

A

scavenger caste except a jirofuslon of stolen ornaments and similar property.
They say that their ancestors once lived beyond Kasur in the Lahore district
but were driven out on account of their marauding habits. The men still
keep camels and cultivate a little land as their ostensible occupation ; but during a great part of the year they leave the women, who are strictly secluded,
at home, and wander about disguised as/aqirs or as butchers in search of

extending their excursions to great distances and apparently
Further information will be found in a very
parts of India.
int«resting report bv Mr. Stone in Punjab Government Home Proceedings,
No. 16 of March 1877.
sheep for
almost

to

585.

sale,
all

The Banga'i.

—

^The word Bangali is applied to any native of Bengal,
Bengali Baboo of om- offices. The figures given in our
tables under Caste No. 168 evidently refer to these men and are not properly

and

esi^ecially to the

^^*
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P-"i^^^^ '^^ing of various castes, though
'';„trflffh-*'''^.T^'"l?M°^"^*'
geneia
ly I beheve either Brahmans or
Kayaths. But ia the Panjab there is a
distinct criminal tribe known as
Baugali, who are said to have emigrated from
to
in
Hushyarpur
which district they are
kangra
chielly to be found.
They
are not registered under the

Criminal Tribes Act.
None of these people have
<^- Census tables as
Banguli by caste; and as th y
sometYrstm*^/"
times said to be a Sans, clan and as the
word Bangdli seems to be applied
n some dis nets o all
and
in
others to all Sipadas or
Kanjars
snake-chafE!
are not a separate caste.
I see that in
^^''S}'^ Bangalis
Xl' ¥i'tr^^^'-*^ 1*
l^^vebeen included with Sansis. Mr. Christie
wn-f.«
^v-''l''
w
tLs.
ihc Baugalis
have very probably been included with
Jogis in
he returns.
There are a vagrant tribe of
^^
immigrants from Bengal. Thev
keep dogs and donkeys and exhibit snakes, eat all sorts of
vermin, and have

L

%

«i7'T

"selves
selves,

^^^ prostitute them°r°-- T^f'-.^^r''^ ^^'^°^*^' ^"^ff'
hey are not criminals in the ordinary sense, but are in the habit

T^
i

^^

otkidnappmg boysto sell to Hindu mahants {sic). The name is also
"applied generally to Musalman jugglers. ^^
°''*'''
"™'?^' *"»'e5— Tlie Tagus of Karmil and the upper r^.r/^.
,fJ^%b^mges and
ottht
Jamna are admittedly Brahmans, and have
probably

haral'trT^rf,"^^-

that caste which has taken to

women.

wear

sel-tion

Thev

Ji

steal

sacred {bread,
They
theia;...
h^.ve'I f
K^'"^? tf^'"have
lately been cleclared under the Criminal Tribes Act.
They must be
the Tagas, also a Brah,ninical
tribe of the same
part"
aie peaceful
It is said that the name is
agriclturists.
rproperly
i
j Tak^,, but
is the form

T

Tht
ihty

distinguished

who

used to' denote a
^f?*^'^ merely
picking pockets and petty theft.

m

lagu

B^Ju^

Gurmangs

Rawalpindi

or

mm

district,

common

'''"

?r''

use.

an insignificant class of criminals found in
the
where some of them are
registered as criminals.

lh?,°.
'".
letm'uecl
themselves.

are

''*^'"'^

"°''

^

"^'^

They

'-''y

Dumnas

Many

*^ """

^°''

stction.
.ectiJn^'59?rm,(?°\?^"^''p%/^'n'
oJ7 to 6U0
of the

^^'i^^'i-

of the

what

^^^

Jammu

caste

"^'^

they

have

^l^^"'-'^!

i-^

and the there
''''
^
tl^-vcs.
Of criminal Chuhi4s
.^^
'^v'^
*^"]
P^'^f^^^i-^"-!
be two
distinct
classes, those of the Dehli territory and those
'^"''"''' '"'^ '^ ^^^"^ ^^^^^ ^
^i-*« ^'^^^
hills

ri

itear to
appear

^ec'iHal- to

S

"

^"^'^ ^''''^ '^''^'''^'^^ ^^ section
528, and ai-e
In fact the same
may be said of almost every
well as of the
classes
next to be discus^Id.^
vagrant

often^W.^"*""/^''*'"^>:raainals.
n!l of
n/fl
"^^
one
the '^lowest

castes, as

^^l

THE GIPSY

TRIBES.

''^^'^ the figures will be
^'' ^^i-^^ly to be
distinguished *P.
wandering and criminal tribes. They too are S7
too
are
they
and
hereditary workers in grass,

ionJZ\^^'^l^'J^f.''-~7^'^'^''y^''^'''^''
*

rf

from those
tiom
tho;^S
whom I

called T.^^'
the

I^g^l^ntsancUutcasts, and

'^'^'°''^'

l^""'-'

Saw,
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have classed as Gipsies, for want of a better distinction, those
in any war, who practise tumbling or rope-dancing-, lead
about bears and monkeys, and so forth. The gipsy, and apparently all the
vagrant tribes, are governed by tribal councils and often appeal to ordeals. A
coinmon form of ordeal is that the accused stands in a pond with a pole in his
hand. At a given signal he ducks his head ; while another man, honest and

the

But

like.

I

who perform

tribes

If the accused
time, starts running at a fair pace for a spot 70 paces distant.
can keep under water while the 140 paces there and back are accomplished, he
is acc]uitted.
If not, he has to submit to such penalty as the coumil may
[P. 315]

impose.
588,

The Nat and Bazigar (Caste Nos. 98 and 89).— The Nat is the
It is possible that there may be i^i'opeily some
gipsy of the Panjiib.
distinction between the Nat and the Bazigar ; but the two vsords are
synonymous in general parlance, and I shall discuss the figures togelher. In
the Lahore division indeed, and in some other districts, the two have not been
"
''
he ^\ho does bdzi
returned separately.
Bazigar is a Persian word meaning
or any sort of game or play, but it is applied only to jugglers and acrobats.
Some say that the Bazigar is a tumbler and the Nat a rope-dancer others
that the Bazigar is a juggler as well as an acrobat, while the Nat is only the
latter, and it is possible that those who reach the
higher ranks of the profession may call themselves by the Persian name
others again say that
the
the
Nats
males
but
the
among
among
Bazigars both sexes perform ;
only,
and this latter distinction is reported from several districts. On the whole
it is
perhaps more probaljle that the Nat is the caste to which both classes
In the Dehli and Hissar divisions
belong, and Bazigar an occupational term.
the word used for Bazigar is Biidi, a term which is apparently quite unknown
in any other part of the Panjab except Ambala ; and I have classed Badi and
tyi^ical

;

;

Bazigar together.

The Nats then, with whom I include the Bazigars, are a gifsj tribe
of vagrant habits who wander about with their families, settling for a few
days or weeks at a time in the vicinity of large villages or towns, and conIn addition to practising acrobatic
structing temj^orary shelters of grass.
feats and conjuring of a low class, they make articles of grass, straw, and
reeds
in

this

small

;

is

be divided into two main classes; those whose males only
perform as acrobats, and those whose women, called Kabutri, perform and
About three-quarters of their numljer returned thempiostitute themselves.

ai'e

fP. 316]

a

and in the centre of the Panjab are said to act as Mfrasis,
perhajis douljtful.
They often practise surgery and physic
way, and arc not free from the suspicion of sorcery. They

for sale

though

said to

Hindus, and most of the rest as Musalmans. They mostly mairy
but they are really outcasts, keeping many
;
with
which they hunt and eat the vermin of the jungles. They
dogs
are said especially to reverence the
goddess Devi, Guru Teg Bahadur, the Guru
of the Sikh scavengers, and Hanuman or the monkey god, the last because of
the acrobatic powers of monkeys.
They very generally trace their origin from
Marwar ; and they are found all over the Province except on the frontier,
where they are apparently almost unknown. The large numbers returned in
Bahawalpur and Montgomery, in the former as Nats and in the latter as
Their different tribes are governed by a Raja and
Bazigars, is very striking.
The Musalman
Rani, or King and Queen, like the gipsy tribes of Europe.
Nats are said to prostitute their unmamed, but not their married women ; and
selves as

by phcra, and Imrn the dead
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Abstract No. 98, showing the Gipsy
FiGUBBS.

89

98

Dehli

266
629
815

Guigaon
Kariial
Hi83;ir

RoUtftk
Siren

Aiubnla
Ludhidiia

Jalaudlmr
Hinliyarpui'

Kaugra
Aunlt^ar

294
318

1,990

161

489
935

112

254

76
360

8

Sialkot

28

Ijalioie

930

Firozepur

1,188

Rawalpindi

580
281
139
320

Jablam
(iiijrat

Shah pur
Multan
Jhang
Moutgomery
Muzaffaigarli
British Territory

369
278
398
97

Nabha
Kapurtliala

Jind
Faridkot
Malerkotia

Total East. Plains

Bahdwalpur
Stateis

British Territory
Native States

Province

130
1

2,349

72
11,504

1,052

1,598

57
39
183
90

296
2

85

152
124
76
53

1,548

2,301

1

Kalsia

667
238
68
594

8,190

Pat id la

HUl

442
160
36
1,361

GujranHala

Total

1

719

248

576
106
287

163

Gurdaspur

164

1,919

83

36

8,190
8,550
11,740

11,504
2,337

[

p. 315. ]
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marries, tbe first cliili] is either given to the graiulmother
as compensation for the loss of the mother's gains as a prostitute, or is redeemBut this is perhaps the custom with the Pernas
ed by payment of Es. 30.

when a Nat woman

rather than with the Nnts (see below).
Another, and more probnble account
after
married is one of the tribe, and is kept secluded
is, that the first wife
which the Musalmau Nat, who is usually to be found in the towns, will
women as he can procure by purchase from the vagrant tribes
as
;

many

marry

and these latter he prostitutes.
The Perna (Caste No. 164).— The Pernas

or otherwise,

589.

are also a vagranl tribe of

But there is said to be
to tlie N.ats or Bazigars.
gipsies, exceedingly similar
this great distinction, that the Pernas haliitually and professedly prostitute
The Perna women are said to ^ be
their women, which the Nats do not.'
and tumljlers, and
perform their acrobatic feats holding

generally
jugglers
a sword or hnife to their throats ; but their characteristic occupation is dancing
and singing rather than tumbling. Tlie men apparently do not perform, but
clear that
merely play the drum for the women to dance to. It is not quite
the word is' anything more than the na)ne of an occupation like Bazigar, for
some Pernas are said to be Chuhra by caste. It is possible that they are a true

but like many of the vagrant tribes will admit strangers to their fraterThey are almost all ^lusalmiins, and are said to marry by
nity on payment.
nihah. They are said to be divided into two classes, idratdh and teratdli,
" in
"
music.
beat
from the sort of music to which they dance, tdl meaning a
If so, the music with thirteen beats in a bar must be worth listening to as
a curiosity.
They iire probably found almost all over the Province except in
the frontier districts but in tlie Lahore division they have been included
caste,

;

with Bazigar, and perhaps
papers do not show it.

the same

has happened elsewhere, though

my

—

The Kanjar (Caste No. 135). I have taken a liberty with these
which is I think justified by my information. The Kanjar of the
Dehli territory, or as he seems to be called in the Ambala division tbe
of
Jallad, is a wandering tribe very similar to the Perna ; and in that part
the country a pimp or prostitute is called Kanchan or by some similar name,
In the remainder of the Panjab the word Kanchan is not
anil never Kanjar.
used, the wandering tribe of Kanjar? is apparently not found, and Kanjar is
Thus I found Kanchan and Kanjar
the ordinary word for pimp or prostitute.
and Ambiila
(including Jallad) separately returned for the Dehli, Hissar,
Now prostitutes are
divisions, and Kanjar only for the rest of the Province.
found all over the Province. Accordingly I classed the Kanchan of the three
divisions just named, together with the Kanjar of the remainder of the
Panjab, under the head Kanchan (Caste No. 9ii), and left only the Kanjar of
The Kanchans are
the Dehli territory under the head we are now discussing.
and
almost all Musalmans, while the Kaujars are all Hindus except in Sirsa
have
it is
probable that the Musalman Kanjars shown for Sirsa should also
been classed as Kanchan, and that the Hindus shown as Kanchan are really
590.

figures

;

Kanjars.

The Kanjars of the Dehli territory are a vagrant tribe who wander about
the country catching and eating jackals, lizards and the like, making rope and
other articles of grass for -le, and curing boils and other disea*,^..
They parti'
•'J.'r.

Cliristie, oi tlic

reverse of this.

other hand,

who

is

a good anthority, says that the fact

is

exactly the
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are said to divide their

one they many themselves, and them they do not prostitute the other they keep for purposes of prostitution.
The Jallads of Ambala
are said to be the descendants of a Kanjar family who were attached to the
Dehli Court as executioners, and who, their duty being to flog, mutilate, and
"
" skin."
The Kanjars
execute, were called Jallad or
skinners," fi'om jild,
appear to be of a higher status than the Nat, though they are necessarily
outcasts.
They worship Mata, whom they also call Kali Mai ; but whether
they refer to Kali Devi or to Sitala does not appear ; most probably to the
former.
They also reverence Giiga Pir. Dehli is said to be the Panjab headBut the word Kan jar seems to be used in a very loose
quarters of the tribe.
manner it is by no means certain that these Kanjai'S are not merely a Bawaria
tribe ; and it is just possible that they have received their name fi-om their
girls into

classes

;

;

;

habit of prostituting their daughters, fi-om the Panjabi word
Kanjar. The
words Kanjar and Bangali also seem often to be used as synonymous. A good
deal of information regarding the Kanjars will be found in No. X of 1866 of

the Selected Cases of the Panjab Police.
Bawarias. I should probably have done
Bawaria, and not with Nat and Perna.

In that pamphlet they are called
had I grouped Kanjar with

better

—

The Hesi (Caste No. 167). The Hesi appears to
distinction of being the only castes recognised among
of Spiti, the other classes of that society eating together and
The
freely, but excluding these two from social intercourse.
591.

Lobar the

share with the
the Buddhists

intermarrying
Hesis of Spiti,
the
two
names
called,
referring
to the same people, do not appear to have i-eturned themselves as of that caste,
as all our Hesis are Hindus, wliereas all the people of Spiti except two are
returned as Buddhists.
however, or rather the

.

317]

Bedas as they are there

The Hesis are the wandering minsti-els of the higher Himalayan valleys.
" The
men play the pipes and kettle-drum, while the women dance and sing
"
and play the tambourine. They are (in Lahul and Sjjiti) the only class that
"
owns no land.
The Beda no land and the dog no load ' is a proverbial
"saying." He is called "the 18th caste," or the odd caste which is not
Yet he has his
required, for no one will cat from the hands of a Hesi.
inferiors for he himself will not eat from the hands of a Lobar or of a
Nath, the Kulu equivalent for Jogi. He is ordinarily a beggar, but sometimes engages in petty trade and to call a transaction "aHesi's bargain"
is to
imply that it is mean and paltry. The Hesi or Hensi, as the word is
sometimes spelt, is found in Kangra, Mandi, and Suket. To the Hgures of
Table VIII A should be added 201 Hesis in Suket who were left out by
mistake, and are shown under Caste No. 208, Table VIII B.
'

;

The Garris (Caste No. 177).— The Garris are returned in Sialkot
They are said to be a poor caste of strolling actors and mountebanks,
mostly Hindu, who have their head-quarters in Jammu, but are not unfi'e592.

only.

quently found in the Baijwat or plain country under the Jammu hills.
593. The Qalandari (Caste No. 121).— The Qalandari is the Kalender
of the Arahian Nights.
He is properly a holy Mahomedan ascetic who
abandons the world and wanders about with shaven head and beard. But the
•

given
tribe.

The Kucliband, who make these brnshes, are said to be a section
up proBtitutlon, form a separate guild, and will not marry with

of the Kanjars wlio hare
the other sections of the
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I have classed
word is o-enerally used in the Panjab for a monkey-man and
sort
bim liere instead of with /rt?2V«. I believe that some of them havea
;

hut their ostensible occupation is that
of pretence to a religious character
and they arc
of Icadino- about bears, monkcve, and other performing animals,
The
to maice clay pipe-bowls of superior quality.
said, like'the Kanjars,
susnumbers returned are small except in Gurgaon, where the figares are
that many of these men have returned
piciously large'; but it is proliable
The detailed tables of sub-divisions will when
as
themselves
;

simply

_

,A-7rr«.

the subject.
published throw iight upon
of Musalmdns
594. The Baddun (Caste No. 150).- A gipsy tribe
of the
returned from the centre of the Panpb, chiefly in the upper valleys
of Imam Shah, and
Thev, like the Kehals, are followers
Sutlej and Beas.
their habit of eating the crocodile, tortoise and frog.
justify by his teaching
work
straw,
They are considered outcasts by other Mahomedans. They
make pipe-bowls, and their women bleed by cupping. They also are said to
They are said to
lead about bears, and occasionally to travel as pedlars.
have three
Wahle, Dhara, and Balare, and to claim Arab origin.

m

clace,

The Gandhila (Caste No. 158).— The Gandhilas area low vagrant
bv Elliott to be "a few degrees more respectable than the
Bawarias" though 1 fancy that in the Panjilb their positions are reversed.
work in grass and straw,
They wander about bare-headed and bare-footed, beg,
catch quails, clean and sharpen knives and swords, cut wood, and generally
do odd jobs. They are said to eat tortoises and vermin. They also keep
It is said that in some
donkeys, and even engage in trade in small wav.
but this 1 doubt. They have curious
parts they lead about performing bears
traditions which are reported to mo fi'om distant parts of the Province,
a kingdom which the tribe once possessed, and which they seem
595.

who

tribe,

are said

;

regarding

not
They say they are under a vow
place beyond the Indus.
wear shoes or turbans till their possessions are restored to them.

inclined "to
to

THE SCAVENGER CASTES.
The Scavenger Castes.— Abstract No. 99* on the next page shows
the distribution of this class, in which I have included Chuhra, Dhanak, and
Khatik. The class is numerically and (economically one of the most imexceeded in number by the
portant in the Province, for the Chiihras are only
Jat, Riijput, and Brahman, while they occupy a very prominent position
among the agricultural labourers of the Panjal). But socially they are the
lowest of the low, even lower perhaps than the vagrant Sansi and the gipsy
foot of the social
Nat, and as a rule can hardly be said to stand even .at the
first one or two
ladder, though some sections of the clan have mounted the
596.

steps.

Their hereditary occupation

is

scavengering, sweeping the houses and

and in
streets, working up, carrying to the fields, and distributing manure,
cities and in village houses where the women are strictly secluded, removing

and fowls
night soil. They alone of all classes keep those impure animals, pigs
and they and the leather-workers alone eat the flesh of animals that have died
of disease or by natural death.
Together with the vagrants and gipsies they
are the hereditary workers in grass and reeds, from which they make winnow;

Mr. Chaiiiiing suggests that tliese men iimy be tlie fnqirs of Ibe sbrine of Shah Choliha, a
saint nnich vcncratcil by the Meos; insomuch that tlie abduction of a married woman from the
fair of the saint is held to be allowable, Shah Chokha being said to have given the woman to the
1

abductor.
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SCAVENGER CLASS,
Proportiox per 1,000
or TOTAL POPtTLAIIOX.

FlQFEES.
43

4

87

J3

O
DeUi

26,067

6,700

1,867

Gurgaon

17,783

5,693

1,398

Karnal

31,288

3,369

1,093

Hissar

12,126

13,529

950

19,901

18,692

832

16,051

1,491

1,100

Ambaln

41,755

44

1,200

Lndhiana

18,525

196

1,S45

2

Kohtak
Sirsa

Simla

Jalandhar

31,849

Hnshyarpur

17,287

570

896

131

Kangra
Amritsar

16

697

107,011

Qiirdaspur

56,985

Sialkot.

78,980

Lahore

99,025

Gniranwala

57,911

Firozpnr

68,905

Rawalpindi

22,046

Jalilam

25,027

52

Gujrat

38,231

444

Shahpur

28,297

6

93

43

242

144

3S9

93

263

291
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ing pans and other articles used in agriculture ; and like them they eat jackals,
Many of them have abandoned scaveugering and
lizai-ds, tortoises, and pigs.
taken to leather-work and even to weaving'^ and by doing so have mounted
one or even two steps in the social grades, as in the latter case they pass over

But to secui-e the full benefit of this change of occuthe leather-workers.
Then- agricultural
pation they must relinquish the habit of eating carrion.
It is probable that tlmj are essentially
functions will be presently described.
of aboriginal origin ; but there is little doubt that the aboriginal nucleus has
received additions from other som-ces, of those who have gradually sunk in the
Scale of occupations or have in any way been degraded to the lowest level.
The distribution of the class will be noticed as each of the three castes is disIn the hills they are replaced by menials who will be described in the
cussed.
separate section on the menials of those parts.

597. The Chuhra (Caste No. 4).— The Chuhra or Bhangi of Hindustan'
the sweeper and scavenger par excellence of the Panjab, is found throughout
the Province except in the hills, where he is replaced by other castes presently
He is comparatively rare on the frontier, where he is, I
to be described.
believe, chiefly confined to the towns ; and most numerous in the Lahore and
Amritsar divisions and Faridkot where much of the agricultui-al labour is
fills the
position with respect to field-work which
performed by him, as he here
For the frontier, however,
is held in the east of the Province by the Chamar.
72
the figures of Abstract No.
(page 2^-i*) must be added, which shows the
Chuhras and Kutanas who have returned themselves as Jats. He is one of
the village menials proper, who receive a customary share of the produce and
In the east of the Province he sweeps the houses and
iierform certain duties.
collects the cowduug, pats it into cakes and stacks it, works up the
is

*P. 106107

village,

manure, helps with the cattle, and takes them from village to village. News
of a death sent to friends is invariably carried by him, and he is the general
He also makes the
village messenger {Lekhar, Baldi, Baldkar, Daura).
chhdj or winnowing pan, and the sirki or grass thatch used to cover carts and
In the centre of the Province he adds to these functions actual hai'd
the like.
work at the plough and in the iielJ. He claims the flesh of such dead animals
But
as do not divide the hoof, the cloven-footed belonging to the Chamiir.
his occupations change somewhat wiih his religion ; and here it will be well
to show exactly what other entries of our schedules I have included under the

head of Chuhra

:

—

DlTISIOSS.
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These various names denote nothing more than a
change of religion
sometimes aetompanied by a eliange of
Table VIII shows that
occupation.
the Hindu Chuhra, that is to say the Chuhra who follows the
original religion
of the caste and has been classed
by us as Hindu, is found in all the eastern
half of the Panjab plains
but that west of Lahore he
hardly exists save in
the greatcities of Esiwalpindi, Multan and Peshawar.
His religion is sketched
in Part VIII of the Chapter on
I may add that since writing that
Religion.
I
have
received
traditions from distant
chapter,
parts of the Province which
leave little doubt that Bala Shah, one of the Chuhra
Gurus, is another name
for Bal Mik, a hunter of the Karnal district, who was converted
by a
and
The Rishi wished to
holy Rishi,
eventually wrote the Ramayana.
but
reflected
that so vile a man would not be able to
prescribe penance,
say
RAM. So he set him to say
which, if vou say it fast [p
comes
to
much
the
same
Their other guru is Liil Beg ; and
enough,
thing.
they still call their priests Lalgurus. They generally many by phera and
their
dead
face
downwards,
bmy
though they not unseldom follow in these
respects the custom of the villagers whom they serve.
598. The Sikh Chuhra -Mazbiand Rangreta.— The
second and third
entries in the table of the last
paragraph, viz., JIazbi and Rangreta, denote
Chuhras who have become Sikhs. Of course a Mazbi will often have been
returned as Chuhra by caste and Sikh
by religion ; and the figures of Table
VIIIA ai-e the ones to be followed, those given above
being intended merely to
show how many men returned to me under each of the heads shown I have
classed as Chuhras.
Sikh Chiiras are almost confined to the district and states
immediately east and south-east of Lahore, which form the centre of Sikhism.
Mazbi means nothing more than a member of the
scavenger class converted to
^'\kh:vim {see further, paye.
The Mazbis take the pdhul, wear their
Lj4).
hair long, and abstain from tobacco, and
they apparentlv refuse to touch
all
the
other olBces "hereditary to the
night-soil, though performing
Chuhra caste. Their great Guru is Teg Bahadur, whose mutilated bodv was
back
from
Dehli
brought
by Chuhras who were then and there admitted to
the faith as a reward for their devotion.
But though good Sikhs so far as
:

.

RAM

religious observance

them j and

MRA MRA

is

concerned,

the

taint of

hereditary

pollution

is

upon

Sikhs of other castes refuse to associate with them even in
religious ceremonies.
They often intermarry with the Lai Begi or Hindu
Chuhra. They make capital soldiers and some of oiuregiments are wholly
composed of Mazbis. The Rangreta are a class of ilazbi apparently found
only in Ambala, Ludhiana and the neighbourhood, who consider themselves
socially superior to the rest. The origin of their superiority, I am informed, lies
the fact that they were once notorious as
highway robbers But it appears
that the Rangretas have
very generally abandoned scavengering for leather
work, and this would at once account for their rise in the social scale. In
the hills Rangreta is often used as
synonymous with Rangrez, or Chhimba
or Lilari to denote the cotton
dyer and stamper and in Sirsa the Sikhs
will often call any Chuhra whom
they wish to please Rangreta, and a rhyme
" the
IS current
Rangreta, Guru kd beta, or
Rangreta is the son of the
Guru.'"

m

!

;

599.— The Musalman Chuhra— Musalli, Kutana, &c.— Almost all the
Chuhras west of Lahore are Musalmans, and
they are very commonly called
Musalli or Kutana, the two terms
being apparently almost synonymous, but
Kutana being chiefly used in the south-west and Musalli in the north- west.
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"

"
is (.-allal Diudar
or
a? a term of
faithful
Khojah, a eumioh, in satirical allusiou to his circumcision, or, as
sometimes interpreted, Khoja, one who has found salvation. But it appears
that ui many parts the Miisalmau Chiihra continues to be called Chiihra so
long as he eats carrion or removes night-soil, and is only promoted to the
title of Musalli on his relinquishing those habits, the Mnsalli being considered
On the other hand the Musalli of
distiuctlv a higher class than the Chiihra.
the frontier towns does remove night-soil.
On the Peshawar frontier the
Musalli is the grave-digger as well as the sweeper, and is said to be sometimes called Shahi Khel, though this latter title would seem to be more
generally used for Chiihras who have settled on the upper Indus and taken to
working- in grass and reeds like the Kutanas presently to be described.

In

Sirsa the uouverted Cluihra

respect, or

Kutana, or as it is more commonly called in the villages Kurtana',
the name usually given to a class of Miisalman sweepers who have settled
on the bank of the lower Indus, have given up scavengering and eating
carrion, and taken to niaking ropes and working in grass and reeds ; though
Some of the Kurtanas
the word is also applied to any Mahomedan sweeper.
is

even cultivate land on theii- own account. So long as they do no scavengering the Kurtanas are admitted to religious equality by the other Mahomedans.
I think it is not impossible that the Kurtanas of the Indus banks are a distinct
The detailed
caste from the Bhaugi and Chuhra of the Eastern Paujab.
table of clans will doubtless throw light on the point.
600.

Divisions

of

the

—The

Chuhra

divisions are very
but the larger sections
returned in our schedules only include
about half the total number. Some of

Chuliras.

numerous,

the largest are shown in the margin.
The greater number of them are evidently named after the dominant tribe
whom they or their ancestors served.
The Sahotra is far the most widely
distributed, and this and the Bhatti
and Khokhar are the principal tribs in
the Multan and Rawalpindi divisions.
The others seem to be most largely returned from the Lahore and Amritsar
Those who returned themselves as Chiihras and Musallis resdivisions.
and the above figures include both. The
pectively showed some large tribes,
Kurtanas returned no large tribes.
601. TheDiianals (CasteNo. 43).— The Dhanak is found only in the
Dehli and Hissar divisions and the eastern portion of the Phiilkian States.
He is essentially a caste of Hindustan and not of the Panjab proper. Sir
H. Elliott says that they are most numerous in Behar, and that they are
besides performing other menial service.
fowlers, archers, and watchmen,
He says that the Aheri tribe of huuters is an offshoot from the Dhiinaks, and
Wilson derives the name from the Sanskrit dhanusJika, a bowman. The
and the only difference between
Panjab Dhanaks, however, are not hunters,
their avocations and those of the Chiihras would appear to be that the
will do general scavengering, will not remove nightwhile

Dhanaks,

they
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and that a great deal of weaving is done by them in the villages. Like
the ChiihraSj they ai'e generally village menials proper, having customary
The Chuhras are said to look down upon the Dhanaks ;
rights and duties.
but they are apparently on an equality, as neither will eat the leavings of
the other, though each will eat the leavings of all other tribes except Sansis,
not excluding Khatiks.
no Sikh or
There are practically speaking
Musalnian Dhanaks, and then- religion would appear to be that of [P. 320]
the Chuhras, as the only considerable tribe the Dhanaks have returned
is Lai Giuni, another name for Lai
Beg the sweeper Guru. But they are
said to bum their dead.
They marry by phera and no Brahman will
soil,

officiate.

602. The Khatik (Caste No. 87).— This also is a caste of Hindustan, and
found in any numbers only in the Jamna zone, Patiala, and Sirsa. But
it has apparently followed our
troops into the Panjab, and is foimd in most
of the large cantonments or in their neighbourhood.
Many of these latter
have adopted the Musalman religion. They appear to be closely allied to the
Basis, and indeed are sometimes classed as a tribe of that caste.
They form
a connecting link between the scavengers and the leather-workers, though
is

they occupy a social position distinctly infejior to that of the latter. They
At
are great keepers of pigs and poultry, which a Chamar would not keep.
the same time many of them tan and dye leather, and indeed are not seldom
confused with the Chamrang. The Khatik, however, tans only sheep and
goat skins (so at least I am informed by some Lahore Khatiks and Chamrangs) using salt and the juice of the Madar [Calotropis procera), hut no
lime ; while the Chamrang tans buffalo and ox hides with lime, and does
not dye leather. It is probable, however, that Chamrang is more the name
of an occupation than of a caste.
The Khatik is said sometimes to keep
sheep and goats and twist their hair into waistbands for sale ; and even
Occasionally to act as butcher, but this last seems improbable from his low
At the same lime the inforposition, unless indeed it be as a pork-butcher.
mation that 1 have received is very conflicting, and it may be that I have
put he Khatik too low, and that he would have better been classed with the
So far as I can make out, the fact is that the Khatik of
leather-workers.
the east is a pig-keeper and the Khatik
of the west a tanner, the latter
occupying a higher position than the former (see further under Chamrang,
I

Mr. Chi-istie tells me that the Hindu Khatik pig-keeper is
section 6u9).
a Purbi immigrant ; while the Musalman Khatik tanner of the Panjab proper
is nothing more than a Chamar who
has adopted Islam and given up
working in cowhide.

THE LEATHEll-WOEKERS AND WEAVERS.
603. The leather-workers and weavers.— Next
in leather,
classes in social standing come the workers
Abstract No. 100 on the opposite page*
theAveavers.
I have taken them together ; for
of both groups.

above the scavenger
and above them again
gives the distribution

iSp.

99
though there 's a wide
distinction between the typical leather-worker or Chamar and the typical
weaver or Julaha, yet they are connected by certain sections of the leathei-working classes who have taken to weaving and thus risen in the social
It
scale, just as we found in the case of some of the scavengering classes.
is probable that our
ligm'es for Chamai- and Mochi really refer to the same
caste, while Chami-aug and Dabgar arc perhaps merely names of occupations.

298.
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in

population

where the Chamai"

hills,

is

the
the

But in the central districts his place in this
field-labourer of the villages.
In the west, too, the
Chuhra.
respect is taken, as already remarked, by the
leather-worker, like all other occupational castes, is much less numerous than
The weaver class, on the other hand, is naturally least numerous
in the east.
in the eastern districts where much of the weaving is done by the leathercastes.

working

The Chamar (Caste No 5).— The Chamar is the tanner and leather604.
worker of North-Western India, and in the western parts of the Panjab he
caste
is called Mochi whenever he is, as he generally is, a Musalman, the
being one and" the same. The name Chamar is derived from the Sanskrit
or worker in hides."
But in the east of the Province he
Charmakdra or
leather-worker.
He is the general cooUe and field laboiu'er
is far more than a
and
a
if
asked his caste by an Englishman at any
of the villages ;
Chamar,
" Coolie" as often as " Chamai-."
rate, will answer
They do all the begcir,
'

or such work as cutting grass, carrying wood and bundles, acting as watchmen,
and the hke ; and they plaster the houses with mud when they need it.
They take the hides of all dead cattle and the flesh of all cloven-footed
animals, that of such as do not divide the hoof going to Chuhras.
They
make and mend shoes, thongs for the cart, and whijis and other leather work ;
aliove all they do an immense deal of hard work in the fields, each family
supplying each cultivating association with the continuous labour of a certain
number of hands. All this they do as village menials, receiving fixed
customary dues in the shape of a share of the produce of the fields. In the
east and southeast of the Panjab the village Chamars also do a great deal of
weaving, which however is paid for separately. The Chamars stand far
above the Chuhras in social position, and some of their tribes are almost
Their religion is sketched in section 294.
They are
accepted as Hindus.
generally dark in colour, and are almost certainly of aboriginal origin though
here again then- numbers have perhaps been swollen by members of other
"
Do
and higher castes who have fallen or been degraded. The people say
"not cross the ferry with a black Brahman or a fair Chamar," one being as
imusual as the other. Then- women are celebrated for beauty, and loss of
caste is often attributed to too great partiality for a Chamarni.
Sherriug
has a long discpiisitiou on the Chamar caste, which appears to be much more
extensive and to include much more varied tribes in Hindustan than in the

and

:

Panjab.
605.
Rabtia

...

liunia

...

shown

572
512

[

Bilai

...

Dhed

...

423
242

as

!

Miscellaneous

I have

included the

classed

entries

Chamars.— Under the

liead

Chamar,

schedule

entnes

in the margin.

to be a separate caste in the Central Provinces
with the Chamar. But in the Panjab, as also I under"
low fellow,"
stand in the Central Provinces, the word is often used for any

The Dhed appears

though
and

is

1

closely allied

especially applied to a Chamai-.

Why

is

a

Chamar always addressed with

any other caste would be

?

"

"
Oh Chamar ke

instead of

"

Oh Chamar,"

as
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The Bunia appears onlj^in the Ludhiaua district^ and is applied to a Sikh
who has given up leather-work and taken to weaving, and accordingly

Chamiir

stands in a higher rank lh;»n the leather-worker.
The Bilai is apparently the village messenger of the Dehli division.
He is at least as often a Chubra as a Chaniai', and might perhaps better have
been classed with the former. But there is a Chamar clan of that name who

work chiefly as grooms.
The Dosad is a Purbi

tribe of Chamars, and has apparently come into the
Panjab with the troops^ being returned only in Dehli, Lahore, and Ambala.
The Rahtia is said by several of my informants to be a Sikh Chamiir

Biinia, has taken to weaving ; but unfortunately part of my
JMusalman. In Sii'sa the word seems to be applied to the members
of any low caste, such as Chamar or Chuhra.^

who,

like

Rahtias

the

ai-e

—

A

It will be seen fiom Table VIII
606. The Sikh Chamar or Ramdasia.
that in the north and centre of the Eastern Plains a very considerable number
These men are called Riimdasia
of Chamars have embraced the Sikh religion.
after Guini lliini Das, though what connection they have with him I have
been unable to discover.
Perhaps he was the first Guru to admit Chamars to
the religion.
Many, perhaps most of the Ramdasia Chamars have abandoned
leather-work for the loom ; they do not eat can-ion, and they occupy a much
higher position than the Hindu Chamars, though they are not admitted to
The Ramdasia are often confused with
religious equality by the other Sikhs.
The former are true Sikhs, and take the
the Raldiisi oi Rabdasi Chamars.

do
pdhul. The latter are Hindus, or if Sikhs, only Niinakpanthi Sikhs and
not take the puliul ; and are followers of Bhagat Rav Das or Rab Dus, himself
a Chamar.
They are apparently as true Hindus as any Chamars can be, and
ai'e wrongly called Sikhs by confusion with the Ramdasias
(See fui-ther,
paragraph GO 8.)
,

The Musalman Chamar or Moehi (Caste No. 19).—The word Mochi
607.
in tanned
properly the name of an occupation, and signifies the worker
The Mochi not only makes leather
leather as distinguished from the tanner.
articles, but he alone grains leather and gives it a surface colour or stain, as
In the east of the Panjab the
distinguished froai a colour dyed throughout.
name is usually applied only to the more skilled workmen of the towns. In
the west however it is simply used to designate a Mussalman Chamtir ; and the
Mochi there is what the Chamar is in the east and belongs to the same caste,
though his change of religion improves, though only slightly, his social
He does not ordinarily weave, though in Hushyarpur the majority
position.
of the Mochis are said to be weavers, and he is not admitted to religious
In the west of the Panjab,
or social communion by the other Musalmans.
however, the Chamar or Mochi no longer occupies that important position as an
In the west he is merely a
labom'er that he does in the east.

is

agricultural

tanner and leather-worker, and his numbers are proiJortionally less than when
a large part of the field-work is done by him.
Moreover, he no longer
renders menial service ; and it may be that his improved sojial position is
Mr. Chi-istie, indeed, says that so soon as a Chamar,
partly due to this fact.
whether Hindu or Musalman, abandons menial offices and confines himself to
working in leather, he rises in the social Scale and assumes the more res2)ectable
'

So I

am

told.

Mr. Wilsou, however, says that he has never heard the word used.
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name of Mochi. The Mochi is proverbially unpunctual in rendering
service,
" To tlie
"
and there is a saying, The Mochi's to-inoiTOW never comes.
figures
for Mochis must be added those who are shown in Abstract No. 72 (page
224)*) as
608,

ha^^ng returned themselves as
Divisions of

Jats.

ChamarS and Mochis. -The tribes

of the CliamSr caste are iunumeralile,
It does not
of them very large.
seem worth while to give any tabular state>
mcnt, as to include anything like even half
the total number a very long li~t would have
But it is worth while comparto be shown.
ing the figures for Chamars and lIochLs for
Thi^* is done in
a few of the largest tribes.

and Bome

Only the first seven tribes are
found in any numbers among the Chamars of
the Dehli and Hissar divisions. Xos. 4 and 7
are the principal ones of the Ambala division
while these two last, together with Nos. 8 to
the Jalandliar division.
18, are found in
Among the Mochis the Bhatti and Chauhan
tribes are the most numerous.
It is obvious that many of these tribal
names are merely talcen from the dominant
race in whose service the tribe was formed.
Eanidasia is of course a religious and not a
tribal division ; and doubtless many of the
sub-divisions returned are merely clans, and
included in the larger tribes. This last point
But it
will be shown in the detailed tables.
appears that the Cliamars of the Eastern
Panjab may be broadly divided into five great
sections, the Jatia, the Raidasi. the Chamar,
the Chandar, and the Golia or Eaigar, no one
The
of which intermarries with the others.
Jatia are found in greatest numbers al out the
abomiare
an
in horse and camel hides, which
neighbourhood of Debli and Gurgaon. They wcrt
as having the footuncloven ; and are perhaps named from the word
Lation to the Chandar, probably
"
Jat (hard t), a camel-grazier. On the other hand, they are said to obtain the services of Gaur
with the minisBrahmans, which wonld put them above all other Chamars, who have to be content
Tlie Raidasi or Rabdasi Chamars are named after Rai
trations of the outcast Chamarwa Brahman.
Das Bbagat, himself a Chamar, a contemporary of Kabir, and like him a disciple of Ramar.and.
The Golia is the lowest of all the
They are the prevalent trihe in Karndl and the neighbourhood.
sections ; and indeed the word Golia is the name of a section ot many of the menial castes in the Eastern Panjab, and in almost all cases carries with it an inferior standing in the caste. The Chamar
comes between the .Jatia and the Golia, and is the prevalent tribe further west, about Jalandhar
andLudhiana. The Chandar is the highest of all, and is said in Dehli to trace its origin from
It is the principal section in Hisiar and
Benares, probably from some association with Kabi'r.
Thev do not tan, leaving that to the Chamrangs and Khatiks, and working only in
Sirsa.
similar tribal distinctions among the Chamars of the
doubtless
There
are
leather.
ready prepared
central districts ; but I have no information regarding them.
the margin.

The Chamrang (Caste No. 113).— Chamrang is probably a pni-ely
609.
The fignres of Table
caste.
occupational term, Chanirangs being Chamars by
VIII
however would seem to show that Chamrang and Khatik have been
confused in our returns, Chamrang being returned in largest numbers for the
Amritsar division, for which no Khatiks are shown. The Chamrang does not

A

stain or dve leather, but only tans it, r.mgna, as
" tan. " He tans ox
nothing imore than to
does not work in the leather which he tans.

applied to leather, meaning
and buffalo hides only, and
(See

further Khatik, section

602.)

610.
The Dabgar (Caste No 169).— The Dabgar is the man who makes
He is said to
the raw hide jars in which oil and ghi arc earned and stored.
be a separate caste in the North-West Provinces ; but the word implies, at
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least

in

parts of the province, nothing more than an occupation which,
followed chiefly by Kliojahs, Chamrangs and Chiihras.

many

in Siiilkot,

is

611.
The KoU of the plains (Caste No. 66).— The Koli of the hills will
be discussed when the hill menials are treated of ; but the figures include a
certain numljer of people who proliably belong' to a wholly different caste from
The former are proliably of tnie Kolian origin ; while the latter, that
them.

Kolis for the Delili and Ilissflr divisions, beprobability to the great Kori or Koli trilie of Chamiirs, the headThese
quarters of which is in Oudli, and whose usual occupation is weaving.
men are commonly classed with Chamars in the district in which they are
of
the
fact
found, but are distinguished from the indigenous Chamars by
their weaving only, and doing no leather-work.
Indeed they are commonly
known as Chamar-Julahas. Mr. Benton says " The Chamar-Juliihas have no
"
share in the village skins, and do no menial service ; but they would l>e very
"
glad to be entered among the village Chamar.-, who have anticipated them
and driven them to weaving as an occupation." I very much doubt whether
this is generally true.
As a rule the substitution of weaving for leather-work
is

to say all those returned as

long in

all

:

made voluntarily, and denotes a distinct rise in the social scale. The Karnal Kolis do not obtain the services of Briihmans.
(See further Koli, section
657, and Kori, section 603).
is

612. The Julaha and Paoli (Caste No. 9).— The weavers proper, of which
the Julaha as he is called in the east and the Piloli as he is called in the villages
of the wesl is the type, are an exceedingly numerous and important artisan
class, more especially in the western districts where no weaving is done by the
It is very possible that the Julaha is of
leather-working or scavenger castes.
Indeed Mr. Wilson, who has had while making the
aboriginal extraction.
settlement of Sirsa district unequalled opportunities of comparing different
sections of the people, is of opinion that the Julahas and Chamars are probably
the same by origin, the distinction between them having arisen from divergence of occupation. Be this as it may, there is no doubt that the present
The Julaha does not work in impure
position of the two is widely dissimilar.
leather, he cats no carrion, he touches no carcases, and he is recognised by both
Hindu and Musalman as a fellow believer and admitted to religious equality.
In a word, the Chamiir is a menial, tlie Julaha an aitisan. The real fact seems
to be that the word Julaha, which is a pure Persian word, the equivalent
Hindi term being Tanti, is the name of the highest occupation ordinarily open
to the outcast section of the community.
Thus we find Koli-Julahas,

Chamar-Julilhas, Mochi-Julsihas, Ramdasi-Julahas, and so forth ; and it is
probable that after a few generations these men drop the prefix which denotes
low origin, and become Julahas pure and simple.

their

The Julaha proper

scantily represented in the Dehli and Hissar
taken by Koli or Chumar- Julaha and Dhanak ; and
is hardly known in the Derajat, where
probably the Jat does most of the weavIn the rest of the Fro- 'P.
ing. (See also figures of Abstract No. 72, page 224*).
vince he constitutes some '^ to 4 per cent, of the total population.
He is ^^~
divisions,

where his place

is

is

generally Hindu in Kangra and Dehli, and often Hindu in Karnal, Ambala,
and Hoshyiirpur
but on the whole some 92 per cent, of tlie Julahas are
Musalman. The Sikhs are few in number.
;

The Julaha confines himself, I believe, wholly to weaving. He is not
a true village menial, being paid by the piece and not by customary dues.

106-
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Abstract No. 101, showing Castes o!
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.>.
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Total Hill States

British Territory
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8
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9
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Rohtak
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3,968
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1.004

100

2,929

101
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368,004
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8,007

36,477
6,744
7,769
4,633
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28

403
48
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16

27

129

1

60,694

4,741

633

123

19,116

3,436

1,806
1,764

6,058

30

368,004
65,880
433,884
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8,007
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11,976
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the preat Panjab rivers, wb ere too they assist largely in
more extensive occupation as cooks among a
Mnsalniiin po]inlation with no prejudices against eating food prepared ))y otliers.
On the fionticr proper^ like most of tljc occupational castes^ tbey are few in
number. In Ihe Eastern Plains aud bills these people are returned as .Thin wars ;
west of Lahore as Miicb bis. They are one of the pleasantest and most willing
of the menial classes, and the Bbishti is proverbially a good servant.
Bhatyara,

wliieh

ai'e

traversed

by

agrieultxiral laboxTr, besides finding

Bbarbhunja, and Mallab are names of occupations merely, bit of occupations
which are followed almost if not quite exclusively by the Jbinwar caste.
617. The Jhinwar (Caste No. 15).— The Jbinwar, also called Kabar in
the east, and JNIabra'. where a Hindu, in the centre of the Province, is the
caiTier, waterman, fisherman, and basket-maker of the east of the Panjab.
He caiTies palanqnins and all such burdens as are borne by a yoke on the
and he s])ecially is concerned with water, insomuch that the
shoulders
cultivation of water-nuts and the netting of water fowl are for the most part
in his hands, and he is the well-sinker of the Province.
He is a time village
In this
menial, receiving customary dues and performing cnstnmnry. service.
cnpacity he siipplies all the baskets needed by the cultivator, and brings water
to the men in the fields at harvest time, to the bouses where the women are
His occupations in the
secluded, and at weddings and other similar occasions.
centre and west of the Province are
described below under the
head
Division.
M^chhi. His social standing is in
;

one respect high
at his
hands.
servant,
class.

;

for

drink
a
highest of the
all

But he

though the

will
is

still
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The Machhl and Men (Caste No. 28).— MachLi is, as I have
In the Amritsar
only the western name for the Musalmau Jhinwar.
division those returning themselves as Machhi have been included under
Jhinwar.
In the Lahore and Rawalpindi divisions both names are used ;
and in tlie western districts lioth, 'U'here used at all, are applied indifferentlv
to the same person.
But in j)arts of the Central Panjab, where the eastern
Hindu meets the western Musalman, the two terms are generally used disThe Machhi occupies in the centre and west the same position
tinctively.
which the Jhinwar fills in the east, save that he performs in the foimer parts of
the Province a considerable part of the agricultural labour, while in the east
he seldom actually works in the fields, or at least not as a part of his customary duties ; though of course all classes work for pay at harvest time, when
the rice is being planted out, and so forth.
But besides the occupations
already described for the Jhinwar,^ the Machhi is the cook and midwife of
the Punjab proper.
All the Dayas and Dayis, the accoucheui', midwife, and
wetnurse class, are of the Jhinwar or Machhi caste. So too the common oven
which forms so important a feature in the village life of the Panjab proper,
and at which the peasantry have their bread baked in the hot weather, is almost
always in the hands of a Machhi for Musalmaus and a Jhinwar for Hindus.
In some parts he is also the wood-cutter of the village. In the Derajat he is
sometimes called ]\Ianjhi or Manjhera, more particularly when following the
occupation of a fisherman ; and the name Men is often given him under the
same circumstances in the rest of the Central and Western Panjab, along the
banks of our great rivers. Both these I'astes, where returned separately, have
been classed as Machhi, as have also the Sammi or fisherman and quail-catcher,
619.

said,

and the Mahigir, Maehhahra, Machhiyania, or fisherman. The details ai-e given
below.
Of the Mens in the Lahore division, 7,035 are in Lahore and .3,095 in
Gujranwala, while of those of the Multan division all but 180 are in Montgomery. Thus the Mens seem almost confined to the middle Satluj. On the
lower Indus, in Gujarat and lower Sindh INIachhi seems to mean nothing more
than fisherman. The figures of Abstract No. li (page 224<*) show that many
of the Machhis of the Derajat have returned themselves as Jats.
ENTRIES CLASSED AS MACHHI.

Ektet.
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almost without exception, a Jhinwar by caste ; and in many districts those who
have retnrned themselves as Bhatyilras have l^een classed either as Jhinwar or
as Machhi, so that our figures do not completely represent the entries in the
schedules.
They are said to be divided in the North-West Provinces at any
rate into two classes, Shcrshtihi and Salimshahi, tlie women of the former wearThey date the di\asion from the time
ing petticoats and of the latter drawers.
Now that the railway has
of Sultan Shcr Shah and his son Salim Shah.
diminished theii- trade, the Bhatyaras are said to have taken to letting out
yeMas and ponies for hire; and in the Derajiit they are said to be the donkeykeepers of the district and to do petty carriage. This would connect them
with the kiln rather than with the oven. In any case the name appears to
be purely an occupational one, derived fi'om bliatti, an oven or kiln ; but like

[P. 326]

many occupational guilds, tlie Bhatyaras appear in some parts to marry
only among those following the same avocation.' The same may be said of
the Bharbhiinja, who is as his name implies a grain-parcher. He too is almost
always a Jhinwai', but a small section of the Bharbhunjas are Kayaths. He
does not appear to occur as a separate class in the west of the Province,
where probably the grain parching is done at the public oven of the Jhinwar
The Bharbhiinja is also occasionally called Bhojwa, and on the
or Machhi.
so

Indus Chatari.
621. The Mallah and Mohana (Caste No. 42).— The Mallah is the boatof the Pan jab, and is naturally found in largest numljers in those
It appears
districts which include the greatest length of navigable river.
fi-om Abstract No. 72 (page 23i*) that on tlie Indus he has often returned
a
I
almost
Jhinwar
He is, believe,
himself as Jat.
invariably
by caste, and
very generally a MusalmSn by religion ; though Mr. Wilson lielieves that in

man

Sirsa

most of the Mallahs on

tlie

Satluj are

by

rally

caste Jhabel q. v.
He genecombines with his special work

of boat management some other of
the ordinary occupations of his caste,
such as fishing or growing waternuts ; but he is not a village menial.
Under the head Mallah have been
included those returning themselves
as Mohana, Tara,
or Dren, the
figures for which entries are given
on the margin. In Lahore and
Peshawar no separate returns were
made for Mohana. The Mohana is
said to be the fisherman of Sindh ;
but in the Pan jab he is at least as
much a boatman as a fisherman.

The word

in

Sanski-it

means

an

The Dren and Taru are found in the hills
estuary or confluence of waters.
only, where they carry travellers across the rapid mountain torrents on
inflated hides.
The former ai'c said to be IMusalman and the latter Hindu.
The word dren appears originally to mean the buffalo hide upon which the
In the Hill States 55 men returned as Daryai have also
transit is made.
been included. Broadly speaking, it may perhaj^s be said that the Jhinwar
'

It is noticeable that all those retorned as

Hindus, in the east of the Panjdb at

least, will

Bhatyara are Mnsalman ; probably because must
not eat bread made and cooked by a Jhinwar,

p
io7.

^gg.
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and Machhi follow their avocations on land and the Mallah and Mohana
on water, all belonging to the same caste.
622. The Dhinwar of the Jamma. Along the left bank of Jamna below
Dehli are settled a certain small number of people who call themselves Dhinwars.
They work as fishermen and boatmen and some of them as Bharthe present Census, partly as
bhiinjas, and have retm-ned themselves in
Jhinwars, but mostly as Malhihs.
They appear to have moved up the river
from the neighbourhood of Agra, and to keep themselves distinct from the
indigenous Jhinwars. They are much addicted to thieving, and it has been
Violent crime is however rare
proposed to treat them as a criminal tribe.
among them. They cultivate and even own a certain ai-ea of land. They

—

generally travel about in the disguise of musicians, singing, begging, pilfering,

and committing burglary and theft on a large scale when opportunity offers.
They apparently extend all along the banks of the river in Aligarh,
Bulandshahr, and other districts of the North-West Provinces. Men of this
class seem to travel all over the Panjiib, as they have been convicted even in
All Hindus drink at their hands,— a sufficient proof
the frontier districts.
that they are true Jhinwai'S Ijy caste.

WORKERS IN WOOD,
*P. 31011-

IRON, STONE,

AND CLAY.

—The workers in wood, iron, stone, and clay. —This

group, of which
Abstract No. 10 :i on the opposite page,* completes,
with the scavenger, leather-worker, and water-cai-rier classes, the castes from
which village menials proper are drawn. It is divided into four sections, the
workers in iron, in wood, in stone, and in clay. The workers in iron and wood
are in many parts of India identical, the two occupations being followed by
In most parts of the Panjab they are sufficiently well
the same individuals.
there seems reason to believe that
distinguished so far as occupation goes, but
and that they very frequently
they really belong to one and the same caste,
True workers in stone may be said hardly to exist in a Province
intermarry.
where stone is so scarce ; but I include among them the Raj who is both a
mason and a bricklayer and is said generally to be a Tarkhan by caste, and
623.

the

figures

are given

in

of the hills, who is both
they are connected with the cai-penters by the Thavi
The potters and brickmakers are a sufficiently
carpenter and stone-mason.
distinct class, who are numerous in the Panjab owing to the almost universal
use of the Persian wheel with its numerous little earthen pots to raise water
for purposes of irrigation.
[P. 327J

—

The Lobar of the Panjab is, as his
The Lobar (Caste No. 22)
and simple. He is one of the true village
implies, a blacksmith pure
menials, receiving customary dues in the shape of a share of the produce, in
624.

.

name

retm'n for which he makes and mends all the iron implements of agriculture,
He is most numerous in prothe materials being found by the husbandman.
lie immediately
portion to total population in the hills and the districts that
below them, where like all other artisan castes he is largely employed in field
2
2
He is, even if the figares of Abstract No. 7% (page If) be included,
tP. 106- labom-.
^^'^and Derajat divisions and in
present in singularly small numbers in the Multan
Bahawalpur ; but why so I am unable to explain. Probably men of other castes
the carpenter and the
engage in blacksmith's work in those parts, or perhaps
His social position is low, even for a menial ; and he
blacksmith are the same.
is classed as an impui-e caste in so far that Jats and others of similar standing
will have no social communion with him, though not as an outcast like the
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Abstract No. 102, showing the Blacksmith,
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Carpenter, and Potter Castes.

STONE AND CLAY.
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His impurity, like that of the barber, washerman, and dyer,
springs solely from the nature of his employment ; perhaps because it is a dirty
one, but more probably because black is a colour of evil omen, though on the
other hand iron has powerful vhtue as a charm against the evil eye.
It is not
impossible that the necessity under which he labours of using bellows made of
cowhide may have something to do with his impm-ity.' He appears to follow
ver}' generally the religion of the neighbourhood and some 34 per cent, of the
scavenger.

Lohars are Hindi;, about 8 per cent. Sikh, and 58 per cent. Musalmau.
Most
of the men shown as Lohars in our tables have returned themselves as such,
though some few were recorded as Ahngar, the Persian for blacksmith, and as
Nalband or farrier. In the north of Sirsa, and probably in the Central States
of the Eastern Plains, the Lobar or blacksmith and the Khati or
carpenter are
and in many, perundistinguishable, the same men doing both kinds of work
In Hushyai'pur they
haps in most parts of the Panjilb the two intermarry.
are said to form a single caste called Lohar-Tarkhan, and the son of a blacksmith will often take to carpentry and vice versa ; but it appears that the
castes were originally separate, for the joint caste is still divided into two sections who will not intermarry or even eat or smoke together, the Dhaman, from
dhamna " to blow," and the Khatti from Jchdt " wood." In Gujranwala the
same two sections exist ; and they are the two great Tarkhan tribes also (see section G27).
In Karnal a sort of connection seems to be admitted, but the castes
are now distinct. In Sirsa the Lohars may be divided into three main sections
;
the first, men of undoubted and recent Jat and even Rajput origin who
have,
generally by reason of poverty, taken to work as blacksmiths ; secondly the
Suthar Lohiir or members of the Suthar trilie of carpenters who have
similarly
changed their original occupation and thirdly, the Gadiya Lobar, a class of
wandering blacksmiths not uncommon throughout the east and south-east of
the Province, who come up from liajputana and the North-West Provinces
and travel about with their families and implements in carts from village to
village, doing the finer sorts of iron work which are beyond the capacity of the
The tradition runs that the Suthar Lohars, who are now
village artisan.
Musalman, were orign ally Hindu Tarkhans of the Suthai* tribe (see section 627) ; and that Akbar took 12,000 of them fi-om
Jodhjmr to Dehli, for;

;

and obliged them to work in iron instead of wood.
admitted by a section of the Lohars themselves, and probably has
some substratum of tnith. These men came to Sirsa fi'om the direction of
Sindh, where they say they formerly held land, and are commonly known as
Multani Lohai's. The Jat and Suthar Lohiirs stand highest in rank, and the
cibly circumcised them,

The

story

is

Gadiya lowest.

Similar-

distinctions

doubless exist in other parts of the

Our tables
Panjab, but imfortunately I have no information regarding them.
show very few Lobar tribes of any size, the only one at all numerous being the
Dhaman found in Karnal and its neighbourhood, where it is also a carj)enter
tribe.

The Lobar

of the hills

is

described in section 651 (see also Tarkhan,

sec-

tion 627).

625.
The SiqUgar (Caste No. 157).— The word Siqh'gar is the name of a
pure occupation, and denotes an armom-er or bui-nisher of metal.
They are
shown chiefly for the large towns and cantonments but many of them
"proreturned
as
themselves
Lohars.
bably
;

I

Colebrooke say 3 that the Karmakara or blacksmith

poUut«ii tribes.

is

classed in the Purans as

one of the

[P. 328]
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The Dhogri

(Caste No. 153)

.

—These

are the iron miners

313

and smelters

an outcast and impure people, whose name is perhaps derived from
"
dhonkni bellows ," and it is possible that their name is rather Dhoukri than
Dhogri. Their status is much the same as that of the Chamar or Dumna.
They are returned only in Kaugra and Chamba.
of the hills,

TheTarkhan (Caste No. 111).—The Tarkhau, better known as Barhai
North-West Provinces, Barhi in the Jamna districts, and Khati in the rest

627.
in the

of the Eastern Plains,
trae village menial,
fm-nitui-e,

JE\

107.

106-

is

the carpenter of the Province.

Like the Lohiir he

is

a

mending all agricultural implements and household
and making them all except the cart, the Persian wheel, and the

I have already
sugar-press, without payraeut beyond his customary dues.
jwiuted oat that he is in all probability of the same caste with the Lohax ; but
Till quite lately Jats and the like would
his social position is distinctly superior.
smoke with him though latterly they have begun to discontinue the custom.
The Khati of the Central Provinces is both a carpenter and blacksmith, and is
considered superior in status to the Lobar who is the latter only. The Tarkhan is
very generally distributed over the Province, though, like most occupational
The figures of
castes, he is less mimerous on the lower frontier than elsewhere.
Abstract No. 73 (page 224*) must however, be included. In the hills too his
place is largely taken by the Thavi {q. v.) and perhaps also by the Lobar.
I have included under Tarkbiln all who returned themselves as either Barhi or
Khati J and also some GOO Kharadis or turners, who were pretty equally
I am told that in the Jamna districts the
distributed over the Province.
Biirhi considers himself superior to his western brother the Khati, and will
not intermarry with him ; and that the married women of latter do not wear
The Tarkhan of the hills is alluded to
nose-rings while those of the former do.
in the section on Hill Menials.
The Raj or bricklayer is said to be very generally a Tarkhan.

The

tribes

of Tarkhan

are

numerous, but as a rule small.
I show some of the largest in the
margin, aiTanged in the order as
they occur from east to west.
No. 1 is chiefly found in the Dehli

and Hissar divisions ; Nos. 2 and 3 in Karnal, the Ambala and Jitlandhar
Patiala, Nabha, Faridkot, and Firozpur ; No. i in Jalaiulhar and
Sialkot
No. 5 in Amritsar ; No. 6 in Ludhiana, Amritsar, and Lahore
No. 7 in Hushyarpur j No. 8 in the Rawalpindi division ; No. 9 in Gurdaspmand Sialkot; Nos. 10 and 11 in the Lahore, Rawalpindi, and Multan divisions
No. 12 in Hazara. The carpenters of Sirsa are divided in two great sections,
the Dhaman and the Khilti proper, and the two will not interman-y. These are
also two great tribes of the Lobars {q. v.)
The Dhamans again include a tribe
of Hindu Tarkhans called Suthar, who are almost
entu'ely agricultural, seldom
working in wood, and who look down upon the artisan sections of their caste.
that
They say
they came from Jodhpui, and that their tribe still holds villages
and revenue-fi-ee grants in Bikiiner. These men say that the Musalmaa
Multani Lobars described in section 621i originally belonged to their tribe ;
the Suthar Tarkhans, though Hindus, are in fact more
closely allied with the
]\Iultaui Lobars than with the Khatis, and
many of their clan sub-divisions
are identical with those of the former
and some of the Lobars who have
immigrated from Sindh admit the community of caste. Suthar is in Siudh
divisions,
;

;

;

;
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the
are

common term for any

carpenter.

It

is

cm-ions

that the

Barhis of Karnal

Multani. The Sikli
great sections, Dese and
Tarkhans on the Patiala border of SIrsa claim Bagri origin, worlc in iron as
(See supra under Lohars.)
well as in wood, and intermarry with the Lohars.
divideil

also

into

two

The Kamangar (Caste No. 132)— The Kamangar, or as ho is commonly
and with
Kamagnr, is as his name implies a Ijow-makor
him I have joined the Tirgar or arrow-maker, and the Pharera which appears
628.

called in the Panjal)

[P. 329]

;

men are found chiefly in the
merely a hill name for the Rangsaz. These
in Kangra, appear to be always
large towns and cantonments, and, except
that bows and arrows are no lonj^er used save for purposes
:Musalman.
Any colour or
of presentation, the Kamangar has taken to wood decorating.
on in a lathe is generally applied by the Kharadi
lacquer that can be put
but flat or uneven sui-faces are decorated either by the Kamiiugar or l)y the
to be

Now

;

Of
sorts of work.
Rangsaz and of two the Kamangar does the finer
course rough work, such as painting doors and window-frames, is done by
the ordinary INIistrl who works in wood, and who is generally if not always
I am not sure whether the Kamangar can Ijc called a distinct
a Tarkbiin.
caste ; but in his profession he stands far above the Tarkhiin, and also above
;

the Rangsaz.
629. The Thavi (Caste No. 149).— The Thavi is the carpenter and stonemason of the hills, just as the Raj of the plains, who is a bricklayer by
His principal occua Tarkhan by caste.
occupation, is said to be generally
the village houses, which are in those parts made of
pation is building
He thus
stone ; and he also does what wood work is requu-ed for them.
forms the connecting link between the workers in wood or Tarkhans
on the one hand, and the bricklayers and masons or Rajs on the other.
Most unfortunately my offices have included the Thavis under the head
and
Hill States
Tarkhan, so that thev are only shown separately for the
of the Hill States themselves have evidently followed the same
indeed
;

many

and

In Gurdaspui- l,7:i3
figures are very incomplete
The Thavi is
Sialkot 1,06:3 Thavis are thus included under Tarkhan.
far above the Dagi or outcast
always a Hindu, and ranks in social stimding
caste of the
menial, but somewhat below the Kanct or inferior cultivating
hills.
Sardar Gurdial Singh gives the following information taken down
fi-om a Thavi of Hushyarpur :—" An old man said he and his people
" were of a Brahman
and so had
family, but had taken to stone-cutting
'
become Thavis, since the BnUunans would no longer intermarry with them.
" That the Thavis include men who are Brahmans, Rajputs, Kanets, and the
Thavi
like by birth, all of whom intermarried freely and thus formed a real
"
followed the occupation of Thavi
caste, quite distinct from those who merely
" but
The thavi of the hills will not eat or
retained their original caste."
Fm-ther details
of the neighbourhood.
interman-y with the Barhai or Kharadi
will be found in sectiin 651', the section treating
regarding his social position
of hill menials.
630. The Raj (Caste No. 93).— Raj is the title given by the guilds
of bricklayers and masons of the towns to their headmen, and is consequentMimar is the
Iv often used to denote all who follow those occupations.
and I have included all who so returned themcorresponding Persian word,
The word is probably the name of an
selves under the head of Raj.
rather than of a true caste, the real caste of these men being

course, so that our
in

'

occupation
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Tbe Raj is retiu-neJ only for tbe
be almost always Tarkbiin.
eastern and central districts, and seems to be generally Miisalman save
Under Raj I Lave included Batabra,
in Dehli, Giu-gaon and
Kangra.
of whom 66 are returned from the Jalandhar and 20 from the Amritsar
But I am not sure that this is right ; for in Chamba at any rale the
division.
Batabra seems to be a true caste, working generally as stone-masons, occasion-

said

to

In Kulu, however,
ally as carpenters, and not unfrequently cultivating land.
the Batabra is said to be a Koli by caste who has taken to slate quarrying.

The Khumra

171}.— The Khumra is a caste of
(Caste No,
found only in the eastern parts of the Punjab.
His
trade is dealing in and chipping the stones of the band-mills used in each
I
which
to
flour
work
done
in
Tarkbans
is,
believe, generally
grind
family
by
the Panjab proper.
Every year these men may be seen travelling up tbe
Grand Trunk Road, driving buffaloes which drag behind them millstones
The millstones are
loosely cemented together for convenience of carriage.
brought from the neighbourhood of Agra, and the men deal in a small way in
buffaloes.
They are almost all Musalman.
631.

Hindustan, and

is

;

632.

He

The Kumhar

(Caste No. 13).— The Kumhar, or, as he is more often
Panjali, Gumiiir, is the jxjtter and brick-burner of the country.
numerous in Hissiir and Sirsa where he is often a husbandman, and

in the

called

most
sub-montane and central

is

On tbe lower Indus he has retiu-ned
Abstract No. 72, page 224*).
He is a
true village menial, receiving customary dues, in exchange for which he
supplies all earthen vessels needed for household use, and the earthenware pots
used on the Persian wheel wherever that form of well gear Is in vogue.
He
also, alone of all Panjab castes, keeps donkeys ; and it is his business to carry
grain within the village area, and to bring to tLe village grain bought elsewhere by his clients for seed or food. But he will not carry grain out of the
He is the petty can-ier of the villages and towns,
village without payment.
in which latter he is employed to carry dust, manure, fuel, bricks, and the like.
His religion appears to follow that of the neighbourhood in which he lives.
His social standing is very low, far below that of the Lobar and not very
much above that of the Cbamar ; for his hereditary association with that
impure beast the donkey, the animal sacred to Sitala the small-pox goddess,
in the

*P. 106-

districts.

himself in some numbers as Jat

—

(see

him

his readiness to can-y manm-e and
He is
; as also
sweepings.
brick-burner of the Panjab, as he alone understands the working of
it
the
is
in
and
kilns
bricks that he comes into contact
burning of pots
with manure, which constitutes his fuel. I believe that he makes bricks also
when they are moulded ; but the ordinary village brick of sun-dried earth is
The Kumhar is called Pazawagar or
generally made by the coolie or Chamar.

pollutes

also the
;

and

and Kuzagar (vulg. Kujgar) or potter, the latter term being
On tbe
generally used for those only who make the finer sorts of pottery.
frontier be appears to be known as Gilgo.
The divisions of Kumhars are very numerous, and as a rule not very
I show a few of the
large.
largest
KuMHAB Divisioxs.
iu the margin.
The first two are
...
1. Gola
...
20,059 4 Dbodi
3,786
found in the Dehli and Hissar, the
2. Mah^r
...
12,649 5. Khokhar ... 15,039
ii,'„l
ii,
a
-i
third in the Amritsar and Lahore,
...
3. Dol
6,777
and the last two in the Lahore,
kiln-burner,

'

•

it

i

In Peshawar more than two-thirds of the
Rawalpindi, and Multan divisions.
Kumliars have returned themselves as Hindki.
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The Mahar and Gola do not intermarry. The Kumhars of Sirsa are
divided into two great sections, Jodhpuria who came fi'om Jodhpur, nse
furnaces or hhattis, and are generally mere potters ; and the Bikaueri or Dese
who came from Bikauer and use pajamas or kilns, but are chiefly agricultural,
looking down upon the potter's occupation as degrading. The Kumhars of
The two
those pai'ts are hardly to be distinguished from the Bagri Jats.
sections of the caste appear to be closely connected.

WORKERS

IN OTHER METALS

AND MINERALS.

and minerals.— Having discussed the
I next
turn to the group for
blacksmiths, stone-masons, and potters,
which figures will be found in Abstract No. 103 on the opposite page*. It is
the Sumir, (he
divisible into four classes,
Nyaria, and the Daoli who
work in the precious metals, the Thathera who works in brass, bell-metal
and the like, the Agari, Niingar, and Shoriigar who make salt and saltpetre,
and the Churigar or glass-blower and bracelet-maker. The workers in precious
metals are found all over the Province, though they are less numerous
among the nistic and comparatively pour population of the Western
Plains, and most numerous in those districts which include the great cities,
The salt-workers are naturally almost
and in the rich central districtsconfined to the eastern and south-eastern portions of the Province and to
the great grazing plains of the Multiin division, where the saline water of
the wells, the plains covered with soda salts, and the plentiful growth of
the barilla plant afford them the means of carrying on their occupation.
633.

The

Workers

in other

metals

of the Salt-range is quarried ready for use, indeed in a state of
and the work of quarrying and carrying is persingular purity
formed by ordinary labourers and does not appertain to any special caste
or calling.
salt

quite

;

634.
called

Tlie

in the

Province.

He

Sunar (Caste No. 30).—The Sunar, or Zargar as he is often
and silver smith and jeweller of the
is the gold

towns,
is

also to a very

large extent

a

money-lender,

taking jewels

pawn and making advances upon them. The practice, almost
among the villagers, of hoai-ding their savings in the form of silver
in

universal
bracelets

makes the caste, for it would appear to be a true caste, an
important and extensive one ; it is generally distributed throughout the
The Suuiir is
Province, and is represented in most eousLderable villages.
very generally a Hindu throughout the Eastern Plains and the Salt-range
Tract, though in the Multan division and on the frontier he is often a
iMusalman. In the central division there are a few Sikh Sunars. The Sunar
jjrides himself upon being one of the twice-born, and many of them wear the

and the

like

janeo or sacred thread ; but his social standing is far inferior to that of the
mercantile and of most of the agricultural castes, though superior to that of
many, or perhaps of all other artisans. In Dehli it is said that they are
divided into the Dase who do and the Deswale who do not practis^e karewa,
and that the Deswala Sunar ranks immediately below the Banya. This is probably true if a religious standard be applied ; but I fancy that a Jat looks
down upon the Sunar as much below him.
635. Tlie Nyaria (Caste No. 131) .—The Nyaria or refiner (from nydra
separate ") is he who melts the leavings and swcejjings of the Simar and
extracts the precious metal from them.
In the west of the Punjab he seems
to be known as Shodar or Sodar : and as one of the Sunar clans is called

"

t^- ^^''J

*P. 318-
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it
may be that the Nyaria is generally or always a Snniiv by caste.
and I have no other information.
The books are silent on the subiect
The Nyaria however is, unlike the Sauar, generally a Musalm^n tliough curiin Peshawar.
ously enough he is shown as Hindu only
636. The Daoli (Caste No. 134.).— Under this head I have included 87

Soclari,

;

;

men who have

returned themselves as Sansoi, as this appears to be the usual
The Daolis ai-e
in the higher ranges for the Daoli of tlie low hills.
men who wash gold from the beds of mountain streams, and arc naturally
found only in the hills, those rctitrned from Patiala being inhabit ants of the

name

which belongs to that State. They also work the water-mills
which are so common on the mountain torrents. Most of them are Hindu,
a few Silih, and none Musalmau. These men are outcasts of about the same

hill ten'itory

Dumna

indeed they are said by many to belong to the Diimna
;
appears that they also make matting and the like.
637. The Thathera (Caste No. 115).— The Thathera is the man who
brass, and other
sells, as the Kasera is the man who makes vessels of copper,
mixed metals. He is generally a Hindu. The word seems to be merely the
name of an occupation, and it is probable that most of the Thatheras have
Those shown in
returned themselves as belonging to some mercantile caste.
The Thathera is also known as
the tallies are for the most part Hindus.
Thathy^r. He is said to wear the sacred thread.
status as the

caste,

and

it

638. The Agari (Caste No. 109).— The Agari is the salt-maker of Rajputana and the east and south-east of the Panjal), and takes his name from
the agar or shallow pan in which he evaporates the saline water of the wells
The city of Agra derives its name from the same
or lakes at which he works.
word. The Agaris would appear to be a true caste, and are said in Gurgaon to
" The
claim descent from the Rajputs of Chitor.
There is a proverb
Ak,
" the
Jawasa, the Agari, and the cartman when the lightning flashes these four
"
I
the
is
follow
the
rain
which
to
because,
ghost,"
give up
suppose,
likely
would dissolve their salt. The Agaris are all Hindus, and are found in the
tract
on
the
common
borders
of
the
Dehli, Gurgaon, and Rohtak
Sultanpur
districts, where the well water is exceedingly brackish, and where they manuTheir social position is fairly good, being above
facture salt by evaporation.
that of Lobars, birt of course below that of Jats.
:

;

639. The Nungar and Shoragar (Caste Nos. 76 and 154).— Nungar, or
often called Nunia or Lunia or Niinari, is derived from nun " salt,"
and denotes an occupation rather than a true caste. This is true also of the
Shoragar or saltpetre-maker, who is sometimes called Rehgar from reJi or
saline efflorescence.
But the two terms arc commonly applied to the same
class of men,' who indeed, now that the making of salt is prohibited in most
parts of the Panjab, mamifaeture either saltpetre from the debris of old
village sites, or crude soda {sajji) from the barilla plant which is found in the
arid grazing grounds of the Western Plains.
Many of them have settled
down to agricultural pursuits, and this is especially true in the Multan and
Derajat divisions. They also appear to carry goods from place to place on
donkeys, which would seem to indicate a very low social status, though
these men are said to consider themselves superior to the Nungars who still
work at their hereditary calling, and to refuse to intermarry with them. They
are generally Hindus in the east and Musalmans in the west of the Province.

as

it is

•Nfinia

is

said to signify a

maker

of saltpetre in

Ondh and

its

neighbourhood.
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The Churigar (Caste No. 139).—The ChunVar, or as he is
the west Bangera or
Wangrigar, is the maker of bracelets,
He is also sometimes called Kachera or glassgenerally of glass or lac.
worker.
In the east of the Province <he Maniar sells these bracelets, but in
the west he is a general pedlar ; and I understand that there the
Bangera sells
as well as makes bracelets.
It is also said that the term
Chiirigar is extended
to men who make bracelets of bell-metal, or of almost
material
any
except
silver or gold.
The word appears to l^e merely the name of an
occupation, and
it is
probable that many of these brncelet-makers have returned their true
It may be too that in the east of the Pro^^nee the distinction Ijetween
caste.^
Churigar and Maniar has not always been observed.
640.

called

in

WASHERMEN, DYERS, AND TAILORS.
641. Washermen, Dyers, and Tailors.— The
cuss is that of the washermen,
calico

next group

and

I

shall

dis-

In it
I have included the
Dhobi, the Chhimba, the Rangrez, the Lilari. and the
Charhoa, and the figures for these castes will be found in Abstract No. 104
below.* But the group is a curiously confused one and I
regret to say that
dyers,

printers,

tailors.

;

[P. 332]
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the confusion has extended to our tables.
The terms, at any rate in the 23
west of the Panjab, denote occupations rather than true castes and the line
;
of distinction between the various
occupations is not only vague, but varies
greatly from one part of the Province to another. thcLilari doing in some
parts what the Chhimba does in others, and the Charhoa combinino' the
occupations of the whole group in the Multan and Derajat divisions ; while
the Darzi is often a Chhimba and the Chhimba a Darzi.
Thus it is impossible to say that these terms denote
'separate castes, though the caste to which
the group belongs, of which the Dhobi in the east and the Charhoa in
the west may be taken as
At the same time,
types, is a very distinct one.
where the occupations are separate they are in the hands of
separate tradesguilds with separate rales and organisation, and it is probable that interis at
any rate unusual. Like most occupational castes, those of
group are less numerous on the frontier than elsewhere.

marriage
this

642. The Dhobi and Chhimba (Caste Nos. 32 and 33),— The Dhobi is
[P. 333]
perhaps the most clearly defined and the one most nearly approaching a
true caste of all the castes of the
He is found under that name
group.
throughout the Panjab, but in the Derajat and JMultan divisions he is undisfrom
the
and
I
tinguishable
Charhoa,
regret to say that here the divisional
officers have included those who returned themselves as Dhobis under the
head of Charhoa. Some of the Charhoas seem also to have returned theni'
selves as Jats (see Abstract No. 72, page
The Dhobi is the washerman tP. 106224t).
of the country.
But with the work of washing he generally combines, ^^'^
in
the
centre
and
west
of
the
the
craft of
especially
Province,
calico-printing ;
and in the Lahore and Rawalpindi divisions the Chhimba has been classed as
Dhobi, while in the Jalandhar division most of the Dhobis have been classed
as Chhimbas.
In fact the two sets of figures must be taken together. The
Dhobi is also a true village menial in the sense that he receives a fixed share
of the produce in return for
washing the clothes of the villages where he
performs that office. But he occupies this position only among the higher
castes of the land-owners, as
among the Jats and castes of similar standing
the women generally wash the clothes of the
The Dhobi is therefamily.
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fore to be found in largest nninber in the towns.
His social position
low, for his occnpation is considered impure ; and he alone of the tribes

is

very

which

Knmhar in keeping and using a donkey. He
stands below the Nai, but perhaps above the Knmhar.
He often takes to
or
tailor.
He
is most
often a Mnsalman.
His title is
working as a Darzi
the
the
or
latter
title
of
the
Barefa
heads of his guild.
KJialifali,
being

are not outcast will imitate the

The Chhimba^ Chhaimjia, Chhijji or Chhimjn is properly a calico-piinter;
and stamps coloured patterns on the cotton fabrics of the country
and he i^
said occasionally to stamp similar patterns on paper.
But, as before remarked'
he can hardly be distinguished from the Dholn. Besides printing in colonrlie
He is purely an artisan,
dyes in madder, but as a rule in no other colour.
He is sometimes called
never being a village menial except as a washerman.
so retm-ned as Chhimbas.
I have also
Chhapegai", and I have classed 45 men
thus classed 23 men returned as Chhaperas.
Wilson, at page 111 of his
but I am
Glossary, gives these two words as synonymous with Chhimpi
informed that in some places, though
;

;

not in

all,

Chhapegar

is

used to dis-

tinguish those who ornament calico
with patterns in tinsel and foil only.
The Chhimba often combines washing with dyeing and stamping, and
he veiy commonly works as a Darzi
or tailor, insomuch that Chhimba is
not unfrequently
translated
by
" tailor."

But few large divisions are returned for these castes. I give in the margin the figures for a few of the largest,
showing the Dhobi, Chhimba, and
Charhoa

side

by

side.

The

divisions

roughly arranged in the order in
which they are found from cast to

are

west.

The

and Rangrez (Caste Nos. 67 and 110).— These two
classes have lieen
hopelessly mixed up in the di\-isional offices, and the
two sets of figures must be taken together.
They axe both dyers, and
both artisans and not menials, being chiefly found in the towns. Biit the distinction is said to be that the Lihlri dyes, as his name implies, in
indigo only ;
while the Rangi-ez dyes in all country colours except indigo and madder, which
last appertains to the Chhimba.
It "is noticeable that, with the exception of a
few returned as Hindus by the Native States, both of these castes are excluThe Hindu indeed would not dye in blue, which is to him
sively Musalmans.
an abomination and madder-red is his special colour, which
perhaps accounts
for the Chhimbas, most of whom are Hindus,
dyeing in that colour only. In
Peshawar the Dhobi and Rangrez are said to be identical. The Lilai-i is often
called Nilari or Nirali ; while I have included under this
heading 2.51 men returned as Pungar from Multan, where I am informed that the term is
locally
64.3.

Lilari

;

nsed for Lilari.
644. The Charhra (Caste |No. 54).— The Charhoa is the Dhobi and
C;hhimba of the JMultiin and Derajiit divisions ; and, as far as I can find out,
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not unseldom carries on the hanilicrafts of the Lilari and
Eangrez also. In
his capacity of washerman he is, like the Dhobi and under the same circumstances, a recognised village menial, receiving customary dues in
exchange for
which he washes the clothes of the villagers. In
Bahawalpur he has been
returned as Dhobi.
645. The Darzi (Caste No. 61).— Darzi, or its Hindi
equivalent Suji, is
purely an occupational term, and though there is a Darzi guild in every town
no
there is
Darzi caste in the proper acceptation of the word. The
greater
number of Darzis belong perhaps to the Dhobi and Chhimba castes, more
to
the latter but men of all castes follow the trade, which is that of
especially
a tailor or scmpster. The Darzis arc
generally returned as Hindu in the east
and Musalman in the west.
;

MISCELLANEOUS
—A

646.

AJITISANS.

Miscellaneous arlisans.
group of miscellaneous artisans comIt includes the Penja or cotton scutcher,
pletes tlie artisan and menial cla.^s.
the Teli or oil-presscr, the Qassab or butcher, and the Kalal or
spirit-distiller.
The figures are given in Al:)stract No. lO.j on the next
page.* The first three .p 326.
form a fairly coherent group, inasmuch as they
often
very
belong to one caste. 27
The last is quite distinct. The distribution of each caste will be noticed under
-its separate head.
'

647. The Penja, Teli, and Qassab (Castes Nos. 83, 23 and
38).—The
Penja, as often called Pumba or Dhunia,'and in the cities Naddaf, is the
cotton scutcher who, striking a bow with a
heavy wooden plectrum, uses the
vibrations of the bow-string to separate the fil>rcs of the cotton, to
arrange
them side by side, and to part them from dirt and other
The Teli
impurities.
is the oil-presser; and the Qassab the butcher who
slaughters after the
Mahomcdan fashion, dresses the carcase, and sells the meat. But while the
Tell appears to be a time caste, the Qassiil) and
Penja are only names of occu-

In JMultan and the [P. 334]
pations which are almost invariably followed by Telis.
Derajat the Teli is commonly called Chaki or Chakani, and a quaint story concerning hini is related by Mr. O'Brien at page 93 of his MuUdni Glossary. The
Teli,mcluding the Penja and Qassab, is very uniformly distributed over the
Province save in the bills proper, where oil and cotton are
and the

Hindu population need no

1

imported

He is naturally most numerous in great
most occupational castes, less common.
In the Derajat, however, many of the Qassabs would
appear to have been returned as Jats (see Abstract No. 73, page
224t).
The numbers returned for Gurgaon under the head Qassab seem extrabut I can detect no error in the tables.^ The Teli is almost
ordinarily large
exclusively a Musalman ; and the Hindu Penja of the eastern districts is said
to be kno^vn by the name of Kandera, a
word, however, which appears to be
cities,

|

butchers.

while on the frontier he

is,

like

j

}

+ p. loe-j
"^^"

;

applied to Musalman Penjas also in Rajputana.
The Teli is of low social standing, perhaps about the same as that of the
^
[P. *^]
Julaha with whom he is often associated, and he is
hardly less turbulent and
possible that a large portion of the Gurgaou Jnlahas have returned themselves as
^l}^
Ihe Julahas are not nearly as nnmerons in
Gurgaon as one would expect. Mr Wilson
suggests that the very numerous cattle-dealers or Beoparis who are found about
l^irozpur Jhirka
in the south of the district, and who are
Meos
perhaps
by ca-ste, may very probably ha^-e returned
themselves as Qassabs.
He points out that so much of the weaving
in Gurgaon is done by
Chamars that Julabas would naturally not be very numerous.
'

-r 1-

lehs

1

i

i

^1

>|

'ft

I
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troublesome than the latter. Mr. Fanshawe notes that in Rohtak " the butcher
"
class is the very worst iu the district, and is noted for its callousness in
"
" and there is a
taking human life, and general tm-bulence in all matters
;
" He who
has not seen a tiger has still seen a cat, and he who has
proverb,
"
not seen a Thug has still seen a Qassab.'^
In Karnal the Qassabs are said
often to practise market-gardening.
648. The Kalal (Caste No. 56).— The Kalal, or Kalwar as he is called in
the west of the Paujab, is the distiller and seller of spirituous liquors.
The
word, however, seems to mean a potter iu Peshawar, He is commonly known
as Neb iu Nabha and Patiala, and when a Mahomedan often calls himself

Kakkezai and when a Sikh Ahluwalia, the origin of which names will preI have said that the Kalal is a distiller ; and that is his
sently be explained.
But since the manufacture of and trafBo in spirits
hereditary occupation.
have been subjected to Government regulation a large portion of the caste,
and more especially of its Sikh and Musalmau sections, have abandoned their
proper calling and taken to other pursuits, very often to commerce, and especially to traffic in boots and shoes, bread, vegetables, and other commodities in
which men of good caste object to deal. They are notorious for enterprise,

" Death
energy, and obstinacy.
may budge ; but a Kalal won't." They
owing to circumstances presently to be mentioned, most numerous in the
Sikh portions of the Panjab, and especially in Kapiirthala. In the western
districts they seem to be almost unknown.
Rather more than half of them
are still Hindu, about a quarter Sikh, and the other quarter Musalmiin.
The
original social position of the caste is exceedingly low, though in the Panjab,
it has been raised
by special cu'cumstances.
Tlie reigning family of Kapiirthala is descended from Sada Singh Kalal
who founded the village of Ahlu near Lahore. The family gradually rose in
the social scale, and Badar Singh, the great-grandson of Sada Singh, married
the daughter of a petty Sardar of the district.
From this union sprang Jassa
Singh, who became the most powerful aud influential Chief that the Sikhs
ever j^ossessed till the rise of Raujit Singh.
He adopted the title of Ahluwalia from his ancestral village Ahlu, the title is still borne by the Kapiirthala
royal family, and a Sikh Kalal will commonly give his caste as Ahliiwalia.
The caste was thus raised in importance, many of its members abandoned their
hereditary occupation, aud its Musalmau section also grew ashamed of the
social stigma conveyed by the confession of Kalal origin.
It accordingly
fabricated a story of Pathan origin, and, adding to the first letter of the caste
name the Pathan tribal termination, called itself Kakkezai. The name was at
first
only used by the more wealthy members of the caste ; but its use is
spreading, aud the cultivating owners of a village iu Giijrat entered themselves as Kalal in the fii'st and as Kakkezai in the second settlement. The wellknown Shekhs of Hoshyarpm- are Kaliils who, while claiming Pathan origin,
call themselves Shekhs and forbid widow-man'iage.
Some of the Musalmau
Kalals claim Rajput or Khatri origin, and it is probable that many of the
caste have returned themselves as Shekhs.
The commercial Kalals are said not
to iatermai'ry with those who still practise distillation.
are,
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649. The Menials of the Hills. The figm-es for such of the menial castes
To
as are peculiar to the hills are given in Abstract No. lOG on page 337.*
these must of course be added those members of the menial castes already
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Abstract No. 106, showing

MENIALS OP
FionEES.

49

Oargaon

,„

Hi&sar

Anibala

...

Ludhiana...

Simla

Jalaadhar

Hushyarpur

Kangra
Amritsar
tittrdaspur

SialKot

LabOK

...

Qajranwal

.

Qujrat

Britisti Territory
Patiala

...

Kapurthala

...

...

Total Eastern Plains

Maudi
Ghauiba

...

Nahan
Bilaspur

...

Bashahr

...

Nalagarh

...

Suket
Total Hill States

British Territory

Native States

Province

...

...

78

67

[P- 337]
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be found in the hill tracts, such as the Chamar, Tarkhan,
I have divided the class into two groups.
The first inLohar, and the like.
cludes those castes which are found ainon>; the lower hills and in the tract at
their foot.
Even here it will he founil that occupations tend to merge one into
another in the most confusing mannerj and that, even more than in the plains
proper, it is difficult to distinii'uish between one outcast class and another.
The second group is more strictly conHiu'd to tlie actual mountains ; and here
all seems to be confusion.
clescnbed as

ai-e

to

The

Chamar, the Jhinwar, and the artisans appear to be tolerably
and have already been described with the groups under which
they fall. But even this is not the case everywhere ; while throughout
the hills wc find a mixed class known as Koli, Dagi, or C'hanal, who not only
distinct,

perform the usual services demanded of outcasts, but also follow the occupaIt is impossible
tions of very many of the artisan and higher menial castes.
to say how many of the people who have returned themselves as Barhai or some
other caste which is sufficieutl}' distinct in the plains, are really Koli by caste
and have adopted the occupation merely of the caste under whose name they
are shown.
And even the inferior castes which bear the same name in the
hills as in the plains, often adopt very different habits and occujjy very different jjositions in the two tracts, as will be seen from the extracts I shall preOne difference
sently give from the reports of Messrs. Barnes and Anderson.
is
probably almost universal, and tliat is that in the hills almost all menial
castes occupy themselves very largely in fiekl-labour; and it will be seen that
in some parts the Kolis are generally known as II alls or Sepis, words in common use in the plains for two classes of agricultural laboui'ers. At the same
time it would appear that the services performed and dues received by village
menials are less commonly regulated by custom in the hills than in the plains.

The social
Mr. Barnes

position of the menial
in his Kaugra Report :

classes

—

in the

hills is

thus described by

•

" Those classes
"
"

t.iin

He

slavery.

" crtion.

"

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

"
"

"
"

"
'

"

who arj too proud or too affluent to plougli aud yet hold lands, generally euteror labourers from these outcast races, whose condition is almost analogous to that of
gets bread to eat, aud a few clotbea a year, and U hound to a life of thankless cxhese castes are always first impressed for begar, or forced labour, and, in addition to

Kdmit,
'I

carrying loads, have to provide grass for the camp. In the hills the depression of these castes
their manner is subdued and deprecatory ;
is more marked than I have observed elsewhere ;
they are careful to announce theii' caste ; aud an accidental touch of their persons carries dcHIement, obliging the toucher to bathe before he can regain his purity. If any person of this caste
has a letter to deliver, he will throw or deposit his charge on the ground, but not transmit it direct
from hand to hand. lie is not allowed to approach near, and in Court when summoned, he will
stand oxitside, not venturing unless bid to intrude within the presence. If encouraged lo advance he does so with hesitation ; wliile all the neiglibours fall back to avoid the contamination
of his touch.
Under the rule of the Rajas they were subjected to endless restrictions. The
women were not allowed to wear flounces deeper than four inches to their dress, nor to rp asgl
Their houses were never to exceed a certain
use the liner metal of gold for ornaments.
one floor ; the men were interdicted from wearing long hair ;
size, nor to be raised above
and in their marriages the bride was forced to go on foot, insead of riding in a jampdn or chair,
Certain musical instruments, such as the Dufnl or drum, and the
as allowed to every other class.

—

'

Nikdra, or trumpet, were positively prohibited. Many of these restrictions are still maintained,
although, of course, there has been no sanction given or implied by the officer^' of Gov-

" crnmeut."

As

650.
in a report

for the confusion 1 have mentioned,

it is

so clearly

by Mr. Anderson, and that report gives such

a

brought out

valuable and

teresting picture of the curious condition of the lower stratum of
Kulu aud the higher hills, that I need not apologize for quoting

length.

I should explain that the paragraphs I

am

in-

society in
at some

it

about to quote were not
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Kulu

as a complete report iipon any section of
but were merely hasty notes written in reply to enquiries made by
ing certain specified castes

meant by Mr. Anderson

:

—

society,

me concem-

" I have said that a Kanet will smoke with a Nath and n-ith a Nai, but in Kulu uo good in' ference can be drawn from the fact that the Tiukka \s conimou. I believe that not many years
It is still not a matter of much importance,
' ago all castes would have smoked from one pipe.
' and under ordinary circumstances, a Kanet wiU smoke with a Thaw i, a Nath or a Nai, though he
He would not eat with them. In some places
< might probably, if ta.'ced with doing so, deny it.
.'as in MonaliKotlii, Kanetssmukc with Dagis, but this is not common in Kulu, though the excaste distinctions became gradually more
,' clusiveness has arisen only within the last few years, as
c'

defined.

• Then as to the
In Kulu proper there are no Chanals, that
identity of Dagi and Chsnal.
castf they belong will answer that they are
is, there are none who on "being asked to what
" Chanals but
themselves
as
Dagi Chanals or Koli Chanals, and men of the
;
they will describe
" same families as tl'iese Dagi Chanals or Koli Chanals will as often merely describe themselves as
"
but the word
Dagisor Kolis. In Knlu Dagi, Koli, and Chaual mean very nearly the same thing,
"
Koli is more common in Seoraj and Chanal is scarcely used at all in Kulu but Chanals ^are,
" I
of
the Kulu
out
who
been
A
had
in
the
and
believe, numerous in Mandi,
Kangra valley.
Dagi
"
a Chanal in Kangra and a Koli in Placb or
valley told me he would call hims If a Dagi in Kulu,
"
and
or
eat
with
him
local
castes
would
not
admit
him.
these
again the
Again
Seoraj, otherwise
" same man has called himself a
Dagi and also a Koli. If a Kanet ivishes to be respectful to one
" of this low caste he will call him a Koli, if
llandi
A
of
him
Chanal
with
a
Territory
angry
Dagi.
" will not
intermarry with a Kulu Dagi.
"

;

"The popular explanation of the word Dagi is that it is derived from diig cittle, because they drag
"
then a Kanet
away the carcases of dead cattle and also eat the flesh. If a man says he is a Koli,
" turns round on him and asks him whether he does not
drag carcasses; and on bis saying he does
" the Kanet
is a Dagi, and the would-be Koli consents. Tlicre arc very few in Kulu proper
he
alleges
"that abstain from touching the dead. There are more in Seora;], but they admit they are called
'•
either Dagis or Kolis, and that whether they obtain from touching carcasses or not, all eat, drink
" and
It is a mere piece of affectation for a man who does not touch
intermarry ou equal terms.
" the dead to
This
fastidious.
say he will not intermarry with the family of a man who is not so
" is a social
of the individual who
distinction, and probably also indicates more or less the wealth
" will not touch the dead.
" From the natural evolution of caste distinctions in this direction, I would reason that once
" aU the lower castes in Kulu ate the flesh of cattle, but as Hindu ideas
got a firmer footing, the
" better off refrained and
Popular tradition seems howapplied to themselves the name of Koli.
" ever to
from Hindustan and
go in the opposite direction, for according to it the Kolis came
"
iu Kulu the
is called
gradually tell to their present low position. The real Koli, or as he
" Sai-hcha
There the caste is also
Koli, is found in Kotlehr, Lambagraon, &c., of Kangra proper.
"
Kolis of
The
now
it
holds.
than
to
it
a
much
tradition
ascribes
but
higher posit'on
very low,
"
the latter admit
Kaiigra will not have intercourse with the Kolis of Kulu ou equal terms ;
" their
the
same
with
it is
flesh.
But
defiled
ascribe
it
to
their
and
touching
by
being
inferiority
" Brahmans of the
plains and of the hills ; they will not intermarry.
" I am not aware what
but
1
of Kangra,
position the Kolis of Kangra hold to the Chanals
" believe
will not eat together nor interniarry.
they are considered inferior to them, and that tliey
"
mix
on
will
not
The Chanals of Kangra will not, I understand, touch dead cattle, and
"
who are considered
equal terms with those that do. There are some Chanals iu Outer Seoraj
" inferior to the Kolis there.
" A Chamar in
themselves Kolis said they
Seoraj will call himself a Dagi, and men calling
" would eat and drink with him.
because he made shoes,
Tliey said ho was a Chamar merely
" or worked in leather.
Most Dagis in Kulu proper will not cat with Chamars, but in some places
"
of
the
families.
on
been
the
custom
what
has
It
will.
depends
they
" The Kolis of Nirmand
that direction, hat is
keep themselves separate from the Dagis iu
€' from those that touch dead cattle.
The reason is that they are more or less under the influence
These Kolis of Nirof
that
the
i' of the Brahmins who form a
of
village.
population
large part
in Inner Seoraj.
•' mand will however
intermarry with a family of Kolis that lives at a distance
in wood, and its members are called
to
taken
«' This latter
for
some
has
turning
generations
famdy
a profession
have
' Kharadis as well as Kolis. They do not touch carcasses, probably because they
«' of their own and are richer
but they call themselves Kolis or Dagis and intermarry on equal terms
caste
and also the
low
these
<' with the Kolis round them.
This illustrates the unsettled state of
,
i

;

gradual advance of Hindu ideas.
" In Kulu there is not much difference between the Koli, the
Dagi, and the Chanal, but they
" are not admitted to be the same as the Kolis and Chanals of Kangra.

«'
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" In Kulu Bateria

"

arc merely KoUs, that is Dagis, who take out slates.
They have taken
to this trade, but arc really Kolis.
They are fouud only in Plaeh, and hence arc called Kolis,
which name is more common there than that of Dagi. So Barhais are Kolis or Dagis that use the
axe.
Bidhis and Barhais are the same in Kulu, but not in Kangra Proper. A Tarkhan of the
plains would sliudder to associate with the Barhai of Kulu, who does not scruple to eat the flesh
Kharadi.s are Kolis of Seoraj that turn wood, and mix with KoUs and Dagis on
of dead animals.
equal terms. They are eousideved rather more respectable than the common Kolis or Dagis, as
they will not touch the dead. In Kulu Barhai or Bddhi and Kharadi are names applied to different trades, not to different castes. Tlie position of Lobars and Chamars is described in paragraph
113 of the Settlement Report (quoted below). Bararas are Kolis tliat work in the nargdli or hill
bamboo. They were once prol)ably all of one caste, and have merely got the names of the pro-

"
"
"

"

"
"
"
"

"

"

but Lobars and Cliamars can scarcely be called Dagis.
fessions they follow
" But Tliavis cannot be classed with Kolis and
Dagis.
They occupy a much higher position.
"
are just below the Kanets, who will sniokc with them, but not eat with them.
They work
They
" both in wood and in
It ia
stone, as the style of building in Kulu requires that they should do so.
"
only their trade that connects them with Barhals or Kharadis, with whom they will not eat
" nor
intermarry."
;

j\Ir.
651.
Lyall thus describes the constitution and functions of the
menial class in Kulu.
" The
name
Dagis are the inpure or Kamin caste. They are also commonly called Kolis, a

however, which out of Kulu is applied to any Kulu man.' In Seoraj they arc commonly called
Bctus. Those among them wlio have taken to any particular trade are called by the trade name,
e. ^., iaraVa, basket- maker ;
barhai, carpenter; dhogri, irou-Bmcltcr ; />M»nia, wool-cleaner ;
'
and these names stick to families long after tliey have abandoned the trade, as has been the case
with certain families now named Smitli and Carpenter, in England. So also Chamars and
Lobars, though they have been classed separately, are probably only Dagis who took to those
trades ; bat at the present day other Dagis will not eat with the Lobars, and in some parts they
Most Dagis will cat the flesh of bears, leopards, or
will not eat or intermarry with the Cliamars.
langur monkeys. All except the Lobars eat the flesh of cattle who have died a natural death.
'
of them.
They stand in a subordinate position to tlie Kanets, thougli they do not hold their land
'
'
Certain families of Dagis. Chamars, and Lobars are said to be the Koridars, i.e., the
courtyard
Wlicn a Kanet dies bis heirs call tlic Koridar Dagis through
''people' of certain Kanct families.
'
their jatdi or headmen ; they bring in fuel for the funeral pile and funeral feast, wood for
'
torches, play the pipes and drums in the funeral procession, and do otlicr services, in return for
The dead bodies of cattle are another
wliich they get food and tlie kiria or funeral perquisites.
aud all
perquisite of the Dagis, but they share tliem with tlie Chamars ; the latter take the skin,
'
The Dagis carry palanquins wlieu used at uiarriagei. Tlic Lobars and Chamars
divide the flesh.
The
also do work iu iron auil leatlier for the Kanets, and are paid by certain grain allowances.
dress of the Dagis does not differ materially from that of tlie Kanets, except in being generally
'
Their mode of life is also much the same."
coarser in material and scantiei- iu shape.
'

'

In Spiti the Lohiii- would appear to be the only artisan or menial caste, [P. 338]
or gijjsy
society consisting of the cultivating class, the Lobar, and the Hesi
minstrel.

The Barwala and Batwal (Caste Nos. 49 and 78).— Barwiila and
two words used almost indiiierunlly to express the same thing, the
former being more commonly used in the lower hills and the latter in the
Chamba both names are current as
mountain ranges of Kangra. In
synonyms. But I have separated the figures, because the Batwal of Kangra
is a true caste while Barwala is little more than the name of an Occupation.
Both words correspond very closely with the Lahbar or Balahar of the plains,
and denote the village watchman or messenger. In the higher hills this oifice
652.

Batwal

are

almost confined to the Batwals, while in the lower hills it is performed by
of various low castes who are all included under the generic term of
Barwala. These men are also the coolies of the hills, and in fact occupy

is

men

much the same position there as is held by the Chamars in the plains, save
In Kangra they are also known as
that they do not tan or work in leather.
Kiriiwak or Kirauk, a word which properly means a man whose duty it is to
assemble coolies and others for biffdr or forced labom-, and they arc also called
'

But

see section 657.

The word

is

Kola, not Koli.

1

J

!

^

j
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Satwag or "bearers of bnrdcns." Like most hill menialfs they often cultivate
and are employed as ploughmen and field labourers by the Rajputs and

land,

races of the hills who are too proud to cultivate with their own hands.
are true village menials, and attend upon village guests, fill pipes, bear
torches, and carry the bridegroom's palancpiin at weddings and the like, and
receive fi^ced fees for doing so.
In the towns tliey appear to be common
allied

They

servants.
They are of the lowest or almost the lowest standing as a caste,
apparently hardly if at all above the Dumna or sweeper of the hills ; liut the
Batwal has perhaps a slightly higher standing than the Barwala. Indeed the
name of Barwala is said to be a corruption of Bdhnrwdla or " outsider,"
because, like all outcasts, they live in the outskirts of the village.
They are
returned in considerable numlicrs for almost all our sub-montane districts
and for Kangra, but in the Hill States they would appear to have been
included imder some other of the menial castes. The term Barwala seems
to be cun'ent also in Jalandhar, Amritsar, Ijahoie and Siulkot, as considerable numljers are retiirned for these districts.
In the higher ranges and
where they are known as Batwal, they are almost all Hindus ; but when
they descend to the lower hills or plains and take the name of Barwala
they are almost entirely Musalman, except in Siallcot where a considerable
number of them are still Hindus.
In fact thtir difference of religion
seems to correspond very largely with the difference in the name ; and
indeed a portion of the Hindu Barwalas of Sialkot consists of 1,455 persons of
that district who returned themselves as Ratal, and whom I classed as Barwala
and not as Batwal because they were sub-montane and not montane in their
haliitat.
The Ratals would seem to be almost if not quite identical with the
Barwalas or Batwals, and are very largely employed as agricultural labourers
on the footing of a true village menial. Brahmans are said to officiate at
the weddings of the Batwal ; but if so I suspect it must be an outcast class
of Brahmans.
The Barwalas claim Rajput origin, a claim prolmbly suggested
if any
suggestion be needed, by their clans being called after Riijput tribes,
such as Manhas and Janjua.

The Meg, (Caste No. 57).—The

Meg or as he is called in Rawalthe Chamar of the tract immediately below the Jammu hills.
But he appears to he of a slightly better standing than the Chamtir ; and this
superiority is doubtless owing to the fact that the Meg is a weaver as well
as a worker in leather, for we have already seen that weaving stands in the
social scale a degree higher than shoe-making.'
Like the Chamars of the
plains the Megs work as coolies, and like all hill menials they work much in
the fields.
General Cunningham is inclined to identify them with the
653.

pindi

Meng,

is

Meehioi of Anian, and has an interesting note on them at page 11 /J Volume
II of his Archfcological Reports, in which he describes them as an inferior caste
of cultivators who inhabited the banks of the upper Satluj at the time of
Alexander's invasion, and probably gave their name to the town of Makhowal.
They seem at present to be almost confined to the upper valleys of the Ravi and
Chanab, and their stronghold is the sub-montane portion of Sialkot lying
between these two rivers. They are practically all Hindus.
654.

even

Dum

The Dumna (Caste No. 41).—The Dumna, called
in Chamba, is the Chuhra of the hills proper, and

also
is

Domra, and

also

found in

In Bikaner and Sirsa a man who is pleased with a Chamar calls him
Megwal, just as he
calls him Dherh if he is angry with him.
The Chamars of the Bagar say they are descended
from Meg Rikhj who was created by JSarain.
1
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numbers in the sub-montane districts of Husbyarpur and Gurdaspux.
Like the Cbubi'a of the plains he is something more than a scavenger ; but
whereas the Chuhra works chiefly in grass, the Diimna adds to this occupation
the trade of working in bamboo, a material not available to the Chuhra.
He
makes sieves, winnowing pans, fans, matting, grass rope and string, and
all
the
and
other articles which
vessels, baskets, screens, fui-niture,
generally
are ordinarily made of bamboo.
When he confines himself to this sort of work
and gives up seavengering, he appears to be called Bhanjra, at any rate in the
lower hills, and occasionally Sarial ; and I have included 261 Bhanjras and 31
In the Jalandhar division Bhanjras were not returned
Sariiils in my figures.
The Dumna appears hardly ever to become Musalseparately from Duinnas.
man or Sikh, and is classed as Hindu, though being an outcast he is not allowed to draw water fi'om wells used by the ordinary Hindu population.
large

The Diimna

is

often called

Dum

in other parts of

India, as in

Chamba

I

;

and is regarded by Hindu.s as the type of uncleanness. Yet he seems once to
have enjoyed as a sei>arate alioriginal race some power and importance. Further
information regarding him will be found in Shen-ing (I, 400) and Elliott
He is of course quite distinct from the Dura-Miriisi whom I have
(1,84).
classed as Mirasi.

655. The Barara (Caste No. 137).— The Barara or Barar is the basketmaker and I)amboo-worker of the higher hills, though he has spread into the
sub-montane districts. He is not a scavenger by occupation, though he
is said to
He is fond of hunting,
worship Lai Beg, the Chuhra deity.
which fact, combined with his occupation, would almost seem to point
He is also called Nirgiilu, because he works in the
to a gipsy origin.
Nargali or hill-bamboo. The name is probably that of an occupation
of a time caste, and
rather than
appears to be hardly distinguishable
In Kulu the Bariira is said to be generally Koli by caste.
fi'om Bhanjra.
He is an outcast, like all workers in grass or reeds, and only 66 are returned
as Musalmans.
In my tables I found two castes
656. The Sarera (Caste No. 97).
the former in the Amritsar, Lahore, and Rawalreturned, Sarera and Sarara
pindi divisions, and the latter in the Jalandhar division and the Haz^ra
It appeared on inquiry that the Hazara people were probably, though
district.
not certainly, distinct ; while the others were certainly one and the same, and
were sometimes called by the one name and sometimes by the other. I therefore entered them as Sarera, reserving Sarara for the Hazara people.
The
In Kangra
Sareras are returned only from Kangra and its neighbourhood.
they are for the most part general labourers and they specially scutch cotton
like the Penja or Dhunia of the plains, and are also said to make stone mortars.
But they are likewise largely employed in field-labour. They are outcasts of
much the same status as Chamars, and almost all of them are classed as

—

;

;

Hindu.

The Koli
Dagi (Chanal,
—657.
These two words, together with a third name Chanal,
and

50)'.

Hali and Sepi)

(Castes Nos. 66 and
are used almost

The
indifferently to describe the lower class of menials of the highest hills.
Koli of the plains has already been described in section 611, and
figui-es
for Koli include him also ; but he is easily distinguishable by his locality, the

my

'

For tlie
Appendix B.

figurea

for the

Kolis of the

Native States, see the end of Table VIII

A
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and for Ambala referring to him and
is probably nothing more than a
The
from
Hindustan
the latter, of Kolian orioin.
Chamar tribe immigrant
two would appear, from Mr. Anderson^s remarks quoted in section 6.50, to
meet in the Si« aliks. General Cunningham believes that the hills of the
Panjab were once oeciipied by a true Kolian race belonging to the same group
as the Kols of Central India and Behar, and that the present Kolis are very
He points out that dd the Kolian for water
probably their representatives.
and that there
is still used for many of the smaller streams of the Simla hills,
the Dehli and Hissar divisions
figures for
The former
not to the Koli of the hills.

;

of Kolian origin extending from Jabbalpur at least as far
is a line of tribes
as Allahabad, all of which use many identical words in their vocabularies, and
have a common tradition of a hereditary connection with working in iron.

The name

Kulinda, and thinks that it
Unfortunately Kola is the ordinary name
for any inliabitaut of Kulu ; and though it is a distinct word from Koli and
with a distinct meaning, yet its plui-al Kole cannot be discriminated from
Koli when written in the Persian character; and it is just possible that our
figures may include some few persons who are Kole, but not Koli.
of Kiilu, however, he identifies with

has nothing in

common with

Kol.

The names Koli, Dagi, and Chanal seem to be used to denote almost all
In the median ranges, sucli as those of Kangra
the low castes in the hills.
proper, the Koli and Chanal are of higher status than the Dagi, and not very
much lower than tlie Kanet and Ghirath or lowest cultivating castes and
perhaps the Koli may be said to occupy a somewhat superior position to, and
the Chanal very much the same position as the Chamar in the plains, while
In Kiilu the three words
the Dagi corresponds more nearly with the Chuhra.
seem to be used almost indifferently, and to include not only the lowest castes,
but also members of those castes who have adopted the pursuits of respectable
;

The very

from JMessrs. Lyall and Anderson
Even in Kangra the
give full details on the subject.
Mv. Lyall quotes a tradition which assigns a
distinction appears doubtful.
common origin, from the marriage of a demi-god to the daughter of a Kiilu
demon, to the Kanets and Dtigis of Kiilu, the latter having become separate
owing to their ancestor, who married a Tibetan woman, having taken to
eating the flesh of the Yak, which, as a sort of ox, is sacred to Hindus ; and
he thinks that the story may point to a mixed Mughal and Hindu descent for
"
both castes.
The Koli class is pretty numerous in
Again he writes
'
Rajgiri on the north-east side of parganah Hamirpur ; like the Kanet it
'
I believe this class is
belongs to the country to the cast of Kangra proper.
" treated as
outcast by other Hindus in Rajgiri, though not so in Bilaspur
"and other countries to the east. The class has several times attempted to
"
get the Katoch Raja to remove the ban, but the negotiations have fallen
"
through because the bribe offered was not sufficient. Among outcasts the
" Chamars
Of j^ai'ganah Kangra he
are, as usual, the most numerous."
" The
v^rites
Dagis have been entered as second-class Gaddis, but they
"
properly belong to a different nationality, and bear the same relation to the
•'
Kanets of Bangahal that the Sepis, Badis, and Halis (also classed as second''
class Gaddis) do to the first-class Gaddis."
So that it would appear that
Dagis are more common in Kangra proper, and Kolis to the east of the
and that the latter aie outcast while the former claim kinship with
valley
the Kanet.
It will be oliserved tlmt, while Chamars are returned in great
numbers from Kangra and the Hill States, Chuhras seem to be included under

artisans.

in sections

6.50,

interesting quotations

651

:

:

;
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The word Dagi is sometimes said to be
former.
Diigi or Koli, probably the
but it is hardly likely that in the
derived from dcigJi, a. stain or blemisli
the Panjilb, a word of Persian origin should be in
hillsj of all parts of
common use as the name of a easts, and Mr. Anderson's derivation quoted in
At the same time the word is undoubtedly
section 65(1 is far more probable.
Chanal is perhaps the modern form of
used as a term of ojiprobrium.
the outcast of the hills, so often mentioned in the Kajatarangini
;

Chandala,

and elsewhere.
are fotind in great numbers throughout the
and in no other jmrt of the Province. Unfortunately the Kolis
of the Native States were omitted when Table VIII A was being printed.
while the total
They will be found at the end of the table for those States,

658.

The Koli and Dagi

hills proper,

Province in the British territory tables is corrected in the errata.
I have included under
are almost without exception classed as Hindu.
Hali or Sepi. The 461
tlie head Dagi those returned as Dagi, Chanal,
In the
returned tliemselves as Chanal.
Diigis of tlie Ambala division
Jiilandhar division 12,081 are returned as Diigi-KoH, 4,687 as Dagi-Chanal,
for

the

They

48 as Dagi-Barhai, and 1,188 as Sepi.

The Dagis

of

tlie

Hill

States

are

all

550 in
Chanal, except 3,228 shown as Dagi in Mandi and
The HiiHs are all returned fi-om
Bilaspur, and the Halis of Chamlja.
Chamba, where they number 16,228. Major Marshall, the Superintendent
of that State, informs me that Hali is the name given in Chamba to Diigi or
Chanal ; and that the Halis are a low caste, much above the Dumna and
who do all sorts of memal work and are
perhaps a little above the Chamiii-,
the
the fields.
Tlicy will not iutermaiTy with
very largely employed in
Chamiir." The Sepi, the same gentleman informs me, is a superior kind of
The word is used in Amritsar and Ihc neighbouring districts for any
Hali.
in agriculvillage menial who assists
ture, just as Hali means nothing
more than ploughman in the plains.
1. Barhai
2. BasehiTi
Mr. Lyall classes both Sepis and
The main subIliilis with Dagis.

returned as

The Dagis show
returned by the Kolis are given in the margin.
no large divisions. The Ilushyaiimr Kolis are said to be divided into two
former ranks higher and the latter
sections, Andarla and Bfiharla, of which the
'
lower than the Chamar.
The Rehar (Caste No. 176).— The Rehar or Rihara appears to be
659.
found in the hills. Like the Dumna
very closely allied to the Diimna. He is
he works in bamboo, but like the Hesi he travels about as a strolling minstrel.
He is said to make the trinkets worn by the Gaddi women, and to furnish the
He is much dreaded as a sorcerei. Ho is an
music at Gaddi weddings.
divisions

outcast.

of

siiperior
The Dosali (CasteNo. 178).—The Dosilli is a
660.
and platters of leaves which are
standing to the Chamar, \vho makes the cups
hill

cast*

'Mr. Anderson notes on this, tliat in Kuln Digis, Kolis, Chainars, and in abort all outcasts,
to andar Tee (insiders),
commonly described by the people as bdhar he (outsiders), as oi)posed
which latter "term includes Kanets and the better castes. The words simply imply that the former
the latter may go
while
water
and
kept,
class must remain outside the place where food is coolccd
in which the
It is very probable that the terms Andarla and Baharla express the relation
inside.
that
the two names
be
it
and
may
respective sections of Kolis stand to each other in tliis respect;
ou
are applied to tlie Chamar and Kolian section respectively, which, as we have seen above, meet
the Hushyarpur and Kangra borders.

are

[P- 340]
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aseJ at Hindu weddings.
The woixl is perhaps more the name of an occupation than of a caste, and is derived from diha, the small
jsiece of straw with
which he pins the leaves together ; but the Dosali is said not to raarrv out
of his caste.
of
them
have
been returned as Kolis. They
Probably many
are a very low caste, but not outcast
indeed if they were, articles made
by
them would hardly be used for eating from.
;

661.
The Hadi (Caste No. 185) .—This is also a hill caste, and returned
from Kaugra only. They would appeal' to be general labourers, to make
for hire, and to be something like the
bricks,^ carry earth, vegetables, &c.,
Kumhiir of the plains. But I have no detailed information
regarding them.

The Ghai (Caste No. 151).— I am in absolute uncertainty
662.
regarding
this caste, even as to whether it is a caste at all.
It was represeiated to me
as a separate caste called Ghasi or Ghai, who are the
of
the hills.
gi-ass-cutters
But the derivation soimds suspicious. I can obtain no trustworthy information about the caste, and I never heard of
as a

grass-cutting
hereditary
I am not at all sure that the word is not
occupation.
simply Khas or Khasia,
the great branch of the Kanets, and
probably the representatives of the
ancient Khas who once inhabited Kashmir and the western
portion of the
lower Himalayas ; and that it has not been written with a instead of a Ik
p
by
an ignorant enumerator. Mr. Anderson tells me that the word Ghai is used
Kangra for a grass-cutter.

m

PURBIA MENIALS.
The Purbia Menials.— The group for which the figures are
given in
Abstract No. 107 on the opposite
page* have little in common in their place of
origm, but much as they exist in the Panjiib. They are all immigrants fi-om
the North- West Provinces, who have for the most
part come into the Panjab
with oui- troops. Some of them
belong to castes which are properly agricul663.

*P. 338.

tural ; but these men have as a rule settled down to menial
occupations or
taken to service, and
they are almost coutincd to the Panjiib cantonments.
They are almost all Hindus. They will not need any lengthy description,
for they are
essentially foreigners in the Panjab.
The Kori (Caste No. 99) is a great tribe of Chamars whose
head-quarters

are in Oudh and the
neighbouring country ; and it is probably identical with
the Koli of ihe eastern districts of the
plains who have already been described.
The Kori Chamar seldom works in leather, rather
confining himself to

weaving and general labour.

In the Panjab cantonments the latter is his
He is a coolie and grass-cutter, and not unfi-equently takes
occupation.
service in the latter
capacity or as a groom.
The Kurmi

No.

(Caste
119) or Kiunbhi is a great caste of cultivators very
"A
widely distributed over the eastern parts of Hindustan and the Deccan.
good caste is the Kunbiu. With hoe in hand she weeds the field together
"with her husband." But in the cantonments of the
Panjab they are
^"^

like other Piirbis, in
cutting grass, weaving and serving
they are even said to keep pigs. They are of coiu'se a very
lower far in social standing than our indigenous agricultural

generally occupied,
as grooms ; and

low

caste

;

castes.

The Jaiswara (Caste No.
127).— Many of the north-western castes include
a tribe of this name more
;
especially the menial and outcast classes, though
there are also Jaiswai'a
Rajputs and Banyas. The name is supposed to be
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But the Jaiswaras
derived from Jais, a large manufacturing town in Oudh.
of the Panjiih cantonments prohably lieh)ng to the Chanitir tribe of that name.
They are generally found in attendance upon horses., and a considerable proare Jaiswaras.
They also frequently
portion of our grooms and grass-cutters
take service as bearers.
(Caste No. 156) .—This caste is closely allied with the Khatiks,
indeed are said by some to be nothing more than a Pasi tril)e.
They
are said to be the professional watchman and thief of the North- West Provinces, which is not the only part of India where the two occupations go
It is said that their name is derived from pdsa, a noose ; and that
together.
their original occupation is that of climbing the toddy palm by means of a
noose and making toddy. They are a very low caste, and great keepers of
are often employed in
pigs ; and in the cantonments of the "Province they

The Pasi

who

and selling cowdung as fuel.
The Purbi (Caste No. 146). This word means nothing more (liau an
"east country man/' from purah, the east, and is used generically in the
who
Panjab for alt the menial immigrants from the North-West Provinces

collecting

—

compose the group now under discussion.
Abstract No.

107, showing the Purbia Menials.
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